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Abstract 
This thesis is a critical study and translation into English of Mikhail Zoshchenko's 
long story "Michel Siniagin", including a critical analysis of the text of "Michel 
i 
Siniagin" in relation to other work by the same writer, and a discussion of the specific 
problems raised by Zoshchenko's work for the English language translator. 
The first chapter of the thesis is devoted to language and style in Zoshchenko's work. 
"Michel Siniagin" and the related cycle of "Sentimental Tales" are viewed in the 
context of the author's broader stylistic project. The chapter opens with a discussion 
of skaz in Zoshchenko's short stories as a reflection of early Soviet socio-linguistic 
reality and as an attempt to expand literary narrative beyond the discourse of the 
educated classes. It goes on to describe the emergence of a parodic semi-educated 
writer figure in the "Sentimental Tales", whose literary style parodies the 
democratisation of culture in post-revolutionary Russia and the attempts of those in 
authority io create a proletarian classical literature or "Red Lev Tolstoi". Some of the 
specific stylistic features of "Michel Siniagin" are then examined in greater detail. 
The second chapter explores some of the more important thematic elements of 
"Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales". It aims to show the thematic 
',',f, 
continuity of Zoshchenko' s work and to 'emphasise intertextual connections with 
ii 
contemporary literary developments and topical social and philosophical questions. 
This chapter also explores the autobiographical element in "Michel Siniagin" and 
looks at the significance for Zoshchenko of the real life beggar-poet Aleksandr 
Tiniakov, who served as the inspiration for the anti-hero Siniagin. 
The third chapter is devoted to the problems of literary translation. It begins with a 
defence of practical, critically engaged models of translation theory, arguing that 
when theory becomes divorced from practice, it tends to stray into abstract and 
perfectionist discourse and to distort the reality of translation as it actually happens. 
The chapter summarises recent arguments in favour of free/dynamic versus 
literaVformal translation strategies. It then examines how the specific nature of 
Zoshchenko's work affects the translator's choice of strategy, comparing the 
effectivity of some previous translations of Zoshchenko' s short stories. The final part 
of this chapter looks at the problems posed by the deliberately clumsy prose style of 
Zoshchenko's fictional "author" in "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales", 
compares my own translation with existing translations. It is argued that interference 
from foreign cultural associations is more detrimental to the humour and spirit of 
Zoshchenko's work than interference from so-called "translationese". 
The penultimate chapter of the thesis explores the impact of self-censorship and 
.. 
censorship on Zoshchenko's work in general and on "Michel Siniagin" in particular, 
comparing different versions of the text of "Michel Siniagin" and describing 
amendments made to the text by Zoshchenko at manuscript stage and by editors at 
later stages in its history. 
The thesis concludes with the full English translation of the text, supplemented with 
several notes on cultural and historical references and other points of interest. 
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Note on Presentation 
All titles of Russian works mentioned in the body of this thesis are provided in 
English. The first time a work is mentioned, the Russian title is also provided in 
transliterated form. 
All direct quotes from literary works are given in Russian. Quotes from Russian 
language secondary sources (critical works, biography. reminiscences. letters etc.), if 
short. are included in the body of the text and translated into English for the sake of 
readability. Longer quotes of this sort are given in Russian and separated from the 
body of the text in indented paragraphs. 
Titles of Russian newspapers and journals are given in transliterated form (Library of 
Congress system). in italics (e.g .• Pravda). The same goes for any Russian words that 
are used in the text to refer to specific organisations (Kuznitsa) or to concepts (e.g., 
skaz. meshchanstvo), as opposed to direct quotes from literary sources. 
All translations are mine, unless otherwise stated. 
Page numbers given after quotes from "Michel Siniagin" refer to the first published 
version of the story. "M.P. Siniagin: Vospominaniia 0 Mishele Siniagine", in Novyi 
mir. 12. 1930, pp. 112-40. A full copy of this version of the Russian text is provided in 
Appendix 1. 
All references to Russian works in the running footnotes and the bibliography are 
given in transliterated form. 
In footnote references. a full bibliographical reference is given the first time a work is 
mentioned in each chapter. Any further references in the same chapter provide only the 
author. title and page number. 
Although the Library of Congress system of transliteration is used throughout the 
thesis, in the translation of "Michel Siniagin" I have simplified the spelling of Russian 
names (Le. Maria Arkadievna rather than Mariia Arkad'evna). 
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Introduction 
This thesis is a study of a single text, "Michel Siniagin" ("M. P. Siniagin: 
Vospominaniia 0 Mishele Siniagine"), a long story by Mikhail Zoshchenko. 
It covers two related disciplines - literary criticism and translation studies, 
and takes the form of a critical study, a translation of the story into English 
and a commentary on the specific problems raised in translation. 
Zoshchenko's international reputation as a writer has languished because his 
work is considered well-nigh untranslatable. Despite his considerable fame 
at home, he is virtually unknown in the English-speaking world, except to 
those involved in Slavonic studies. The difficulty of reading Zoshchenko's 
work in another language is partly to do with the fact that his fictional world 
is inextricably linked to a specific time and place - the Soviet Union in the 
1920s, with its communal flats, workers' newspapers, crowded trams and 
bathhouses, its housing crisis and bedbugs. It is not only the situations and 
people he describes that are rooted in this cultural milieu: the very voice in 
which his stories are told is saturated in the period detail of the early Soviet 
era, a stylised brew of the words, intonations, slogans and concepts that were 
common currency during the years of War Communism and the NEP. 
Zoshchenko's work enters the reader's consciousness as much through the 
"mind's ear" as through the mind's eye and, inevitably. his work will not 
have the same impact when read by a foreign audience unable to "tune in" to 
this voice because they have no experience of life in the Soviet Union. As 
the writer Sergei Dovlatov argues, Zoshchenko presents the English 
language translator with apparently insurmountable problems, both as a 
stylist with his own special language and as a writer whose work reflects a 
way of life peculiar to the Soviet Union: 
KaK BLIpa3HTh Ha a HI' JIHiicK 0 M er 0 reHHaJIhHLIe .sI3LIK OBLle 
«norpewHocTH»? KaK. CKa>KeM. nepeBecTH 3TY penJIHKY: 
«IIoHHMaewh. Koro TLl 06H,.ZteJI? TLl e~HHoYTp06Horo ~S1~10 
06H,.ZteJII ••• » 
O~HaKO. rJIaBHOe ~a>Ke He 3TO. Kor~a aMepHKaHeI:( 
nepeBO~HT. HaIIpHMep. IflpaHI:(Y3a. OH HMeeT ~eJIO C 
peaJIhHOCThlO 60JIee HJIH MeHee eMY 3HaKOMOH. A KaK. 
HaIIpHMep. nepeBecTH: «HBaHoBY ~aJIH >KHJInJIO~a~h»? HJIH. 
CKa>KeM: «IIeTpoBY Y ~aJIOCh ~ocTa Th 6aHKY pacTBopHMoro 
1 
I<:0IPe». HJIH. AOnyCTHM. «CHAOPOB JIHWHJIC5I MOCI<:OBCI<:OH 
np OIIHCI<:H? »1 
Zoshchenko's reputation as a humorous writer has made his reception abroad 
doubly problematic. For many years, Zoshchenko was regarded in Russia 
simply as the author of comic stories. With the passing of time, and the 
accumulation of a large body of criticism and other secondary literature on 
Zoshchenko, he has begun to assume the reputation of an increasingly 
complex and enigmatic writer, whose status as a serious artist is assured, in 
Russia at least. Nevertheless, he is undeniably a very funny writer and is still 
regarded by many as a comedian first and foremost. Perhaps because of this 
reputation, collections of Zoshchenko's work in English translation have 
tended to concentrate on his most celebrated funny stories, such as "The 
Bathhouse" ("Bania"), "The Aristocrat" ("Aristokratka") and "Nervous 
People" ("Nervnye liudi"). Of all Zoshchenko's literary output, these short 
stories, with their culture-specific, condensed skaz, are probably the hardest 
to translate and the least likely to survive well in translation. It is possible 
that Zoshchenko has been done a disservice as a writer by the fact that he 
was initially marketed as a Soviet humourist, with the publishing of 
anthologies of his comic short stories, such as the collections translated by 
Elizaveta Fen and published in the 1940s. The concentration on those works 
that are particularly difficult to translate has probably encouraged a poor 
view of his writing in the English-speaking world. How badly Zoshchenko's 
funny stories travel is shown by the comment of a reviewer of a collection of 
stories translated by Maria Gordon and Hugh McLean, "Nervous People and 
Other Satires", in the early 1960s: "we cannot admire these works much as 
works of humour. Compared, say with the humour that has come to us from 
America in the past 40 years, Zoshchenko's seems thin and foolish". 2 
Translati~~ of humour is fraught with obstacles, especially in the case of 
work like Zoshchenko's, in which superficial comedy masks considerable 
philosophical depth. Translations of literary works always distort and alter 
the original, illuminating certain aspects and obscuring others. The 
translation of humour entails particular risks, though, because the pragmatic 
IS. Dovlatov, "Perevodnye kartinki: v dzhungliakh amerikanskogo 
izdatel'skogo biznesa", in Petropol, 5, 1994, pp. 136-7. 
2N. Dennis, "Soviet Satirist's Hard Times", in Sunday Telegraph, 13 October 
1963. 
2 
aim of making the reader laugh encourages the translator to sacrifice the 
formal complexities of the original. Zoshchenko is not best served by 
translations that treat his humour as situational comedy and try to adapt it for 
a foreign audience. The formal structure of his writing and the specifically 
Soviet atmosphere of his stories are too integral to be sacrificed for the sake 
of the incidental humour of the plots. Stripped of these elements, what 
remains of his writing can indeed appear crude and unsubstantial -
particularly in the case of his famous short stories. Zoshchenko's work can 
be successfully brought to the foreign reader only if that reader is also 
willing to go some way to meet him, by trying to understand the specific 
cultural situation reflected in his work, and by understanding the 
philosophical preoccupations that characterise his writing as a whole. 
There is another problematic aspect of Zoshchenko's work for the English-
speaking public, and that is his apparent capitulation to a regime widely 
regarded in the West as evil. Zoshchenko's political compromise is 
something of a moot point. Two recent English-language studies, by Linda 
Scatton and Gregory Carleton, have argued that Zoshchenko's work must be 
regarded as an organic whole, and that the elements of his work that are 
puzzling and contradictory should not be discarded simply because they fit 
inconveniently into the picture of Zoshchenko the persecuted satirist. Linda 
Scatton has turned her attention to works normally seen as tangential to the 
central canon of Zoshchenko's work, such as his series of stories about Lenin 
and his children's stories.3 Carleton has concentrated on the reception of 
Zoshchenko's work, arguing that critics on both sides of the political divide 
have tended to throw out those aspects of Zoshchenko's work that least agree 
with their own ideology and simply ignore them.4 
The questions of whether or not Zoshchenko gave in to the censor and of 
how heavily he censored his own work will be addressed throughout the first 
,~, 
two chapters of this thesis, as well as in the fourth chapter, which discusses 
different versions of the text of "Michel Siniagin". It is certainly true that 
there are some points of correspondence between Zoshchenko's convictions 
and the political orthodoxy of the Stalin era. He was particularly disturbed 
3 L. Scatton, Mikhail Zoshchenko: Evolution of a Writer, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993. 
4G. Carleton, The Politics of Reception: Cultural Constructions of Mikhail 
Zoshchenko. Evanston, Illinois: Northw~stern University Press, 1998. 
3 
by the question of artistic and moral decadence, and saw his own mental 
illness as a manifestation of that decadence. He felt guilty about his own 
class origins and was genuinely troubled by the need to challenge elitism in 
art and literature. At the same time, there is overwhelming evidence that 
Zoshchenko was obliged to exaggerate his loyalty to Party ideals in his later 
work in order to avoid the censor. In particular, there is a dramatic change 
discernable in his work between the mid-1920s and mid-1930s - a change 
that corresponds to the tightening of the cultural screws in the early 1930s, 
when Socialist Realism was prescribed as the single acceptable artistic 
method in the Soviet Union. Works by Zoshchenko such as "Wisdom" 
("Mudrost"') or "People" ("Liudi"), dating from the mid-1920s, are much 
more politically ambiguous than works published in the mid-1930s, such as 
The Blue Book, (Golubaia kniga), with its obligatory hymns of praise to the 
Soviet Union. 
My view is that Zoshchenko did indeed "sell out" - and this is an obstacle to 
his assimilation in the Western canon of Russian classics. Soviet writers who 
are regarded to have compromised themselves ideologically are generally 
less attractive to Western readers than writers who wrote "for the desk 
drawer". Compromise of this nature is also problematic because party 
politics tend to have an adverse effect on art, making it narrow, specific and 
less likely to withstand the test of time. One reason why I chose to devote 
this study to "Michel Siniagin" is because I regard it as one of the last 
significant works by Zoshchenko that is not seriously tainted by self-
censorship. The "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" were written 
before the need for serious political compromise set in. They are also, 
because of their more formal, literary character, more translatable than much 
of Zoshchenko's earlier work. Ideally, the entire cycle of the "Sentimental 
Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" should be published together in translation. 
Such a collection might go some way towards establishing Zoshchenko's 
.. ' 
reputation in the West. 
Zoshchenko's willingness to compromise was partly due to his desire to see 
his work read during his lifetime. He needed to publish his work for the sake 
of both his spiritual and his material wellbeing. Surviving letters from the 
last years of his life testify to the extreme moral decline, illness and poverty 
he experienced following the Party decree of 1946, which led to an effective 
4 
ban on publishing his work that continued almost up until his death.5 But 
another reason for his willingness to submit to censorship was his belief in 
reaching and influencing a wide readership. He believed sincerely that 
civilisation, enlightenment and social progress were the only way forward 
for Russia. In this respect, Zoshchenko is a typical "Westerniser" - a Russian 
writer more opposed to Slavophile philosophy would be hard to find. In her 
memoirs, Nadezhda Mandel'shtam portrayed this didactic impulse on 
Zoshchenko's part as a sign of his naive belief in progress: 
30l4eHKO, MOpaJIHCT no IIpHpo,ll;e, CBOHMH paccKa3aMH 
IILITaJIC.sI 06pa3YMHTD cOBpeMeHHHKoB, nOMO'tID HM CTa TD 
JIIO,lI;DMH, a 't!HTa TeJIH IIpHHHMaJIH Bce 3a IOMOPHCTHKY H 
p:>KaJIH, KaK JIOWa,ll;H. 30l4eHKO COXpaIDlJI HJIJII03HH, Ha't!HCTO 
6LIJI JIHWeH ~HHH3Ma, Bce BpeM.sI pa3M:DIWJI.sIJI, qyTD 
HaKJIOHHB rOJIOBY Ha60K, H :>KeCTOKO 3a Bce paCllJIa THJIC.sI. 
fJIa30M XY,lI;O:>KHHKa OH HHOr,ll;a IIpOHHKaJI B CYTD Bel4eH, HO , 
OCM:DICJIHTD He Mor, nOTOMY '1TO CB.sITO BepHJI B IIporpecc H 
Bce ero KpaCHB:DIe CJIe,ll;CTBH.sI. Ha BoiiHe ero OTpaBHJIH 
ra3aMH, nOCJIe BoiiH:DI, nCeB,lI;O-q,HJIOCOq,CKHM BapeBOM, 
Ma TepHaJIHCTH'leCKOH HaCTOHKOH ,lI;JI.sI cJIa6:DIX ,lI;YW. f ,lI;e-TO 
Mepel4HJIacD rHMHa3H.sI C JIH6epaJIH3MOM H BOJIDHH'laHDeM, 
a Ha Hee HaCJIOHJIOCD Bce OCTaJIDHoe. KPH3HC M:DICJIH H 
KpH3HC 06pa30BaHH.sI. 6 
There is some truth in Mandelstam's judgement. Zoshchenko certainly 
regarded it as his duty to try to educate the masses whom he reached through 
his writing and thus to raise the general level of culture in the new Soviet 
Union. For instance, in the collection of correspondence published in 1929, 
Letters to a Writer (Pis/rna k pisateliu), Zoshchenko advises an educated 
young woman dismayed at the crude behaviour of her fellow students at a 
factory c;ilege that if she considers herself above those who surround her, 
her business is not to complain but to try exert a good influence on them: 
5See, for instance, a letter written to Fedin in 1955 published in M. 
Zoshchenko, Uvazhaernye grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, fel'etony, 
satiricheskie zarnetki, Pis/rna k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, ed. M. 
DOlinskii, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1991, p.133. 
6N. Mandel'shtam, Vtoraia kniga, Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1990, p. 
294. 
5 
"Even if you can make two or three people interested in literature or 
persuade them that cursing simply demeans them, it will be an 
achievement". 7 Yet he was not so naive and free of cynicism as Nadezhda 
Mandel'shtam argues, and his belief in progress was not so straightforward 
as she assumes. In his own writing, Zoshchenko repeatedly expressed the 
morbid conviction that human beings would never really change. His more 
optimistic pronouncements about progress are counterbalanced by the 
persistent depiction of atavistic human behaviour throughout his writing. 
The tension between these two positions - the one of naive optimism and the 
second of realistic pessimism - runs throughout Zoshchenko's work, giving it 
an ambiguous, "dialogic" character. Taken against the background of his 
work as a whole, the author's didactic impulse could be better explained as 
an attempt to salvage something positive from his harsh view of life. 
Zoshchenko's susceptibility to what Nadezhda Mandel'shtam calls the 
"materialist concoction for feeble souls" - that is, the obsession with mental 
health and psychoanalysis expressed in his later work - is an aspect of 
Zoshchenko's writing that makes him an object of particular interest to the 
Western reader, because it reflects wider developments in early 20th-century 
thought that remain influential to this day. Zoshchenko's interest in 
psychoanalysis was a response to a "crisis of thought" - or rather, a crisis of 
faith - that is apparent even in his earliest works. The same crisis that 
eventually led Zoshchenko to write Before Sunrise - in which he attempted 
to find a cure for his neurasthenia by examining his memories and dreams -
was also the catalyst behind "The Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin". 
In these works, Zoshchenko depicts a world in which the absence of faith 
extends beyond atheism to embrace a state of being in which the religious, 
spiritual, aesthetic or sentimental impulse is lacking altogether. The author's 
fictional world is without a "third dimension", as the critic Benedikt Sarnov 
puts it.8 Zoshchenko's insistence on portraying a view of life in which 
... 
nothing exists outside the physical realm, and the harsh and ugly terms he 
depicted it in, show that he was acutely aware of the tragedy of loss of faith. 
In this respect, Zoshchenko's artistic method is comparable to that of the 
7M. Zoshchenko, Pis'rna k pisateliu, inUvazhaernye grazhdane, parodii, 
rasskazy, fel'etony, satiricheskie zarnetki, Pis'rna k pisateliu, odnoaktnye 
komedii, p. 413. 
8 B. Sarnov, Prishestviia kapitana Lebiadkina: sluchai Zoshchenko, 
Moscow: Pik Rik Kul'tura, 1993. 
6 
German artist George Grosz, a contemporary of whom he wrote approvingly 
in 1937, arguing that his primitive "infantilism" was appropriate to the age in 
which he belonged.9 Like Grosz, Zoshchenko relentlessly portrays ugliness 
as if to highlight its distance from an ideal about which he remains silent. 
The following judgement on Grosz's art by one of his acquaintances is 
strikingly appropriate to Zoshchenko's own work: 
In its exclusive cult of the ugliness of the German philistine his 
whole art is, as it were, only the counterpart of some secret ideal 
of beauty that Grosz hides within himself, as it were, conceals 
out of shame. He draws and shows and persecutes with fanatical 
hatred the opposite of which he carries inside himself and 
conceals like a shrine from all eyes. His whole art is a war of 
annihilation against the opposite of his constantly hidden ideal, 
his secret "lady love". Instead of singing her praises like a 
minstrel, every day he fights like a possessed knight against her 
adversaries with merciless rage. A quite remarkable and singular 
case: the idealist with the polar opposites reversed. 10 
The aspects of Zoshchenko's work touched on here make him a fascinating 
subject for the critic and biographer. "Michel Siniagin" may be regarded by 
some as rather unrepresentative of Zoshchenko's writing, but in fact it shows 
a great deal of artistic and philosophical continuity with his earliest and 
latest work. Chapters one and two of this thesis are an attempt to 
contextualise "Michel Siniagin" in relation to the specific milieu in which it 
was written and to the rest of Zoshchenko's literary output. These chapters 
will act as a supplement to the translation, providing background knowledge 
necessary for a full appreciation of the text. They will also feed into the third 
chapter, by highlighting stylistic aspects of the text and intertextual 
references that have a direct impact on the translation . 
• 1'.> 
The third chapter of the thesis is devoted to the practical problems of 
translating "Michel Siniagin" and to a discussion of previous translations of 
9M. Zoshchenko, ""0 stikhakh N. Zabolotskogo" (1937), in "Literatura 
dolzhna byt' narodnoi", ed. Iu. Tomashevskii, in Literatumoe obozrenie, 9, 
1984, p.106. 
10H. Kassler, diary note from 7 July 1922, quoted in R: Jentsch, George 
Grosz: The Berlin Years, Milan: Electa, ~997, p. 104. 
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Zoshchenko's work. It will begin with a short overview of translation studies 
and a defence of my chosen approach - which can be described as a 
combination of the "critical" and "practical" models of translation theory. I 
start from the assumption that a literary translation springs from an 
individual reading of a text and is thus by its very nature a subjective and 
critical enterprise. I will discuss what I regard as the best way to translate 
Zoshchenko's work - and "Michel Siniagin" in particular - by drawing on my 
own reading of the author as outlined in chapters one and two, and assessing 
existing English translations of Zoshchenko's stories. 
Although it is focussed on the specific task in hand, this chapter is also, in a 
small way, an attempt to engage with the wider field of translation studies 
and translation theory. I believe that the practical model of translation 
studies, which concentrates on a specific task and describes translation as it 
actually happens, is valuable as a counterbalance to some of the more 
extreme claims of recent theory. Whatever the translator's feelings about 
language or translation in the abstract, the actual process of translating forces 
him or her to focus on the primary activity of finding equivalents and to take 
on board all the practical limitations that are imposed by the immediate 
context. The practical approach to translation discourages the type of 
perfectionist or circular discourse characteristic of some theory, and 
emphasises the more creative and intuitive aspects of literary translation as it 
actually happens. 
Chapter four discusses texual differences between the manuscript version of 
"Michel Siniagin" and subsequent published versions. The question of 
textual integrity is of some importance as regards Zoshchenko's work, given 
that many of his stories were extensively revised either by the author himself 
or by his editors. Manuscript evidence is used in this chapter to argue that 
the first published version of "Michel Siniagin" is the least artistically and 
,..i;., 
politically compromised variant of the story and thus the preferred text for 
use in translation. Corrections made by author before publication offer some 
insight into Zoshchenko's creative process and his use of self-censorship. 
Corrections made to the text in subsequent versions show how Zoshchenko's 
work was subject to editorial interference. 
The thesis ends with a full English translation of Michel Siniagin , 
supplemented with notes on specific textual, literary and historical points of 
8 
interest. A facsimile copy of the first published Russian version of the text is 
included at Appendix 1. 
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Chapter 1: Stylistic Aspects of Zoshchenko's Work and "Michel Siniagin" 
Introduction 
"Michel Siniagin" is closely related to Zoshchenko's cycle of long stories, the 
"Sentimental Tales" ("Sentimental'nye povesti"). These were written between 1923 and 
1930, and were fIrst published together in an incomplete collection in 1927, under the title 
What the Nightingale Sang About (0 chem pel solovei).l Written a little after the last of 
the "Sentimental Tales", in 1930, "Michel Siniagin" was published separately, fIrst in the 
journal Novyi mir and then in the form of a book illustrated with photographs. Despite its 
declared status as a spoof biography rather than fIction, "Michel Siniagin" is similar 
enough to the "Sentimental Tales" in style and plot to be regarded as a later addition to the 
cycle. 
Stylistically, the "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" marked a departure from the 
shorter comic stories and sketches that had made Zoshchenko a household name in the 
1920s. The tales were greeted enthusiastically by Zoshchenko's fellow writers: Valentin 
Kaverin described "Wisdom" as "a wonderful story, incredibly subtle stylistically".2 
Maksim Gor'kii wrote to Mikhail Slonimskii that the story "A Terrible Night" encouraged 
him to expect great things from Zoshchenko in future: " ... There is more irony in his 
humour than there is humour. He promises to become a master".3 Kornei Chukovskii 
recalls "[Zoshchenko is very concerned] about the fate of his "Nightingale" and was 
oVerjoyed when I told him that I look on these stories as poetry, that despite their masterly 
blend of styles I sense a lofty biblical lyricism in this book".4 The emigre critic P. Bitsilli 
wrote a glowing review of "Wisdom", comparing it to the work of Gogo!'; another emigre 
lIn its complete form the cycle includes the following stories: "The Goat" ("Koza") 
(1923). "Apollon and Tamara" ("Apollon i Tamara") (1923), "Wisdom" ("Mudrost"') 
(1924). "People" ("Liudi") (1924), "A Terrible Night" ("Strashnaia nochttt) (1925), "What 
the Nightingale Sang About" ("0 chern pel solovei") (1925), "A Funny Adventure" 
("Veseloe prikliuchenie") (1928) and "The Lilac is in Flower" (Siren' tsvetet) (1930). 
2V. Kaverin, letter to L. Lunts, 1923, quoted in part in M. Zoshchenko, Uvazhaemye 
grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, !e['etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k pisateliu, 
odnoaktnye komedii, ed. Mikhail Dolinskii, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1991, p. 43. 
3M. Gor'kii, letter to M. Slonimskii. March 1925. quoted in part in M.Zoshchenko, 
Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, !e['etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k 
Pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, p. 44. 
4 K. ChukovSkii, Dnevnik, 1901-1929, 2nd edn., Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel', 1997, p. 
409. . 
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critic, G.Adamovich, regarded the "Sentimental Tales" as Zoshchenko's best works.s 
However, the Tales were not universally admired. They prompted hostile reviews from 
critics M. Ol'shevets and V. Veshnev, the main thrust of which was to attack Zoshchenko 
as a writer without a positive ideological stance.6 The writer Marietta Shaginian compared 
the Tales unfavourably to Zoshchenko's short stories, comparing his style in the longer 
works to baked pie as opposed to fertile grain.7 Readers who had become used to 
Zoshchenko's comic sketches were also puzzled by the tales: Zoshchenko complained to 
Chukovskii that his readers had not understood them. 8 
Despite their stylistic differences, both Zoshchenko's short stories and his "Sentimental 
Tales" can be viewed as a part of a broader literary project or "mission" by the author - the 
creation of a distinctive literary narrative voice. While he rose to popularity through his 
reputation as a humourist, Zoshchenko saw himself as a stylistic innovator, as the remarks 
of his contemporaries suggest. The writer's wife, Vera Zoshchenko, recorded a telling 
remark by the writer in a diary entry of 1923: "He says that all this time he has done a 
huge amount of work that has gone unnoticed by others, he has created a completely new 
and incredibly compressed, succinct language".9 Fedin was to write of Zoshchenko that 
he was "one of the few Soviet writers who are trying to write in such a way that books 
might be written on "so-and-so's literary contribution".lo Zoshchenko's own published 
statements (for instance, the 1929 article "About Myself, Critics and My Work" ("0 sebe, 
o kritikakh i 0 svoei rabote") and the commentary to Letters to a Writer (Pis'ma k 
pisateliu), published the same year, stress his contributory role to the development of the 
Russian literary language and reveal a strong desire for recognition on this score. In fact, 
by 1929 such recognition had already arrived in the form of a collection of critical articles 
S Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), "Neizvestnyi sovetskii grazhdanin, kotorogo zvali Zoshchenko", 
in Druzhba narodov, 8, 1993, pp. 200-16. 
6M. Ol'shevets, "Obyvatel'skii nabat" (1927) and V. Veshnev, "Razgovor po dusham" 
(1928) in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Olimp, 
1994, pp. 148-152. 
7 M. Shaginian, letter to Zoshchenko, 4 April 1928, in T. M. Vakhitova (ed.), "Ochen', 
ochen' liubliu, s godami vse bol'she i nezhnee": Pis'ma M. S. Shaginian k M. Zoshchenko, 
1925-1958", in N.A. Groznova (ed.), Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi 
biograjii, St Petersburg: Nauka, 1997, p. 119. 
8K, Chukovskii, Dnevnik, 1901-1929, 2nd edn., p. 422. 
9G. B. Filippov, "Lichnost' Zoshchenko po vospominaniiam ego zheny", in N. A. 
Groznova (ed.), Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii, p. 69. 
10K, Fedin, "Mikhail Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed:), Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko, St Petersburg: Khudozhestvenn~a literatura, 1995, p.I13. 
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on Zoshchenko's work in the series "Masters of Contemporary Literature" ("Mastera 
sovremennoi literatury"), for which the article "About Myself, My Critics and My Work" 
was written. The book featured articles by, among others, the leading formalist critics V. 
Shklovskii and V. Vinogradov. Since then, Zoshchenko has attracted constant attention as 
a stylist. Other important commentaries on Zoshchenko's style by Russian critics include 
works by Tsezar' Volpe, M. Chudakova, Iu. Tomashevskii and B.Sarnov and, among 
emigre writers, I. R. Titunik, Mikhail Kreps, A. Zholkovskii and Iu. Shcheglov. Recent 
English language studies on Zoshchenko by Linda Scatton, Cathy Popkin and Gregory 
Carleton have also given prominence to stylistic aspects of the writer's work. 
What makes Zoshchenko's stylistic innovation so interesting for the translator is that it is 
intimately bound up with the specific cultural, social and literary climate of the Soviet 
Union in the 1920s and 1930s. This chapter will describe the development of a distinctive 
narrative voice in Zoshchenko's short stories and examine the relationship between that 
voice and the cultural climate surrounding the author. It will continue with a discussion of 
the style in the "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" which elaborates on and 
contrasts with the familiar narrative voice of the short stories, taking Zoshchenko's literary 
project in a new direction. 
Part l:Skaz in Russian Literary Criticism 
The style of the "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" can be understood better when 
it is compared and contrasted with the style of the short stories generally considered more 
representative of the author's work. In describing the style of Zoshchenko's short stories, 
critics have often referred to a type of narrative known as skaz. Skaz first appeared as a 
stylistic concept just before Zoshchenko began his career as a writer, and became so 
strongly identified with him that the subject of skaz in Zoshchenko's work was suffering 
from critical overkill as early as 1928. In an article of that year Shklovskii wrote: "There 
are now two ways to write about this author: Either you write "The Problem of Skaz" and 
then say that skaz is an illusion of live speech. Analyse skaz. Or you write: "M. 
Zoshchenko and the Problem of Class Consciousness" and begin correcting his 
ideology" .11 
Skaz is a rather problematic concept, as it has not always been used consistently. While 
some have used the term loosely to mean any sort of first-person narrative by an 
llV. Shklovskii, "0 Zoshchenke i bol'shoi literature", in B.V. Kazanskii and Iu. Tynianov 
(eds.). Mastera sovremennoi literatury: Mikhail ZoshchenkO. Leningrad: Priboi, 1928. p .. 
17. 
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unreliable narrator, others have approached skaz as a problem in its own right, formulating 
elaborate definitions based on stylistic or other criteria. 12 As a result there are now 
numerous definitions of skaz in existence, many of which contradict one another. 
The debate on skaz has been shaped chiefly by the Russian formalist critics and by 
Mikhail Bakhtin. The formalists - who can be credited with introducing the concept of 
skaz to the terminology of Russian literary criticism - were primarily interested in skaz as 
a literary imitation of live, oral storytelling. Eikhenbaum defined skaz in 1925 as "that 
form of narrative prose which in its vocabulary, syntax and choice of intonation reveals an 
orientation towards the oral speech of a narrator" .13 As the formalists saw it, one of the 
principal functions of skaz was to draw the reader's attention away from the events or 
objects depicted to the act of storytelling itself. Eikhenbaum writes that skaz "foregrounds 
those elements of the language that generally fade into the background in descriptive or 
story-based genres" .14 Such, for instance, is Gogol"s particular brand of comic narrative, 
in which "mimicry and articulation" play an important role, a type of narrative "behind 
which an actor is hiding, so that skaz assumes the character of play-acting" .IS Tynianov 
maintains that skaz makes the word "physically perceptible": "the whole story becomes a 
monologue, addressed to every reader, and the reader appears to enter the story, to begin 
to intonate, to gesticulate, to smile, he does not read, but acts the story". 16 The formalists 
stressed too the improvisatory nature of skaz, "the sense [in written narrative] that the 
narrator is not in control and that the work is being created "in process" and without 
revisions". 17 Vinogradov's definition of skaz emphasises this sense of immediacy. "Skaz," 
writes Vinogradov, "is a particular type of literary orientation towards an oral monologue 
of the narrative type, an artistic imitation of monologic speech which contains a narrative 
story and appears to be constructed as it is performed",18 This links skaz nicely to the 
I20ne such attempt is the basis of a study by I.R. Titunik, "The Problem of Skaz in 
Russian Literature" (doctoral dissertation, University of Cali fomi a, 1963). 
13B. Eikhenbaum, "Leskov i sovremennaia proza" (1925), in Literatura, teoriia, kritika, 
polemika, 2nd edn., Chicago: Russian Language Specialties, 1969, p. 214. 
14Ibid 219'" 
.p. . 
I5B. Eikhenbaum, "Kak sdelana shineI' Gogolia" (1919), in Skvoz' literaturu: voprosy 
poetiki, 2nd edn., The Hague: Mouton, 1962, pp 171-95. 
I6Iu. Tynianov, "Literatumoe segodnia" (1924), in Poetika, istoriia, literatura, kino, 
. Moscow: Nauka, 1977, p. 160. 
l7C. Emerson and G. S. Morson, Mikhail Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaics, Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1990, p. 153. 
I8y. Yinogradov, "Problema "skaza" v stilistike" (1925), in Poetika 1-5 ,Munich: 
Wilhelm Fink, 1970, p.33. 
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fonnalist approach to literary criticism, which laid much store on how literary works were 
"made". 
Skaz also interested the formalists as a means of reviving the literary canon. It thus served 
as an illustration of their view of literary history, according to which canonised literary 
fonns, when they are felt to be no longer viable, are succeeded by new forms.19 
Eikhenbaum evidently sees the fashion for skaz among contemporary writers such as the 
Serapion Brothers (the group with which Zoshchenko was affiliated) as a reaction against 
the 19th-century novel, which he sees as a "bookish genre". "The novel", writes 
Eikhenbaum "is a mixed genre, the product of written culture. Novels are written, not 
"overheard", and written specifically to be read. The living word of the storyteller drowns 
in this huge mass - his voice is lost". 20 Vinogradov expresses a similar view when he 
writes that skaz allows authors to introduce uncanonised, extra-literary forms into the 
literary language: "When the dead words of canonised literary prose begin to "smell bad" 
like "bees in an empty hive" - then writers can begin to create new worlds with the help of 
alien verbal material".21 
The most significant aspect of skaz discussed by the formalists from the point of view of 
subsequent definitions is its function in introducing foreign "verbal consciousnesses" into 
the work. In "Leskov and Contemporary Prose", Eikhenbaum writes that "dialogue may 
be seen as a step in the direction of skaz if it is constructed not on the basis of narrative 
action but on the basis of the speech characteristics of a given character".22 Leskov's work, 
Eikhenbaum points out, reveals his fondness for this sort of "linguistic naturalism". 
Leskov stresses the importance of correctly rendering the voice of different characters: 
" my priests speak like priests and my peasants like peasants. They speak in their own 
way, not in a literary manner". 23 As an extension of naturalistic character speech skaz 
affects not only the language in which a story is told, but also the perspective from which 
the World is portrayed. Skaz may be a method of characterisation, whereby the reader 
perceiVes two things simultaneously: the story as the teller wants it to be heard and the 
teller as he is characterised by his own descriptive manner. Shklovskii writes: "Skaz 
-
19y. Erlich, Russian Formalism: History - Doctrine, The Hague: Mouton, 1955, pp. 70-
1. 
20B. Eikhenbaum, "Illiuziia skaza" (1919), in Skvoz' literaturu: voprosy poetiki ,p. 153. 
21y. Yinogradov, "Problema "skaza" v stilistike", in Poetika 1-5 , p. 38. 
22B. Eikhenbaum, "Leskov i sovremennaia proza", in Literatura, teoriia, kritika, polemika, 
2nd edn., p. 215. 
231bid. pp.215-6. 
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makes an artistic work more complex. It results in two planes 1) what somebody is saying 
and 2) what appears to slip out accidentally in his stOry".24 
It is this rhetorical aspect of skaz that was to become the central focus for Mikhail 
Bakhtin's writings on the subject. For Bakhtin skaz is a means of introducing an alien 
voice ("chuzhoi golos") into the narrative - one that cannot be fully identified with the 
voice of the author. Bakhtin makes a distinction between "author's discourse", which 
represents the ultimate authority within the work and which is focussed on its referential 
object, and types of "double-voiced" discourse (such as skaz, parody and stylisation) 
which reveal an orientation towards the voice of a character distinct from the author. In 
double-voiced discourse, Bakhtin argues, the narrative becomes the object of the author's 
portrayal: the narrative voice becomes depicted or made into an object. The narrative 
becomes more than a means for the author's expression, it becomes an object of the 
author's scrutiny, imitating the speech of a type or an individual who is the creation of the 
author and does not represent the ultimate authority within the work. 
Bakhtin defines as skaz any type of "double-voiced" narrative where the narrator does not 
. possess a literary style but simply an "individually or socially distinct manner of 
narration". In the majority of cases, he argues, skaz is used in order to introduce a socially 
different voice and hence a socially different perspective: "it seems to us that in the 
majority of cases, skaz is introduced for the sake of a foreign voice, a socially distinct 
voice that brings with it points of view and values that the author needs".2s 
Unlike the formalists, Bakhtin considers that the significant aspect of skaz is the identity-
Particularly the social identity - of the narrative voice, rather than the reflection of a 
Particular storytelling manner. However, the two are linked. Bakhtin argues that the 
storyteller is generally a "man of the people" and brings with him oral speech. 26 When 
introducing an "unliterary narrator", an author is likely to endow him with an informal, 
apparently spontaneous, oral storytelling manner. 
24V. Shklovskii, "0 Zoshchenke i bol'shoi literature", in B.V. Kazanskii and Iu. Tynianov 
(eds.), Mastera sovremennoi literatury: Mikhail Zoshchenko, p. 17. 
25M. Bakhtin, Problemy poetiki Dostoevskogo, 2nd edn., Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1963. 
P.256. 
26 Or, to be more precise, speech that is "oral by association", i.e., composed of "features 
associated with conversation, colloquial speech or speech outside the codification of the 
standard language". (I. R. Titunik, "Mikhail Zoshchenko and the Problem of "Skaz", 
California Slavic Review, 6, 1971, p.94.) 
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Part 2: Skaz in Zoshchenko's Short Stories and the "Zoshchenko Type" 
The narrative style in Zoshchenko's short stories serves as a good illustration for both the 
formalist and the Bakhtinian concepts of skaz. The stories are "oral" in presentation, 
creating the impression of rawness and spontaneity normally associated with live, spoken 
narrative. Secondly, they are told in a narrative voice that cannot be identified with the 
author's own: but is mimicked or portrayed as the speech of a particular type. Unlike 
Leskov, Zoshchenko does not use a series of individual narrators, each with their own 
narrative manner. His short stories all employ a similar narrative voice. Moreover, the 
speech of the narrator in Zoshchenko's short stories is, as a rule, barely distinguishable 
from the speech of characters, hence the generally accepted notion of a Zoshchenko 
"type". 
The following is an extract from a fairly representative short story by Zoshchenko, "No 
Offence Meant" ("Dushevnaia prostota"), written in 1927: 
MO>KeT. nOMHHTe - HerpLI IC HaM npHe3>KaJIH? B npOWJIOM ropy. 
HerpHT .sIHCICa.sl Herp 0 onepe TTa. 
TaIC 3TH HerpLI O'tleHh Aa>l<e AOBOJIhHLI OCTaJIHCh HaWHM 
rOCTenpHHMCTBOM. O'tleHh XBaJIHJIH Hawy ICyJIhTypy H Boo6l1.\e Bce 
Ha llHHaHKSI. 
EAHHCTBeHHO 6LIJIH HeAOBOJIhHLI ymNHLIM ABH>KeHHeM. 
-IIP.slMO. rOBOp.sIT. XOAHTh TPYAHO: nHXalOTC.sI H Ha HorH 
Hac TynalOT. 
Ho. ICOHe'tlHO. 3TH caMH HerpLI H36aJIOBaHLI eBponeHCICOH 
I:(HBHJIH3aI:(HeH. H HM AeHCTBHTeJIhHO. ICaIC 6LI CICa3a Th, C HeIIpHBL.'['qKH. 
A nO>KHBYT rOA-ABa, 06TeWYTC.sI H caMH 6YAYT WJIenaTh no HoraM. 
<l>aICT. 
A Ha HorH y HaC AeHCTBHTeJIhHO HaCTynaIOT. HH'tlero He 
CICa>KeWh. ECTh rpex. 
Ho TOJIhICO 3TO npOHCXOAHT, nyl1.\aH HerpLI 3HalOT, no npOCTOTe 
AyweBHoH. TYT $I BaM CICa>KY, 3JIOrO YMLICJIa HeTy. HacTYnHJI H 
nOweJI AaJIhwe. TOJIhlCO H AeJIOB. 
BOT AaBe'tla $I caM HaCTYnHJI Ha Hory 0AHOMY rpa>KAaHHHy. 
RAeT, npeACTaBhTe ce6e, rpa>KAaHHH no yJI~e. IIJIe'tlHCTLIH TaICOH, 
3AOPOBLIH napeHh. 
RAe T H HAe T. A $I c3aAY er 0 H,D;y. A. OH BnepeAH H,D;e T. Bcer 0 
o AHH war 0 T MeH.sl. 
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H TaK M:LI, 3HaeTe, MHJIO H~eM. AKKypaTHO. ltpyr ~pyry Ha Hory 
He HaCTynaeM. PYKaMH He WB:LIp5leMC5I. OH H~eT. H 51 H~y. H np5lMO, 
MO>KHO CKa3a Th, He TporaeM ~pyr ~pyra. O~HHM CJIOBOM, ~ywa B 
~ywy H~eM. Cep~~e pa~yeTC5I. 
~ e~e nO~yMaJI: 
- CJIaBHO H~eT npOXO>KHH. POBHO. He JI5IraeTC5I. ltpyroH 6:LI no~ 
HoraMH nyTaJIC5I, a 3TOT cnoKoHHo HorH KJIa~eT.27 
If analysed in the manner of formalist criticism, this passage can be found to contain a 
number of features that are generally identified with oral rather than written narrative. An 
illusion of intimacy and a sense of close identification between the narrator and his 
audience is immediately established in this story: in the first sentence the narrator makes a 
direct appeal to the audience ("MO>KeT. nOMHHTe"), and refers to recent events ("B 
npOWJIOM ro~y"). The sense of communality is reinforced by the first person plural-
("HaWHM rocTenpHHMcTBOM", "Hawy KYJIhTYPY"). The use of the first person plural in 
Russian to denote the native as opposed to the foreign is much more common than it is in 
English. The cadences of the text mimic spontaneous, impromptu storytelling: it is 
constructed like a well-told anecdote, built up piece by piece using short, simple sentences. 
There are several parenthetical remarks, whereby the narrator appears either to establish a 
rapport with the audience or to "fill in", as if speaking live: ("KoHeqa:o", 
"AeHCTBHTeJIhHO", "KaK 6:LI cKa3aTh", "51 BaM CKa>KY"). Repetition plays a particularly 
important role, exaggerated for comic effect, encouraging the kind of performative reading 
Tynianov describes as typical of skaz: "HAer H Mer. A 51 c3a~y ero MY. A OH 
Bnepe~H Mer." It will also be noted that character speech is rendered in speech identical 
to the narrator's own, even though it represents the speech of foreigners ("np5lMO. 
rOBOp5lT. XO~HTh Tpy ~HO: rmxalOTC5I H Ha HorH HaCTynaIOT"). 
All these features - comradely, informal tone, foregrounding of the narrative participants 
and narrative situation, simple syntax, repetitive structure and the narrator's invasion of 
character speech - are typical of Zoshchenko's narrative style in the short stories. The 
impression of spontaneity in the stories is often enhanced by the narrator's use of 
impreCise detail or vague generalisation: 
-
HeT.5I HHI<:OrAa He 6:LIJI JII06HTeJIh pa60TaTh B Ka~eJI5IpHHI MHe 
3aBcer~a XOqeTC5I HaHTH 60JIee Qero-HH6YAb rpa~H03Hoe: KaKOH-
HR6YAb raM npOCTOP nOJIeH. KaKHe-HH6YAb JIeca. 6eJIKH. 3BepH. 
27M. Zoshchenko, "Dushevnaia prostota", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, ed. Iu. 
TOmashevskii, Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986. vol. 1, pp. 392-3. 
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xaxoH-HB6Y,llb raM 3aKaT eOJU~a. XOTeJIOeL e3~UTL Ha BeJIOeHIIe~ax, 
Ha Bep6JIlO~aX, XOTeJIOeh rOBopHTb pa3m.re CJIOBa, CTPOHTh 3~aHWI, 
eapaH, >k:eJIe3HO~Op0>KHLIe nyTH, H Tax ,llaJIee, H TOMY lIo,llo6Hoe. 28 
The unliterary impression created by the expository style of Zoshchenko's narrator is 
reinforced by his use of language. The language employed in the extract from "No 
Offence Meant" abounds in slangy, informal expressions ("UM e HeIIpHBLNXH", 
"wJIena Th ", "ee Th rpex", "~aBeqa "), non-standard grammatical forms ("nyl14aA", 
"TOJILKO H ~eJIOB"), and other solecisms: tautology ("HerpHT.sJ:HcKa.sJ: 
HerpoonepeTTa ") and misused expressions (a typically Zoshchenkovian feature being 
the misuse of the phrase "yJIHtmoe ~BIDKeHHe" - here used to mean the behaviour of 
pedestrians). Notably, the narrator's language does not have a "folk" flavour, but is 
relatively urban and contemporary, including terms that have entered into general currency 
after the revolution, such as "Ha'ClHHBHH.sr" (in the sense of social initiatives or ventures) 
and "rpa>K~aHml" ("citizen" - widespread at the time as a term of address). 
All these linguistic details must be grasped by a potential translator, but to analyse the 
story as a series of linguistical building blocks is to miss the main point. What leaps out 
at the reader from the story "No Offence Meant" is that the narrative reflects a particular 
type of speaker who, for better or worse, assumes a common bond with his audience. 
Zoshchenko's skaz can be grasped if it is understood in the Bakhtinian ~ense as the 
reflection of a distinctive voice. In Zoshchenko's case, this voice is not that of an 
individualised narrator but a more generic type whose speech reflects Soviet socio-
linguistic reality. As Chukovskii notes, Zoshchenko's language was "taken by the author 
directly from life, from the life that surrounded us at the time that he wrote. It is not a 
Leskovian mosaic of antique, rare, curious and elaborate words, it is live, fresh, genuine 
language such as was beginning to be heard at that time in bars, in trams, in queues, in 
stations, in bathhouses".29 In an account of how he worked, Zoshchenko described how 
he used notebooks in which he recorded phrases or words overheard on the street. 
"Almost every evening I write down a few words or a phrase or two in my 
notebooks ... the entire "catch" for the day goes into my notebook .. .!t might be some slang 
words or words I hear workers using in conversations. "30 He also claimed to gather 
28M. Zoshchenko, "Ispytanie geroev", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vo1.2, p. 223. 
29K. Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
ZOshchenko,p.53. 
30M. Zoshchenko, "Kak ia rabotaiu", in Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, 
fel'etony, satiricheskie zametk~ Pis'rna k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, pp. 555, 589. 
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material from other, written sources: "the letters of worker correspondents, official 
documents, newspaper articles. "31 
There was rich material for the satirist to be culled from the socio-linguistic situation in 
the Soviet Union in the years after the Revolution. The Russian language was in a state of 
flux brought about by social developments. Vocabulary. discourse patterns and speech 
etiquette were rapidly changing in step with the new society. Social and cultural change 
led to the introduction and rapid dissemination of new vocabulary relating to political. 
administrative. industrial and military activity - including many foreign borrowings. A 
process of linguistic blending and democratisation took place. due to the general social 
flux following the war years. V. Von Wiren describes this as a dual process - a 
combination of change from the "top down" and from the "bottom up". The speech of 
many people became more sophisticated than hitherto due to the spread of literacy and 
education and the rise of people from the working classes to positions of influence and 
authority. At the same time the politically motivated drive towards populism and "plain 
speaking" among the educated classes meant that speech that had been previously 
considered colloquial and officially unacceptable became common in the language of 
political speeches and in the press. 32 
Zoshchenko's narrative style in the short stories is a deliberate stylisation of certain 
aspects of the new Soviet language. It reflects the changes that took place from the "top 
down", capturing a moment when the newly empowered masses were beginning to acquire 
a new, sophisticated discourse imposed upon them from without by the press, at political 
meetings and in workers' newspapers. In the mouths of Zoshchenko's speakers, this 
ostensibly prestigious language is persistently debased. The most celebrated example of 
garbled language in Zoshchenko's work is the story "Monkey Language" ("Obez'ianii 
iazyk"). In this story the narrator records a conversation overheard at a political meeting in 
which the two speakers carry on a meaningless conversation using the discourse of Soviet 
politics: 
- BOT BLI. TOBap:H114. He60CL He o~o6p.steTe 3TH IIJIeHapme 
3ace,.!{aHWI ••• A MHe KaK-TO OHB 6JIJDKe. Bce KaK-TO. 3HaeTe JIH. 
BADCO,l{HT B HHX MHHBMaJILHO no cYUlecTBY ,l{RSI ••• XOT.st $I. IIp.sIMO 
311u. Annenkov, Dnevnik moikh vstrech.- tsikl tragedii, v.I. New York: Mezhdunarodnoe 
literaturnoe sodruzhestvo, 1966, pp. 311-2. 
32See V. Von Wiren Garczynski, "The Russian Language in the Immediate Post-
Revolutionary Period (1919-1928) and its Literary Stylization in the Fiction of Mikhail 
Zoshchenko" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of New York, 1965). 
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CIea)f(Y, nOCJIe,ltHee BpeM$! OTHOWYC1> ,ltOBOJI1>HO nepMaHeHTO Ie 3THM 
c06paHHSIM. Tax, 3HaeTe JIH, ~YCTPWI H3 nycToro B nOpO>KHee. 
- He Bcer,l{a 3TO - B03pa3HJI nepBJdH. - BCJIH, xOHetmo, 
nocMOTpeT1> C TO'ql(H 3peHHSI. BCTYIlHT1>. Tax cxa3a T1>. Ha TO'ql(H 
3peHHSI H OTTe,l{a, C TOqI(H 3peHHSI, TO - ,lta, HH,ltYCTpH$! IeOHICpeTHO. 
- KompeTHO *aKTlNeCKH, - CTporo nonpaBRJI BTOpOH. 33 
Sarnov has argued that the image of "monkey language" can be extended to encompass 
the manner in which all the various narrators and characters speak in Zoshchenko's short 
stories. While his characters may be inventive and witty in their makeshift use of the 
language, they appear absolutely deaf to the spirit and the history of the language.34 They 
mix sophisticated turns of phrase with slang, or garble and misuse them. Their speech 
abounds in misused words and expressions, both of foreign and Russian origin: A man 
refers to his neighbour's dog as a "poodle-type model" ("C06aQOHICa CHCreMlJ 
ny ,lteJI1> ")35. A woman noticing that her husband looks ill says to him that he has an 
"unhealthy Bordeaux colour" (''tITo-To, rOBopHT, ur, BaD, CerO,ltD C JU~a 6Y,ltTO 
TaKoi cepLIi. He3,ltOpOBldH, rOBopHT, TaKoi Y Te6$! I1Ber 60p,!{0").36 A man 
defending his right to buy vodka from his neighbour, describes himself as a "free 
philistine" ("cB060,ltmIH o6MBa renb" ).37 The narrator of one story recounts how his 
boss lost "the meaning of life" due to the stink coming from a barrel of rotten cabbage 
("3aBe,ltYlOl14HH HaW ••• OT 3Toro .z.tyxa np$!MO CMlJCR >KH3HH nOTepJIJI"),38 
Outraged passengers on a train, suspecting a man of exploiting an employee, exclaim "it's 
a downright violation of the criminal labour code" ("3TO q,opMeHHoe HapyweHHe 
yrOJIOBHOrO XOAexca rpy,lfa"),39 
In their inept use of the new language Zoshchenko's narrators and characters subvert the 
very discourse meant to represent and empower them. As C. Popkin writes of 
Zoshchenko's narrator: 
33M. Zoshchenko, "Obez'ianii iazyk", in Sobrante sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, p. 264. 
34B. Samov, "Razvivaia traditsii Prokrusta: Mikhail Zoshchenko i ego redaktory", in 
Voprosy literatury, 2, 1994, pp. 58-9. 
35M. Zoshchenko, "Chestnyi grazhdanin", inSobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, p. 
161. (My italics here and below.) 
36M. Zoshchenko, "Chetyre dnia", Ibid, p. 333. 
37M. Zoshchenko, "Chestnyi grazhdanin", Ibid, p. 161. 
38M. Zoshchenko, "Bochka", Ibid, p. 338. 
39M. Zoshchenko, "Grimasy NEPa", Ibid, p. 401. 
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... this illiterate, uncultured narrative voice, with its abominable grammar and 
absurd logic continues in a fairly direct way Zoshchenko's project of 
trivialization of what was held in official esteem. The damage dealt to the 
authoritative word - the slogans, the proclamations, the neologisms, the state's 
new vocabulary and chief propoganda tool, by this inarticulate narrator was 
immense.4o 
More importantly, though, Zoshchenko shows the potential of the new language to be put 
to corrupt use, satirizing the roots of the doublespeak that was to dominate Soviet society 
for almost a whole century. His speakers are capable of exploiting the ideological 
discourse of the Party to justify aggressive, mean or irresponsible behaviour. The story 
"The Honest Citizen" (,'Chestnyi grazhdanin") takes the form of a written denunciation by 
a semi-literate Party member who declares that he is "on the platform" (of Socialism) and 
who condemns his neighbour as a "socially harmful element" C'spe,ltHa.Sl rpa)f(.ltamca ") 
for refusing to give him any of her bootleg vodka. The narrator of "The Aristocrat" 
(,'Aristokratka"), recounting how his lady friend showed him up at the theatre by eating 
more cream cakes than he could afford to pay for, declares that in the theatre "she 
deployed her ideology to its full extent" ("B rearpe ORa H pa3sepHYJIa CBOlO 
H,lteoJIormo BO seeM 06"heMe") .41 In "A Petty Incident" (ffMelkii sluchaiff) a man 
having a fight with a cloakroom attendant at the theatre because he cannot afford to pay 
twenty kopecks retorts, "Don't undermine my authority in the eyes of the bourgeoisie" 
("He IIo.ltpAIBai aSTopHTeTa s rJIa3aX 6yp)f(ya3HHff). 42 
The Zoshchenko "type" in the short stories has not only a distinct manner of speaking, 
but a characteristic view of the world. The mentality of Zoshchenko's narrators and 
characters, like their speech, is remarkable for its uniformity. Thus Zoshchenko's skaz 
fulfils the rhetorical function stressed by Bakhtin of introducing not only an alien voice 
into the narrative but also an ideological perspective distinct from the author's own. 
Much of what is characteristic of the Zoshchenko type as a fictional persona once again 
arises from the specific culture in which the stories were written. The Zoshchenko "type" 
is an exclusively Soviet type, an inhabitant of crowded communal flats and a frequenter of 
public bathhouses, preoccupied with the many drawbacks and discomforts of early Soviet 
life (bureaucracy, the housing crisis, rudeness from officials and neighbours, poor living 
4OC. Popkin, The Pragmatics of Insignificance: Chekhov. kshchenko. Gogo[', Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1993, p. Ill. 
41M. Zoshchenko, "Aristokratka", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, p. 170. 
42M. Zoshchenko, "Melkii sluchai", Ibid. p. 372. 
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standards, etc.) and with the various political initiatives of the day (the campaign against 
illiteracy, the five-year plans, etc.). Zoshchenko had a reputation as a talented writer of 
satirical sketches on everyday themes. His ability to sympathise with everyday cares and 
problems and to give a voice to those suffering because of them endeared him to many 
readers. 
The typical traits of the Zoshchenko "type", however, are not confined to these shared 
external circumstances but are also seen in certain attitudes and expectations common to 
almost all his characters and narrators. The type is characterised not only by poverty, bad 
living conditions and miserable lives, but by a narrow view of the world, a tendency to 
interpret everything in material terms and a lack of either material, cultural or spiritual 
aspiration. "The life and morality of bedbugs" (ttKJIOI'l:HHl.IH 6J.IT. KJIOmma.sI MOpaJIb"), 
in Chukovskii's words, 43 "incredible inner and material poverty" ("HeHMOBepHa.sI 
BH)"TpeHRSI.sI H Ma TepHaJILHa.sI 6e,l.{HOCTb ") according to Y. Khodasevich.44 The story 
"Happiness" (Schast'e") provides a good example of the Zoshchenko type. The hero of 
the story is a glazier who describes the one stroke of good fortune ever to have come his 
way: one day he happened to be sitting in a cafe when the window was broken and he 
received a well-paid commission on the spot which allowed him to drink for days on end. 
Apart from this one stroke of good fortune the hero considers the rest of his life - his 
wedding, the birth of his child and the death of his wife and child as "quiet and 
uneventful" and hardly worthy of comment: 
He 3aMeTHJI 51. I(al( H >KeHHJIc.sI. H Kal( Ha cBa,l.{L6e C >KeHH:HiIMH 
pO,l.{CTBeHHHKaMH nO,l.{paJIc.sI. H I(al( >KeHa nOCJIe Toro ,l.{HT.sI pO,l.{HJIa. H 
KaK >KeHa B CBoe BpeM.sI CI(OHtmJIaCb. H Kal( ,l.{HT.sI TO>Ke CKOHtmJIOCb. 
Bce WJIO THXO H rJIa,l.{ICo.45 
Zoshchenko makes liberal use of the attitude displayed by the hero of "Happiness". 
building up a picture of existence where hardship and misfortune are considered normal. 
An attitude of resignation is common among Zoshchenko's narrators and characters. 
43 K. Chukovskii, ttiz vospominanii", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia ° Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko,p.53. 
44y. Khodasevich, "Uvazhaemye grazhdane", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed),Litso i maska 
Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 145. 
4sM. Zoshchenko, "Schast'e", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. I, p. 213. 
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They expect the worst, glossing over tragedy and misfortune or accepting it as the norm. 
As the narrator of ".Cat and People" ("Koshka i liudi") remarks: "A man is not a flea: he 
can get used to anything" ("treJIOBeIC He 6JIoxa - ICO BceMY MO)l(eT npHBLlXHYTh")-
in this case, talking about a stove that regularly gives all his family carbon monoxide 
poisoning. 46 The narrator of the story "How Much Does a Man Need?" C'Mnogo Ii 
cheloveku nuzhno?"} talks of some minor repairs he needs to do at home, which include 
building the staircase so that it reaches his flat (liB peMoHT He OCOOO OOJIhWOH 
OICa3aJIC.sI. Bxo,ltmte ,ltBepH nOCTaBHTh H CTeHICH BLIBeCTH. ]la e~e JIeCT~y ,lto 
CBoero 3Ta)l(a ,ltOCTPOHTh."). 47 In "A Funny Story" ("Yeselen'kaia istoriia") a soldier 
who has had his finger bitten by an old woman on the train is considered by the narrator 
to be making a lot of fuss about nothing, considering how little blood there is -"no more 
than half a glassful": 
Y>KaCHO TyT 3aICpJAaJI BoeHHLIi. Ha~JI ICpKClaTh H BLlpa)l(aTDC.sI. MOJI, 
naJIe~ eMY nOqTH HaqRCTO OTT.sInaJIH. TeM 60JIee qTO naJIe~ 
COBepweHHO He OTT.sInaJIH,a npOCTO HeMHor03aXBaTWIH 3y6aMH. H 
ICPOBH-TO nOqTH He owzo. He OOJIhWe nOJICTaICaHa.48 
By contrast, any small deviation from this norm, such as a minor courtesy or a piece of 
good fortune, provokes amazement. Hence the narrator's attitude in "No Offence Meant" 
in which the story of a passer-by who walked along in front of the narrator without hitting 
him or stepping on his toes, and who did not start a fight when the narrator accidentally 
stepped on his foot, is regarded as a small miracle. 
Some critics and readers have regarded the protagonist/narrator of Zoshchenko's short 
stories as a sympathetic creation. Hugh MacLean says of Zoshchenko's "man-on-the-
street narrator"; "There is a satisfying down-to-earth humanness about him, a kind of 
philistine vigour which helps us to see things in their proper proportions. He is the voice 
of the philistine in all of us". 49 Tomashevskii considers that everything Zoshchenko wrote 
could be prefaced with the words "man is to be pitied" ("qeJIOBeICa )l(aJIICo").so The 
emigre critic Pil'skii considers that Zoshchenko depicts his stoical characters with 
46M. Zoshchenko, "Koshka i liudi", Ibid, p. 408. 
47M. Zoshchenko, "Mnogo Ii cheloveku nuzhno?", Ibid,. p. 382. 
48M. Zoshchenko, "Yeselen'kaia istoriia", Ibid, p. 405. 
49H. McLean (ed.), introduction to M. Zoshchenko, Nervous People and Other Satires, 
trans. H. McLean and M.Gordon. London: Yictor Gollancz Ltd. 1965. p. xiv. 
sOIu. Tomashevskii (ed.). introduction to M. Zoshchenko, Sobranie sochinenii v 5 tomakh. 
Moscow: Russlit, 1994, p. 15. 
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understanding and sympathy. According to Pil'skii, Zoshchenko's type has a "great and 
inexhaustible capacity to be contented with little" and "has reconciled himself to life, 
unafraid of misfortune, disaster and bad luck".Sl However, it is undeniable that 
Zoshchenko's creations not only suffer from the dirt, misery, violence and dishonesty that 
surround them, but contribute to it. They are equally capable of hitting or being hit, 
stealing or being stolen from. Their expectation of "unpleasantness" from others is a 
measure of their own nature. The fact that they frequently justify their drunken 
hooliganism, dishonesty, ignorance and violence using proud statements about socialism 
was an obvious embarrassment to Marxist critics. Marxist critics recognised in 
Zoshchenko's characters and narrators a potentially damaging picture of the "esteemed 
citizens" of the new Soviet society. While the emigre writer Khodasevich could 
comfortably describe the Zoshchenko creation as a lifelike depiction of the typical Soviet 
citizen,S2 Soviet critics were anxious to label the type as a caricature of inherited social 
evils that were being vigorously dealt with by the new regime. 
Just as discussions of Zoshchenko's style have tended to centre on the cloudy concept of 
"skaz", discussions of his characters and narrators have revolved around the problematic 
concept of the meshchanin or the obyvatel' (both terms are usually translated as 
"philistine"). No other word crops up with such frequency in discussions of the 
Zoshchenko "type". The problem with these definitions is that they were used to indicate 
different things to different people. The meshchanin, for instance, was originally used to 
denote a person from a specific social class, a small property holder in Tsarist times -
roughly equivalent to a "petty bourgeois". The concept of meshchanstvo was used 
figuratively as well as literally to refer to the moral capacities of narrow-mindedness, 
materialism, selfishness and affected gentility associated with that class. However, the term 
took on a particular political connotation after the revolution. For defenders of the Party, 
the meshchanin was distinguished by the fact that he belonged to an enemy class or had 
earned the distinction of being a class enemy by expressing either indifference or hostility 
to the building of communism. The chief characteristic of the meshchanin is his denial of 
collective responsibility and his exclusive concern for his own well-being. Chumandrin, 
for instance, defines the meshchanin and the obyvatel' together with the "petit bourgeois" 
as one who manages to "remain a bystander during any social upheaval" and "refuse to 
carry out a specific programme": 
SIP. Pil'skii, "Prostoi smekh" (1928), in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhail 
Zoshchenko, p. 157. 
S2V. Khodasevich, "Uvazhaemye grazhdane" (1927), in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.),litso i 
maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 140-8. 
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HaM Ka)f(eTC.5l. 'tITO MelLtamm. - 3TO. npe)l(,lte Bcero. qeJIOBeK. KOTopJd 
YXHTp.sJ:eTC.sJ: CTO.sJ:Th B CTopOHe OT BC.sJ:KHX CO~HaJIhHJ,D( nOTp.sICemm. 
l(eJIaeTC.sJ: KaKoe-TO 60JIhWOe ,lteJIo. IIpOBO,ltHTC.sJ: OrpOMHa.sI pa60Ta, -
HO CBOHCTBO MeJIKOrO 6yp>Kya. o6usa TeJI.5l, TaKOBO, 'tITO OH He 
MO)l(eT nORTH H aKTHBHO IIpOBO,ltHTD onpe,lteJIeHHyIO JIHHHlO. 53 
Thus revised, the tenn meshchanin Imeshchanstvo played an important role in the Soviet 
"doublespeak" satirized by Zoshchenko. The change in the meaning of the concept is the 
subject of a story by Zoshchenko, "Bourgeois Prejudice ("Meshchanstvo"). The story not 
only shows the meaningless way in which the concept of meshchanstvo came to be used, 
but also illustrates the gulf that separates the pre~revolutionary petty bourgeoisie and the 
Zoshchenko type, and the reversal of values that had taken place in the Soviet Union. The 
hero of the story uses the word meshchanstvo to refer to the "bourgeois prejudice" of 
those around him when he is thwarted or criticised in any way. His neighbour, who 
accuses him of spilling paraffin on his coat, is told to stop his "bourgeois tricks": "If it 
stinks hold your nose, It's time you stopped smelling smells like a bourgeois": 
-l(a 6POCh, rOBoplO, TU, BacSl, CBOH MelLtaHCICHe CTyqrcHI Hy, 3aJIH'JI H 
3aJIH'JI, cero,ltH.sJ: $I 3aJIHJI, 3aBTpa TLI 3aJIHBaR. g C 3THM He C'tlHTaIOCh. 
It eCJIH. rOBOplO. BOH.sIer, - HOC 3a)l(MH. nopa 6u, rOBOplO, nepeCTaTh 
3anaXH moxaTh. Me~aHCTBO, rOBopro, ICaKoe.54 
When a girl from work refuses the hero's invitation to the cinema, he retorts ~ "Hey, 
comrade, I know your bourgeois tricks. Are blond men are more your style, is that it? It's 
'time to get rid of your bourgeois prejudice": 
- 9. rOBopro. rpa)f(,ltaHICal 3HaeM MLI 3TH MelLtaHCICHe WTY'qICH. MO)l(eT, 
rOBOplO, BaM 6JIOH,ltBHLI 3tPtPeKTHeii. 'tIeM 6pYHeTLI? nopa 6LI. rOBoplO. 
OTBLII<HYTh OT MelLtaHCKoH pa3HmtLI.55 
Whereas meshchanstvo was once used pejoratively to refer to a lack of culture (morals, 
taste, refinement), it is used here to describe the presence of any sort of fastidiousness in 
relation to one's surroundings. The hero of this story is typical of Zoshchenko's 
S3M. Chumandrin, "Chei pisatel' - Mikhail Zoshchenko?", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Utso 
i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko. p. 163. 
s3M· Zoshchenko, "Meshchanstvo", in Sotsial'naia grust', ed. by B. S. Ruben, Moscow: 
Shkola Press, 1996, p. 176. 
s5Ibid, p. 177. 
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narrators/heroes in general in his resistance to refinements of any sort. The hero of 
"Domestic Bliss" ("Semeinoe schast'e")56 dispenses with his kitchen as an unnecessary 
luxury, and rejoices that he now has an excuse not to feed his guests. The narrator of 
"Chinese Formalities" ("Kitaiskaia tseremoniia") expresses the opinion that modern 
society is gradually abandoning anything that is not essential: "Bce MeWIeTC.sI", he 
writes, "Bce H,ZteT Ie npocToTe He06LIKHoBeHHoii". He considers the custom of 
shaking hands a waste oftime: "A MaJIO Toro liTO CMeWHO. a H He HY>KHO H rJIYIIO. 
H ~paro~eHHoe BpeM.sI OTHHMaeT. e:>KeJIH BCTpelleHmIX JIIO,llHWeIe MHoro. A B 
CMLICJIe 3apa3LI Hexopowo. He6e30naCHo." 57 The narrator of "The Delights of 
Culture" ("Prelesti kuI'tury") objects to having to take his coat off in the theatre - in this 
respect, he considers the period of War Communism to have been a time of cultural 
achievement: 
H ~eHCTBHTeJIDHo. npH BoeHHOM IeOMMyHH3Me !Cy,lla !Caze 6LIJIO 
CB06o,llHO B OTHoweHHH IeyJIDTypLI H ~HBHJIH3a~HH. C!Ca:>KeM B TeaTpe 
MO:>KHO 6LIJIO CBo6o,llHO ,lla:>Ke He pa3,lleBa TDC.sI - CH,l{H B lIeM npHWeJI. 
9TO 6LIJIO ,llOCTH>KeHHe. 58 
Iu. Shcheglov has provided an ideal formula to describe the essence of the Zoshchenko 
type, and of Zoshchenko's fictional world, with the concept of "nekul'tumost"'59. The idea 
of nekul'tumost' is explained by Shcheglov as a system of values in which the informal 
takes precedence over the formal, the crude over the refined, the pragmatic over the 
idealistic, the mundane over the exalted, the material over the spiritual, etc. The accuracy of 
ShchegJov's formula is borne out not only by the behaviour of Zoshchenko's characters in 
the stories: shouting and swearing into a dictaphone, fighting over a wire-brush used to 
clean a primus stove, leaving out a barrel of rotten cabbage in the hope that it will be 
stolen, vomiting after riding too long on a roundabout because it is free; it is also seen in 
their extremely pragmatic, materialistic view of the world. In the story "Uve Bait" ("Na 
zhivtsa"), the subject of wages is regarded as an "abstract philosophical 
56The title of this story, which is also the name of a long story by Tol'stoi, is one of many 
examples of ironic plagiarism in Zoshchenko's work ("Gore ot uma", "Skupoi rytsar"', 
"Bednaia Uza", etc.) This tendency to use well-known titles is a symptomatic of the 
magpie-like appropriation or'old" culture by the Zoshchenko hero/narrator. 
57M. Zoshchenko, "Kitaiskaia tseremoniia", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, p. 
207. 
58 M. Zoshchenko, "Prelesti kul'tury", Ibid. p. 357. 
59 Iu. Shcheglov, "Entsiklopediia nekul'tumosti", in Iu. Shcheglov and A.Zholkovskii, Mir 
avtora i struktura teksta , New Jersey: Hermitage, 1986, pp. 53-84. 
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subject": "HHor ~a TaM naCca>KHpIJ pa3rOBapHBalOT Me)f(~y co6oii Ha OTBJIellemme 
4lWIoco41cKHe TeMIJ - 0 lleCTHOCTH. HanpHMep. WIH 0 3apa6oTHOH IIJIa Te."60 In 
"The Story About the Lady with the Flowers" ("Rasskaz pro damu s tsvetami") the 
heroine is described sitting staring into the distance, "as though there was something 
specific out there - like fruit or liver sausage" ("O~ImM CJIOBOM. tiro 6wxa 
n03THtieCKa.sr oco6a. cnoco6Ha.sr qenLIH ~eHL moxaTE. qBeTICH H HaCTyp~HH HJIH 
C~eTE. Ha 6epe>KKY H rJI.sr~eTh B~aJIE.. KaK 6y ~TO taM llTo-HH6y ~E. HMeeTC.sI 
onpe,lteJIeHHOe - IflpYKTIJ HJIH JIHBepHa.sr KOJI6aca ") 61 
As Shcheglov has pointed out, Zoshchenko's narrator/character reveals no aspirations 
towards an elegant lifestyle and is fully satisfied with his almost prehistoric way of life. In 
this, the type is very different from the portraits of the meshchanin in the work of 
Maiakovskii or TI'f and Petrov: 
B OTJIHllHe OT Me~aH. ca THpHtieCICH BLIBe~eHHL.lX B CTuxax H KOMe,ltH.sIX 
Ma.srKoBcKoro. [30~eHl(OBCKHH repoH-paccKa3llHK] COBepweHHO He 
CTpeMHTC.sI K H3.sr~HOH >KH3HH H BnOJIHe YAOBJIeTBOpeH CBOHM. B 
CY~HOCTH nOJIyne~epHLIM 6LITOM. OH He KomeT AeHhfB. He rOH.sIeTC.sI 
3a Ma TepHaJIbHLIMH npHo6peTeHH.sIMH H ,ltaJIeK OT Toro. 'IT06LI 
nycKaTE. KOMY-JIIi60 nWIb B rJIa3a aTpli6YTaMH 6YP>KYUHOii 
pecneKTa6eJIbHOCTH. nO,lt06HO 9JIJIOllKe IItrKHHe. repOHHe pOMaHa 
HJIblfla H UeTpOBa. «l,tBe:aa~qaTb CTYJIbeB».62 
In the story "The Aristocrat" the difference between the Zoshchenko hero and the 
meshchanin is immediately apparent. The story begins with the narrator claiming that he 
doesn't like women who wear hats or have gold teeth and that "such an aristocrat, in my 
opinion, is not a woman at all, but just an empty space" ("TaKa.sI apHcToICpaTICa. Ha MOB 
B3rJI.sr~, He 6a6a BOBce, a rJIa~KOe Mecro ").63 The heroine of this story, so elevated 
in the eyes of the narrator. blinded by her "trappings of bourgeois respectability" (her silk 
stockings, hat and gold tooth), is in fact a typical meshchanka like Ellochka Shchukina, 
with her mixture of vulgarity and pretension ("MIJ npHBLIKwHe", "l,toBOJIbHO CBHHCTBO 
C Baweii: CTOPOHLI". etc.). The fact that she appears an "aristocrat" in the eyes ofthe 
narrator is. in a sense, the whole point of the story. 
6OM. Zoshchenko, "Na zhivtsa", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, p. 280. 
61 M. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga. in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh. vol. 3, p. 252. 
62Iu. Shcheglov, "Entsiklopediia nekul'tumosti", in Iu. Shcheglov and A. Zholkovskii, Mir 
avtora i struktura teksta , p. 54. 
63M. Zoshchenko. "Aristokratka", in Sohranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, pp. 170-3. 
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Zoshchenko himself described the type portrayed in his short stories as "a new type. one 
that has hardly ever figured in Russian literature"64. Shcheglov has argued that 
Zoshchenko's creations relate to another important fictional portrait in post-revolutionary 
literature. "the new man". "unhampered by the burden of civilisation or traditional 
morality ... a stranger to rose-tinted idealism and intellectual subtleties. free from cultural 
constraints. apt to solve life's problems straightforwardly. using animal instinct and brute 
force".65 Zoshchenko's narrators and characters represent a debased, comic version ofthis 
fictional type. but share the moral ruthlessness and primitive mentality of more serious 
literary counterparts, which include Blok's Red Army soldiers in "The Twelve" 
("Dvenatsat"') and Babel"s cossacks in Red Cavalry (Konanniia). The closest fictional 
relative of Zoshchenko's portrait of the "new man" is Poligraf Poligrafovich Sharikov in 
Bulgakov's Heart of a Dog (Sobach'e serdtse). Like Bulgakov's fictional creation. 
Zoshchenko's type is apt to regard signs of self-respect. order and etiquette as bourgeois 
prejudice. He is also likely to agitate for preferential treatment on account of his humble 
origins. The hero of "Westinghouse Brake" ("Torrnoz Vestingauza") makes a scene in a 
train when he is drunk, confident that he is inviolate due to his flawless class origins. 
BOT BOJIo~.sI ceJI B IIoe3~ H HatmJI MaJIeHDICO npO.sIBJI.sITb ce6.sI •. 
llecICaT&, OH 3TO TaICoH 'CleJIOBeIC, 'ClTO Bce eMY MO>KHO. H ~a>Ke 
HaPo~Hilii cy~, B CJIytme e>KeJIH 'Clero, 3aBcer~a 3a Hero 3aCTYIlHTC.sI. 
TIOTOMY Y Hero - ny~aH ny6JIHKa 3HaeT - npOHCXO)l(~eHHe O'CleHD 
OTJIHtlHO. H PO~HOH ~e~ ero 6WJI ICOPOBhHM nacTyxoM, H MaMawa ero 
6LLTIa HCumpOCTa.sI 6a6a.66 
The hero of "A Peasant Talent" (Krest'ianskii samorodok"). informed that his poems have 
not been accepted for publication. urges the narrator to assure potential editors of his pure 
peasant origin: 
- MO)l(eT, OHH, ICaIC 6w CICa3aT&, B IIPoHCXO)l(~eHHH MoeM 
cOMHeBaIOTC.sI7 To nyl14aH He COMHeBaIOTC.sI - 'ClHCTJaIH ICpeCTh.sIHHH. 
MO>KeTe pe~aICTopaM TaIC H CICa3aTb: OT COXH, ~eCICaTb. nOTOMY 
64M. Zoshchenko, "0 sebe, 0 kritikakh i 0 svoei rabote", in B.V. Kazanskii and Iu. 
Tynianov (eds.), Mastera sovremennoi literatury: Mikhail Zoshchenko, p. 8. 
65Iu. Shcheglov, "Entsiklopediia nekul'tumosti", in Iu. Shcheglov and A. Zholkovskii. Mir 
avtora i struktura teksta , p. 54 
66M. Zoshchenko, "Tormoz Vestingauza", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 1, p. 
311. 
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ICpyroM ICpeCTL,SUmH. H ~e~ ICpeCTh.slmm, H OTe~, H ICOTOpJ.Ie npa~e~J.I 
6WIH - BCe HaCICB03h ICpeCTh.slHe. 67 
Zoshchenko's narratorlhero and Bulgakov's Sharikov with their primitive, mob-rule 
mentality and their use of "doublespeak" contain the seeds of something altogether more 
sinister that came to fruition in the terror of the 1930s and 1940s. Dolinskii has recently 
written that Zoshchenko's stories conclusively dispel the myth of the carefree and 
culturally fertile 1920s and remind the present-day reader that "everything that we have 
inherited and that will for many years hang over us came into being and began growing at 
precisely that time, during the 1920s" 68 Vasilii Aksenov describes Zoshchenko's man in 
the bathhouse and Bulgakov's "Sharikov" as the forerunners of Zhdanov. 
30L4emo H BYJIraICOB OTICpWIH 3TOT Tim B ~Ba~~anIe rO~LI. 
TeIIeph XOMMYHaJIhHLIH xaM 3aBepWHJI CBoe pa3BHTHe, 06peJI MeQTY 
CBOHX ICOWMapHLIX Hoqei - reHepaJI&Clme 3Be3~Id, BOOpY)f(HJIC.sI 
JIHH3aMH 3~paBoro CMIdCJIa, npHqHCJIHJI ce6.s1 I< COHMY TeJIeBH3HOHHLIX 
CBeTHJI. 
Ha npe~~YL4eH cra~HH CBoeH pa3BHTWI OH Ha31dBaJIC.sI 
)K~aHOBLIM. npo~.sI CICB03h ICpOBaBYIO napHJIoqgy Tp~~anlX, 
3outemoBCICHH 6aHlJ.tHIC K 6YJIraICOBCICHH wapHIC CraJIK )K~aHOBJ.IM ••• 
BOT. B CYU4HOCTH. rJIaBHLIi ICOH~JIHICT BpeMeHH, ~eaJIhHO 
ICopoTICa.sl cxeMa: «30U4emo - )K~aHoB».69 
Part 3: The Real but Imaginary Proletarian Writer: Zoshchenko's Literary 
Project 
According to the Bakhtinian view, the surrogate narrative voice employed in skaz is 
significant in being distinct from or even running counter to the implied voice of the 
author. The actual act of communication between author and reader is not made explicit, 
but implied in the discrepancy between the surrogate voice and the reader's interpretation 
of the author's own position. This brief examination of Zoshchenko's short stories has 
shown that they employ a distinctive narrative voice that mimics the speech manner and 
the outlook of a particular historically and socially concrete type. So far, it has been 
67M. Zoshchenko, "Krest'ianskii samorodok", Ibid. pp. 283-4. 
68M. Dolinskii (ed.), introduction to M. Zoshchenko, Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, 
rasskazy,!el'etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma kpisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, p.16. 
69"Slovo 0 Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, 
p.l1. 
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implicitly assumed that this voice is no more than an object of the author's satire. The 
speech of Zoshchenko's narrators and characters has been discussed in terms of how it 
deviates from a "normative" standard of speech of which both author and reader are 
presumed to be aware. This is a natural conclusion, given Zoshchenko's own intellectual 
credentials, his sensitivity to the misuse and abuse of language, and his satirical treatment 
of his narrator-protagonist in many of the short stories. Chukovskii, for one, clearly takes 
the view that Zoshchenko's main concern is to satirise the speech of the uneducated for the 
benefit of the educated reader: 
HCICYCHO nOJIb3Y.sICb HM ~JI.sI CBOHX paccICa30B H OtlepICoB. 
3014emo He 3a6LIBaJI HHl{or~a. tlTO caM no ce6e 3TOT .sI3L.IK rJIynoBaT 
H tlTO R3 Hero MO}KHO R3BJIeKa Tb 6e3 ICo~a MHO}KeCTBO ICOMHtleCKHX 
H }KHBOrmCmIX 31PIPeICTOB HMeHHO nOTOMY. tlTO OH TaK ypO~JIHB, 
HeJIen H CMeWOH. 
Ha ICa}K~OB CTpaHHIte rmCaTeJIb rOTOB OTMetlaTb BLIBHXH ero 
CHHTaKCHca. onyXOJIH ero CJIOBap.sI, AeMOHCTpHpY.sI C BeCeJILIM 
3JIOpa~CTBOM nOJIHYIO cnoco6HOCTb HeHaBHCTHOro eMY CJIO.sI JIIO~eB 
nOJIb3 OBa TbC.sI pa3Y MHOH tleJI OBetleCIC OB petIDlO. 70 
Zoshchenko himself describes his purpose rather differently, however. In his own 
statements about his art he openly contradicts those critics who see him as a master of 
verbal buffoonery or a sophisticated writer satirising the speech of the uneducated masses. 
He does not openly criticise the "ugliness" of the language reflected in his short stories or 
any particular class of person that uses it. Instead, he reserves his criticism for those who 
wish to preserve the Russian literary language from the contaminating influence of the 
street. In two statements dating from the late 1920s, Zoshchenko insists that Russian 
literature must reflect the real language as it is actually spoken by most people, and that 
the language spreading through Soviet society must form the basis of that society's 
literary language. The first is from the book Letters to a Writer, published in 1929: 
06LItlHO AYMaIOT. tlTO .sI HCICa}KalO «npeICpacHLIH PYCCICHH .sI3LII(». 
'tiTO .sI pa~H CMexa 6epy CJIOBa He B TOM 3Hatlemm, ICaICoe HM 
oTny~eHo >KH3HDIO, tlTO .sI HaPOllHO rmwy JIOMaHLIM .sI3L.IKOM AJI.sI Toro, 
tlTo6LI nOCMeWHTD IIOtlTemeBWYIO ny6JIHICY. 
9TO HeBepHO • .sI IIOtlTH HHtlero He HCICa>KalO. $I rmwy Ha TOM 
.sI3L.IKe, Ha ICOTOPOM ceRc rOBopHT H AYMaeT ymlt~a. 
70K.Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia o Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko,pp.54-5. 
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$I c~eJIaJI 3TO (B MaJIeHLKHX paCCKa3ax) He pa~H Kyphe30B H He 
~JI.sI Toro, 'tIT06LI TO'tIHee KOIIHpOBaTh Hawy )l(H3HL. $I c~eJIaJI 3TO 
~JI.sI Toro, 'tIT06LI 3anOJIHHTh XOT.sI 6LI BpeMeHHO TOT KOJIOCCaJIhHLIH 
pa3pLIB, KOTOpLIii np0H30weJI Me)l(AY JIHTepaTypoii H yJI~eii. 
$I rOBOpEO - BpeMeHHO, TaK KaK .sI H B caMOM ~eJIe IIHWY TaK 
BpeMeHHO H napo~mmo. 
A Y)l( ~eJIo ~pyrHX (npOJIeTapCKHX) IIHca TeJIeH B ~aJIhHeHWeM 
npH6JIH3HTL JIHTepaTYPY K 'tIHTaTeJI.sIM, C~eJIaTh ee y~060'tIHTaeMoii H 
nOH.slTHoii MaccaM. 
H KaK 6LI cY ~L6a Haweii cTpaHLI HH 06epHYJIacb, Bce paBHo 
nOIIpaBEa Ha JIerKD «HaPO~HLIH» 513LIK Y>Ke 6y~eT. Y>Ke' HHKor~a He 
6y ~yT IIHca TL H rOBopHTh, TeM HeBLIHOCHMLIM CYKOHHlaIM 
HHTeJIJIHI'eHTCKHM .sI3LIKOM, Ha EOTOPOM MHorHe e~e IIHWyT, BepHee, 
,ltOIIHCLIBaIOT. AOIIHCLIBaEOT raE, EaE JIeo~ AHApeeB. BOT IIHCaTeJIh, 
ICoToporo a6COJIEOTHO HeCTepIIHMO ceii'tlac 'tIHTaTb1 71 
The second is from the 1928 article "About Myself, Critics and My Work": 
060 MHe EpHTHI<H 06LI'qH0 rOBOp.sIT, ICU 0 IOMopHCTe, 0 
IIHCaTeJIe, EOTOpLIii CMeWHT H ICOTOpLIii paAH caMoro CMexa COrJIaCeH 
C,lteJIa TL 'tIOpT 3HaeT 'tITO H3 pO,ltHOrO pYCCEoro .sI3LIEa. 
9TO, EOHe-cmo, He TaK. 
ECJIH.sI HCICa>KaIO HHor~a 513LIK, TO YCJIOBHO, nOCKOJIhKO MHe 
XO'tleTC.sI nepeAa U HY)I(HLIH MHe THn, THn, ICOTOpLIii nO'tlTH-'tITO He 
cpmypOBaJI paHLwe B pycCKoii JIHTepaType. 
( ••• )$1 TOJIhICO XO-qY C~eJIaTL O~HO npH3HaHHe. MO)l(eT 6LIU OKO 
nOKa)l(eTC.sI CTpaHHlaIM H HeO>K~aHHLIM. AeJIo B TOM, tlTO .sI -
npOJIeTapCKD nHCaTeJIh. BepHee, 51 napo~HpYEO CBOHMH Be~aMH Toro 
Bo06pa)l(aeMOrO, HO nO~JIHHHOrO IIpOJIeTapCKoro IIHCaTeJI.sI, KOTOpLIii 
cy~ecTBOBaJI B TenepewHHX YCJIOBUX }KH3HH H B TenepeWHeii cpeAe. 
KOHe'tIHO, TaKoro IIHca TeJI.sI He MO>KeT cy~ecTBOBa Tb, no KpaiiHeii 
Mepe, cekac. A Eor~a 6y~eT cy~ecTBoBaTh, TO ero 
06~eCTBeHHOCTL, ero cpe~a 3Ha'tIHTeJIhHO nOBLIC.sITC.sI BO Bcex 
OTKoweHIDIX. 
$I TOJIhEO napOABpYIO. $I BpeMeHHO 3aMe~aIO npOJIeTapCEoro 
nHCaTeJI.sI. Onoro TeMLI MOHX paCCKa30B IIpOHHEHYTLI HaHBHOii 
CPHJIococpHeii, KOTOpa.sl KaK pa3 no IIJIe-qy MOHM 'tIHTa TeJI.sIM. 
71M. Zoshchenko, Pis'rna k pisateliu, in Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, 
je['etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, pp. 370-1. 
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(00.) 
E~e 51 XOTeJI CKa3aTD 06 j13LII<e. MHe npOCTO TPYAHO qaTaTh 
ceitlac KHHrH 60JIhWHHCTBa COBpeMeHHLIX IIHcaTeneH. Hx j13LII< AJIjI 
MeH51 - nO'ClTH KapaM3HHoBcKd. Hx q,pa3w - xapaM3HHOBCKHe 
nepHOAW. 
MO)l(eT 6L1Th KaKoMy-mroYA:b COBpeMeHHHKY nYWI<HHa TaK )l(e 
TPYAHO 6wno qaTaTh KapaM3HHa, KaK ceitlac MHe qaTaTh 
COBpeMeHHoro nHca TeJIjI cTapoH JIHTepa TYPHOH WKOJIW. 
MO)l(eT 6L1Th eAHHcTBeHHLlH lIeJIOBeX B PYCCKOH JIHTepa Type, 
I<OTOPLIH nOH51JI liTO, - BHI<TOP IIIxJIOBCKd. 
OH nepBLIH nOpBaJI cTapylO q,OPMY JIHTepaTypHoro j13L1Ka. OH 
YKOPOTBJI q,pa3Y. OH «BBeJI B03AYX» B CBOH CTa ThH. CTaJIO YAo6HO H 
JIerKO qaTa Th. 
51 CAeJIaJI TO )l(e caMoe. 
51 nHWY OlleHD C)I(aTO. ~pa3a Y MeH51 KOpOTKajl. ltOCTYnHO 
6eAHWM. 
MO)l(eT 6L1TD n03TOMY Y MeH51 MHoro 'ClHTa TeJIeR. 12 
These statements suggest that Zoshchenko's use of language is motivated not only by 
artistic but by ideological concerns. There is a clear correspondence between 
Zoshchenko's aim as he presents it here and the function of skaz stressed by Bakhtin -
that of introducing socially different voices into the narrative. However, Zoshchenko's 
project appears to have broader implications than Bakhtin's view of skaz implies. Rather 
than simply introducing alternative voices into his fiction in the shape of narrators, 
Zoshchenko claims to want to transform the very face of "author speech" itself. 
Zoshchenko argues for effacing the voice of the intellectual that has dominated literary 
narrative up until the revolution and changing the very language and point of view of the 
author in fiction to reflect the language and the mentality of the class that is now at the 
forefront - the proletariat. 
It is tempting to approach these statements of intent with some scepticism, given the 
critical atmosphere in which they were made. By 1928, Zoshchenko had already been 
targeted by some Marxist critics as an ideologically suspect "fellow-traveller". His 
repeated assurances of his populist sympathies and his desire to write for the new mass 
reader may have been calculated to appease his critics. Such statements certainly did him 
no harm in this respect: in a report given to members of the Federation of Organisations 
12M. Zoshchenko, "0 sebe, 0 kritikakh i 0 svoei rabote", in B.V. Kazanskii and Iu. 
Tynianov (eds.), Mastera sovremennoi literatury: Mikhail Zoshchenko, pp. 7-11. 
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of Soviet Writers in 1930, M. Chumandrin declared that "Mikhail Zoshchenko sees his 
work, as is evident from a number of his comments, in terms of the creation of a literature 
for the masses".73 And yet there is plenty of evidence in Zoshchenko's case to suggest that 
the populist stance adopted in the articles above reflects a personal conviction. 
M.Slonimskii recalls that Zoshchenko spoke with scorn of "great literature" ("60JIhWa$l 
JIHTepa Typa ") and that he often talked of the need "to write for the masses, to create a 
people's literature, and these were not simply words".74 In a letter to Gor'kii, Zoshchenko 
confessed that he always felt a sense of guilt when he sat down to write: 
MeRSl Bcer~a BOJIHOBaJIO O~HO 06CTO$lTeJIhCTBo. ~ Bcer.zta. ca.zt$lCh 
3a IlHChMeHmlH CTOJI. 0U4YU4aJI ICa:rcYlO-TO BHHY. :rca:rcYIO-TO. eCJIH 
MO>KHO TaIC CICa3aTh. JIHTepaTYPHYIO BHHY. 1I BCIIOMHHaIO npe>KHlOIO 
JIHTepa Typy. HaWH II03TW IIHCaJIH CTHWICH 0 ~BeTKaX H IITHtDCax. a 
mpJl,Zl;y C 3THM XO~WIH ~HICHe. HerpaMOTm.te H .zta>Ke CTpawm.te JIIO~H. 
H TYT 'qTO-TO TaICoe CTpaWHO 3anyU4eHO. 75 
A populist bias is apparent in Zoshchenko's earliest critical essays, dating from his years 
as a member of Chukovskii's studio in the House of Arts. During this period Zoshchenko 
planned to write a book on Russian literature between 1910 and 1920, to be called "At the 
Turning Point" ("Na perelome"). The essays that survive from this project express literary 
sympathies that are remarkably consistent with Zoshchenko's later statements about his 
work. "At the Turning Point" was to address what Zoshchenko describes as the "morbid 
crisis" in Russian literature during the period of the Revolution. Planned chapters 
included "The Crisis of Individualism" - including a section on Boris Zaitsev and Zinaida 
Gippius entitled "The Poetry of Spinelessness" ("Poeziia bezvol'ia") and one on Vera 
Inber, Igor Severianin, Aleksandr Vertinskii and others called "Lifeless People" 
("Nezhivye liudi").76 All the extant essays written for ~'At the Turning Point" attack the 
insipidity which the author regards as characteristic of Silver Age literature. In the article 
on Zaitsev, for instance, Zoshchenko writes: 
73M. Chumandrin, "Chei pisatel' - Mikhail Zoshchenko?", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso 
i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 163. 
74M. Slonimskii, "Mikhail Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.),Vospominaniia ° 
Mikhaile Zoshchenko, p.92. 
7sM. Zoshchenko, letter to M. Gor;kii, 30 September, 1930, quoted in part in O. Belaia, 
"Ekzistentsial'naia problematika tvorchestva M. Zoshchenko", in Literatumoe obozrenie. 
1, 1995, pp. 5-6. 
76A. Pavlovskii, "Stat'ia Mikhaila Zoshchenko 0 B. K. Zaitseve", in N. A. Groznova, (ed.), 
Mikhail Zoshchenko: Materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii., pp. 38-40. 
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Bc.SI nO't{TH JIHTepaTypa HaWa COBpeMeHHaSl O ••• 6e3BOJIbHLlX, 0 
He)l(HBLDC HJIH IIpH,ltYMaHHLlX. rmnmyc, SJIOI(, AJI. TOJICTOH, PeMH30B, 
neHcl(d - Bce OHH paCCKa3LIBalOT HaM 0 He)l(HBLDC, IIpH3patmLIX, 
COHHLlX JIIO,ltSlX ••• )KH3Hb OI(OHllaTeJIhHO YWJIa H3 JIHTepaTypLI. 77 
However, Zoshchenko admits two exceptions. In the initial draft for the book, a separate 
chapter, entitled "Individualism Conquered" ("Pobezhdennyi individualizm"), was to be 
devoted to Blok's poem "The Twelve" and to the poetry of Maiakovskii. In the essay 
"About Vladimir Maiakovskii" ("0 Vladimire Maiakovskom"), Zoshchenko praises the 
poet's enormous strength and his "will to destruction". ("OR 3aBOpO:>KHJI MeHJl 
orpOMHOH CBoeH CHJIOH, BOJIeH I( pa3pyweHHlO, H,lteeH q,H3H't{eCKOH CWIOH"). 
Maiakovskii is depicted by Zoshchenko as a huge, noble savage towering above his 
decadent contemporaries - among whom the "beautiful", "mannered" Severianin is singled 
out in particular.7S The essay on Blok, "The Death of the Knight of the Rueful 
Countenance" ("Konets rytsaria Pechal'nogo Obraza"), is perhaps more interesting from 
the point of view of Zoshchenko's own work. In this essay Zoshchenko writes with 
admiration of "The Twelve", in which "everything is new. from ideas to words" and the 
voice of the poet is replaced by the voices of the street - in the words of political slogans. 
popular folk verses ("tm.CTYWI(H") and the voices of the Red army soldiers. Zoshchenko 
welcomes Blok's poem as a move away from the decadent experimentation of the Silver 
Age, a healthy injection of "barbarism" to a literature in a state of crisis. According to him. 
"The Twelve" offers hopeful signs of a genuine proletarian art of the future that reflects 
the true voice of the masses: 
.sI cOBepweHHo 6LIJI YBepeH, 't{TO Tal(oe «YMHpaHHe» H BC.SII(He 
H3LICl(aHHLIe H3JIOMLI B HCl(yccTBe, B tm.CTROCTH B JIHTepa Type, KaKHe 
6LIJIH B IIOCJIe,ltHHe rO,ltLI, Bo061J.1e He cnoc06m I( IIpO,ltOJI>KHTeJIhHOH 
)f(H3HH. Pe~enToB 03,ltopOBJIeHH.Sl .SI He 3HalO, HO 3aTO .sI O't{eHb 3HalO H 
nOMHlO, 't{TO O,l{Ha>K,l{LI OT Tal(OrO YMHpaHH.Sl, OT JIHTepaTYPHOH 
aHeMHH MLI yXO,l{HJIH H yXO,l{HJIH - I( IIopHorpaq,HH H 
IlH.HI(epTOHOBIJ.IHHe. 
A BOT HDUfCle MAl YXO,ltHM I( n033HH BapBapOB. 
( .•• )TYT )l(e HOBAle CJIOBa. HOBoe TBopq:eCTBO, H He OTToro, q:TO 
YCTapeJIH COBep.weHHO CJIOBa, H MLICJIH, H H,lteH HaWH, HeT, onoro 
77Ibid. p. 46. 
78M. Zoshchenko, "0 Vladimire Maiakovskom" (1919), in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i 
maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 89-92. 
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'tITO napaJIJIeJILHO C HaMH. II060'tIHo. >KHBeT 'tITO-TO HHoe. MO>KeT 6WTL 
H eCTL - IIponeTapCI<:Oe. 79 
Chudakova argues that this article on Blok marks a significant turning-point in 
Zoshchenko's art, offered the vision ofa revolution in literary expression. I/[Zoshchenko] 
saw in ["The Twelve"] decisive changes to the entire system of literature and the literary 
language. The foreign voices so decisively introduced into the fabric of the poem - voices 
that are not the author's own - shed new light on the possibilities of "skaz" ... These voices 
are heard not only in dialogue, they replace the voice of the author himself. "80 
In "The Twelve" Zoshchenko recognises a successful example of an intellectual writer 
silencing his own voice and yielding authority to other, socially different voices that exist 
alongside him. The same preoccupation is evident in Zoshchenko's later articles about his 
own work in which he talks of "temporarily standing in for the proletarian writer". 
Zoshchenko claims to believe that the only appropriate response of the intellectual writer 
to the "social command" issued by the new society is to disown his own. voice. The desire 
to disappear as author is evident in Zoshchenko's claim that in his stories there was "no 
writer" and "no belles-Iettres".81 It is perhaps apparent, too, in his love of anonymity and 
pseudonyms. Zoshchenko refused to have his name put on the cover of his first published 
book, The Stories of Nazar Inch Sinebriukhov (Rasskazy Nazara Il'icha Sinibriukhova), 
82 and many of his short stories were published under pseUdonyms, such as "Oavrilich", 
"Konoplianka", "Kolenkorov" and others. 
Zoshchenko's idea of a "real but imaginary" proletarian writer is also an exercise in 
subversion, directed against attempts to dictate literature written by and for the people 
from above. It was Zoshchenko's premise that a proletarian literature could not be created 
by a non-proletarian class. Literature written by a member of the intelligentsia could never 
79M. Zoshchenko, "Konets rytsaria Pechal'nogo Obraza" (1919), in Iu. Tomashevskii 
(ed.) Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 81. The reference to "pornography and 
Pinkertonitis" is an allusion to the literature that became popular at the tum of the century 
in Russia: notably the novels of Artsybashev and Verbitskaia and the Russian imitations 
of American detective stories featuring Nat Pinkerton. 
80M. Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Nauka, 1979, p. 23. 
81Iu. Annenkov, Dnevnik moikh vstrech: - tsikl tragedii, p. 312. 
82M. Slonimskii, "Mikhail Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia 0 
Mikhaile Zoshchenko, p. 92. 
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be more than "pseudo-proletarian" literature, "an attempt by one class to manipulate the 
psychology of another class in its own interests"83. 
Soviet literary policy in the late 1920s showed an increasing tendency to try to create such 
a "pseudo-proletarian" literature - due partly to the influence of a militant lobby for 
proletarian culture in the form of organisations such as the All-Union Organisation of 
Proletarian Writers VAPP, and its successor, RAPP.84 Official literary policy encouraged 
writers to adopt a strict ideological position and to imitate classical formal models. The 
regime required a classic of proletarian literature - traditional in form, monumental in 
scale, red in politics - that would lend prestige and weight to the new society's culture. It 
would preferably be a novel, for it was thought that the novel was best able to reproduce 
the "epic structure of the revolutionary age". 85 Editors and critics frequently held up 
Tolstoi as a model for new writers to emulate.86 MacGuire writes of the editors of the 
journal Krasnaia Nov' that they were looking for literature that would possess "a 
leisurely, even rambling style, a sturdy sense of chronological time; involved plots with 
strong character portraiture and an explicit moral orientation". 87 
In "About Myself, Critics and My Work" Zoshchenko attacked the idea that the Soviet 
Union needed a "Red Lev Tolstoi": 
BOT B JIHTepa Type cYU4ecTByeT TaK Ha3EoIBaeMIdii «COqHaJILm.tH 
3aKa3». IIpeAnOJIaralO. "<ITO 3aKa3 3TOT B HaCTO.5I~ee BpeM.5I CAeJIaH 
HeBepHO. 
ECTL MHeme. "<ITO ceiAac 3aIa3aH KpaCmtH JIeB TOJICTOii. 
BH,l{HMo. 3aKa3 3TOT CAeJIaH KaI<:oii-HH6YAL HeOCTOpO)l(HLlM 
H3AaTeJIeM. H60 BC.5I )l(H3Hh. 06~eCTBeHHOCTh H Bce OIpY)I(eme, B 
IOTOPOM )l(HBeT ceiAac IlHCaTeJIh - 3aKa3LIBaeT KOHe"<lHO )l(e He 
83"Pseudo-proletarian Literature" was to be the subject of another chapter of "At the 
Turning-Point" (see M. Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 15). 
84Katerina Clark notes that not one of the leaders of VAPP actually came from the 
working classes - they were predominantly from the middle classes and the intelligentsia, 
but they demanded "exclusive hegemony as proletarians" (K. Clark, "The Quiet 
Revolution in Intellectual Life", in S. Fitzpatrick, A. Rabinowitch, R. Stites (eds.), Russia 
in the Era ofNEP, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991, p.22S. 
85R. A. MacGuire, Red Virgin Soil: Soviet literature in the 1920s, Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1968, p. 277. 
86Ibid, pp.277-9. 
87Ibid, p. 281. 
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zcpaCHoro RI:.sa TOJICToro. Ii eCJIH rOSOpHTI:. 0 3azca3e, TO 3axa3am 
8eLUI:. B TOH Heysa)KaeMOH MeJIZCOH q,opMe, C ICOTOPOH, no ICpaiiHei 
Mepe paHbwe, CB5I3m3aJIHCI:. caMLIe IIJIOXHe JIHTepa Typme TpaA~HH. 
51 835m nOAP.sIA 3a 3TOT 3aICa3. 
51 npe,LtnOJIaralO, ~TO He OWH6C.SI.88 
The 1929 book Letters to a Writer is particularly interesting in view of Zoshchenko's 
objection to the official attempts to create a proletarian literature by artificial means. 
Letters to a Writer, regarded by Zoshchenko as his most interesting work - is an 
annotated selection of letters sent to the author by his readers. In it, Zoshchenko succeeds 
in effacing himself as author more completely than in any other work, and hands over the 
spotlight to his wide reading public - a public drawn from all walks of life. In the 
introduction Zoshchenko argues that these letters offer a true glimpse of modem life -
something that most literature is unable to offer. "Here", he argues, "is the breath of our 
life( ... )In this book there is real tragedy, extraordinary intelligence, naive benevolence, 
pathetic babbling, stupidity, enthusiasm, narrow-mindedness, trickery and terrible 
ignorance". He adds that he had no wish to make fun of the writers of these letters in 
print, but that his aim in publishing Letters to a Writer is to "show life as it is - real and 
unadorned". 89 
What is particularly interesting about Letters to a Writer from the point of view of 
Zoshchenko's own literary project is that, besides letters, it includes literary attempts that 
readers have sent to Zoshchenko for approval and criticism. These attempts are all the 
work of literary novices, some of whom have only recently learnt to read and write. 
Zoshchenko notes that his readers show a predeliction for poetry, which he sees as a 
hallmark of a "barbarian literature". Just as children begin by writing poems, argues 
Zoshchenko, so does every young, "barbaric" literature begin with verse and songs.90 
One poem in particular is interesting as it is, perhaps, the most primitive example included 
in the collection. Zoshchenko introduces this poem by describing in words that recall his 
letter to Gor'kii about the "wild, terrible and ignorant people walking about". He talks of a 
whole class of people who, before the revolution. lived like "walking plants" but who have 
now learnt to write: 
88Zoshchenko, "0 sebe, 0 kritikakh i 0 svoei rabote", in B.V. Kazanskii and Iu. Tynianov 
(eds.), Mastera sovremennoi literatury: Mikhail Zoshchenko, pp. 8-9. 
89M. Zoshchenko, Pis'ma k pisateliu, in Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, 
fel'etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, p. 345. 
90Ibid, p. 358. 
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npOJIeTapClCa.sI peBOJIlO~KSI nO~IDIJIa ~eJILIH H rpOMa~mm IIJIaCT 
HOBLIX. HeoIIHcyeMLIX JIlO~eH. 9TH JIIO~H ~O peBOJIIO~HH )KHJIH. KaK 
XO~.sIllHe pacTeHKSI. A ceiNlc OHH. xy~o JIH, xopowo. - YMelOT IIHcaTL 
H ~a)Ke COt.mHSIIOT CTHXH. H B 3TOM CaMa.sI 60JILWa.sI H 
TOp)KeCTBeHHa.sI 3aCJIyra Hawei 3nOXH. 
BOT B oqeM y MeRSl HHI<or~a He 6WIO COMHeHWII 
B 3THX CTHXax eCTL 3HTY3Ha3M. 
Y'l'DITeJIb JIeHHH. 
Jl IIHWy 0 Bac rOB. JIeHHH, 
'({ro rM PO/iHOH oreI4 MOH, 
'({ro rM /iaJI 60JIbWOe 3HaHbe 
H Hay'I'DIJI 'l'DITa rb MeHJl 
Jl HerpaMormrii MaJIbflHWKa 
/(0 CeMHa/iI4arb JIer XO/iHJI 
H He 3HaJI Jl IIepBOH 6YKBM 
H He BH,l(eJI /ia>Ke KHHI' 
.A reIIepb Jl CflaCrJIHBIaIii 
Jl tlHralO H IIHWY 
H 0 Bac TOBapHI.J4 JIeHHH 
Jl CeflHHeHHJl [sic] IIHwy91 
This extract from Letters to a Writer is illustrative of the ambiguous nature of the whole 
project. Zoshchenko claims not to have the -slightest desire to laugh at his readers and yet, 
while he assumes the guise of a social historian giving serious consideration to genuine 
examples of popular literature, Zoshchenko insistently draws attention to their authors' 
"terrible ignorance" and lack of sophistication. Chukovskii remembers a remark that . 
Zoshchenko made to him about the letters he received that is almost certainly a more 
honest response to his correspondents than the introduction to Letters to a Writer. "God, 
what idiotic letters people send me.!t would be a good idea to publish a collection of 
genuine letters to me, with a short commentary. It would make a very funny book."92 
9tIbid, pp. 357-8. 
92K. Chukovskii, Dnevnik, 1901-1929, 2nd edn., pp. 409-10. 
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Whether or not Zoshchenko really believed that "barbarian" literature had a future and 
should be left to develop at its own pace, one thing is certain: the real examples of popular 
literature by inexperienced writers included in Letters to a Writer challenge Party-
propagated ideals of an artistically sophisticated, fonnally conservative proletarian 
literature by pointing insistently at the yawning gulf between literature and life. 
Stylistically speaking, the Sentimental Tales and "Michel Siniagin" represent a more 
complex approach to the same subject. In these works Zoshchenko further develops the 
idea of a new kind of author, exploring in greater depth the gap that separates the language 
of mainstream literature and the language of the street, between the voice of the "Red Lev 
Tolstoi" and his "real but imaginary" proletarian writer. 
Part 4: A Red Lev Tolstoi: Style in the "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel 
Siniagin" 
In "About Myself, Critics and My Work" Zoshchenko describes the "Sentimental Tales" 
as "superficially closer to existing models of so-called great literature" than his short 
stories and admits that they contain "more traditional literary elements". He explains in the 
same article that the style of the tales is intended as a parody of the "Red Lev Tolstoi or 
Rabindranath Tagore": 
B 60JIIIWHX sell4ax .sr OIDlTII TaZCH napo,l.tHpYIO. 51 napO,l.tHpYIO H 
HeYZCJIIO)f(HH. rpoM03,l.tZCHH (KapaM3HHosczcmu CTHJIII cospeMeHHoro 
zcpacHoro JIIIsa TOJICTOrO HJIH Pa6HH,D;paHaT Taropa. H 
caHTHMeHTaJIIIHYIO TeMY. XOTOpa$l ceiqac xapaXTepHa. 51 napo,l.tHpYIO 
TenepewHero HHTeJIJIHI'eHTCI<OrO IIHCaTeJI$I, zcoToporo, MO)l(eT 6LIU, H 
HeT ceHtlac. HO I<OTOPWI ,l.tOJI>KeH 6LIJI 6LI cYlI4eCTSOSa U, eCJIH 6LI OH 
TO'lHO SLlIIOJIH.srJI CO~HaJIIIHLIH 3axa3 He H3,l.tareJIIICTsa. a TOK Cpe,l.tLI H 
TOK 06l14eCTBeHHOCTH, XOTopa.sr cemc sLI,l.tBHHYTa Ha nepsWi 
IIJIaH ••• 93 
Zoshchenko actually gave the author of the "Sentimental Tales" a fictional identity. The 
putative author of the tales -I.V. Kolenkorov - was introduced in a series of prefaces 
written for each of the first four editions of the tales. A biography of Kolenkorov in the 
second preface provides a number of contradictory details regarding his family 
background, mixing aspects of petty bourgeois, peasant and aristocratic life: 
93M. Zoshchenko, "0 sebe, 0 kritikakh i 0 svoei rabote", in B.V. Kazanskii and Iu. 
Tynianov (eds.), Mastera sovremennoi literatury: Mikhail Zoshchenko, p.ll. 
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OH pO~HJIC.sI B 1882 ro~y •• oS MeJIKo6YP)f(ya3HoH ceMLe ~aMcKoro 
nopTHoro. IIoJIY'tUIJI ~oMawHee o6pa30BaHHe. B MOJIO~Me rO,l{M 6:wI 
nacTyxoM. IIOTOM HI'paJI B Tea Tpe. H HaICOHeq MetlTa ero >KH3HH 
BOIIJIOTHJIaCL B ,l{eiicTBHTeJILHOCTL - OH CTaJI IIHca TL CTHXH H 
paCCKa3M. 94 
A confusing picture of Kolenkorov's literary identity emerges from these prefaces. 
According to the second preface Kolenkorov is presently on the "right wing of the fellow 
travellers", but is reforming himself and is soon to be expected to occupy "a prominent 
place in the school of naturalist writers". Such a description could almost be applied to 
some of Zoshchenko's intellectual contemporaries - erstwhile members of the Serapion 
Brotherhood who became important figures in the Soviet literary establishment, such as 
Fedin. (Incidentally, Zoshchenko called Fedin "Rabindranath Tagore" and in so doing 
mortally offended him.)95 However, there is also a running joke in the prefaces that 
Kolenkorov is a literary novice and protege of Zoshchenko. Zoshchenko is described as 
the head of the literary circle of which Kolenkorov is a member, and in the third preface 
we are told that "the author M. Zoshchenko" has had a hand in correcting Kolenkorov's 
spelling mistakes and his ideology. Only in the last preface does Zoshchenko admit that 
Kolenkorov is an imaginary figure: "the sort of average educated type who happened to 
live between two ages" ("cpe,l{HHH HHTeJIJIHI'eHTHLtH THll. ICOTOPOMY CJIYtmJIOCL 
)l(HTL Ha nepeJIOMe ~BYX 3nox").96 
The sense of confusion and paradox surrounding the fictional author of the Tales is 
echoed on a stylistic level in the tales themselves, which incorporate a number of disparate 
elements. The following passage from "Wisdom" ("Mudrost"') provides a typical 
illustration: 
B MOJIO,l{Me rO,l{M 6WI HBaH AJIeKCeeBHtl KpaCHBbIH. nomnm 
6plOHeT C onpe~eJIeHHO .sIpKHM TeMnepaMeHToM. IIPH 310M HeKOTOpa.sl 
He3aBHCHMOCTL B Cpe,l{CTBaX n03BOJI.sIna HBaHY AJIeCeeBH'tly B 
,l{OCTaTO'tIHOH Mepe nOJIL30BaTLC.sI npeneCTLIO H YTexaMH >KH3HH. 
H B pa3rYJILHOH cBoeii )l(H3HH OH CoweJIC.sI no II&.sIHOH JIaBO'tIKe C 
O,l{HOH nycTeHLICoH ApaMaTHtleCKOH aKTpHcoH. HO CB.sI31> 3Ta. 
94M. Zoshchenko, "Sentimental'nye povesti: Predislovie ko vtoromu izdaniiu", in Sobranie 
sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 2, p. 8. 
95 K. Chukovskii, Dnevnik. 1901-1929, 2nd edn., p. 405. 
96 M. Zoshchenko, "Sentimental'nye povesti: Predislovie ko vtoromu izdaniiu", in 
Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 2, p. 8. 
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.zvumwa~c~ C nOJIro~a, 5wza HeC~CTmma. nOB3~OpKB H3-3a CBOeH 
~aM:Dt C O~HHM JIHQeHCTOM, KOTOpLIi npH MHOrOtlHCJIemmx 
CBHTe~eTeJI~X 0603BaJI ee WKYPOH, HBaH AJIeKCeeBJN y~apHJI ero IIO 
Mop~e B 4loHe aKa~eMHt!eCKOrO Tearpa, npH 3TOM c6HJI C Hoca 
neHCHe H pa35HJI yxo. Pe3YJILTaTOM 6wza ~y3JIL, KOTopa~ H 
COCTO~JIaCL Ha nOJI~X B5JIH3H KOMeH~aHTCKoro a3po~pOMa.97 
The style of this extract has none of the spontaneity or brevity of Zoshchenko's short 
stories. The sentences are long and their construction is complex; The whole is clearly 
intended to represent a premeditated literary narrative performance. There are signs that . 
the narrator is making a concerted effort to act the part of the literary narrator - assuming a 
detached, impersonal stance and attempting some description and characterisation. 
However, these bookish features are juxtaposed with phrases quite uncharacteristic of 
classical literary narrative. Besides the literary expressions (liB MOJIO~:Dte ro~:Dt"; 
"IIOJIHLIH 6plOHeT C ••• .sIpKHM TeMIIepaMeHToM") are bureaucratic turns of phrase ( "npH 
MHOrOtlHCJIeHHDIX cBH~eTeJI~X"; "B ~ocTaTotmOH Mepe"; "npH 3TOM"; 
"pe3yJILTa TOM 6wz"; "npH TOM") and vulgar colloquialisms ("noB3~opKB", "0603BaJI 
ee WICYPOH", fly p;apHJI ero IIO Mopp;e"). The effect is oftwo linguistic worlds colliding 
- that of classical literature and Soviet reality. The effect of disharmony is not confined to 
the language but is also felt in relation to the action described, such as the punch-up in a 
theatre and the duel beside the airfield. 
The narrative of "Michel Siniagin" creates a similar impression of stylistic disharmony, 
displaying a mix of classical and non-classical elements. The result is a narrative that is 
balanced between the "lifeless", "Karamzinian" prose style and a cruder and more prosaic 
Soviet discourse. 
In "Michel Siniagin", as in the "Sentimental Tales", the presentation is more typically 
literary than that of the short stories: the narrator refers to himself as "the author" 
throughout, and the story is divided into chapters with chapter headings providing a 
synopsis of events. There are several stylistic elements that deliberately exaggerate the 
awkwardness and heaviness regarded by Zoshchenko as hallmarks of bad writing. The 
syntax is complex ,using long sentences made up of innumerable subordinate clauses. 
05e MOJIO~:Dte ~aM:Dt, OTB:DtICWHe OT HOqmn( noxo}l(p;em, B HH}l(HHX 
105Kax H C pacnyll.\eHH:DtMH BOJIOCaMH, C rocKoH MeraJIHCL IIO 
KOMHaTe, H, 3aJlaM:DtBa.SI PYICH, II:DtTaJlHCL yroBopHTL H p;a>Ke CHJIOH 
97M. Zoshchenko. "Mudrost"', Ibid, pp. 49-50. 
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YJIO)f(HTh MHWeJI.S1 B IIOCTeJIh. CllHTaJl HY)f(mIM IIOCTaBHTh eMY 
KOMIIpecc Ha cep,lt~e MH CMa3a Th HO,ltOM 60K H TeM caMLlM 
OTT.S1HYTh KpOBh, 6pOCHBWYIOC.S1 B rOJIOBY. (M.S. p.123) 
Strings of words of the same grammatical category. generally nouns or adjectives. also 
contribute to the impression of heaviness ("om 6WIa .z:to 'tlpe3B:LItlaHHOCTH MHJ1eHDXaJl 
H CHMlIarHTlHaJI ,lteB~a. IIOJIHa.S1 >KH3HH, orHH H reMIIepaMeHra" (p.1l9); " ... CKOpO 
Hatmerc.S1 ,ltPyra.S1 )f(IOHh. IIOJIHa.S1 CJIaBHMX paAocreii. BocroproB, IIOABHI'OB H 
HatmHaHHi1' (p.122); "CXPOMmrH, MetlrareJIbmrH H AeJIHKarHIJilII03T ... " (p.122). 
etc.), as do redundant words and phrases that add nothing but length to the narrative 
("B,ltOBa YCIIoKaHBaJIa ero 'tIeM MOrJIa. rOBOp.S1 H AaBaJl TOp>KeCTBeHHMe KJIJlrBl1 
o rOM, 'tITO OHa, HeCOMHeHHO. H cKopei Bcero IIpLII'HYJIa 6Ll ... " (p. 125); "CJIYXH 0 
BOJIhHOM ropo,lte OCraBaJIHCh HH Ha tleM He060cHoBaHHLlMH CJIyxaMH ... "(p. 127); 
" ••• 3a 25 KoneeK ,ltaBaJIH OT,lteJIhHYIO KOihcy. KPY)f(KY 'tla1O H MLlJIO AJIJl 
YM11B3HHJl ••• " (p.136), etc.). 
Besides this longwindedness. there is frequently a flavour of affected gentility in the 
narrative resulting from the abundant use of literary cliche ("ocKop6JIemme B CBOHX 
qy'BcTBax" (p.125); "B O,ltHO npeKpacHoe YTPO" (p. 126); "rOJIO,lt H pa3pyxa ... 
C)f(HMaJIH ropo,lt B CBOHX ~eIIICHX 06'D.S1TH.S1X" (p. 126); "9Ta 6JNJIa IIpeJIeCTHa.S1 
MOJIO,lta.S1 ,ltaMa. pO)f(.z:teHHa.sI ,ltJI.sI ••• 6eCne'tIHOH )f(H3HH" (p.128); ",lt0 60JIH 
C)f(HMa.S1 CBOH PYKH" (p. 138); "APo)f(a BceM TeJIOM" (p. 140); "OHa ••• Me'ClTaJIa 
CBSl3aTh CBOIO >KH3Hh C HHM" (p.I24); "OH BoneH nocTynaTh TaK, KaK eMY 
3a6JIaropaccy,ltHTCJl" (p.124); "OHa HaWJIa CBOIO THXylO IIpHCTaHh H ceRc 
HlAero He ~eT" (p. 140). etc.). 
These features of syntax and language suggest a backwards glance at classical prose. But 
incongruous elements intrude upon the narrative of "Michel Siniagin". creating the 
impression of a collision between two separate universes of discourse. just as in the 
extract from "Wisdom". above. Bureaucratic turns of phrase side by side with bookish 
expressions ("9TO 3JIOII0JIYflHoe HMeHDe H 6LlJIO Ha3BaHO coorBercrcrBYlO/J.4HM 
06Pa30M: "3aTHwhe" (p.1l8); "Ero II03THtleCKHii reHHi'i weJI HeCKOJIbKO Bpa3pe3 C 
ero >KHreiicKHMH IIorpe6HOCrJIMH' (p. 121». Vulgar colloquialisms are used in sharp 
contrast with more formal elements: "TOJIcKO B,ltOBa M •• Hany,ltpeHHaR H 
no.z:tKpaWeHHa.sI. K0J16acHJIaCb B cBoeii ByaJIH no ~epKBH" (p.125); "H BCRKO pa3 
6ecIIoKoHHO CJIe,ltHJIa 3a ero ,ltBIDKeHWIMH BO BpeM.S1 BIOHra. BH,ltHMO. 
n06aHBaSlcc. KaK 6Ll OH qero He CIIep" (p.128) " ... ero TO'C!HJIH TOCKa H MLlCJIH 0 
TOM, qro ero Bce )f(e ... onyTaJIH, KaK CYXHHOBa CIJHa" (p. 125). There are numerous 
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ungrammatical or non-standard forms ("nylJ.laii llHTa TenL He IIpHHHMaeT 6moICO IC 
cepA~Y" (p. 119), "HXHee IIpowJIoe" (p. 118), etc.}. 
Besides this stylistic inconsistency, the narrative of "Michel Siniagin" features a series of 
what appear to be deliberate "errors" and other features that suggest illiteracy, 
inexperience or carelessness on the part of the fictional author. The vocabulary is 
frequently repetitive, drawing regularly on certain words and expressions: 
"B3B OJIHOBaHHLli", "B onHOBa TLC.sr", "c o3ep~a TeJILHLIii", "HHTeJIJIHI'eHTHLIii", 
"Bo3BLIweHHLli". "BJII06JIeHHLli", "pa,l{ocTL ", "n03THtleCICO", "nepe>KHBaHIDl". The 
expression "cMemTLc.sr 'CleM-TO'" used to describe a change in psychological state, is 
repeated no less than seven times in the text. The phrase "AP0>Ka BceM TeJIOM" appears 
several times in the space of a few pages. The chapter headings are particularly repetitive: 
"HoBlle IIJIaHLI.( ••• ) HOBaJl ICOMHua. HOBaJl JII06oBL. Heo>KH,4aHHaJl ICuaCTpoq,a. 
CepLe3Ha.sr 60JIe3Hb TeTICH." "Heo>KH,llaHHaJl 6eAa.( ... ). HepBHa.sr 60JIe3HD MHweJI.sr. 
( ••• )" "HeO>KH,4aHHlle MLICJIH. HOBoe peweme."(oo.) "HoBlile APY3L.sr. HOBlle 
Me'ClT!ol(oo.) Heo>KH,4aHHaJl 60JIe3HD". 
The description of characters is also repetitive. Characters are described using constant 
epithets or associated objects or qualities. Simochka is "white-headed" 
("6eJIo6pLIceHLICa.sr") and freckled. Michel's mother is generally associated with her 
samovar ("JIIo6.sr~a51 CH,l{eTL y caMoBapa" (p.1l9), "nO'ClTH He BCTaBa.sr H3-3a 
caMOBapa" (p. 124». Isabella Efremovna's movements are birdlike ("xu: nTH'ql(a, 
BLIIIopxHYJIa Ha JIeCT~Y" (p. 132); "XJIOIIHYB ABepLlO, ynopxHYJIa" (p. 133». 
Simochka's mother is always described as dark and pockmarked ("o'lem. TaKa.sr 
cMyrna.sr, HeCICOJILKO p.sr6a.sr ,l{aMa" (p.122), "CMyrJIa.sr H p.sr6a.sr AaMa" (p.122), "ee 
p.sr60Ba Toe n~o" (p.125», but, most of all, energetic ("O'CleHL 3HeprHtlHOH, >KHBOB 
B,l{OBLI" (p.121), ,l{OBOJILHO H 3HeprJI'ClHO YCTpaHBaJIa 3aMY>K" (p. 122). "3HeprHflHoH 
AaMLt" (122), "B,l{OBa H JII0651uta.sr, 3HeprJNHaJl Ma TL" (p.122), "no,l{aBneHHlIM 
CTonL 3HeprlfCleCKHM xapaKTepOM 3TOB AaMLt" (p.122». 
More clearly deviant features include oddities in the punctuation and notation of the text. 
Character speech is not always divided from author speech (" AHApeyc, HJIH TaM 
Teo,l{op. - CKa)f(eT OHa" (p. 113). Numbers are often written in numerals rather in their 
full form: "Ha 'ITO Y)I( 6wn 6ecnoKoHHLIH BeK, HY, CKa>KeM 16." (p. 115); "Ho 
nocKonLKY aBTop 6wn MOJIO>Ke M. n. CHH.SIrHHa neT Ha 10". (p. 116) 
Unusual collocations abound in "Michel Siniagin" ("npeJIeCTHLIH we,l{eBp" (p. 
112);"pHcoBaTL Ha nonoTHe" (p. 112); "co'tIHoe nOICOJIeHHe" (p. 114); "Bopo6LeB 
KywaJIH" (p. 115); "XMYP51 HOCHK" (p.133), and so on). Other oddities of this sort 
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include the corruption of idioms and other stable collocations ("IIO ero IIJIeV" instead 
of "eMY IIO ILJIeV" (p.l14); "0~HO IIpeEpaCHoe BpeMjI" instead of "O~HO 
IIpeEpacHoe YTPO" (p.121); "3a6HBaTh cep~~e" instead of "3a6HBaTh rOJIOBY" (p. 
121» . Sometimes two idioms are combined to produce a hybrid ("Ha %eH COBeCTH 
EaMeHh JIe)l(HT" (p. l18) is a mixture of "EaMeHh JIe)l(HT Ha ~ywe" and "m qLeH 
cOBecTH", for instance). Idioms are often used inappropriately ("TeTxa Maph$l IIpH 
CBeTe CBe'IH MapaJIa 6YMary" (p.l21). Metaphors and similes are unconventional 
("6apXaTHa$l XHHra )l(H3HH" (p. 112); "OH. xax xaMeHb, ycgyJI y ce6$1 HaBepxy" (p. 
139); "MllweJIh. xaK BOJIK. 6eraJI no cBoeH XOMHaTe" (p. 134)}. The text contains a 
number of oxymoronic constructions, where two parts of a single phrase contradict one 
another ("CJIHWEOM ~OCTaTO'tIHO" (p. 127); "~OBOJIl>HO IIpexpacHo, (p. 127);"He 
O'tleHh 06e3YMeJIH" (p.119); "HecoMHeHHo, H cxopeH Bcero" (p.125 ». 
The syntax of "Michel Siniagin" is occasionally awkward ("MHweJIh Bce )l(e ~aJI eH 
IIOH5ITh pa3~y B HX, eCJIH He IIOJIO)l(eHHH, EOTopoe ypaBHHJIOCh peBOJIlO~HeH, 
TO, BO BC$lEOM CJIy'tlae, Ha3Ha'tleHHH B )l(H3HH" (p. 124). Sometimes muddled syntax 
affects the sense of the narrative, making it ambiguous or illogical. One sentence begins: 
-"flo:nHtleCEa$l a TMOCIPepa B AOMe 6JIaro,l(apJI MHweJIIO HeCEOJIhRO OT03BaJIaCh 
H Ha HaWHX ~aMax" (p.1l9). Here it is unclear whether "6JIaroAap$l MHweJIIo" relates 
back to "II03TlNeCXa$l a TMocq,epa /I or forward to "OT03BaJIaCh ". 
Besides these stylistic and grammatical oddities there are instances of logical or narrative 
inconsistency or incoherence. Statements may be connected using illogical Hnks: "eMY 
TBepAo 6LLlIO 06e14aHa OT~eJIhHa$l ROMHa Ta, EaR TOJIhEO ETO-HH6y ~h 113 
)l(BJIh~OB nOMpeT. Ho MHweJIl> He TOPOmtJIC,Sl C 3THM ... " (p.126); "Om IIpe3HpaJIa 
6eAHOCTh H HHlI.(ery H Me'tlraJIa yexa Tl> 3arpa~y, nO~6HBajI Ha 3TO MHweJI$I. C 
EOTOPiIM OHa MetlTaJIa nepeHTH nepCH,ltCEylO rpa~y. H B CHJIY 3roro MHweJIh 
He HCEaJI pa60TiI H )l(HJI, HaAe,SlCh Ha RaXHe-TO HeO)l(H,ltaHHiIe 06CTOjITeJIhCTBa /I 
(p.12S) Description and detail are illogical at some points. For instance, when Simochka's 
mother argues with Michel, she begins to move the furniture around in order to "lend 
weight" to her argument: "BAoBa M. CH,lteJIa B EpeCJIe. HO, pa3rOp,SltlHBWHCh. Ha'tlaJIa 
EpynHO waraTl> no EOMHaTe, ~BHI'a$l AJIjI 60JIhWeH y6eAHTeJIhHOCTH CTYJIh,Sl. 
3Ta)l(epEH H ~a)l(e TjI)I(eJIWe CYHAYEH" (p.122). When Michel takes to bed with a 
nervous fever we are told that his life is preserved by his "blooming health" 
("MOJIOAOCTl> H l(BerYlJ.Iee 3,l(OpOBbe COXpaHHJIH eMY )l(H3Hh" (p. 132). 
The references to characters in "Michel Siniagin" are often inconsistent and in some cases 
inappropriate, given the type of narrative in which they occur. For instance, Simochka is 
first introduced not by her full christian name and patronymic. "Seraflma Pavlovna", but 
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by her shortened name and initial "Simochka M.". Later in the text she is referred to more 
formally as "Serafima Pavlovna". Michel is sometimes "Michel", sometimes "Michel 
Siniagin" and sometimes "M.P. Siniagin". We find him referred to as "M.P. Siniagin" 
some way into the story, when the reader is already well acquainted with him: ("M.Il. 
CHHHrHHnpmDIJIC.SI: XJIOnOTaTb H HeCICOJIbICO pa3 XO~HJl Ha 6Hp)f(Y Tpy~a ... " (p. 
133); "aBTop He XO'tleT CKa3a Tb, 'tITO 'tIeJIOBeK, R B ~aHHoM CJIy'tlae M.Il. CHHJ1rHH, 
CTaJI ~epeB.SI:HHLIM ... " (p. 135). Simochka's mother is referred to throughout by the 
strange epithet "B~oBa M." - "Widow M.", Michel's aunt sometimes as "MapbJl 
ApICa~beBHa" and sometimes using the familiar "TeTICa MapbJl"; in this case too, these 
names are alternated indiscriminately. 
Finally, there are inconsistencies in the detail and the setting of the story. The flat in which 
Michel and his mother and aunt live in Pskov undergoes a metamorphosis between 
chapter four and chapter eleven. When Simochka's mother visits Michel in chapter four, 
we learn that it is a first-floor flat with windows overlooking a street. In the final chapter, 
in which Michel returns to Pskov, the flat has become a house surrounded by a "shady 
garden". At this point the narrator describes the garden as though the reader were familiar 
with it already: "Te >Ke ABe BLICOXHe eJIH POCJIH Y 3aAHero XPLLJIb~a H Ta >ke 
c06a'tlbJl 6y Axa 6e3 c06aICH CTo,Sma B03JIe capaifqmca" (p.l38). In fact this is the 
first time that these fir trees, this kennel and this shed have been mentioned. 
All the stylistic and narrative features described above can be interpreted as a deliberate 
game on Zoshchenko's part, in the tradition of Laurence Sterne or Gogol': a deliberate 
violation of the rules that govern the invented world of narrative fiction. In Zoshchenko's 
case, the game is explicitly connected with the figure of the inexperienced or inept writer 
struggling to create a literary text. This game is made more explicit in the introductory 
chapter to "Michel Siniagin", in which the fictional author apologises for his carelessness, 
his lack of imagination and lack of confidence and even warns the reader to expect 
mistakes: 
STO 6y~eT CICPOMHO npO)f(RTaJi )f(H3Hb, OIIHCaHHa.Sl: IC TOMY >Ke 
HeCICOJIbXO Toponmmo, He6pe)f(HO H co MHorHMH norpeWHOCTJlMH. 
KOHe'tIHo, CICOJIbICO B03MO>kHO, aBTop crapaJIcJI, HO AJIJI nOJIHOrO 
6JIeCICa OnHcaHHJI He 6LLJIO Y Hero TaKoro, 'tITO JIH, HY>kHOrO 
cnoICoiicTBHJI ~yxa, YBepeHHOCTR H JIl06BR x pa3HLIM MeJIXHM 
IIpe~MeTaM H nepe>KHBaHR.SI:M. (p. 112) 
TYT He 6YAeT xpaCOTLI IPpa3, CMeJIOCTH 060POTOB H BOCX~eHHJI 
nepeA BeJIIDmeM npHpO~LI ••• (p. 113) 
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tIro Kacaerc.sr 3arJIaBWI KHHI'H, TO aBTOp cOrJIaCeH IIplOHaTL. ~no 
3arJIaBHe cyxoe H aKa~eMHtleCXOe, MaJIO qero-Im6Y~L ~aeT yMy H 
cep~~y( ••• )ABTOp xo TeJI Ha3Ba TL 3Ty XHHI'y HHa'tle, KaK -HH6y ~L, 
HaIIpHMep: «Y >KlOHH B JIanax» HJIH «)KlOHD HaqmmeTC.sr 
nOCJIe3aBTpa». Ho H ~JI.SI 3Toro y Hero HeXSaTRJIO ysepeHHoCTH H 
HaXaJILCTBa. K TOMY )Ke. 3TH 3arJIaBWI. BepO.5iTHO, Y)Ke 6LIJIH s 
JIHTepaTypHOM o6HXo~e, a ~JI.sr HOBoro 3arJIaBWI y aBTopa He 
HaWJIOCL oco60ro OCTpOyMWI H lOo6peTa TeJILHOCTH. (p. 113) 
The figure of the fictional author is foregrounded not only in "Michel Siniagin" but in all 
the Sentimental Tales. All the tales (except "The Goat" and "Wisdom") include 
monologues by a narrator who stresses his identity as a writer, referring to himself 
consistently as "the author". and digresses on the subject of writing itself, on the process 
of composition, on readers and critics, on problems of character and plot, etc. The theme 
of literary inexperience is an important one in these digressions and introductions. The 
narrator complains of the technical difficulties of writing: 
4>yl TpYAHO ~o qero nHCaTL B JIHTepaTypel TIoTOM BeCh H3oi!AewL. 
IIoxYAa IIp0AepewLc5I qepe3 HeIIpoxo~HMLIe ~e6pH.98 
TLI BOT. CXa)KeM. PYXOnHCh HanHcaJI. C OAHOi opq,orpaq,Hei BXOHeIt 
HaMytmJIC.Sl. He rOBOp.SI Y)l( IIpO CTHJ1L ... 99 
ABTOP HMeeT MY>KeCTBO C03HaTLC.sr. qTO Y Hero HeTY ~apOBaHH.sJ: x 
taX Ha3LIBaeMOH xY~O>KeCTSeHHoi JIHTepaType. KOMY 'tlTO AaHO. 
OAHOMY rocnOAL 60r AaJI IIpOCToi rpy60Banri Jl3WIC. a y APyroro 
.SI3LIK cnoc06eH Xa>KAYIO MHHYTY IIpo~eJILIBaTh Bc.srXHe TOHXHe 
xY ~O)KeCTBeHHLIe pHTYPHeJIH.l00 
It is noticeable that these introductory passages and digressions are stylistically rather 
different from the main body of the narrative. While not entirely lacking in self-
consciousness, awkwardness, and literary posturing, they are on the whole more informal 
in both style and spirit. Features typical of the style of Zoshchenko's short stories -
colloquial language, short sentences and frequent pauses, parenthetical remarks and 
98M. Zoshchenko, "0 chern pel solovei", Ibid, p. 108. 
99M. Zoshchenko, "Strashnaia noch"', Ibid, p. 90. 
100M. Zoshchenko, "Siren' tsvetet", Ibid, p. 159. 
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deliberate vagueness - create an impression of ease and informality. In these passages the 
narrator appears to abandon his literary mask and speak in his own voice. 
The voice of the "author" as heard in these digressions is not only close to the anti-literary 
style of Zoshchenko's short stories, it is close in spirit to the voice of the Zoshchenko type 
discussed above. However, the narrator of the Sentimental Tales and "Michel Siniagin" is 
cast as a literary man striving to achieve a measure of sophistication, and thus his voice is 
not straightforward like the voice of the typical narrator of the short stories, but combines 
affected gentility and philistinism. This can be illustrated by the following extract from 
"Michel Siniagin" in which the narrator discusses the pre-revolutionary intelligentsia: 
B Te rOALI 6WIO e~e IIOp.SlAo-cmoe KOJIlAeCTBO JIIO,.!{eH 
BWCoKo06pa30BaHHLIX H HHTeJIJIHI'eHTmIX, C TOHKOH AyweBHoH 
opraHH3a~HeH H He>KHOi JII060BlIIO K KpacoTe H K pa3HWM 
H306pa3HTeJIlIHWM HCKyccTBaM. 
HaAo IIp.SlMO CKa3aTlI, 'tITO B Hawei CTpaHe BcerAa 6WIa 
HCKJIIO'tIHTeJIlIHa.Sl HHTeJIJIHI'eHTCKa.Sl IIpocJIoiKa, K KOTOpoi OXOTHO 
. IIpHCJIYWHBaJIaCb BC.SI EBPOIIa H Aa)l(e BeClI MHp. 
H BepHO, 3TO 6WIH OtleHD TaKHe TOHKHe ~eHHTeJIH HCKYCCTBa H 
6aJIeTa H aBTOpw MHorHX 3aMe'tlaTeJIbmIX IIpOH3BeAeHHii, H 
BAOXHOBHTeJIH MHorHX OTJIlAHWX AeJI H BeJIHKHX YlIeHHii. 
9TO He 6WIH CIIe~w C TO'ql(H 3peHH.Sl Hawero IIOHHMaHH.Sl. 
9TO 6WJIH IIpOCTO HHTeJIJIHI'eHTHLIe B03BWWeHmle JIIOAH. MHorHe H3 
HHX HMeJIH He>KHWe AYWH. A HeKoTopwe IIpOCTO IIJIaKaJIH IIpH BHAe 
JIHWHerO ~BeTKa Ha KJIYM6e WIH IIpwraIO~ero Ha HaB03HOH KJIYM6e 
Bop06ywKa. 
):teJIo IIpowJIoe HO, XOHe'tIHO, HaAO CKa3a TlI, liTO B 3TOM 6WIa 
Aa)l(e HeXOTOpa.Sl KaXa.Sl-TO TaXa.Sl HeHopMaJIlIHocTlI.(p.117) 
Here the narrator's attempts at sophistication (e.g .• "3TO 6WZH OtleHD TaKHe TOHKHe 
~eHHTeJIH HCXYCCTBa H 6aJIera ") are so primitive that they sound ironic - the 
impression of his alienation from the subject is heightened by expressions that reflect his 
Soviet perspective ("HCXJllO'tIHTeJIbHa.Sl HHTeJIJIHI'eHTCKa.Sl IIpocJ1oiiKa", "9TO He 
6WJIH crreLfTJ C TO'ql(H 3peBH.SI Hawero IIOHHMaBH.SI"). Shcheglov describes this "love-
hate" relationship with culture as an extension of the anti-cultural theme in Zoshchenko's 
writing, noting that Zoshchenko's narrators and heroes have a "enviously-reverential" 
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("3aBHC T JIHB 0 - YBa)f(a TeJIhHOe ") attitude towards culture: "They curse it but are unable 
to tear away their envious gaze" .101 
This ambivalence in the voice and perspective of the "author" of "Michel Siniagin" and the 
"Sentimental Tales" is particularly striking in those passages where he carries out 
imaginary arguments with his readers and critics. In these dialogues Zoshchenko parodies 
the aggressive rhetoric of Marxist criticism and some of the prevalent demands made on 
the Soviet writer. By 1930 Zoshchenko had already had first-hand experience of such 
criticism. He had been described as a "common, ordinary philistine who digs about and 
picks over the dregs of humanity with a sort of malicious glee" 102 and attacked for his 
"sniggering", his "tiresomeness, his "idiotism". 103 In engaging with his critics, the author 
of "The Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" employs typical critical language and 
concepts of the time. In doing so, he alternates between two opposing positions. 
Sometimes he rails against the implied voice of his critics and vigorously defends his own 
integrity as an artist: 
CTpeMHTeJILHOCTh TYT eCTL. A IIonp06yif ee Hazmca Th. CXa}f(YT -
HeBepHo. HenpaBHJILBo. CICa)f(YT. Haytmoro. CICa>Kyr. IIO,l.tXO,l.ta Her Ie 
BOnpOCy. H,l.teoJIorWl. CKa)f(YT. He aXTH ICaKaJl.I 04 
BOT OIIJITD 6y,l.tYT ynpeKaTh aBTopa 3a 3TO HOBoe xy,l.tO)f(eCTBeHHoe 
npOH3Be,l.teBHe. OIIJITh. CKa)f(YT. rpy6ajl KJIeBeTa Ha lIeJIOBeKa, OTplaIB 
OT Macc H TaIC ,l(aJIee ... H ,l.teCKa TL. CICa>KYT, H,l(eH:KH B3jlTLI, 
6e3YCJIOBBO. He TaK y>K oc06eBBo ICpYIIHLIe. H repOH He ropa3,l.t TaKHe 
3HallHTeJIhHLIe ICaIC. KOHetmO. XOTeJIOCL 6:r.t. CO~HaJILHaJl 3BallHMOCTL B 
HHX. CKa}f(YT. lIerO-TO MaJIO 3aMeTHo.I05 
At other times the narrator adopts an attitude that accords with the critic-al orthodoxy of the 
time, using the same language that he imagines being directed against himself to attack 
others. The verses read by the imaginary future citizen in chapter two of "Michel 
IOIIu. Shcheglov, "Entsiklopediia nekul'turnosti", Iu. Shcheglov and A. Zholkovskii, Mir 
avtora i struktura teksta , p. 81. 
\02 M. Ol'shevets, "Obyvatel'skii nabat", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
Zoshchenko, pp. 150-1. 
103 A. Gorbunov, Serapionovye brati'a i K. Fedin., Irkutsk: Vostochno-sibirskoe 
knizhnoe izdatel'stvo, 1976,. pp.71-2. 
104M. Zoshchenko, "Strashnaia noch"', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 89. 
105M. Zoshchenko, "Siren' tsvetet", Ibid, p. 145. 
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Siniagin" are described as "lousy lyric poems" ("napWHBLIe JIHp~eCI<He CTHWKH"). 
And in "What the Nightingale was Singing About". for instance, the narrator comments, 
of a poem written by the hero: 
C TO'qICH 3peHKSI IPOpMaJIhHOrO MeTO,l(a, CTHWKH 3TH KaK 5Y,l(TO H 
~ero ce6e. Ho Boo5lL\e )f(e CTHWI<H - ,l(OBOJIhHO napWHB:Dle CTHXH H 
,l(eiicTBHTeJIhHO Heco3BYqmz H HeCOpHTMHtmLI C 3IIOXOH.l06 
Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed the significance of the style of "Michel Siniagin" by 
examining it in relation to other works by Zoshchenko. "Michel Siniagin" and the 
"Sentimental Tales" have been viewed as part of a broader literary project - a response to 
the specific social, literary and historical situation in which Zoshchenko was writing. 
The chapter began with a discussion of the concept of skaz in Russian literary criticism. 
Zoshchenko's short stories are good examples of skaz in the fonnalist sense as a literary 
imitation of oral narrative. If we accept the formalists' conception of skaz, we could argue 
that. superficially. "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales" mark a shift away from 
skaz. as, unlike the short stories, they are presented as literary performances by a fictional 
author figure. However, Bakhtin's notion of skaz as an orientation towards an "alien 
voice" distinct from that of the author ("chuzhoi goLos") is more relevant to Zoshchenko's 
narrative style than the "oral" definition. Zoshchenko's use of style in the short stories 
creates a distinctive narrative voice that is both a reflection of socia-linguistic reality and a 
rhetorical device that introduces a particular ideological perspective into the narrative. 
Clearly, one of Zoshchenko's aims in his short stories is to free himself from the 
discourse and perspective of the classical (intellectual) literary narrator and to write in a 
way that represents the voice of the "street" : i.e., the newly empowered Soviet masses. He 
does not do this by creating individual narrator figures after the manner of Leskov. but by 
creating an entire fictional world in which the various characters and narrators speak and 
think as if with one voice and one mind. The "Zoshchenko type" is, to a certain extent. a 
depiction of a concrete social type - the Soviet man in the street of the 1920s. More 
broadly speaking, though, his type represents the spirit of an age that saw a revolution in 
speech, thought and behaviour. This was an age in which the Russian language became 
democratised and politicised and in which philistinism ("nekul'tumost"') became a 
significant cultural force. 
106M. Zoshchenko. "0 chern pel solovei". Ibid, p. 116. 
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Zoshchenko's attitude towards the narrators and other inhabitants of the fictional world of 
his short stories is ambiguous. He claims that he intends not to criticise, but to fill a 
temporary void in literature - to "stand in for the proletarian writer", as he puts it, in an 
attempt to bring literature closer to life. He suggests that he engages in parody by virtue of 
necessity, given his own class origins, but that nevertheless his work reflects the voice and 
mentality of the ordinary Soviet citizen more faithfully than "pseudo-proletarian" 
literature, which employs an ideologically corrected but essentially pre-revolutionary 
literary discourse and narrative point of view. Despite these statements, however, 
Zoshchenko's stories read more like a warning for the future than a celebration of the new 
society - a fact that did not escape Marxist critics of the day. 
Letters to a Writer is a similarly ambiguous project. Here, Zoshchenko takes up the "life 
versus literature" argument again, giving a literary platform to various "voices from the 
crowd". Because these voices are genuine it is suggested that they are more valuable than 
what Zoshchenko refers to with apparent scorn as "so-called "artistic" works". And yet, as 
we have seen, Zoshchenko's real attitude to his correspondents, and to the semi-literate 
poetic novices whom he quotes, is quite possibly a lot less respectful than his commentary 
suggests. 
The discrepancy between "real" voices and literary voices is the key to the style of the 
"Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin". This contrast is embodied in the parodic 
figure of a Red Lev Tolstoi - not the official version, but an unofficial version that makes 
explicit the oxymoronic character of that concept. Under the guise of a naive writer 
Zoshchenko brings two opposing discourses and perspectives into collision - the modem 
Soviet idiom and "philistine" mentality familiar from the short stories and the "awkward, 
unbearable language of the intelligent" .. the sophisticated manner to which the author 
aspires. 
As demonstrated above, the style of "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales" can be 
read as a deliberate imitation of a raw, uneducated prose style that elaborates on the 
"unliterary" literary voice of Zoshchenko's short stories. The author of the tales resembles 
the familiar Zoshchenko narrator assuming the role of the serious writer. His lack of 
sophistication is revealed in his clumsy attempts at sophistication and by the various 
stylistic oddities and "howlers" in his prose. There is a sense of absence at the heart of the 
tales due to the all-pervasive irony. While exploiting the comic possibilities of combining 
the modem Soviet idiom with a trite prose style, Zoshchenko himself is silent and his 
own position impossible to determine. Chudakova describes the style of the tales as 
Zoshchenko's reaction to the impossibility, as he saw it, of authoritative narrative speech in 
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literature at the time he wrote, due to the collossal changes in the reading public and the 
social fabric of the country: 
30lllemo, (Ha'tOOIcur C cepe,ltHHD1 20-x ro,ltoB) YTBep)K,ltaer. tlTO 
nOCTpOHTD nKoe CJIOBO. C KOTOPWM aBTop Mor 6w OTO)K,lteCTBHTL 
ce6.SI nOJIROCTbJO, B HacTo'sm"Hii MOMeHT HeB03MO)KHO. IlOCKOJILKY 
CBoero rOJIOca, TO eCTD ~eJIOCTHOH petleBOH KyJILTypW, ReTY Tex 
CJIOeB, Ha KOTopwe ,ltOJI)KeH. IlO ero MHeHmO, opHeHTHpOBa TLC,SI 
COBpeMeHHLIA JIHTeparop 107 • 
A rather different note is sounded in the colloquial digressions by the author which figure 
in "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales". The jocular, ironic tone adopted in 
these digressions - in which Zoshchenko's "author" discusses subjects close to the real 
author's heart, such as the predicament of the Soviet writer - resembles Zoshchenko's style 
in later works, such as The Blue Book and Youth Restored, which also use the persona of 
"the author" but abandon the fictional figure identified as Kolenkorov. 
The invention of the naive Soviet author in "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales" 
represents an important evolutionary stage in the development of Zoshchenko's style. In 
these works, Zoshchenko begins to develop the skaz persona of the short stories into an 
author figure. Under the narrative guise of the semi-fictional author, Zoshchenko conducts 
a dialogue between different voices and points of view. He is thus able to hide and reveal 
himself simultaneously, to address subjects close to his heart without openly declaring his 
own convictions. Zoshchenko's ambiguous relationship towards his narrative persona may 
be a means of avoiding the censor, but it is also indicative of a genuine ambivalence on 
Zoshchenko's part. Despite his populist sympathies, Zoshchenko is a formally complex 
writer with a sensitive ear for language and a keen satirical sense. The use of the figure of 
"the author" in "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales" enables Zoshchenko to 
write widely accessible prose while at the same time remaining artistically aloof from his 
surrogate narrator. 
I07M.Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko. p. 87. 
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Chapter 2: Thematic and Ideological Aspects of Zoshchenko's Work and "Michel 
Siniagin" 
Introduction 
The translator engaged in literary translation is not only presented with the task of 
conveying the stylistic intricacies of the original in a foreign medium, but must also bridge 
the cultural gap between the original and the target audience. Uprooted from its native soil 
and transplanted into an alien culture, the literary text loses many of the subtle connections 
that enrich it and make it meaningful- the "intertextual" associations with other works of 
literature and other texts. Part of the translator's task is to compensate for the damage done 
by cultural transplantation. The following chapter will examine in some detail the themes, 
characters and ideas in "Michel Siniagin" and in other works by Zoshchenko in an attempt 
to place the story in its proper context. It will attempt to elucidate some of the specific 
cultural and historical allusions in the story that may escape the foreign reader, and 
particularly, to elaborate on changes in the artistic and cultural climate in Russia between 
the pre-revolutionary era and what has become known as "the Great Turning Point" 
(1929-31) and how these are reflected in Zoshchenko's story. Besides this, it will also 
address more universal themes in "Michel Siniagin" which are typical of Zoshchenko's 
work as a whole: the role of the artist and of art and culture in general, the contrast between 
the decadent, sensitive intelligent and the healthy but cruel philistine, Zoshchenko's 
obsession with his own mental health and the predicament in which humanity is placed by 
materialism and loss of faith. 
Part 1: The Historical Theme in "Michel Siniagin". 
When "Michel Siniagin II appeared in late 1930, Soviet literature was about to enter a long 
period of centralised Party control and rigid censorship. The NEP was a time of gradual 
but significant change during which the foundations of the Soviet literary establishment of 
the 1930s were laid. Throughout the 1920s the Communist Party had declared its support 
for proletarian writers and carried out a massive programme of education and material 
encouragement for worker and peasant writers under the auspices of Proletkul't and the 
People's Commissariat for Enlightenment. As the ranks of new writers grew, so did the 
numbers of writers' organisations representing the working class, such as "The Smithy" 
("Kuznitsa"), "On Guard" ("Na postu"), "October" ("Oktiabr") and others. There was a 
concerted effort by editors and critics to shape the new literature from above throughout 
this period by encouraging particular themes, styles and approaches to writing. While 
Socialist Realism had yet to be formulated as a doctrine, its principles were foreshadowed 
in the 1920s by many of the recommendations of influential editors such as A. 
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Voronskii.1 Works such as Gladkov's Cement (Tsement) (1923) and Fadeev's The Rout 
(Razgrom) (1927), heralded as successes in the 1920s, were later to be regarded as 
classics of the genre. The Party continued to advocate forebearance towards "fellow 
travellers" such as Zoshchenko throughout the 1920s, but the mid-1920s was a time of 
growing literary conflict, with literary extremists, such as the group "On Guard", making 
strident attacks on fellow-travellers and urging the Party to provide stronger guidance. 2 In 
1929 a stream of articles in Pravda heralded a new era of active political intervention in 
the arts. Apolitical literature was attacked as "individualistic insurrection" and declared to 
be as harmful as counter-revolutionary writing,3 This development coincided with the rout 
of the literary critic Pereverzev by critics such as Shchukin, Gorbachev and Ermilov. The 
unmasking of "Pereverzevitis" ("Perevenevshchina") was seen as a conclusive defeat of 
the Menshevik school of literary criticism, whose adherents argued that while artistic 
creation was inextricably bound up with social and economic factors, art should not be 
used as an active instrument of political influence. This view was denounced by its 
opponents as a pernicious "emasculation" of the Bolshevik line, according to which 
literature was to be used as an ideological tool in the class struggle.4 
By 1930, Zoshchenko had been personally touched by the stricter critical climate. Since 
early in the 1920s, certain critics had warned that Zoshchenko had too trivial a focus as a 
writer, concentrating exclusively on the petty and wretched aspects of Soviet life. S As time 
went on, the attacks on Zoshchenko's work became more prominent and more aggressive. 
In 1927 the critic V. Veshnev warned that Zoshchenko's failure to adopt a strong 
ideological stance meant that his work would be regarded as "bestial, satiated sniggering, 
the uncontrollable laughter of the self-satisfied philistine ("meshchanin") at life's details".6 
JR. A. MacGuire, Red Virgin Soil: Soviet Literature in the 1920s., Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1968, pp. 260-311. 
2 L. A. Pinegina, Sovetskii rabochii klass i khudozhestvennaia kul'tura, Moscow: 
Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta, 1984, p. 131. 
3 B. Lafite, "Soviet "Literary Policy" on the Eve of the Great Turning-Point: Terms and 
Stakes (Results of a Study of 403 Articles on Art published by Pravda in 1929)", in 
Sociocriticism, No. 211, 1986, pp. 173-93. 
4Literatumaia entsiklopediia, Moscow: OGIZ RSFSR, 1934, v. 8, pp. 501-12. 
sSee, for instance, A. Voronskii,in Krasnaia nov', No.6, 1922, and A. Sventinskii, 
"Oktiabr' v literature", November 1923, both quoted in M.Zoshchenko, Uvazhaemye 
grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, !el'etony, satiricheskie zametki,. Pis'ma k pisateliu, 
odnoaktnye komedii, ed. M. Dolinskii, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1991, p. 36. 
6V. Veshnev, "Razgovor po dusham" (1928), in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska 
Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Olimp, 1994, pp. 152-7. 
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Also in that year an issue of the journal Begemot was confiscated for carrying the 
"politically harmful" story "An Unpleasant Tale" and in August that year lzvestiia carried 
a long article by M. Ol'shevets which denounced the "Sentimental Tales" as an unworthy 
portrayal of Soviet society and described Zoshchenko as II a common, ordinary philistine 
("obyvatel"') who digs about and picks over the dregs of humanity with a sort of malicious 
glee".7 According to Chukovskii, Zoshchenko was deeply affected by this criticism.s In 
September 1929, Zoshchenko wrote in a letter to Mikhail Slonimskii: "They lay into me 
like hell. It's impossible to explain myself. It's only now I realise why they're laying into 
me - meshchanstvo. I protect and admire meshchanstvo ... How the hell can I explain? 
They're mixing up the author with the subject. On the whole, things aren't looking good, 
Misha. It's not funny. They yell. And they yell. Try to shame you in some way. You feel 
like a crook or a swindler".9 In 1930 Zvezda published a transcript of a writers' 
discussion chaired by M.Chumandrin on the subject of Zoshchenko's political loyalties. 
While Chumandrin's tone was fairly positive, he remarked that the ambiguity of 
Zoshchenko's works made the writer popular not only with workers but with class enemies 
and concluded with the warning that "Zoshchenko must make his ideological position 
clearer". 10 
In view of the contemporary literary climate, the apologies of Zoshchenko's fictional 
author for his choice of subject in "Michel Siniagin" may be seen not only as a facetious 
comment on the situation, but also as a serious attempt to placate critics. Zoshchenko knew 
that the story's central theme would have made it suspect in certain critical quarters. Not 
only is the hero of "Michel Siniagin" representative of the intellectual bourgeoisie 
"declassed" by the revolution, one of those who became known as "byvshie" ("former 
people", "survivals of the past"), he is also oblivious to the momentous events taking place 
around him. Rather than undergoing a dramatic conversion to Communism or fighting 
against it, he quietly sinks into destitution and after a short-lived conversion to the NEP 
business ethos, dies of pneumonia. Thus he serves neither as a positive hero nor as a 
recognisable villain, but as a weaker and shadowy version of the classical "superfluous 
7 M Ol'shevets, "Obyvatel'skii nabat" (1927), in Iu. Tomashevskii, (ed.),Litso i maska 
Mikhaila Zoshchenko. pp. 148-52. 
8 K. Chukovskii, Dnevnik, 1901·1929. 2nd edn., Moscow, Sovremennyi pisatel', 1997, p. 
410. 
9 M. Zoshchenko, letter to M. Slonimskii, 17 September 1929, quoted in M. Slonimskii, 
"Mikhail Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia ° Mikhaile Zoshchenko, 
p.103. 
10 M. Chumandrin, "Chei pisatel' - Mikhail Zoshchenko?" (1930), in Iu. Tomashevskii 
(ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 161-78. 
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man" of Russian literature. At a time when the theme of the superfluous man was deemed 
no longer relevant and writers were being urged to portray the new man of the Soviet era 
"forging ahead step by step, scraping off the deposits of the past, obliterating its traces "I 1 
,the plot of "Michel Siniagin" would have struck many readers and critics as "out of step 
with the age". 
In this respect, "Michel Siniagin" is typical of the "Sentimental Tales" as a whole. The 
heroes of the tales are (at least moderately) educated men and products of the old regime. 
In the third preface to the tales, written in 1928 and signed with the false initials "S.L.", 
Zoshchenko describes the heroes of the tales as "a whole gallery of disappearing types". 
adding, possibly for the benefit of his critics, that "it is vital for the new reader of today to 
know them, in order to see in all its manifestations the life that is now disappearing".'2 
The theme of the old-world intelligent unable to adapt to changing times is central not only 
to "Michel Siniagin" but to "People" and "Apollon and Tamara". "People" tells the story 
of Belokopytov, a liberal aristocrat who returns to Russia from self-imposed exile in 
Europe after the revolution only to find that he has no useful role to play in the new social 
order and cannot even support himself and his wife. Following a short-lived conversion to 
the ethics of self-preservation and a spell as a dishonest cooperative worker. Belokopytov 
gives up the struggle and drifts away from human society. first resorting to sleeping rough 
in the forest and eventually disappearing altogether. Apollon Perepunchik of "Apollon and 
Tamara" is a piano-player in a bar who goes off to fight in the First World War. On his 
return he finds that changing musical fashions have made him redundant. Apollon slides 
into poverty and despair and tries to commit suicide before being saved by a railway 
signalman who lectures him on the necessity of having some useful trade. The story ends 
with Apollon finding a new and peaceful life as a gravedigger. 
Other stories in the cycle are variations on the theme of the superfluous individual and 
social instability. Boris Kotofeev, the hero of "A Terrible Night", is a triangle player in an 
orchestra who becomes obsessed with the thought that somebody will invent an electronic 
triangle and make him superfluous. When his fears reach crisis point he breaks into a mad 
dash through his town, pursued by a croWd, and climbs the church belltower to and begins 
to ring the bell, "as if trying to wake the whole town and all the people". In "The Goat" 
Zabezhkin, a clerk threatened with redundancy, seeks stability by ingratiating himself with 
IIR. A. MacGuire, Red Virgin Soil, p. 276. 
12M. Zoshchenko, "Sentimental'nye povesti, Predislovie k tret'emu izdaniiu", in Sobranie 
sochinenii v 3 tomakh, ed. by Iu. Tomashevskii, Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 
1986, v. 2, p. 9. 
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a landlady who he thinks is the owner of a goat. (During the 1920s the goat was a 
common symbol of petty bourgeois enterprise l3).The owner of the goat, however, turns 
out to be a telegraph engineer who is Zabezhkin's rival for the landlady's attentions. 
Zabezhkin is humiliated and crushed by his rival and eventually meets a sad end which 
echoes that of Gogol's Akakii Akakievich. 
In some tales, the protagonists manage to adapt more or less successfully to the new 
society. Volodin ("The Lilac is in Bloom")builds up a successful photographic retouching 
business. Bylinkin ("What the Nightingale Sang About") finds himself a comfortable state 
position. Both these stories centre on love affairs and on the question of mercenary 
motives in love. In both stories the hero's success is presented as the result of good luck 
and self-interest rather than ideological conversion and revolutionary struggle. The most 
extreme example of this negative type of anti-hero is the central character of "A Funny 
Adventure", Sergei Petukhov. Petukhov's crisis takes the form of a few desperate hours in 
which he tries to find enough money to take a girl to the cinema. He is "saved" by the 
death of his aunt, who leaves him her inheritance. 
Despite the diversity of the characters' fates in the "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel 
Siniagin", the theme of the individual crushed and defeated by circumstance was a strong 
enough theme to be seen as a unifying thread by commentators in both political camps. 
Chukovskii describes the heroes of the Tales as "persecuted, desperately lonely people" 
who eventually meet a "disastrous and senseless end" .14 Ol'shevets says of them "It is 
rare for a hero to survive to the end of the story. All die of despair and terror".IS This 
theme of the individual's inner crisis distinguishes the tales from Zoshchenko's short 
stories. In some cases the hero searches for the meaning of life ("Apollon and Tamara", 
"Wisdom", "People"); in others, the hero's crisis manifests itself only in feelings of vague 
dread ("A Terrible Night", "Michel Siniagin"). 
In giving his heroes some sort of inner dimension and placing them in serious rather than 
comic predicaments Zoshchenko is revisiting the psychological theme that dominates his 
earliest work. A serious treatment of the theme of individual emotional experience 
("nepe)f(HBaHWl ") can be found in some of the earliest stories that Zoshchenko wrote, 
13 K. Clark, The Soviet Novel: History as Ritual, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1981, p. 71. 
14 K. Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", in Iu. Tomashevskii, (ed.), Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko,p.72. 
15M. Ol'shevets, "Obyvatel'skii nabat", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
Zoshchenko, p. 149. 
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such as "The Scoundrel" ("Podlets") (1918), "The Neighbour" ("Sosed") (1917) and 
"How Dare She?" ("Kak ona smeet?") (1918) . These are short psychological sketches on 
the theme of love, jealousy, desire, pride, etc. I. Slonimskaia has noted that these stories 
feature the same sort of characters who were later to become objects of satire for 
Zoshchenko, but argues that here Zoshchenko treats them as romantic heroes. Unlike his 
later characters they have more than one dimension ("pa3HOIlJIaHOBLIe ").16 Likewise, a 
number of longer stories dating from around 1921, such as "The Fish's Mate" ("Ryb'ia 
sarnka"), "Old Mother Wrangel" ("Starushka Vrangel"') and "Love" ("Liubov"') display a 
serious, romantically ironic treatment of human dilemmas and personal tragedies. 
Zoshchenko talked of these stories as being written under the influence of Chekhov, and 
they share with Chekhov's stories a detached, tragi-comic view of human suffering and a 
narrative voice which acts as an extension of the characters' inner thoughts. The following 
is a passage from "Love": 
B cYMepKax Bcer~a oCTpeH neqaJI}). H B cYMepKax HaTaJI})e 6LIJIO 
)KaJI}) ce6.sI. 
A THXHH 3BOH 'tIaCOB H 6poweHHa.sI KHHI'a Ha IIOJIY B~pyr CTaJIH 
. HeBLIHOCHMLI. 
- Y~Y. BAPyr nOAYMaJIa HaraJIEI.sI HHKaHOpOBHa. 17 
It is significant that in later years Zoshchenko consistently referred to these early stories as 
"mistakes", from the point of view both of language and treatment of theme. In the article 
"How I Write" ("Kak ia rabotaiu"), published in 1930, Zoshchenko declares, "In 1921, I 
wrote a few long stories: "Love","War" ("Voina"),"The Fish's Mate". Later this type of 
long stol)', written in the old tradition, began to seem to me a Chekhovian genre, less 
suitable, less versatile for the modem reader, for whom I felt it would be better to give 
something smaller, precise and clear, the whole story in fifty lines, no blabbing on" 
("HHICaKoH 60JITOBHH").18 In an autobiographical note from approximately the same time 
he writes, "My first literary steps were mistaken. I began to write old stories in the old 
style in the old, half-worn-out language in which serious literature is still sometimes 
written to this day. It was only a year later that I understood my mistake and began to 
reconstruct myself on all fronts. The mistake was a natural one. I was born into an 
16 I. Slonimskaia, "Chto ia pomniu 0 Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), 
Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile Zoshchenko, p. 153. 
17M. Zoshchenko, "Liubov"', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 1, p. 85. 
18 M. Zoshchenko, "Kak ia rabotaiu" (1930), in Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, 
rasskazy,jel'etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, p.590. 
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intellectual family. I was not, essentially, a new man or a new writer",19 In a lecture given 
in 1946 Zoshchenko repeats that his first works, written about 25 years previously, were 
written in the manner of Chekhov and remarks, "the Chekhovian genre led me away from a 
contemporary treatment of theme and the contemporary language"2o. 
In returning to the psychological theme in the "Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" 
Zoshchenko treats his subject with much greater irony than in these earlier "mistaken 
attempts". There is so much narrative interference in the shape of the fictional author and 
his contradictory style that it is almost impossible for the reader to identify with the 
characters even when they are granted some emotional and intellectual life. The narrator 
sometimes expresses naive awe at his characters and sometimes appears bluntly 
unsympathetic to their plight. The narrative ambiguity characteristic of the "Sentimental 
Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" puzzled even those who knew Zoshchenko well. 
Zoshchenko's colleague from Chukovskii's literary studio, Elizaveta Polonskaia, recalled 
much later that she did not like "Michel Siniagin" because she could not understand what 
Zoshchenko meant by it: "I said that you could never tell with Zoshchenko when he was 
joking and when he was being serious, and he took offence"21. 
Because of Zoshchenko's ambiguous treatment of his subjects, readings of the 
"Sentimental Tales" have been more than usually influenced by the reader's own 
sympathies. In a recent study of the reception of Zoshchenko's work, Gregory Carleton 
argues that both Western and Soviet critics have used the ambiguity of the tales to fuel 
their own preconceived ideas about Zoshchenko's political agenda. Soviet critics of 
Zoshchenko's day argued that the "Sentimental Tales" were an indictment of the negative 
survivals of the past - as social documentary satirising the old regime. On the other hand 
emigre and foreign critics have tended to regard the portrayal of such victims of the post-
revolutionary period as proof of Zoshchenko's anti-Soviet intentions.22 The heavily 
politicised atmosphere of literary criticism in the late 1920s and early 1930s was such that 
critics were apt to stress the socio-historical aspects of literary works. The crucial question 
being asked about Zoshchenko at the time that "Michel Siniagin" was published is 
19 Dictated autobiography dated at approximately 1930, quoted in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), 
Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 12. 
20M. Osovtsev, "Mikhail Zoshchenko pered zakhodom solntsa", in Izvestiia, 19 August 
1999, p. 5. 
21 M. Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Nauka, 1979, p. 69. 
22G. Carleton, The Politics of Reception: Cultural Constructions of Mikhail Zoshchenko. 
Illinois: NW University Press, 1998, pp. 60-2. 
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summed up in the title given to the transcript of the discussion chaired by M. Chumandrin, 
"Whose Writer is Mikhail Zoshchenko?". 
Soviet critics may have been unanimous in regarding the heroes of the "Sentimental Tales" 
as examples of the meshchanin - used in the sense of the apolitical individual concerned 
with his own wellbeing and hence the "class enemy" . But even so, they disagreed on 
Zoshchenko's attitude to his heroes. Chumandrin, anxious to portray Zoshchenko in a 
politically favourable light, cited the fact that Zoshchenko makes his heroes perish as 
evidence that he wanted to show their redundancy, whereas for Ol'shevets the fact that 
Zoshchenko portrays such characters at all shows that he is basically in sympathy with 
them and that their dilemmas mirror his own.23 By contrast, Chukovskii, writing in the 
1960s, regards Kotofeev Belokopytov, Zabezhkin, Siniagin and others as "down-trodden, 
restless, ruined people". For Chukovskii it is not the heroes themselves who represent 
meshchanstvo but the world around them - "a world in which everyone has an 
unshakeable faith in material property as the basis of human happiness". He argues that 
Zoshchenko's dominant emotion in the tales is of pity, "a pity which he hides as if he were 
ashamed of it". 24 
The question of Zoshchenko's true intention in choosing to write about "disappearing 
types" is addressed in a rather oblique fashion in the introduction to "Michel Siniagin". 
The introduction centres on a discussion of history and individual fate. In the course of the 
introduction Zoshchenko's narrator deliberately confounds the expectations raised by the 
title of the work and its claim to be a memoir. "Michel Siniagin" is odd even for a spoof 
memoir, as it does not even pretend to commemorate a historically important individual. 
The narrator states in the first sentence that he wanted to write the story "not for the 
edification of posterity, but just for the hell of it" ("He B Ha3~aHHe IIOTOMCTBa. a 
npOCTO TalC") (M.S., p. 112). He goes on to apologise for his choice of such an 
insignificant subject. He does not even confer on Michel the historical distinction of being 
a victim of the revolution, arguing that Michel's story could have happened at any time: 
O~em.. 3HaeTe. cTpaHHo. HO TyT ,l{eJIO He TOJI!>lCO B peBOJIIO~HH. 
npaB,lJ;a. peBOJIIO~IDI c6HJIa ~eJIOBeICa C II03~HH. Ho TyT. ICaIC 6LI 
CICa3aT!>. BO Bce BpeMeHa B03MO}KHa H BepOjlTHa TaICajl >KH3H:b. 
23M. Ol'shevets, "Obyvatel'skii nabat", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
ZOshchenko,p.150. 
24 K. Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", Iu. Tomashevskii, (ed.) Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
ZOshchenko, p. 73. Chukovskii uses the term meshchanstvo in a moral rather than 
political sense to mean narrowmindedness and greed. 
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ABTOP npOCHT OTMeTHTh 3TO 06CTO,SITeJIhCTBO. 
BOT y aBTOpa 6LlJI coce.z.t no ICOMHaTe. BmWHH ytmTeJIh 
pHCOBaHKSI. OH CIIHJIC.sI. H BJIatmJI >KaJIICYIO H Heno.z.to6alOlLIYIO >KH3HD. 
TalC 3TOT Y'tIHTeJIh Bcer.z.ta JIlO6HJI rOBopHTh: 
- MeH.sI, rOBopHT. He peBOJIl<I:QRSI no.z.tnHJIHJIa. ECJIH 6 H He 6WIO 
peBOJIl<I:QHH • .sI 6hI Bce paBHO CnHJIC.sr 6hI HJIH npOBopOBaJIC.sr. HJIH 6LI 
MeH.sI Ha Bobe n0.z.tCTpeJIHJIH. HJIH B IIJIeHY MOP.z.ty CBepHYJIH Ha 
CTOPOHY. $I. rOBopHT. 3apaHee 3HaJI. Ha 'CITO .sI H.z.tY H ICaKa.sI MHe >KH3HD 
npe.ztc T OHT • 
H 3TO 6bIJIH 30JIOTWe CJIOBa. (M.S., p.116) 
The idea implied here, that the revolution is only one of many disasters that have the 
potential to upset individual lives, ties in with the narrator's earlier argument that life in 
every age has been "equally easy and equally difficult" ("O.z.tHHaICOBO JIeno H 
O.z.tHHaKOBO Tpy.z.tHO >KHTh ") (M.S. ,p. 115). Such comments encourage the reader to 
look at Michel's story as a recurring human tragedy, rather than one determined by a 
concrete historical situation. The point that is being made here takes on a particular 
resonance within the specific culture in which Zoshchenko was writing. The narrator's 
reluctance to categorise his hero as a victim of the revolution and his refusal to place the 
revolution centre stage as the decisive moment in Russian history challenge myths on both 
sides of the contemporary political divide. 
In her history of Socialist Realism, Katerina Clark has compared the ontology of the 
Soviet Union of the 1930s to that of certain traditional societies and messianic religious 
movements, in which the present is looked on as a form of "profane time" that is made 
meaningful only in relation to a mythic Great Time, situated either in the past or in the 
future: 
In Stalinist rhetoric of the thirties ... the 1917 Revolution, The Civil 
war ... became a kind of canonized Great Time that conferred an exalted status 
on all who played a major part in them ... Likewise, the future, represented by 
the official version of history - History, functioned in rhetoric as another Great 
Time, a time when life would be qualitiatively different from present-day 
reality. 
There was an absolute cut-off between actual historical reality and the 
"reality" of these official Great Times. No event of the present time could 
transcend its profaneness unless it could be dignified by some identification 
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from a moment either from the official Heroic Age or from the Great and 
Glorious Future.25 
For the myth-makers of the Soviet regime, the revolution was regarded as the crucial 
historical turning-point that represented the first step on the road towards the Radiant 
Future. On the other hand, opponents of the revolution tended to regard the revolution as a 
unique catastrophe that had ushered in a new dark age, a decisive catastrophe that had 
severed Russia from its own past and from Western civilisation. This is a view that is 
familiar from the writings of emigre writers such as Zinaida Gippius, Vladislav 
Khodasevich and Vladimir Nabokov, as well as from the memoirs of the period written by 
those who stayed, such as Nadezhda Mandel'shtam. Several years before Zoshchenko 
wrote "Michel Siniagin", Mandel'shtam's poem "The Age" ("Vek"), (1923, published in 
1928), with its image of the age as an animal with a broken backbone, had provided a 
powerful expression of the view that the revolution marked a decisive break with Russia's 
own past and with European classical civilisation. 
Both these points of view are based on historical narratives or myths that imbue the 
progression of time with significance: on the one hand, the myth of the Radiant Future, on 
the other hand, the myth of the idyllic past or Golden Age. In the introduction to "Michel 
Siniagin" Zoshchenko's narrator challenges both these myths, presenting a view of history 
without any sense of an underlying structure or logic. There are glimpses here of a theme 
that was later elaborated on in one of Zoshchenko's major works of the 1930s, The Blue 
Book (Golubaia kniga) (1935), in which history is depicted as a never-ending cycle of 
bloody and meaningless events, through which the ordinary man struggles to keep his 
head above water. Throughout the introduction to "Michel Siniagin" the narrator acts as an 
apologist for those who are forced to put up with history, rather than those who are 
generally regarded as shaping history. For these "smaller" people, the only goal is survival 
in order to have some sort of personal life: 
npaB~a. Ha~O IIp's'[MO cxa3a T:b, liTO MHorHe He HMeJIH Tal{ 
Ha3L1BaeMOH JIHllHOH )Kl!3HH - OHH OT~aBaJIH Bce CHJILI H BCIO BOJIIO 
,l(JI's'[ pa~H CBOmc HAei H ~JI's'[ CTpeMJIeHKSI I{ ~eJIH. 
Hy, a I{OTOp:LIe nOMeJIl~lIe, Te 6e3YCJIOBHO. JIOBllHJIHC:b. 
IIpHcnoca6mmaJIHC:b H CTapaJIHC:b nOmCT:b B Hory co BpeMeHeM ,l(JIj! 
Toro, lIT06LI IlpHJIHllHO IIpO>KHT:b H IIOIIJIOTHee IIoKywa T:b. (M.S., p. 
115) 
25K. Clark, The Soviet Novel: History as Ritual, pp. 39-40. 
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The references to "personal life" ("JIHtma.SI >KH3Hb ") in the introduction to "Michel Siniagin" 
take on a particular significance in historical context. By the late 1920s the concept of individual 
needs was officially frowned upon to such an extent that the very word "JIH'tlHLIH" (personal, 
individual) had become something close to a term of abuse in certain quarters and contexts, as 
reviews ofZoshchenko's own work show. The word "npHcnoca6mmaTbcSl", used by 
Zoshchenko here, also has specific cultural connotations. as it recalls the closely related word 
"prisposoblenets". The word "prisposoblenets", an insult of the same order as "obyvatel"'. is 
usually translated as "time-server", and defined in the dictionary as "somebody capable of 
changing his ideas, tastes and convictions in order to use the given situation for his own selfish 
ends".26 According to the argument of Zoshchenko's narrator, such a way of life is the only 
viable option for the majority of people. The cardinal rule of human existence is the survival of 
the fittest. 
TaI< tlTO B 3TOM CMLICJIe qeJIOBeI< OqeHb BeJIHI<OJIeIlHO YCTpoeH. 
KaI<aSl >KH3Hb ~eT. B TOR OH H npeJIeCTHO >KHBeT. A. I<OTOpLIe He 
MorYT. Te 6e3YCJIOBHO. OTXO,lVlT B CTOPOHY Ii He nyTaIOTC.SI no~ 
HoraMH. (M.S. pp.115-6) 
This argument has a double edge, given the time when it was written. Zoshchenko appears 
to be defending the "little man" struggling against the historical tide to carve out some sort 
of life for himself (a reading that has some credibility when one remembers what ordinary 
Russians had lived through in the years of War Communism), but he could also be 
making a satirical point about the forces now at work in Russian society - an 
interpretation that is also feasible, given that "Michel Siniagin" was written after the NEP 
period, when the cultural and political elite in Soviet society had begun to consolidate 
itself. 
In any case, the depiction of life as a continuing struggle for survival is clearly 
incompatible with the idea of the Radiant Future. The concept of the Radiant Future is 
treated with irony in the introduction to "Michel Siniagin" in the passage in which the 
narrator imagines what life will be like in a hundred years' time. First, the readers of the 
future are imagined as a fop with a little moustache and his wife, sitting beside him in an 
"exceptional peignoir". This vision is a parody of the dream of the meshchanin t reflecting 
personal aspirations to comfort, leisure and bourgeois culture. The second vision, in which 
the author imagines the readers of the future as "fine, bronzed, strapping great fellows, 
dressed modestly yet simply" ("9TaI<He 6y ~yT 3arOpeJILIe 3~OpOB.SII<H. o~eBalO~HeC.SI 
26S1ovar'sinonimov russkogo iazyka v 2-kh tomakh. Leningrad: Nauka, 1971, vol. 2, 
p.267. 
CKPOMHO. HO npocTo ... "(M.S., p.114) parodies the official version of the Socialist utopia 
with its physically robust but enlightened workers and peasants. Side by side, the two 
illustrate the gulf between instinctive human desires and political ideals. There is a similar 
passage in "What the Nightingale Sang About", in which the "author's" vision of life 300 
years in the future combines the utopian Communist vision of a society without money 
and the materialist's dream of unbelievable riches: 
MO>KeT 6L1Tl •• Aa>Ke AeHer He 6y ,lI;eT. MO>KeT 6L1TI,. Bce 6Y,ll;eT 
6ecnna THO, AapOM. CKa>KeM, AapOM 6YAYT HaB.sl3LIBa TI, KaKHe-mroYAI, 
Wy6LI HJIH KaWHe Ha rOCTHHOM ABope. 
- B03I,MHTe. CKa>KyT, Y HaC, rpa>KAaHHH, OTJIHlm}TlO wy6y. 
Ii TLI MHMO npoHAewI,. H cepA~e He 3a6heTC.sl. 
- ]:{a HeT, CKa)f(ewI,. YBa)f(aeMLle TOBapHUtH. Ha qepT MHe C,lI;aJIaCI, 
Bawa wy6a. Y MeH.sl me weCTI,. 27 
But while the narrator of "Michel Siniagin" shows scepticism about the Radiant Future, he 
also challenges the nostalgic idealisation of the past. In the published version of the story 
this is illustrated by the passage describing the dangers of life in the 16th century and the 
nobleman going for a walk. Here, Zoshchenko uses a device that is common in The Blue 
Book, the depiction of events in the past using contemporary Soviet expressions and 
reference points. For instance, the 16th-century nobleman is referred to as a 
"q,eoAaJII,HLIH cyKHH CLlH" (literally, "a feudal son-of-a-bitch") and is described using 
the epithet "6LI8WHH" as it came to be used only after the revolution. The deliberate 
updating of life at different historical periods is used throughout The Blue Book, in which 
scenes from history are described in the colloquial idiom of the Zoshchenko hero as if 
they were a part of Soviet reality and thus stripped of the romantic aura imbued by 
distance and the formalities of historial narrative. 
A study of the manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin" shows that the link with The Blue 
Book was initially much stronger. Zoshchenko deleted a lengthy and more forceful denial 
of the myth of a past Golden Age at the manuscript stage, a passage which was very close 
toThe Blue Book in both style and content. The deleted passage (which is reproduced in 
full in Chapter 4 of this thesis) is couched in an informal, skaz-like style. In it, the narrator 
takes issue with those "backward-looking" people who complain about the misfortunes of 
living in the present troubled times, arguing that "in the past they didn't make it so easy for 
you to sit warming yourself peacefully by the samovar, either" ("PaHbwe TO>Ke He 
27M. Zoshchenko, "0 chern pel solovei", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3-kh tomakh, vol. 2, p. 
106. 
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CJIHWKOM-TO ,ltaBaJIH CnOKOHHO H MHpHO rpeTl>C.sI y caMoBapa"). In 500 years of 
European history, argues the narrator in this excised passage, there has been little sign of a 
Golden Age: 
KaKOH TaM K lIepTY 30JIOTOH DeK. Pa3HEoIe Ha6erH YCTpaHBaJIHCl>. 
Pa3HEoIe HaJIeTLI. ryHHEoI H TaK ~aJIee. Ba6YWKY H ~e~ywKy He6ocl> B 
Ka>KAOM BeKe no HeCKOJI>KKO pa3 BLIpe3aJIH DMeCTe co CBoeH 
CeMl>HWKoH. Pa3HEoIe HapO,ltLI C MeCTa Ha MeCTO nepeABHraJIHCh I<aI< 
OrJIaWeHHEoIe no BceH EBpone. TOJIl>I<O IIOAYMaTl>. Bc.sr EBpona I<aK Ha 
TOJII<YtUCe ,ltBHI'aJIaCh H Tp.srCJIaCh ~eJIhmre IlSlThCOT JIeT.28 
The passage deleted from "Michel Siniagin" indicates that the central idea of The Blue 
Book had already taken shape in Zoshchenko's head in 1930. The Blue Book, envisaged 
by Zoshchenko as a "history of human relations", is a collection of barbaric scenes from 
history told in the same colloquial, off-hand manner as the deleted extract from "Michel 
Siniagin". "According to historians' descriptions, life in the past was really, in a manner of 
speaking, disgustingly horrible" ( "IIpowJIa.sI >l<H3Hl>. COrJIaCHO OIIHcaHHlO HCTopmoa, 
6LTJIa y>I< olleHl>. KaI< 6LI CI<a3an. oTBpaTHTeJIhHO Y>KacHa.sr"),29 says the narrator of 
The Blue Book, and the comment could stand as a summary of the book's message as a 
whole. Subjects treated in The Blue Book include the old criminal code in Russia with its 
ruthless punishments for petty crimes, the burning of heretics at the stake during the 
Spanish Inquisition and the political campaign of the Roman dictator Sulla who paid 
money for the severed heads of supporters of his political rival. 
What distinguished the deleted passage from "Michel Siniagin" from similar passages in 
The Blue Book is that it makes a direct connection between the troubled times of the 
present ("BOT MOJI, AecKan. KaKoe Hawe nOKOJIeHHe 3JIOnOJIYlIHoe. ~eCKaTl> 
nOIIaJIH MLI D nepenneTe. 3aCLIIIaJIHCl> B KaKoe 6ecnoKoHHoe BpeM.sI. KpyrOM. 
MOJI, 6opl>6a. KJIaCCOBLIe 60H H Bc.srKHe TaI<He TpeBO>KmIe ,lteJIa") and those of the 
past ("To eCTh IIolleMY TaKoe au AYMaeTe 'ITO paHbwe BcerAa 6LTJIH raKHe TO 
C'laCTJIHBLIe. He3a6LIBaeMLIe apeMeHa7 HanpoTHB"). In The Blue Book, written at a 
time of stricter censorship, this connection is everywhere implied - the work has been read 
as an Aesopian satire of the Stalinist regime - but is never overtly stated. 
The deleted passage from "Michel Siniagin" also mentions the fate of writers, and here, 
once again, the narrator argues that things were just as bad, if not worse, in the past: 
28M. Zoshchenko, Manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin", IRLI, f.501, p.21. 
29M. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3-kh tomakh, vol. 3, p. 278. 
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HJIH ,D;JI51 IIpHMepy JIHTepa Typa. nHCa TeJIH. ,[ta ,D;JISl mica TeJIeH Y)l( 
eCJIH Ha TO nOWJIO, CKopeH Bcero celfqac 30JIOTOH BeK, B cpaBHemm C 
TeM ~TO 6LIJIo. ,[tJISl IIpHMepy TaKOH KPYIImIH co'qHLJji ca THpHI< -
mica TeJIb nonyT~ CepBaHTec. npaBYro pyKy eMY oTpy6HJIH. npaSAa 
B IIJIeHy, HO oTpy6HJIH. A IIOTOM IIpHeXaJI OR Ha POAHHY H >KpaTl. 
He~ero 6LIJIO - nOCTYIIHJI ~HHHHcneICTopOM. XOAHJI no ,D;epeBHSlM 
c06HpaJI HaJIOrH. A nOCJIe JIeBOH PYKOH ,[tOH - KHXoTa HamlcaJI. H 
ne~a Ta Tl. He o~eHl> Y)l( rOpeJIH )l(eJIaHHeM. npHWJIOCl. nO~THTeJILHOe 
BCTYIIJIeHHe IIHca TL B nOJIL3Y KaKorO-TO p~apSl. 
):{pyroH KPYIIH:LIH nonyT~ ,[taHTe. Toro H3 CTpamt B:r.mepJIH 6e3 
IIpaB,D;LI B'be3,D;a. A BOJIbTepy ,D;oMa CO)l(rJIH. r,D;e y>K TaM 30JIOTOH seK 
HCKaTL.30 
A letter from Zoshchenko to Gor'kii in September 1930 repeats the references to Dante, 
Cervantes and Voltaire in the deleted manuscript version. The letter is written in a style 
almost indistinguishable from that used in the manuscript passage. In this,more private 
document there is no doubt that Zoshchenko is using the denial of a Golden Age to 
console himself for present troubles. He writes to Gor'kii that he has been reading the lives 
of great writers in order to comfort himself and that, in view of their triumphs over 
adversity, he has come to the conclusion that it is necessary to carry on writing "whatever 
the situation, in spite of everything": 
.SI Hapoqa:o, ,D;JISl co6cTseHHoro ycnoKoeHHSl. npotleJI He,D;aBHO ~Tb 
JIH He sce 6Horpa~HH CKOJIl.Ko-mroYAl. 3Ha.MelmTLIX IIHCaTeJIeH.( ... ) 
HXHSlSl >KH3Hl> Ha MeHSl o~eHl> ycnoKOHTeJIl.HO ,D;eHCTBOBaJIa H IIpHBeJIa 
B nopSl,D;OK. B CYlL\HOCTH rOBOpSl, CTpaWHO IIJIOXO Bce >KHJIH. 
HanpHMep. CepsaHTecy oTpy6HJIH pyKY. H nOTOM OH XO,D;HJI no 
,D;epeBHSlM H c06HpaJI HaJIorH( ••• ) ,[taHTe BLIrHaJIH 113 CTpaHLI, H OH 
SJIa'"qHJI >KaJIKYro >KH3HD. BOJIbTepy CO>KrJIH AOM. ( ••• ) H TeM He MeHee 
OHH IIHCaJIH 3a Me~ TeJILmte H ,D;a)l(e y,D;HBHTeJILmte BelL\H H He 
CJIHWKOM >KaJIOBaJIHCL Ha. CBOIO cy ,D;:h6y. TaK ~TO. eCJIH Bce mica TeJIH 
AO)l(HAaJIHCb 30JIOTOrO seRa. TO, nO)l(aJIYH, HH"qero He OCTaJIOCb. Bce 
30M. Zoshchenko, Manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin", IRLI, f.501, p.23. 
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3TO IIpHBeJI MeIDl B nOp.SI,ltOK H $I nOIDIJI. 'qTO Ha~O pa60Ta TI> IIpH 
Bcex 06CTO.SlTeJII>CTBaX H BOIIpeKH BceMy.31 
In the introduction to "Michel Siniagin" Zoshchenko attempts to situate the post-
revolutionary age in a broader context, explaining the unspoken principle of self-
preservation and prisposoblenchestvo as a universal catalyst governing human behaviour 
throughout history. But Zoshchenko would probably never have been driven to address 
the subject at all were it not for the peculiar character of the era in which he wrote. "Michel 
Siniagin" was written at a time when the question of adaptation and survival loomed large 
for intellectuals and "fellow travellers" like Zoshchenko and when changing one's political 
colours was becoming increasingly necessary for one's personal survival. The 1930 letter 
to Gor'kii shows that Zoshchenko took comfort from the idea that life had been "equally 
easy and equally difficult" in every age. It also shows that he was encouraged by the 
example of great writers who had triumphed over adversity. 
And yet, in "Michel Siniagin", Zoshchenko depicts a much less inspiring character of a 
writer. The story of Siniagin, a man bereft of talent and lacking the resourcefulness to 
survive, does nothing to contradict the statement in the introduction that those who cannot 
move in step with their age "move over and get out from under everybody's feet" 
("OTXO,lt.SlT B CTOPO:ay H He IIyTaIOTC.sz no,lt HoraMH.") (M.S., pp. 115-6).If 
Zoshchenko believed this, though, why did he bother to write "Michel Siniagin" at all? 
What compelled him to devote a whole story to the tragic life of such a negative hero? 
In order to answer this question it is worth looking at a real-life event that almost certainly 
inspired Zoshchenko to write "Michel Siniagin". This was a meeting with Aleksandr 
Tiniakov, a poet who became a beggar and a familiar sight on the streets of Leningrad. 
With hindsight, Zoshchenko described the meeting with Tiniakov as the most horrible 
memory of his life. A description of the encounter was included in Zoshchenko's 
autobiographical novel Before Sunrise (Pered voskhodom solntsa), written between 1935 
and 1943. Echoes between this semi-fictionalised account and Zoshchenko's earlier fiction, 
including the "Sentimental Tales", indicate that the meeting with Tiniakov disturbed 
Zoshchenko because it confinned fears that already preoccupied him. 
31M. Zoshchenko, letter to Gor'kii dated 30 September 1930, quoted in Uvazhaemye 
grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, !el'etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis/rna k pisateliu, 
odnoaktnye komedii, pp. 58~9. 
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Part 2: "A Horrible Example": Zoshchenko's Encounter with the Poet Aleksandr 
Tiniakov 
Before Sunrise is an unusual work, a mixture of autobiography, fiction and 
psychoanalysis. It concerns Zoshchenko's attempt to discover the reasons for his chronic 
depression and anxiety by recalling certain important experiences from his youth and 
childhood and by analysing his dreams. Zoshchenko spent eight years working on Before 
Sunrise (1935 to 1943), but never saw the whole work published. The first seven chapters 
of the book were serialised in the journal Oktiabr' in the summer and autumn of 1943, but 
serialisation was stopped in November that year. 
Before Sunrise does not pretend to be an absolutely accurate record of the facts of 
Zoshchenko's life. 32 It is rather a subjective exploration of certain memories that have left 
a strong impression on the author and an attempt to conduct a psychoanalytical case study 
on the basis of this "evidence". Zoshchenko conducts the search through his memories as 
if it were a detective story, describing his most recent memories first and moving gradually 
. back in time to eventually find the "solution" in his very earliest, subconscious memories 
from childhood. Before Sunrise is thus a document in which two modes of self-
interpretation coexist side by side: the episodes from memory offer Zoshchenko's artistic 
interpretation of events, while the commentary provides insight into his conscious attempts 
to rationalise them. 
Zoshchenko's account of the meeting with the poet-beggar Tiniakov appears in the seventh 
section of Before Sunrise, under the title "Shut the Doors" ( "Zakryvaite dveri" ), in which 
Zoshchenko analyses his dreams in order to reconstruct his earliest memories and fears. 
One of his recurring nightmares is a dream about beggars in filthy rags. The theme of 
beggars leads to a reminiscence of accompanying his mother on a humiliating visit to 
enquire about his father's pension, and the thought that the image of a beggar is connected 
with a fear of becoming destitute himself. There follows a loyal reminder to the reader that 
the revolution has abolished the poverty that made begging a necessity in the first place. 
Whether or not this was written with the censor in mind, it is quite out of context, given 
32Zoshchenko's wife, Vera, has questioned the reliability of a number of Zoshchenko's 
recollections in Before Sunrise. In a letter of November 1943 Zoshchenko defends himself 
against her criticism on the grounds that Before Sunrise is not "true biography" but 
"literature". (see G. Carleton, The Politics of Reception: Cultural Constructions of Mikhail 
Zoshchenko, Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1998, p. 145 and p. 199, 
nI7). 
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that immediately afterwards Zoshchenko suggests that his fear of beggars might stem 
from the scenes he witnessed at around the time of the revolution as the "fragile beauty, 
glitter and charm" of the old world "fell from its shoulders" and then goes on to describe 
his meeting with Tiniakov, who had become a beggar after the Revolution. It is worth 
quoting the passage in full here, as it is of such obvious relevance to "Michel Siniagin": 
g BCnOMHHJI O,ZJ;Roro n03Ta - A TmtslI{OBa. 
OR HMeJI ReC'tIaCTLe npO)l(HTL 60JILWe, 'tIeM eMY Ra,ZJ;JIe)l(aJIo • 
.$I BCnOMHHJI ero e~e ,ZJ;O peBOJIIO~HH, B 1912 ro,ZJ;Y. H nOTOM.sI yBH,ZJ;eJI 
ero 'tIepe3 ,ZJ;eC.sITL JIeT. 
KaKYIO cTpawaylO nepeMeay .sI Ha6JIlO,ZJ;aJI! KaKoH Y)I(aCHLIH npHMep 
.sI YBH,ZJ;eJII 
Bc.sI MHwypa HC'tIe3JIa, YWJIa. Bce B03BLIWeHmte CJIOBa 6LIJIH 
n03a6LITLI. Bce rop,ZJ;eJIHBLIe MLICJIH 6LIJIH paCTep.sIHLI. 
IIepe,ZJ;o MRoH 6LIJIO )l(HBOTROe 60JIee cTpawRoe, 'tIeM KaKOe-JIH6o 
RHoe, H60 ORO Ta~HJIO 3a c060H npHBLI'tlHLIe npOlPeCCHOHaJILHLIe 
HaBloIICH n03 Ta. 
- . g BCTpeTWI ero Ha yJI~e • .$I nOMHHJI ero 06wmyIO yJILI6o'tIKY, 
CICOJIL3HBWYIO no ero ry6aM, - 't£YTL HpoHH'tlecxyIO, 3ara,ZJ;0~IO. 
TenepL BMeCTO YJILIDZ(H 6wz ICaICoH-To x~HLIii OcxaJI. 
IIOPLIBWHCL B CBoeM pBaHoM nopTlPeJIe, n03T BLITa~HJI TOReEl>KYIO 
xHH)I(e'tIKY, TOJILKO 'tITO o Tne'tla raHayIO. C,ZJ;eJIaB Ha,ZJ;nHCL Ha 3TOH 
KHIDKe'tIKe, n03T C ~epeMoHHLIM nOICJIOROM nO,lJ;apWI ee MHe. 
BO)l(e MOH, 'tiro 6wzo B 3TOH ICHH)I(eqzcel 
Be,ZJ;L Kor,ZJ;a-To n03T IIHCaJI: 
KaK ,ZJ;eBLI B ropLKHH lIaC H3MeHLI, 
IlBeTLI XpaHHJIH rpycTHLIH BH,ZI;. 
H, CJI OBHO CJIe3LI, ICaIlJIH neHLI 
TeKJIH C HX Ma TOBLIX JIaHHT ••• 
TenepL, 'tIepe3 ,ZJ;ec5ITL JIeT, Ta )f(e pyx a HaIIHCaJIa: 
IIWWHLI I06ICH. aJILI ry6xH, 
JIHXo TpeEl>KaeT pO.sIJIL, 
IIpOCTHTYToqzcH-rOJIy6KH, 
HH'tIero ,lJ;JI.sI Bac He )l(aJIL ... 
Bce Ha MeCTe, Bce 3a ,ZJ;eJIOM, 
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H TopryeT BC.sIK C060H: 
IIpOCTHTYTxa - CTaTmtM TeJIOM, 
51 - TaJIaHTOM H ~ywoii. 
B 3TOH KHroKe'ql(e. Hane'tlaTamWH B H3,l1;amm aBTopa (1922 r.) Bce 
CTHXH 6LIJIH He06LII<HOBemme. OHH npe>K,lI;e Bcero 6WIH TaJIaHTJIHBLI. 
Ho npH 3TOM OHH 6LIJIH Tax Y>KaCmI, 'ITO HeJIb3.sI 6LIJIO He 
co~porHYTbC.sI, 'lHTa.sI HX. 
B 3TOH KHH>Ke'ql(e HMeJIOCb O~HO CTHXOTBopeHHe nOA Ha3BaHHeM 
«MOJIeHHe 0 IIHI.l..\e» • BOT 'ITO 6LIJIO cxa3aHO B 3TOM CTHXOTBopeHHH: 
IIH1L-'H CJIa~XOH, ~H BKYCHOii, 
J:tapYH MHe, CYAb6a MO.Sl, -
H JIl060H nocTynoK rHYcmm 
COBepwy 3a IIHI.l..\y .sI. 
B cep~~e 'lHCTOe Hara>KY, 
. KPLIJIb.Sl MLICJI.Sl M OC Tpmy. -- -- . 
COBepwy rpa6e)K H xpa)KY. 
Il.sITKH BLIJIH>KY Bparyl 
9TH CTPO'ql(H HanHcamt C He06LIKHOBeHHoH CRlIOH. 9TO 
CMepA.sIXOBClCOe BAoXHOBeHHoe CTHXOTBopeHHe nO'ITH reHHaJIbHO. 
BMeCTe C TeM HCTOPM HaWeH JIHTepaTypLI. AOJDKHO 6LITb, He 3HaeT 
CI<OJIbI<O-mroY,ll;b paBHoro :qHHmMa, CKOJIbKO-HH6YAb paBHoro 
'IeJIOBe'leCKOrO naAeHM. 
BnpO'leM, 3TO He 6LIJIO IIa,ll;eHHeM, CMepTblO npH >KH3HH, pacnaAOM, 
TJIeHHeM. n03T no-npe)KHeMY OCTaBaJIC.sI 3,l1;OPOBLIM. :qBeTY~HM. 
CHJIbmtM. C He06LIKHOBemmM pBeHHeM OH CTpeMHJICR x paAOCTRM 
>KH3HH. Ho OH He nO>KeJIaJI 60JIbWe BpaTb. OH nepeCTaJI 
npHTBOp,gTbC,g. llepeCTaJI JIeneTaTb CJIOBa - JIaHHTLI, AeBLI, nepCH. OH 
3aMeHHJI 3TH CJIOBa HHLIMH, 60JIee 6JIH3I<HMH ero ~YXY. OH c6pOCHJI C 
ce651 BClO MHWYPY, B XOTOPYlO OH pjl~HJIC51 ~O peBOJIlO~HH. OH eTaJI 
TaXHM, xaXHM OR H 6LIJI Ha caMOM ,lI;eJIe, - rOJILIM. Hml.IHM. 
o Mep:3HTeJIbmIM. 
9TOT n03T T. AeHCTBHTeJIbHO eTaJI Hml.IHM. OH H36paJI ce6e nyTb, 
XOTopLli OR 3aCJIY>KHBaJI. 
51 YBHAeJI ero OAHa)K~LI Ha yrJIY JIHTeHHoro. OR CT051JI C 
HenoxpLITOH rOJIOBoH. HH3XO I<JIaHRJIC51 BeeM, XTO npOXO,ll;HJI MHMO. 
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OH 6wr EpaCHB. Ero ceAelO~a.sI rOJIoaa 6wra IIOtlTH aeJIHEOJIeIIHa. 
OH 6WI IIOXO)K Ha HHcyca XpHCTa. H TOJIhEO BHHMaTeJIhm.t:H rJIa3 Mor 
yaHAeTh aero 06mme, B ero JIHlle He'tlTO Y)KaCHoe. OTBpa THTeJIhHOe 
- xaplO C 3aCTLIBWeH ym.roOtDCOH qeJIOBeKa, KOTOPOMY He'tlerO 
60JIhWe Tep.sITh. 
MHe IIO'tleMY-TO 6wro COBeCTHO IIOAOHTH K HeMy. Ho OH caM 
OKJIHEHyJI MeH5l. OEJIHICHyJI rpOMKO. no *aMHJIHH. CMe.sICh H XHXHICa.sI, 
OH craJI roaOpHTh, CKOJIhKO OH 3apa6armaeT B AeHh. O. 3TO 
ropa3Ao 60JIhwe. 'tIeM 3apa60TOK JIHTepaTopa. HeT. OH He }f(aJIeeT 0 
nepeMeHax. He Bce JIH paBHO. EaK npO)KHTh B 3TOM MHpe, npe)KAe qeM 
OKOJIeTh. 
)J OTAaJI n03TY nO'tlTH ace. 'tITO 6WIO B MORX ICapMaHax. H 3a 310 
OH XOTeJI nO~eJIOBa Th MOIO pyICy. 
)J craJI CTLIAHTh ero 3a re YHH)KeHH.sI, EOTopLIe OH H36paJI AJI.sI 
ce6.sI. 
n03T YCMeXHyJIC.sI. YHIDKeHH.sI? t{TO 3TO TaICoe. 'YHH3HTeJIhHO He 
>Kpa Th. 'YHH3HTeJIHO OKOJIeTh paHhwe IIOJIO)KeHHOrO cpOKa. Bce 
OCTaJIHOe He YHH3HTeJIhHO. Bce OCTaJIhHOe H,ZteT BposeHh C TOH 
peaJIhHOH >l<H3HhIO. KOTOPYlO CYAh6a eMY AaJIa B 06MeH 3a npOWJIoe. 
t{epe3 'tlaC .sI CHOBa npoXOAHJI no 3TOi >Ke YJIHlle. K MoeMY 
YAHBJIeHHlO. n03T no-npe)KHeMY CTO.sIJI Ha yrJIY H. ICJIaH.SI.sICh, IIpOCHJI 
MHJIOCTLIHhIO. OKa3maeTC.sI, OH Aa>Ke He yweJI, XOT.sI .sI AaJI eMY 
3Ha'tIHTeJIhHLle AeHhrH. )J H AO CHX nop H He nOMHHaIO - nOqeMY OH He 
yweJI.33 
There are clearly differences between Tiniakov, as he is described here, and the hero of 
"Michel Siniagin". In particular, Tiniakov is distinguished from Michel by his energy and 
lust for life. But there is evidence here to suggest that Tiniakov was the initial inspiration 
for the character of Michel, apart from the obvious fact that both are poets from the 
provinces who become beggars. There is more than a passing similarity between the 
surnames Tiniakov and Siniagin (given that -ov and -in are both common suffixes to 
Russian surnames) and the description of Tiniakov the beggar is similar to that of Siniagin 
once he has become a beggar: both carry a tattered briefcase, both have long, greying hair, 
both have gruesome smiles (Tiniakov's is compared to an animal baring its teeth; in 
Michel's case we are told that "his features would twist into an affable grin" 
(ffIIpHBeTJIHBa.sI YJI:r.r6Ka paCCT.sIrHBaJIa ero JIHllO") (M.S., p. 134). 
33M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, vol. 3, 
pp.596-8. 
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The meeting depicted here is also described by Chukovskii in his memoirs of 
Zoshchenko. The two accounts differ in a number of details and are worth comparing. 
Both were written long after the event, but Chukovskii's was written after Zoshchenko's 
account and is possibly intended to contrast with it. Chukovskii's version is as follows: 
)l(HJI Tor~a B JIeHHHI'pa~e O~HH JIHTepaTop, ,ltOBOJIbHO cnocoo:ar.tii, HO 
ra,lteHbKHH. 3BaJIH ero THHSIKOB. Kor~a-To OH CO~JI OqeHb 
HeI1JIOXHe CTHXH B HeOXJIaCCWleCKOM CTHJIe, HO nOTOM CTaJI 
COTpY,ltHWla Th B qepHOCOTeHHLIX JIHCTKax. IIOTOM Y ~apHJIc5I B 
noxao~HHY H CTaJI TOprOBaTL H3-no,lt nOJILI HenpHcTOHm..tMH BHPwaMH. 
IIOTOM HaweJI ceoe HOBYIO npo,eccH!O: nOBeCHJI Ha welO I1JIaxa T, 
HaqepTaJI Ha HeM KPYIIHLIMH 6YKBaMH CJIOBO rrHCATEJIb H BCTaJI Ha 
JIHTeHHoM IIpocneKTe B n03e CTLI~JIHBOrO HHTeJIJIHI'eHTHOro HHlJ.\ero. 
Bec:& ero 06JIHK 6LIJI B nOJIHOM COOTBeTCTBHH C BLIBeCXOH: BOJIOCLI 
~O nJIeq, 60pO~Ka XJIHHLIWKOM, B rJIa3aX 6JIaropo,ltHa51 rpa>K~aHCXa5[ 
CXOp6L. H B ~OBepweHHe THIIlNHOCTH: ~eTpOBa5[ M.sIrXa.sI WJI.sIna ~a 
. H30~paHHLIH nOpLI>KeJILIH nopTtPeJI:& • 
.lteHbrH Tax H CLInaJIHCh x IlHca TeJIIO: cep~060JIhHLIe CTapYWXH, 
HHBaJIH,ltLI, y't!HTeJI5[ H y't!HTeJI:&~LI - JIIO,ltH, KOTopwe 6WIl! ropa3~0 
6e,ltHee ero - OXOTHO OT~aBaJIH eMY CBOH nOCJIe,ltHHe ,lteHbrH. 
DLIJIO eMY B TO BpeM.sI JIeT Tp~~a TL ceML, a nO>KaJIyA, H MeHbwe. 
1< Beqepy. xor,lta ero pBaHLIii nopTtPeJI:& 6LIJI nop.sz,ltXOM OT.sIrO~eH 
Me,lt5[XaMH, OH CHHMaJI CBOIO 6eCCTLI>KYIO BLIBecxy H HanpaBJI5[JIC5[ B 
3axyco't!HyIO, r~e yCJIa)l(~aJI ce6.sz ,l{OpOrHMH IlHTUMH H 5[CTBaMH, 
He,ltOCTYIlHLIMH ,ltJI.sI 60JILWHHCTBa JIeHHHI'pa,l{qeB. 9TO nOBTOp5[JIOC:& 
e>K,ltHeBHO H3 MeCjn~a B MeC.sI~. 
Bce MW BH,l{eJIH 3Toro HHI.l..tero H 6pe3rJIHBO CTOPOHHJIHC:& ero. 
HHKTO H He nO,l{YMaJI 0 TOM, qTo6w xax-HH"6y,l{:& H3MeHHT:& ero 
>KH3Hb. Ho BOT no JIHTeHHoMY npoweJI 30lL\eHKo (xa>KeTC5[, BMeCTe co 
CTemrqeM), H Ha rJIa3a eMY nonaJIC5[ THH5IXOB. 
- CI<OJILI<O ,lteHer, - CypOBO cnpOCHJI OH Y HHlJ.\ero, - BW ~o6LIBaeTe 
B MeC5[q IIpH nOMolL\H :noi XOMe,ltHH? 
TOT 3a,ltYMaJIC5[: 
- COpOK qepBoHqeB. 
BOT BaM ,ltBa,lt~aT:& 3a nOJIYMec.szqa Bnepe~, - a ceiitmc )l(e yxO,ltHTe 
o TCIO,lta I He n030p:&Te JIHTepaTYPY ... cTYnaHTel ..... 
HHJ.4HH B35[JI ,lteHbrH, 3aYJILI6aJIc5[. 3aKJIaH51JIC5[. CH5[JI C weH CBOlO 
BmecKY H CXa3aJI ,l{elIOBHTo: 
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-3a OCraJIElmIMH .sI IIpH,lty K BaM B pe,ltaKI:(HlO. POBHO 't!epe3 ,ltBe 
He,lteJIH ••• 
Ho e,ltBa TOJIElKO 30l1.\eHKO yweJI OT Hero OH CHOBa HaIlSlJIHJI 
BLIBeCKY H BepHYJIC.sI Ha npe>KHee MeCTO. 
3ol1.\eHI<o. yBH,lteB ero Ha 06paTHOM nyrH, norpe60BaJI. 't!To6LI OH 
ceiftrec >Ke yweJI H He CMeJI B03Bpal1.\a TElC.sI ClO,lta. 
HHl1.\HH HeOXOTHO nOKOpHJIC.sI. 34 
Chukovskii's account produces a very different overall impression of the incident from 
Zoshchenko's description. In Chukovskii's version of events, Zoshchenko is a stern figure 
of authority lecturing Tiniakov for "bringing literature into disgrace", whereas in his own 
version Zoshchenko makes very little mention of confronting Tiniakov. Instead, he is 
reduced to an almost silent, horrified observer. All the emphasis in Zoshchenko's account 
is on the figure of Tiniakov, who is drawn as an object of pity, horror and mystery. As far 
as Chukovskii is concerned, there is no mystery in Tiniakov's behaviour. The unshakeable 
moral equilibrium that is everywhere evident in Chukovskii's diaries is clearly apparent in 
his description of Tiniakov. For Chukovskii, the whole event is an incidental comedy and 
Tiniakov is a "rather revolting character" who is entirely responsible for his own 
unprincipled behaviour. By contrast, Zoshchenko's reaction to the poet-beggar reveals a 
much greater sensitivity to his plight and an excessive emotional involvement in the 
degradation he has undergone. He explains Tiniakov's fate not as a deliberate choice, as 
Chukovskii does, but instead calls the poet somebody who "had the misfortune to live 
longer than he should have done". 
There is some confusion over the date of the meeting with Tiniakov in Zoshchenko's 
account: Zoshchenko suggests that the first meeting with Tiniakov took place in or soon 
after 1922, as he mentions that the poet gives him a "freshly published book" with this 
date. However, the poems Zoshchenko quotes here, "On a Spree" (lila guliaiu") and 
"Prayer About Food" ("Molitva 0 pishche") are from the collection Ego sum qui sum (Az 
esm' sushchiO, published in June 1924. Tomashevskii fixes the date of the meeting as 1 
November 1924. 35 If we believe Zoshchenko, he met Tiniakov before he began the 
"Sentimental Tales", whereas if Tomashevskii is right, Zoshchenko had already written 
"Apollon and Tamara" and "People" - both stories which have strong thematic parallels 
with "Michel Siniagin" - before the meeting with Tiniakov. If this is the case, it seems 
34 K. Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", In Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko, pp. 70-1. 
35 Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Olimp, 1994, p. 
345. 
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possible that the meeting with Tiniakov confirmed inner fears about the world - and 
particularly about the intellectual's place in the world - which had already begun to 
manifest themselves in Zoshchenko's work. 
Throughout the rest of this chapter I will be returning to Zoshchenko's account of his 
meeting with Tiniakov in Before Sunrise. as his intezpretation of the poet's plight and his 
comments on the changes that took place in Tiniakov's writing reveal some of the deep-
seated preoccupations that lie at the root of "Michel Siniagin" and other thematically 
related stories from the "Sentimental Tales". This chapter will also compare Tiniakov's 
literary treatment of the theme of the poet-beggar and Zoshchenko's interpretation of the 
character in "Michel Siniagin". The disparity between the two reflects not only the radical 
difference between Zoshchenko and Tiniakov as writers and individuals but also the huge 
changes in attitudes to art and the artist that took place in Russia after the revolution. 
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Part 3: "Poems about Flowers and Dickie Birds": The Literary Theme in "Michel 
Siniagin" 
In Zoshchenko's account of his meeting with Tiniakov it comes as no surprise to find 
Zoshchenko speaking favourably of Tiniakov's later poems, which Chukovskii describes 
as "obscene doggerel", and dismissing the poet's early work (referred to by Chukovskii as 
"quite decent poems in the neo-Classical style") as the empty "babbling" of pretty words. 
The critical line taken by Zoshchenko here is quite consistent with his public statements 
about literature (in, for instance, "About Myself, Critics and My Work", "Letters to a 
Writer" and "How I Write"), which stress that literature should reflect the changes 
wrought by the revolution in form and language as well as in content. One of the clearest 
expressions of this "official version" of Zoshchenko's own literary programme is in his 
1937 review of Zabolotskii's poetry, in which he argues that true art is never cut off from 
its own time: 
Y HaC eCTL n03TI1I. ICoTopDle IIHwyr TaIC, ICaIC 6y ~ro B BaweK crpaHe 
l{Hqero He CJIYtmJIOCI>. OHH npO~OJI)KalOr ry JIHTeparypy, ICOTOpa.sI 
6lJJIa HatmTa-,ltO peBOJIlOqm. -
TYT ICPOlOTC.sI OWH6ICH H 60JIl>wa.sI 6e~a, nOTOMY liTO npe)l(HHH 
CTPOH petm ~HKTyeT crapLIe IPOPMLI. a B 3THX crapwc IPopMax BeCI>Ma 
TPY ~HO o Tpa)l(a TL COBpeMeHHylO )l(H3HL ( ... ) 
IIO,ltJIHHHOe HCI<YCCTBO He OTopBaHO or CBOHX ~HeH, Hero 
TelleHHe - He IlJIaBHOe TelleHHe TmcOH petm. OBO KPOBLlO H cep~qeM 
CB.sI3aHO C HaPO,ltOM. Hero ,ltLIXaHHe CJIHBaeTC.sI C ~LIXaHHeM CTpaHLI. 
H eCJIH tmTaTeJIL TenepL HHOK. lleM OH 6lJJI ,ltO peBOJIlOqm. eCJIH 
CHHTaICCHC ero petm HHOH. eCJIH Ha,ZJ;e)l(,ZJ;LI H HHTepeCLI ero HHLIe, TO 
HCI<YCCTBO ,ZJ;OJI)I(HO 6LITl> HHLIM, He TaXHM. xaICHM OHO 6LIJIO H He 
TaXHM, I<aK ero C03,ZJ;aBaJIH BeJIHKHe MaCTepa npoWJIoro.36 
In the review Zoshchenko criticises Pasternak as a writer who perpetuates classical 
conventions in literature and defends Zabolotskii against accusations of "infantilism", 
comparing the poet's manner to the grotesque-naive style of the artist George Grosz. The 
analogy with Zoshchenko's own style (which he had described as "infantilism" the year 
before in Youth Restored (Vozvrashchennaia molodost')37 is obvious. In this respect, the 
36M. Zoshchenko, "0 stikhakh N. Zabolotskogo" (1937), in "Literatura dolzhna byt' 
narodnoi", ed. Iu. Tomashevskii, literatumoe obozrenie, 9, 1984, pp.lOO-8. 
37 M. Zoshchenko, Vozvrashchennaia molodost', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh , v. 3, 
p.158. 
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essay is typical of Zoshchenko's literary commentary, which tends to show a high level of 
personal involvement and personal projection.38 
Of all Zoshchenko's critical articles, the 1919 essay on Blok, "The Death of the Knight of 
the Rueful Countenance", is particularly rich in personal analogies. The essay repays 
study with respect to "Michel Siniagin", as Biok is an important sub-textual presence in 
the story. In this article Zoshchenko portrays Blok as a dreamer who has woken up to the 
ugliness and banality of the world about him. The permutations of Blok's muse, from the 
fantastical "Beautiful Lady" via the real but mysterious "Stranger" to the meshchanka 
TeklalFekla in "Above the Lake" ("Nad ozerom"), are described as the awakening of a 
Don Quixote to the fact that his Dulcinea is Aldonsa Lorenzo. In "The Twelve" the 
transformation of Blok's muse is complete in the figure of the murdered prostitute Katia, 
and the poet allows himself to become a vessel for "barbarian" voices.39 Arguably, the 
figure of Blok depicted by Zoshchenko in this essay tells us more about Zoshschenko 
than it does about Blok. The image of the awakened Don Quixote is an appropriate one 
for Zoshchenko himself, as a passage in "The Lilac is in Flower" suggests. Here the semi-
autobiographical author figure talks ironically but fondly of his youthful idealism: 
B MOJIO~LIe, npeRpacHLIe rO~LI, Ror~a )KH:3Hb Ka!3aJIaCL YTpeHHeH 
nporYJIROH, Bpo~e no 6yJILBapy, aBTOp He BHAeJI MHormc TeHeBLIX 
CTOpOH. OH npOCTO He 3aMellaJI :noro ••• Ero rJIa!3a rJI,SI~eJIH Ha pa3HLIe 
BeCeJILIe Be~~LI, Ha pa!3lWe RpaCHBLIe npe~MeTLI II nepe)KHBaHWI. H 
Ha TO, RaR :QBeTICH paCTYT II 6YTOlNHI<H pacnycRalOTC,SI, II RaR 06JIaICa 
38 Another example of this is Zoshchenko's 1919 essay on the work of the comic writer 
Teffi, which praised her short, concise stories and her manner of using exaggerated 
caricature to depict "quasi-human" ("qeJIOBeIC006pa!3HLIe") characters. This essay could, 
as Tomashevskii notes, serve as a prescription for Zoshchenko's own future direction (lu. 
Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 76). Some twenty-five years 
later, in a talk prepared for the 40th anniversary of Chekhov's death, Zoshchenko described 
Chekhov as a misundertood satirist, whose critics confused him with his fictional creations 
because they did not want to recognise themselves as the objects of his satire (M. 
Zoshchenko, "0 komicheskom v proizvedeniiakh Chekhova" (1944), in Iu. Tomashevskii 
(ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 104). There is an obvious analogy between 
Zoshchenko's representation of Chekhov and how he saw himself, when he complained to 
Slonimskii that "they are mixing up the author with the theme". 
39M. Zoshchenko, "Konets rytsaria Pechal'nogo Obraza" (1919), in Iu. Tomashevskii 
(ed.), Litso i rnaska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp.78-84. 
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no He6y IIJILIByT, H xax JIlO~H ~pyr ~py)Kxy B3aHMHO rop.srqo JI106.srT. 
40 
A similar passage on disappointed ideals from The Blue Book (1935) makes a direct 
comparison between the "author" and Blok, referred to anonymously by the narrator as 
"one of our splendid poets" but identified by the extract from his poem "Autumn Day 
("Osennii den"')41. The passage opens the section "Misfortunes" ("Neudachitt) and 
describes the optimism of youth ("xaxa.sr np.srMO BOJIwe6Ha.sr XapTHHa paCCTHJIaJIaCh 
TOr,lta nepe,lt HaWHM HeBHHHLIM B30pOM") and the pessimism that comes with the 
dawning of reason: 
Tax cxa3a Th, rJIa3aMH pa3YMa MM HMeJIH HeOCTOpO)KHOCTh 
B3rJI..sIHYTh Ha oxpY)KalOU(HH JIaH,Z{Wa41T. H B,ltpyr, xax B cxa3xe, B 
O,ltHO MrHOBeHHe HCqe3JIH Bce 3TH BOJIwe6H:r:.Ie xapTHHKH. H n06JIeXJIH 
necTpMe xpacxH. H nponaJIo Bce, OT xOToporo MLI npHWJIH B TaxoH 
HeOnHcyeMLIH BocTopr. 
Kax COH Bce 3TO HCQe3JIO, noraCJIO H npexpa THJIOCh ( ... ) 
- H ,lta>Ke HaW npexpacm.n1. HO JIHpHtlecxd n03T Toro BpeMeHH, 
xOTeBwHH B~eTh rJIaBHLIM 06pa30M ~BeTM, JIYHY H 6yxeTM. O~Ha>KttM 
Tax BOCXJIHKHYJI: 
H HH3XHX HHl.L\HX ttepeBeHD 
He CqeCTh, He CMepHTh OXOM! ... 
° HHl..4a.sI MO.sI CTpaHa, 
tITO TLt ttJI.sI cep~~a 3HatIHWh? 
0, 6ettHa..sI MO.sI >KeHa, 
° qeM TM rophXO IIJIaqeWh? 42 
Zoshchenko's account of his own early literary development also shows parallels with his 
description of Blok's artistic path in "The Death of the Knight of the Rueful 
Countenance". Zoshchenko always portrayed himself as one who had understood his 
youthful mistakes and changed his own literary course at a critical point in his life. One of 
40 M. Zoshchenko, "Tsiren' tsvetet", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p.148. 
41The same passage also contains a reference to Esenin's poem "I don't regret, don't call, 
don't weep" ("Ne zhaleiu, ne zovu, ne plachu") in the fOIll1 of the "rosy steed" ("p030B:r:.IH 
XORD ") on which the "author" pictures himself galloping through the "flowering fields" of 
his youth. 
42 M. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, pp. 330-1. 
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the reminiscences in Before Sunrise describes an event that may have been a decisive 
factor in this change: in 1918 a story written by Zoshchenko (using the pseudonym 
"Chirkov") was rejected by the newspaper Krasnaia gazeta with the comment, "we need 
rye bread, not brie cheese". As Zoshchenko tells it, the rejection affected him deeply: it has 
since become a well-quoted anecdote in the story of his literary development. This story 
has not survived, but existing early works show a striking difference between work written 
in 1917 and those written after he had established contact with literary circles in Petro grad. 
Three short stories from 1917 are quite unlike anything later associated with Zoshchenko's 
name: "The Marquise's Costume" ("Kostium markizy") is a monologue by the aging 
husband of a fading marquise in which he remembers the sentimental waltzes of their 
youth. "The King's Fancy" ("Kapriz korolia") is the story of a bored king who scours his 
kingdom for a woman who can give him something new. "And Only the Wind 
Whispered" ("I tol'ko veter shepnul") is a dialogue between a nameless man and a stranger 
about the search for happiness. All are uncharacteristically whimsical and resemble Oscar 
Wilde's fairy tales in their use of archaic diction and conventional fairytale imagery.43 
In his aborted work of literary criticism "At the Turning Point", conceived during his 
association with Chukovskii's literary studio, Zoshchenko attacked the decadent literary 
fashion to which he had succumbed two years earlier when he wrote these stories. In the 
1919 essay "Lifeless People" ("Nezhivye liudi") Zoshchenko criticises the prose writer 
Boris Zaitsev as symptomatic of the general "crisis of individualism" in recent Russian 
literature which has led to a fascination with "made-up marquises" and "transparent 
strangers": 
Tor~a CHa'tlaJIa 6WT, a nOTOM H peaJILHa51 )l(H3HL YWJIH 10 
JIHTepa TYPW. Bpe~, H3MWWJIeHWI CBoero 51 pO~HJIH KaKYIO-To 
y ,ZJ;HBHTeJIhHyIO HeHaCT05l~YIO COHHyIO )l(H3HL. n03TLI npH,ZJ;YMaJIH 
KaKHX-TO np~ecc, MapKH30B H «np~eB C AHTHJIhCKHX OCTPOBOB». 
H ML.t nOJII06HJIH HX, MLI He)l(HO nOJII06HJIH B~eHL5I, np~YMaHHLIX 
MapKH3 H npH3pa'tffimC l.IY~ecHLIX He3HaKOMOK. )KH3HL OKOHtm.TeJILHO 
Y WJIa H3 JIHTepa TypLI. "" 
It seems likely that Zoshchenko was thinking of his own "The Marquise's Costume" when 
he wrote this. The reference to "princes from the Antilles" in the essay probably alludes to 
43 All three stories are published in 1u.Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
Zoshchenko,pp.43-7. 
44A. I. Pavlovskii, "Stat'ia M. Zoshchenko 0 B. K. Zaitseve", in N. A. Groznova (ed.) 
Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii, St Petersburg: Nauka, 1997, p. 37. 
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Aleksandr Vertinskii's song of 1916, "The Little Creole Boy" ("MaIen'kii kreol'chik") 
("A.x rAe )f(e MOH MaJIeHDKHH KpeOJIb'ClHK. MOH cMyrJIbIH np~ C aHTHJIbCKHX 
OCTpOBOB"). Vertinskii was an early love ofZoshchenko's which he had outgrown. The 
singer was at the height of success in the years following the demise of Symbolism as the 
artistic mainstream in Russian poetry. Like the poet Igor Severianin - another of 
Zoshchenko's intended targets in the planned section on "Lifeless People" - Vertinskii is 
associated with vulgarised reworkings of popular Symbolist themes. He performed in a 
Pierrot's costume singing about unhappy love affairs, corrupt city life and the "sweet 
liberation" of death. Vera Zoshchenko remembers in her reminiscences that when she first 
met Zoshchenko he loved Russian popular romances of the sort popularised by Yertinskii. 
The following is a diary extract in which Vera describes their days together in May 1916: 
OH qaCTO 3aBOAHJI rpaMoq,oH. Jllo6HMeHwHMH ero IIeCH.SIMH 6LIJIH «He 
HCKywaH» H «COMHeHHe» rJIHHKH ... 'tIacTo CTaBHJI «CepA~e Moe 
60JIeeT». llOTOM «l{HBHo-npeKpaCHLIe». B HCIIOJIHeHHH Mopq,eccH [Ha 
IIOJI.sIX]: «l{HBHo-npeKpacHLIe JIaCKOBO BJIaCTHLIe. TOMmIe CMOTP.sIT 
rna3a ... B HHX HaCJIa)f(AeHHe. ropellb. 3a6BeHHe. B HHX H IIOKOH H rp03a. 
neceHDKH BepTHHCI<Oro». 45 
Zoshchenko exorcised this youthfullove in "At the Turning Point" and again in 
"Retribution" ("Vozmezdie"), a long story of 1936 to which he gave the title made famous 
by Blok's long historical poem. Vertinskii makes an appearance in "Retribution" as a 
symbol of the most tasteless aspects of the old world. The narrator, Anna Kas'ianova, 
describing her days as a cook in the household of a general Dubasov, remembers 
Vertinskii visited the general's wife one day and performed his songs. Through the eyes of 
the honest working girl Kas'ianova, Dubasova's entourage appears as a crude parody of 
byvshie - effete men like dolls who powder their faces, wear beauty patches and sing sad 
songs about death. Kas'ianova remembers how another guest, Iurii Anatol'ovich Bunakov, 
used to sing lines from a lyric by Blok, "A Night Like Any Other Night, The Street is 
Empty ("Noeh' - kak noch" i ulitsa pustynna"). The contempt felt for Bunakov by the 
healthy, strong, utterly unpleasant Kas'ianova, who bears all the hallmarks of a positive 
Socialist Realist heroine, is indicative of strong feelings of guilt and self-hatred on 
Zoshchenko's part.46 
4S G. B. Fillipova, "Lichnost' Zoshchenko po vospominaniiam ego zheny (1916-1929)", in 
N. A. Groznova (ed.), Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii, p. 52. 
46 M. Zoshchenko, "Yozmezdie", in Rasskazy,fel'etony, povesti, Moscow: 
Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1958, p. 361. (The translation of 
the title of Blok's poem is A. Pyman's.) 
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Material recently published in a collection of archive material from the Institute of Russian 
Literature in St. Petersburg shows that Zoshchenko made a note on some separate sheets 
of quotes used for his essay on Zaitsev that seems to contradict the central argument of the 
essay "Lifeless People". In this note, Zoshchenko praised Zaitsev's book Earthly Sadness 
(Zemnaia pecha!) for its tender sadness and its melancholy ("xHHI'a npexpacmul. 
He)l(Ha.$l ne'tiaJIh BO BceM. ITopa)l(aeT rpycTh. H yrplOMocTh. "YMHpaHHe", 
nOKopHoCTh. pOK, cYAh6a "). This observation is proof of an ambivalent attitude to 
Zaitsev on Zoshchenko's part. According to Pavlovskii, who prepared a recent annotated 
version of the essay, the comment suggests that Zaitsev was deliberately "sacrificed" by 
Zoshchenko in a symbolic battle with his own nervous illness. 47 
The connection in Zoshchenko's mind between his illness and the decadent culture of his 
youth is made quite explicit in Before Sunrise. In the first chapter of his fictionalised 
autobiography, Zoshchenko writes of his own inability to "dance to the crude, vulgar 
music of life" and observes that when he was younger, melancholy was considered a sign 
of intelligence ("B Moe BpeM.sl rpycTh C~TaJIaCh npH:3Ha.XOM MLICJl.Slll.\erO 
qeJIOBeKa. B Moeii cpeAe YBa)l(aJIHCh JIIOAH 3aAYM'ClHBLIe. MeJIaHXOJIH'ClHLIe H Aa)l(e 
KaK 6LI OTpeweHHLIe OT )l(H:3HH"). Before Sunrise also includes the sketch "Vava the 
Bride, a description of an occasion when Zoshchenko read the poems of Blok and Vera 
Inber (another target in "Lifeless People") to a girl who later mortally offended him by 
telling him she had no interest in poetry. The account of the meeting with Aleksandr 
Tiniakov in Before Sunrise is followed by a discussion of what Zoshchenko calls "the 
poetry of my day", under which category he includes the work of Blok, Esenin, 
Akhmatova, Solov'ev, Bal'mont and Briusov, as well as popular romances. Zoshchenko 
begins by expressing nostalgia for the forgotten sounds of his youth ("He CKPOIO OT 
Bac, - y Men nO$lBHJIHCh CJIe3LI B rJIa3ax. KorAa $I BAPyr npmOMHHJI 3TH 
n03a6LIUte 3BYKH"), but after quoting a couple of mediocre poems by Symbolist poets 
and a hysterical passage by Bal'mont on Edgar Allen Poe, Zoshchenko declares himself 
completely reconciled to the loss of that literature and the world it represents: "CJIe3LI 
,l(aBHO Y)I(e BLICOXJIH Ha MOHX rJIa3ax. HeT, $I HH 0 tleM 60JIhWe He )l(aJIelO. SI He 
)l(aJIelO 0 TOM MHpe, KOTopLIii $I nOTepSlJI". Once again Zoshchenko emphasises the 
cheap theatricality of Symbolism by employing the metaphor of "tinsel" ("MHwypa "), 
used in the description of Tiniakov: 
47 A. I. Pavlovskii, "Stat'ia M. Zoshchenko 0 B. K. Zaitseve", in N. A. Groznova (ed.), 
Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii, p. 48. 
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Bce Ha TpaBy ORa rmr,ltHT. 
Y HeH - Hap.5l,ltLI ,ltHBHO-llY ,ltHLIe 
OnaJI. Tona3 H XpmOJIHT ••• 
KaKOH ~BeTHCTHH HHll\eHCKHH .5l3LIK! KaKa.sr onepeTOllHa.s! 4>aHTa3H.sr Y 
HenJIOXoro. B CYll\HOCTH. n03Ta! 
Y ~ap~LI MoeH eCTb BLICOKHH ,ltBope~. 
o ceMH OH cToJI6ax 30JIOTLIX. 
Y ~ap~LI MoeH CeMHrpaHHJ.IH BeHe~, 
B HeH 6e3 ClieTY KaMHeH ,ltopormc. 
HeT, HenpH.5lTHO tmTaTb ~TH CTHXH. HecTepIIHMo CJILIWaTb ~Ty 
y6orylO mr4>aHTHJIbHYlO My3LIKy. OTBpa THTeJIbHO BH,lteTL ~Ty MHWypy. 
~TH >KaJIKHe MaHepHLIe CHMBOJILI.49 
In its didactic tone and its liberal use of insults, this piece of criticism resembles the 
Marxist diatribes about which Zoshchenko complained to Slonimskii and which he 
parodied in the "Sentimental Tales". Before Sunrise was written for pUblication in 1943, at 
a time when it was almost obligatory to condemn pre-revolutionary, elitist culture, and it is 
highly likely that Zoshchenko was exaggerating for the benefit of the censor, perhaps to 
compensate for the earlier admission of tearful nostalgia for his youth. The views on 
Symbolism expressed here are perfectly consistent with mainstream Marxist-Leninist 
criticism, which labelled the work of Bal'mont and Solov'ev as "the poetry of decadent 
decline" and attacked such poetry not only as "apolitical, antipopular and anarchic-
individualistic" but as unhealthy, artificial and pessimistic. During the late Stalinist period 
realism was defended as the only appropriate artistic method with such fanaticism that any 
sort of literary artifice ("YCJIOBHOCTb") was considered suspect. BaI'mont's "poetry of 
dreams and shadows and of hazy, intangible sensations and feelings" was criticised for 
"completely ignoring concrete objective reality". Even metaphors were frowned on for 
destroying the "logical and objective sense" of the word and thus encouraging the 
treatment of "subjective, irrational and metaphysical themes".49 
48 M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, 
p.600. The poems quoted here are, respectively, Konstantin BaI'mont's "Nariady fei" 
(1905) and Vladimir Solov'ev's "U tsaritsy moei est' vysokii dvorets" (1876). 
49 All these comments are taken from the chapter entitled "The poetry of Bourgeois 
Decline: Symbolism, Acmeism and Futurism" ("Poeziia burzhuaznogo upadka: simvolizm, 
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Clearly there is some continuity of thought between Zoshchenko's earliest criticism and 
the comments on Symbolism in Before Sunrise, which lead to a wholesale denial of the old 
world Together with many other public statements by Zoshchenko these works invite an 
interpretation of Zoshchenko as a committed Soviet writer, or at least as a "fellow-traveller" 
trying diligently to refonn himself. The true picture is more complicated, however. 
Zoshchenko's early criticism of Silver Age literature is heartfelt, but even at this stage it 
appears that Zoshchenko was forcing himself to adopt a line of argument that was not a 
wholly honest reflection of his literary tastes in an early attempt to tackle his illness. The 
issue is complicated much further by the fact that the views Zoshchenko expressed in 
1919 in "At the Turning Point" were later adopted by the Marxist critical lobby and 
distorted into a rigid creed based on a narrowly defined and officially described version of 
reality. How far Zoshchenko was from this critical mainstream is obvious from a passage 
in The Blue Book in which the narrator applies obtuse notions of reality to poetry, 
translating a poem "out of the language of proud poetry into democratic prose". The poem 
is one of Gumilev's translations of Chinese poems included in the book The China 
Pavilion (Farforovyi pavil'on) (1918) under the title "House" ("Dom"): 
Y 3Toro n03Ta. Ha)l;O CICa:3a U. O)l;Ha)f()I;LI cropeJI )l;OM. B ICOTOPOM OH 
pO)l;HJIC.sI H r)l;e OH npoBeJI JIYlIwHe )l;HH CBoero )l;eTCTBa. H BOT 
JIl060nLITHO CMOTpeTb. Ha lIeM 3TOT n03T yrewaJIC.sI nOCJIe 
nO)f(apa.( ••• ) 
Ka:3aJIOCb. Bce pa)l;OCTH ,lteTCTBa 
CrOpeJIH B norH6weM )l;OMY 
H MHe YMepeTb 3aXOreJIOCb 
H 11 HaICJIOHHJIC11 IC BO,lte. 
Ho )f(e~H:Ha B JIO,ltICe CICOJIb:3HYJIa 
BTOPLIM OTpa)f(eHbeM JIyHLI. 
H eCJIH OHa nO)f(eJIaeT. 
H eCJIH n03BOJIHT JIYRa. 
jJ ,ltOM ce6e HOBW nocrpolO 
B He3aBe,ltOMOM cep,lt~e ee. 
To eCTb. ,ltpyrHMH CJIOBaMH. )l;eJIa.sl BOJIbm.rH nepeBo,lt c rOp)l;OH 
n033HH Ha )l;eMoICpaTHllecICYIO np03y. MO)KHO OTllaCTH nOH5Iu. liTO 
akmeizm, futurizm") in lstoriia russkoi literatury, Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Akademii nauk 
SSSR, 1954, v. 10, pp. 764-99. 
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n03T, 06eSYMeB OT ropJI. XOTeJI 6LIJIO KHHY1LC.sI B BOAY, HO B 3101 
CaMJ.IH KpHTHl-IeCKHH MOMeHT OH BAPyr yBH;{eJI Ka raIO~yIOcJI B JIOAICe 
XOPOWYIO )f(e~HHY. H BOT OH HeO)f(HAaHHO BJII06HJIC.sI B Hee C 
nepBoro B3rJI.sIAa, H 3Ta JII060BL 3aCJIOHHJIa, TaIC CICa3a TL, Bce ero 
HeHMOBepHLIe cTpaAaHRSI H Aa)f(e BpeMeHHO OTBJIeKJIa ero or 3a60T 
no npHHcKaHHlO ce6e HOBOH KBapTHpLI. TeM 60JIee, tlTO II03T, CYA.sI IIO 
CTHXoTBopeHHlO, nO-BH.z,t;HMOMY, nOIIpoCTY XOtieT KaIC 6YATO 
nepeexa Til K 3TOH .z,t;aMe. HJIH OH XOtieT ICaICYIO-TO IIpHCTpoiixy 
C.z,t;eJIaTL B ee .z,t;OMe, eCJIH ORa, KaIC OR TYMaHHO rOBopHT, nO)f(eJIaeT H 
eCJIH n03BOJIHT JIyRa H .z,t;OMoynpaBJIeHHe. 50 
If we take the official version of Zoshchenko's literary programme at face value. "Michel 
Siniagin" can be read as straightforward parody of the literature of the recent past, 
regarded by Zoshchenko as hopelessly redundant. However, this is obviously an over-
simplified view. "Michel Siniagin" was written at a historical watershed. the "Great 
Turning Point" between the period ofNEP and relative artistic freedom and the era of 
collectivisation, five-year-plans and Socialist Realism.While the tale casts a critical eye on 
the past, it also reflects Zoshchenko's doubts and fears about the future of Russian 
literature. The literary parody in the story is double-edged, satirising the decadence of the 
past and the utilitarianism of the present. 
A very visible sign of how far the literary climate had changed between the immediate pre-
revolutionary years, when Zoshchenko first ventured into literary criticism, and the year 
1930, in which he wrote "Michel Siniagin", is provided by the figure of Maiakovskii. 
Maiakovskii was one of the few contemporary writers regarded positively by Zoshchenko, 
whose essay "About Vladimir Maiakovskii" ("0 Vladimire Maiakovskom") planned for 
"At the Turning Point" depicted the writer as an artist with an extraordinary strength and 
will, towering over his effete contemporaries. In the period between the composition of this 
piece and Maiakovskii's death, Maiakovskii had thrown himself dutifully into the role of 
the artist of the revolution. However, tensions between the poet and the representatives of 
literary power were becoming increasingly strained. Maiakovskii's formal experimentation 
and his satire of Party opportunitism and bureaucracy did not go down well in the 
increasingly conservative climate. Maiakovskii committed suicide on 14th Apri11930; 
Zoshchenko began work on "Michel Siniagin" in late April that same year. It is highly 
probable that personal problems were the main cause of Maiakovskii's suicide, but there 
had been a public dispute with the hard-left critic Ermilov just before his death, and 
Ermilov was addressed by name in Maiakovskii's suicide note. Unavoidably, 
5OM. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga. in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, p. 224. 
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Maiakovskii's death drew attention to the increasingly stifling atmosphere in Soviet letters, 
which had contributed to the poet's other problems. That the man seen by Zoshchenko as 
an embodiment of life and strength should have destroyed himself at the age of 36 was an 
ominous sign of the gathering cultural gloom in Russia. 
The most obvious literary allusion in "Michel Siniagin" is to BIok, who is described as the 
most important influence on Michel. There are parallels with Blok in the domestic idyll of 
the hero's youth, in his upbringing by female relatives, his marriage to a childhood 
sweetheart and "girl next door" and his romance with a more sophisticated woman and 
bohemian lifestyle in St Petersburg (Isabella Kriukova, with her guitar playing, foot 
stamping and gypsy romances, is perhaps meant to parody the opera singer Liubov' 
Del'mas, who inspired Biok's "Carmen" poems). The image of Blok evoked in "Michel 
Siniagin" is exclusively that of the poet in his pre-revolutionary period. This is also true of 
the references to Blok's poetry. Michel's poem "Storm" is actually an obscure early poem 
by Blok, clearly influenced by Fet, to which Zoshchenko made a few minor alterations. 
Michel's fantastical love of an unknown woman is an ironic reference to the famous theme 
of the "Beautiful Lady" in Blok's early work. "Ladies, Ladies", is a burlesque parody of 
the poem "The Stranger". 
In the context of Zoshchenko's fictional world, the figure of Blok, in the shape of the 
dreamer described in "The Death of the Knight of the Rueful Countenance" is so 
incongruous as to be automatically comical. The humour of references to Blok in 
Zoshchenko's work is based on the gulf between him and the typical Zoshchenko 
protagonist/narrator. In "Michel Siniagin", this is seen in the narrator's literal 
understanding of the "Beautiful Lady" as a love object. (liTeM He MeHee, n03T 
YBJIelCaJIC.sI O~HOH oIIpe~eJIeHHOH ~eBYWlCOH H B 3TOM CMLtCJIe ero n03TH'leclCHA 
reHHA weJI HeCICOJILICO Bpa3pe3 C ero )l(HTeHCICHMH nOTpe6HOCTJlMH") (M.S., p.l21) 
Michel'S poem "Ladies, Ladies" similarly reinterprets Blok's "The Stranger" in a narrowly 
sexual way: Blok's poem is about a search for meaning and beauty ,whereas Michel'S is 
about a womaniser looking for novelty. A similarly "blasphemous" reference to Biok is 
the basis of a joke in "A Romantic Story featuring a Budding Poet" ("Romanticheskaia 
istoriia s odnom nachinaiushchim poetom") published in The Blue Book .. The girlfriend of 
the poet in the title suggests that he take her out to dinner at a private restaurant and adds 
that Blok "had also liked, in his day, to hang around in restaurants and sweetshops for no 
reason" ("B CBoe BpeM.sI TO)l(e JIlo6HJI IIOqeM 3PJl 6LtBa TL B peCTopaHax H B 
lCOH,ltHTepCI<HX")51. Thus the hellish image of the restaurant or tavern as the sphere of 
worldly activity in Blok's poems is recast in the spirit of the NEP. 
51 Ibid., p. 379. 
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Fet is mentioned alongside Blok as one of Michel's poetic influences and is another 
important presence in the story's literary sub-text. Afanasii Fet (1820-1892) is striking as 
perhaps the most uncompromising adherent to the principle of "art for art's sake" in the 
history of Russian literature. His poetry springs from contemplation of and emotional 
communion with nature, and the guiding principle of his art is beauty. Already in the 19th 
century Fet's name had become synonymous in some circles with elitist, socially irrelevant 
art. Belinskii wrote of Fet's poetry, "It's good, but shouldn't one be ashamed of wasting 
time and ink on such rubbish?".52 Fet's famous poem beginning with the words 
"Whispers, Timid Breathing" ("Shepot, robkoe dykbanie") caused something of a furore 
when it was published, inspiring a debate on the moral responsibilities of the artist in 
which Dostoevskii joined, arguing that "it is unacceptable to surrender to the joys of life 
and admiration of nature's beauty when people's lives are full of suffering ".S3 
The artistic tradition of Fet had a heavy influence on the Symbolists, and this tradition is 
parodied in "Michel Siniagin" in the portrayal of the young, contemplative hero gathering 
inspiration from the countryside and in the flower/tree theme running through the poetry. 
Lidiia Ginzburg has talked of the "country-house" tendency in 19th-century lyric poetry S4 
and the epithet is particularly appropriate to Fet's work, in which nature is often portrayed 
in the shape of the garden. Flowers or trees seen through the window are common in his 
poetry ("fie'laJIIIHa.sI 6epe38 Y Moero OKS"; "A 38 OK OWK OM B ca~y I Me)l(~y 
JIHCTlIeB CHpeHH H JIHIILI"; "rYCTa.sI KpaIIHBa / WyMHT no~ OKHOM"). The same 
essentially docile view of nature is reflected in the poems in "Michel Siniagin". Two of the 
excerpts from Michel's poems - "Autumn" and "Storm" - feature flowers seen through a 
window: "JIenecTKH H He3a6Y,l{ICH I paCCJ.I1l3JIHCII 3a OICROM" (M.S. p. 120); .. "BeuH 
6eJILDC pOll B OICHO MOe ~z.rwa T apaMaToM" (M.S., p. 120). The first verse-parody in 
"Michel Siniagin" also uses the image of a flower at a window ("B MoeM OKRe Ka'laJIaCII 
JIHJIU" (M.S. p. 113). Poems written in the tradition ofFet were viewed with a certain 
hilarity in Zoshchenko's circle, as is shown Lev Lunts's remark to the poet Antokol'skii at a 
meeting in 1923:"You know, your poems are all beginning to sound the same. Full of 
branches, little beetles, soul and there's always something fluttering" ("3Haewh. TBOH 
CTHXH Ha'ClHHalOTC.sI IIOBTOP.sIThC.sI. Bce SeTOl{[(H. 6YKawKH. ~ywa. H HenpeMeHHo 
.52 D. Blagoi (ed.), Mir kak krasota: 0 Vechemikh ogniakh A. Feta, Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1975. p. 21. 
S3 S. Babin. B. Semibratova (eds.), Sud'ba poetov serebrianogo veka. Moscow: Knizhnaia 
palata. 1993, p. 4. 
54 L. Ginzburg. "Kniga 0 Hrike", in T. A. Bek (ed.), Serebrianyi vek: poeziia, Moscow: 
Olimp, 1996, p. 89. 
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~no-mroy ~h KOJILIWeTC,SI").55 Zoshchenko's preparatory notes for his article on Teffi 
include the following remark "On modem humour ... Nature has disappeared altogether 
and if it hasn't it is funny" ("0 cOBpeMeHHoM IOMope ••• npHpo~a ywna BOBce, a ecnH 
H eCTh. TO CMeWHa,Sl").56 The remark holds true for Zoshchenko's own work, in which 
the theme of nature - as distinct from human nature - is either absent altogether or treated 
with irony, as in "People": "OH e>KeAHeBHO BLIe3)1(aJI BepXOM Ha nporynKy. nI06y,SlcJ, 
KpacOTaMH npHpO~LI H.nH >KypqaW,HM rOBopOM K8Koro-HH6YAb JIeCHOrO 
pyqema ". 57 The taming of nature to its superficially picturesque aspects in the poems in 
"Michel Siniagin" is a sign that the poet is protected from the uglier aspects of nature by 
culture. Only when the hero becomes a beggar does he face nature in its most immediate 
form, as a struggle to survive. 
The official view of literature in "Michel Siniagin" is best represented by the narrator's 
comment about the class of "highly educated, intellectual people" with "delicate emotional 
constitutions" who would "start crying at the sight of an extra flower in a flower bed or a 
sparrow hopping about on a dungheap". Here, the romantic tendency in literature and the 
aesthetic contemplation of the world is reduced to a simple formula, "crying at sparrows". 
The formula is repeated again in the passage about three sons ("IIepe~ Bopo6ywKaMH 
YMRJIJlTbCJI" (M.S. p. 117). This sort of comic distillation, reminiscent of Lunts's remark 
to Antokol'skii, is frequently used by Zoshchenko when referring to "old" literature. There 
is no sophisticated literary parody in "Michel Siniagin", but rather the sort of magnified 
caricatures that Zoshchenko praised in the work of Teffi (" 1000 times more vulgar, 1000 
times uglier").58 Such caricatures abound in Zoshchenko's work: in "Michel Siniagin", 
apart from the repeated references to sparrows, there is the "lousy lyric poem" about the 
lily, and the imagined retort from the reader about "poems about flowers". "The Lilac is in 
Flower" contains a reference to "A Bird is Hopping on a Branch" ("IITKtD<a npmaeT Ha 
BeTKe"), attributed by the narrator to Pushkin.59 In The Blue Book poetry is blamed for 
misleading young ladies about the 16th century: "P03LI, rpe3LI, a HaCqeT Toro, 'tITO 3a 
HorH BewaeT, 06 3TOM II0330 6apLIWH.sIM HH'tlero He IIO~HOCHJIa".6O In the same 
55 K. Chukovskii, Dnevnik, 1901-1929, 2nd edn., Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel', 1997, p. 
247. 
56 M. Zoshchenko, "0 Tefft", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
Zoshchenko,p.76. 
57 M. Zoshchenko, "Liudi", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 61.(my italics) 
58 M. Zoshchenko, "0 Tefft", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.),Litso i maska Mikhaila 
Zoshchenko,p.94. 
59 M. Zoshchenko, "Siren' tsvetet", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 160. 
6OM. Zoshchenko,Golubaia kniga, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh. v. 3, p. 335. 
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work the youthful idealism of Blok is described as a leaning towards "flowers, the moon 
and bouquets" ("~BeTLI. lIYHY H 6YKeTLI") and in the passage already quoted from "The 
Lilac is in Aower" the narrator talks of his own early romanticism in similar terms: ("ero 
rlIa3a r1I.SI~elIH ••• Ha TO, KaK ~BeTKH paCTYT. H 6YTOlNHKH pacnyCKaIOTC5I. H KaK 
061IaKa no He6y IIJILIBYT"). 
This image of the romantic poet looking at the clouds is repeated in "Michel Siniagin" in 
the portrayal of the youthful Michel wandering around Pskov composing poems. It also 
appears in the short story "A Peasant Talent" ("Krest'ianskii samorodok") written five 
years earlier. The story provides an interesting comparison with "Michel Siniagin" 
because of the difference in the narrative perspective of the two stories. The hero of "A 
Peasant Talent" is an aspiring poet, Ivan Filippovich, who approaches the editor of a 
journal to try to sell his poems. In an attempt to recommend some poems to the editor he 
describes his sensitive poetic nature: 
K n033HH. YBa>KaeMhlH TOBapHl.4. HMelO CKlIOHHOCTb. IIp5lMO CKa>KY. 
CLI3~eTCTBa. CLl3~eTCTBa VBCTBYIO KpacoTY II IIpHpo~y ( ••• ) BLIBalIo. 
~pyrHe pe651Ta-xoxoVT. HJIH pLI6KY y~IOT. HJlH B n.sITa'ClOK HrpalOT. a 
51 yBH>KY. HaIIpHMep. 6LNKa HJIH Ty'qJ(y H nepe>KHBalO ••• OtleHb 51 3Ty 
KpacoTY CWIbHO nOHHMalI. H Ty'qJ(y nOHHMalI. seTepoK. 6LNKa ••• 9To 
Bce 51. YBa>KaeMLIH TOBapHl.4. O'CleHb CH1IbHO nOHHMaJI. 
In this story there is a clear distinction between the uneducated peasant and the character 
of the editor who acts as narrator. The editor, whose biography identifies him with 
Zoshchenko ("51. HepBmtH H 601IbHOH 'CleJIOBeK. OTpaBJIeHmJi.! ra3aMH B 
repMaHcICYIO BOby ... "), expresses despair at Ivan Filippovich's poems and at his crass 
ignorance but puts up with him out of respect for his class origins. Eventually. exasperated 
with the visits, he tells him to find another job. The hero eagerly jumps at what he thinks is 
an offer of work. When the editor asks him if he would not be sorry to give up poetry, 
Ivan Filippovich answers, in what the narrator describes as "the voice of a cockroach" 
("tapaKaHbHM rOlIOCoM"), "What poetry? A man has to eat!" ("KaKa51 n033u7 IKpan 
Ha,.o - n033H.s11 "). 61 
Ivan Filippovich is "objectified" as a character. In his description of himself as a sensitive 
romantic he becomes an object of humour, through the typical skaz device of the unreliable 
narrator given away by his own words. But the passage may well have another intention 
61 M. Zoshchenko, "Krest'ianskii samorodok'\ in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 1, p. 
83. 
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too - to "defamiliarise" and thus satirise the image of the lyric poet by presenting it 
through the eyes of a naive narrator. A. Zholkovskii has compared this sort of 
defamiliarisation in Zoshchenko's work to passages by Tolstoi, such as the description of 
Natasha Rostova's visit to the opera in "War and Peace", in which forms of social and 
cultural artifice are subject to the ruthlessly honest gaze of a natural. unspoilt subject.62 In 
Ivan Filippovich's description, the stock figure of the romantic poet seems a grotesque 
anomaly when transplanted into peasant life. The truth that "a man has to eat" would not 
be lost on the Russian reader in 1925. who would recently have lived through the 
revolution and civil war. In 1921 Chukovskii wrote the following note in his diary: 
'tfHTalO «CoICpoBBlJ.Ie cMHpeHmIX» MeTepmmICa. 0 3Be3).tax, cY),th6ax, 
aHI'eJIax, TaiHax. H HeBOJIhHO AYMalO: a Bce >Ke. MerepmmIC 6wz CllT: 
a Teneph MHe HeJIh3.s1 q}!TaTh 1m 0 qeM. 51 Bcer),ta AYMaJO 0 ~e.63 
However. be this as it may. in "A Peasant Talent" there is a negative assessment of Ivan 
Filippovich implied in the comment about the "voice of a cockroach". 
In "Michel Siniagin" this "voice ofthe cockroach" has become educated and assumes 
narrative authority in the voice of the fictional author. In the description of Michel 
drawing inspiration from nature there is the same sort of "defamiliarisation" as in Ivan 
Filippovich's description of himself ( for instance. the reference to "various gnats" 
("pa35e MOWICH") and the untranslatable pun of "Tyqm.ze 06JIaICa" (M.S .• p. 117.». 
This time, however. the speaker has more authority and it is now clearly the romantic poet 
who is intended as the butt of the humour. The "author" of "Michel Siniagin" shows the 
ambivalent attitude to culture so common among Zoshchenko's heroes. Just as Ivan 
Filippovich wants to project himself as a peasant Wordsworth. so Michel's biographer 
wants to show his erudition in his discussion of Michel's poetry. which has the character 
of a semi-literate school essay. The plot of "Michel Siniagin" could be reduced to Ivan 
Filippovich's simple formula. "KaICa.sl n033KSI? IKpa Th Ha),t 0 - n033H511". Food is highly 
visible in the final pages of the story and Michel's salvation is expressed in the solidly 
material terms of the meat he wolfs down and the bread he is chewing when he encounters 
Sima in the kitchen at night. There is no overt attempt to discredit the narrator of "Michel 
Siniagin" by likening him to a cockroach. but there is a deeply ambiguous relationship 
between the real and the surrogate author - a shadow of the mixture of distaste and respect 
with which the editor character in "A Peasant Talent" regards Ivan Filippovich. 
62 A. K. Zholkovskii. "Zerkalo i zazerkal'e: Lev Tolstoi i Mikhail Zoshchenko. in 
Bluzhdaiushchie sny: iz istorii russkogo modernizrna, Moscow: Sovetskii Pisatel'. 1992. 
63 K. Chukovskii. Dnevnik, 1901-1929, 2nd edn .• p. 158. 
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The fact that the authoritative centre of "Michel Siniagin" is a Soviet author adds another 
dimension to the literary theme in the story. The "author" provides a contemporary foil to 
Michel and acts as a constant reminder of the distance that separates the poetic tradition 
with which the hero is identified and the literary reality of 1930. One of the significant 
changes that has taken place concerns the relationship between a writer and his art. The 
Blok sub-text is important here, as Blok represents a poetic ideal that is diametrically 
opposed to the literary mainstream of the post-NEP period. Like Michel's other poetic 
influences, Fet, Nadson and Esenin, Blok is a poet whose work reflects individual inner 
experience. Blok himself once wrote that the writer's duty is to "bare rus soul before the 
spiritually hungry".64 For Blok, poetry was a vocation rather than a profession, a path to 
be followed with scrupulous integrity. By 1913, the year ofthe Futurist and Acmeist 
manifestos, the view of the poet as a visionary had lost credibility with many of the leading 
younger poets, but the subsequent changes in the literary landscape were such that these 
earlier disagreements paled into insignificance. By the time "Michel Siniagin" was written, 
writers were coming to be seen as instruments for active propoganda - bourgeois 
specialists ("spetsy") who should be pressed into the service of the Party. RAPP was at its 
height as the self-appointed guardian of proletarian literary values. Zoshchenko himself 
had been invited to meet A verbakh in the autumn of 1929 and was urged to join the 
organisation. The vocabulary used to discuss literature had moved away from the mystical 
to the military and industrial. In an autobiography of 1930, Zoshchenko decribed his work 
using the term "quality of production", "ICa'leCTBO IIpO~yICI{HH", a phrase with heavy 
industrial overtones. The practice of coercing writers into state-run propaganda 
programmes (the most famous of which would be the trip by a group of writers to the 
White Sea Canal in 1933) had already begun in 1930. In the autumn of that year 
Zoshchenko had taken part in a trip to a ship-building factory on the Baltic to work on the 
factory newspaper. In an interview given in 1932 Zoshchenko talked cautiously of his 
reservations about such projects: 
$I 6LIJI OT'laCTH C6HT C TonICY ICY'IeA cTueA H CTueeIC, '1ero TOJILIO 
He Tpe6oBano OT IIHCaTen5l. O~HH Tpe6oBaJIH, '1To6LI IIHCaTeJIL IIHCaJI, 
rJIaBKLtM 06pa30M, 0 npOH3BOACTCBe, APyrHe >KeJIaJIH BHAen 
IIHCaTeJI5I 41eJILeToHHCToM CTeHHOH ra3eTLI. TpeTLH rOBOpHJIH, 'ITO 
Bce «npOICJIJITLIe» BOnpOCLI Y>Ke pewemt HJIH peWalOTCJI 
64 A. Pyman, The Life of Aleksandr Blok, Vol. 2, The Release of Harmony: 1908-1921, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980, p. 358. 
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pyEOBO~.s!U4HMH OpraHaMH H IIHCaTeJIL ~OJI)KeH HCTOJIICOBLIBaTL 
pacnop.s!)f(eHH.s! npaBHTeJILCTBa. ~TO. ICOHellHO. He TaE. 65 
In "Michel Siniagin" Zoshchenko comments on this practice of demanding topical 
material from the writer in the reference to the "burning. desirable and vital" themes for 
literature: the collective farm, the campaign to stamp out illiteracy and the shortage of 
packaging. 
In general. the figure of the writer in "Michel Siniagin" and other stories in the 
"Sentimental Tales" cycle (and particularly in "What the Nightingale Sang About", "The 
Lilac is in Flower", "Terrible Night" and "A Funny Story") is frequently used to refer to 
the real social pressures experienced by Soviet writers. There is a strong contrast drawn 
between Michel's idle, carefree existence in his early years as a poet and the worries and 
cares of his biographer. In the first few pages of the story the author apologises for the 
work he has written, warning that the work is written carelessly and hurriedly and talking 
of his restlessness ("6ecnoICoHcTBO") and his lack of peace of mind ("cnoEoHcTBHe 
ttyxa ") • Later the narrator claims that "life, cares and woes II (")f(H3HL. n60TLI H 
OrOpqeHWl") have driven Michel's poetry out of his head. The subject of the author's 
doubts and worries is elaborated in the monologues that introduce several of the 
"Sentimental Tales" and enhanced by the device of having the fictional author inhabit the 
same plane as his characters. In "Michel Siniagin" the "author" falls out with the hero after 
he steals a coat with a monkey collar. In "The Lilac is in F1ower" the author stresses his 
proximity to the events he describes and mentions that he lives in a communal flat: 
ABTOP OIIHCLIBaeT C06I.ITKli He C nnaHeTLI Mapc, a C HaWeH 
YBa)KaeMOH 3eMJIH, r~e ICaIC pal H HaXO~HTC5I B O~HOM H3 ~OMOB 
XOMMYHaJILHa5I ICBapTHpICa. B XOTOPOH )f(HTeJIhCTByeT aaTop H B 
XOTOPOH OH, TaE CEa3aTh, BOOtmlO B~HT JIIO~eH. 66 
"What the Nightingale Sang About " includes a heartfelt plea to the reader not to see 
anything romantic in the description of the Rundukov family's humble household: 
6S M. Zoshchenko, Uvazhaemye grazlulane: parodii, rasskazy, !el'etony, satiricheskie 
zametki, Pis'rna k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii, p. 592. 
66 M. Zoshchenko,"Siren' tsvetet", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2. p. 147. 
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HeTY B 3THX BOCnOMHHaHIDIX HH CJIaAOCTH, HH pOMaHTH3Ma. 3HaeT 
aBTOp H 3TH AOMHKH, H 3TH XYXHH. 3aXOAHJI. H :>KHJI B HHX, H ceiNac 
)1<lmeT. HHtlero B 3TOM HeTY xopowero, TaX - )KaJIXu: )KaJIOCT&. 67 
Nor does Zoshchenko's author shy away from the taboo subject of money. In "A Terrible 
Night" the narrator admits that were it not for this "small mercenary motive" in writing he 
would smash his pen to smithereens.68 
One of the biggest worries of the "author", of course, is his relationship with his readers 
and critics. Whereas Michel's audience is made up entirely of admiring female relatives 
who are already making his writing desk into a museum exhibit in the true Russian 
fashion, the "author" anticipates nothing but trouble from his public; hence the paralysing 
doubts which cause him to drop his pen in despair. In constant anticipation of 
"unpleasantness" the "author" enters literature as a gladiator enters the ring. In "What the 
Nightingale Sang About" the narrator conducts a dramatic dialogue with the heckling 
critics who are telling him that he is a redundant survivor of the past for believing in love 
("Bawa, CXa)KYT. ~HI'ypa HeC03BYlIHa 3noxe H Boo6114e cJIytlamo AO)KHJIa AO 
HaWHX AHeH")69. In the fictional world ofZoshchenko's author there is no distinction 
between the behaviour of writers and critics and the punch-ups immortalised in "Nervous 
People" and other stories. A typical example, from "A Funny Adventure", features 
Zoshchenko's favourite comic stooge among writers, Rabindranath Tagore: 
KaxoH-HH6YA& TaM JIHTepa TypHLIi KpHTHK. I<aI<OH-mroYA& IIHca TeJI&. 
I<aXoH-HH6YA& Pa6HHApaHa T Tarop. Y)KaCHO Tal o6paAyeTC.sI H 
BCnOJIO~eTC.sI. «BOT, CXa)KeT, nOTHpa.sI pyXH, B3rJI.sIHHTe, CI<a)KeT, Ha 
cyxHUoBa CJ.tHa - .sIBBO nOTpa~JI.sIeT ~naTeJUo. XBa TaHTe ero H 6eHTe 
no MOPAe H no 'leM nonaJIO». 70 
In "Michel Siniagin" there are several references to possible "unpleasantness" from 
"young and inexperienced literary critics" or from the reader: ("SBa. CXa)KeT, - rJI.sI,l,tHTe. 
'CIero el14e OAHU rmweT. OrmcLlBaeT. xOJIepa, nepe)KHBaHH.sI. rJI51AHTe, Cla)l(eT, 
ceHtlac HaqueT npo ~BeTxH n03M:LI HaBOpa~a T& ") (M. S., p. 114). 
67 M. Zoshchenko, "0 chern pel solovei", Ibid, pp. 110-1. 
68M. Zoshchenko, "Strashnaia noch''', Ibid, p.89. 
69M. Zoshchenko, "0 chern pel solovei" Ibid., p.107. 
70 M. Zoshchenko, "Veseloe prikliuchenie", Ibid, p. 126. 
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In a passage deleted from the manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin", Zoshchenko's 
narrator elaborates on the theme, imagining how, in the future, literary critics will treat 
authors with respect, than1cing them for their work and, if making any criticisms, doing so 
politely: "B: Bce TaK Be>l<mmo. HeoCKOp61iTeJIbHo. AOCTOHHO. 6e3 3aMe'tlaHHH, 
MOJI. TaKorO-TO HaAO BLIKHHYTb K CBHHbHM C06a'qhSlM sa 60PT Kopa6JISI".11 
In "Michel Siniagin" Zoshchenko simultaneously parodies the literature of the recent past 
and the literature of the present day in a way that mirrors the style in which the story is 
written. Zoshchenko stands aloof, allowing the contrast between the two literary traditions, 
that of the Silver Age and that of the NEP, to reveal the enormous changes in attitudes 
towards art and the artist that have taken place in the space of one generation. 
71 Manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin", IRLI, f. 501, p.25. 
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Part 4: "I Saw Before Me An Animal": The Theme of the "Beast" and the 
"Lifeless Man" in "Michel Siniagin" and Other Works by Zoshchenko 
Another significant aspect of Zoshchenko's account of Tiniakov's metamorphosis from 
poet to beggar in Before Sunrise is the image of Tiniakov as an animal throwing off the 
disguise of a cultured man as if it were sloughing its skin. Tiniakov's early poetry is 
described as pretending ("npHTBOp.SlThC5I"), his projection of himself as tinsel 
("MHwypa") in which he has dressed himself up ("HaP5I,l(HJIC5I") and which he throws off 
to reveal himself as he really is: "naked, beggarly and vile" ("rOJILIM, H.Hl4HM, 
oMep3HTeJILmIM"). The image is strengthened by the use of animal-like metaphors to 
describe Tiniakov after his transfonnation :"IIepe,l(o MHOH 61JJI0 >KHBOTHOe ( ••• )" "( ••• ) 
OHO ral.l.(HJIo 3a C060H npHBL.Nmle npoif>ecCHOHaJIhHLIe HaBLlKH no:na ", "Tenep!:. 
BMeCTO ym,roKH 6L1JI KaKOH-TO X~mtH ocxaJI." "H TOJILKO BHHMa TeJIhmtH rJIa3 
Mor YBHAeTL B ero 06mrKe, B ero m~e, HeqTO Y>KaCHOe, OTBpaTHTeJILHOe -xapIO 
C 3aCTLIBweH YJILI60'qI{OH qeJIOBeKa, KOTOPOMY HeqerO 60JILWe Tep5ITD ", 
The image of the cultured man jettisoning his lofty ideas and becoming like a naked 
animal is an important theme not only in "Michel Siniagin" - which was written under the 
influence of the meeting with Tiniakov - but also in the earlier tale "People", probably 
written before Zoshchenko's encounter with Tiniakov took place. Both stories feature a 
privileged man who loses his nobler qualities together with his money and his position in 
society. In both cases the hero's transformation is compared to a natural process, like an 
animal shedding part of itself. In "Michel Siniagin", after Michel has abandoned his 
former idea of himself and reconciled himself to his new life as a beggar, he is compared 
to a type of lizard that gets rid of part of its body in order to placate a predator. In 
"People" the attempt by the hero Belokopytov (his name means"white hoof' and is thus 
close to "white bone", the Russian equivalent of "blue blood") to transfonn himself into a 
beast is accompanied by a whole sequence of animal images. First the hero seeks to 
become a beast in the figurative sense by ditching the moral scruples that are preventing 
him from making a profitable living. With new-found enthusiasm, he talks to his wife of 
the laws of nature, the need to adapt to one's environment and of cruelty and cynicism as 
natural, healthy phenomena: 
( ••• ) Ka>K,l(LIH lieJIOBeK, HMelOutHH npaBo >KHIL, HenpeMeHHo 06.Sl3aH, KaK 
H BC5IKOe >KHBOe cy~ecTBo, H Kax BC5IKHH 3BepL, MeH5ITL CBOlO 
WKYPY. CMOTP5I no BpeMeHH ( ••• ) 
( ••• ) ~HHltlM, 3TO Be~L cOBepweHHo He06xo,l(HMa5I H B >KH3HH 
HOpMaJILHa.Sl, ( .•• ) 6e3 ~HHltlMa H >KeCTOKOCTH HH O,l(HH tta>Ke 3BepL He 
06XO,l(HTC5I ( ••• ) 
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This short-lived phase comes to an end when Belokopytov is sacked from his job at a 
cooperative for stealing. In despair, the hero begins to dream of becoming an animal in the 
real sense, living in a cave and crawling out of his lair on all fours to look for food: 
EMY Y>Ke pHCOBaJIHCh KapTHmI. KaK OH >KHBer B IIOJIY3aBaJIeHHOH 
3eMJI,SllIKe. cpe.llH rp.Sl3H H HeliHCTOT. H nOJI3KOM. UK >KHBOTHoe. Ha 
qeTBepeHDKax BWIe3aeT H3 CBoeH HOpLI H OTLICKHBaeT ~y. 
Eventually Belokopytov begins to sleep in a cave and withdraws completely from human 
society. Now he laughs about the life that he has abandoned, comparing himself to an 
animal that has shed its skin: 
OH BIIOJIHe pa3YMHo H HeCKOJIhKO .lIa>Ke HpOHH'ieCKH rOBOpHJI 0 
cBoeii >KH3HH. H nOTp5ICa5I JIOXMOTD.SIMH CBoero 3arpaHH'iHOro 
l{OCTIOMa. rpoMKo CMe5IJIC.SI. rOBOp.Sl. 'tlTO BCe :no B3AoP. 'tlTO Bee 
CJIe3aeT C qeJIOBeKa. Kal{ oceHDIO wKypa >KHBOTHoro. 
Despite adopting a primitive way of life, Belokopytov is unable to turn himself into a 
satisfactory animal. At one point he thinks to himself that he is "the worst of aU the 
animals", with his chronic sniffles and bronchitis. His decision to die a fitting death in a 
desperate struggle with another beast ends in a farcical scene in which he teases his 
neighbour's dog, provoking it and incurring the wrath of its owner.72 
Both Belokopytov and Siniagin are representatives of a distinct type of protagonist in 
Zoshchenko's work, described by T. Kadash as the "lifeless man" ("He)f(HBOH 
qenOBel{"). Kadash has traced the "lifeless man" and his opposite, the "beast" or the 
"brute" ("3BepL "), back to Zoshchenko's earliest stories.73 In Zoshchenko's early work the 
two types are generally distinct. Later, in the "Sentimental Tales" and Youth Restored, the 
boundaries between the two become less distinct, with the lifeless man starting to resemble 
the beast. This is either because he is placed in a situation that brings his animal nature to 
the surface (as in "Michel Siniagin"), because he deliberately cultivates this side of himself 
(as in Youth Restored), or for both these reasons (as in "People"). 
72M. Zoshchenko, "Liudi", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2. pp. 77-83. 
73 T. Kadash, ""Zver'" i "nezhivoi chelovek" v mire rannego Zoshchenko", in Literatumoe 
obozrenie, I, 1995, pp.36-8. 
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The typical attributes ofZoshchenko's "lifeless" characters are self-absorption. lack of will 
and an inability to act. while his "beast" characters display health and strength, a strong 
will. a tendency to act rather than think and a complete absence of scruples. Several of 
Zoshchenko's earliest stories are concerned with the sexual dominance of the "beast" 
character over his "lifeless" counterpart. In a number of stories the "beast" attracts the 
wife of a "lifeless man" precisely because of his animal qualities, while the latter allows 
himself to be deceived because he lacks the will to fight. In "The Neighbour" (1917) 
Marina, the dissatisfied young wife of an older man, begins an affair with one of the 
tenants in her husband's house, a former hotel now made into comrnunallodgings. The 
neighbour in question is a young office worker whose virility is attributed not only to his 
youth but also to his background: 
9TO 6LIJI me coceA no KOMHaTaM. MOJIOAOH KOHTOP~HIC. 6YATO 
oT.Sl;rO~eHHLIH CBOHM POCTOM. C BLIIIYKJIOH rpYAblO H TOJICTOH 
6yqaqceH weei. OH nOpa3HJ1 ee cBoei CHJIOH. 9TO 6WI HacTOJl~d 
AepeseHcKHH napeHb C ManeHbKHM 06pa30saHHeM. 3axoTeBwHH 
nepeMeHHTb coxY Ha 3aH.SlTH.SI S KOHTope. ( ... ) B HeM qyBCTBOBaJlaCI» 
ICaICaJl-TO 3SepHHaJl CHJ1a H >KeJIaHHe.74 .- .-
In "Love" the heroine, Nataliia, leaves her husband, the "long-whiskered engineer", for the 
more virile Grisha Lovtsov, a forerunner of the archetypal Zoshchenko hero. At their 
wedding banquet, jealous of a student who seems to be impressing Nataliia. Grisha picks a 
fight with a professor, one of the guests ("- BLI. rOBopHT. IIpo,eccop. 3a HaYKY 
SLInHBaeTe. a Me)l(AY IIpOllHM - Tq,y sawa HaYICai "), and eventually attacks the 
student, shouting "- SeH ... me ... pbDKYIO HHTeJIJIHI'e~mol". 75 Grisha's "lifeless" 
counterpart. the long-whiskered engineer, threatens to kill himself when Nataliia leaves 
him, but his vanity takes a knock when, in a repetition of an earlier story by Zoshchenko, 
"How Dare She?", the heroine laughs at him. refusing to take his grand gesture seriously. 
Later in the story the engineer remembers how his wife accused him of being "lifeless": 
H8K8HYHe BOT IIpHXOAHT. «tlTO», CIIp8WHB8IO. «He Mory. rOBopHT, C 
To6oi >KHTb ... He Mory. rOBopHT, 60JIbWe >KHTb. He)l(HBoi UI! Hy. 
CAeJI8i 'tlTo-HH6YAI» '<IeJIOBe'tleCICoe. Y6ei MeRSI, '<ITO-JIH! fpHWICY, 
HaI<OHe~. y6eil 76 
74 M. Zoshchenko. "Sosed", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
Zoshchenko,p.52. 
7S M. Zoshchenko, "Liubov''', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. I, p. 88. 
76 Ibid. p. 89. 
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"The Fish's Mate" (1921) also centres on a cuckolded husband: a small, insignificant 
priest is deceived by his wife with a railway engineer. In this case the woman also takes on 
the role of the beast, compared by the priest to a fish which, according to Darwin, devours 
its mate (nOH, pLI6h.sl CaMKa! Co:»t<paJIa, MaTYWKa.")77. 
These early stories by Zoshchenko reflect the Nietzschian idea that the only thing 
differentiating the honourable man from the scoundrel is the absence of healthy desire or 
the displacement of natural egoism into moral vanity. In "The Neighbour" the husband is 
brought to life by his wife's infidelity (nqy:»t<aR cTpacTh 3apa3WIa ero"), so that he 
eventually usurps her lover's place for a "whole week". In "Love" the spurned husband is 
portrayed above all as a cynical, emotionally cold man: 
MlIe, MHJIOCTHBLIe rocy.z:tapH MOH, Ha MHoroe cOBepweHHo HaIIJIeBa To, 
MHe, MHJIOCTHBLIe rocy ~apH, CMeWHLI ~a>Ke B HeKOTopOM po~e 
BLICOKHe qyBcTBa JII06BH ••• 78 
The hero of "The Scoundrel" ("no.ztJIe~"), Boris, resists a woman's sexual advances out of 
moral pride, saying that there is no "beast" in him: 
OH rOBOpHJI, liTO OH lIeCTeH c060H H liTO HeTY B HeM 3Bep.sl KaICoro-
TO ( ••• ) H noqyBcTBoBaB B ce6e rop~OCTb, BOPHC nOH.slJI, liTO He 
OTCTYIIHTC.sI OT CBoero, Ka3aJIOCb eMY, KpaCHBoro wan H BepHoro. 
But the hero's pride is portrayed as a wilful destruction of the life within him - following 
his "honourable" action he is left alone with a sense of deadly depression ("H Tor ~a 
ICa3aJIOCo, 'tITO HeT JIHlIHOH >KHJD, liTO >KHJHD YWJIa, liTO BCe YMHpaeT")79. 
The theme of the beast and the lifeless man in these early stories was almost certainly 
inspired by Nietzschian philosophy and particularly by Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Vera 
Zoshchenko's reminiscences testify to the importance of Nietzsche to Zoshchenko in 
1918-1920. Extracts from Zoshchenko's writings of the period reveal his preoccupation 
with Nietzschian ideas on love and passion. "Don't seek for love, believe in passion", he 
wrote in Vera's album. In the letter to Vera to which he gave the title "A Hymn to Invented 
77 M. Zoshchenko, "Ryb'ia samka", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 1, p. 99. 
78 M. Zoshchenko, "Liubov''', Ibid, p. 89. 
79 M. Zoshchenko, "Podlets", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila 
ZOshchenko,p.56. 
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Love" ("fHMH IIpH,.Z{YMamiOH JIl06BH") Zoshchenko writes, "we never believe in love as a 
sacred thing but speak, speak of it criminally and decorate our physical attraction, as if it 
were an otherworldly and extraordinary feeling ... otherwise there is no way to a woman's 
body" ("MLI EHKorAa He BepHM B JIl060B&. KaK CB,Snmno. HO rOBopRM. npeCTYIIHO 
rOBopHM H paCI<paWHBaeM CBoe BJIeqeHHe. KaI< 6y.n;TO 6LI 3TO qyBCTBO 
HeJAeWHee H oc06eHHoe ••• HHaqe HeT AoporH I< )KeHCl(OMY TeJIy.")80 This lack of 
faith in truly noble impulses goes hand in hand with the belief that people must deceive 
themselves about their true natures in order to remain human. In another piece of writing 
clearly inspired by Nietzsche, "The Gods Allow" ("BorH II03BOJJ.sun") (1918), 
Zoshchenko argues for the necessity of keeping up the illusion of humanity. "If there is a 
screaming beast within you, hide it deep down in your soul, adorn it with delicate 
invention, do everything you can to appear like a human being" ("A eCJIH JBep& B Te6e 
I<pnaU4HH - CIIp.sIlID ero B IIoAnoJI&e AYWH cBoeH. yxpac& ero He)l(HLtM 
BLIMLICJIOM, AeJJaH Bce, qTo6 Ka3aT&C.sI QeJIOBeKoM")81. In the same essay 
Zoshchenko rejects the cult of strength, speaking of his love for the "tender mystery" of 
man and the "dying beast" and his fear of the "screaming beast that will conquer": 
$I JIlo6mo QeJIOBeKa H He)l(HYIO TaifHY ero. 
$I JII06JIlo YMHpalOU4ero 3Bep.sI H60 OH 6y.n;eT n06e)l(AeH. 
$I 60lOCL IIo6eALI KpnaU4ero 3Bep.sI. H60 OH IIo6eAHT. 
$I nnaqy 0 Ao6po.n;eTeJIH 06pyqeHHOH C IIownocTLIO.82 
The 1919 essay on Zaitsev, "Lifeless People", provides further evidence of the influence of 
Nietzsche on Zoshchenko and of the simultaneous attraction and disgust that Zoshchenko 
felt for Nietzschian ideas. The essay is headed with a quotation from the Russian 
translation of Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra - "ECJIR TLI He IIT~a - He oTAwxaH 
BaA nponacTLIO" ("If you are not a bird, do not rest above the abyss"). The polemical 
orientation of the article as a whole is influenced by Nietzsche's command to "remain true 
to the earth", and the article refers to the Nietzschian concept of the Supennan: the free, 
strong man to whom everything is permitted. In its condemnation of the fantastical and 
decadent aspects of contemporary literature, Zoshchenko's argument resembles the section 
80 G. B. Filippov (ed.), "Lichnost' M. Zoshchenko po vospominaniiam ego zheny (1916-
1929)" in N. A. Groznova (ed.), Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii, p. 
52. 
81 Ibid, p. 59. This quotation appears in Vera Zoshchenko's memoirs: it does not appear in 
the version printed in V. Von Wiren (ed.), Neizdannyi Zoshchenko (see note below). 
82 M. Zoshchenko, "Bogi pozvoliaiut" (1918), in V. Von Wiren (ed.), Neizdannyi 
Zoshchenko, Ann Arbor: Ardis, (n.d.) p. 26. 
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of Thus Spoke Zarathustra called "Of Poets", in which Zarathustra exclaims, "How 
weary I am of all the unattainable that is supposed to be reality. Alas, how weary I am of 
the poets ( ... ) All their harp jangling is to me so much coughing and puffing of 
phantoms".83 
The article draws a comparison of two extremes of the "crisis of individualism". On the 
one hand there are Zaitsev's characters, "in love with death", without desire or energy, 
whom Zoshchenko sees as symptomatic of a general spirit of lifelessness in Russian 
literature. On the other hand there is the character regarded by Zoshchenko as the only 
exception to this rule, the eponymous hero of Mikhail Artsybashev's Sanin, a portrait of a 
Nietzschian "god-man" unfettered by traditional morality. For Zoshchenko, Sanin stands 
out from the crowd of lifeless heroes by virtue of his strength and lust for life, despite the 
fact that he is "an absolute scoundrel and an egoist": 
BTax. MHe Xa>KeTCjI. ~ITO Bce Y>Ke YMep31K. aBTOp paCCXa3l.tBaeT 
HaM 06 yMepwHX. a >KH3Hb ~eT JIHWb no HHep~HH. 6e3 B031K K 
>Ke31aHHjJ: He)f(HBLIX JIlO~eH. caMa C060H ( ... ) 
( ••• ) KaXOH-TO 3aXOH 3eM31H 3aCTaB31jleT liTO-TO ~e31aTh. xy~a-To 
~TH. HO HeT CBoeH B031H. HeT CBOHX >Ke31amm. Bce npOXO~HT. Bce 
IIJIl.tBe r ( ••• ) 
( ••• ) H Xa>KeTCJi. JIHWb O~HH CHJIbm.IH 'tIeJIOBelC BO BceH JIHTepaType -
ap~LI6aweBCXH:H CaHHH. 
KaK >Ke crpaHHO H RaK 6031e3HeHHO npe310MHJIaCh B cep~~e 
pYCCKoro IIHca TeJIJi H~ejl. C03~aHHa.Sl HH~HBH~ya31H3MOM 0 
CB060~HOM H CHJILHOM lIeJIOBeKe. CHJIhmtH lIe310BeK. KOTOPOMY BCe 
n03BOJIeHO. rp.sI~yu.rmi 'leJIOBeK-Bor 06pUHJICjI B COBepweHHeHwero 
nO~31eqa H 3rOHCTa. A pa~ocTb ero >KH3HH - B HCKaHHe yrex H 
Hac31a>K~eHHif. Hero 311060Bb - B xy31hT TeJIa. Ho CaHHH - 3TO 
MeHbwHHcTBO, 3TO 31KWh O~Ha xpaitHocTb ~HB~ya31H3Ma. ~pyrajl 
crpawHee. ~pyra.sI nycroTa. CMepTHa.Sl TOCKa H CMepTb ( ••• ) 
Ap~LI6aweB K 3aiiqeB - ~Ba PYCCKHX HHTe31JIHI'eHTa C ~BYM.SI 
xpaHHHMH 6031lIHldMH H~ejlMH cB060~Horo OT BCjlKOH MOpa31H 
'tfe310BeKa. 
83 F. Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, ed. and trans. R. J. Hollingdale, London: 
Penguin, 1969, p. 151. 
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H nepSLIH C03AaJI nOAJIoro CaHHHa, STOPOR, SJIl06JIeHHOrO S 
CMepTh.B4 
In this article, as in "The Gods Allow", a troubled attitude to Nietzschian ideas is evident. 
Zoshchenko shows serious reservations about the "morbid" incarnation of the Nietzschian 
superman in the figure of Sanin. Sanin is, as far as Zoshchenko is concerned, a scoundrel 
and an egoist, but at the same time he is less terrible than the alternative - the lifeless man. 
The article indicates that the character of Sanin is a possible literary precursor of 
Zoshchenko's "beast" figures. 
Sanin caused a literary scandal when it was published in 1907. Many regarded the novel 
as immoral and pornographic. It describes the conflict that arises when the hero, Vladimir 
Sanin, a man who has renounced Christian morality, returns from his travels to his home 
town in provincial Russia. Once there, he begins to influence a group of young, educated 
people with his belief in free love and freedom from moral constraints. The conflict centres 
on two positions, represented by Sanin on the one hand and by the student Iurii 
Svarozhich on the other. Sanin's philosophy is one of pure hedonism: 
jI 3HaEO OAHoro: SI >KHBy H X oqy, 'tITo6bl >KH3Hh He 6blJIa AJISI MeD 
My"eHHeM ( ••• ) AJISI 3Toro HaAO npe>KAe Bcero YAOBJIeTBOpHTh CBOH 
eCTeCTBeHHble >KeJIaHHSl C ••• »)I(eJIaHHSl - 3TO BCe! 85 
Sanin is frequently described using animal imagery: his sister shudders when he is near 
her, sensing the "approach of an invisible beast". His most significant amoral act is his 
seduction of the heroine Zinaida Karsavina, who is in love with another man, Iurii 
Svarozhich. 
Svarozhich is Sanin's opposite in the novel, a man of conscience who tortures himself with 
questions about personal honour, virtue and the meaning of life, earning the nickname of 
"the knight of the rueful countenance" from his sister. For Svarozhich, philosophical and 
political questions are more important than anything else. He is treated with a certain 
amount of sarcasm by the author. For instance, we are told that he believes "it is better and 
cleverer to be unhappy than to be cheerful" ("CI<y'tlaTh JIy'tlwe H yMHee, 'tIeM 
BeCeJIHThcSI"). Svarozhich's code of honour does not allow him to satisfy his desires; he 
counters Sanin's philosophy with the argument that people are not "senseless beasts" (" 
84 A. I. Pavlovskii, "Stat'ia M. Zoshchenko 0 B. K. Zaitseve", in N.A. Groznova (ed.), 
Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii. p. 46. 
8S M. Artsybashev, Sanin, (1907). repro Letchworth: Bradda. 1969, p. 88. 
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JIlO~H He 6eCCMLICJIeHHLIe 3BepH H ~omKHLI HanpaBJI,SITb CBOH >KeJIaHRSI IC ,lto6py H 
He ~aBaTb HM BJIaCTH Ha~ C060H").86 
Whereas Sanin is self-assured and unshakeably confident throughout the novel, Jurii goes 
from crisis to crisis, constantly doubting his own beliefs and finding that his lofty 
demands of both himself and others cause suffering to everyone. Jurii falls in love with 
Karsavina, and his feelings are reciprocated, but Jurii, disgusted by the evidence of his own 
animal nature, is unwilling to consummate his love. He then has a premonition of what his 
future will be like if he continues to deny his own nature - "no light, no dark, pale, empty 
and deadly slow" ("H B,ltpyr ,SICHO B~eJI IOpd 6JIeAHLIH XOJIO~HLIH AeHb 6YAy~eH 
>KH3HH cBoeH. HH CBeTa. HH TDMLI: nycTo, 6JIe~HO H MeAJIeHHO MeAJIeHHol"), upon 
which he kills himself, deciding that it is better to die than to live such a life. 
There are significant differences between Artsybashev's portrayal of the conflict between 
Sanin and Svarozhich and Zoshchenko's treatment of the theme of the "beast" and the 
"lifeless man" in his early work. Artsybashev's novel is primarily about ideological 
conflict. The drama of Sanin is played out entirely among educated, welJ-to-do people. 
Artsybashev takes pains to portray his hero not as an unthinking scoundrel but as an 
intelligent man with his own moral system, which he believes is the best for humanity as a 
whole. This is clear from the contrast between Sanin and another character in the book, the 
officer Zarudin, who is portrayed in a very different light. Though Zarudin is as much of a 
scoundrel ("Mep3aBe~") as Sanin, he acts from instinct rather than from moral conviction: 
as a result he has less authority than the hero. Sanin shows compassion for the "ruined" 
Karsavina after he has seduced her, knowing that she will suffer because of her 
conscience, and makes utopian statements about the time when the whole of humanity will 
be free from its repressive yoke: 
- MHe Bce rpe3HTC,SI C'tIaCTJIHBOe BpeM.sI. ICor Aa Me)f(~y qeJIOSeICOM H 
C'tIaCTbeM He 6YAeT mrqero. I<or~a qeJIOBeIC CBo6oAHO H 6eCCTpaWHO 
6YAeT OTAasa TbC,SI BceM AOCTYIIHLIM HaCJIa)l(AeHH.SlM87. 
The "beast" characters in Zoshchenko's early stories are distinguished from Sanin by the 
fact that such questions have never entered their heads. There is no attempt in his stories to 
ennoble the characters of Grisha in "Love" the hero of "the Neighbour" and the railway 
engineer in "The Fish's Mate", or to justify their actions by placing them within a different 
moral scheme. Zoshchenko simply depicts them as unscrupulous characters with no sense 
86 Ibid, pp. 106-7. 
87 Ibid, p. 276. 
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that any point of view exists besides their own. For instance, the engineer in "The Fish's 
Mate" not only cuckolds the priest but delights in taunting both him and his wife. Chatting 
to the priest, the engineer asks why it is that these days people make insulting gestures 
when they see a man of the cloth ("6eceAY.sl Ha pa3HLIe TeMLI, HHTepeCOBaJIC.sl 
TOHl(OCT.slMH, K IIpHMepy: KaK H OTqerO nOBeJIOCL B HapoAe, "ITO IIpH BCTpe"le C 
AYX OBm:rM no no M AeJIae T 1£3 naJIL~eB WHW. ")88. After amusing himself with the 
priest's wife, he calls her an "old granny" ("CTapa.sl cTapyxa "). 
Another important characteristic ofZoshchenko's "beasts" is their social identity. A 
distinction is made between the backgrounds of the "beast" and the "lifeless man", and the 
fact that their paths cross is explained largely by the revolution and by communal housing. 
Grisha in "Love" has become rich and has new-found confidence that enables him to 
approach Nataliia. In "The Neighbour" the action takes place in a shared house where the 
heroine Marina and her husband live together with the simple lad from the country, 
("npOCTOH ,ltepeBeHcKHH napeHL ") who has decided to take an office job. In "The Fish's 
Mate" the railway engineer is a new tenant whom the priest is forced to house. 
A story that marks a further development of the theme of the "beast" and "lifeless man" in 
Zoshchenko's work is the story "Madonna" ("Ma,ltoHHa ") (1923). "Madonna" takes the 
form of a diary by the civil servant Vinivit'kin, a hero who bears characteristics of both 
Zoshchenko's "types". The story is a loose reworking of the theme of Gogol's "Nevskii 
Prospekt". Like Piskarev in Gogol"s story, Vinivit'kin falls in love with a woman he sees 
on the street and later finds out that she is a prostitute. Vinivit'kin wants to portray himself 
as a disappointed idealist like Piskarev, but beneath his romantic posturings beats the heart 
of Gogol"s anti-hero Pirogov. This "beast" character who fancies himself as a "lifeless 
man", is,Hke Ivan Filippovich in "A Peasant Talent", a prototype of the "author" character 
in the "Sentimental Tales". Vinivit'kin shares the convictions of Artsybashev's Sanin that 
insolence is seductive to women and that conventional morality is hypocritical and 
frustrates natural human desires. In such matters Vinivit'kin quotes his friend Sergei 
Petukhov (the hero of "A Funny Adventure") as an authority. However, the language in 
which Vinivit'kin and Petukhov express their thoughts is a world away from the 
authoritative tone of Sanin, let alone the emotional transports of Nietzsche. Despite the fact 
that Zoshchenko took Nietzsche's ideas seriously, the choice of Vinivit'kin as a 
spokesperson for Nietzschian sentiments shows how different Zoshchenko's purpose is 
from that of Artsybashev before him: 
88 M. Zoshchenko, "Ryb'ia samka", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 1 p. 97. 
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,l{a. HLIHlle HpaBCTBeHHOCTh 'tIepecqyp ynaJIa. Cepe>Ka neTYXOB 
rOBOpHT. tlTO 6Y,ltTO 3TO BCer,lta IIOCJIe peBOJIJOIUfH. Hy ,lta MHe 
HanneBa Th. IIp.sIMO CI<a>KY. MHe ,lta>Ke elite JIy'tlwe. ,l{a .sI ,ltYMaJO. tlTO 
BceM JIy'tlwe. ,lta TOJIhKO IIpHI<H,ltLIBaIOTC.sI. nO,ltJIe~LI. 89 
KOHe'tIHO. tlTO I<aCaeTC.sI JII06BH. TO .sI He Toro, He ,ltOBep.sIJO 3TOMY 
qyBCTBY, COMHesaJOCh, IIp.sIMO CI<a>KY. B HeM. JIJO,ltH C SLICWHM 
06pa30samreM. IIpHBaT-,ltO~eHTLI KaICHe-mroY,lth. I<OHe'tIHO, OTp~aTh 
Ha'tIHYT. CKa>KYT. 'tITO JIl060Sh, TO'tIHO. cyliteCTsyeT, O,ltHaI<O. MO)KeT 
OHa H TO'tIHO cyliteCTsyeT. I<aI< OTSJIeqeHHOe .sIBJIemre. ,lta TOJIhI<O MHe 
HannesaTh Ha 3TO. IIp.sIMO CI<a>KY. $I 3a n.sITh JIeT peBOJIIO~HH. MO>KHO 
CI<a3a Th. Ha OOLITe IIpOCJIe,ltHJI: e>KeJIH nHTaHHe. CICa>KeM. 
IIOcpe,ltCTBeHHoe. HeBa>KHOe nHTamre. TO HHI<aKOH JIJ06BH He 
cyliteCTByeT. 6y,lth XOTh 6LI 3HaI<OMLI C HaHBeJIHI<OJIeIIHeiwei ,ltaMoi. 
a qyTh nHTamre YJIY'tlwaeTC.sI. qyTh, CI<a>KeM, ryc.sI C I<awei CDeJI. 
IIopocema BKyCHJI - a IIo>KaJIyicTa - n033HH XOtleTC.sI. 3BYI<OB. 
JIl060BHOe TOMJIemre. O,ltmrM CJIOBOM. 90 
The theme of the beast and the lifeless man comes to the forefront of Zoshchenko's work 
again in the "Sentimental Tales", this time with a much greater emphasis on the figure of 
the lifeless intelligent. The central triangle of the beast, the lifeless man and the woman is 
found again in "The Goat", in which the hero Zabezhkin is routed by the railway engineer. 
The same pattern is seen again in "People", in which Belokopytov's wife leaves him for 
the brutish neighbour Egor Konstantinovich larkin. who exhibits the same rough virility of 
the early "beast" characters and the typical physical attribute of the bull neck ("WHpOKa.sI 
cpmypa C 6LI't1a'tlheii weeii"). He takes a similar role in the development of events, too, 
becoming the lover of Belokopytov's wife Nina and finally the father of her child. 
The "Sentimental Tales" show closer parallels with Sanin than Zoshchenko's earlier 
stories. Like Artsybashev's work, a number of the tales centre on the figure of an isolated, 
educated man questioning his most dearly held beliefs about his own humanity. 
Artsybashev's hero lurii Svarozhich, with his inner struggles and his search for meaning, is 
a forerunner of "lifeless" heroes like such as ZotovlZoshchenko from "Wisdom", 
Belokopytov from "People", Perepunchik from "Apollon and Tamara" and Kotofeev from 
"A Terrible Night". In the "Sentimental Tales", Zoshchenko reiterates some of the central 
points of Iurii's crisis in Artsybashev's novel. For instance, at one point in Sanin Iurii. 
89 M. Zoshchenko, "Madonna", Ibid, p. 119. 
9OIbid, p. 120. 
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upon accidentally stepping on a frog in the dark and killing it, suddenly feels that his own 
life is as meaningless as the frog's and that the complicated network of relations that he 
has imagined to exist between him and the world is in fact nonsense: 
~3151 MHpa B ero OrpOMHOM ~e310M, Bce ero MYlIHTe31:bHeHWHe H 
HCKpeHHeHWHe nepe>KHBaHH5l TaK )l(e H He CYLL\eCTBYIOT, UIC H 3TH 
HeBeAoMwe CTpaAaHH5l Ma31eH:bICOrO )l(HBOTHoro. Bo06pa)l(a51. 'ITO ero 
CTpaAaHWI. ero yM Hero A06po H 3310 Y)I(aCHO Ba)l(HLl ICOMy-HH6YA:b, 
KpOMe Hero caMoro. OH HaPO'IHO H 6eCCMWC31eHHO nne31 KaKYJO-TO 
CJIO)l(HYIO CeT:b Me)l(AY C060H H MHpoM. 91 
In Zoshchenko's Apollon and Tamara" Apollon Perepunchik embarks on a similar train of 
thought about the emptiness and uselessness of human life and the fabrications that are 
invented to give it meaning: 
OH AYMa31 0 'Ie310Be'leCI<OM cYLL\eCTBOBamm, H 0 TOM, 'ITO '1eJIOBeIC 
TaK )l(e He31enO H HeHY)I(HO cYLL\eCTByeT, I<aIC )l(YIC HJIH ICYICYWICa, H 0 
TOM. 'ITO '1eJIOSe'leCTSO. BeC:b MHp. AOJI}KHO H3MeHHT:b CBOJO }KH3H:b 
AJI51 Toro. '1T06 HaHTH nOICOH H c'lacne H AJI$! Toro. 'IT06w He 
nOABepra T:bC$! TaICHM CTpaAaHH5lM. KaIC np0H30WJIO c HHM ••• 
Like Svarozhich, Apollon Perepunchik grows convinced that the complicated web 
("CJI O}KHa$! ce T:b ") between himself and the world - the idea of the human soul - is a 
pointless fabrication. Like Svarozhich, he fails to see what differentiates a human life from 
that of a frog or a worm. In a conversation with his aunt he asks her if she thinks a 
monkey or a dog has a soul. If so, he asks, doesn't it follow that a worm has a soul? As his 
aunt protests "don't blaspheme", Apollon presses on with his argument, asking: if you cut 
a worm in half and both halves carry on living, what has happened? Are there two souls 
where once there was one?: 
HeTY. 3HallHT. HHKaKOH AYWH. 'ieJIOSeK - 3TO ICOCTH H M.slCO ••• OH H 
nOMHpaeT. KaIC nOCJIeAU51 TSap:b. H pO)l(AaerCJl. KaIC Tsap:b ... ToJI:bICO 
'ITO )l(HBeT nO-BLlAYMaHHoMY. A eMY HY}KHO nO-APyroMY )l(HT:b. 92 
In another scene from Sanin, Iurii remembers how the consumptive student Semenov was 
able to enjoy "trivial" pleasures such as boating on the river and girls' beautiful bodies 
91 M. Artsybashev, San in, p. 105. 
92 M. Zoshchenko, "Apollon i Tamara", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, pp.42-3. 
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("ICa TaHbe Ha JIo,l{xe H XpaCHBLIe Ten a ,l{eByweIC") while staring death in the face. 
Whereas he once found Semenov hard to understand, Svarozhich now has a flash of 
insight: 
TenepL IOpliH JIerxo nOKSlJI. ~TO Bce 3TH nyCT.sIXH ••• 6LIJIH >KlOHbIO -
HaCTO.sIll.\eH. nOJIHOH 3aXBa TLIBalOU4HX nepe>KHBam H BJIexyll.\HX 
HaCna>K,l{emm >KH3HbIO. a Bce BenHICHe nOKSlTH.Sl 6LIJIH JIHWL nyCTLIMH 
( ••• ) ICOM6HHa~H.SlMH cnOB H MLICJIeH. 93 
A similar moment of insight is experienced by the hero of "Wisdom", Ivan Zotov (whose 
name was changed to Zoshchenko in the 1931 editions of the story): 
Ax. - rOBOpHJI OH. - xax .sI 6wz rJIynl KaIC rJIynl Hy XOMY pa,l{OCTL 
OTToro. ~TO .sI He6pHT H BOJIOCLI MOH ,l{0 IIJIe~? KOMY 3TO HY>KHO. 
~T06LI .sI npe3HpaJI JIIO,l{eH H BeCL MHp. H Bce cYll.\eCTBOBaHHe7 lta 
HHICOMY He HY>KHO. Ho .sI TenepL 3HaIO. xax >KHTL. $I CMelO Teneph 
)KUTL. MY,l{POCTL He B TOM. ~T06bI JIlO,l{eH npe3Hpa TL. a B TOM. ~T06bI 
,l{eJIaTL TaICHe >Ke nyCT.siICH. ICaIC OHH ••• XO,l{HTL IC napHICMaxepy. 
cyeTHTLC.sI. ~eJIOBa Th >KeHll.\HH. nHTh, noxyna TL caxap. BOT MY,l{pocn •• 
94 
The inner struggles depicted in San in and the "Sentimental Tales" take place against a 
very different backdrop. lurii is fighting with an idea suggested to him by one man, not 
with the entire atmosphere in which he lives. The heroes of "People" and other tales are 
struggling against a world in which there is no place for them. Whereas the drama between 
"beast" and lifeless man was played out in sexual terms in Sanin and in Zoshchenko's 
earliest stories, the sexual motif has become demoted in the "Sentimental Tales", and the 
arena of competition is that of work and money. The "lifeless man" in these stories feels 
his inadequacy due to his lack of an honest trade. In "People", for instance, Belokopytov's 
panic begins with a realisation that his fluent mastery of Spanish and basic knowledge of 
electricity will not help him to find a job. He then begins to feel that life is a deadly 
struggle for survival :"EMY ICa3aJIOCL TenepL, 'ITO >KH3Hb, 3TO ICaICa.si-TO 
CMepTeJIhHa.si 60ph6a 3a IIpaBO CYll.\eCTBOBaTL Ha 3e MJIe ".9S When his wife leaves 
him for larkin, he feels only relief that the financial burden of looking after her is no 
longer on his shoulders. Lack of an honest trade is similarly a cause of shame for 
93 M. Artsybashev, Sanin, p. 106. 
94 M. Zoshchenko, "Mudrost"', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh , v. 2, p.50. 
9S M. Zoshchenko, "Liudy", Ibid, P 73. 
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Perepunchik. who is chastised by the signalman who finds him lying on the railway line: 
"KaI< >Ke 3TO, 6paT, 6e3 peMeCJIa-TO >KHT&?9TO,.sr Te6e CI<a>KY, HeMLICJIHMO 
xy ~o! 'tIeJIoseI<Y HY>KHO HenpeMeHHo nOHHMa T& PYI<OMeCJIO". 96Kotofeev becomes 
temporarily deranged at the thought that an electric triangle has been invented and he has 
effectively been made redundant. Siniagin is unable to find a good job because he has no 
particular skill and doesn't know how to do anything - "OH He HMeJI HHKaI< OK 
cne~HaJI&HOCTH H, B CYIl.\HOCTH, He YMeJI HHtlero ~eJIaT&" (M.S .• p. 127). "He YMe.sr 
mrqero ~eJIaT& H He 3Ha.sr HHICaI<OH cne~HaJI&HOCTH, OH HMeJI, I<OHe\IHO, MaJIO 
waHCOB nOJIYllHT& npHJI~1O pa60TY" (M.S., p.133). 
In connection with the demoting of the sexual theme in the "Sentimental Tales" marriage is 
seen primarily as a route to stability in the later stories. In several cases the hero is 
dependent on a woman for his home: landladies and their daughters are significant figures 
in a number of the tales. Zabezhkin seeks to marry his landlady for the sake of a goat that 
holds the promise of economic stability. Bylinkin's engagement to his landlady's daughter 
gives him a claim on the house in which he has been a lodger. Kotofeev has married his 
. landlady, who constantly laments that she is saddled with him. In "The Lilac is in Flower" 
the hero's own mercenary marriage leads him to suspect everybody of the same selfish 
motives. 
Whereas in early stories such as "The Neighbour" and "Love" the drama is between 
individuals. the dynamic of the "Sentimental Tales" is different: in these stories the hero 
tends to be a solitary character in a hostile world (though "Apollon and Tamara", "People" 
and "Wisdom" all feature a kind. 01der woman who takes on a maternal role in relation to 
the hero). The typical "beast" characteristics of cynicism and selfishness are more 
diffusely spread among various minor characters, creating a generally hostile atmosphere. 
One such character is the muzhik in the signalman's hut in "ApoJlon and Tamara" who 
says ofthe hero: "H3 ~BOp.srH ( ... ) KpOB& Y HHX HHKaKa.Sl .... )KHT& He MorYT".97 In 
"Wisdom" the hero dies on the eve of a party. His guests arrive and. hearing that the host 
is dead. leave one by one. but not before trying the food he had prepared. ("npH 3TOM, 
I1pOXO~JI MHMO CTOJIa, ~aMLI 6paJIH IIO OtJ;HOH rpywe WIH no Jl6JIOKY, a MY>K'lHHLI 
KywaJIH no KyCI<y ceMrH WIH BLIIlHBaJIH no plOMKe MaJIarH.") The last guest even 
gets angry with the host for dying on him after he has cancelled another engagement.98 In 
the dramatic denouement of "A Terrible Night" Kotofeev falls on his knees and pleads 
with passers-by to take pity on him. but instead they tum on him: 
96 M.Zoshchenko, "Apollon i Tamara", Ibid, p. 46. 
97 Ibid. p. 47. 
98 M. Zoshchenko. "Mudrost''', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2. p. 57. 
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- nL.suwii :no - C Y,l{OBOJILCTBHeM CI<a3aJI I<TO-TO B TOJIne. -
HamoaJIc.sJ:. 'tIepT. B 6Y,l{eH ,l{eHD. Her Ha HID( 3aIi~OHaI ( ••• ) 
- KPOH ero. po6.sJ:! XBa TaH - 3aBWI nO-TO HCTOWHLIM rOJIOCOM (00.) 
C3a,l{H ,l{HI<O YJIloJIlOI<a.sJ: H XJIOIIa.sI HoraMH no rp.sI3H. 6e>KaJlH JlIO~H. 99 
Most of all, though, the difference in the portrayal of the conflict between the thinking hero 
and indifferent world in San in and in the "Sentimental Tales" is apparent in the language 
in which the stories are written and the persona that acts as the narrative authority in each 
case. 
Artsybashev's repetitive style, with its strings of nouns and adjectives and its constant 
repetition of words like "nepe>KHBaHH.sI", "CTpa,l{aHH.sI", "TOMJIeHHe" and 
"HacJla>K,l{eHH.sJ:". is exactly the sort of writing that Zoshchenko referred to as the "half 
worn-out language of the intelligentsia". In the situations depicted by Artsybashev, 
gardens, nightingales and moonlit trips in boats feature heavily. By contrast, Zoshchenko's 
exposition of the same problems is couched in a voice that mixes a parody of this style 
with the down-to-earth tones of Vinivit'kin in "Madonna" or Ivan Filippovich in "A 
Peasant Talent". Whereas in Sanin romanticism is questioned against a backdrop that 
confirms the existence of beauty, in the "Sentimental Tales" the very words in which the 
heroes' stories are told reinforce the anti-romantic message and present a sober and 
prosaic view of the world as a foregone conclusion. This can be seen in a passage from 
"What the Nightingale Sang About", which is quite possibly a hidden allusion to a similar 
passage in Sanin • Both extracts describe how the heroine, as part of a romantic courtship, 
asks what a nightingale is singing about. A comparison of the two passages illustrates very 
clearly the enormous difference between Artsybashev's and Zoshchenko's artistic worlds. 
This is the passage from Sanin: 
CSHCT COJIOBb.sJ: 3BOHI<O HanOJIH.sIJI JIec, OT,l{aSaJICJl TpeJIblO Ha,l{ 
3a,l{YM'ClRBOH peI<OH H HeCC.sI Ha~ JIyraMH. r~e B JIYHHOM TYMaHe 
VTI<O 3aCTO.sIJIH TpaBJ.I H ~BeTJ.I, B ~aJIb H BBepx I< XOJIO,ltHOMY 
3Se3,l{HoMY He6y. 
-0 'tIeM OH noeT? - OII.sITb cnpOCHJ1a JI.sJ:JI.sJ: ( ••• ) 
-0 JIl06BH I<OHe'tIHol, nOJIYWYTJIHBO, nOJIycepbe3HO. OTBeTHJ1 
PJl3aHI.leB. 100 
99 M.Zoshchenko, "Strashnaia noch"', Ibid, p. 103. 
100 M. Artsybashev, San in, pp. 48-9. 
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This is from Zoshchenko's story: 
9ro 6WIO s caMLIH pa3rap, s caMuH HaHBLICWHH MOMeHT KXHero 
~BCTBa, KOfAa BLIJIHHI<HH C 6apLIwHeH YXOAHJIH 3a ropoA H AO HO'IH 
6pOAHJIH no 31ecy. H TaM, C31ywa.sr CTpeKOT 6YKaweK HJIH neHHe 
C0310Bb.sr, nOAo31ry CTO.sr31H B HenoABIDKmIX n03ax. H TorAa JIIOOtU<a, 
3a31aMLIBa.sr PYKH, He pa3 cnpaWHBa31a: 
- Bac.sr, KaK BLI AYMaeTe, 0 lleM IIoeT :nOT COJIOBeH7 
Ha 'ITO Bac.sJ: BWIHHI<HH 06LAHO OTSella31 CAep>KaHHO: /Kpa Tb XOlleTC.sr, 
OTToro H IIoeT. 
H T031bKO nOTOM, HeCK031hKO YCBOHBWHCh ~ nCKX0310rHeH 6apLIWHeH, 
BLIJIHHI<HH OTBe'la31 6031ee nOAP06HO H TYMaHHO. OH npeAno31ara31, 
tiTO IIT~a noeT 0 KaKOH-TO 6YAYU4eH H npeKpaCHOH >KIOHH. 101 
In Sanin Artsybashev hints that Svarozhich is unable to be happy because he is unable, 
ultimately, to rid himself ofthe "complex web" that he has "deliberately and senselessly" 
woven between himself and the world. Similarly, in the "Sentimental Tales", Zoshchenko's 
"lifeless" heroes become increasingly aware that they are excluded from the world because 
of a fatal flaw in their nature or their attitude to life. In the stories "People", "Apollon and 
Tamara" and "Wisdom" the central protagonist becomes aware at a critical moment that he 
has not lived as he should have done. Apollon Perepunchik feels that he would not be 
suffering if he had lived differently. In the throes of an unhappy love affair, he is visited by 
the thought that he has not lived as he ought to have done ("OH IIorH6aeT, s CY~HOCTH, 
He OT Hee, a IIorH6aeT OTToro 'ITO OH He TaK >KHJI, KaK HY>KHO")I02. Ivan 
Zoshchenko, after living the life of a recluse for years, comes to realise that he has been 
mistaken in keeping aloof from those around him: "KaK .sr 6wz r31YIII Kar rJIynl ( ••• ) Ho 
.sJ: Teneph 3HalO, KaK >KHTh". Belokopytov realises that none of the values he held dear 
before the revolution will help him to carve out a niche for himself in the new order 
(" ••• sce, 'ITO OH pam,we C'lHTaJI HAea310M: >Ka310CT:b. seJIHlCoAYWHe. 
BpaBCTBeHHOCTh - Bce ~TO He CTOHT JIOMaHOro rpowa H BLIe,lteHHOrO rypHHoro 
.sr~a. Bce ~TO - >KaJIKHe n06p.srKYWKH, AocToihme ceHTHMeHTaJI&HOH lPaJI:bWHBOH 
~IIoxe.")103. In all three cases the hero's "flaw" is his emotional complexity, his idealism-
in a word, his intelligentnost'. Each of the three comes to believe that the answer lies in 
simplifying his nature, in breaking the "complex web" that he has "deliberately and 
senselessly" woven between himself and the world. For Ivan Zoshchenko in "Wisdom" 
101 M. Zoshchenko, "0 chern pel solovei", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 122. 
102 M. Zoshchenko, "Apollon i Tamara",lbid, p. 43. 
103 M. Zoshchenko, "Liudi", Ibid, p. 77. 
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the answer is to become like everyone else and to do the same "trivial" things that 
everybody does: (liMy ~pOCTD He B TOM, 'ITo6w JUo~eH npe3Hpa TL, a B TOM, 'ITo6w 
~eJIa TL TalCHe >Ke nyCT$lICH. lCalC OHll"). Perepunchik of "Apollon and Tamara" finds 
solace in becoming a gravedigger and forgetting his artistic aspirations. Most dramatically 
of all, Belokopytov in "People" tries to tum himself into an animal. Far from a 
metamorphosis into a hard-hearted "beast", Belokopytov's transformation is an act of total 
self-effacement. When he finally disappears, Belokopytov's vanishing is compared to the 
disappearance of an animal ashamed to leave a trace of itself behind. 
Even a brief study of Zoshchenko is enough to convince the reader that the "lifeless" 
heroes in the early stories and in the "Sentimental Tales" are semi-autobiographical and 
that their dilemmas reflect struggles experienced by the author himself from his youth 
onwards. Two ofthe central protagonists in the "Sentimental Tales", Ivan Zoshchenko 
and Michel Siniagin, are referred to as "relatives" of the fictional author (and both, in fact, 
bear one of the real author's names). Zoshchenko's unhappiness at his own "lifeless" 
character are well chronicled in Before Sunrise and supported by letters and memoirs of 
his contemporaries. In one story in Before Sunrise, Zoshchenko remembers his mother 
telling him that he took after his father and grandfather and that he had a "closed heart".J04 
The comment in "Love" that the heroine chastises her husband, "He>KHBOH Twl c~eJIali 
'ITo-HH6Y,D;h", was actually a comment made to Zoshchenko by his wife Vera, and the 
story was partly based, according to Vera, on an episode from real life; the "courtship" of 
Vera by a young Commissar called Kolla Brykin, who apparently offered Zoshchenko 
money for her. 105 In one of his autobiographies Zoshchenko recalls the tendency towards 
hypochondria and melancholy that made it impossible for him to stay long in one place 
and drove him to volunteer to fight in the first world war. In a letter home from 
Arkhangel'sk, where he was posted in 1918, Zoshchenko wrote: "I have become a sort of 
Oblomov. No energy, No will. I feel that it is not myself, but fate that is pulling me on" 
("SI CTaJI lCaloR-To 06JIOMOB. HeT HI! 3HeprHH, HI! BOJIH. H He JI, cy,D;h6a TJlHeT 
MeHJI ICy ,D;a-TO ")106 .The scorn for the common herd recalled in Before Sunrise and 
portrayed in the misanthropic hero of "Wisdom" is also clearly evident in the letters from 
Arkhangel'sk. In one letter Zoshchenko likens the local woman to affected monkeys: 
104 M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, 
pp.543-4. 
lOS G.B. Filippov (ed.), "Lichnost' M. Zoshchenko po vospominaniiam ego zheny (1916-
1929)", in N. A. Groznova (ed.) Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii, St 
Petersburg: Nauka, 1997, p. 63. 
106 Zoshchenko,letter to O. Surina, 27 March 1918, in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.) Litso i 
maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 24. 
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"MHorHe H3 HHX 06e3b.SIln.z C CMeWHLIMH Y>KHMXaMH H 06e3b.sJ:HbHMH JIaCXaMH". 
"How my soul laughed at their ugliness" ("0, KaK CMe.sJ:JIaCb Aywa MO.sJ: BaA me 
6e306pa3HeM"), he writes. 107 
The period of the mid-twenties, when Zoshchenko was engaged on the "Sentimental 
Tales", also saw a dramatic worsening of his health, which reached a crisis in 1926. That 
year, Zoshchenko became acquainted with a book by Martsinovskii called The Battle for 
Strong Nerves (Bor'ba za zdorovye nervy) and became increasingly obsessed with the 
search for a cure for his depression and anxiety. Chukovskii saw Zoshchenko fairly often 
in the late 1920s and left several accounts which show how absorbed Zoshchenko was 
with his own health at the time. Zoshchenko vacillates between the euphoria of one who 
has discovered a sure road back to mental health and the bitterness of a confirmed 
misanthrope. On 5th August, 1927, Chukovskii describes Zoshchenko as looking "as 
though he had discovered a great truth" after having read Martsinovskii's book and 
regaling Chukovskii with advice from its pages ("Hy)f(HO 6wrh HAeaJIHCTOM, 
ouala ThC.sI or qecToJIlo6HBLIX )KeJIamm. nOAHSlTbC.sI AYWOIO BaA AP.sJ:3raMH"). 
However, as Chukovskii describes it, despite this new-found enthusiasm it is clear that 
Zoshchenko still finds the people and the life that surround him unbearable ("moAH eMY 
nO-IIpe>KHeMY npOTHBHLI. t .. ) BeCh oKPY)KalOl.l..um 6WT BW3WBaeT B HeM no-
npe)KHeMY raAJIHBOCTh ").108 On the 23rd of August that same year Chukovskii records 
another depressing conversation with Zoshchenko, who told him that his sickness left him 
unable to do anything ("$I HlNero He xoqy"; "~Ta TOWHOTa He AaeT MHe >KHTh H. 
rJIaBHOe, nHca Th "). 109 Like his "lifeless" heroes, Zoshchenko appears convinced that the 
flaw lies in himself and that he must change himself and become like other people. The 
melancholy character of the "Sentimental Tales" obviously bothers him: "$I AOJI)KeH 
HanHcan APyrylO KHHI'y. He TaKYIO. Kax CeHTHMeHTaJIhHLIe paCCKa3W [sicJ-
)KB3Hepa,ztoCTHyIO. nOJIHyIO JIl06BH K qeJIOBeKY, ,ztJI.sI 3Toro jf AOJI)KeH paHbwe 
Bcero nepe,zteJIaTL ce6.sJ:. $I ,ztOJI)KeH craTh, I<aK qeJIOBeK, I<aK ,ztpyrHe JIIO,ztH". 110. 
Zoshchenko talks of his "aim to be a normal person" ("cTaBKa Ha HOpMaJIhHOrO 
qeJIOBeKa"). The topic crops up again in conversation with Chukovskii in 1928. There are 
rather worrying echoes of Belokopytov's ideological conversion in Zoshchenko's assertion 
that one must live "like a good third-rate person" ("HaAo )f(HTh XOpOWHM TpeThHM 
COPTOM ••• eCJIH nJIOXOH paccKa3 HanHwy, Bce paSHo nellaTalO. H so,ztxy nblO".) 
107 Zoshchenko, letter to O. Surina, December 1917, in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.) Litso i 
maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 24. 
108Komei Chukovskii, Dnevnik 1901-1929, 2nd edn., p. 405. 
109lbid, pA09. 
110 Ibid, p. 409. 
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The conversation reminds Chukovskii of Leonid Andreev's claims about his wonderful 
health when he was mortally ill. I II In November 1927 Zoshchenko confesses that he is as 
depressed as ever: "Y MeIDl TaKa.sI TOCKa, ~TO .sI Y>Ke TpeTDIO HeJl:eJIIO He 
IIpm<acalOCL K nepy. JIe>KY B nOCTeJIH H ~TalO nHCLMa rorOJI.sI, H HHKoro 10 
JIIOAeii BHJl:eTL He Mory". Given the inevitable return of his depression, Zoshchenko's 
occasional bursts of optimism are unconvincing: "His enthusiasm gave me the creeps" 
("Ero 60APOCTL MHe 6WIO >KYTKO"), remarks Chukovskii glumly. 112 
The change in Zoshchenko's attitude towards his own nature and his "aim to become a 
normal person" is shown in notes from Zoshchenko's diary. A comparison of entries from 
the period between 1917-1921 and from the 1930s shows a radical transformation in 
Zoshchenko's convictions about the desirability of being like a "normal person". In a note 
from the earlier period, Zoshchenko identifies "abnormality" as a moral and artistic goal: 
JIIO,ztH ,zteJI.sITC.sI Ha ~eJIOBeKono,zt06HLIX H qeJIOBera. 
nepBLIX 60JIWHHLCTBO, a nOToMY OHH HOpMaJILHLI B >KH3HH. 
qeJIOBeK - HeHOpMaJIeH. Bo BceM • 
.. ~-- HJl:HTe r 3TOH HeHOpMaJILHOcTH'- 9TO orpoMHoe,-r ~eMy Jl:OJI>KeH 
nOJl:OHTH ~eJIOBeK. 9TO He napaJl:OKC. 
HOpMaJILHDlH yMHpaeT OT HeCBapeHH.sI >KeJIy,ztKa. HeHOpMaJILHLIH - or 
6e3YMH.sI. ( ••• ) 
Pa3Be MO>KeT 6WTD ~To-HH6y,ztL xy>Ke HOpMaJILHoro? 113 
In the 1930s there is no such cavalier attitude to physical health. Instead. the notes are 
almost all medical in character, concerning the relative longevity of men and women. the 
effects of drink and drugs on the human organism and on neurasthenia. Included in them 
is the comment" I myself am incorrectly "charged" (A human being is a rechargeable 
battery).("H JI~O 3ap.sI>KeH HenpaBHJILHO (qeJIOBer - 3TO aKKYMYJI.sITOp). ")114. 
Whereas before 1921 Zoshchenko had written that "the path of the brain is the path of the 
pitiful five senses which embrace life in its stupid and sad banaIity" I IS. by the 1930s he 
takes this path and attempts to look at all questions "through the eyes of reason" rather 
III Ibid, p. 421. 
112 Ibid, pp. 424-5. 
113M. Zoshchenko, "Iz zapisei 1917-1921", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.)Litso i maska 
Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 113. 
114 M. Zoshchenko, "Iz zapisei 1930-1940". Ibid, p. 118. 
m M. Zoshchenko, !lIz zapisei 1917-1921", Ibid, p. 114. 
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than instinct or emotion. This leads to grotesque quasi-scientific pronouncements like the 
following: "Love. A sensual (erotic) state is communicated over a distance, by the eyes" 
("JI!060Bh. IIepe~aeTc,SI COCTO,SlHHe qyBcTBeHHoe (3pOTlNeCI(Oe) Ha paCCTO,SlHHe, 
rJIa3aMH"),l16 
The theme of the "lifeless" hero modelling himself after the normal, healthy "beast" in 
Zoshchenko's fiction reaches its peak in the story Youth Restored (1936), in which 
Zoshchenko gives free rein to his obsession with his own illness. The story of an elderly 
professor, Volosatov, who throws away all his moral principles and embarks on a love 
affair with his neighbour's daughter Tula, a brainless, selfish but young and sexy girl, is 
accompanied by lengthy notes in which Zoshchenko expounds his own theory of mental 
health. In principle, the commentary of Youth Restored propagates the idea that a man's 
health and happiness is in his own hands and apparently supports the professor's attempt 
to regain his youthful vitality. However, the story itself has a different impact. The hero is 
felled by a stroke after discovering that his mistress has been unfaithful. This calamity 
allows him to be reunited with the wife and daughter he neglected in his quest for lost 
youth. Volosatov comes closest to his daughter at the point when his morale is lowest 
following the stroke: "CJIe3LI nOl(aTHJIHCh H3 rJIa3 BaCHJIhl(a H OH, B3,S1B 3AoPOBOil 
PYICOH ee PYI(Y, nO~eJIOBaJI, I(al( 6LI npOC,SI npoU4eHHe". 117 In Volosatov's failure to 
successfully break with his own past and his emotional ties there is confirmation of his 
own humanity. In "People", too, the hero's failure to succeed in his quest to become first a 
scoundrel and then an animal is a sign of something innately human in him. Be]okopytov 
finds himself incapable of fighting his rival or of hating his wife. His plan to die in a 
struggle to the death first with the neighbour's dog and then with larkin, his rival, comes to 
nothing ("(os:) AYMaJI, tiro Y Hero HeT HH 3JIo6LI. HH HeHaBHCTH I( 3TOMY 
tleJIOBeICY. OH He Mor H He XoreJI IC HeMY nO~OHTH H y~apHTh. H CH,l{eJI Ha CTYJI 
H qyBcTBOBaJI ce6,S1 YCTaJILIM H He3~opoBLIM").1I8 The absence of jealousy or the 
desire for revenge may not have been regarded as "healthy" by Zoshchenko, but 
Belokopytov's "unhealthiness" is actually very touching. He is distinguished from larkin 
and Nina Osipovna by his essential kindness, which makes him rare among Zoshchenko's 
protagonists. 
The same is not true of the hero of "Michel Siniagin", who is revealed by his actions as 
something of a scoundrel. Siniagin's treatment of his aunt and his wife and child are 
116 M. Zoshchenko, "Iz zapisei 1930-1940", Ibid, p. 118. 
117 M. Zoshchenko, Vozvrashchennaia molodost', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v.3 
p.75 
118 M. Zoshchenko, "Liudi", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 87. 
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particularly "beastly". Whereas Belokopytov's lifelessness is indicative of his humanity, 
Siniagin is portrayed as a hollow man. In this respect he resembles Tiniakov in 
Zoshchenko's description - the "naked, beggarly, vile" animal who has covered himself 
with "tinsel". Siniagin is not the only apparently sensitive, cultured hero with feet of clay in 
Zoshchenko's work. The type appears very early in the story "Old Mother Wrangel" 
(1921). This story features a shallow, treacherous actor who describes himself as being "in 
the emotions business since I was a boy" ("c ~eTCXHX JIeT no nepe>KHBaHWIM")1I9 and 
who denies his relationship with the old lady who has been like a mother to him when she 
falls under political suspicion. Another forerunner of Siniagin is the engineer in the 1929 
story "The Lady with the Flowers" ("Dama so tsvetami"), published in The Blue Book as 
"Rasskaz pro damu so tsvetami". The story features as its hero an engineer Gorbatov, who 
claims that he is above the crude Soviet reality that surround him: 
$I, rOBopHT. qeJIOBeK rJIy60Ko HHTeJIJIHI'eHTHL1i'i. MHe. rOBopHT, 
~OCTYIIHO nOHHMamno MHorHX MHCTHlleclCHX H OTBJIeqeHHLtX KapTHH 
Moero ttel'Cl'Ba. H 5l. rOBopHT. He Mory Y ttOBJIeTBOp51TOC51 TOR 
rpy60H ~eHCTBHTeJILHOCTLlO, 6e~HocTOlO. cOKpa~eHHeM. KBapTHpHOH 
-'llJlaTOH H TaK ,l{aJIee.120 -
The lady with the flowers in the title is Gorbatov's girlfriend and is drowned in an accident 
. In his treatment of her after death the hero reveals his true colours: he squeamishly 
refuses to touch her face except with his shoe. Soon after the incident he leaves and takes 
up with another woman. The character of the engineer was clearly based on a real-life 
character who is described in Before Sunrise in an episode entitled "The Student with the 
Riding Crop". The sketch tells the story of a student, Oleg, and his girlfriend, who drowns 
herself. Oleg's indifferent reaction to her death makes him a target for victimisation from 
the local boys, including Zoshchenko: 
( ••• ) 3TOT CTY tteHT OJIer Ol!eHL JIerKO OTHeccSl K ee cMepTH. OH no-
npe)f(HeMY XO~HJI Ha IIpHCTaHH co CBOHM CTeKOM. CMe51JIC.Sl. mYTIfJl C 
TOBap~aMH. H ~a>Ke Cl'aJI yxa>KHBaTL 38 O~HOH KYPCHCTKoit 
CHMOl!K OH.121 
119 M. Zoshchenko, "Starushka Vrangel"'. in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh v. I, p. 105. 
120M. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh v. 3, p. 252. 
121M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, p. 
555. 
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Two details link Oleg with the hero of "Michel Siniagin", the riding crop and the girlfriend 
Simochka, and it seems likely that both Gorbatov and Siniagin were partly inspired by 
Oleg. Gorbatov and Siniagin are linked by Slonimskii, who describes "The Lady with the 
Flowers" and "Michel Siniagin" as the most scathing and satirical pieces that Zoshchenko 
ever. wrote: 
B nOBeCT5IX CBOHX 30~eHKo OCMeHBaeT Tex. I<TO mrqero He YMeeT 
,zteJIa Th. HO 3a TO nOJIOH HHKtleMHLIX. OTBJIetleHHLIX paCCY>KAemm. 9TH 
JIIOAH >KHBYT Y 30~eHKO B COBepweHHOH OTopBaHHOCTH OT peaJIhHOH 
>KH3HH. B «MYAPOCTH» ~HI'ypHpyeT CPHJIOCOCPCTBYIOIltHH 6e3,zteJILHHI<. 
OT,ztaJIRBWHHC5I OT JIIOAeH ( ... ) OH yMHpaeT OT y.ztapa B TOT ,zteHb. 
I<or.zta peWHJI BepHYThC5I B >KH3Hb. 
n03AHee 301lteHI<0 HanHcaJI «BocnOMHHaHH51 0 M. n. CHlUIrHHe». no 
CTpamm;aM 3TOH nOBeCTH rYJI5IeT 3a.ztYMtlHBa51 «6JIaropo.ztHa5l» 
JIHtlHOCTL. He HMelOllta51 HHKal<OH peaJILHOH ~eJIH B >KH3HH H JIHWeHHa51 
I<al<oH-mroYAL onpeAeJIeHHOH npocpeCCHH. 9TO He tleJIOBel<. a 
napo.ztHSI. c06Hpa TeJILmtH TBn 6e3,zteJIhHHKa. npH06peTwero 3Tal<HH 
HHTeJIJIHreHTCI<HH06JIHK H B AOpeBOJIIO~HOHHOH 6eJIJIeTpHCTHKe 
BJ.tCTa:SJI5I:swHHC5I HHor Aa Aa>Ke I<al< TBn nOJIO>KHTeJILHJ.tH. 9TO. 
IIO>KaJIyH. CaMa51 pe:3Ica.sl. CaMa51 H3Ae:saTeJILCI<a51 H3 noaeCTeH 
30lltemo. C HeH MO>KeT OClIOPHTb B 3TOM OTHoweHHH TOJIhI<O paCCI<a3 
«llaMa c ~:seTaMH» r.zte B caMOM OTBpaTHTeJIhBOM BH,lte nOI<a3aHa 
cpaJIhWL BLICIIpeHHHX «nepe>KHBaHHii» cyllteCTBYlOlltHX Y Melltamma 
TOJILI<O ,ltJI5I CaMOJII060BaHH51 H YMHJIeHH51 nepe,zt caMHM C060H.122 
Such an interpretation of Zoshchenko's "Michel Siniagin" initially appears perfectly 
acceptable, given that the character of the cold-hearted but pretentious idler appears more 
than once in Zoshchenko's work. Stories like "Michel Siniagin". invite a narrow reading 
according to which they could be regarded as attacks on acceptable political and moral 
targets, an interpretation that Zoshchenko himself was probably happy to promote. A still 
more blatant example of the negative portrayal of the Siniagin "type" can be found in 
Before Sunrise in the passage entitled "We Listen to a Poem" ("My slushaem poemu"). 
The sketch is one of several that precede the passage about Tiniakov; all of them are 
designed to show the ruling classes in pre-revolutionary Russia in an exclusively negative 
light. In "We Listen to a Poem", as in "The Lady with the Flowers", the immorality of 
representatives of the bourgeois intelligentsia is shown by a simple device: their coarse 
122M. Slonimskii, "Mikhail Zoshchenko", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia 0 
Mikhaile Zoshchenko, p. 100. 
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actions are shown to belie their fine words. This passage is an example of the type of 
crude propaganda that becomes quite common in Zoshchenko's later work: 
H3.51~Ha.51 rOCTlma.5l. WeJIKOBa.51 Me6eJIL. KpY>Kesa. TIOJIL. 
cpaplPOpOBLIe 6e3AeJIywKH. cppa~y3cKa.sI pe't{b. 
X03.51HH - 6JIeAHLIH, TOMHLIH, YCTaJILIH. HellTO AeKaAeHTCKoe B ero 
JIHlte. 
nJIaBHO >KeCTHKYJIHpY.sI, OH lIHTaeT CBOH CTHXU. OH lIHTaeT n03MY 0 
KaI<:OH-TO «nepBOHallalILHOH» KpacoTe. Ie IeOTOPOH AOJI>KHLI 
cTpeMHTLC.sI JIIOAH, 06 YToHlleHHoH cTpaAalO~eH Aywe. 6JIY>KAalOlLteH 
B rpy60M MHpe ( ... ) 
The remainder of the small tale concerns a quarrel that breaks out between the poet and his 
aunt about money that he is meant to give her on a regular basis. The poet says that the 
matter should be settled in court, and the aunt unexpectedly faints. When the aunt is 
carried out, one of the guests remarks how nice it is that one can escape from the "vulgar 
world" of such episodes into poetry (nKaICoH rpy6LIH MHpI H IeaICOe ClIaCTLe. liTO ero 
MO>KHO H36e>KaTL. OTropOAUTLC$l OT Hero n033ueH")123. 
The requirement for the literature of the unambiguous political statement that prevailed in 
the 1940s may have encouraged Zoshchenko to exaggerate the moral message of this 
story. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Zoshchenko was seriously troubled by the idea 
that culture is based on social inequality and that beautiful things have no right to exist 
side by side with misery, still less at the expense of others. Again, shame at his own past 
"mistakes" seems to be a driving force. For anyone acquainted with Zoshchenko's 
manuscript period it is not difficult to discern elements of his own youthful personality in 
the figure of the poet satirised in "We Listen to a Poem". It is clear from Zoshchenko's 
early letters and from Before Sunrise that Zoshchenko's own self-image was precisely that 
of a "refined and suffering soul wandering in a crude and ugly world". The portrait of the 
poet in "We Listen to a Poem" and the vicious portrayal in "Retribution" of the effete 
aristocrats in Mrs. Dubasova's entourage through the eyes of Kas'ianova could both be 
regarded as acts of self~criticism by Zoshchenko. 
The figure of the unprincipled, pretentious idler and dilettante was clearly a bugbear for 
Zoshchenko. He takes pains to dissociate himself from the image of the artist and writer as 
a romantic cavalier, and adopts an air of studied humility and craftsmanship when he talks 
123M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, pp. 
594 - 5. 
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of himself as a writer. He concentrates mainly on discussing the mistakes, the difficulties, 
the practical problems he encounters and his sense of duty to the reader. In the 
autobiography appended to Youth Restored he says very little about his artistic activity but 
describes at great length the many jobs at which he had tried his hand, including those of 
an instructor in rabbit and poultry breeding and a police inspector. He makes particular 
mention of his experience as a cobbler - evidently proud that he, unlike Apollon 
Perepunchik, can boast mastery of an honest trade. The amount of information that 
Zoshchenko supplies about his other jobs shows an intense desire to prove his 
"normality". Together with his army service, which he also takes pains to mention, the jobs 
give Zoshchenko credibility as a man who has seen the world. By contrast, he is fond of 
adopting an ironic attitude to his profession as writer which reveals the "literary guilt" he 
once wrote of to Gor'kii. For instance, in the same autobiography he jokes that his life has 
become boring since he became a writer: tIC Tex nop HaqaJIaCL MO~ JIHTepaTypHa~ 
cy ~L6a. H C Tex nop MepKHeT pa3Ho06pa3He MoeH >KH3HH". 124 
In the question of his attitude to work, Zoshchenko projects himself as quite the opposite 
of his creation Michel Siniagin, who is appalled at the thought that he might have to do 
work that he considers beneath him, such as digging turf. However, in other respects the 
two are much closer. Siniagin is an embodiment of the "lifelessness" referred to in the 
essay on Zaitsev: the "emptiness, deadly depression and death" ("nycrora, CMepTHa~ 
rOCKa H CMepTD ") which Zoshchenko felt in himself and with which he fought all his 
life. There is a striking similarity in the words Zoshchenko uses to describe Zaitsev's 
lifeless heroes (">KH3HD H~eT JIHWL no HHepllHH, 6e3 BOJIH H >KeJIaHWI"), Siniagin 
("OH weJI renepL, ~BHI'a~CL no HHepllHH, He HMe~ Ha 3TO HH BOJIH, HH OC060H 
OXOTLt") (M.S. p. 137) and himself during his time in Arkhangel'sk ("HeT HH 3HeprHH, 
HH BOJIH. H He .$I, cy ~L6a T~HeT MeH51 ICy,zta-To"). The hero of "Michel Siniagin" sits 
by passively while life strips him of everything. Like the lizard referred to by the narrator 
that sheds part of itself to remain alive, he "sheds" his wife, his child, his aunt, his dreams 
for the future, his view of himself as a poet, his home and his self-respect. We are 
constantly told that he did nothing to avert the catastrophe ahead of him: "H nOHHMaJl, 
"ITO OH xa THTCJI no~ ropy, MHweJIL CTapaJIC.sr Bce >Ke He ~yMa TL 06 3rOM H 
CKOJI!:IKO B03MO>KHO orr.srrHBau peWHTeJILm.rH MOMeHT"; "flOHHMa.sr, "ITO eMY He 
BLt6par!:lCJI H3 C03~aBweroc.sr nOJIO>KeHIDl, MHweJI!:I B~pyr ycnOICOHJlC,Sl H nOIIJILtJI 
DO Teqemno, MaJIO 3a6oT.srC!:I 0 TOM, qTO 6y~eT" (M.S. p. 133). "AHH WJIH 3a 
~HJlMH H MHweJI!:I HHqero He npe~IIpHHHMaJI" (M.S. 134)". Michel Siniagin's death, 
like that of Zoshchenko in "Wisdom", comes immediately after his will to live returns. 
124M. Zoshchenko, autobiography from Vozvrashchennaia molodost', in Iu. Tomashevskii 
(ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 14-5. 
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Such a fate may be intended as a warning against the conviction expressed in one of the 
rejected titles for "Michel Siniagin": "Life Begins the Day After Tomorrow". Siniagin and 
Zoshchenko wake up at the last moment to find that they have sleepwalked through their 
own lives. 
In the face of this overwhelming lifelessness, Michel's moral transgressions fade into 
insignificance - they are merely a consequence of his general deadness to the world about 
him. In this respect "Michel Siniagin" marks a new development in the treatment of the 
"lifeless hero". which is clearly shown by a comparison with "People". written six years 
earlier. While Belokopytov is shown to be engaged in an active struggle to survive and an 
attempt to make sense of the world around him, Michel sinks into destitution with bareJy a 
sign of emotion except for a moment or two of panic. The commentary drives this point 
home with the following remark in which the narrator criticises the Sentimental and 
psychological tendencies in Russian literature: 
ABTOpy Ka)KeTC.SI. 'ITO 3TO ~OpMeHHa.SI 6pexWl H B3~OP. Kor~a 
MHorHe H Aa)Ke 3HaMeHHTLIe IIHCaTeJIH OIIHCLIBaIOT pa3HLIe 
Tpora TeJILHLIe MyqeHIDI H nepe)KHBaHIDI OTAeJILHLIX rpa)l(~aH, 
nonaBWHX B 6e~y. WIH, CKa)KeM, He )KaJIe.SI Kpacox. OIIHCLIBalOT 
~yweBHoe COCTo.sume YJIH'lHOH )KeHll.4HHLI. HaxpytmBaJl Ha Hee 'lOPT 
3HaeT qero H y ~HBJI.SIIOTC.SI TOMY. qero y HHX nOJIyqaeTC.SI. 
ABTOP ~yMaeT, 'ITO HH'lero 3Toro no 6031bWeH 'laCTH He 6LIBaeT. 
)KH3Hb yCTpOeHa ropa3AO. xax 6LI cxa3a TL. IIpo~e. 31y'lwe H 
IIpHrO~HeH. H 6e3131eTpHCTaM OT Hee COBepweHHO MaJIO IIpoxy. 
H~d nepeCTaeT 6ecnOKOHTbCJI. xax T031LXO OH CTaHOBRTCJI 
~HM. MWIJIHOHep, npHBLIKHYB K CBOHM MHJI31HOHaM. TaIC)I(e He 
,ztYMaeT 0 TOM. 'ITO OH MHJI31HOHep. H ICpLIca. no MHeHHIO aBTopa. He 
CJIHWXOM CTpa,ztaer OT Toro. qro ORa ICpLIca. (M.S. p. 134.) 
Whether or not this statement reflects Zoshchenko's own beliefs, this is one of the most 
crucial statements in "Michel Siniagin". one of the philosophical pegs on which the story 
hangs, and an indication that Slonimskii's reading of the story as a moral tale is very 
limiting. It is almost certain that the idea that "a rat doesn't suffer because it is a rat" was 
prompted by the meeting with Tiniakov. who particularly horrified Zoshchenko because he 
appeared to accept his fate with equanimity. 
It is worth returning to the figure of Tiniakov at this point. in order to look at the particular 
slant that Zoshchenko put on his portrayal of the poet-beggar figure, both in his account of 
the meeting in Before Sunrise and in "Michel Siniagin". Zoshchenko's fictional reworking 
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of the character differs substantially from Tiniakov's own treatment of his predicament. 
This disparity is illustrative of one the central problems addressed in the "Sentimental 
Tales" and in "Michel Siniagin" in particular. 
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Part 5: "From Proud Poetry to Democratic Prose": The Theme of the Poet.Beggar 
in Tiniakov's Work and in "Michel Siniagin" 
Aleksandr Tiniakov was born in the provincial town of Orel in 1886. He left Orel for 
Moscow in 1905 and arrived in Petersburg in 1912, where he became acquainted with 
several important cultural figures of the day, including Merezhkovskii, Gippius - of whom 
he became a fervent disciple - and Blok. He published three collections of verses: Navis 
Nigra (1912), Triangle (Treugolnik) (1922) and Ego sum qui sum (Az esm' sushchii) 
(1925). Meanwhile, he kept himself alive by journalistic hack work. The poet was 
frequently led into trouble by his personal and ideological adventurism and became the 
centre of a scandal in 1916 when he was discovered to be working for both liberal and 
nationalist papers under different pseudonyms. Following his exposure he further fuelled 
his notoriety by publishing "Confessions of an Antisemite" ("Ispoved' antisemita") in the 
Petersburg paper Zhumal zhumalov. In his own autobiography Tiniakov blames this 
scandal, rather than the revolution, for his subsequent poverty, because it meant that he was 
ostracised by writers and journalists and could not publish his work anywhere. Soon after, 
in 1918, he returned to Orel and began to write socialist pamphlets and other propaganda. 
After returning to Petersburg in 1920 he continued to write poetry and criticism. 
According to Khodasevich, Tiniakov joined the Cheka as a "cultural worker" in the early 
1920s.125 At around that time, he began to beg on the comer of Liteinyi Prospekt and 
Nevskii Prospekt with a sign around his neck saying "writer". He married in 1928 but 
continued to beg. As a "declassed element" he was sent to a labour camp in 1929 but 
returned to Leningrad in the thirties, where he died in 1934. 
Now almost forgotten, Tiniakov appears to be notable chiefly for the fact that he was a 
writer who achieved neither popularity nor particular critical acclaim. Described in his own 
biography and in Khodasevich's obituary as one of life's "unfortunates"126, Tiniakov was a 
decadent when decadence was no longer fashionable. He has recently attracted renewed 
interest in Russia, but hardly on the grounds of his artistic merits. Gumilev described him 
as "one ofthe feeble intellectuals crushed by Briusov's armour"127. N. Bogomolov. the 
editor of a recent collection of his poems, presents Tiniakov as a mediocre artist whose 
work "only occasionally awakens in the reader a sensation of painful awkwardness", but 
whose work, for the most part ,"can be rated with "the good second -rate poetry of his 
.12SV. Khodasevich, "Neudachniki" (1935), in A. Tiniakov (Odinokii), Stikhotvoreniia, ed 
N. A Bogomolov, Tomsk: Vodolei, 1998, p. 9. 
126V. Khodasevich, "Neudachniki" and A. Tiniakov, "Otryvki iz moei biografii" (1925). 
Ibid. pp. 7-9 and pp.1O-6. 
127N. S. Gurnilev, Pis'ma 0 russkoi poezii, Moscow: Sovremennik, 1990, p. 162. 
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day". "Of course", Bogomolov adds, "it is another matter that Tiniakov could never raise 
himself above this level, no matter how he tried" . 
.. 'qTeHHe ero TeKCTOB JIHWh mpeAKa BLl3LIBaeT 014Y14eHHe 
MY'qHTeJIHOH HeJIOBKOCTH. no 60JIhWeH >Ke -qaCTH cnOCH 3TH BnOJIHe 
rpaMOTmI H HaxoA,SITC.sI Ha ypOBHe xopowero BToporo p.slAa AJI.sI ero 
speMeHH. )lpyroe AeJIo. 'qTO THH.sIXOB 10 3Toro p.slAa He Mor 
BlWpsa T:&C.sI. Kax HH mITaJIC.sI •••• 128 
Tiniakov is commended to the reader less as a poet than as a historical curiosity, precisely 
because he failed to coincide with the spirit of his age: 
JIHTepaTYPHa.sl cYA:&6a THH.sIXOBa He COBnaJIa no tPa3e C 0614HM 
HanpaBJIeHHeM mrTepa TYPLt ero BpeMemr. H 3TO HecoBnaAeHHe. xax 
Xa)f(eTC.5l. 06Ha)f(aeT HeI<OTOpLte oc06eHHoCTH. xapaXTepme AJI.sI 
n033HH ABaAqa Toro Bexa. pe3'qe H CHJIhHee. qeM CYA:&6Lr 3HaMeHHTLIX 
mca TeneH. Ha XOTOPLIX THH.sIXOS CMoTpen CHlOY BBepx •••• 129 
Contrary to Zoshchenko's assertion in Before Sunrise, there is not a very clear thematic, 
aesthetic or ideological break between the poet's pre-revolutionary and post-revolutionary 
work.130 Zoshchenko cites the poem "On the Lake" ("Na Ozere") as typical of the poet's 
early work, but many of Tiniakov's poems from before the revolution, such as the cycle 
"Flowers from the Wasteland" ("Tsvetochki s pustyria") (1908-1910), bear little 
resemblance to it. Zoshchenko calls Tiniakov's later verse "Smerdiakovian", and 
interestingly enough Tiniakov links "Flowers from the Wasteland" with another amoral 
character from The Brothers Karamazov: the cycle is dedicated "to the shade of F.P. 
Karamazov". The poems in this cycle are self-conscious, macabre monologues written 
from the point of view of a skeleton, a reptile, a bone, a spider, etc.: "Bmo6JIeHllLlMH 
rna3aMH, CMOTPIO Ha rHHJI:& CBOIO" ("Prayer of a Reptile) ("Molitva gada"); "so MHe 
TaHTC.5l 3JIOCT:&. xax nayx BO MpaI<e" - ("Bone") ("Kost"'). Another poem, "An Honest 
Song" "Iskrenniaia pesenka" again from before the revolution (1914), is as 
"Smerdiakovian" as anything Tiniakov wrote in the 1920s: 
128N. A Bogomolov (ed.), foreword to A.Tiniakov (Odinokii), Stikhotvoreniia, p. 6. 
129Ibid, p. 3. 
13OChukovskii also remarks on a process of degradation in Tiniakov's work, although he, 
unlike Zoshchenko, does not attribute it to the revolution. While motifs of debauchery and 
corruption are not confined to the poet's post-revolutionary work, they do become more 
prevalent in Tiniakov's later collections. 
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$I A 0 K o~a npe3l!palO 
Hcnmy. COBeCTh H'tIeCTL 
TOJILKO BCerO H )l(eJIalO 
Bpa)l(HH'tIa TL 6JIYAHO Aa eCTL 
TOJILKO 6LI JILHYJIH AeSlIOHKH, 
K 'tIepTy IIOCJIaSWHe CTLIA, 
TOJILKO 6 BOAHJIHCL AeHL)I(OHKH 
na He cJIa6eJI aIIIIeTHTI131 
A number of Tiniakov's poems suggest happiness in poverty, destitution and alienation: 
One of the poems from "Flowers from the Wasteland", "Spit" ("Plevochek") (1907) 
describes the happiness of a drop of spittle as it runs down a dirty ditch ("JI106o MBe 
IIJIeBKY IIJIeBoqxy - flo KaHaBKe rp.sr3HoH Mlla TLC.sr") 132. A recurring theme in the 
1912-1919 cycle "Oneness" ("Edinoe") is the idea that in renouncing worldly goods and 
dignity it is possible to be at one with the universe: the outcast leper who narrates the poem 
"In the Leper Hospital" ("V Leprozorii") (1912) talks of living in a "dear, sweet abyss": 
nYCTL AorHHBaeT TeJIO OT 60JIe3HH, 
Ho AYXOM .sI IIOCTHr AaSHO, 
liTO .sI )l(HBY B PO,ztHMOH, B MHJIOH 6e3,ztHe, 
liTO MaKpOKOCM H $I - OAHO. 133 
In the poem "The Vagabond" ("Brodiaga") (1913) the narrator addresses the "dear 
blizzard": 
H Te6e, MeTeJIL po,ztHa.sI, 
He cTpawacL H Be rpYCT.sr, 
CHOM IIocneAHHM 3aCLIIIa.sr, 
YJIw6HYCL .sI, Kax AHT.sI. 134 
The 1915 poem "Commandment to a Poor Man" ("Zavet bedniaku") argues that "this life 
cannot be repeated" and advises "love your unhappy days and your hungry song": 
131ATiniakov, "Iskrenniaia pesenka", in ATiniakov (Odinokii),Stikhotvoreniia, p. 82. 
132ATiniakov, "Plevochek\ Ibid, p. 62. 
133ATiniakov, "V leprozorii", Ibid, p. 89. 
134ATiniakov, "Brodiaga", Ibid, p. 90. 
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H JIOXMOTL.sI H .sI3BLI 3eMHLIe, 
CJIa~e ameJIbcKmc neCeH B palO, -
TalC JII06H >K TBOH ,l{HH ropeBLIe 
H rOJIO,l{HYlO necHlO TB0101 135 
Tiniakov's work suggests that there was an element of deliberate decision in his eventual 
fate as a beggar. A short story from 1914, "The Old Editor" ("Staryi redaktor") has at its 
centre a contrast between the complacent, socially respectable editor of the title and his 
rebellious, fascinating daughter who describes herself as "one of nature's beggars": 
- TIpHpo)K,lteH:HLIH ~HH MO>KeT POAHTLC.sI H BLIpacTH B caMoH 
6oraToH H KYJIbTYPHOH cpe,lte a Bce-TaKH nOCTO.sIHHO ,ltOXO,ltHTb P.O 
KpaiiHHx npep'eJIOB ~eTLI H TOCKH. 51 OlleHb xopowo 06eCnelieHa 
OTI:(OM, HO - nOBepliTe JIll - 51 llYBCTBYIO, ICaKa.sl 3TO CJIap'OCTL 
BepHYTbC.sI oTKyp.a-mroyp.b Ha paccBeTe, 3aXOTeTb KYPIlTb H - nOCJIe 
p'oJIrmc nOHcKoB, HaHTH f,!~e-mroy p'b nop' KpeCJIOM HeBLIMelleHHLIii, 
H3MLI3raHHLIii OKypOK! ... p.YMalO, liTO MO>KHO TaK >Ke HHCTHHKTHBHO, 
KaK JIIO,l{H ~YT CLITOCTH, 60ra TCTBa H IIOKO.sI, HCKa Tb ~eTLI. 
na,lteHH.sl H II030pa .... 136 
Tiniakov's clear admiration of his heroine in the story reflects his own love of exploring 
moral extremes and testing the limits of experience, expressed to the point of parody in a 
letter written by Tiniakov to Briusov in 1905: 
3a rop', npoweAwHH C Toro BpeMeHH, Sl IIOliTH HlNero He nella TaJI, HO 
.sI MHoro >KHJI, MHoro 6paJI OT >KH3HH H MHoro CBOHX llYBCTB 
nOJIO>KHJI Ha ee aJITapb. 51 - TO pa3'be3>KaJI no POCCHH B KalleCTBe 
peSOJIIOI:(HOHHoro 1I03Ta: TO C)KHI"aJI ce6.s1 Ha Mep'JIeHHOM orHe 
CJIap.OCTpaCTU H JI106BH IC >Ke~HHaM: TO KpY>KHJIC.5l B Bmcpe 
6eweHLlX ,ltHeH OTlla.slHHOrO IlloSlHCTBa: TO 6pocaJI sce H scex II cpep'1I 
6eCKOHet£HLIX AepeBeHCKHX paSHHH IIpHCJIYWHBaJIC.5l, KaIC JIep' 
Op'HHOlleCTBa oKyumaJI MOlO p'ywy, ICaIC rOJIOC 6e3rpaHHllHoro 
Be3MOJIBH.sI II Be3JIIOp'H.sI CJIa,ltOCTHOH 60JIblO Tep3aJI Moe cepP'I:(e, a 
IIOTOM OMTb 6pocaJIc.5l B Mope )i(H'3HH C Hap'e>Kp'OH, liTO MHe e~e 
13SA. Tiniakov, "Zavet Bedniaku",lbid, p.78. 
136A. Tiniakov, "Staryi redaktor", in Novyi zhurnal dlia vsekh, 3, 1914, p. 16. 
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y,z{aCTC.sI 3a6LITD 0 TOCKe. KOTOpa.sI BCer,z{a TOMHT MeW! H BJI8CTHO 
30BeT MeRSl KY,z{8-TO. I< tleMY-TO» 137. 
The deliberate, feverish pursuit of emotional experience and the self -dramatisation 
apparent in these words are not simply a reflection of Tiniakov's personal philosophy -
they express a view of life and art that was typical of Russian Symbolism. In his 
reminiscences of the artist of the Silver Age, Khodasevich identifies the desire to attain a 
total fusion of one's art and one's life as a crucial aspect of the spirit of the age. As a 
literary bystander, Khodasevich speaks of the phenomenon with dry detachment: 
)KHJIH B HeHCTOBOM HaIIp.sI>Kemm. B BetIHOM B036Y>K,z{emm. B 
o6ocTpeHHocTH. B JIHXOp8,z{l<e .... npOB03rJI8CHB EyJIlIT JIlAHOCTH, 
CHMBOJIH3M He CTaBHJI nepe,z{ HelO HHI<8KHX 3a,z{atl, I<pOMe 
C8Mopa3BHTU. ( •• ) OT l<a>K,z{oro BCTynaBwero B op,z{eH ( .. ) 
Tpe6oBaJIOCL JIHWL HeIIpeCTaHHoe ropeHHe, ,z{BH>KeHHe - 6e3pa3JIHtlHO 
BO HM.sI tlero. Bce nyTH 6LIJIH OTI<pLITLI C O,z{HOH JIHWlI 06.sI3aHHOCTDIO -
H,z{TH I<al< MO>KHO 6LICTpeH H KaK MO>KHO ,z{aJIlIwe. ( ••• ) MO>KHO 6LIJIO 
. -. npOCJIaBJI.sITh H Bora, H ~h.sIBOJIa~ Pa3peWaJIOCh 6LITD o,z{ep>KHMilM 
tleM yro,z{Ho: Tpe60BaJIaCh JIHWh IIOJIHOra oJ(ep)I(HMOcTH. 
OTCIO~8, JIHXOp8~OtlHa.sI noroW! 3a 3MO~H.SIMH. 6e3pa3JIHtlHO 3a 
l<aI<HMH. Bce «nepe>KHBaHH.sI» nOtIHTaJIHCh 6JI8rOM, JIHWlI 6i1 me 6r.mo 
MHoro H OHH 6LIJIH CHJIlIHLI.138 
Tiniakov's lack of genius combined with the enthusiasm with which he threw himself into 
the spirit of the times makes him a textbook case by which to study the artistic philosophy 
of Symbolism. Bogomolov argues that perhaps this is the reason for the recent revival of 
scholarly interest in Tiniakov: 
CJIHWI<OM Y>K Bwpa3HTeJIlIHaJI ero ~HI'ypa ,l(a>Ke Ha TOM POCI<OWHOM 
~OHe, KOTOpLIii IIpe,l(CTaBJIJIer C060H cepe6pJIHLIH Bel<. qeJIoEleJC 
OrpaHHtleHHOrO TaJIaHTa, BOCIIpHWIBWHH Bce C06JIa3HLI H HCJCyweHH.sI 
cBoeH 3nOXH I<al< HeYl<ocHHTeJIlIHOe PYI<OElO,l(CTElO I< ,l(eHCTBHlO. TeM 
caMLIM CTaHOBHTC.sI He npOCTO O,z{HHM H3, HO H TeM 06pa3I(OM. no 
137 A. Tiniakov, letter to V. Briusov, 31 January 1905, quoted in part in N. A Bogomolov 
(ed.), foreword to A. Tiniakov (Odinokii), Stikhotvoreniia, p. 4. 
138V. Khodasevich, "Konets renaty" (1928), in Nekropol~ Literatura i vlasti, Pis'ma B. A. 
Sadovskomu, ed. N. A. Bogomolov, Moscow: S.S., 1996, pp. 21-2. 
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KOTOPOMY MO)l(HO H3Y'tIaTb. CaMH KaHOHLI. IIp~HIILI H HermCaHLIe 
3aKOHLI CHMBOJIH3Ma.139 
Tiniakov was particularly drawn to the image of the "damned poet" ("IIpOKJI.SlTwH n03T") 
the debauched and downtrodden visionary. Despite the note of self-pity in his 
autobiography, in which he describes himself as an "unfortunate", the recurrence of the 
theme of the "bared, beggared soul" (" o6Ha)l(eHHa.Sl ~a.Sl ,ltywa It) 140 and the joyful 
welcoming of disaster suggest that the poet deliberately sought life on the edge. 
"Everything is Sweet and Sacred" ("Vse milo i sviato") is typical of Tiniakov's work in its 
celebration of a drunken, chaotic way of life, described as both "sinful" and "sacred". The 
poem declares that "everything on earth is sweet to the wise man and everything is sacred 
to the pure manit (ltBce MHJIO AJI.Sl My,ltporo B MHpe. Bce CB.SlTO ,ltJI.Sl tmcTOro B 
HeM"), including lying on dirty sheets with a prostitute and "losing oneself in animal 
passions" ("RJIb C ,lteBKoH ny6JIHlmOH. pacnyTHoH. Ha rp.Sl3HLIX B03JIetlD 
npOCTLIH5lX. R rpe3e OT,ltaBWHCb MHHYTHOH. 3a6LITLC.Sl B )l(HBOTHLIX CTpaCT.SlX"), 
walking through the fields listening to the hum of the bumblebees and composing 
melodious lines about God and eternal beauty ("CJIara.Sl neBytme CTPOKH. 0 6ore. 0 
Be'tIHOH Kpace ") and returning to collect one's fee from a publisher and once again 
drinking oneself into a daze.141 
The image of the "damned poet" was espoused by some of Tiniakov's most illustrious 
contemporaries, in particular Blok and Esenin. Several of Esenin's poems from the early 
1920s portray the poet in the "hell" of taverns, among prostitutes and down-and-outs. For 
instance, the 1922-3 poem "Yes! Now it's decided. No Way Back" ("Da! Teper' resheno. 
Bez vozvrata") includes the following lines: 
WYM H raM B 3TOM JIOrOBe )l(YTKOM. 
Ho BCIO HOtlD HaIIpOJIeT ,ltO 3apH 
51 'lHTalO CTHXH npOCTHTyuaM 
H C 6aH,ltHTaMH )l(aplO CIIHpT.142 
139N. A. Bogomolov (ed.), foreword to A. Tiniakov (Odinokii): Stikhotvoreniia, p. 6. 
140K. D. Muratova and G. M. Shevelova (eds.), Pisateli orlovskogo kraia. Ore}: orlovskoe 
otdelenie priokskogo knizhnogo izdatel'stva, 1981. pp. 162-6. 
141A. Tiniakov, "Vse milo i sviato", in Aleksandr Tiniakov (OdinokU): Stikhotvoreniia. 
pp.78-9. 
142 S. Esenin. "Oa, teper' resheno. Bez vozvrata" (1922-3), in Sobranie sochinenii v 5 
tomakh, Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1961, v. 2, 
pp. 121-2. 
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Other poems in the same key include "Pox, Harmonica, Boredom ... Boredom ... " 
"Syp', garmonika, skuka ... skuka ... " (1923) and "Sing then, Sing. On the Damned 
Guitar" ("Poi zhe poi. Na prokliatoi gitare") (1923) ("Hawa ~H3Hb- IIpOCUlKSI H 
KposaTb. Hawa >KH3Hb - nO~eJIYH ~a s OMYT"}.143 The image appears in Blok's 
work, too, in poems such as "I am Nailed to the Tavern Bar" ("Ia prigvozhden k 
traktirnoi stoike") (")1 IIpHI'BO)f(AeH I< TpaKTHpHoH CTome. )I Ilh.slH AaBHO. MHe 
Bce - paBHo") (1908).144 A poem by Blok of 1908, liThe Poets" ("Poety"), provides 
a particularly interesting parallel with the image of the poet in Tiniakov's work. In the 
poem, Blok draws an ironic portrait of the debauched life of the cynical city poet but 
ends by affinning the glory of the poet's calling and his ability to appreciate the beauty 
of the world. The poets in Blok's poem quarrel, drink until they are sick, dream about 
the Golden Age and - in another image reminiscent of "Michel Siniagin", cry over little 
flowers and clouds: 
Pa3He>Kac!>. Me'lTaJIH 0 seRe 3JIa TOM. 
PyraJIH H3Aa TeJIeR APy~HO. 
H MaRaJIH rop!>l<o Ha~ MaJIldM llBeTICOM. 
Ha~ MaJIeHbROR TYllKOH )f(eMllj1>KHoH ••• 
Despite the irony of these lines, the real "enemy" in the poem is the imaginary reader, the 
complacent philistine ("obyvatel"'), content with his "wife and his bob-tailed constitution", 
who sees himself as morally superior to the poets: 
TaK >KHJIH n03TLI. lIHTa TeJI!> H ~pyrl 
TLI AYMaeWb. MO>KeT 6LITb. - xY>Ke 
TBOHX e)f(e~HeBHLIX 6eCCHJIl:>HLIX nOTyr, 
TBoeH 06LIBa TeJI!>CI<OR JIY~H? 
HeT. MHJILIH l.IHTaTeJIb. MOR KpHTHK CJIenOHI 
no I<paHHOCTH, eCTb y n03Ta 
H 1<0Cld. H Ty'ql(H H Bel< 30JIOTOH. 
Te6e ~ HeAoCTYnHO Bce 3TOI •• 
143S. Esenin, "Poi zhe poi. Na prokliatoi gitare" (1923), in Sobranie sochinenii v 5 
tomakh, v. 2, p. 127. 
144A. Blok, lila prigvozhden k traktirnoi stoike", in Polnoe sobranie stikhotvorenii i pisem 
v 20 tomakh, Moscow: Nauka, 1997, v.3, p.116. 
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TLI 6YAew}, AOBOJIeH C060H H >KeHOH, 
CBOeH l(OHCTHTY~HeH l(Y~OH, 
A BOT Y no:na - BCeMHpHLIH 3anOH, 
H MaJIO eMY l(OHCTHTY~HH! 
The final image of the poem,with its image ofthe poet dying under a fence like a dog. but 
happy in the knowledge that he has been "kissed by the blizzard", is reminiscent of 
Tiniakov's hymns to destitution, such as "The Vagabond" with its address to the "dear 
snowstorm": 
nYCKaH $I yMPY nOA 3a60poM, Kal( nec, 
nYCT}' >KH3HD MeHJI B 3eMJIlO BTOnTaJIa -
~ BeplO - TO Bor MeHJI CHerOM 3aHec 
To B}'lOra MeHJI ~eJIOBaJIa! 145 
Both Blok and Esenin, however, by virtue of their talent and their personal integrity. 
managed to pull off the role of the "damned poet" while at the same time retaining an air of 
purity and beauty. something that Tiniakov did not manage to do. In the work of Blok and 
Esenin the motif of the poet's descent into an earthly hell is accompanied by a mood of 
loss and loneliness, whereas in Tiniakov's poems there is a sense of joyful relish in 
debaucheI)'. In work and in life Tiniakov was something of a dual personality, combining 
mysticism and idealism with a healthy streak of self-preservation and animal appetite. 
Zoshchenko notes this double nature when he compared the poet-beggar to Jesus Christ 
and to an animal simultaneously. In his memoir of Tiniakov, Khodalievich remarks on the 
mixture of romanticism and coarseness in Tiniakov's person. Recalling Tiniakov's first 
appearance in Petersburg literary salons, Khodasevich remembers that although he made a 
rather striking impression at first as a pale-faced "Florentine youth" this was quickly 
overtaken by the impression that "something plebian showed itself through his romantic 
exterior": 
OAHaICO, eCJIH BCMoTpeT}'CJI IIpHCTaJILHeH, MO>KHO 6WJIO 3aMeTHTL. 
'iTO TOHI(OCTL ero Y)f( He Tal( TOHXa, 'iTO JI~O. nO)KaJIyH. Y Hero 
rpy60Ba TO. rOJIOC AepeBeHCl(HH, a BLIrOBOP CeMHHapCl(HH. 'iTO HorH B 
CTonTaHHLIX canorax OH CTaBHT HOCl(aMH BHYTpL. CJIOBOM, CED03L 
pOMaHTlNeCl(YlO HapY>KHOCTL Cl(B03HJIO tlTO-TO nne6eHCl(Oe. 146 
14SA. BIok, "Poety", in Polnoe sobranie stikhotvorenii i pisem v 20 tomakh, v. 3, p. 89. 
I46V. Khodasevich, "Neudachniki", in A. Tiniakov (Odinokii), Stikhotvoreniia, p.7. 
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The same blend of high-mindedness and coarseness is apparent in a letter that Tiniakov 
wrote to the writer Boris Sadovskoi, following the "Zemshchina" scandal, when it was 
revealed that Tiniakov had been writing for the ultra-right press and the liberal press under 
different pseudonyms. In the letter, Tiniakov declares loftily that he is "organically higher 
than the Party and press barriers" and at the same time, warns Sadovskoi: "when you take 
away my bread and butter I will fight like a beast, a rat and a devil all at once" ("A ICorAa 
BLI y MeHSl 6YAeTe xJIe6 OTHHMa Th • .sI 6YAY 60POThC$I. ICaIC 3Beph. ICaIC raA H ICaIC 
Ah.$lBOJI - BMeCTe!").147 Tiniakov's double nature is even commented on by the poet 
himself in his autobiography, and attributed to the incompatible characters of his parents. 
Tiniakov writes of his mother that she "should have gone to a nunnery ... and sewn scarlet 
roses on silk and dreamed and prayed", but she was given in marriage to a "coarse, 
worldly ... man". He professes to hate his mother as the parent responsible for his artistic 
nature and his miserable fate, arguing that if his father had married a healthy peasant 
woman he would never have been a despised literary "unfortunate". but instead would have 
a "tasty, plump wench" and pockets full of jingling coins: 
R AO CHX nop HeHaBIOKY MOIO MaTh. XOT.$I .sI 3RaIO. 'ITO HHI<TO B )f(H3HH 
He JII06HJI MeHSl TalC rJIy60ICo ••• ICaIC JII06HJla MeWI ORa. Ho .$I 3HalO 
TaK)f(e. 'ITO eCJIH 6LI MOH oTeIl )f(eHHJIC.sI 6LI Ha 3AOPOBOi 
AepeBeHCI<OH AeBKe • .sI He 6LIJI 6LI JIHTepaTopOM HeYAatmHKOM. 
H3ALIXa!o~HM OT rOJIOAa H OT BceB03MO)f(HLIX YHIDKemm. a 3aBeAOBan 
6LI Teneph rAe-HH6Y/l.h OTlCOMX030M. a 6LIJIa 6LI Y MeHSl CMatma.sI. 
M.sICHCTa.sI 6a6a. a B ICapMaHe xpYCTeJIH 'IepBOHqLI H n03B.$IICHBaJIH 
nOJI THHHHI<H .•• 148 
The streak of coarseness in Tiniakov's nature is perhaps behind some of the more 
"Smerdiakovian" poems in Ego sum qui sum that so horrified Zoshchenko.These poems 
present a more cynical image of destitution, in which the demand to survive has eclipsed 
moral and aesthetic considerations. The narrator of "Prayer About Food" ("Molenie 0 
pishche") (which is quoted by Zoshchenko in Before Sunrise) offers to "lick the boots of 
his enemy" in return for food. "Homo Sapiens", declares that "nothing beyond the 
physical realm is worth a damn": 
B CBOH JIHWh MYCICYJILI $I BepylO 
147 A. Tiniakov, letter to B.Sadovskoi, 6 June 1915, repro in V. Khodasevich, Nekropo/~ 
Literatura i vlasti, Pis/rna B. A Sadovskomu (ed. N. A. Bogomolov), p. 416. 
148A Tiniakov, "Otryvki iz moei biografii", in A. Tiniakov (Odinokii), Stikhotvoreniia, p. 
II. 
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H JHaIO, CJIaAOCTHO nO:>KpaThl 
Ha BCe 'tITO Ja TeJIeCHOH cq,epOH, 
MHe COBepweHHO HaIIJIeBaTh. 1019 
These poems horrified Zoshchenko when he read Ego sum qui sum because they portray 
a "beast's eye view" of the world (Zoshchenko, clearly, saw the poems as a sign of 
Tiniakov's honesty and his confrontation of the reality of destitution, and not, as 
Chukovskii did, as a deliberate piece of "nasty" posturing), the lyrical outpourings of a 
human being who has become barely distinguishable from an animal. B. Samov has 
compared Tiniakov's poems to those of the versifier Captain Lebiadkin from The 
Possessed, arguing that the most striking thing about Tiniakov's poems is that they are 
lyric poems by somebody who is "obviously incapable of a lyrical attitude to the world" 
(":no -JIHpHflecKHe CTHXH, BWIHBWHeC.SI HJ AYWH 'tIeJIOBeICa, 3aBe,llOMO He 
cnoco6Horo .aa JIHpHfleCKoe OTHoweHHe K MHpy"),150 
And yet, for all Tiniakov's coarseness, his unprincipled behaviour and his love of 
scandalous material, when his poems are read together it is clear that he does have a lyrical 
attitude to the world. His poems are, almost without exception, outpourings of individual 
emotion. In his work, the poet is the centre of the artistic world: all his inner experience is 
seen as important and sacred, whatever its relationship to conventional morality. Tiniakov. 
like his mentor Briusov, clearly believes in the artist's freedom from moral imperatives and 
the virtues of unlimited spiritual exploration. In the introduction to Ego sum qui sum he 
argues that "the artist at the moment of creativity is, essentially free from any morals and 
free to depict any manifestation of life - the "good" together with the "bad", the 
"revolting" together with the "beautiful"."ISI Tiniakov's poems, however much they 
gravitate towards the "disgusting" are firmly in the lyric tradition in that they express a 
firm belief in the value of personal experience. 
Zoshchenko, in his treatment of the character of the poet-beggar, retains the view of the 
world expressed in Tiniakov's more "Smerdiakovian" poems, but removes the lyrical 
element entirely. While Tiniakov's poems describe a "beast's" view of the world in the 
form of a lyrical monologue. Zoshchenko expresses the same view of things using the 
mouthpiece of his surrogate author. The centre of authority is moved away from the poet-
beggar himself to a detached commentator who, as already noted, argues that "a beggar 
149A. Tiniakov (Odinokii), "Homo Sapiens". in Stikhotvoreniia, p.95. 
IsoB. Samov, Prishestviia kapitana Lebiadkina: Sluchai Zoshchenko, Moscow: Pik Rik, 
Kul'tura, 1993, p. 18. 
ISlA. Tiniakov (Odinokii), "Predislovie", Ego sum qui sum, in Stikhotvoreniia, p. 91. 
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stops worrying as soon as he becomes a beggar ... And a rat...doesn't suffer too much from 
being a rat". The hero's journey into destitution, rather than being portrayed as an inner 
journey, as it is in Tiniakov's work, is portrayed in "Michel Siniagin" as a process of 
spiritual atrophy seen from a distance - with the poet displaced from the centre of the 
artistic universe by a philistine narrator akin to the "obyvatel"' of Blok's "The Poets", who 
measures the world in his own terms. Stripped of its lyrical component, the image of the 
"damned poet", seen not only in the work of Tiniakov but in those poems of Esenin and 
Blok that draw on the tradition of Dante's Inferno, becomes no more than the antics of a 
spoilt loafer: 
A MHweJIL. 3TOT AOBOJILHO rpycHOBaTLIH MOJIOAOH lIeJIOBeIC. 
CICJIOHH:LIii IC HeonpeAeJIeHHOH MeJIaHXOJIHH H HeCICOJILICO YTOMJIeHK'Llii 
cBoeH IIo3THlIecICoH pa60ToH H WYMOM CTOJIHlIHOH )KH3HH C ee 
peCTOpaHaMH H neB~aMH. H MOPA06oeM, TaIC)Ke XOTeJI HeICoTopoe 
BpeM5I cnoICoHHo )KHTL B THWH AJI5I Toro, lIT06 Ha6paTLC5I CH'JI H 
CHOBa nyCTHTLC5I BO Bce T5I)KICHe (M.S., p. 119). 
Everywhere in "Michel Siniagin" Zoshchenko plays on this shift of narrative focus, so that 
what is normally expressed in lyric poetry as a view from within is "objectified", seen from 
without, and thus stripped of its personal meaning. The poet's feelings of communion with 
nature are described as "crying at sparrows". His nervous crisis on the eve of his marriage 
to Simochka is described in farcical terms: Michel is depicted running about in his 
drawers. The poet's sufferings, his "nepe)KHBaHKSI", are described in the language of 
medicine rather than the language of poetry ("CepA~e6HeHHe npoAoJI)KaJIOcL. HO 6WIO 
60nee YMepeHHo. H rOJIOBoICpY)KeHHe CMeHH'JIOCL nOJIHOH COHJIHBOCTLIO H 
ana THeA") (M.S., p.121). 
In "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales", the demonic cynicism of Tiniakov's 
"amoral" poems is stripped of its sensationalism and its individual nature and elevated to 
the status of an all-pervading moral atmosphere. Self-preservation and materialism is 
accepted as the moral norm by Zoshchenko's narrator and by almost all his characters 
(with a few exceptions, most of whom are old ladies: in the case of "Michel Siniagin", the 
exception is Simochka).One way in which the utilitarian spirit of the world depicted in the 
"Sentimental Tales" is expressed is in the excessive importance assigned by both narrator 
and characters to items of furniture and household objects, as opposed to human beings. 
This is seen in several scenes in "Michel Siniagin": when Michel's mother shows his 
writing desk to visitors as a symbolic cultural artefact, they see it as a piece of furniture 
and some ask how much it cost (ltHeICoTOpWe)Ke MepICaHTH'JILHLle AYWH TYT )Ke 
cnpawHBaJIH 3a CI<OJILI<O I<YIIJIeH 3TOT CTOJI ... ") (M.S. p. 120). In the description of 
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the letter received by Michel from his landlord in Pskov, the death of Michel and 
Simochka's child and Simochka's remarriage are mentioned in a subordinate clause while 
we hear at greater length about the fate of their furniture (" ... ero )KeHa. IIOrepJIB 
pe6eHKa H B.wI;(JI 3aMy>K. yexana H3 KBapTHpw, 3aAOn>KaB eMY 3HallHTenl>HYIO 
CyMMy. OHa OCTaBHJIa eMY Koe-KaKYIO Me6enL, KOTOPYIO ape}IAa TOp K 
COClUiTaeT CBoeH, eCJIK MHweJIL lIe npHWJIeT eMY Aeller B 6nH>Ka~HH Mec'su,f') 
(M.S., p. 130). During the account of Aunt Mariia's madness, the fate of her furniture and 
her possessions takes centre stage. Michel's salvation at the end of the story is expressed 
in solidly material terms, in the shape of some furniture, a lustrine suit and a dinner of 
boiled beef that Michel is given by his benefactors. 
The furniture theme is also important elsewhere in the "Sentimental Tales", forming the 
denouement of "What the Nightingale Sang About", where the hero's love affair founders 
over the fate of a chest of drawers. In "People", a primus stove which belongs to the hero, 
but is appropriated by his wife and her new lover, takes on an extraordinary importance in 
the plot: the story ends with an account of what happens to the primus stove, whereas 
Belokopytov himself has vanished from view. A meat mincer similarly takes on a centre-
stage role in "A Funny Adventure", This story is perhaps more shocking than any other in 
the cycle in the way it expresses the precedence of objects over people. The hero, Sergei 
Petukhov, who has tried unsuccessfully to sell a meat-mincer to raise the money to take his 
girlfriend to the cinema, is "saved" by the death of his aunt (an event brought on by his 
own bungled attempt to burgle her). During the panikhida, the hero looks down at her 
body happily: "Tena, TeTKa - AYMan OH. -3Ka51 TW. 6paT. Tena. nOAoxna-TaKH". 
He sneaks away during the service to calculate the value of the possessions in his aunt's 
room, "K HaClUiTaB AO KpyrneHl>ICOU cyMMW - CTO py6neu. THXOHl>JCO 
y nL16ny nC5I ... " .152 
Chukovskii saw the "Sentimental Tales" as an expression ofZoshchenko's horror at a 
world based on mercenary principles. According to Chukovskii there is one reason for the 
downfall of the heroes of all the tales: a passionate and unshakeable belief in property as 
the only basis for happiness.tS3 • There are, as Chukovskii noted, moments of "Biblical 
lyricism" in the tales that support such an interpretation. In both "Apollon and Tamara" 
and "A Terrible Night" the heroes address the world in general with pleas that resemble 
the cries of beggars, and it is quite probable here that Zoshchenko is suggesting that the 
152M. Zoshchenko, "Veseloe prikliuchenie", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 
143. 
IS3K. Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko,p.73. 
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plight of a beggar is a moral touchstone by which the humanity of a society is measured. 
Kotofeev, in "A Terrible Night", falls on his knees in the street and calls out 'Tpa)l(AaHel 
MMOCTH IIpowy ••. Ha Moe HeCqaCTLe ••• Ha MOIO 6eAy ••• noAaHTe ICTO CICOJILICO 
MO)l(eT".154 He is met by accusations of drunkenness and, eventually, angry pursuit by a 
baying crowd. Another thing particularly worth mentioning with regard to Chukovskii's 
remark about "Biblical lyricism" in the "Sentimental Tales" is the role played by old ladies 
in the stories. Zoshchenko has an ambivalent attitude to old ladies. In an early 
autobiography, "About Myself, Ideology and A Few Other Things" ("0 sebe, ob ideologii 
i eshche koe 0 chern") (1922) he linked old ladies specifically with religious superstition 
and professed to dislike them: 
$I «B Bora He BepIO». MHe CMeWHO Aa)l(e, HenOCTIDKHMO, KaIC 3TO 
HHTeJIJIHreHTHLIH qeJIOBeIC RAeT B ~epKOBL lIapaCICeBLI IIjn~LI H taM 
MOJIHTC.sI paCKpaweHHOH ICapTHHe. 
51 He MHCTHIC. CTapyx He JIlo6JIIO. KpoBHoro pOACTBa He IIpK3HaIO. H 
P OCCHIO JII06JIIO MY)l(~KYIO.155 
Zoshchenko often appears to make fun of old ladies in a rather brutal way, rather in the 
spirit of Daniil Kharms - the account of Aunt Maria's illness in "Michel Siniagin" is a 
good example. At the same time, old ladies, particularly in the "Sentimental Tales", with all 
their religious "superstition" and their love of ritual, function as the sole guardians of a 
view of the world that extends beyond the "physical realm" and that retains some 
continuity with older traditions. This is less apparent, perhaps, in "Michel Siniagin" than in 
other tales in the cycle proper, though there are nevertheless signs of it, such as the hero's 
mother and aunt making the sign of the cross over him, or the comment on the old ladies' 
belief that marriage "was a single and final step. hallowed by sacrament". Old ladies take a 
more significant role in "People" and "Wisdom". For example. In "People" Belokopytov's 
only ally is his landlady Katerina Vasil'evna, who continues to feed him when he is 
sleeping rough in the woods. In "Wisdom", following the departure of the hero's guests, 
who do not let his unexpected death prevent them from trying the food he has prepared, 
the hero's elderly landlady, left alone, carries out a mourning ritual for him: 
H ICorAa yweJI II.sITHaA~aTLdi rocn;cTapyxa BOWJIa B coceAlDOIO 
ICOMHary lI, AOCTaB H3 KOMOAa IIpOCTJ.IHlO. 3aBeCHJIa eIO 3epICaJIo. 
154M. Zoshchenko, "Strashnaia noch"" in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 103. 
IssM. Zoshchenko, "0 sebe, ob ideologii, i eshche koe 0 chern" (1922), in Uvazhaemye 
grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy,!e['etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k pisateliu, 
odnoaktnye komedii, pp. 579. 
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nOTOM, .ltOCTas C IIOJIKH eSaHI"eJIHe, npHWIJIaCL SCJIYX 'lHTaTL, 
noxallHBa.sJ:CL sceM xopnyCOM, xax or 3y6HOH 60JIH. 
H fOJIOC ee, HerpOMKHH H fJIYXOH, npepLIBaJIC.sJ: H .ltpO>KaJI.156 
There is some evidence, then, to support Chukovskii's basically Christian/humanist reading 
of the Tales. However, in my opinion, the message of "Michel Siniagin", in particular, 
relates less to ethical concerns than to the realm "beyond good and evil" that increasingly 
fascinated Zoshchenko in connection with his own mental illness. In "Michel Siniagin" 
Zoshchenko expresses a fear that lies even deeper than the fear of a world in which 
humans are incapable of humanity towards one another. This fear can be summed up in 
the narrator's words that life doesn't offer much for the novelist ("6eJIJleTpHCTaM OT Hee 
coaepweHHo MaJIO npOKY") ( M.S. p. 134). The "message" of "Michel Siniagin" is, in 
my opinion, bound up with the hero's character as a poet. "Michel Siniagin" depicts a 
world in which there is no place for the artist or for art in general. This is partly a reaction 
to the immediate cultural climate surrounding the author. As a warning about the 
redundancy of the artist, "Michel Siniagin" is thoroughly "in step" with the age in which it 
was written. The fact that "Michel Siniagin" was written at a critical point in Soviet cultural 
history following the declaration of a strong Party line on literature, the "exposure" of 
Pereverzev and the suicide of Maiakovskii no doubt has something to do with the bleak 
picture that Zoshchenko draws in the story. However, as a study of Zoshchenko's literary 
output shows, the essential plot of "Michel Siniagin" springs from a deeper source. Seen 
in the context of the "Sentimental Tales", Youth Restored, Before Sunrise and 
Zoshchenko's manuscript period and early work, it seems probable that, with the figure of 
Michel, Zoshchenko is once again giving voice to and doing battle with his own malaise, 
which made him incapable of seeing the beauty and joy of existence. "Michel Siniagin" 
portrays a world in which the only reality is the down-to-earth gaze of the philistine, and 
any aspirations toward beauty and lyricism are a "beautiful lie" invented to varnish the 
ugly truth of human existence. The real message of "Michel Siniagin" lies not in the 
condemnation of outdated literary conventions or in the portrait of the artist as an 
unprincipled idler, but in the depiction of a world without beauty or meaning. The hero of 
"Michel Siniagin" is a microcosm for the world outside. Michel's emotional deadness 
mirrors the deadpan representation of the world in the tale. Michel's poetry, like Tiniakov's 
poetry, in Zoshchenko's view, is a "beautiful lie" adorning the ugly truth within him and 
without him. 
The idea that beauty and truth are irreconcilable opposites is characteristic of 
Zoshchenko's work throughout his career and is seen in his earliest writings. In the early 
156M. Zoshchenko, "Mudrost"', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, p. 57. 
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essay, "The Gods Allow", Zoshchenko wrote of the need to believe in the "beautiful, 
tender, mysterious" lie to avoid facing the "dry, boring and often ugly" truth: 
Mu qaCTO BepHM TOJILKO JI)KH, u60 KaK MO)KeM MJ.I rOBopHTh npaBAY. 
eCJIH npaB,lta BCer,lta 6e3Ha,lte>KHO cyxa H CKYqHa H qaCTO ypO,ltJIHBa, 
a JIO>Kh KpacHBa, He>KHa H TaHHCTBeHHa 7157 
As time went on, Zoshchenko found himself unable to speak of the "beautiful", "tender" 
and "mysterious" in any other way than by keeping expressively silent on the matter. 
1S7 M. Zoshchenko, "Bogi pozvoliaiut", in Vera von Wiren (ed.) Neizdannyi Zoshchenko, 
p.24. 
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Chapter 3 
Translating Zoshchenko's "Michel Siniagin": Theoretical Perspectives and 
Practical Problems 
Part 1: In Defence of Critical and Practical Models of Translation Studies 
The rapid growth in the study of translation over the last thirty years has led to a 
situation of increasing specialisation and diversity. Today, various models of 
translation theory and translation studies exist side by side, each reflecting different 
objects of study and different "research parameters". These different research 
parameters give rise to conflicts between various models, which, as Neubert and Shreve 
observe, may be more imagined than real: two divergent views of translation may not 
really be in opposition, but may simply focus on different aspects of a larger 
phenomenon. I One particular "imaginary" area of conflict has arisen between writing 
about translation that is critical and practical, written from the point of view of a reader 
or translator of a specific text "here and now", and writing that is more general and 
descriptive, looking at translation in historical context and describing the various 
external, cultural factors that affect translation. 
It is no exaggeration to say that pre-20th century translation theory was almost entirely 
anecdotal in character and closely linked with the practical experience of literary 
translators.2 In 1975 George Steiner argued that for some two thousand years 
translation theory had consisted of variations on a single question: "in what ways can 
or ought fidelity to be achieved?"3 Developments in linguistics in the twentieth century 
brought some changes to the discipline and resulted in attempts to formulate a more 
systematic approach to translation, such as Eugene Nida's influential work on Bible 
translation, Towards a Science o/Translating. However, the most significant recent 
developments in the discipline took place in the 1970s. At this time, translation studies 
began to overlap with cultural studies, as a number of scholars in Europe and Israel 
attempted to look beyond the eternal question of the translation's fidelity to the 
original. "Polysystem theory", developed in the 1970s by Itamar Even-Zohar and 
IA. Neubert and G. M. Shreve, Translation as Text, Kent, Ohio: Kent State 
University, 1992, p. 13. 
2See J. Biguenet and R. Schulte (eds.), Theories o/Translation: An Anthology 0/ 
Essays/rom Dryden to Derrida, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992. 
3G. Steiner, After Babel: Aspects 0/ Language and Translation, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1975, p. 261. 
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Gideon Toury, advocated the diachronic, descriptive study of translations and their 
relationship to other cultural systems. A similar approach was adopted in the new 
discipline of Translation Studies, represented by Andre Lefevere, James Holmes and 
Susan Bassnett. Translation Studies scholars tried to move away from the traditional, 
valoristic approach to translation which depended on a direct comparison of the source 
and target text. Instead they compared translations of different eras, studying the 
external (cultural and political) factors that influence translation norms at various 
points in history. 4 
More recent work in Translation Studies has drawn on post-structuralist theory, 
arguing that translation provides an ideal illustration of deconstructionist theory and 
reader response theory. According to reader response theory there is no fixed meaning 
present in a text, but only the potential to mean, which is realised when an individual 
reader engages with it. Translations, being "re-writings" of original texts, make explicit 
the process of interpretation that happens when a reader opens a book and reads it 
silently. According to the Translation Studies approach, it is pointless to evaluate the 
translation against a non-existent core of meaning or value in the original text. A far 
more fruitful approach is to study the process of re-writing and the external factors that 
influence the construction of meaning from the original text. Lefevere argues that such 
a method "involves asking questions which are - theoretically at least - answerable once 
again".s 
According to Lefevere and Bassnett, post-structuralist theory and reader-response 
theory have discredited the notion of faithfulness to the original which was so central 
to translation theory for centuries: " ... deconstruction severely questioned the 
hierarchical relationShip ... originally based on the sacred character of the original -
between original and translation, thereby undermining the last vestiges of the concept 
of accuracy". 6 Research into translation at different historical periods has revealed that 
the standards of accurate or good translation are culturally and historically relative and 
subject to constant change. "With the demise of the notion of equivalence as sameness, 
and recognition of the fact that literary conventions change continuously, the old 
4E. Gentzler, Contemporary Translation Theories, London: Routledge, 1993, pp. 74-
143. 
'A. Lefevere, "That Structure in the Dialect of Men Interpreted", inComparative 
Criticism, 6, 1984, pp. 87-100. 
6A. Lefevere, "Introduction", in Comparative Literature and Translation, 47, I, 1995, 
p.9. 
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evaluative norms of "good" and "bad", "faithful" and "unfaithful" are disappearing." 7 
As a result, the long-standing argument about how best to achieve fidelity or 
equivalence was pronounced sterile and unproductive. 
How can the practising translator respond to the statement that post-structuralist 
criticism has "destroyed the last vestiges of the concept of accuracy" or that the old 
evaluative norms of "good" and "bad", "faithful" and "unfaithful" are disappearing? In 
the current theoretical climate, concepts like "good", "bad" and "correct" have become 
something of an embarrassment. And yet, for.the practising translator engaged in a 
specific task, the concepts of "good" and "bad", "right" and "wrong" are indispensible. 
Lefevere as good as admits this when he writes, "There is one level at which translation 
remains a prescriptive operation: translators would be well advised to bow to the 
dictates of the dictionary". 8 Bassnett argues that "the idea of the reader as 
translator ... must be handled responsibly" and that the reader "should not treat the text 
as his or her own property and upset the balance ofpower".9 
These more cautious statements contradict the more sweeping pronouncements about 
the "demise of the concept of accuracy" already cited above and inject a more 
pragmatic note into the Translation Studies argument. They indicate that there is a 
profound contradiction between abstract (Le. theoretical) and pragmatic (Le. practical) 
models of translation. It is all a matter of the level of focus. The translator's attitude to 
notions of equivalence and accuracy depends on what task he/she is engaged in at the 
time. A translator faced with a real translation task is forced to accept these notions ali 
working concepts. subjective and mutable though they may be. The same translator, 
attempting to formulate an objective, generally applicable argument about translation. 
may dismiss these "tools of the trade" as theoretically untenable. 
From the point of view of the socio-cultural model of translation, the immediate, 
practical problems of translation are seen as less academically respectable than the 
study of translation in a wider, cultural context. As Toury has it, the "actual concerns of 
the source text and language, of equivalence, text. text type, etc" are no more than the 
"laboratory techniques" of translation. Investigation into these matters, according to 
7S. Bassnett and A. Lefevere. "Proust's Grandmother and the Thousand and One 
Nights", in Translation, History, Culture, London: Pinter Publishers, 1990, p. 12. 
SA. Lefevere, Translating, Rewriting and the Manipulation of Literary Fame, London: 
Routledge, 1992, p. 101. 
9S. Bassnett-McGuire, Translation Studies (revised edn.), London: Routledge, 1992, 
p.79. 
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Toury, "should not be regarded as tantamount to research into translational phenomena 
... It is at best a technique, a research method".I0 Toury's statement is a good example 
of the problem remarked on by Neubert and Shreve, where two divergent approaches 
to translation are seen as being incompatible, rather than being allowed to exist side by 
side. There is no reason why broader commentaries on translation practice should 
render practical concerns unimportant. Translation theory and translation studies exist 
only by virtue of the subject they describe - translation in practice. There is no 
justification for a theoretical approach that turns its back on practice completely or tries 
to distort practice in the name of some general abstraction. 
A striking example of the latter tendency is the argument expounded by Lawrence 
Venuti, who declares that post-structuralist theory necessitates fundamental changes in 
translation practice. Venuti bases his argument on Derrida's view of language, arguing 
that every text is a chain of "signifiers" with an endless semantic potential. The 
meaning of the text is not present in the words themselves but is always created by the 
recipient. Each time a text is translated, its meaning is fixed "only provisionally ... on the 
basis of varying cultural assumptions and interpretative choices". It is, argues Venuti, 
an "act of violence" done to the original. Smooth, readable translations conceal this fact 
by creating the illusion of an authorial presence: the provisional reading masquerades 
as the original itself. If a translation is made palatable to a target audience, Venuti 
argues that, by definition, it will conform to literary and ideological norms within the 
target culture. In response to this problem, Venuti argues that translators should 
deliberately try to challenge conventions within the receiving culture by resisting 
fluency, in order to draw attention to the opaque nature of language and to the 
"violence" implicit in any reading. He even suggests that resistant translation, by 
opposing domestication, might serve as a "cultural intervention in the current state of 
world affairs, pitched against the hegemonic English language nations and the unequal 
cultural exchanges in which they engage their global others". 11 
The politicised nature of Venuti's arguments is typical of much recent writing on 
language and translation. This tendency, it seems to me, is a legacy of the attempts to 
impose scientific discourse on translation theory and linguistics. Such "pseudo-
scientism" is now less fashionable than it was, but it has left in its wake a sense of 
frustration at subjectivity, partiality and, as Lefevere has it, "unanswerable questions". 
100. Toury, "Translation, Literary Translation and Pseudotranslation", in Comparative 
Criticism, 6, 1984, p. 78. 
ilL. Venuti. The Translator's Invisibility: A History of Translation, New York: 
Routledge. 1995. 
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In the attempt to get around the "problem" of subjectivity, the answer seems to have 
been to make subjectivity a subject of study in its own right: the neatest way of doing 
this is to simplify the subject so that it can be explained purely in terms of the social 
and political factors. Venuti's argument relies on a very black-and-white view of 
language: either a text has an absolute, fixed meaning or it is a random collection of 
signs to be interpreted at will by the reader. But meaning is neither fixed nor dependent 
on individual whim - it is collectively decided and collectively constrained to an 
enormous extent. Were this not the case it would be impossible to use language. The 
existence of divergent readings is not so problematic in practice as it may appear to be 
in theory. Differences in literary translation are like performances: individual 
interpretations of a written play or a musical score. There is always room for creativity 
in any performance, but the result will still be strictly circumscribed by the original. It 
is simplistic to suggest that such interpretations will, as a matter of course, bear the 
imprint of the dominant ideology of the receiving culture. Style, taste and opinion are 
complex, personal matters. 
Venuti's argument in defence of "foreignising" translations has some relevance if it is 
divorced from the sweeping theoretical claims made in its name. In some cases, there is 
a good case for sacrificing the fluency of a translation in the interests of other features 
of an original text. But the same argument makes no sense as a universal basis for 
translation practice. Venuti replaces one dubious "rule" (a translation is good jf it reads 
well in the target language) with another even more dubious one (a translation is good 
if it doesn't read well in the target language). As far as fruitful translation practice is 
concerned, this is a dead-end road. 
Translation theory is not irrelevant to practice. It provides a "metalanguage", with the 
help of which the translator is better informed and better equipped to discuss his or her 
approach to a translation. Behind every act of translation there is a conscious or 
unconscious rationale. It may be haphazard or relatively systematic. Every translator 
makes choices which imply certain attitudes to both the original text and the intended 
audience. Theory makes these choices and attitudes explicit. It provides the translator 
with the necessary vocabulary to discuss his or her work. But theory should not lose 
sight of practice, nor ignore the hierarchical relationship between the two mentioned 
above. It must be accepted that the practical model of translation based in the "here and 
now" has a right to exist and may even inform theory. 
This study of the theoretical implications and practical problems of translating 
Zoshchenko's "Michel Siniagin" is a combination of what Neubert and Shreve refer to 
as the "critical" and the "practical" models of translation. The critical model of 
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translation assesses existing translations in terms of their acceptability. The practical 
model draws on observations made during the actual process of translation and aims to 
provide a better understanding of the processes that lead to an acceptable translation.12 
Both approaches are by their very nature sUbjective and critical. 
The question "how to translate" is by no means an irrelevant one to practising 
translators, and this chapter will begin with a discussion of various arguments about 
the merits of dynamic/free or formallliteral translation. The second section of the 
chapter will relate these arguments to the specific task in hand, discussing the 
peculiarities of Zoshchenko's style and the effectiveness of various translation 
strategies in conveying his style and his humour. This will involve a comparison of 
existing translations of Zoshchenko's short stories. The final sections will recount my 
own experience in translating "Michel Siniagin" and discuss the particular problems 
that this work presents for the translator, also with reference to existing translations. 
I hope that the blend of theoretical discussion and practical evidence will give this 
study a wider relevance than may at first be apparent. Besides being a supplement to 
the translation itself - a "case history" that elucidates some of the choices made during 
the translation process, this study also aims to provide some insight into the 
relationship between practice and theory. In this respect it is a small step on the way to 
integrating abstract and pragmatic models of translation. 
Part 2: The Polarities of Translation: The "Literal" Versus "Free" Debate In 
Translation Theory 
The translation process proper begins with the reading of the original. The reading 
process is a balancing act between individual creativity (and fallibility) and collective 
consensus. It would be a false representation of reality to suggest that reading is a 
systematic and exhaustive process. It is, rather, an intuitive process informed by the 
translator's own history of language use, fund of knowledge and emotional or 
intellectual prejudices concerning language use, style, etc. On the other hand, the 
reading process is not such a private matter as this suggests, especially in the case of a 
literary text with a fairly high profile in the source culture, as in this case. A translator 
does not, generally, come to a text "cold", but with a good idea of when it was written, 
by whom, for whom, and in what cultural and historical conditions. There are several 
secondary sources (literary criticism history, encyclopedias, dictionaries, other works 
12A. Neubert and O. M. Shreve, Translation as Text, pp. 16-19. 
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by the author, native speakers, existing translations of the original) that enable the 
translator to verify his/her thoughts against a "collective" reading of the orginal. 
Most translators and writers on translation assume that it is possible for the translator 
to interpret what the intended effect of a text is upon the audience for which it was 
produced. The notion can be expressed in very different ways. Among literary 
translators the "henneneutic process" has often been described in intuitive, creative 
terms - particularly in the days when translation was done mainly by writers of note. In 
England in the 17th and 18th centuries, literary translators generally considered it 
necessary to achieve spiritual empathy with the author of the original. In 1744, Thomas 
Gordon wrote that "the great point in translating is to pursue, or rather to assume and 
possess the spirit and character of the author". It was due to this belief in total 
identification with the original author's intention that a translator could claim, as 
Dryden did, that he had tried to make his author "speak such English as he would 
himself have spoken, if he had been born in England and in this present age". Denham 
wrote of his translations of Virgil that "where [my expressions] are fuller than his, they 
are but the impressions which the often reading of him, hath left upon my thoughts, so 
that if they are not his own conceptions, they are at least the results ofthem",13 
Contemporary Russian translation theory has, incidentally, perpetuated the emphasis 
on the creative, intuitive nature of the reading process, as is apparent from the opinions 
of such writers as K. Chukovskii, V. Rossel's, S. Petrov, I. Kashkin and others. 14 
Typical examples are Chukovskii's statement that translation should aim to emulate 
"what the original author would have written had he written in Russian", his praise of 
Marshak for supposedly capturing the "essence of Burns' character and spirit" in his 
translation of Robert Burns' ballads, IS and Rossel's' approval of Rita Rait-Kovaleva's 
translation of J.D. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye, which he argues has grasped the 
"deepest laws of construction" of the original novel. 16 
13 T. R. Steiner, English Translation Theory, 1650·1800, Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, 
1975, pp. 63-85. 
14For a discussion of 20th-century Russian translation theory see Lauren Leighton, 
Two Worlds, One Art: Literary Translation in Russia and America, Dekalb: Northern 
Illinois University Press, 1991. 
ISK. Chukovskii, Vysokoe iskusstvo: 0 printsipakh khudozhestvennogo perevoda, 
Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1969, p. 72. 
16V. Rossel's, "V masterskoi perevodchika", in Tetradi perevodchika, 3, 1966, pp. 3-
16. 
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In the field of linguistics there have been attempts to describe the hermeneutic process 
in more scientific - or at least, more methodical terms. One such attempt is the concept 
of "exegesis" in Eugene Nida's theory of "dynamic equivalence". For Nida, a text is a 
record of a communicative event that is meant to be understood in a certain way by the 
audience for whom it is intended. When a translator deals with a text from another time 
or culture, ambiguities arise because of the distance between the translator and the 
original communicative event. In Nida's view, the translator must try to reconstruct the 
context (linguistic and cultural) which gave the original communicative event meaning. 
The translator must seek to understand "how [the author's] message impressed those 
who first heard it". Nida breaks down the stage of analysis of the original into analysis 
of grammatical meaning, referential meaning and connotative meaning. His approach to 
grammatical meaning is grounded in Chomsky's theory of transformational grammar 
which, he argues, has shown that "in all languages there are half a dozen basic 
structures out of which the more elaborate functions are constructed by means of so-
called transformations". 17 Nida suggests that any statement can be analysed by means 
of "back-translation" into an underlying "kernel" that reveals the semantic relationships 
underlying the surface structure. Transfer, he argues, must take place at the deep level 
of this kernel rather than at the superficial level. The referential meaning of a word can 
be discovered not only by reference to its grammatical status, but to the immediate 
. linguistic context and, in some cases, the external cultural context. Nida's use of 
Chomsky's theory has been discredited as "facile universalism" by Steiner.'s Clearly. 
Chomsky's transformational grammar is of less use in determining wider contextual 
factors. It has also been noted that Nida misappropriated Chomsky's model. which has 
a much narrower application than he suggests and describes underlying syntactical 
structures rather than semantic structures.19 
Recently. Nida's "exegesis" has been more rigorously formulated by specialists in the 
field of applied linguistics, such as Basil Hatim and Ian Mason, Mona Baker and 
Roger Bell. Hatim and Mason have drawn on the fields of pragmatics and speech act 
theory to provide a possible solution to the problem of the "intentional fallacy" (as the 
hermeneutic process has been termed by its detractors). They argue that language 
users are able to process texts by reference to a shared "pragmatic langue" which 
makes them aware of conventions of discourse beyond the level of grammar and 
17E. A. Nida, Towards a Science of Translating, with Special Reference to the 
Principles and Procedures Involved in Bible Translation, Leiden: A.J. Brill, 1964, p. 
39. 
18G. Steiner, After Babel, p. 104. 
19E. Gentzler, Contemporary Translation Theories, pp. 43-60. 
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vocabulary and enables them to relate texts to conventionalised occasions of language 
use and recognise the attitudinal meanings reflected in types of discourse.2o The 
translator must be aware of different ways of organising discourse in the source 
culture and how these may differ from the conventions of language use in the target 
culture, so as to be able to understand the "illocutionary force" (i.e., the intended effect) 
of the original on its audience. 
Ultimately, Hatim and Mason's model presents the same problems as Nida's concept 
of exegesis when it is applied to texts that were written in distant historical periods, 
drawing on "universes of discourse" about which the translator has little information. It 
is all very well to argue that the translator must be aware of this or that way of 
organising discourse in the source culture, or of the intention signalled by the use of 
certain rhetorical devices, but where the distance between translator and text is very 
great, this is easier said than done. There will always be those who argue that the 
intended effect of a text on its receptors is ultimately impossible to quantify and that all 
models of "hermeneutics" or "exegesis" are examples of the "intentional fallacy". This 
is a particularly understandable approach for the translator of ancient or classical texts, 
for whom there may be scant evidence of the socia-linguistic context surrounding the 
production of the original. Commenting on the translation of Greek and Roman 
classics, Geoffrey Martindale has argued that the effect of a text on its original 
audience is neither monolithic nor recoverable, and that the translator is best advised to 
stick to the text itself as "texts are more real than contexts". 
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Post-structuralism has boosted the argument against the so-called "intentional fallacy". As 
mentioned above, Venuti has called for a new attitude to translation on the grounds that the 
intended meaning of a text's author is unrecoverable. He is not alone in suggesting that practice 
should reflect the absence of finite meaning or value in the original text. Edwin Gentzler, 
throughout his recent overview of contemporary translation theory I implicitly supports a 
deconstructionist approach, whereby the original text is deliberately distorted for specific 
ideological ends. Gentzler sees the "cannibalistic" theory of translation - described as Ita 
liberating form that eats, digests and frees itself from the original" - as a positive way forward.21 
Douglas Robinson, too, argues that the subjective nature of meaning and value justifies greater 
freedom and creativity in translation. Robinson argues that translations should be seen as roads 
leading away from the translation, rather than as bridges between it and the target culture, and 
20B. Hatim, "Text Strategy": A Constant Shuttle Between the Static and the Dynamic, 
turjuman, 3/2, 1994, p. 13. 
21E. Gentzler, Contemporary Translation Theories, pp. 192-3. 
calls on translators to conduct two-way dialogues with original authors, in the hope that their 
translations will add to the original.22 
There may be some debate about the possibility of reading the original text correctly, 
but it is in relation to the next stage of translation, the restructuring or rewriting 
process, that there is most disagreement. The disagreement concerns the extent to 
which a translator should depart from the letter of the original in the interests of the 
integrity of the finished translation and its acceptability in the receiving culture. 
In 1813, Friedrich Schleiermacher argued that there were only two true paths open to 
the translator: "Either the translator leaves the writer alone as much as possible and 
moves the reader towards the writer, or he leaves the reader alone as much as possible 
and moves the writer towards the reader".23 Schleiermacher's words represent one of 
. many attempts to encapsulate the "free" versus "literal" debate which is perhaps the 
most persistent refrain in prescriptive writing on translation. Generally speaking, the 
debate concerns the level at which semantic equivalence is sought: at word, phrase, 
sentence or text level. Schleiermacher's formulation of the problem has become 
particularly popular in recent years as it suggests a choice between two cultures, a 
notion that corresponds with the Translation Studies "socio-cultural" model. 
Rosengrant argues that Schleiermacher's two paths are "the two poles of all translation, 
between which it ineluctably moves".and adds that "the whole history of translation 
may be described as a culturally determined oscillation between these principles, as an 
alternation between leaving the quiddities of the original intact and stretching or 
deforming the receiving language and culture to accommodate them, or leaving the new 
reader and his values undisturbed and refashioning the original to permit its easy 
introduction and assimilation". 24 
Schleiermacher considers that the translator should adhere as strictly as possible to the 
path he has chosen, as to mix one approach with the other might result in the author 
220. Robinson, The Translator's Turn. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1991, pp. 254-5. 
23F. Schleiermacher (1813). "On the Different Methods of Translating", trans. by 
Waltraud Bartscht. in 1. Biguenet and R. Scholte (eds.), Theories of Translation: An 
Anthology of Essays from Dryden to Derrida, p. 42. 
24]. Rosengrant, "Polarities of Translation"t Slavic and East European Journal. 38, I, 
1994, p. 2. 
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and the reader not coming together at all 2S This is neat, but ignores the reality of 
translation. Schleiennacher's alternative paths are polarities at opposite ends of a 
continuum and all translations oscillate between the two. The distance between free and 
literal methods is not so great in practice as theory would suggest. In the end, it is in 
the grey area in the middle of the continuum that most decisions are made. The 
question is, how much interference from the source language - in the form of 
unfamiliar word combinations, idioms, rhetorical structures or poetics - can be 
tolerated at the expense of ease of expression. 
Different views on the subject reflect different ideas about the purpose and status of 
translation, a fact apparent in the metaphors chosen by the adherents of one or other 
method. Advocates of free translation are more likely to compare their efforts to 
portraits, musical performances, or other living likenesses. In the field of Russian 
translation theory, which is dominated by the communicative, "dynamic" approach and 
by a dislike of formalism, translators are particularly prone to talk of the need to retain 
the life of the original. 26 Supporters of the literal approach tend to liken translation to 
dissection for the purposes of scientific study. Vladimir Nabokov, commenting on his 
translation of Eugene Onegin, argues that translation should not function as a literary 
work: "shorn of its primary verbal existence, the original text will not be able to soar or 
sing, but it can be very nicely dissected and mounted and studied in all its organic 
details".27 The metaphor of dead bird and singing bird is echoed by Charles 
Martindale in his defence of literal translation: in reply to Edward Fitzgerald, translator 
of Omar Khayyam, who declares, "better a live sparrow than a stuffed eagle", 
Martindale answers that "if you want to study eagles ... sparrows, however much alive, 
will not really serve".28 
2SF. Schleiermacher, "On the Different Methods of Translating", in J. Biguenet and R. 
Scholte (eds.) Theories of Translation: An Anthology of Essaysfrom Dryden to 
Derrida, p. 42. 
26See, for instance, comments on the "dead" language of fonnal translation by Nora 
Oal' in Slovo zhivoe i mertvoe: iz opyta redaktora i perevodchika ,2nd edn. Moscow, 
Kniga, 1975 and by Rita Rait-Kovaleva, in "Nit' Ariadny", in Redaktor i perevod, 
Moscow: Kniga, 1965, pp. 5-22; or N. Demurova's comparison of translation to 
musical arrangement in "Oolos i skripka", Masterstvo perevoda, 1970, pp. 150-85. 
27V. Nabokov, (1955), Problems of Translation: Onegin in English", in J. Biguenet 
and R. Scholte (eds.), Theories of Translation: An Anthology of Essaysfrom Dryden 
to Derrida, p. 135. 
28C. Martindale, "Unlocking the Word-hoard: In Praise of Metaphrase", in 
Comparative Criticism, 6, 1984, p. 62. 
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Nida is probably the most influential apologist for free translation in recent years. In 
Nida's opinion, a good translation is one that achieves "equivalence of effect" - the 
response of the new audience to the translation will be substantially similar to the 
response of the source language audience to the original text. For Nida, the translation 
must convey the message of the original clearly and with maximum effect. Therefore 
the target language used for translation must be natural and intelligible. It must not 
mislead, it must correspond to widespread contemporary use and it must not sound 
awkward or strange. Any "interference" from the source is condemned by Nida as 
"translationese". Translationese results when the translator ignores the function of 
linguistic forms in context in favour of lexical consistency, concentrating on the word 
instead of the sentence, paragraph or "total discourse". Nida considers that the 
translator must not only observe acceptable standards of word combination and 
sentence structure in the target language but also conventions of discourse structure. 
One of Nida's basic principles is that contextual consistency should take priority over 
lexical consistency. A word should be translated according to the function it is made to 
fulfil in context. Nida argues that idioms should be treated as "dead", He considers the 
primary meaning of a figurative expression to be of secondary importance if not 
redundant altogether. Set expressions should be treated as single semantic units, not as 
the sum of their parts. A second principle of Nida's is that translators should avoid 
anachronisms. This rule is again founded on the notion of equivalence of effect. 
Deliberate archaising will not create the response that the author intended. A text which 
sounds archaic today did not sound archaic for the audience to whom it was originally 
addressed. Excessive modernisms (e.g .• the use of "mentally distressed" to translate 
"demon possessed") should also be avoided, as they "falsify life at historically 
different periods". 
Nida's ideas about translation are quite acceptable with regard to many translation 
tasks. His model of "dynamic equivalence" constitutes the mainstream of translation 
theory not only in America but in Europe and Russia. However. given that Nida's own 
specialist area, Bible translation, deals with an ancient, authoritative and culturally 
significant text, rather than a more ephemeral text. such as a contemporary best-selling 
detective novel or economic report, it is not surprising that he has come in for a fair 
amount of criticism. Nida's critics have argued that his approach is tendentious and 
displays an arrogant disregard for the source text. By stressing function rather than 
form, and intention rather than the words, as Nida does, it is possible to justify 
bypassing the intricacies of the text and rewriting the original as one sees fit. Dynamic 
equiValence encourages the obliteration of oddities in the original and tends to over-
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explain the original in order to avoid ambiguity. The New English Bible - a translation 
which follows Nida's principles, has been criticised on the grounds that it "destroys the 
openness of the original with tendentious glosses" and "confuses the role of translator 
with that of commentator".29 
Defenders of literalism are generally motivated by a concern for the particular character 
of the source text and culture which overruns consideration of contemporary target 
culture norms. Nabokov is one of the few recent apologists for literalism, and one of 
the few prominent commentators who defends literal translation as the most faithful 
and accurate method of translation. Nabokov considers that lithe person who desires 
to tum a literary masterpiece into another language has one duty to perform and this is 
to reproduce with absolute exactitude the whole text and nothing but the text". 
Nabokov, with his inflexible attitude toward other translators and his insistence that he 
alone has a stake in the source text, is an easy target for criticism. Robinson has 
characterised literalism like Nabokov's as "aversion": " ... aversionary translation 
inherits and intensifies the medieval hierarchy of loathing according to which readers 
of translations are more loathsome than translators, translators as readers more 
loathsome than original writers".3o However, setting aside the emotive issue of 
"loathing", there is something to be said for this hierarchy and, indeed, who is to decide 
< that readers may not actually be happy with their place at the bottom? A reader may 
well prefer to read a literal rendering of the words of a worldwide literary classic than 
to read an interpretation of them aimed at some imaginary idea of the average reader by 
a translator of considerably less talent than the original author. 
Gennan writers of the 19th and 20th century who have advocated foreign sounding 
translation, such as Schleiermacher. Humboldt Goethe and Walter Benjamin offer a 
different perspective on the problem from that of Nabokov. The basic premise of these 
writers is that the target language will be enriched if it is made to bear the imprint of the 
source language (i.e."translationeselt). By deliberately conveying the impression of 
foreignness, the translator will be able to convey the essential alien quality of the text 
which he - as a non-native speaker - is able to appreciate. 
Schieiermacher advocates that the language of translation be "bent towards an alien 
kindness". He objects to the idea that the translator might be able to tum his author 
into a German, imagining how he would write "if he were writing in this country 
today", on the grounds that thought and style cannot be separated from language: "Can 
29lbid, p. 67. 
300. Robinson, The Translator's Tum, p. 245. 
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[the translator} separate a man from his native language and believe that he, or even 
only his chain of thoughts, could be one and the same in two languages? Can [the 
translator] presume to deconstruct the discourse to its very core, to exclude the part that 
language itself contributes? Evidently, in order to solve this problem, it would be 
necessary to remove completely from a man's written work everything that is, even in 
the remotest way, the effect of anything he has said or heard in his mother tongue from 
childhood on".31 Benjamin argues that the purpose of translation is not to transmit 
content but to reveal the "central reciprocal relationship between languages".32 The 
essential quality of a literary work, in Benjamin's view, is not to impart information. A 
translation which sets out to convey information will only convey what is least essential 
in a text. Literal translation is Seen by Benjamin as a way of coming to terms with the 
difference between languages. revealing a "longing for linguistic unity".33 
There are obviously practical limitations to this approach. depending on the text for 
translation, but Schleiermacher and Benjamin present a good defence for translation 
which sounds like translation. There is. indeed. a "reciprocal relationship between 
languages". Languages are able to absorb foreign modes of expression because of 
their relationship to common points of reference. Individual readers are likely to have 
different ideas of how much the target language can accommodate foreign sounding 
words and expressions in the interests of retaining the unique colour and character of 
the original. A certain amount of interference from the source language need not make 
a translation meaningless. Idiomatic and figurative expressions can travel between 
languages as calques. because they relate to shared points of reference. One of the 
idioms cited by Nida in his discussion of "translationese", "to heap coals of fire on 
somebody's head", is a good example. Nida's principles express an overriding concern 
for intelligibility and ease of expression. In the end, such an approach will always 
favour what is predictable and conventional over what is original, if slightly awkward 
and unusual. 
Part 3: Specific Properties of Zoshchenko's Style and the Problems of 
Translating "Skaz" 
31F. Schleiermacher, "On the Different Methods of Translating", in 1. Biguenet and R. 
Scholte (eds.) Theories of Translation: An Anthology of Essays from Dryden to 
Derrida, pp. 49-50. 
32W. Benjamin, "The Task of the Translator" (1923), trans. by Harry Zohn, Ibid, pp. 
73-4. 
331bid. p. 77. 
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As with so many other arguments in translation theory, the debate about "free versus 
literal" is really meaningful only when applied to specific examples. The strategy used 
depends on the character of the text to be translated, its status in the source culture, the 
reputation of its author and the style in which it is written, which may be rather banal 
and simple or extremely complex and inventive. In the case of Zoshchenko, the 
author's status as a respected author in the source culture will predispose the translator 
to treat the word of the original with respect. Beyond this, it is the question of his use 
of style that will have the most impact on the translator's choice of strategy. 
As a starting point in discussing how style affects the position adopted by the 
translator in relation to the free/literal debate, it is worth mentioning a rather useful 
distinction made by Mary Snell-Hornby between "transparent" and "opaque" style in 
literature. According to Snell-Hornby's definition, "transparent style" is the use of 
language that adheres to the "unmarked dictionary norm" - that is, style in which 
collocation rules are faithfully applied and where the meaning of individual words may 
be elucidated without difficulty from the context. By way of example, Snell-Hornby 
quotes a passage from a Christopher Isherwood novel: 
He was extremely nervous. His delicate white handfuJdled incessantly 
with the signet ring on his little finger; his uneasy blue eyes kept squinting 
rapid glances into the corridor. 
As she comments of this extract: "Here the general picture of extreme anxiety is 
constantly reinforced; extremely nervous by fiddled incessantly, uneasy blue eyes and 
squinting rapid glances. Semantic congruence is observed for verb and participants; 
hand andfuJdle; eye, squint and glance; and the objects described are in perfect 
compatibility with each other: delicate white hand, signet ring, little finger ..• " 34 
Opaque style, on the other hand, does not coincide with accepted usage in this way but 
represents "the creative extension of the norm through the subtle exploitation of the 
language potential". That is to say it is a style in which words are deliberately used in a 
strange way for expressive effect, so that their actual meanings cannot ealiily be 
elucidated from the context. In order to fully appreciate the impact of the author's use 
of a word in "opaque style" the reader may have to be familiar with all its semantic 
implications. Snell-Hornby illustrates her concept of "opaque style" by using a 
passage from Lawrence Durrell's Balthazar: 
34M. Snell-Hornby, Translation Studies: An Integrated Approach, Amsterdam: John 
Benjamin, 1988, p.122. 
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Soon the cicadas will bring in their crackling music, background to the 
shepherd's dry flute among the rocks. The scrambling tortoise and the 
lizard are our only companions. 
Of this, she comments: "Normally crackle describes the sounds made by dry twigs or 
fIre, not that made by a live creature and it does not collocate with music. The focal 
element, a rapid succession of dry brittle sounds, is however retained here, Similarly, 
scramble typically takes a human agent .. .in the above example the focal elements of 
effort and hasty disorganised movement are however retained. "35 
This distinction between "transparent" and "opaque" style may be a little rough and 
ready - the concept of "normative usage", in particular, is one about which literary 
critics and linguists are liable to quibble. However, it describes the type of rule of 
thumb which the practising translator is constantly having to apply in assessing the 
character of a source text. The argument about free/dynamic versus literal/formal 
translation hinges very much on the question of how "natural-sounding" the original 
text is to the native reader. Where a writer is using a "transparent style" that conforms 
more or less to the "unmarked dictionary norm" (something intuitively recognised by 
literate readers) then the translator is not risking the integrity of the source text by 
giving priority to fluency in translation, so that the result sounds natural to the target-
language reader. "Opaque style" - the more creative, idiosyncratic use of language -
clearly presents more potential pitfalls for the translator. It is, above all, in relation to 
such "opaque" language use that "dynamic equivalence" can appear crude and even 
give rise to the accusations that the translator is trying to "colonise" the text. As Snell-
Hornby points out, translators tend to gravitate towards the most natural-sounding 
equivalents and thus opaque style often becomes banal in translation, losing elements 
of depth and subtlety. The result is what Germans call "Verflachung" (lack of stylistic 
contour}.36 Incidentally, Russians also have a name for this "smoothed-out" style: 
"rJIa~l(OrmCL" ("blandscript").37 
Zoshchenko's style, with its density and its attention to surface form, is certainly closer 
to Snell-Hornby's defInition of opaque style than it is to transparent style. However. 
there is an additional complication introduced by the use of "double-voiced" narrative 
3Slbid, p. 123. 
36lbid, p.123. 
37L. Leighton, Two Worlds. One Art: Literary Translation in Russia and America, p. 
212. 
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or skaz in Zoshchenko's work. Snell-Homby's definition of opaque style relates to 
what Bakhtin describes as "single-voiced" discourse in literary fiction, rather than to 
"double-voiced" fonns such as skaz and parody. She assumes that opaque style is a 
reflection of the author's desire to use unusual and striking expressions - something 
close to what the Fonnalist critics described as "defamiliarisation" (ostranenie). In the 
case of skaz, however, unusual lexical features do not simply represent the creative 
impulse of the author to stretch the language for expressive or picturesque purposes. 
Rather, they are intended to imitate a particular type of speech act and - more often than 
not - a particular type of speaker who is the object of the author's scrutiny. Skaz 
therefore depends largely on the reader connecting individual features of the narrative 
to real-life experience. As Mikhail Kreps has pointed out, this requires a certain 
amount of background knowledge on the part of the reader and complicates the task of 
the translator: 
9JIeMeHTLI cICa30BoH TeXHHICH Ba)l(HLt He caMH no ce6e. a ICaIC 
COBOICYnHOCTL OT,zteJILHLIX .sI3W<:OBLIX CHI'HaJIOB. BLI3LIBaIOl1\HX B 
lUiTaTeJIe ~eJIOCTHOe npe,ztCTaBJIeHHe 0 repoe-paCCICa3lUiICe Hero 
MHpOB033pemm. IIPH CICa30BOH TeXHHICe nOBeCTBOBaHH.sI «cBoii» 
lUiTa Tem. OICa3LIBaeTC.sI HaMHOrO qyBcTBHTeJILHee «qy}l(oro». 1160 
,ztJI.sI «qy)l(oro» ~TaTeJI.sI. CICa30Ba.sl TeXHHICa HatmHaeTC.sI H 
OCTaeTC.sI Ha60pOM CTpaHHLIX, HenpaBHJILHLIX, BLIllYpHLIX ,OPM 
BLIpa)l(eHH.sl. ICOTopLIe TOJILICO pa3,ztpa)l(aeT H COBceM He Be,ztYT IC 
~eJIOCTHOMY npe~CTaBJIeHmO «THna» paCCICa3lUiICa. u60 qy}l(oii 
tnUaTeJIL HHICor~a B )I(H3HH C HHM He BCTpeqaJIC.sI, n03TOMY 
nepeBO~ CICa30BLIX Bel1\eH ICpaiiHe CJIO)l(eH, talC zeaIC B nepeBo~e 
OHH Tep.sIIOT caMoe rnaBoe - 'IeJIOBeICa ICaIC THIIa38 
This aspect of skaz presents the translator with a problem similar to that posed by 
stylistically marked dialogue which uses colloquialisms and dialect. 
Of the possible solutions to translating such marked skaz or dialogue, each has its 
disadvantages. If the translator glosses over the peculiar features of the original in 
favour of neutral equivalents, the result will be "lack of stylistic contour" - a smoothed-
out, bland translation. The use of literal strategies in an attempt to retain the oddities 
intact is also problematic. Generally speaking, the "oddities" of skaz narrative relate to 
the culture-specific sphere of the language and thus it can be difficult to find target 
38M. Kreps, Tekhnika komicheskogo u Zoshchenko, Vennont: Chalidze, 1986, pp.l14-
S. 
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language equivalents. To do so, the translator will have to bend the target language to 
accommodate the peculiarities of the source language ~ a strategy that may be totally 
unsuitable for some texts. Besides this, there is the risk of the translation "falling on 
deaf ears", the situation described by Kreps above. At the other end of the spectrum 
there is the possibility of choosing some existing target language idiom to translate 
skat ~ compensating for the Russian prostorechie by using some form of non-
standard dialect in the language of translation. Here, there is a risk that the chosen 
idiom will set up undesirable cultural associations of its own that will disturb the 
integrity and coherence of the text as a whole. A translator who renders the speech of a 
Russian peasant in one of Chekhov's short stories by using a British West Country 
dialect or the speech mannerisms of an American Southerner may be able to signal 
something approximate about the speaker's social origin, but in so doing he/she is 
liable to destroy the character's identity as a Russian. 
A further solution to the problem is to exercise some sort of creative "damage 
limitation" - to try to convey the colloquial nature of the skat or dialogue using more 
neutral devices that communicate the right mood without setting up undesirable 
associations. This latter approach is favoured by Russian translators, who tend to agree 
that the solution to translating such dialogue or skat lies in using features of colloquial 
speech, such as ellipsis, disjointed syntax, repetition, unfinished sentences, "filler" 
words. etc, which impart a feel of informality without creating excessive friction.39 
Rait-Kovaleva, the author of a successful translation of J.D. Salinger's The Catcher in 
the Rye (a sustained example of skat by a fictional narrator) has argued convincingly 
for a dynamic strategy in translating individualised monologue. Rait-Kovaleva warns 
that by dissecting such a style into its various components, the translator risks turning 
the narrator into a "dead soul". She argues that it is possible, by careful reading, to 
establish a biography for the narrator, to become aware of the rhythms of his speech, 
his movements and appearance, so that he or she will automatically "begin to speak in 
Russian"; On the other hand, a bad translator risks killing the original by using "rare 
words dug out of Dar, fake-colloquial intonations with inversions and clownish slang, 
which bear no relation to living speech"40. 
At this point it is worth looking at some of the English~language translations of 
Zoshchenko's short stories, in order to provide an insight into how different 
39for instance, see G. Turover, "0 perevode dialektizmov", in Tetradi perevodchika. 3 
(1966), pp. 94-7 and V. Rossel's. "v masterskoi perevochika" in Tetrad; perevodchika. 
3, (1966), pp. 3-16. 
4OR. Rait-Kovaleva. "Nit' Ariadny". in Redaktor i perevod, pp. 5-22. 
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approaches to translating his skaz actually work in practice. There are at least five 
collections of Zoshchenko's stories translated into English: The Woman Who Could 
Not Read and Other Tales, translated by Elizaveta Fen (London: Methuen, 1940); The 
Wonderful Dog and Other Tales, also translated by Elizaveta Fen (London: Methuen, 
1942); Scenes from the Bathhouse and Other Stories of Soviet Russia, translated by 
Sydney Monas (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1961); Nervous People 
and Other Satires, translated by Hugh McLean and Maria Gordon, (London: Victor 
Gollancz Ltd., 1963); and A Man is Not A Flea, translated by Serge Shishkoff (Ardis: 
Ann Arbor, 1989). Beyond this, several stories are published in translation, for 
instance, in the collections Azure Cities: Stories of New Russia, ed. J. Kunitz, trans. 
J.J. Robbins (USA: International Publishers, 1929) and Russian Literature Tri~ 
QUlJrteriy. 14 (1986):The Serapion Brothers (translations by Martin Rice). 
Among the translators of collections of Zoshchenko's short stories, the following 
general tendencies can be seen. Fen and McLean/Gordon take the path of "damage 
limitation", trying to signal the oddities of the original by using occasional 
colloquialisms but generally respecting target language norms. As a result, their 
translations tend to be rather bland and lacking in humour. Where they do use 
colloquialisms, these are often rather badly judged. Fen's translation of the first line of 
Zoshchenko's "The Aristocrat" ("Aristokratka") reveals a lack of attention to the 
associative capacities of English. Where Zoshchenko has "g, 6pa T~W MOH, He 
nJ®JIlO 6a6, ICOTopwe B WJIRnaX",41 Fen has "To tell you the truth, chaps, I don't 
like a girl what wears a hat. "42 •• The combination of the rather upper-class "chaps" 
with the ungrammatical "girl what wears a hat" immediately makes it difficult to place 
the speaker.The McLean/Gordon translation shows something similar, using "fellows" 
and "dames" in the opening sentence ("Fellows, I don't like dames who wear hats"43). 
The translations by Shishkoff are bolder than either Fen's or McLean and Gordon's. 
Shishkoff is attentive to intricacies of the originals and picks up on comic touches that 
escape some of the other translators. for instance, in his translation of "The Aristocrat" 
he is the only translator who conveys the strange way the narrator speaks of the 
interval at the theatre as though it were a place: (nfJIR)I(Y - aHTpaICT - a ORa B 
41M. Zoshchenko, "Aristokratka", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, ed. by Iu. 
Tomashevskii, Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986, v. I, pp. 170. 
42M. Zoshchenko, "An Aristocrat" in The Woman who could not Read and Other 
Tales. trans. E. Fen, London: Methuen, 1940. pp. 113-9. 
43M. Zoshchenko, "The Lady Aristocrat", in Nervous People and Other Satires, trans. 
H. McLean and M. Gordon, London: Victor Gollancz Ltd., 1963, p. 127. 
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aHTpa:ne XO~HT") ( . .intermission was in full swing. And there she was, walking 
about in the midst of it"). Shishkoff is the most dynamic of all the translators: his 
versions are more colloquial than any of the others and adapt the humour of the 
original in the interests of a sustained voice, replacing the actual images and wordplay 
of the original with foreign equivalents. For instance, in "The Aristocrat", where the 
original has "SOJIOVCb. KaK I1.\YKa", Shishkofftranslates this as "shuffling along like 
a penguin", whereas all the other translators keep the fish image. However, despite the 
inventiveness of some of Shishkoffs solutions, the overall result is disappointing 
because it feels as though Zoshchenko's own voice has been thoroughly drowned out 
by that of the translator. Besides this, the decision to use American slang results in a 
serious problem of friction. To take the example of "The Aristocrat" again, Shishkoffs 
translation begins as follows: 
Friends, I don't like broads who wear hats. If a broad has a hat on, if 
she wears silk stockings, or totes a pooch in her arms, or else sports a gold 
tooth, an aristocratic lady like that is, as far as I'm concerned, not a broad at 
all, but a featureless landscape. 44 
Here, the word "broad" sets up a chain of associations with American gangsters that 
becomes even more pronounced with the expression "toting a pooch in her arms", The 
effect becomes quite surreal when the narrator begins to use expressions like "3TIXHM 
6YP>KyeM He~Ope3a:H:HLIM" (translated by Shishkoff as "like an unreconstructed 
capitalist") - the narrator comes across as an Al Capone character who is, inexplicably, 
a communist. The expression "featureless landscape" is a good example of how this 
translator tends to swamp the original: there is an eloquence in his solution that is 
lacking in the original "rJIa,zucoe MecTo". "a smooth space" or "an empty space". 
Monas's translations are the hardest to pin down as far as translation strategies are 
concerned. I would describe them as "quirky". They are rather uneven and contain a 
number of inaccuracies, but they have a liveliness and humour that is missing from 
both Fen's and McLean/Gordon's cautious versions and Shishkoffs more farcical 
adaptations. In my opinion, they are the only translations of the collected stories that 
come close to the humour of Zoshchenko's originals. Monas is not averse to stretching 
the English language considerably to convey the humour of the use of language in the 
original. For instance, in his version of "The Aristocrat" he translates "11. OBOJIhHO 
CBBBCTBO C Baweii CTOPOHLl" as "enough swinery on your part" and "m xpeHa He 
44M. Zoshchenko "An Aristocratic Lady", in A Man is Not a Flea, trans. S. Shishkoff. 
Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1989, p. 36. 
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BIDKY" as "I can't see a horseradish".45 These translations render the literal meanings 
of the words rather than their pragmatic function - a Russian would probably not hear 
the "horseradish" association in the common hidden obscenity "HK xpeHa" - but that 
does not stop them being funny for the English-language reader. A particular merit of 
Monas's translations is their economy and their disjointed rhythm, which echoes the 
choppy rhythm of Zoshchenko's writing. Monas tends to retain all Zoshchenko's 
interjections, e.g., "roBoplO", "roBopHT" in the same order as they occur in the 
originals and this helps him retain the distinctive feel of Zoshchenko's skaz. 
The effect of the various strategies used by the translators can be seen by comparing 
translations of a passage from the story "Cat and People" ("Koshka i liudi"), which 
has been translated by everyone except McLean/Gordon. The extract is a typical 
example of the speech of one of Zoshchenko's officials - the treasurer of a housing 
committee investigating a stove that is making everybody sick: 
- Ka3Halleii, )l(a6a. rOBopHT: 
BnOJIHe OTJIlAHa.SI aTMocq,epa. H HlOXaTh ee MO)KHO. fOJIOBa -qepe3 
3TO He OCJIa6eBaeT. Y MeWl. rOBopHT. B ICBapTHpe aTMocq,epa 
xY)I(e BOWleT. H .st. rOBopHT, He CI<YJIIO nOHanpacHY. A TYT 
cOBepweHHo pyx pOBmm.46 
Fen translates the story as "The Stove". This is her version of the passage above: 
The treasurer, the toad, added: 
An excellent atmosphere, as a matter of fact. One can breathe it with 
pleasure. It does not affect the head. In my flat the atmosphere is much 
more smelly, and yet I never make complaints. Here, the air is perfectly 
normal.47 
This is not a bad translation. However, it is clearly "smoothed out". Particularly worth 
noting is the substitution of "breathe" for "snifr' ("HlOxa TL "), the addition of "with 
pleasure" (not in the original), the neutral "make complaints" for "CICYJIHTh" and the 
4SM. Zoshchenko, "The Aristocrat", in Tales from the Bathhouse and Other Stories of 
Soviet Russia, trans. S. Monas, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1961, 
pp.21-22. 
46M. Zoshchenko, "Koshka i liudi", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. I, p. 407. 
47M. Zoshchenko, "The Stove", in The Woman Who Could Not Read and Other 
Tales, trans. E.Fen, p. 40. 
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bJand "the air is perfectly normal" for the comic "TYT cOBepweHHo p.yx pOBHLIii". 
Fen has also got rid of Zoshchenko's repeated use of the interjection "roBopHT". 
This is Shishkoffs version: 
The treasurer, that toad, added, 
"An altogether excellent atmosphere. You can sniff it to your heart's 
content. No loss of efficiency in the head. In my apartment", he said, "the 
atmosphere stinks worse than this and still", he said, "I don't go around 
bellyaching about it. These emanations are well within normal 
parameters. "48 
Shishkoff, like Fen, amplifies the original "moxaTh MO)l(HO" by adding "to your 
heart's content". There are some very good compensatory equivalents to render the 
tone of officialese in the original ("no loss of efficiency in the head" and "these 
emanations are well within normal parameters"). He retains the disjointed effect from 
the use of "roBopHT" ("he said"). On the other hand, there is a very strong sense of 
interference from the translator, leading to a loss of subtlety, which is characteristic of 
Shiskoffs translations in general. 
Monas has the following: 
The treasurer, that plague, says, 
The air's quite excellent. And one can sniff it. From this, one doesn't get 
dizzy. In my apartment, he says, the air stinks much worse and yet It he 
says. don't go around whimpering about nothing. But here the air is quite 
smooth.49 
"Plague" is rather an odd choice here and less good than Fen's and Shishkoffs "toad". 
"Plague" is used elsewhere by Monas to translate "xoJIepa". Monas has also 
neglected the deliberately odd "a TMoc4Iepa" and translated it as "air". In general, 
however, Monas's translation is pleasing, due to a slight foreignness that he has 
retained in the wording and rhytlun of his translation. He is the only one who retains 
the curt form of the original Ita moxaT& ee MO)l(HO" ("And one can sniff it"). "The air 
48M. Zoshchenko, "Of Cats and Men", in A Man is Not a Flea, trans. S. Shishkoff, p. 
67. 
49M. Zoshchenko, "Kitten and People" in Tales from the Bathhouse and Other Stories 
of Soviet Russia, trans. S. Monas, p. 45. 
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is quite smooth" is a good rendering ofthe original "coBepweHKo pyx pOBHAtH"; 
"smooth" is just strange enough to communicate the faintly official tone of the 
original. "Whimpering" is also good - an example of Monas actively resisting the 
temptation to make the translation more natural and thus enhancing the comedy of the 
original. 
It is difficult to analyse exactly why Monas, in my opinion, succeeds better than other 
translators of Zoshchenko's work: I am tempted to explain it as an instinctive ability to 
hit the right comic tone by retaining small, apparently unimportant aspects of the 
original, such as word order, combined with small inventive touches in the use of 
English. The difference between success and failure in translating Zoshchenko can 
depend on tiny details. I hope that a comparison between the translations by Monas 
and Mclean/Gordon of an extract from the story "The History of an Illness" ("Istoriia 
boJezni") will make this point clearer. This is the original: 
OTKpOBeHHO rOBopR, 51 npeAIIolUlTalO XBOpaTl> ,l{OMa. 
KOHetmO, CJIOB HeT, B 60JIbHH:qe, MO)l(eT 6WTl>, CBeTJIeU H 
IYJIl>TypHeu. H EaJIOpmmOCTl> IIHl.L\H, MO>KeT 6LITb, Y HHX 60JIee 
npeAycMoTpeHa. Ho, EaE rOBopHTCR, ,l{OMa H COJIOMa eAoMa. 
A B 60JIbHH:qY MeKSI IIpHBe3JIH C 6PlOWHLIM THlPOM. ~oMawHHe 
,l{YMaJI 3TKM 06JIerlUlTb MOH HeHMoBepHLIe cTpa,l{aHH.Sl. 
Ho TOJILEO 3THM OD He ,l{OCTHI'JIH ~eJIH, IIOCEOJIl>EY MHe 
IIOIIaJIaCL EaEaR-TO oc06eHHa51 60JIL~a, r,l{e MHe He Bce 
IIOHpaBWI OCl>. 
BCe-TaICH TOJIbEO 60JILHOrO IIpHBe3JIH. 3aIIHCmaIOT ero B ICHHrY, 
H BAPyr OH quTaeT Ha CTeHe IIJIaEaT, «BLlJ,taqa TpYIIOB OT 3-x,l{o 
4-x.» 
He 3HalO ICaE APyrHe 60JIbHLIe, HO .II IIpRMO 3aICatlaJIC.II Ha Horax. 
lor,l{a npoq:eJl 3TO B033BaHHe. rJIaBHOe, Y MeWl BLICOla51 
TeMIIepaTypa, K Boo6~e )l(H3HD, MO)l(eT 6LITL. eJIe reIIJIKTCR B 
MoeM OpraHH3Me, MO)l(eT 6LlTL, OHa Ha BOJIOCle BKCKT - BAPyr 
npHXoAKTC5I quTa T}, TaICHe CJIOBa. 
,SI ClCa3aJl MY)I('tIHHe, lCOTOpwi MeWl 3aIIHCmaJl: 
- t{TO BLl, rOBoplO, TOBap~ lPeJlLAwep, TalCKe IIOWJlLle HaAIIHCK 
BLlBeWHBaeTe? Bce-TalCK, rOBoplO, 60JlbHLIM He AOCTaBJIReT 
BHTepec 3TO ~TaT},. 
4>eJIl>AWep, WIK Eal ero, JIelCIIOM, YAHBWICR, q:TO 51 eMY TaIC 
Cla3aJI, H rOBopKT: 
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-rJI.sI~HTe, 60JILHOii, H eJIe OH XO~HT, H llYTb Y Hero nap H30 pTy 
He RAeT OT >Kapa, H TO)l(e, rOBopHT, HaBO~HT Ha Bce caMoxpHTHKy. 
ECJIH, rOBopHT, BLI nonpaBHTeCL, 'tITO Bp.sI~ JIH, Tor~a H 
XpHTHEyere, a He TO MLI ~eHCTBHTeJILHO OT Tpex ~O 'tIeTLIpex 
BLtAa~HM Bac B BH~e Toro, 'tITO TyT HaImCaHO, BOT Tor~a 6y~eTe 
3HaTL. 
XOTeJI .sI C 3THM JIeKnOMOM CXJIeCTHYTLC.5I, HO nOCXOJILXY y 
MeW! 6wra BLICOXa.sI reMnepaTypa, 39 H 8, TO .sI C HHM cnopHTL He 
CTaJI. g TOJILXO eMY CXa3aJI, 
-BOT IIorO~H, Me~HI:(lmCXa.sI Tpy6xa, .sI nonpaBJIlOCL, taX TLI MHe 
OTBe-qaeWL 3a CBoe HaXaJILCTBO. Pa3Be, rOBoplO, MO)l(HO 60JILHLIM 
TaKHe pelUl CJIY wa TL? 50 
This is the version by McLean and Gordon. I have marked some places in italics for 
the purposes of comparison with Monas's translation: 
Frankly, I prefer to be ill at home. 
Of course, it goes without saying that the hospital may be brighter and 
more civilized. And perhaps the calorific value of the food is more 
carefully supervised there. But, as they say, there's no place like home. 
I was taken into hospital suffering from typhus. The members of my 
household thought that this would alleviate my incredible sufferings. But 
they did not accomplish their purpose, since I happened to get into some 
special kind of hospital where not everything pleased me. 
Anyhow, no sooner did they bring in the patient and register him than 
suddenly he sees a notice on the wall: "Delivery of corpses from 3.00 to 
4.00." 
I don't know about other patients, but I just got weak at the knees when 
I read that announcement. The main thing was that I had a high fever and 
really, my constitution might have been barely hanging onto life, maybe 
just by a hair, and all of a sudden I had to read words like that. 
I said to the man who was registering me, "Why, comrade medical 
assistant" , I say, "do you hang up such vulgar notices? Somehow", I say, 
"it's not so interesting for patients to read that". 
The medical assistant or what do you call him, medaide - was surprised 
that I talked to him like that and he says "will you look at that, a sick man, 
5OM. Zoshchenko, "Istoriia bolezni", in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 2, pp. 267-
8. 
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he can hardly walk, he's got such a fever he almost breathes out steam and 
still he's throwing his criticism around. If', he says, "you get better, which 
is unlikely, then go ahead and criticize. Otherwise, we'll really deliver you 
between three and four in the form it says here, and then you'll know". 
I wanted to have it out with this medical aide, but since I had a high 
temperature, 38.9, I didn't feel like arguing with him. Ijust said to him. 
"You look here, stethoscope, when I get better you'll have to answer for 
your insolence. Should sick people have to listen to that talk? SI 
This is Monas's version: 
Frankly speaking, I prefer to be ill at home. 
Oh, I wouldn't say that it isn't brighter in hospital and more cultivated. 
And perhaps they do watch the calories of your diet more closely. But you 
know how the saying goes: Be it ever so humble, there's no place like 
home. 
But they took me to hospital with typhoid fever. The people at home 
thought that in this way they'd lighten my unbelievable sufferings. Only 
they did not achieve their goal. inasmuch as I got stuck into some kind of 
special hospital, where everything did not entirely please me. 
In any case, they carted off the sick man, they are writing his name 
down in a book, when suddenly he reads a sign on the wall: "Corpses 
distributed from 3 to 4". 
I don't know how the other patients felt about it, but I jumped straight 
back on my feet when I read that sign. The important thing is, I have high 
temperature, and in all, it may be that life isjust barely keeping itselfwann 
in my organism, and maybe it's hanging by a hair - and suddenly I happen 
to read a sign like that. 
I said to the man who was registering me, "Why", I say, "comrade 
orderly, do you go around hanging up such vulgar signs". "In any case", I 
say, patients don't find it attractive to read such things". 
The orderly, or intern, or whatever he was, was surprised to hear me 
speak. to him like that and he says "Look: a patient. he can hardly walk, his 
fever's so high, steam is practically coming out of his mouth. and still". he 
says, "he's going around making criticisms. You get better, then you'll have 
51M. Zoshchenko, "The History of an Illness", in Nervous People and Other Satires, 
trans. H. McLean and M. Gordon, pp. 257-8. 
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the chance to criticise. And if not, we'll distribute you from three to four, as 
the sign says, and then you'll know what it's all about", 
I wanted to lash out at this orderly, but inasmuch as I had a high 
temperature, 103.8, I didn't pick afight with him. I only said to him, "As 
you please, you enema pipe. I'll get better, so you'll answer me for your 
loutishness. Is it proper, I say, for a patient to hear such speeches?52 
The differences between the two translations are numerous and slight, but significant. 
The Monas version strikes a more lively note immediately with the strange use of 
"cultivated" rather than "cultured" or "civilised" and with the translation "But you 
know how the saying goes: Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home" (as 
compared to the McLean/Gordon "But, as they say, there's no place like home"). The 
phrase "lighten my unbelievable sufferings" is more effective than the more standard 
collocation "alleviate my incredible sufferings" for "06JIertmTh MOR HeHMoBepme 
cTpa~aHU", and the formal "inasmuch as" is used twice to good effect by Monas 
where the original has "nOCI<OJIhI<Y". This use of "inasmuch as" adds a typical 
unevenness of register to the text (particularly the second time, when it clashes well 
with "pick a fight with"). Monas also renders ")I(lOHh ••• ene TeIIJIHTCg B MoeM 
OpraHH3Me" literally as "life is just barely keeping itself warm in my organism", a 
good choice, as the word "opraHIOM" is a particularly important part of Zoshchenko's 
stylistic battery. "Jumped back on my feet" is a rather good translation of "3awa rancg 
• Borax" (literally, "began swaying on my feet"), more comic than Mclean/Gordon's 
"went weak at the knees", because it creates a vivid image of the patient physically 
recoiling from the notice about corpses, whereas "went weak at the knees" is a "dead" 
expression that fails to create such a picture. Monas, importantly, retains the 
characteristic broken rhythm of speech in the original ("Why, I say, "comrade 
orderly") even where the result is unnatural in English, whereas the Mclean/Gordon 
translation changes this to detrimental effect. "Steam is practically coming out of his 
mouth" is closer to live speech than "he almost breathes out steam". "Loutishness" is 
more expressive for "HaXaJIhCTBo"than "insolence" and "such speeches" is better than 
"that talk", given the character of the "speech" referred to. 
Incidentally, some of the lively features of Monas's translation are, strictly speaking, 
less accurate renderings of the original than the alternatives in the Mclean/Gordon 
version. Monas has "everything did not entirely please me", whereas Mclean/Gordon, 
closer to the original, have "not everything pleased me". However, the note of 
'2M. Zoshchenko, "The Story of My Illness", in Tales from the Bathhouse and Other 
Stories of Soviet Russia, trans. S. Monas, p. 151. 
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euphemism in Monas's version is very apt in the circumstances. "Enema pipe" is a 
mistranslation of "MeA~HHCI<a.sl Tpy6a", which McLean/Gordon translate accurately 
as "stethoscope", but Monas's version is very funny and retains the "pipe/tube" 
imagery of the original. "As you please" is less accurate than "look here" for "BOT 
noroAH", which has a threatening sound in Russian, but the effect of "as you please" 
together with "enema pipe" is very successful. Monas has "patients don't find it 
attractive to read such things", whereas McLean and Gordon have "it's not so 
interesting for patients to read that", which is closer to the original ("60JILHLtM He 
,l(OCTaBJI.sIeT HHTepec :no ~Ta TL "), but less expressive than Monas's version. 
Incidentally, Monas also adds a slight foreignism here, the Russian sounding "such 
things" instead of "that", also to good effect. 
If anything can be concluded from my instinctive reaction to translations of 
Zoshchenko, it is that what works in practice may not be what looks good in theory. 
Monas is probably the least consistent of all the translators in applying an identifiable 
translation strategy - he is equally capable of departing some way from the original, of 
using startlingly literal equivalents and of importing foreignisms that do not even exist 
in the original. It is not at all obvious why he has made certain choices, and several of 
the good things in his translations have the appearance of happy accidents. However, 
for all the inconsistencies and "mistakes" in Monas's translations, they made me laugh 
out loud, whereas none of the other versions raised even a smile. 
There is another conclusion to be drawn from these observations on the translation of 
skaz in Zoshchenko's short stories: that "dynamic" and "damage limiting" strategies 
are unsuitable approaches for this particular author, whereas quirkier, foreignising 
strategies are more successful. The failure of strategies which either seek to normalise 
Zoshchenko's style as far as possible or to adapt his humour for a foreign audience 
seems to support the view that the comedy in his writing is stylistic rather than 
situational, and depends on the comic exploitation of the possibilities of the Russian 
language.The translator can quite successfully communicate the peculiar flavour of the 
original by using rather literal strategies. One of the most successful translations of 
Zoshchenko that I have read is a very literal translation of the story "Social 
Melancholy" ("Sotsial'naia grust"') by 1.1. Robbins, which is included in the coJlection 
Azure Cities under the title "Gold Teeth". The story concerns a young man and 
member of the Komsomol who loses three front teeth and has some gold false teeth 
fitted. The following is an extract of the original: 
H napeHL MOJIOAoi'i. BcecTopo:mmfi. HemiTepeCHO eMY. 3HaeTe. 
6J.tBa TL 6e3 Tpex 3y60s. KaI<a.sl }Ke }KH3HL c TaI<KM OTCYTCTBHeM? 
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CBHCTeTl:. HeJIh3.sI. )KpaTh Xy~O. H narmpOCKY ~ep*aTh HKtIeM. 
OIlSlTh >Ke WHImT IIpH pa3rOBope. H lIaH BLlJIHBaeTC.sI.S3 
This is the Robbins translation: 
And he a young fellow too! Many-sided! It isn't interesting for him, you 
understand, to pass his time without the three teeth. What is his life in their 
absence? He can't whistle. It's hard to eat. And there's nothing to hold a 
cigarette with. And then, there's a hiss when he speaks! And tea runs out 
of his mouth.s4 
There are a number of clear temptations that have been resisted by the translator in the 
interest of retaining the brevity, the rhythm and the peculiar verbal humour of the 
original Russian. For instance, it would have been easy to include a verb in the first 
sentence ("he's a young fellow") and to extend the second sentence ("A many-
sided/well-rounded character", for instance), but the result would have been less 
effective. Details of the original which reflect the comic possibilities of Russian, such 
as "aeHHTepecHo" and tIc TaKHM OTCYTcTBHeM" have been retained in as literal a 
form as possible ("it's not interesting", "in their absence"). "To pass his time" 
communicates the humour of the verb "6lilBa Th" in the original. It is noticeable that the 
translation sounds like a monologue by a foreigner. One can imagine it being read out 
with a Russian accent. As a result, the parody of communist jargon that follows (when 
the members of the Komsomol begin to look askance at the gold teeth) is well 
integrated into the whole: 
fiOqeMY TaIme MeU4aHCKHe HacTpoeau7 Hey*eJIH >Ke Henh3Jl 
npOCTOMY kOMCOMOJIh~Y ~WPkOH *eBaTh H kywan? 
... H Bo06U4e IIOCTaHOBHJIH: 
... npH3Ha Th HMeHHe 30JIOTLtX 3y60B .sIBJIeHHeM. Be~YU4HM Ie OTICa3Y 
OT CO~HaJIH3Ma H ero ~eH. H MLI. 'CIJIeHLI BJIKCM CeMeHoBcICoH 
SlqeHkH. 06'hJlBJI.sIeM IIpOTHB HXKHX HocHTeneH 60ph6y, Kak C 
SlBJIeBHeM. pa3pywaJOU4HM ICOMCOMOJIhCICHe H,ZteH ... ss 
'3M. Zoshchenko, "Sotsial'naia grust"', in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 1, p. 500. 
!14M. Zoshchenko,"Gold Teeth", in Azure Cities: Stories of New Russia, ed. J. Kunitz, 
trans. J.1. Robbins, USA: International Publishers, 1929, p. 231. 
SSM. Zoshchenko, "Sotsial'naia grust"', in Sobranie sochinenii v 310makh, v. 1, p. 501. 
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Why such a bourgeois strain? Can't an ordinary Komsomolets chew 
and eat with a hole in his mouth? 
... And they decided in principle "to acknowledge the possession of 
gold teeth as a phenomenon leading to the denial of Socialisn and its ideas 
and we members of the Semyonovsky nucleus declare war on their 
owners, as a phenomenon tending to destroy the ideas of the 
Komsomol..." 56 
In his translation, Robbins has not sought to reduce friction from unnatural sounding 
English and, in so doing, he has avoided friction of the most damaging sort - cultural 
friction that detracts from the Soviet character of the original. 
56M. Zoshchenko, "Gold Teeth", in Azure Cities: Stories of New Russia, ed. J. Kunitz, 
trans. J.J. Robbins, p. 232. 
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Part 4: "Michel Siniagin": Implications for the Translator 
So far. this chapter has discussed the translation of Zoshchenko's style in the short 
stories. where he uses an abbreviated skaz which imitates spontaneous oral monologue. 
It is this style that Osip Mandel'shtam was referring to when he described 
Zoshchenko's work as "Brussels lace": 
HaCTO.sI~HH TPY lJ" 3TO 6plOCCeJIhCI<Oe I<pY)KeBo. B HeM rJIaBHOe 
TO, Ha 'tIeM lJ,ep)I(HTC.sI y30p: B03lJ,YX, npOI<OlILI, nporYlILI ••• 
Y HaC eCTh 6H61IH.sI TPY lJ,a, HO MLI ee He I:(eHHM. 9TO paccxam 
301J.(eHKH •••• BOT Y I<oro nporYJILI ,l{LIwar, BOT Y I<oro 
6plOCCelIhCI<Oe I<pY)KeBO )KHBeT!S7 
As the discussion in Chapter 1 of this thesis has shown. the literary style of the 
"Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin" poses rather different problems for the 
translator. The expository style of the "author" in these works imitates a pre-meditated 
literary perfonnance and blends literary parody with more skaz-like elements. It is. 
once again. an example of "opaque style", but here the idiosyncracies of the text 
perfonn yet another function - to mimic a clumsy literary performance, to show, as 
Chudakova puts it, "how not to write".S8 
As regards the dynamic/formal debate in translation studies, the style in which "Michel 
Siniagin" is written is an interesting paradox, because the original bears some of the 
typical traits of "bad" translation. Adherents of the dynamic approach to translation 
generally consider that a good translation must adhere to the conventions of textuality 
in the target language, such as collocation, word order, cohesion and coherence. 
Teachers of translation are aware that inexperienced translators can produce texts of a 
unique clumsiness because, in adhering too closely to the original, they violate these 
textual conventions in their own language (translationese). Mona Baker calls texts that 
display deficiencies in relation to norms of discourse "non-texts".S9 The Russian 
editor Nora Gal' uses the phrase "dead language" to describe the same phenomenon in 
her book living and Dead Language: From the Experience of a Translator and 
Editor (Slovo zhivoe i mertvoe: iz opyta perevodchika i redaktora). However, as I 
showed in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Zoshchenko's style in "Michel Siniagin" plays 
"0. Mandel'shtam "Chetvertaia proza''. in Proza, Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1983, pp 176-7. 
SSM. Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Nauka, 1979. p.82 
s9M. Baker, In Other Words: A Casebook on Translation, London: Routledge, 1992, 
p. 111. 
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games with conventions of literary narrative in Russian and deliberately violates the 
conventions of textuality normally considered to govern good writing. In this ca~, the 
fluency considered so crucial to translation by the defenders of dynamic equivalence 
does not exist in the original text. 
The fact that the question of "voice" in "Michel Siniagin" relates to the mimicry of a 
premeditated and clumsy literary performance rather than a spontaneous oral 
monologue should predispose the translator towards a more literal translation strategy. 
Indeed, at some points in "Michel Siniagin" language is used in such an opaque 
manner that it is impossible to penetrate the surface form of the words themselves to 
reach a visual image beneath them. It is generally thought that a good translator must 
try to get beneath the words to the underlying image or idea, rather than approaching 
the language at a superficial level. In the case of "Michel Siniagin" it is not always 
possible to do this. For instance, in the description of Simochka's mother standing on 
the window-sill she is described using the verb "MOTaTbC,SI" - "to dangle" (M. S., 
p.122), a description better suited to a piece of cloth than to a person. Elsewhere, 
Michel's aunt Maria is described as "sighing and squatting" - or "sighing and 
curtseying" ( ... HHOH pa3 oxaJIa H npHce~aJIa ... (M. S., p. 119). The confusion may 
be due to the fact that the verb "IIpHCa>KHBa TbC,SI" meaning "to sit down for a while" 
and the verb "npHce~a Tb ", which means either to curtsey or to sink down bending 
one's legs, both form the same perfective, "npHcecTb ". Be that as it may, the image is a 
very strange one here. 
There are two existing translations of the story "Michel Siniagin" t one of which is 
incomplete. The full translation, by McLean and Gordon, is included in the collection 
Nervous People and Other Stories. The incomplete translation is by Monas, in Tales 
from the Bathhouse and Other Stories of Soviet Russia. Generally speaking, both 
translations show the same characteristics as the translations of the short stories by the 
same translators. The McLean/Gordon version is capable but shows a tendency to 
smooth over the oddities of the text, finding natural and unexceptionable equivalents in 
English where there is a deliberately strange use of Russian in the original. This is 
exacerbated by the fact that the version that these translators folJow is il~elf a cleaned-
up version of the text dating from 1936 (see Chapter 4 of this thesis). For instance, in 
the Mclean/Gordon version "J{BIDKY~Hec,Sl TY'Q1DaIe o6JIaxa" (M.S., p. 117) is 
rendered simply as "moving clouds"; "Ha DaJIbllaX ee 6WlH HaHH3amt pa3mte 
XOJIblla H I<apaTloI" (M. S., p. 127) is reduced to "There were various rings on her 
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fingers" and "TeTICa MapRSI c,l{BHXHYJIaCL B CBoeM YMe" (M. S., p. 129) becomes 
"Aunt Maria had gone out of her mind".60 
Monas's translation, like his translations of the short stories, tends to retain more of the 
quirks of the original. He sometimes goes to extremes, translating "ICoJI6acHJIaCL no 
~epJCBH" as "sausaged her way along through the church". However, there are a 
number of inaccuracies in Monas's translation and these, oddly enough, are more 
distracting in "Michel Siniagin" than they are in his translations of the short stories, 
perhaps because "Michel Siniagin" is a more translatable work than the short stories, 
with a less condensed use of linguistic humour. The translation "sausaged" for 
"xon6aCHJIaCL" was obviously deliberate, but other apparent errors are more 
annoying: liRa HOq)) rJI.SI,lt.sI" (M. S., p. 113) is translated by Monas as "staring at the 
night", the interjection "TaM" is translated in various different ways that show that it is 
not understood as a more or less meaningless "filler word"; "c ee peCTOpaHaMH, H 
neB~aMH, H Mop,l{o6oeM" (M. S., p.119) is translated as "with its restaurants, 
chorus girls and jawing noise"; "B 3TOM CMLIcne Ra Heil CICa3aJIaCL ee 6LIBWa.sI 
npo,eccRSI"(p. 119) is rendered as "in this respect they would speak of her former 
profession".61 
In order to illustrate my own translation strategies and choices, I will first look at a 
number of individual stylistic points in the text, comparing my own solutions with 
those of previous translators. Then I will consider the problems posed by the 
translation of longer passages in the text and by the translation of the poems in Michel 
Siniagin. This will enable me to give a more detailed account of the translation process 
and of how my translation decisions relate to my own interpretation of "Michel 
Siniagin It, described in Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis. 
Part S: Translating "Michel Siniagin" : Some Typical Examples of Individual 
Stylistic Points 
Monas's translation of "Michel Siniagin" only goes as far as the end of Chapter S, so 
all the following examples are taken from the first five chapters of "Michel Siniagin" 
in order to enable me to compare them with both previous translations. I have divided 
my comments into two sections: first I will examine points in the text that I thought 
60 M. Zoshchenko, "Michel Siniagin It, in Nervous People and Other Stories, trans. by 
Maria Gordon and Hugh McLean, pp. 69-123. 
61 M. Zoshchenko, "Michel Siniagin", in Tales from the Bathhouse and Other Stories 
of Soviet Russia, trans. by Sydney Monas, pp. 11 
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needed to be rendered literally. Then I will look at instances where I decided to use 
more "dynamic strategies" to bring out some associative aspect of the original . 
... He HapnCOBaJI .aa I10JIOrHe KaKoii-HH6y/(£ rrpeJIecr1IiIii we/(eBp 
... (M. S. ,p.1l2) 
.. never ... drew some delightful masterpiece on a canvas ... 
This is a good example of the features of Zoshchenko's style and its 
deviation from the literary norm. The adjective "npeJIeCTHLIH" ("charming, 
delightful") is a stylistically inappropriate word to qualify "We,l.teBp" -
"masterpiece". The use of the verb ":aapHcoBa TI»" - to draw, instead of 
"mUIHCaTD" - to paint, is odd in combination with both "we,l.teBp" and 
"nOJIOTHO" - "canvas". This can be rendered literally with no loss to the 
original. Both Monas and McLean/Gordon have the more ordinary verb 
"paint" for ":aapHcoBa 11» ". They also both use "chef d'oeuvre" instead of 
"masterpiece", a choice that is well-motivated, given Zoshchenko's love of 
foreignisms of this sort, but which I decided not to follow as it seemed 
more rarified than its Russian equivalent. 
••• CKpOMHO. HO rrpocro ... (M. S., p. 114) 
•.. modestly, but simply ... 
This is a typical example of an illogical feature of the original that the 
translator should resist trying to make sense of and leave as it is. Both the 
previous translators also retained this oddity . 
... rrp03aHfleCKHe KHlDKKH. .. (M. S. p. 114) 
... prosaic books ... 
There is a slight comic touch in the Russian. The adjective 
"npo3UfEleCKHH" has the meaning of "prosaic" (in the sense of 
"humdrum"), but it is also possible in Russian to say "npo3aH'leCKOe 
npOH3Be,l.teHHe" to mean a work of prose fiction. Monas brings this out 
with his translation: "prosaic little books", whereas Mclean and Gordon 
have "prose works" . 
... HOBMX rpH/(YUlHX I1oKoJIeHHil .. (M. S., p. 114) 
.. .future, coming generations ... 
A tautology in Russian here. Tautology and repetition of various kinds are 
a common stylistic feature in Michel Siniagin. Monas has "new 
generations that are growing" which keeps the tautology but gets rid of the 
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repetitive syntax. Mclean and Gordon simply have "the generations to 
come" . 
... pacrparHJ1 M03rH. .. (M. S., p.1l4) 
... wasted his brains ... 
This is an odd collocation in Russian ."PacTpa THTh" is more commonly 
found in combinations where the English equivalent is "wa..lited" (i.e., time, 
money, etc.). Previous translators erased this feature of the original: 
Mclean and Gordon render it as "wasted his talent", whereas Monas has 
"corrupted his brain" . 
••• IIO npHVHHaM, He or ce6.H 3aBHC.H~HM. (M. S., p. 118) 
.. .for reasons not dependent on themselves. 
The syntax. of the original here is muddled and it sounds as if "ce6.i" 
refers to "IIpINHHLI" and not to the subjects of the sentence (Le., Michel 
and his mother and aunt). The Mclean/Gordon translation smooths this 
out and translates as "because of events beyond their control". Monas's 
translation ("for reasons quite independent of their own wills") conveys 
the clumsiness of the original well . 
... 06e crapywKH He OtleHD 06e3YMeJIH. .. (M. S., p. 119) 
... the two old ladies did not become too hysterical 
There is a jarring combination in Russian here: the moderating "He 
oqem. II (not very much) is juxtaposed with the very expressive verb 
"o6e3YMeTh" ("to go out of one's mind", "to become crazed"). The 
McLean/Gordon translation smooths out this irregularity to "the sisters 
did not lose their senses". The Monas version retains it with "neither of 
the elderly ladies lost their heads very much" . 
... ORa 61JJ1a 6aJIepHHa H pa60raJIa B KOPAe6aJIere MapHHHcKoro 
'learpa. (M. S.,p.119) 
She had been a ballerina and had worked in the corps de ballet o/the 
Mariinskii Theatre. 
The Gordon !Mclean version gets rid of the slightly odd use of the verb 
"pa6oTa TE»" (rather than, for instance, "Ta~eBa TL ") in the original and 
translates this as "she ... had been a member of the corps de ballet in the 
Marinsky Theater", whereas the Monas translation retains it ("she ... had 
worked in the corps de ballet of the Marinsky Theater.) In fact. this barely 
noticeable oddity is of some significance. Zoshchenko's narrator tends to 
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characterise his characters' occupations as jobs - even in cases where the 
occupation is not generally thought of as a job in the normal sense. For 
instance, elsewhere he refers to Michel's "poetic work" ("n03T}fqeCEa.Sl 
pa60Ta ") (p.119 ). It is typical of Zoshchenko's narrator to define his 
characters by their professions - see, for instance, the description of the 
tenants of Michel's communal apartment: TaM •.. >KHJI nopTHoH EJIICHH co 
cBoeH cynpyroH II pe6eHI<OM. q,a6p}fqHa.Sl pa6oT~a. 6yxraJITep 
rOCItBeTMeTa P. II nOtlTOBLIH CJIY>KautHH H.C ... (M. S. p. 129). The 
same is true even if the character in question has no occupation: Isabella 
Efremovna, for instance is described as "a beautiful, even elegant woman 
of absolutely indeterminate profession and not even, it seems, a member of 
any trade union" ("OqeHb EpaCHBa.Sl. 3JIeraHTHa.Sl >KeHll(HHa. 
cOBepweHHo HeonpeAeJIeHHOH npoq,eccHH II Aa>Ke. U>KeTC.Sl. He 
ttJIeH npOIPCOlO3a ") (M. S. p.128). This quirk of Zoshchenko's narrator 
reflects an aspect of contemporary mentality, and is also possibly meant to 
parody the type of superficial characterisation that was typical of 
inexperienced Soviet writers. In 1928, the editor Voronskii found it 
necessary to warn writers against this tendency and remind them that 
"actions, class position, job, ideology do not sum up a man".62 For this 
reason I decided, like Monas, to translate literally here . 
... cKopeii 6e306pa3Ha.1I. tleM KpaCHBa.1I ... (M. S., p. 119) 
... ugly rather than beautiful ... 
The use of "cEopeH .•. lleM" with the direct antonyms "6e306pa3Ha.Sl" and 
"ICpaCHBa.Sl" is illogical: the reader expects a subtler distinction. It has 
been slightly overlooked by previous translators. Monas has "more 
featureless than beautiful" and McLean/Gordon have "nearer to ugly than 
to beautiful". 
No Hal'laraR Kaphepa ee 61JJ1a c,I(eJIaHa. (M. S., p. 119) 
But her budding career was already established. 
The Russian here is rather illogical: it would be more appropriate to say 
"lCap:hepa HallaJIaC:h" or "lCap:hepa 6WIa CAeJIaHa ", For this reason I 
tried to make my translation mirror the original by using the superfluous 
word "budding" .Both previous translators smooth out this inconsistency, 
62 R.A. MacGuire,Red Virgin Soil: Soviet Literature in the 1920s. Princeton 
University Press, 1968, pp. 274. 
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Mclean and Gordon have "but the career she had begun was now 
assured" and Monas has "But her career had been launched". 
1103T OTjfaBan BHHMaHHe H )l(eH1J4HH.aM ... (M. S., p. 120) 
The poet also gave his attention to women ... 
The verb "oTAaTb" is not generally used with the object "SHHMaHHe": 
which usually needs the verb "o6pawa Tb" or "y ,l{en.srTL ". Hence the 
oddness of the English here. Previous translations had "The poet was also 
interested in women" (Mclean/Gordon) and "The poet devoted his 
attention to women" (Monas), 
... OH He opocan CBOH qyBcTBa KaKoH-HH6Y,lf:6 OT,lfen:6HOH )l(e~HHe. 
(M. S., p. 120) 
he did not just toss his feelings at one particular woman 
The Russian here - "6poca TL 'tIYSCTSa" -literally "to throw one's 
feelings" - is another unusual combination. Both previous translations 
smooth out the original here: Monas has "he did not concentrate his 
feelings on any particular woman" and Mclean/Gordon have "he did not 
throwaway his feelings on any particular woman" . 
••• OH eH, rrpoBHHI.lHan:6HOH ,lfeBYUJKe, He napa. (M. S., p. 121) 
.... he was no match/or her, a simple, provincial girl. 
The expression in the original here "OH eii He napa" suggests that the 
man is not worthy of the woman, whereas everything in the context 
suggests that Simochka considers herself beneath Michel. "ORa eMY He 
napa" - "she was no match for him" would have been more appropriate 
here. Both previous translations render this as "she was no match for 
him" . 
••• Olla MOTanaC:6 lla 110,lfOK01lFlHKe ... (M. S., p. 122) 
... she flapped hither and thither on the window sill ... 
It is difficult to construct a picture of the scene from the description 
offered here: the verb "MOTaTbc.sr" can mean to rush to and fro· generaUy 
across a large distance - a city for example, or to flap or dangle (of an 
inanimate object). Neither is particularly appropriate in the context. Of the 
other translators, the Mclean/Gordon version tries to makes sense of this 
with "she rocked back and forth on the window sill", while Monas sticks 
with a literal translation, to give the funnier version "she dangled on the 
sill" . 
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••• peBOJIlOIJHOHHJ'lO rp03Y, KOTOpaJ1 Bce 60JIee H 60JIee 
pa3ropanaCh. (M. S., p.125) 
... the revolutionary whirlwind, which was burning more furiously every 
day 
There is a mixed metaphor in the Russian here: : literally, "the 
revolutionary storm which was burning higher each day". Both McLean 
and Gordon and Monas make the original less remarkable: Monas has 
" .. the revolutionary threat which was indeed becoming more and more 
menacing" and GorodnlMcLean have " ... the revolutionary storm. which 
was becoming more and more violent" . 
••• ORa C pal(OcThlO OT30BeTCJ1 Ra ero 11pHI'JIaUJeHHe. (M. S., p. 126) 
... she would joyfully come running at his invitation. 
The Russian "IIpHrJIaWeHHe" ("invitation") is oddly prosaic here. The 
reader expects something else in the context: "ORa C paAOCTDI<l 
OT03SeTC.sl Ha ero 30S" for instance. which would translate as "she 
would joyfully come running to his call". The manuscript version initially 
had "30S" here, but Zoshchenko amended it to "IIpHrJIaWeHHe". The 
Mclean/Gordon version substitutes "call" for "invitation" ("she would 
gladly answer his call ") whereas the Monas translation stays closer to the 
original ("She would respond with joy to his invitation"). 
The following are examples of slightly more "dynamic" solutions to problems posed 
by the Russian text: 
OH IlpMSl)KeT Ra CafbJ1HoBYlO xyweTxy ••• (M. S., p. J 13) 
He'll lie down on a morocco leather chaise-longue .... 
The terms for items of furniture in this passage - "I(Y we Tlta '" "I( 03e Tlta ", 
"M.slrEd IIY<pKK" are all rather unusual and belong to the world of pre-
revolutionary literature.63 It seemed to me that the translation needed to 
63Incidentally, a "soft pouffe" ("M.slrEd IIY<P") is one of the items of furniture in the 
rooms of Mark Steinbach, a character in Anastasiia Verbitskaia's romantic blockbuster 
liThe Keys of Happiness", a work which Zoshchenko enjoyed in his youth and later 
viewed with irony. V. Kaverin recalls that Zoshchenko once told him that in his youth 
he had read "The Keys of Happiness" with avid enjoyment. and that three or four years 
later he had returned to the book and found that the book had become a "parody" for 
him. The event was described by Zoshchenko as "something akin to a literary 
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emphasise the connotative value of these words - their exotic sound and 
their associations with a world quite unconnected with Soviet reality. Thus 
in translating I did not follow the dictionary definitions - according to 
which both "xyweTxa" and "xo3erxa" should be translated as "couch" or 
sofa, but chose equivalents in English with similar associative qualities: 
"ottoman" and "chaise-longue". Monas has "couch" and "armchair" and 
McLean/Gordon (presumably following the same principle as I did) have 
"sofa" and "chaise-longue". Incidentally, both previous translations 
unaccountably fail to render "ny4>m<" as "pouffe" - a word which retains 
both the foreignness and the humour of the original. Monas translates it as 
"hassock" and McLean/Gordon as "causeuse" . 
... npO IlseTKH n03Mu. ... (M. S., p. 114) 
... poems about daisies .. . 
Here Zoshchenko uses a diminutive form for "flowers", "~BerxH". 
Diminutives are used extensively in this introductory chapter. They can be 
used to impart a rather vulgar-genteel tone to the narrative and also to 
express irony, as here. English does not usually have the option of 
forming diminutives, and in order to get the tone across I resorted to 
different solutions. In the description of the future citizen I compensated 
for the use of the diminutive "XOCTIOMqmc" by using "nice little suit". 
Here I used a more specific word in English which I felt matched the 
general tone of the narrator, daisies being to flowers more or less what 
sparrows are to birds. I used the same method of replacing a Russian 
diminutive with a more specific word in English when I translated 
"JCoHtPerxa" ("JCywasz JCOHtPeTKH") (p. 113) as "toffee", 
... raKaH CKPOMHaH paoora KaK pu no ero 11JIeV .. (M. S., p. 114) 
... humble work of this sort is even cut out for the author ... 
The translation here is an attempt to mirror the stylistic oddity in the 
Russian. "ITo ero ItJIeqy" is an unusual variation on "eMY no nneqy" -
"just his size", "just right for him". In English it is possible to "have your 
work "cut out for you" - but this means to have a daunting task ahead. 
However, the expression also suggests something that is "made to 
discovery": "I imagined the type of person who would read "The Keys of Happiness" 
absolutely seriously", he told Kaverin. (V. Kaverin, "Molodoi Zoshchenko", in 
Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile Znshchenko, St. Petersburg, Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 
1995, p. 123). 
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measure". The McLean/Gordon translation does not emphasise the 
strangeness here and has "modest work of this kind is even to his taste". 
Monas's solution is good: his translation is "such modest work suits him 
once and for all", which suggests a corruption of the expression "suits him 
down to the ground" . 
... JI1060Bh K pa3HJJM H306pa3HTeJIhH.£1M HCKYCCTBaM ... (M. S., p. 117) 
... .love of various pictorial arts ... 
The usual translation for "H306pa3HTeJIDHLIe HC:ryccTBa" is actually 
"Fine Arts", but given the broad meaning of the word "fine" this 
translation seemed to diminish the humour of the original, in which the 
adjective "H306pa3KTeJIDHLIe" is quite superfluous and over-specific. 
Therefore I settled for "pictorial arts". Both previous translators did 
something similar: Mclean/Gordon have "various decorative arts" and 
Monas has "the depictive arts" . 
... KaK H 'flero, H Ha TlDeii COBeCTH KaMeHD JIe>KHT. (p. 118) 
... what is what, and which of us has a weight on his conscience. 
The Russian here mixes two idioms: "KaMeHD Ha Aywe JIe>KKT": literally 
"a stone on one's soul", roughly equivalent to "a weight on one's mind" in 
English: and ":sa cosecTH", "on (one's) conscience". Thus I translated it 
using a corruption of the English "weight on one's mind". Both the 
McLean/Gordon and the Monas translations are rather good here: Mclean 
and Gordon have "what's what and who is to blame for what", which is 
pleasingly clumsy in its repetition and Monas has "how and why and on 
whom the burden of conscience lies", which also strikes a slightly jarring 
note. 
HXHee npowJ1oe. (M. S., p. 118) 
Their Past and Stuff. 
This translation is an attempt to compensate for the use of the word 
"mcBee" in the original. "Hxmm", is a common vernacular form of "their" 
in Russian and is unacceptable in the literary language. It is frequently 
used by Zoshchenko's narrator . 
... KOTOpoii H He CJIe,40BaJIO 61t13a6HBaTh CBoero cep,4~a. (M. S., p. 
121) 
... not something it would do to bother one's heart over 
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The Russian here, "3a6HBa Tb ••• cep~qe", is a corruption of a set 
expression: "3a6HBa TL rOJIOBY" (to "stuff one's head" - with 
unnecessary facts, etc.). I decided to corrupt a similar English expression, 
"bother one's head over", in the same way. The previous translators did not 
attempt to render this solecism. McLean and Gordon have " ... with which it 
would have been wrong to occupy one's heart completely", whereas Monas 
has "to which the heart need not be committed". 
Translating "Michel Siniagin": The Author's Literary Style 
The discussion of various points in the text and comparison with previous translations 
does not give a very good impression of the translation process as it happens. A better 
impression of this can be provided by a more detailed discussion of the translation of 
longer passages in the text. I have selected the following passage - the first description 
of the hero - as a fairly representative example of the spoof literary style in which the 
main body of the text is couched: 
M. IT CHWlrHH He OIJJI Ha q,pOHTe no CJIYllaIO y~eMJIeHHJI rpLDKH. H I 
JCOHqe elponeiieJCOH Bomm OH CJIOH5tJICSI no ropo,ltY B CBoeM 
WTaTCI<OM MaI<HlnOWe, HMe.sI qBeTOI< B neTJIH!(e H H3S1~HWH, co 
CJIOHOBOH PYlUCOH, CTeI< B pYKax. 
OH XO,ltHJI no yJUn~aM BCer,lta HeCKOJILKO ne'ClaJILHWH H TOMHLIH, B 
nOJIHOM O,ltHHo~eCTBe, 60PMO'Cla IIpO ceoSl CTHWKH, KOTopwe OH I 
H306HJIHH CO'IHH.sIJI, HMeSl Ice )Ke nop.sI,lto~oe ,ltapOBaHHe, BKYC H 
TOHJCoe oqyne I<O BceMY I<paCHBOMY H m.sI~HOMY. 
Ero BOCXHl4aJIH KapTHHLI ne'ClaJILHOH H 0~Hooopa3HOH nCKOBCKOH 
IIpHpO,ltw, 6epe3KH, pelUCH H pa3HLIe MOWJCH, Kpy)Ka~HeC.sI Ha~ 
qBeTollHLlMH JCJIYM6aMH. 
OH YXO,ltHJI 3a rOpO,ltOM H, CHSIB WJISlny, C TOHJCOH H nOHHMaIO~eH 
YJILt6JCOH CJIe,ltHJI 3a mpOH nT~eK H JCOMapHKOB. 
HJIH rJISI~en Ha ~BIDKY~HeC.sI Ty~e OonaI<a H, 3aJCHHYB ronOBY. 
TYT )Ke CO'IHH.sIJI Ha HHX COOTBeTCTBYIOL4He PHq,MLI H CTHXH. (M. S., p. 
117) 
This is quite a straightforward passage to translate, given that the tone is fairly 
consistent. The passage is a pseudo-naive, "poetic" description, interlarded with 
occasional notes of irony. In the first paragraph there are a number of stylistic oddities 
to be taken into account, such as the formal use of Michel's initials rather than his first 
name (presumably intended as a nod towards the genre of biography and a sign that 
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the author is striving to play the role of an objective chronicler}, the connective "no 
CJIy'laEO", which gives a slight tone of formality, and the odd "eBponei'icICa.sl Bomm" 
used to refer to World War 1 - an invention of Zoshchenko's, and a symptom of the 
narrator's historical"deafness" (significantly there is a deliberate avoidance here of any 
mention of the Revolution). There is also the formal and rather out of place use of the 
gerund in "HMe.sl ~BeTOIC B neTJIHr{e" rather than the more nonnal"c ~BeTJ(OM B 
neTJIHI.'{e It. In the next paragraph there are a number of ironic notes: the word 
ItCTHWICHIt is a rather pejorative one ("doggerel", It jingles"); liB H:306HJumlt suggests an 
abundance or even an excess of poems. ItBce )Ke" sounds a defensive note and 
suggests that the narrator anticipates doubts about Michel's talent. The phrase 
Itnop.sl,l(o'tlHoe ,l(apoBaHHe" ("a reasonable/passable talent It) is a contradiction in 
terms - rather like Bulgakov's famous fish "of second-class freshness" ("BTop0i'i 
CBe)KeCTHIt) in The Master and Margarita. All these features can be retained more or 
less literally. The next two paragraphs are self-explanatory. There are a couple of 
comic features in the last paragraph: the word ItTytlHLlii" with reference to a cloud is a 
"mistakelt that is typical of the style of Zoshchenko's narrator: ItTy~1t literally 
means "fatlt or "stout" and can be used of a person or an animal; the connection with 
clouds comes with the association with the word ItTY'la II ("raincloud"). Here I found 
myself divided between a more dynamic strategy which would render the description in 
a way that was just slightly off-balance (i.e., "stormy clouds It or "billowy clouds It), and 
a literal rendering of the meaning of "TY~" that gave precedence to the humour of 
the image ("fat clouds It) I opted for the latter in the end because it was more comical 
(Monas did the same before me: he has "fat clouds", whereas Mclean/Gordon leave 
out the adjective altogether). "ABIDKY~HeC.sl1t is rather prosaic and I deliberately kept 
the verb "moving It rather than changing it to the more poetic "floatinglt, Another 
strange feature of the style of the original here is the preposition liRa" in the phrase 
"C01l.HHSIT!:I Ha HHX". I thought this should be rendered literally as "compose (poems) 
on them" (rather than compose (poems) about them"), given that the original is also 
unusual. The end result of my translation is as follows: 
M.P. Siniagin did not fight at the front on account of a strangulated 
hernia. And at the end of the European war he could be seen mooching 
about town in his civilian mackintosh, carrying a flower in his buttonhole 
and an elegant, ivory-handled riding-crop in his hands. 
He would walk the streets, always somewhat melancholy and languid, 
in utter solitude, muttering little rhymes to himself, which he composed in 
profusion, having, as a matter of fact, quite a passable talent, good taste 
and a delicate feel for beautiful and elegant things. 
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He was enchanted by the melancholy and monotonous Pskov scenery, 
the birches, the brooks and the various gnats dancing above the flower-
beds. 
He would walk out of town, take off his hat and, with a delicate, 
knowing smile, observe the little birds and mosquitoes at play. 
Or watch the fat clouds moving by and, flinging back his head, 
compose appropriate rhymes and poems on them right there on the spot. 
It is already clear from this paragraph that the use of repetition in Zoshchenko's work 
presents the translator with a dilemma. As discussed above. one of the general 
principles of dynamic translation is that contextual consistency is valued above lexical 
consistency. That is, the translator should not strive to render a word consistently. 
using the same equivalent wherever it appears in the text, but should translate according 
to context. In Zoshchenko's work, however, repetition is used highly deliberately, as an 
artistic device. The passage introducing Michel is followed by a digression about the 
Russian intelligentsia: 
B Te rO~:LI 6WIO eLLte llOp.SJ:~O'llHoe KOJIKCleCTBO JIIO~eii 
SAIcoICoo6pa:uILIX H HHTeJIJIHI'eHTmIX, C TOHICOi ~ywesmm 
opraHH3.stI(Hei H He>KHOii JII060SLlO Ie IepaCOTe H IC pa3H:LIM 
H306pa3HTeJILH:LIM HCKyccTBaM. 
Ha~ 0 CKa3a Th, 'tiT 0 B Ha weii C TpaHe Bcer Aa 6L1JIa HCICJIIO'ClHTeJILHa.st 
HHTeJIJIHI'eHTCKa.st IlpocJIoihca, K KOTOPOH OXOTHO llpHCJIywHBaJIaCL 
BC.SJ: EBpona H ~a>Ke BeCL MHp. 
H BepHO. 3TO 6:wIH OqeHD TaICHe TOHICHe I(eHHTeJIH HCICYCCTBO H 
6aJIera H aBTOp:LI MHormc OTJIH'CIHLIX ~eJI H BeJIRICH)( yqemdt. (M. S. p. 
117) 
This passage, taken together with the passage quoted earlier, sets up a number of 
chains of repetition: "H3JIll4m.r:i!. co CJIOHOBOii PY'qICoii, CTeIC B PYKax", "BceMY 
'pacHBoMY H H3JI14HOMY"; "ToHKoe 'ClYne", "c TOHKOH H IIoHHMaIOLLteii 
YJI:LI6KoH", "c rOHKoH ~yweBHoH OpralOOaI(Heii", "roHKHe I(eHHTeJIH HCKyccTBa 
It E)aneTa"; "JIIO~eii B:LICOICOo6pa30BaHHLIX If HHTeJIJIHI'eHTmrx", 
"HHTeJIJIHI'eHTCKaJI IlpocJIoihca ", "HHTeJIJIHI'eHTHlJe B03B:LIWeHHLle JIIO~H", etc. 
The narrator's fondness for certain words in "Michel Siniagin" contributes to the 
rawness of the style and can be interpreted as a sign of his lack of imagination and his 
meagre vocabulary. The translator who diligently uses different translations depending 
on the context disrupts the stylistic balance and spoils the chains of repetition. In the 
case of "H3.stLLtHloIH", used twice in the passage above, there is no problem in translating 
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it consistently as "elegant". It is tempting to translate "roHICd" differently each time it 
occurs: "a subtle understanding smile", "afine feel for beautiful and elegant things, 
"discerning connoisseurs of art and ballet" and "delicate emotional constitutions". But 
I came to the conclusion that it was worth risking a slight clumsiness in English to 
keep the repetition and to translate the word as "delicate" in every case. 
Repetition used in "Michel Siniagin" is more than just a feature of the narrator's style. 
Certain words take on an iconic status in Zoshchenko's personal use of language: 
behind certain favourite words lie whole chains of association or "intertextuality" 
which stretch throughout Zoshchenko's work, including his essays, letters and 
commentaries, and which interact with the discourse of the era in which he wrote. A 
good example of this is the word "nepe)KHB3HKSI", which is a key word in the 
"Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin". The word appears seven times in the first 
chapter of "Michel Siniagin" alone. It refers to something "lived through" or suffered, 
an emotional reaction to some experience. In "Michel Siniagin" it sets off associations 
with both the past and the present, with 19th-century literature and with Marxist critical 
discourse. Ten years previously, in a diary entry from before 1922 Zoshchenko had 
marked this word out as a stylistic banality: "Some words die completely. Among 
those that have died I include the following, rpe3lil. H3JIOM. Ha,ltplilB. nepe)KHBaHHe. 
They give off a smell of decay and incredible banality".64 Almost certainly the word is 
a target of Zoshchenko's irony, not simply because of its stylistic connotations, but 
also due to the prominent role assigned to emotional experience in 19th-century 
Russian literary culture, from the psychological novel to the solipsism of Silver Age 
poetry. In the 1920s the Serapion Brothers had championed the adventure novel as 
opposed to the psychological novel. In 1936, in the essay "Literature Should Be for 
the PeQple" ("JIuTepaTYP3 ,ltOJI:~KHa 6lilTb Hapo,l{Hoii") Zoshchenko reiterated these 
sentiments in a tone reflecting the political climate ~f the times: "To this day, the 
tradition of the old literature of the intelligentsia is still perpetuated, with the emotional 
experiences ("nepe)KUBaHKSI") of the intellectual as the the main subject of art. We 
must destroy this tradition, because it is wrong to write as if nothing had happened in 
this country". 6S It is part of the confusing profile of the narrator of "Michel Siniagin" 
that he is both drawn to the concept of "nepe>KHBaHKSI" and wary of it. He apologises: 
"B03MO)KHO. 'qTO npOCTO HeTaXTU'qHO rmca Tb. Tal< ce6e. 0 nepe)KHBaHKSIX 
JIIO,l{eit. ICOTopwe, B CYU4HOCTU rOBOpJl. ,lt3)Ke U He mpalOT POJIH B CJIO>KHOM 
MeX3HH3Me HaWHX ,ltHeit" (M. S., p.114). In this context, "nepe)KKBaHKSI" becomes 
part of a group of concepts that includes "MElJIxui", "nHG:HDIii", etc., qualities that are 
MIu. Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 113. 
65 M. Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko, p. 70. 
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considered to be out of place in the current political climate and "out of step with the 
epoch". An example can be found in Zhdanov's denunciation of Zoshchenko and 
Akhmatova in his speech on the Journals Zvezda and Leningrad in August 1946. in 
which he characterises the poetry of the immediate pre-revolutionary period as an 
attempt by the poets and ideologues of the ruling classes to hide from reality in 
"wretched personal emotions and digging about in their own grubby little souls" 
"MH3epHLle JIHtlHLIe rrepe>KHBaHWl H Komme B CBOHX MeJIKHX ~ywoHI<ax". 66 
Depending on context. the word "nepe>KHBamtSl" can be rendered in English as 
"emotions". "experiences". "sufferings" or even "emotional upheavals" or "inner 
experience". a fact that causes problems for the translator wanting to recreate the 
repetitiveness of Zoshchenko's style. The associations that the word has gathered in 
Zoshchenko's work mean that it expresses more than these equivalents can do. but it is 
not possible to "gloss' the word without losing its almost hypnotic repetition in the 
text. My solution was to choose "emotions" wherever possible. rather than 
"experiences ff. so as to emphasise that the word refers above all to inner experience 
rather than concrete events. Even so. in one place I had to resort to "experiences and 
emotions". 
Translating "Michel Siniagin": Skaz-Uke Digressions 
I have selected another passage from the story - the point at which the narrator 
imagines a 16th-century nobleman out for a walk - to illustrate a slightly different 
aspect of Zoshchenko's style. in "Michel Siniagin". Here. the narrative voice breaks 
free of its literary pretensions and shows greater spontaneity. This passage. like 
several other passages in the text. exhibits the sort of features more typical of 
Zoshchenko's "skaz" in the short stories. such as slangy expressions and a familiar, 
informal tone. It is also (as I have already mentioned in Chapter 2 of this thesis) a 
good example of what Shcheglov has called "the extrapolation of philistinism", a 
device used throughout The Blue Book. whereby scenes from history are told in the 
laconic tones of Zoshchenko's Soviet author. Thus it presents some problems in 
rendering culture-specific elements that identify the narrator as a Soviet citizen. 
66 A. Zhdanov. "Doklad t. Zhdanova 0 zhurnalakh Zvezda i Leningrad", in The Central 
Committee Resolution and Zhdanov's Speech on the lounrals Zvezda and Leningrad, 
bilingual edition. trans F. Ashbee and I. Tidmarsh. Royal Oak; Michigan; Strathcona. 
1978, p 15. 
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TaK CKa3a Tb, Ka:>KAa.sr 3nOXa HMeeT CBOIO ncmcmcy. H B Ka)l(AYlO 
3noxy, nOKa 'tITO, 6wro OAHHaKOBO JIerKO H OAHHaICOBO TPYAHO )l(HTb. 
,l{JI5I IIpHMepa, Ha ~no Y)I( 6wr 6eCnOICOHm.tH BeK, HY, CKa)l(eM, 16. 
HaM H:3AaJIH nOrJI5IAeTb, TaIC IIp5lMO HeMLtCJIHMLtM ICa)l(eTC5I. qYTb He 
ICa)l(ALtH AeHb B TO BpeM.sI Ha AY3JI.SIX ApaJIRCb. rocTeii C 6aweH 
c6paCLtBaJIH nOqeM 3p.sI. H HH'qero. Bce B nOp.sIAKe Be~eH 6LtJIo. 
HaM-To, c Haweii nCHXHKoii, np.sIMO 605l3HO npeACTaBHTb ce6e 
nOA06HYlO HXHlOlO )l(H:3Hb. ,ZtJI5I IIpHMepy, KaKoii-mroYAb TaM HXHHH 
tPeOAaJIbm.zH CYKHH CW, KaKoii-mroYAb TaM BmcOHT HJIH TaM 6LtBwd 
rpaq, HAeT, AJI.sr npHMepy, norYJI5ITb. 
BOT HAeT OH norYJI.sITb H, 3Ha'IIHT, wnary C60KY npHWIIR1IHBaeT. 
MaJIo JIH KTo-mroYAb ero ceHtlaC, 60)l(e coxpaHH, IIJIe'tlOM nHXHeT HJIH 
06pyraeT TpeX3Ta)l(HO - cpa3Y HaAO Apa TbC.sI. H gqero. 
HAeT Ha nporyJIKy H Aa)l(e Ha MOPAe HHI<aKoii rpYCTH HJIH naHHI<H 
He HanHCaHO. HanpOTHB Toro, HAeT H Aa)l(e, MO)l(eT 6LtTb, YJILI6aeTc.sI 
H nOCBHCTLtBaeT. 
Hy, :>KeHY He6pe:>KHO Ha IIpo~aHbe nO~eJIyeT. Hy. CKa:>KeT, Mawep, 51 
TorO ••• noweJI nporYJI.sITbC5I. 
H Ta - XOTb 6w xmr. JIaAHo, CICa>KeT, He ono3AaH, CKa)l(er, Ie 
06eAY. 
,l{a B Hawe BpeM.sI >KeHa 6Lt pLtAaJIa H 3a HorH 6w ~eIIJIJlJIaCL, 
YMOJI5I.sI He BLIXOAHTL Ha yJI~y HJIH, B ICpaiiHeM CJIY'tlae, npOCHJIa 6w 
06eCne'tlHTL eii 6e36eAHoe cy~ecTBoBaHHe. A ryT npocro H 
6e3M5ITe>KHo. B351JI Wna>KOHICY, noro'tlKJI ee, eCJIH OHa 3arYIIR1IaCL or 
npe:>KHeii CTLI'tlKH, H noweJI n06poAHTL AO 06eAa, HMe.sl nO'tlrH Bce 
waHCW Ha AY3JIb HJIH C T OJIIeHOBeHHe. 
HaAo CICa3a TL, eCJIH 6 aBrop :>KHJI B Ty 3noxy, ero 6w CHJIoii H:3 
AOMY He BWXYPHJIH. TaK 6w BClO >KH3Hb H npO)l(HJI 6w B3anepTH BIIJIOTb 
AO Hawero BpeMeHH • 
.Ita, C Haweii TO'tlKH 3peHH5l HeHHTepeCHaJl 6wra >KH3Hbl A taM 
3Toro He 3aMe'tlaJIH H >KHJIH nOIIJIeBLtBa5l. A Aa>Ke e3AHJIH B rocTH, Ie 
HMelO~HM 6a WHH. 
In translating this passage, a balance has to be struck between the impression of 
"skaz", the more fonnal elements and other textual features such as repetition, word 
order, etc. The original is infonnal in tone (the result of features such as the 
interjections "TaIC cKa3aTb", "CICa>KeM", ungrammatical forms ("AJI.sI IlpHMePY") and 
colloquialisms ("60.sI3HO", "IIp5lMO", "HXHHH", "MoPAa"), and yet it is also concise 
and stylised. As with Zoshchenko's short stories, to prioritise the colloquial nature of 
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the style above everything else will lead the translator to compromise other elements 
that are equally vital to the overall effect of this passage. 
The passage begins with "Tax cxa3a Th" and this is important in setting the tone. 
Because "so to speak" cannot be used in this way, I began with "You see", but 
included "so to speak" too, as this is such an integral part of Zoshchenko's style. The 
word "ncHXHKa" lends a formal note that jars ever so slightly with the informal 
beginning. Strictly speaking this word should be translated as "mentality" or "psyche", 
but I thought that "psychology" here struck the right note of false erudition. The next 
sentence was translated bearing in mind the fact that the original ends comically on the 
number 16. This seemed to me the most important feature of the sentence and worth 
making some sacrifices for, so that the result departs a little from the original ("For 
instance, take a really troubled century like, say, the 16th"). "H HlNero" links to other 
points later in the passage and so I felt it was important to keep a continuity going 
through ("and it was nothing"; "and it's nothing to him"). 
The next paragraph includes "HXHlOlO >KH3Hh", which is difficult to translate: I decided 
that by adding "back then" ("their lives back then") would give a note of informality. 
("Back then" is used a few times in the translation.) It continues with the description 
of the "feudal son-of-a-bitch", which I made a "feudal bastard" to compensate for the 
fact that the translation in general is less colloquial than the original, and also because 
it worked well rhythmically with what followed. The play on the word "6LIBWd" in 
this next sentence poses a problem for the translator. "SLIBwd" is another important 
word in Zoshchenko's work and one with a long history of intertextual references. The 
joke is that "6LIBWHi" was used in Soviet times to reveal to the "former" aristocratic 
class that no longer existed: here it is used incorrectly by the narrator in talking about 
the distant past. It could, perhaps, be rendered as an aristocratic "has-been", "survival", 
"fossil" or "relic". However, I decided that to depart from the original too far to 
accommodate the joke would be stretching the point, and that a similar sort of 
redundancy and historical "tone-deafness" could be achieved by having "old viscount' 
and "bygone count" (after all, we know the narrator is talking about the past). 
An important element of repetition in the text starts up at this point: the repetition of 
"ulreT" ("UIr " "B " "H " " 
__ • ._eT, ,l\JI5I DpHMepy... OT BAeT OH... ,l\eT Ha DporyJIxy ••• , BAeT 
H Aa:lKe". This is a device that is often used in Zoshchenko's short stories and it is 
reminiscent of joke-telling. In my translation I retained the repetition using "off' ("off, 
for instance, for a stroll"; "Well, off he goes"; "off he goes"; "he goes off'). I 
translated "npHWIlHJIHBaeT" as "pins on", given that it is an odd verb in context. The 
expression "o6pyra Th Tpex3 Ta>KHO" is another example of the "Sovietisation" of 
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history: it is derived from the modern expression "TpeX3Ta>KH:LlH MaT" -literally. 
"three-storey swearing". The equivalents in English ("effing and blinding", "swearing 
blue murder") are not very good equivalents here as it is necessary to get across the 
idea of somebody being insulted. I chose to use a euphemism ("call him an interesting 
name"). This is a device that, I have already noted of Monas's translation of "The 
History of an Illness", works well in translating Zoshchenko. "Mop~a" is a common 
Zoshchenko word, which I decided to translate as "fat face" rather than attempting to 
find one suitable colloquial word in English, such as "mug". The conversation between 
the nobleman and his wife, like the conversation between the future citizen and his 
wife, is remarkable for its lack of punctuation and its contemporary feel. both of which 
I tried to retain in translation. As in the passage about the future citizen. I rendered 
"roBopuT" - a very characteristic feature of Zoshchenko's writing as "goes", in order 
to make the result more colloquial and apparently spontaneous. Here it has the 
additional advantage of increasing the repetition in translation, as "~eT" is rendered 
as "goes off'. The phrase "06eCIIe'tIHBaT:D 6e36e,ltHOe CYl14eCTBOBaHHe" is a legal-
sounding expression and an ironic comment on modem life. Initially I translated it by 
using what I felt was the most natural sounding equivalent in English is "guarantee to 
keep her comfortably provided for", but on reflection I thought that it was important to 
retain the use of nouns here and translated the phrase as "guarantee her a decent 
livelihood". In the next paragraph. I changed my initially more fluent translation "the 
author has to admit that if he had lived in that era". to the more literal and clumsy "it 
has to be said that if the author had lived in that era". I also retained the redundance of 
the original, translating"cIDIoH J£] ,D;OMY He BiJI<YPHJIH''. as "you could not have 
smoked him out of the house by force". I also used "not attractive" as a translation for 
"HeBHTepeCHa.sI" (following Monas's example in his translation of "The History of an 
lllness"). The euphemism seemed to me to be more expressive of Zoshchenko's 
general style than my initial, more colloquial translati~n. "not so hot". 
You see, every age, so to speak, has its own psychology. And in 
every age, so far,Hfe has been equally easy and equally difficult. 
For instance, take some really troubled century like. say, the 16th. For 
us, looking at it from a distance - it's downright unthinkable. Back then, 
they fought duels almost every day. They threw visitors off towers, for no 
reason. And it was nothing. All in a day's work. 
For us now, with our psychology, it's downright scary even thinking 
about their life back then. For instance, imagine some feudal bastard, some 
old viscount, say, or some bygone count, off, for instance, for a stroll. 
Well, off he goes for a stroll, and so, of course, he pins on his sword. 
Any minute, god forbid. someone might shove into him in the street or call 
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him an interesting name - he'll have to fight right there on the spot. And it's 
nothing to him. 
Off he goes, without a trace of sadness or panic written on his fat face. 
Far from it. he goes off smiling and even, maybe, whistling a little tune. 
Well maybe he gives his wife a careless peck goodbye. Well. he goes, 
rna cheree, I'm off, like, for a stroll. 
And she doesn't bat an eyelid. 
"Allright", she goes, "Mind", she goes, don't be late for your dinner". 
In our day and age a wife would sob and cling to her husband's legs 
and beg him not to go out, or at least to guarantee her a decent livelihood. 
But back then things were calmer and simpler. You took your little old 
sword, sharpened it if it was blunt from your last skirmish, and off you 
went for a stroll before dinner, with every chance of a duel or a 
confrontation. 
It has to be said that if the author had lived in that era you could not 
have smoked him out of the house by force. He would have just sat at 
home all his life, right up until the present day. 
Yes, from our point of view, life back then was not so attractive. But 
back then they didn't even notice and just laughed it off. And even went 
out visiting, to people with towers. 
Translating "Michel Siniagin": Poetry 
There are a few examples of poetry in "Michel Siniagin", all of which are parodic in 
intent. The translation of such spoof poetry is probably one of the most enjoyable 
tasks for the translator and a chance to show off a little. In view of this it is worth 
noting that the verse parodies in "Michel Siniagin" are rather low-key. and the 
translator should avoid trying to make them too funny. What Zoshchenko offers are a 
few rather unremarkable lines (supposedly from the poem "Autumn"), a near-citation 
of an actual poem by Blok, and a piece of quite unpoetic doggerel ("Ladies, Ladies,") 
which does not even attempt to parody the stylistic cliches of the Silver Age. 
The first verse parody in "Michel Siniagin" is the poem that the narrator imagines 
being read in the future: 
B MoeM OlCHe lCa~JIaCb JIHJIHSI 
51 leeb I 6peAY 
.1I1060Bb. JI1060BI:I M051 HAHJIJIWl 
51 lC BaM npHJ.ty 
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This poem, unlike Michel's poems, is supposed to be purely in the imagination of the 
narrator and thus is a double parody, both of a specific type of banal love lyric and of 
the narrator himself. In Chapter 2 I have already described this "lousy lyric poem" as 
typical of the sort of comic distillation or magnified caricature frequently used by 
Zoshchenko when referring to "old" literature. There are elements in the poem that 
relate to cliches of decadent poetry: the lily, the delirious poet (Ita 6pe~y"). The whole 
thing has a feel of doggerel about it, particularly in the line "51 aeeD a 6pe~y", I felt 
that it was important to retain the rhyme and the infantile quality of the original in 
translation: 
A lily swayed on my window-sill 
I am all a-dither 
Oh Love! Oh Love! Oh my Idyll, 
I am going thither. 
Both Monas and McLean/Gordon stayed closer to the original. tried to retain the 
"lily/idyll" rhyme as best they could and were able to keep the simple last line "I will 
come to you". Both versions retain the mixture of cliche and clumsiness in the original 
rather well. This is the McLean/Gordon version: 
Outside my window swayed a lily 
A fever bums me through. 
Love, 0 love, it's so idyllic 
Now I'll come to you 
Monas's translation is characteristically funny and unconcerned with correct English: 
In my window swung a lily 
I am all astew 
o love, 0 love, 0 my idilly 
I will come to you 
The first of Siniagin's poems quoted in the story is "Autumn". The title itself has 
resonance in Russian that it perhaps doesn't have in English, as Russian 19th- and 
2Oth-century lyric poetry positively swarms with poems called "Autumn", Poems by 
Fet, Gippius, Balmont and Esenin bear that title; there is an "Autumn Leaves" among 
Merezhkovskii's works. The real-life inspiration for Siniagin, Aleksandr Tiniakov. 
included a whole series of autumn poems in the collection Navis Nigra - "Autumn 
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Scene", "Autumn Liturgy", "Autumn Melody", 'September" and "Death of Flowers". 
Zoshchenko's narrator claims not to remember Michel's poems very well, ("ABTOp He 
IIOMHHT 3THX CTHXOB. )l(JOHh. 3a60TId H OrOpqeHIDI JOrHaJIH H3 IIaM.sITH 
H3.sI~HLIe CTPOllKH H n03T~eCKHe PHq,MId ... " (M. S., p. 120)") and from the first 
lines of this poem there are signs that the narrator's own fantasy is intruding. Quite 
apart from the incongruity of scattered flowers in autumn, "petals and forget-me nots" 
is a typical comic device of Zoshchenko's, like "flowers and nasturtiums" in "The 
Story about the Lady with the Flowers" ("Rasskaz pro damu so tsvetami") ("3TO 
6WIa II03T~eCEa.sI oco6a. cnoco6Ha ~eJILIH ,lteHD moxa TL ~BeTKH H 
HaCTYP~HH" ).67 There is nothing particularly problematic for the translator here: I 
translated as "Petals and forget-me-notslScattered 'neath my window lie". I was 
pleased to have the opportunity of putting in the verb "lie" just to make the line scan, as 
it is quite characteristic of bad poetry in English. McLean/Gordon and Monas used 
"windowpane" to make up the line. Their versions are, respectively, "Petals and forget-
me-nots/Strewn behind the windowpane" and~ "Petals and forget-me-nots, Drifted by 
the windowpane". The second half of the quote from "Autumn" could be intended to 
parody Nadson, famous for his "civic grief' and his pessimism, but it could equally 
well be a more general parody of youthful melancholy. 
Ax, CEa>KHTe >Ke 3a'CIeM, 
OT'CIerO B IIpHpo,lte 
Tal YCTpoeH07 H reM 
C'CIaCTL.sI B >KH3HH HeT COBceM ... 
This verse, too, exhibits the same childishness as in the "lousy lyric poem". It has a 
slight hiccup in the middle, due to the repetition (with "3a'CIeM" followed by "OT'CIero") 
and the uneven rhythm. 
McLean/Gordon rather improve on the original: 
Oh please tell me why and how 
Nature was created so 
Ordered sternly, so that now, 
There's no happiness to know 
Monas is perhaps closer in spirit, but neglects to translate the rhyme, presumably to 
stay closer to the original: 
67M. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 tomakh, v. 3, p. ? 
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Ah tell me, tell me why 
And why in nature 
Things are so? And why 
Life holds no happiness at all 
I thought the rhyme was important. Initially my translation was rather more fluent 
(ending on "nothing but grief and misery". I then thought it needed to be a little more 
awkward so I changed it to "nothing but sadness and misery" 
Ah tell me why, why should it be, 
That everything in nature is 
The way it is? and why we see 
Nothing but sadness and misery ... 
The next poem, "Storm", is, as I have already mentioned, not a parody at all, but a poem 
by Blok presumably picked out by Zoshchenko for its banality: 
rp03a 
rpo3a IIpowJIa 
H seUH 6eJILIX p03 
B OEHO MHe ~Llwa T 
l{HBHLlM apoMaToM. 
Ew.e TpaBa nOJIHa 
np03pa-cmLIX CJIe3 
A rpoM rpeMHT B~aJIH 
PacEaToM ••• 
The slight changes that Zoshchenko made to the poem make it a little more trite and 
whimsical than Blok's original. The word "~HBmrli" (a rather corny word, like 
"V ~mIi:") was added, and the arrangement of the lines was changed: they are broken 
up into groups of two, so that the poem ends on a single word: this was a poetic 
conceit rather common in Fet's poetry, as well as in early Blok and other poets of the 
day. such as Vera Inber. Zoshchenko also altered "seua" to "SeTI<H" and changed the 
word order of the original to give the rather clumsy "rpoM rpeMHT". My translation 
perhaps does Blok an injustice, as I felt that the most important things to be retained in 
the translation were the rhyme and the rather banal quality of the imagery. Of the three 
translations, mine is the most "jingly": 
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The storm has passed -
the white rose unfurls 
Breathing in at my window 
A fresh scent of wonder. 
Tears in the grass, 
Lie scattered like pearls 
And away in the distance a rumble 
Of thunder ... 
Both Monas and McLean/Gordon provide rather more poetic translations. Monas 
manages to retain both the "branches" ("BeTI(H" of the original and the tautology of 
"rpoM rpeMHT"): 
The storm has passed 
Through the window 
white rose branches 
Exude for me a wondrous smell 
And still the grass is thick 
With transparent tears 
And thunder thunders from afar 
Like a bell 
McLean and Gordon have the following: 
The storm has passed 
A white rose branch appears -
My window is ajar -
Exhaling scent 
The grass has now amassed 
Transparent tears 
the thunder booms afar 
Its power spent 
"Ladies, Ladies," is perhaps the most interesting poem in the story. Its title "]:(aMLl, 
AaMLl, OTliero )I(e MHe Em Bac rJI.sIAen npUTHO?", is ridiculously prosaic as the 
title of a poem - I translated it as "Ladies, Ladies, Why Are You So Nice To Look 
At?". Monas, similarly, has, "Ladies, Ladies, What Makes it Nice to Look at You 1". 
Mclean/Gordon's translation, "Ladies, Ladies, Why Do I Love to Gaze at You", 
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romanticises the original a little. The poem is a "Lebiadkinish" interpretation of Hlok's 
theme of "The Stranger": 
OTTorO-TO ,s:[ mo6ylOcb He3HaKoMKoH. A Kor~a 
9Ta Hawa He3HaI<OMI<a n03HaI<OMHTC's:[ co MHOH -
HeOXOTa MBe rJI.sr~eTl:> B 3HaI<OMOe JI~O 
H npOTHBHO eli ~aBa Tl:> o6pyllaJIbHOe KOJIb~O 
Literally, the poem reads as follows: "So that's why I admire (i.e. like looking at) a 
stranger and when I This stranger of ours gets to know me I I won't want to look at her 
familiar face / And it will be horrible to give her a ring of betrothal". The prosaic 
content of the poem is echoed in the colloquial language: "3Ta Hawa He3HaI<OMI<a", 
"this stranger of ours"; "HeoxoTa" "I won't feel like" ; "npOTHBHO" "it'll be horrible", 
The repetition of "He3HaKOMKa "/ "n03HaKOMHTC,S:["1"3HaKOMOe" was seen as a key 
feature of the poem by previous translators, who translated "He3HaI<OMI<a" as 
"unknown lady" or "unknown woman", Mclean/Gordon have: 
That is why I worship an unknown woman 
And when the woman unknown becomes known to me 
I'll be reluctant to gaze on a face that is known 
Reluctant to give her the ring of betrothal 
Monas has: 
Therefore I am in love with an unknown lady 
And when this unknown lady gets to know me 
I lose desire to gaze at a known face 
To give her a wedding ring I lose desire. 
Unlike McLean/Gordon and Monas, I decided to sacrifice the repetition for the sake of 
the use of the word "stranger", Initially I departed much further than either translator 
from the original, and came up rather a free adaptation of the original: 
My love is a stranger, I don't know her yet 
And that is as close as I want it to get 
For familiar girls and their charms leave me cold 
And familiar hands I do not wish to hold 
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However. I felt that this was taking liberties with the original. My translation was more 
crudely comic than the original. The poems in "Michel Siniagin" that are attributed to 
the hero never descend to this level of comic doggerel. but are more subtle "near-
misses". In the end. I decided to translate it more literally. but to keep the final rhyme. 
which the other translators deemed unimportant but which, I think. is a crucial feature 
of the poem's "Lebiadkinish" style: 
So that's why I admire a stranger. But when 
. This stranger of mine is no longer so strange. 
I shan't want to look at her familiar face. 
Or on her hand an engagement ring to place ... 
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Conclusion 
I began this chapter by defending a model of translation study that focusses on the 
practical process of translation, rather than attempting to fonnulate general, abstract 
principles about the subject. I argued that a translator engaged in the practical business 
of translation is operating at a different level of focus from a scholar attempting a 
broader, diachronic and descriptive study of translation norms. This has a dramatic 
impact on how he/she approaches questions such as quality and equivalence. When 
actually translating, the translator must be focussed on problem-solving. He/she must 
be critically engaged and constantly prepared to make value judgements. This 
subjective, critically engaged position is what makes a translation an individual and 
creative work. 
The descriptive approach to translation studies dismisses the question of "how best to 
translate" as irrelevant, but it is still a meaningful one for the practising translator 
engaged in a specific task. Broadly speaking, translators tend to follow the rule of 
"dynamic equivalence", but there is a convincing argument that, in certain instances, 
translations which "bend" the target language to accommodate the source text are more 
appropriate. In the case of "opaque" style, in particular, the translator is well advised to 
respect the form of the original in order to avoid banal translations. 
While skaz is a sort of opaque style, it is also a "double-voiced" style that attempts to 
mimic a particular voice. Thus, skaz pulls the translator in two directions - the stylised, 
marked nature of the narrative alerts the translator to the importance of the superficial 
fonn of the text, whereas the imitative aspect appears to demand a more dynamic 
strategy. There is the additional problem that target language equivalents of colloquial 
or socially marked speech cause excessive 'friction" that detract from the work's 
specific national character - another important consideration in Zoshchenko's work. 
I found in my assessment of English translations of Zoshchenko's short stories that, 
despite the mimetic aspect of his skaz, "dynamic" strategies were more damaging to the 
integral character of the originals than more literal and "quirky" approaches that 
distorted the target language in order to reflect the idiosyncracies of the original 
Russian. I instinctively preferred Monas's translations to all the others, despite the fact 
that his translations include several inaccuracies and do not show a consistent 
theoretical approach. My conviction of the superiority of Monas's translations did not 
readily submit to analysis and did not yield any very clear theoretical conclusions. I 
can only conclude that in the case of writing like Zoshchenko's, in which verbal 
humour is paramount, the usual standards applied to judging translations, such as 
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accuracy and a sensitivity to conventions of discourse in the target language, are less 
important than an intuitive sense of tact and humour on the part of the translator. 
In discussing the translation of "Michel Siniagin", I argued that the "opaque" character 
of the style and its function of depicting the literary performance of an unreliable 
author figure once again encourage a cautious approach to the formal idiosyncracies of 
the original. It is important in translating Zoshchenko's style in this work to avoid a 
"lack of stylistic contour" in translation. Given that the Russian text consistently 
violates conventions of textuality, it is particularly vital for the translator to avoid 
unwittingly smoothing out the language and creating fluency that is lacking in original. 
Certain deliberate stylistic features of the text, such as excessive repetition and clumsy 
collocations, are the sort of features that can easily be overlooked and effaced in 
translation. However, superficial strategies are not always the best solution: in 
translating "Michel Siniagin", the translator should also be aware of associative aspects 
of the text, such as plays on set expressions, intertextual references, etc., which may 
require a more dynamic approach. 
The idea of the "polarities of translation" may provide a useful starting point in 
discussing different translation strategies, but it is only a very rough and partial 
description of the translator's concerns. The free-literal continuum is a theoretical 
abstraction that leads to a misleading representation of the process of translation. In 
practice, the translator does not adopt a position on the continuum at the outset and 
stick to it: rather he/she batters out a translation by trial and error, constantly assessing 
the effect of words, phrases, sentences and paragraphs, integrating them with what 
comes before and after, and considering the aspects of rhythm, repetition, 
intertextuality, etc., that the text throws up. 
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Chapter 4: Different Versions of the Text of "Michel Siniagin" 
Introduction 
The decision as to what constitutes the definitive version of a literary text - the earliest 
existing version or the final revision approved for publication by the author - depends 
to a large extent on the circumstances surrounding its publication and also, to a certain 
extent, on the author's method of working. In the case of Zoshchenko, there is evidence 
to show that revisions made to his works in later editions were not made freeJy by the 
author, but were due to ideological pressure and editorial interference. In a letter of 
1935 to the critic Evgeniia Zhurbina, Zoshchenko complained about censorship of The 
Blue Book, claiming that the editor had "cramped him terribly" and "rouged his 
cheeks": 
«rOJIy6a51 ICHHI'a» HaXOHe~ BLIWJIa. no ICpaiHeH Mepe OAHH 
(XOHTPOJIhHLIit) 3IC3eMIIJI5Ip Y Meu. CHOBa H He 6e3 orop'CIeHHSl 
YBHAeJI. tlTO peAaICTOp Y)KaCHO Meu «nOTeCHHJI». TYT Bce 
BMeCTe - H 51 6LIJI caM AOBOJIhHO CTpor IC ce6e. H peAaICTOp •• .B 
06~eM. nOJIYtmJIOCh. 'CITO MHe nOAPYM5IHHJIH ~eICH. BWICHHYB Bce 
MOH CJIOBe'qICH: MO)KeT 6LITh. nO)KaJIyH. B03MO)KHO H.T.A. 
HanpHMep. Y MeIDl CICa3aHO: «HeYA8'CIH 6YAYT m'CIe3aTl>>> -
HcnpaBJIeHO «HeYAallH H3l1e3alOT». OtleHl> AocaAHO. o6~d TOH 
HeCl{OJIl>l{O CMeCTHJIC5I. B03MO)KHO. tlTO 'CIHTa TeJIh Tal{ pe3ICO He 
3aMeTHT. HO 51 qyBCTBYlO :no He 6e3 60JIH. B o6~eM. CMeWHO 
AYMa Tl> 0 HacTo5l~ei ca THpe. HeAapoM 51 (nocMoTpHTe) HaIIHCaJI. 
'CIT 0 MeulO ICYPC JIHTepa TypHor 0 l{ opa6JI5I ••• 1 
The Blue Book had to undergo much more rigorous censorship than "Michel 
Siniagin". By 1935, when The Blue Book was published, the Soviet Union had entered 
the era of intensified censorship that was to peak in 1946-1953. The cen~or's 
corrections to The Blue Book are the subject of a detailed study by S. Pecherskii, who 
points out that the changes made reflect both official Party decrees on various issues 
and unwritten taboos of which the perceptive censor would be aware. Thus they help to 
build up a general picture of the ideological climate of the period.2 However, the 
IE. Zhurbina, "Put' istseleniia", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.)Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile 
Zoshchenko, St Petersburg: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, p. 165. 
2S. Pecherskii, "Tsenzorskaia pravka "Goluboi knigi" M.M. Zoshchenko". Minuvshee. 
Istoricheskii almanakh, 3, 1987, p. 355-91. 
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practice of "rouging the cheeks" of writers had begun many years earlier than this. 
The central censorship body for printed works, Glavlit, was established in 1922 and all 
items intended for publication, with the exception of certain publications by Party 
bodies and some scholarly work, had to pass through its doors.3 In the late 1920s, as 
already discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, Soviet literature was on the threshold of 
an era of rigid state control, and a tightening of the screws was apparent in the literary 
press. In response to the worsening political climate the process of self -censorship by 
authors, who were well aware that everything they wrote had to pass the censor, would 
have become more rigorous. 
Zoshchenko's comments to Zhurbina mention both these aspects of censorship -
censorship from without by the editor ("peAaICTop MeD Y>KaCHO «IIoTeCHHJI»") 
and self-censorship with the editor in mind (".sl 6WI caM AOBOJI&HO cTpor IC 
ce6e "). He also mentions that the Blue Book is not the first work of his to suffer from 
censorship ("CHoBa H He 6e3 OrOp'tleHHSI YBHAeJI ... "). A comparison of the 
manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin" with the first published version and later 
published editions reveals evidence that that work was also subject to a certain amount 
of ideological retouching, both from the author himself and from his editors. 
Most of the corrections made to "Michel Siniagin" are in the order of editorial tidying-
up. The impact of this should not be underestimated, however. As the letter to Zhurbina 
shows, Zoshchenko believed that by removing some of his "little words" 
("en OBe'tlICH") and making minor changes, it was possible to change the tone of the 
entire work. The revisions made by Zoshchenko at manuscript stage suggest that 
certain features of the text that were "corrected" in later editions were actually 
deliberate literary devices. It can safely be assumed that their disappearance would have 
been a source of annoyance for Zoshchenko. An anecdote by Chukovskii suggests that 
Zoshchenko did not feel it necessary to follow other people's advice about correct 
Russian usage. Chukovskii remembers that on reading Zoshchenko's article" About 
Myself. Critics and My Work", he pointed out that the adjective "Kararnzinovian" 
("ICapaM3HHoBcICHi") was incorrect and should be "Kararnzinian" ("ICapaM3HHcrHi"). 
Zoshchenko thanked him but then thought a little and said, "No, I think that for this 
style. "Karamzinovian" is better". 4 If Zoshchenko regarded such "mistakes" as an 
integral part of his informal style in this article, there is still more reason to think that 
3H. Ermolaev, Censorship in Soviet Literature, 1917-1991, Lanham: Rowman and 
Uttlefield, 1997, p. 3. 
4K. Chukovskii, Dnevnik 1901-1929, 2nd edn., Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel'. 1997, 
p.41O. 
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when he used the surrogate author figure in "Michel Siniagin" he would have wanted 
the "numerous mistakes and errors" that he refers to in the introduction to remain in 
place. 
A manuscript version of "Michel Siniagin" is held in the Institute of Russian Literature 
(IRLI) in the Pushkin House in St. Petersburg (f. 501).The script is in Zoshchenko's 
handwriting, written in ink and pencil in an ordinary exercise book and dated 
September 1930. Numerous corrections have been made during and after composition 
in ink, pencil and blue pencil. Also in the same archive is a typescript version of the 
story. This too is dated September 1930, but it differs substantially from the corrected 
manuscript version. There is no indication as to where the changes between manuscript 
and typescript originated: the typescript is clean and there are only a few minor 
corrections that look like the work of an editor (for instance in the phrase "ropo,l.t 
JIemmrpa,l.t OTOH,l.t6T K (PHHJI.SIH,l{HH WIH K AHI'JIHH H 6y,lt6T o6~.stBJIeH 
BO.JI~HLlM rOpo,ltoM", the reference to Finland and England is crossed out with a 
question mark in the margin beside it). 
The first published version of "Michel Siniagin" appeared in the journal Novyi mir, in 
December 1930 (pp. 112-40), under the title "M. P. Siniagin: Reminiscences of 
Michel Siniagin" ("M.P. Siniagin: Vospominaniia 0 Mishele Siniagine"). The chief 
editor of Novyi mir at that time was Viacheslav Polonskii.s The version of the story 
published in Novyi Mir corresponds closely with the corrected manuscript version. A 
book version of "Michel Siniagin" was published in 1930 by Petropolis, Berlin. The 
same edition was republished by a Russian publishing house in the following year, 
illustrated with photographs which purported to show the main characters (M.P. 
Siniagin: Vospominaniia 0 Mishele Siniagine, Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo pisateley v 
'Max Eastman describes Polonskii as one of the few editors of the time who 
"struggled heroically ... to hold up some genuine thought of art and culture out of (the) 
Stalinist swamp". (M. Eastman, Artists in Uniform.; A Study of Literature and 
Bureaucratism. London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1934, p. 158). Polonskii was 
opposed to the idea of the "social command" ("coqHaJILHLlH 3aKa3") referred to by 
Zoshchenko in his article "About Myself, Critics and My Work". He defended so-
called "fellow-travellers" like Zoshchenko, arguing that it was not always possible for 
bourgeois/intellectual writers to rid themselves of the spiritual heritage of their class 
upbringing. However, he takes it as understood that the ultimate goal of every writer is 
to create works that are "in harmony with the age" and that reflect the interests of the 
working classes. (see V. Polonskii, "Kriticheskie zametki: khudozhnik i klass (0 teorii 
sotsial'nogo zakaza)", in Novyi mir, 9, 1927, pp. 169-76). 
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Leningrade, 1931). The texts of both are very close to the Novy; Mir version, with a 
few minor changes relating to matters of punctuation and inconsistencies in the text. 
The story appeared again under the title "Michel Siniagin" ("Mishel' Siniagin") in 
Selected Tales (Izbrannye povesti), published by Goslitizdat in Leningrad in 1936. 
This 1936 version, which has formed the basis of most subsequent versions of the 
story, is more or less identical with the typescript version held in IRLI. The 1936 
version was reprinted almost unchanged in the three-volume edition of Collected 
Works (Sobranie sochinenii v 3-kh tomakh), edited. by Iu. V. Tomashevskii. 
(Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986). Given that both the manuscript and 
the typescript held in IRLI bear the same date, it is a mystery why earlier published 
versions of the story correspond with the corrected manuscript and later editions with 
the typescript. 
I chose to consider the earliest printed version of the text - the 1930 Novyi mir version, 
as the most reliable, as it corresponds with the corrected draft in Zoshchenko's own 
handwriting, and as it is not clear who revised the text for the typescript. Analysis of 
the different versions suggests that this is the least artistically and politically 
compromised version of the story. Some of the differences in the successive versions 
of "Michel Siniagin" will be discussed below, together with possible reasons for these 
changes. 
Not only is there evidence of external censorship on "Michel Siniagintt, there is also 
good evidence of Zoshchenko's own self-censorship. An examination of a manuscript 
of "Michel Siniagin" shows that Zoshchenko made numerous revisions to the text at 
the manuscript stage, before the editor even saw the story. Many of these corrections 
are purely stylistic and provide some insight into Zoshchenko's creative process. There 
are also several corrections - and, notably, omissions, which are almost certainly 
prompted by the need to pass the censor: it is noticeable that several deleted words and 
passages relate to negative phenomena of the recent past (starvation during the civil 
war) to politically risky subjects (literary censorhip, imprisonment of innocent people, 
and so on). 
We do not need Zoshchenko's comments to Zhurbina to tell us that Zoshchenko 
engaged in self-censorship - there is striking evidence of it in The Blue Book. 
Zoshchenko included in The Blue Book revised versions of several well-known short 
stories that had already been published. In most cases, the endings had been altered in 
such a way as to soften the criticism of the new Soviet regime in the original works. A 
vivid example is the adaptation of the story "Electrification" ("Elektriftkatsiia"), also 
known as "Poverty" (ttBednost"'), which was published in Krasnaia gazeta in 1924 
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and re-published eleven years later in The Blue Book as "The Final Story" ("Poslednii 
rasskaz"). The story is about a group of tenants who become fed up with using 
paraffin lamps and introduce electricity to their communal home. In the harsh light of 
the electric lightbulbs the sorry state of their lodgings becomes blindingly apparent: 
To 6hIBaJIo. yTpoM Ha pa60ry yii:~ewL. Se'ClepOM ,S[SHWLC,S[. qaii: 
nom,eWL - H cna u. H HJAero Taxoro IIpH xepOCHHe He SHAHO 
6LIJIO 
A renepL 3a)KrJIH - CMOTPHM - TYT TY,JI.sI llL.sI-TO psaHa.sI 
SaJI.sIeTC.sI. TyT 060HxH oTo~paHLI H XJIO~OM ropllar. TyT XJIon 
p:DtCLlO 6e)KHT - OT csera cnacaeTc,S[. ryT rp.sI~a HeH3BeCrHO 
xaxa.sI. Tyr Mesox. TyT oxypox. Tyr 6JIoxa IIPwraeT. 
In the earlier versions the story ends with the narrator lamenting about the new 
challenges that electrification has brought with it: 
9x. 6pa TI:(:Dt. H CBeT xopowo. ~a H co cserOM Moxol BclO CSOIO 
)l(H3H& ~OJI)I(H:Dt MLI TenepL nepeBepHYT:b 3aHOBO. QTo6 '!HCTOTa 
6LIJIa B nop.Sl~ICa. Qro6 fHHJIL H fRyCL y6pa TL OXOHlla TeJILHO. Bce. 
'ClTO s reMHOTe XopOWO, TO IIpH csere Moxol Tax JIB $I rOBoplO. 
6paTHWXH?6 
In the new, retouched version, the tenants take up this challenge and redecorate the 
house. A new era begins, people start to clean the rooms regularly after work, some 
even begin to behave more civilly. one starts leaming French, others take up reading.7 
The description of the new idyllic lifestyle under the electric lightbulbs is not without 
its own ironic humour, but nevertheless it is clear that Zoshchenko drastically altered 
his tale in order to introduce the necessary optimistic note. If the story is read as an 
allegory about the state of the young Soviet Union at a time when electrification was 
seen as the answer to the country's problems, the moral of the story has become quite 
different in the revised version. Whereas the earlier story finished on a note of 
challenge and a rather pessimistic prognosis of the future, the new version suggests 
that almost all the necessary work has already been done. This is typical of all the 
6M. Zoshchenko, "Elektrifikatsiia", in Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parod;;, rasskazy, 
fel'etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'ma k pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii. ed. Mikhail 
Dolinskii, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1991, p. 220-1. 
7M. Zoshchenko, Golubaia kniga, in Sobranie sochinenii v 3-kh tomakh, ed. Iu. 
Tomashevskii, Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986, p.439. 
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changes made to the old stories re-published The Blue Book and, as Sarnov comments, 
it is remarkable how Zoshchenko managed, under editorial pressure, to achieve such 
destructive results with such efficiency.8 
Part 1: Corrections made by Zoshchenko to "Michel Siniagin" at the 
Manuscript Stage 
As already mentioned, many of the corrections made to "Michel Siniagin" at the 
manuscript stage are artistically motivated and unrelated to censorship. A study of the 
changes made to the handwritten draft shows that on many occasions Zoshchenko 
deliberately introduced superfluous "little words" ("CJIOSetlICH") or alterations that 
made the text more longwinded, and illogical than in the first rough draft. This fact has 
already been commented on by Chudakova, who writes: " ... in the manuscript of the 
story "Michel Siniagin" we can see a mass of corrections by the author. probably 
carried out during a single sitting. Here is none of the usual editing out and cutting 
down typical of writers' manuscripts; there is no evidence of the author striving to 
achieve a laconic style. On the contrary. there are many insertions. each of which serves 
one of two purposes (or both at once): fIrstly, to increase the length of a phrase. to 
make it more longwinded; secondly, to produce tautology. repetitions and other 
confusions ("Hecoo6pa3HOCT& ").9 
Among the many examples of semantically "empty" words added at manuscript stage 
are the following: "ICaICoro-HH'6y ~& TaM 3HaMeHHTOro II03Ta ";10 "~a>Ke 
!leXOTOpaJiI xaxas-ro raxas HeHOpMaJI&HOCT&"; "3Ta 6LIJIa Cep&e3HaJiI H. rax 
aa3ar •• qepHOSa.SI JII060B&"; "rOJIO~ H pa3pyxa. rax cxa3ar •• C>KHMaJIH ropo~ 
B CBOHX ••• o6'D.SITUX"; "H ICaICHe. coocrBeHHO rOBOps. BLT.I'O~il OH MO>KeT CH.SIT& 
C 3Toro ~eJIa "; "TYT. Me>KAY npOtCHM. >KHJI"; "He )l(eJIa.SI reM CaMIalM 
lB. Sarnov. "Razvivaia traditsii Prokrusta: Mikhail Zoshchenko i ego redaktory", in 
Voprosy literatury, 2. 1994. p. 89. The article discusses several examples of such self-
censorship in The Blue Book. 
'M. Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko. Moscow: Nauka, 1979, pp. 67-8. 
10 Where it is not clear from my own commentary, the following system of 
transcription has been used in quotes taken from the manuscript: words inserted at a 
later stage are shown in italics. Words which were deleted are shown in brackets and 
italics. Words which are unclear in the manuscript are shown in italics followed by a 
question mark or, if the original is completely undecipherable. by the abbreviation 
(ind. J. Irregular spellings are followed by "(sic)". The incomplete punctuation of the 
manuscript is reproduced uncorrected. 
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IlponyCTHT:& Teuy ,ztaJIl>We"; "HO 3TO. COOCTBeHHO, 6WIH nOCJIe,ztHHe 
BOJIHeHHJI". For the most part these superfluous words emphasise the narrator's 
uncertainty and lack of eloquence. In some cases, they add a rather bureaucratic feel to 
the narrative. 
Other changes introduce tautology, redundancy and longwindedness to the text, an 
important feature of the style of "Michel Siniagin" and the "Sentimental Tales" already 
discussed in Chapter 1 ofthis thesis: "OqeHD HCKJIIOtlHTeJI:&Hoit TOHKoil cKHtPcKoil 
pa60Tw"; "TaKlIX npeKpacmIX. OTJI1NH1ilX n03ToB ... "; "H K ero H3$1~HWM 
,ltBmKeHH.!lM. HCIIOJIHeHHOil rpaLfHH. AOCTOHHCTBa 11 qyBcTBa p1lTMa"; "rOBOp$l 
11 AaBaR TOp>KeCTBeHHIJe KJIJlTBT:J 0 TOM"; "H HOBoe. HeHcmrTaHHoe OTUOBcroe 
VBCTBO HeCKOJI:&KO 3aXBaTHJIa MHweJI.5I"; OH CoweJIC.5I C OqeHD raKoil 
HCKJIlOflHTeJIbHoil. KpaCHBoii )KeHLl\HHoit"; Ra3SaS ee ra,ltHHoii K KOpT:JCTHoil 
xaBan:&eii"; "nOCKa~aJIJm H I10pyraBwHcb Ha pa3mIe TeMW"; "Kyca$l 11 rpWJl 
CBOH HOrTH"; "s JII06yIO noro,lty IIOMmryTHO CHHMa T:& wamy, 3aCTY)KHBaJr 
3r1lM CBOIO rOJIOBY"; "6POCHTl> TaI<YIO HCKJIIO~TeJILHYIO 11 AocroliHylO ,ztaMY". 
In some cases, words and phrases added to the manuscript not only create repetition 
but disturb the logic or grammaticality of the original phrase or construction by adding 
a more incongruous word or phrase to what is already there: "TaxllX npexpacmIX, 
OTJIJI"fmlNX n03TOB H rrpo3aHKoB KaK 4>eT, BJIor. Ha,ztcoH 11 EceHHH "; "ORa 
6YATO 6w ABa pa3a SRAeJIa JI.H. TOJICToro. Ha,ztcoHa , KOHH, ITepeaep3eaa H 
APyrHX 3BaMeHHTWX JIIO,zteii"; "K Aa>Ke MOrJIa nOAOJIry nornJlAeT:& Ha ero 
IIHUO"; "OBa HeCOMHeHHO H CKopeH Bcero npwrSYJIa 6w"; "Ra naJI:&Uax ee 6WIH 
BaBB3amI pume KOJI:&ua H Kapa ru'; "MeqraJIa nepeATH mpCBACxylO 
rpaHHUY"; "co caoeii oilBweii CHMOtlICoA"; "HO MOJIO,ltOCT:& H LfBerYUl66 
3Aopoal>e COXpaHHJIH eMY )KH3H:& ". Some words and phrases were amended so that 
the result is clumsier or more incongruous. For instance, the original "asTop He 
AeJIaeT H3 3Toro ,ltpaMW" became "as TOp He AeJIaeT H3 3Toro MeJIoApaMW", 
which skews the fixed expression slightly and makes it more comical; "He)KHO 
JIJOOK1.I" (of Michel's love of Fet, Blok and other poets) was altered to "CHJI:&HO 
JIJOOHJI" - an even less apt choice in the circumstances. When Simochka is portrayed 
declaring that she will help Michel if he ever needs her, the text originally had "ORa C 
pa~OCTl>1O OT3LIBaeTCJI Ha ero 30B". This became the more prosaic and less 
appropriate "ORa C pa.ztocTLIO OT3WBaeTC.sI Ha ero npHI'JIaWeHHe fl • Elsewhere, 
"AOBOJIl>HO CHOCHO" was altered to the oxymoronic ",ltOSOJI:&HO npeKpacHo"; 
"COWJI8 C YMa" was changed to the colloquial and ungrammatical"c~sHXHYlIaCl> a 
CBoeM YMe"; Michel's "servile smile" ("no).to6ocTpaCTRa.sl YJIw6ra") during his 
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period of begging on the street became the incongruous "friendly smile" 
("npRBeTJUma.sr YJIL16Ka ") in the corrected manuscript draft. 
Beyond these changes, Zoshchenko made several corrections which affect the theme, 
plot or characterisation of the story rather than the stylistic character of the narrative. 
Some of these were apparently motivated by artistic concerns and they are unlikely to 
be connected to censorship. One observation that can be made about these changes is 
that many of them seem to have been made for the purpose of reducing the emotional 
impact of the text. On several occasions, emotionally charged expressions were 
removed in favour of neutral or even rather cynical alternatives. In the description of 
the madhouse on the Priazhka, "}I(eJITLIH II oTBpaTIITeJIJ,HLIH AOM" was corrected to 
")KeJITwH H MaJIOKpaCKBwH AOM"; "BCnOMHHa51 npo CBOIO HeC'tlaCTHYIO Teuy" 
was amended to "BCnOMHHa51 npo CBOIO Teuy" (line 1006). Where the manuscript 
originally read "8BTOP He XOqeT CKa3aT&. 'ITO qeJIOBeK ... CTaJI AepeB5IHHlalM H 
nepecraJI HMeTD qyBcTBa H )f(enaHH.Sl. JI1060BJ, H TaK AaJIee", "JII060BJ," was 
changed to the more cynical "JII060BJ, xopowo KYW8TJ,". 
Several changes made relate to the description of Aunt Maria's madness. Whereas 
originally her illness was described in terms of paranoia and fear of losing her 
possessions, changes made in the manuscript make her mental decline seem less 
connected to actual events and less coherent. In the nrst stage of her illness, she was 
described initially as "nyrJIRB851 H c03ep~aTeJIJ,Ha5l", this was altered to 
"AP.sr6JIOBa TOR H HeJII060mITHOR", tIc TpJlcYU4eHCJl 'tIeJIIOCTDJO" - was amended to 
"e oTBHcweH qeJIlOcTJ,JO". A short passage describing Aunt Maria's paranoid 
behaviour during her first spell of madness was also changed to similar effect. In the 
original draft, Aunt Maria became alarmed and started to wrap up some bottles and 
"other rubbish" in a handkerchief ("TO BAPyr CTaJIa HcnyraHHoR H 3aBOpatmBaJI8 
B 6alKoB!tlH IIJIaTOK KaKoe-TO 6apaxJIo II 6YUIJIKH"); in the corrected version she 
blows kisses to some unknown person ("nocWIa.st HeR3BeCTHO KOMY B03AywHt.Ie 
DO~eJIYH"). In the description of Aunt Maria during Michel'S visit to the Priazhka 
madhouse, "HcnyraHHo" was corrected to "cTpaHHo H XHTpO". It seems probable that 
these changes were made in order to reduce the coherence of the description of Aunt 
Maria's madness and to lessen the impression that she is a victim. Without the link 
between fear, loss of possessions and madness, Aunt Maria's decline loses some of its 
pathos. 
Evidence of Michel's suffering was also removed at the manuscript stage: "MHweJIJ, 
VBCTBOBaJI CBoe DaAeHHe H CHJIa :noro naAeHH.Sl YBJIeIma ero Bce rny6>Ke H 
rny6)f(e" was amended to the more neutral and rather bald statement "MHweJIJ, 
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nOHHMaJI CBOe XpHrH'leCXOe nOJIO>l<eHHe". A description of Michel's 
contemplations of suicide was also omitted at this stage. The passage would have 
followed the description of Michel biting his fingernails (M. S., p. 134): 
A (B TaKHe MHHYTW OH ,lIa>l<e nO,llYMAIBaJI 0 pacqerax C >l<H3KbIO. H 
,lIYMa.sl 06 3TOM B crpaxe H Y>I<ace MeraJIC.sI no XOMHa re. Pal OH 
,Aa>Ke noweJI B anTexy H caM He 3Ha.sl nOqeMY H He OT,AaBa.sl ce6.s1 
HH:KalCOrO OTqeTa CIIpOCKII Y CTO.sl~erO 3a XORTOPlCOH (KaXHe MepM 
HaAO IIpHH.HTb) ,ztecxa TD cei!qac nOBeCHJICJl O,lum 3HaXOMLIH H 
xaXHe MepLI Ra,110 IIpHHJlTD, qTo6 cnaCTH ero. 
And at moments like this he would even think about ending his life. And 
thinking about this, he would rush around the room in fear and anguish. 
Once he even went to a chemist's and, without knowing why and without 
giving any account of himself, he said to the assistant behind the counter 
(what could be done) that somebody he knew hadjust hanged himself. 
and asked what could be done to save him. 
There are also several instances where phrases that elucidated some aspect of the text 
are deleted, with the effect that the reader has to read between the lines rather than 
having things spelled out by the author. For instance, when Isabella goes to visit 
Michel on his sick bed, the first draft made it clear that her relations to him had 
cbanged because his aunt's money had been spent and now his aunt has unexpectedly 
reappeared: "OHa eJIe pa3rOBapHBaJIa C 60JIDHLIM. (HHCTHHKTHBHO) OTJIKQHO 
nOHHMa.sl, 'ITO OH ,AJISI Ree (XOHfleH) (XOHfleHHMii cy6'beXT) 60JIee 
HeBHTepeceH". This was replaced with "ORa eJIe pa3rOBapHBaJIa C 60JIDHLIM, 
nHlCHpYJlCL H xaIIpH3HHtzaJl". An explanatory phrase was also deleted in the account 
of the tenants' changing relations with Michel: ">KHJID~LI. nODB Bce ,Aeno, 
cy,Aa'IBJIH 0 BC5IXHX npeBpaTHOCTJlX cY,lIL6LI". The phrase "nOHJlB Bce ,lIeJIo" 
was deleted. 
One of the more significant omissions at the manuscript stage was the complete 
removal of a minor character, an example of the "beast" type in Zoshchenko's work. In 
the original draft there was a passage describing a drunkard and down-and-out with 
whom Michel becomes friendly during his time at the dosshouse, a former Guards 
captain, Khladovskii. The passage would have followed the sentence that describes 
Michel's altered behaviour, ending "H ,Aa>l<e ytmcTBYK B ,ztpaxax": 
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B 3TO BpeM.sr B 3TOM HOttJIe)f(HOM ~OMe OCOOeHHO 
CBKpenCTBOBaJI 3HaMeHHTbIH. BCer~a m.snILIii H OnyCTHBWHHCJI 
qeJIOBeK, OLIBWHH rBap~eHCKHii KaImTaH XJIa~OBCKHit. 
~TO OLIJI TaKOH HeOOJIhWOrO pOCTa pLDKeBaTbIH cYO'Le:n, 
CHCPHJIHTHI< H CYXHH CLIH. CaMl>Ie HeB03MO)f(HLIe BelllH OH y'IHlUIJI C 
HOqne)f(XaMH. To OH opocaJI XYCOK Ml>IJIa B 'QaH. TO IIpe~JIaraJI 
KOMy-HH6y ~h naIIHpOCKY HatlHHeHHyIO CImtle'IIHLIMH rOJIOBlCaMH. 
npH 3TOM OH CTpaWHO XOXOTaJI. TPJlC BCeM TeJIOM H BH,ltHMO 
nOJIY'QaJI OrpOMHOe y~OBOJIhCTBHe. 
OH mD.4eHCTBOBaJI. BepHee, OH neJI Ha YJIHIlaX COBepWeHHO 
YCTpaWalOl1lHM rOJIOCOM pa3me HaPo~me neCHH. 
npH qeM, He HMeJI HH CJIyxa HH rOJIOca Hero nem.e Ol>IJIO 
nOXO)f(e ClCopee Ha peB KaKorO-TO ~OnOTOnHOrO qy~OBHI1la. 
npOXO)f(He KHAaJIH eMY ~em.rH H. KOHIPY3J1Ch 3a CTOJIh 
HeooiNHylO IIpo4JeccHlO, CTapaJIHCh nOCKopee CMIaIThCJI C ero rJIa3. 
~TOT rBap~eell no~py)f(HJICJI C MHI1leJIeM. HO B mJlHOM BRAe 
Hellla~HO ero 6HJI H y'tlHHSlJI Ha~ HHM BceB03MO)f(HLI6 BeI1lH. 
At that time, a notorious figure ran amuck in the same dosshouse, a 
drunk and down-and-out and a former Captain of the Guards, 
Khladovskii. 
He was a smallish, red-haired character, a syphilitic and son of a bitch. 
He would do the most horrible things to the other dossers. Now he would 
put soap in their tea, now he would offer them cigarettes stuffed with 
match-heads. 
At this he would guffaw terribly, shaking allover and evidently deriving 
great satisfaction from the joke. 
He begged, or rather, he sang various folk-songs on the street in an 
absolutely terrifying voice. 
Moreover, he had no ear for music and no voice, and his singing was 
more like the bellowing of a prehistoric monster. 
Passers-by would toss him coins and, rather disconcerted by such an 
unusual profession, they would try to run away out of his sight as soon as 
possible. 
This guardsman made friends with Michel, but when he was drunk he 
would beat Michel mercilessly and do all sorts of horrible things to him. 
Whether this passage was removed in view of the censor - given that it describes the 
degeneracy of a "victim of the revolution" - is not clear. Perhaps Zoshchenko felt that it 
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described the realities of his hero's sordid decline too vividly and removed it for this 
reason. or perhaps he was simply dissatisfied with the character of Khladovskii. 
Another group of changes to the manuscript draft were quite probably made with the 
censor in mind. Several phrases that could be construed as ironic at the expense of the 
Soviet regime or critical of some aspect of the present time or the recent past were 
removed during this early stage of revision. 
In the passage about the Radiant Future a note of scepticism about the robust future 
generation of readers was deleted from the manuscript. Originally the line read, "H 
aanpoTHB Toro. eCJIH >KH3HL ~eT. lCalC 33,ltYMaHo. 6y,lteT O'qeHL TaEoe. 'ITO 
JIB. 3,ltopOBoe. CO'qHoe nOICOJIeHHe ••• ". The qualification "eCJIH )l(lDHL BAeT, EaE 
3a,ltYMaHo" ("if life goes as planned") was removed. After the passage which 
describes how nonnallife carries on even in adverse circumstances ("H MW XO,ltHJIH C 
AesywEaMH B 1<:HHO. H 1<:a TanHCD Ha JI0.lt1<:ax. H neJIH no,lt rHrapy. H KywaJlH 
saq,JlH C ICpeMoM ... " (etc.), a few words were omitted: "u sOp06&eB He TpOraJIH. 
Osec O,ltHH ro,lt enu. HO Bop06&eB He Tporanu" ("and we never touched sparrows. 
One year we ate oats, but we never touched sparrows"). This refers back to the 
narrator's picture of how the future citizen will imagine the present age ("OH 
BaBepaoe. 6Y,lteT ,ltYM3T&. 'ITO MW Bce SpeMJI B 3eMnJIBICaX CBAeJIH. sOp06&eB 
xywaJIB H BeJIH ICaICYIO-TO HeMWCJIHMYIO ,ltHKYIO )l(H3HD "). It is possible that the 
reference to sparrows and oats was omitted due to fear of the censor, as it would have 
punctured the optimistic tone of the narrator's argument by directly referring to the 
hardship of the ci viI war years. In the passage about the 16th century. when the 
narrator describes how people used to fight duels almost every day ("'Iyu He 
xa)l(,ltd ,lteHL Ha ,ltY3JI.sIX .ltpaJIHC& "), the manuscript originally included the words: 
"K JIH'Clero. B TIOP&MY 6pOCaJlB 6e30 Bc,SnCOH BHHW. H HHtlero "("and it was 
nothing to them. They threw innocent people into prison. And it was nothing"). This 
reference to the jailing of innocent people would have been construed as politically 
risky even in 1930, before the escalation of the Terror later that decade. 
The narrator's comments about the tendency of certain authors to exaggerate the 
sufferings of people who have fal1en on hard times and his assertions that life is 
simpler also looked different in the first draft of the manuscript. In the corrected 
version, the text reads: 
ABTOP ,ltYMaeT. 'ITO JIH'Clero 3Toro no 60JI&WeH 'laCTB He 
6!IIBaeT. 
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)KHlHb yCTpOeHa ropa3AO. ICaIC 6J.1 CICa3aTL. npolUe. JIyqwe H 
npHrO~HeH. H 6eJIJIeTpHCraM or Hee COBepweHHO MaJIO IIpOICy. (M. 
S. p. 134) 
Several sentences were deleted from this passage at manuscript stage and several 
changes made. The original version would have read as follows: 
ABTOP ~YMaeT. qTO Jmqero :noro no 60JILWeH qaCrH He 
6LIBaer. 
nOBHAHMOMY 3TO HHTeJIJIHreHTCICa.51 6pexH.5I, CICJIOHHOCTL Ie 
JIHp~eCICHM MOMeHTaM H >KeJIaHHe paCTpOraTL ~O CJIe3 CBom 
~Ta TeJIeH. B TOM 3Haere H ),teJIO qTO >KHlHb yCTpOeHa ropa3AO 
npOlUe H JIyqwe. YMHee H OpHrHHaJILHee. BCJIH TaIC MO)KHO 
BLIpa3HTLC.5I. rYMaHHeH. HaM H CTapOCTL He T.5IrOCTL. H Hory 
OTT.5InalOT - IIpHBJ.1ICHeM. H MOP~Y ICHCJIOTOH 060)l(rYT - ~ero, H 
J,{a)l(e HaXOJ,{HM yreweHHe? qTO 6LIBaeT xY>Ke. 
"Clearly this is intellectual rubbish, a weakness for lyrical moments and 
a desire to move one's readers to tears, but, you know, the thing is that 
actually life is arranged much more simply, much better, more sensibly 
and more cleverly than this. More humanely, if we can put it that way. Old 
age is no big deal for us. And if we have a leg chopped off we'll get used 
to it. And if we get an eyeful of vitriol we can comfort ourselves? that it 
could have been worse", 
As discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, this argument is a pivotal one around which 
"Michel Siniagin" is constructed. The comments deleted at the manuscript stage would 
have injected an obvious note of irony into the argument that "a rat doesn't suffer 
because it is a rat". After the changes were made, the general tone of the argument is 
more positive, and it is more probable that the reader will take the narrator's views as 
Zoshchenko's own, without any irony intended. 
By far the most significant change made at the manuscript level was the deletion of a 
lengthy passage about the Golden Age. The passage has already been discussed in the 
introduction to Chapter 2 of this thesis. The passage pre-empts the subject matter and 
the general argument of The Blue Book in its presentation of history as an unending 
series of calamities and its refutation of the concept of the Golden Age. The following 
is a full transcript and translation of the deleted extract, which would have come at the 
beginning of Chapter 2 (M. S., p. 116): 
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XBOCTHCTCKHe HaCTpOeHWI. 0 30JIOTOM BeICe. 0 tPpa~Y3CICOM 
JIaBO'tfHHKe. ITHca TeJIh nonyT't:tHI( CepBaHTeC. 30JlOTOfi BeIC 
JIHTepaTypLt. PO>l<,lI;eHHe repo.sJ:. ( ... ) 
A MO)l(eT ,lI;eficTBHTeJIhHO npoJIor HCTOpHH. MO)l(eT 6wTL '1epe3 
700 JIeT npo HaWH BeICa CI<a)l(YT: ApeBHee BpeM.SI. A I<OTOpWe 61JJIH 
,lI;peBHHe BpeMeHa Te CKa>KYT - neU\epmm 6LtT HJIH CJIOHOBaJl 
3noxa. A npo neU\ePHYI<I >KH3HD Y'IeHLte npJlMO He60ch n06aceHbKH 
6Y,lI;YT CO'IHH.sJ:Th. 
By Aa He B 3TOM AeJIo. TaM pa36ePYTCJI. TYT Y HaC nOI<a ,lI;PyrHe 
C'IeT:LI - CO CBOHMH rpa>KAaHaMH. 
BOT ceRC ,lI;OBOJIhHO '!aCTO npHXO,ll;HTC.sJ: CJIWwa Th pa3HLte 
paccY>K,lI;eHH.sJ:, HAYlLIHe I<OHeqaO rJlaBHLtM 06pa30M OT JlI<l,ll;efi, 
IlJIeTYlLIHXC.sJ: BXBOCTe >KH3HH. 
BOT MOJI, ,lI;ecI<a Th, ICaICoe Hawe nOICOJIeHHe 3JIOnOJIY'lHoe. 
,ltecICa Th nonaJUI M:LI B nepenneTe. 3aCLIIIaJIHCI» B I<aI<oe 
6eCnOI<OHHOe BpeM.sJ:. KpyroM, MOJI, 60ph6a, ICJIaCCOBLte 60H H 
BCJIICHe TaICHe TpeBO>KHLte ,lI;eJIa. MOJI OT 3Toro CTaHOBHTCJI 
clCy'IHo >KHTI:. H npHXOAHTCJI n03aBHAoBaTh HaWHM C'!aCTJIHBWM 
npe,ll;lCaM, )l(HBYU\HM B ,lI;pyrHe BeI<a. 
ABTopa BCer,ll;a y,ll;HBJI.sJ:I<IT nOA06HLte rJlYmIe (H MeUl8HCKHe) 
cnOBa. 
To eCTh nO'leMY TaICoe B:LI ,lI;YMaeTe 'ITO paHbwe BCer,ll;a 6:LIJIH 
laICHe-TO C'!aCTJIHBWe, He3a6LtBaeM:LIe BpeMeHa 7 HanpoTHB. 
PaHDwe TO>l<e He CJIHWICOM-TO AaBaJIH CIIOICOHHO H MHpHO rpeTDCJI 
Y caMoBapa. 
By MO>KeT, npe,ll;nOJIO>KHM, I<aICoH-HH6YAh raM Baw ,lI;e,ll;YWI<a 
CIIOICOHHO npO>KHJI HJIH TaM IIpH06peJI ,lI;a'DCY Ha II06epe>Khe H CO 
CIIOICOHHOH COBeCThI<l JIe>KaJI Y MOPJI ICBepxy 6PI<lXOM. H MO>KeT 
6LtTD C'!aCTJIHBLtH nOMep, OICpY>l<eHHLtii BHYxaMH, JlI<l60BHO 
CMOTpeBWHMH, ICOr,ll;a HaICOHe~ 3aI<pOeT rJIa3a cTapwii IIec. '1T06 
IIocI<opefi IIO,ll;eJIHTL ero HMYlLIeCTBO H 3TY caMYIO ,lI;a'qKY Ha 
IIo6epe>Khe. 
MO>KeT 6WTh He cnopHM H npa,ll;e,ll; Baw, He OTJIHtmJICI> 
60JIhWHMH YMCTBeHHLtMH 3anpocaMH 6e3netmo (sic) TaHI{eBaJI 
I<a,ll;pHJIh H B03HJI B H~~y ,lI;aMO'leIC B ,lI;3JIH>KaHcax. Bce MO>KeT 
6LtTh. Bo TOJIIIICO aBTop IIO,ll;03peBaer, 'tiro 30JIOTOrO BeICa elLle He 
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6WlO. OR 6e3YCJIOBHO 6y,zteT, HO nOICa cICopei Bcero ero HHICor,zta 
H He 6WlO. 
KOHetmo ICaKoi-mroYAh HHOCTpaHe~ WIH taM ICaICoi-mroy,lto 
*pa~y3cICHH JIaBOtmHIC, npO'tIHTaB 3TH He3a6WBaeMLIe CTPOqICH 
nOJIe3eT Ha cTeHY. A MLI, CICa>KeT7 A Hawa >KH3H& 7 A Hawa POBHa.Sl. 
cnoICoHH(8JI)-emK8JI >KH3H& 7 qeM. CICa>KeT. Y HaC He 30JIOToi BeIC 
Ha6JUO,ztaeTC.sr? ~TO, CXa)f(eT. y Bac peBOJIIO~RSI H 6ecnoICoicTBO H 
OTToro BLI Ha Bce ICpHBO CMOTpHTe. 
ABTOP IC CO>KaJIeHHlO He 6Wl 3a rpa~ei H He HMeJI ctmcn.sr 
norJI.SI,lten Ha HHOCTpaHH:y1O )t(H3H&. Ho aBTOp He OqeHD ,ltOBep.SleT 
TaICHM CJIOBaM. IIpeICpaCHO >KHBYT? Bp.Sl,lt JIH. He 3HaIO. He AYMalO. 
Hy XO,lt.SlT HaBepHOe pa3mIe ~CTLte rocnO,lt~H B MaH>KeTax. 
Hy. cmapLI Kyp5J:T H POlLI HIOxalOT. Hy TpaHcnopT HaJI8>KeH'I H 
ao,ltonpoao,lt. MO>Kar SlIwa I1JIroro :na>Ka sO,llY 110,ll81OTl A npo 
06~ee 6JIaronoJIy'tDIe ap.srA JIH. HeT. aBTOp He AYMaeT qr06 y HHX 
ace 6LIJIO XopOWO. Hy a eCJIH npe,ltnOJIO)t(HM XopOWO. JIa,ltHO. 
ny~ai. nec C HHMH. Xopowo. IIpe,ltnOJIO)f(HM Ha o,ltHY (MHHyTY) 
ceKYH,llY qTO y HHX xopowo H TpYA.SI~Hec.SI y HHX TO>Ke P03LI 
!UOxalOT. To ,ztaBHo Y HHX xopo~o? l{aBHo JIH Y HHX 30JIOTOi BeIC 
pac~aeJI 7 Ach? (sic). 
AaTop qero TO TaICoe 'tDITaJI, qero TO TaICoe a CBoe BpeM.SI. 
nepeJIHCTWBaJI H HHICaIC He BLIXOAHT qTO Y HHX CqaCTJIHBa.Sl >KH3H& 
Ha6JIIO,zta(-erCJI )-JI8Ch. HanpOTHB Toro oc060 rpy6LIe H ,zta>lce 
3aepCICHe CTpa~LI OTBO,ztHT 6e3npHcTpaCTHa.Sl (sic) HCTOPRSl nOA 
HX!UOIO >KH3H&. 
H 3Haerel Ha ICocTpax )l(rJIH )t(HBheM. H PYICH py6aJIH. H ICaxa.Sl 
TO y HHX )l(eJIe:nm..sz l{eaa 6Wla. C)f(HMaJIa s CBOHX 06'D.SITRSlX ,ll0 
110repH C03HaHWI. H rOp.Sl'tDIMH ~~aMH 3a JI3LII< XBaraJIH. H 3a 
BOJIOCh.Sl K nOTOJIICY nO,ztBeWHBaJIH. H He TLlI.I4Y JIeT Ha3a,lt 3TO 
6WlO, a seChMa He,ztaBHO. H TOJIhICO TOJIhICO a npOWJIOM seKe 
3aICOH'tDIJIOCh. l{a H HeH3BeCTHO 3aICOH'tDIJIOCh JIH. MO>KeT 6y .zty~He 
HCTOPHXH ICOIIHyT H e~e qTO-my.zt (sic) raICoe He38KOHHOe 
06HapY>Ka T. 
H rJIaBHOe 3a qTO Bce 3TO 6WIO. 3a TO qTO CICa)t(eM B 60ra He 
TaIC aepHJI(H?) HJIH ICpeCT (He rY.4a KJIamr) He Ha TO MeCTO ny3a 
KJIaJIH ICY,lta nOJIaraJIOcb. BOT BaM H 30JIOTOi BeK. 
Y HaC eCJIH flero H 6MBaer H eCJIH KaKHe HH.6Y.4h HaKa3aHWI 
CJIY'CJalOTCJI TaK y HaC XOTJI H)(eJI xopowa, H)(eJI Otlem raxaJI 
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crO.J1lJ.1a.J1, IIpHBJIeKa reJIbHa.J1 HAeJI - paBeHcTBo. A raM BY' 
¢OpMeIl11l1e rrycrJIKH. 
Tax 'ITO He HM ynpexaTb H He HM yxa3LlB8Th, H He HM rOBOpHTb 
'ITO MLI XPHBO CMOTpHM. KpHBO! 
ABrop H3SHWleTC5I XOHellHO, liTO OH rpy60 rOBopHT, HO y* 
OlleHh :3Haere 06HAHO. HecnpaBeAJIHBO. Ka*AwH 6YAeT nOMLIXaTb 
H yxa3LlBa Th - liTO *e Tax pa60Ta Th HeJIh351. KPHBO CMOTPHMI 
30JIOTOH sex! 
RaKOH TaM x lIepTy 30JIOTOH sex. Pa3lWe Ha6erH YCTpaHBa31HCh. 
PUlWe HaJIeTLI. ryHHlaI H Tax AaJIee. Ba6YWKY H AeAYWXY He60Ch 
B Xa)l(AOM BeKe 110 HeCKOJIbKO pa3 SLIpe3aJIH SMeCTe co csoei 
ceMhHWKoH. Pa3lWe mpOALI C MeCTa Ha Mecro nepeASHl'a31HCh xax 
orJIaweHHlaIe no sceH Espone. TOJIhKO nOAYMaTh. BCJl EspoIta xax 
Ha TOJIXYl!I{e ASHl'aJIaCh H rpJICJIaCb ~eJIhlWe MThCOT 31eT. (C 
Mecra) He60Ch OT CJIaAXoi )l(R3HH (He ABHI'aJIHCb OM) :noro He 
cny'flHJlOCb ObI 
HeT xaXOH taM x lIepTY 30JIOTOH sexl 
RJIH AJI5I npHMepy JIHTepa Typa. TIHca TeJIH. ,Qa AJIJl IlHca Te31ei 
Y)I( eCJIH Ha TO 110UlJIO cxopeii Bcero ceiNac 30JIOTOH sex, S 
cpaBHemm C TeM 'ITO 6wzo. ,QJI5I npHMepy TaXOR xpynmti'i COllHLIH 
caTHpHIC - ImCareJIh nonyTl!HK CepsaHTec. IIpaBYlO pyxy eMY 
oTpy6MH. TIpaBAa B IIJIeHY, HO oTpy6HJIH. A. nOTOM npHeXaJI OH Ha 
pOAHHy H >KpaTh Hellero 6LIJIO - nocTYIIWI cpHHHHcneXTopoM. 
XOAM no AepeSHJlM c06HpaJI HaJIOrH. A nOCJIe JIesoA pyxoA ,QOH-
KmcoTa HaIlHCaJI. H nella Ta Th He OqeHh y* rOpeJIH *eJIaHHeM. 
TIPHWJIOCh nOliTHTeJIhHOe sCTynneHHe IlHca TO B nOJIh3Y lalorO-TO 
p~ap5l. 
llpyroH xpynHLIA nonyTl!HIC ,QaHTe. Toro H3 CTpalW SLInePJIH 6e3 
IIpaBALI B'he3Aa. A. BOJIhTepy AOMa CO>KrJIH. rAe y* TaM 30JIOTOfi 
Bel HCKaTh. 
A B npe*Hee SpeM5I, eCJIH llHCaTeJIH 30JIOTOrO Bexa ()I(,lfaJIW 
AO>KH,ZtaJIHCh Tax BO sceR JIHTepaType xpOMe EsameJIH5I OT JIYXH 
HHtlero 6LI H He 6wzo. Hy Mo*eT BepmpA Woy H (PaOHHApaHaT 
Tarop) MYJIhTaTYJIH n06eAHO DpHWJIH 6LI x CSOHM HaMeqeHHlaIM 
HAeaJIaM, a APyrHe Tax 6LI H npOCHAeJIH, O>K~a5I Y MopJIIIorOAM 
60JIee ClIaCTJIHBLIX speMeH. 
BOT saM H Espona. BOT saM H xpacora H JIl060Bh I 
qeJIOSe'tleCTBY· 
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Be3YCJIOBHO npeKpaCHa5! >KH3Hh He 3a ropaMH. ABTOP B 3TOM 
TBep~o y6e>K~eH. 
KaK B CKa3Ke pa3BepHeTC5! >KR3Hh. H KaIC B CICa3Ke 3aCBepKaeT 
y JIyqweHHa.st )f(H3Hh rmca TeJI.st. 
3aXOQeWL - IlHWH. 3aXOlieWL - He IlHWH. 3a sce 6JIarOAapHTL 
6y ~yT. MO)f(eT Aa>Ke OC06ylO 6JIarO,ltapHOCTL 6y AYT s ra3eTax 
neqaTaTL. CKa>KeM HaKpOnaJI lleJIOBeK nOBecTywKy. Ha yTpo 
BCraJI - 6JIarO~apHOCTL B ra3eTe. B paMOt!I<e. MOJI BOT. TaICOMY 
no MepCH. MOJI BOT cnac:a6o. pa3YBa>KKJI. HH pyraHH. HH 6paHH. 
HHllero TaKoro oCKop6HTeJILHo. Hy raM MO)f(eT ICaKOH HH6y AI, 
6e3noICom.a.m [sic] JIHCTOK KaKHe HH6y,ltL TaM JIeSLle 3arH6Il\HlCH H 
ICPHlCYHLI OTMeT.sn B CBoeM opraHe. MOJI, noseCTYWKa TO 
c06CTBeHHO rOBOp5! HeBa)l(He~Ka5l. He B 06~y 6y ~yT CKa3aHO 
JIHTepaTopy H He CJIe~OBaJIH 6Ll ee neqaTaTL. Ho Y)l( pa3 
HaIIeqaTaHO TO HH xpeHa He nO,lteJIaTL. IIpmcOAHTCJl MHpHTLCJl. 
H Bce TaR Be)f(JIHBO. HeOCROp6HTeJILHO. AOCToi1:HO. 6e3 
3aMeqamm. MOJI. TaKoro TO Ha~O BLlKmtyTL K CSHHh5lM C06a'tlDHM 
3a 60PT Ropa6JI5!. OtleHh 3aMaHtmBLle nepcnelCTHBLl PHCYIOTC5I 
aSTOpy. 
ASTOP cep,lte'tIHo H3BHRSleTCJl 3a TO tlTO OH sce ell\e He Mor 
npHCTYIIHTL R /I,elIY H Haqa TL 06ell\amwe SOCnOMHHaHHJI. 
Ho ceHtlac c06paBWHHC5! C MWCJIJlMH B OT6poCBB CSOB 
MetlTaHIDI. aSTOp npBCTYIIHT K CBOHM 3anHCRaM 0 M. n. CHRSlrBHe. 
HJIH Bor?3ToT M. n. CBH5IrBH. B 6Y/I,Yll\eH )l(H3HH - p03aMB 6WI 
6Ll (ind.) YCLIIIaH ero nyu. KOHe'tIHO IIpB YCJIOBD tlTO 6YAYutaJl 
>KH3Hh BcnpaSHJIa 6w sce ero KpYnHLle He/I,OCTaTRB H MeutaHCICBe 
HaXJIOHHOCTB. H BMe.Sl TaKBe He/I,OCTa UH. OH eCTeCTseHHO 'ITO 
IIpBWeJICJl cefitlac He KO ABOPY. CO CBoea He)l(HOH n03THtleCICOH 
AYWOH. H S 3TOM CMWCJIe aBTOp 3a Hero He 3acTynaeTCJl. 
B 3TOM CMLlCJIe aBTOp. xax 6e3cTpacTHLIH [sic] (cnoKoitmJ:iV 
JIeTOIIHCen; 6y /I,eT HeCTB CSOH o6513aHHocTB. 
Rearguard Attitudes. The Golden Age. A French Shopkeeper. Cervantes: 
Writer and Fellow-Traveller. The Golden Age of Literature. (Our Hero is 
Born., etc.) 
Who knows, maybe this really is just a prologue to the story. Maybe in 
700 years time people will call our time ancient history. And what used to 
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be ancient history they'll call the Stone Age or the Elephantine Era. And as 
for the real Stone Age, historians will just make up fairy-tales about it. 
Still, that's not the point. They can sort it out for themselves. 
Meanwhile, we have another bone to pick. With our own citizens, today. 
These days one often hears various remarks, coming mainly, it has to 
be said, from those people who tag along in the rearguard of life. "Just 
look at our unfortunate generation", they say. "We copped it al1 right," 
they say. "landing in troubled times like these. All around, struggles, class 
fights and all sorts of worrying things. Thanks to which," they say, "it is 
not much fun to be alive and we can only envy our ancestors who had the 
luck to live in other ages". 
The author has always been amazed by stupid, (bourgeois) comments 
like this. 
Excuse me, but what makes you think that days gone by were always 
such happy, unforgettable times? Far from it. In days gone by, it wasn't 
always so easy to sit warming yourself by the samovar. 
All right, perhaps some grandfather of yours lived peacefully maybe, or 
acquired a dacha by the seaside and lay around on the beach with a clear 
conscience, sunning his belly. And maybe he died happy, surrounded by 
his grandsons, who stood fondly watching for when the old dog would 
croak, and they could get on with the business of sharing out his property, 
including the aforementioned dacha by the seaside, as soon as possible. 
And we don't deny that perhaps your great-grandfather, too, not being a 
man of massive intellectual needs, merrily danced the quadrille and took 
young ladies off to Nice in cabriolets. All that's as may be. But 
nevertheless the author suspects that there has never yet been a Golden 
Age. There will definitely be one at some point, but so far it has probably 
never happened yet. 
Of course, on reading these unforgettable words some foreigner or 
other, some French shopkeeper or other, will probably start climbing the 
walls. 
"And what about us?" he'll say. "What about our life? What about our 
nice, peaceful little old life? What makes you think we aren't witnessing a 
Golden Age over here? It's your country," he'll say "that has a revolution 
and unrest and all that, that's why you look at everything back to front". 
Unfortunately the author has never been abroad and has not had the 
pleasure of having a look at life in foreign parts. But the author is not 
inclined to believe all this. So life is wonderful over there, is it? Not likeJy. 
The author doesn't know, but he doubts it somehow. All right, maybe there 
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are lots of nice clean little gents walking about in cuffs. Smoking cigars. 
maybe. Sniffing roses. And maybe the public transport works. And the 
plumbing. Maybe you can get water higher up than thefourthfloor? But 
universal wellbeing? Not likely. No. the author does not imagine for a 
moment that everything over there is lovely. But even if we say it is lovely. 
All right. Fine. What the hell. Fine! Imagine for a moment that everything 
over there is lovely and even the workers go around sniffing roses. Then 
how long has everything been so lovely over there? How long ago did the 
Golden Age blossom over there, eh? Answer me that. 
. The author has read a thing or two in his time, and leafed through this 
and that, and as it turns out, you could hardly say that life has always been 
so jolly over there. On the contrary, impartial history devotes particularly 
rough and even brutal pages to that life. 
They used to bum people alive at the stake, you know? And cut off their 
hands. And they had something called an Iron Maiden which clasped you 
in its embrace until 'you passed out. And they grabbed people by the 
tongue with hot pincers. And hung them by the scalp from the ceiling. 
And all this wasn't a thousand years ago but quite recently. And it only 
just stopped in the last century. And it's not even clear if it did stop. 
Maybe in the future, historians will rake around and tum up something 
else unlawful. 
And all this for what? For not believing in god quite the way you 
should. Or for crossing yourself (the wrong way) on the wrong part of the 
belly. There's the Golden Age for you. 
(Over here, if anything goes on and ifpunishments sometimes happen, 
at least our idea is a good one. A very worthwhile and attractive idea 
indeed. Equality. But what do they have over there? Stuff and nonsense, 
that's what.) 
So it's not for them to condemn and not for them to give orders and not 
for them to say that we look at everything back to front. Back to front 
indeed! 
The author apologises, of course, for these harsh words, but it really is 
very vexing. The injustice of it. Everyone bossing you about and giving 
orders - how are you expected to work? Looking at things back to front 
indeed! Golden Age indeed! 
What sort of a lousy Golden Age do you call that? Attacks going on all 
the time. Raids. Huns and things. Most likely, in any other century your 
granny and grandad would have been carved up several times over along 
with their family. Different peoples went roaming about allover Europe 
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like nutcases. Just think, for a good 5 hundred years the whole of Europe 
was moving and jostling about like one big serum. Why was that. you 
think - because life was so sweet? 
What sort of a lousy Golden Age do you call that? 
Or take literature for example. Writers. Actually. come to that. there is 
more of a Golden Age now compared to what it used to be like. 
Take Cervantes for instance. that great. juicy satirist. writer and fellow-
traveller. They chopped off his right hand. Granted. he was a prisoner of 
war at the time. but they still chopped it off. And then he went back home 
to Spain. And there he was. starving. So he started work as a taxman. He 
travelled about the villages collecting taxes. And then he wrote Don 
Quixote with his left hand. And nobody was exactly queuing up to publish 
it. So he had to write a deferential introduction on behalf of some knight. 
Take Dante - another great fellow traveller. They booted him out of the 
country with no right of entry. And they burnt Voltaire's house down. 
Where's your Golden Age now? 
And if writers had all hung about waiting for a Golden Age. there 
would be no literature at all apart from the Gospel according to St. Luke. 
All right. maybe Bernard Shaw or (Rabindranath Tagore) Multatuli 
would have marched triumphantly to their appointed goal. But the rest 
would have sat about. twiddling their thumbs, waiting for happier times to 
tum up. 
There's Europe for you. There's beauty and love of humanity for you. 
Needless to say. the life of our dreams is waiting just around the 
comer. The author is fIrmly convinced of that fact. 
Life unfolds before our eyes like a dream and like a dream. an 
improved life for writers sparkles on the horizon. 
Write if you feel like it, don't if you don't. But whatever you do you'll 
get thanks for it. They might even print special acknowledgements in the 
papers. Imagine someone throws together a little story. Just think, he gets 
up the next morning and what does he see - acknowledgements in the 
paper. In a little box. Saying, merci and thank you kindly. you've made our 
day. No abuse. No insults. Nothing wounding. Well, all right, perhaps 
some provocative pamphlet or other, some radical loudmouths and 
gasbags might make a comment in their organ: "Actually", they might say, 
"This story isn't a masterpiece and it would have been better not to print it 
in the fIrst place. But seeing as it has been printed there is sod all we can 
do about it and we'll just have to put up with it". And all this said politely, 
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decently, considerately, you know, without any comments like "This one 
should be thrown overboard the ship of culture to the pig's dogs". 
Yes, the author sees very tempting prospects on the horizon. 
The author excuses himself profusely for still not having got down to 
business and begun his promised memoir. But now, having put aside his 
day-dreams and gathered his thoughts, the author will make a start on his 
reminiscences of M. P. Siniagin. 
Or take M. P. Siniagin,Jor instance? In some future life, his path 
might have been strewn with roses, (ind.) granted, on condition that that 
future life would have corrected all his major shortcomings and bourgeois 
tendencies. And thanks to those shortcomings he would hardly, of course. 
have found favour nowadays, with his sensitive poetic soul. And in this 
sense the author is not trying to defend him in any way. In this sense the 
author will perform his duties as an impartial chronicler. 
There is a good case for arguing that this extract was dropped for censorship reasons. 
The general impression given by the extract is that it is an unsuccessful attempt by 
Zoshchenko's narrator to console himself with the thought that life has always been 
bad - both for ordinary people and for writers. The passage may be presented as an 
attack on the rearguard critics of Communism and lovers of Western European culture. 
but it is not optimistic - the pivotal section of the argument, which Zoshchenko crossed 
out separately before he decided to get rid of the whole passage, is the most politically 
risky of all: this is where the narrator attempts to justify "punishments" carried out in 
the name of social equality in the Soviet Union: "}' HaC eCJIH 'lero H 61lBaer H eCJIU 
XIXKe mroy,ltD HCuca3aHWI CJIYlIalOTCJI Tal y HaC xorSl ~eSl xopowa. ~eJl 
Oqem. TaxcaSl CTOSl~aJl. npKBJIeKaTeJIbHaJI HAeSl - paBeHCTBo." ("Over here. if 
anything should go on and if punishments should sometimes happen. at least our idea 
is a good one. A very worthwhile and attractive idea indeed - equality.") These words. 
following on immediately from a description of torture in Europe in previous centuries. 
could hardly have been expected to pass the censor. 
The comments on the fate of writers in this extract would also probably have caused 
censorhip problems, had they remained. While there are several allusions to the 
adverse critical climate for writers both in the published version of "Michel Siniagin" 
and in "The Sentimental Tales", the remarks here are rather more personal and have a 
more serious import than anything that remained in print. In Chapter 2 it was 
mentioned that lines from this passage were quoted almost verbatim in a letter to 
Gor'kii dating from the same year. In the letter to Gor'kH. Zoshchenko remarked that 
his study of writers at different periods had convinced him that he should continue to 
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work no matter what the circumstances. In the deleted passage from the manuscript, as 
in the letter to Gor'kii, the link between the treatment of Cervantes, Voltaire etc. and the 
latter-day treatment of Soviet authors like Zoshchenko himself is made explicit. The 
identification of Cervantes and Dante as "fellow travellers" makes this even more 
obvious. When the comments on Cervantes, etc., reappear in The Blue Book there is no 
such direct link with present-day "fellow-travellers". There is also a suggestion in the 
deleted extract from the manuscript that a writer might be seriously tempted to give up 
writing in the present circumstances. ("And if writers had all hung about waiting for a 
Golden Age, there would be no literature at all apart from the Gospel according to St. 
Luke.") 
It is interesting to note that, had this passage made it into the published version of 
"Michel Siniagin", the narrator's attitude to his hero would have appeared more 
sympathetic. The words "HJIH .•• 3TOT M. n. CHHSIrHH. B 6YAYllIeu >KH'3HH - p03aMH 
6WJI 6L1 ... YCLIIIaH ero nyTh "would have strengthened the argument for reading 
"Michel Siniagin" as the story of a victim of history rather than one who is doomed to 
failure because of his own inner qualities. The phrase "OH eCTeCTBeHHO liTO 
lIpHWeJICSl ceJiqac He KO ABOPY. co CBoeH He)f(HOH n03THlIeCloH AYWOH" is 
particularly interesting, given that the phrase "He KO ABOPY" ("out of place", 
"unwanted") has associations with the word "ABOp" - "court", The words are possibly 
a deliberate allusion to the autocratic character of Stalin's rule in the Soviet Union. 
Another interesting point about the manuscript version is that when Michel's apartment 
in Leningrad is first mentioned, the name of the Moika river was changed to the 
Fontanka. Further on in the text, there is the letter "M" crossed out before the name of 
the Fontanka: it seems that the Moika was on Zoshchenko's mind. The original 
location of Michel's apartment - on the corner of Nevskii Prospekt and the Moika river, 
would have corresponded with the position of the Leningrad House of Arts where 
Zoshchenko himself lived from 1922 onwards. The house was, thanks to the activities 
of Gor'kii, provided as a shelter and working space for artists and writers in the city. 
Among the many famous writers who lived there were Osip Mandel'shtam, Nikolai 
Gumilev, Vladislav Khodasevich, Viktor Shklovskii, Mikhail Slonimskii. Olga Forsh 
and Lev Lunts.II (The situation described is in O. Forsh's The Mad Ship 
(CyMacUJe,lfUJHH Kopa6JIh). Khodasevich recalls that Aleksandr Tiniakov also lived in 
this house, in a part of the building reserved for the less presentable tenants. 
Khodasevich's reminiscences suggest a further link between Tiniakov and the hero of 
11K. Chukovskii, "Iz vospominanii", in Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.)Vospominaillia 0 
Mikhaile Zoshchenko, p. 46. 
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"Michel Siniagin" in the character of an old lady, a former actress from the Mariinskii 
Theatre, who shared a room with Tiniakov: just as Aunt Maria, a former dancer in the 
Mariinskii Theatre corps de ballet, shares her room with Michel. Khodasevich writes 
of Tiniakov: 
Ero IIOCeJIHJIH B TOM )f(e ,nOMe HCXYCCTB, B TOB 'tIaCTH, KOTOpa$l 
6:WXl rIpe~Ha3HatleHa ~JI.sI HeOrIp.sITHLIX )f(HJIhI{OB. TaM OH 
IIh$lHCTBOBaJI 11 CKaH,ltamm. IIo HOllaM IIpHBO,ltHJI K ce6e rex 
,l{eC$lTH-,l{BeHa,l{I{a THJIeTHHX ,l{eBOtleK. KOTopwe ,ltHeM IIpO,ltaSaJIH Ha 
HeBCKoM MaxopKY H IIaIlHpocw. Ero cOce,ltxa IIO KOMHa re, 
cTapywxa, 6LlBWa.Sl apTHCTxa MapHHHCKoro TeaTpa. >KaJIOBaJIaCh. 
tlTO OH CTytIHT Ie HeB B TOHICYIO ~Ol4aTylO IIeperopO,ltKy H 
pyraeTC$l: 
- CKOPO TW. CTapa.sI se,lthMa. yroMoHHWhC.sI? IIepeCTaHh 
BOPO'tlaThC$l. ,lth.sISOmrqa. He Mewaiil 12 
I2V. Khodasevich, "Neudachniki", in Aleksandr Tiniakov (Odinokii), Stikhotvoreniia. 
ed. N. Bogomolov. Tomsk: Vodolei, 1998. p. 9. 
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Differences between Published Versions of "Michel Siniagin" 
In between the first and second printed editions of "Michel Siniagin" some fairly 
extensive editorial polishing took place which tidied up several of the more unliterary, 
illogical and ungrammatical features of the original. For instance, one of the features of 
the original, Navyi mir version is that numbers are written in digit form with rather 
comic results. For instance: "AJI.SI npHMepa, Ha "ITO Y)I( 6LIJI 6ecnoICOmn.m BeIC, 
BY. CICa)l(eM, 16". This was amended in the 1931 version to ".llJIJI DpHMepa, 1m tlTO 
Y)I( 6WI 6ecnoICoiimtii BeIC, HY. CKa>KeM, WeCTHaAllaTIrli". The same thing is done 
in the passage about the Scythian vase: the original "CMOTPHT B ICa TaJtor - Ba3e 
2,000 JIeT" becomes "CMOTPHT B KaTaJIOr - Ba3e ABe UICJltiH JIeT". Apart from 
this, the only changes were changes in punctuation and spelling: the addition of a 
comma here and there and the separation of one word into two (for instance 
"HeXBaTHT" becomes "He XBaTHT"). 
Much more extensive corrections are discern able in the 1936 edition, which in most 
respects follows the corrected typescript held in the archive of the Institute of Russian 
Literature. A correction made throughout this version is the amendment of "Leningrad" 
in the original to "Petrograd". This looks like the work of a responsible editor - after, 
all, the period referred to is the time immediately after the revolution, when the city was 
called Petrograd. However, in making this correction the editor unwittingly destroys a 
typical Zoshchenkovian device. Sarnov has commented that this anachronism is not 
only an artistic detail but an important characteristic of the typical mentality of the 
Zoshchenko hero-narrator. Zoshchenko's characters, according to Samov, live "outside 
history", untouched by even its most groundbreaking events. By way of illustration, he 
quotes from the story "Victim of the Revolution" ("Zhertva revoliutsii"). The story 
concerns a trivial incident with a watch that takes on much greater importance for the 
hero/narrator than the revolution itself. The story contains another typical Zoshchenko 
anachronism whereby, in the words of the hero, people running along the street on the 
day following the revolution tell him "Yesterday the October Revolution took place!" 
("Bqepa npoK3owJla OICTJl6pbCICaJi peBoJtIO~ul")13 As Sarnov points out, this 
official historical name is hardly likely to have been used in this way so soon after the 
event. Shcheglov has also noted that one of the deliberately "unrefined" features of 
Zoshchenko's style is "the transferral of the subjective, historically specific position of 
UB. Sarnov, "Razvivaia traditsii Prokrusta: Mikhail Zoshchenko i ego redaktory", in 
Voprosy literatury, 2,1994, pp. 71-2. 
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the author into the reconstruction of the past." 14 Other examples of such historical 
"tone-deafness" in "Michel Siniagin" are the reference to the 16th-century nobleman 
with the Soviet "6h18wHii", the non-standard reference to what is normally called the 
First World War ("IIepsa51 MHpOSa51 somm.") as the "European War" 
("esponeHCKa.Sl soima"), and the description of what is normally called the October 
Revolution ("OKT.SI6pbCKa51 peSOJIIO~HSl") as "the revolutionary coup" 
("peSOJIlO~HOHHLlH nepesopoT"). Incidentally, a passage in the manuscript version 
that drew specific attention to the story's historical context was deleted by Zoshchenko. 
Soon after Michel's arrival in "Leningrad" he is pictured at a window watching Red 
Anny soldiers down on the street below: "OR cH,.!{eJI no 60JILWeH tmCTH y OICm H. 
rJI5I,lVI Ha 3aMep3wyIO peKy. ReoIIpe~eJIeHHO ~yMaJI 0 cBoeH cYAL6e. BHH3Y 
XOAHJIH KpacRoapMe~LI C BHHTOSKaMH H MarpocLI pa3'e3)KaJIH (sic) B 
rpY30BHICax. pacnesa51 peBOJII<l~Ho:mme neCHH H rHMlW". The omission of this 
passage is perhaps another indication that Zoshchenko wanted to preserve the 
historically neutral character of the text and to detract from the importance of the 
revolution. 
Many of the corrections in the 1936 edition were clearly made with the aim of making 
the tone of the original less coarse. The word "IC oJI6acHJIacl:I" in the description of 
Simochka's mother was changed to the more neutral "ROCHJIaCI:I" in the 1936 version. 
"KoJI6acHJIacl:I It, a favourite word of Zoshchenko's, is formed from the word 
"xoJI6aca" - sausage/salami. It is a very colloquial word still in use today, meaning to 
hang around or to mess around. In this context its main function is to violate the 
literary tone of the rest of the sentence. The expression "apancICaR )KeHl.l4HHa" (also 
of Simochka's mother), was changed to "ICpabe 3HeprHtma51 )KeHl.l4HHa" in later 
editions, a much less offensive and neutral description. The word "cnep" was amended 
to the less colloquial "CT5IHYJI H3 ee HMYl1\eCTBa" in the 1936 version. Where the 
original printed version had "o63LIBa51 ee cKynep~.slibcOH. Aep)l(HMOPAOH H 
CBOJIO'([blO", the 1936 edition had "o63LIBa51 ee cICynepARfbcoii H ~ep)KHMOPAOii". 
omitting the cruder "CBOJIOt{l:l". 
Most changes made at this stage elaborate on or explicate the text to make it both more 
intelligible and more involving. Points that are made elliptically in the original printed 
version are expanded on in the later redaction so that there is an impression of greater 
control and more moral interference from the narrator. For instance, in the 1936 
version the point of the narrator's digression on the Scythian vase is explicitly spelled 
141u. Shcheglov, "Entsiklopediia nekul'tumosti", in A. K. Zholkovskii and Iu. K. 
Shcheglov, M ir avtora i struktura teksta, New Jersey: Hermitage, 1986. p. 77. 
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out in a couple of sentences that were added on at a later stage. In the original version, 
the narrator simply makes the point that the Scythian peasants depicted on the vase are 
almost identical to pre-revolutionary Russian peasants, concluding that smocks and 
bast shoes must have stayed the same from Scythian times right up to the revolution. 
In the 1936 version, the following remarks were added: fill. eCJIH 3TO talC. CTaJIO 
6wTh, 3a nOJITOpW TWC.sI't{H JIeT He HMeJIOCl» B03MO>KHOCTH nOJIY'tlwe 
npHo,a;eThCJI. ITocICOJIE,ICY 3aWITW 6WIH. Pa60raJIH Ha ,a;pyrmc" ("And if that's the 
case, it means that for one and a half thousand years there was no opportunity for them 
to dress better. Because they were busy. Working for other people"). This version 
makes the narrator's argument clearer, but to my mind it is rather heavy-handed. The 
impression in the earlier version is that the narrator has not fully clarified his point, but 
this incoherence is part of the narrator's general style. It contributes to the general 
ambiguity and openness of the story and makes his voice less authoritative. 
Several changes were made to the final chapters of the story, the purpose of which 
seems to have been to increase the drama of the original and to make the end of the 
story more satisfying for the reader by adding a touch of emotional colour. These 
additions amplify points that are hinted at in the original. Again they result in the 
impression of greater narratorial interference and control and an attempt to direct the 
reader's thoughts and emotions. For instance, after Michel decides to return to 
Simochka, the 1936 version included an additional passage: 
H BOT Tenepl:o 3TO CJIY'qHJIOCl:o. OK 60JIl:oHOR. cupJatit. YCTaBwd. OH 
HmLlHR H 6po,a;.sIra. nOTep51BWd Bce B CBoeR >KIDHH. BOT Tenepl:o OH 
npHAer H. CTaB Ha ICOJIeH5lX, nonpoCHT npOlLteHDJI 3a Bce. liTO OK 
c,a;eJIaJI eH. Be,a;l:o 3TO OHa, ero CHMOllICa. CICa3aJIa. 'tITO ORa noiiAeT 
3a HHM H B TlOpl:oMY. H Ha ICaTopry. 
And now it had happened. He was sick, old and tired. He was a beggar 
and a tramp who had lost everything in life. He would go to her now, fall 
on his knees and ask her forgiveness for everything he had done to her. 
After all, it was she, his Simochka, who had said that she would follow him 
to prison or to hard labour. 
After the sentence "HeCICOJIl:oICO MUHYT CTo,Sm MHweJIl:o Heno,a;BH>KHo ... c03ep~aJl 
3TH CTapwe H MHJIWe BeILtH" the phrase "Cep,a;~e ero TpeBO>KHO H qaCTO 
6B.Jloco II ("his heart beat quickly and excitedly") was added in the later edition. When 
Michel has been taken in by Simochka and her hUSband, a few phrases were added to 
sum up his train of thought: "Hy. ~TO >Ke. lCa>KeTC51. Bce xopowo. Ka)KercJI. 
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CHOBa HalUieTC5I nOKOH H C'tla.CTbe. H ~yMaJ[ TaK, OH B~pyr noqycrBosan 
rOJIO~ .... "- ("So everything was all right, then, it seemed. It seemed that life would be 
peaceful and happy again. And thinking thus, he suddenly felt hungry ... "). 
Most significantly. the scene in which Michel and Simochka meet in the kitchen at 
night was changed. In the new version, the narrator mildly rebukes Michel for not 
understanding "some sort of unspoken question. some sort of longing and anxiety" in 
Simochka's voice: "MHweJIb, no npocToTe ~yweBHoii, He YCJIWWaB B ee CJIOBaX 
EaEorO-TO nonysonpoca. KaKoii-TO TOCKH H TpeBorH. TOT'laC OTBeTHJI". The 
point was expanded further by the inclusion of a short paragraph in which the pathos 
of Simochka's situation is made clear: 
norOBopHB TaK OKOJIO qacy, OHH pa30wnHcb, OH, cnoKoiiHwii H 
nOtlTH pa~ocTHLIH. a OHa. B3BOJIHOBamDU. nOTpJ[ceHHaJ[ H Aa>Ke 
yOHTa5l. OHa HeJ[CHO Ha 'tiTO-TO paCCtlHTWSaJIa. H OHa O>KHAaJIa 
CJIiIWau He Te CJIOBa, KOTopLIe ORa YCJILIWana. H, BepHYBWHCb Ie 
ceoe, OHa ~OJIro IlJIaKaJIa 0 CBoeM npOWJIOM, H 0 Bceii cBoeii 
>KH3HH, H 0 TOM, 'tiTO Bce npOXO~HT, KpOMe CMepTH. 
After talking thus for about an hour, they parted: he calm and almost 
joyful. she disturbed. shaken and even crushed. She had been vaguely 
hoping for something. And she had not expected to hear the words that 
she had heard. And. returning to her room. she sat for a long time weeping 
over the past. over her entire life and over the fact that everything pa~ses 
except death. 
There is nothing about this rather touching ending that Zoshchenko himself could not 
have written: in fact it is rather similar to the ending of "Wisdom" where the hero's sole 
companion weeps over his death. It is also consistent with Simochka's general role in 
the story as an unnoticed victim. It is rather strange. though. that the nature of these 
changes to the 1936 version is at odds with the alterations made at the manuscript 
stage. Whereas Zoshchenko's corrections to the manuscript reveal a desire to tone 
down the emotional colour of the story. here the pathos has been deliberately 
amplified. Whether this was Zoshchenko's own decision or one imposed on his work 
it is impossible to tell. 
The last group of corrections made to the 1936 version of "Michel Siniagin" to be 
considered here are those that relate to politically sensitive subjects. There are not 
many of these - certainly far fewer than were made to The Blue Book. The reference to 
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Esenin was dropped in the 1936 version, so that the text reads "OH CHJILHO JIa6HJI 
TaKHX npeKpacmzx. OTJIHtlHWC no:nOB H np03amcoB KaK 4>eT. SJIOK, Ha,llCOH". 
Esenin had attracted adverse attention near the end of his life by making public attacks 
on Soviet Russia. As a result of his controversial political posturings, his work 
gradually disappeared from the public view after his death. Another omission of this 
nature was the reference to collective farms, which was dropped in the 1936 version so 
that the text reads "B HaCTO.sI~ee BpeM.sI. Kor Aa CaMa.sI ••• Heo6xOAHMa.sI TeMa -
OTCYTcTBHe TaplaI HJIH YCTpoikTBO CHJIOCOB". This was probably due to 
disapproval at the ironic tone adopted here towards such a serious subject. A further 
passage in which the narrator praises those who refuse to "live the life that is going" 
was also removed from the later editions. The original read: "qeJIOBeJC o'Qem, ,lla*e 
BeJIHICOJIenHO YCTpoeH H OXOTHO )f(HBeT raKYIO )f(H3HL. KaKoR )f(HBerCJl. Hy, a 
KOTOplaIe He CorJIaCHlaI. Te. 6e3YCJIOBHO. HAYT Ha 60Pb6y, H HXHee My*eCTBO 
H CMeJIOCTb BcerAa BlaI3BaJIH Y aBTopa H3YMJIeHHe H tl}TBCTBO HenOAAeJILHOrO 
BOCTopra" (M. S., p. 135). The new version reads simply "l{eJIOBeJC O'QeHL Aa*e 
BeJImcOJIenHO YCTpoeH H OXOTHO )f(HBeT raKYIO >l<H3HL. KaKOR >l<HBeTCJl". The 
reason for this omission is obvious - it might have been interpreted as a statement of 
support for counter-revolutionary activities. Finally, though the reference to the writer 
Isaak Babel appeared in the 1936 edition, ("ORa He 6laIJIa yqeHaJl ,lleBHQa, 
cnoco6Ha.sI C JIerICOCTblO norOBOpHTD 0 KaHTe HJIH Sa6eJIe HJIH 0 reopHH 
BepOJlTHOCTH") it disappeared from editions published after Babel"s arrest and 
execution. This, like the omitted reference to Esenin, is clearly an attempt to obliterate 
all references to a "non-person". 
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Chapter 5: English Translation 
M.P. Siniagin 
Recollections of Michel Sinlagin 
This book is a recollection about a certain man, about a certain, as it were, 
small, obscure poet whom the author happened to run across over the course of a 
number of years. 
The fate of this man made a great impression on the author and on the strength 
of this the author decided to write this, as it were, memoir, this, as it were, biographical 
story, not for the edification of posterity, but just for the hell of it. 
We can't always write biographies and memoirs about great and distinguished 
people, about their instructive lives and about their brilliant thoughts and achievements. 
Someone has to respond to the emotions of other, say, more average people, 
who go unrecorded, so to speak, in the Velvet Book of Life. 
Especially as the lives of such people may, in the opinion of the author, 
them.~lves prove to be interesting and instructive to a sufficient degree. All the 
mistakes, blunders, sufferings and joys in a person's life are not at all diminished in 
size just because that person never, say, for instance, drew some delightful masterpiece 
on a canvas, called "Girl with a Jug", or never learnt to bang piano keys very fast, or 
never, for instance, located some extra star or comet in the finnament for the comfort 
and joy of the human race. 
Not at all. The lives of such ordinary people are even more mystifying and 
even more worthy of astonishment than, for instance, the exceptional, unusual exploits 
and eccentricities of some brilliant artist, pianist or piano tuner.' 
The lives of such simple people are even more interesting and even less 
difficult for us to fathom. 
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The author doesn't mean to say by this that right now you are about to witness 
something really exceptionally interesting - remarkable in the strength of its emotions 
and passions. 
No, this will be an account of a modest life, and a rather hurriedly and 
carelessly written account at that, with a great many errors and mistakes. The author 
tried his best, of course, but he didn't have the, well, peace of mind, confidence. and 
love of various little objects and emotions necessary for a fully brilliant description. 
Here you will not find the calm breath of a carefree, confident man, the breath of an 
author whose fate is cossetted and cradled by a Golden Age. 
Here you will not find beautiful phrases, daring figures of speech and wonder 
at the magnificence of nature. 
No - you will find here only an honest account of a life. Besides, the rather 
fussy character of the author, his anxiety and his interest in various little details has 
forced him now and again to neglect the smooth flow of his story in order to sort out 
this or that topical issue or this or that uncertainty. 
As far as the title of the book is concerned. the author is prepared to admit that 
it is a dry. academic title that does little for the heart or mind. But the author has left 
the title as it is stands for now. The author wanted to call this book something else. 
something like. for instance, "In Life's Clutches" or "Life Begins the Day After 
Tomorrow". However. he didn't have the confidence or the cheek to do so. Besides. 
these tides were probably already in literary use and the author was unable to think of 
a new one. being rather short on wit and imagination. 
It is also necessary to point out that at some point in the future the author will 
probably publish these memoirs as a separate book. illustrated with photographs of 
the main characters - that is to say, M.P. Siniagin, his wife. mother and aunt.2 
1. 
A Hundred Years From Now. About Our Day and Age. About Adaptability. 
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About Duels. About Stockings. Prologue To The Story.3 
You know, in the future - in, say, for instance, a hundred years from now or 
maybe a bit less, when things have finally settled themselves down and sorted 
themselves out, and life shines with fantastic brilliance, one of our citizens - you know, 
one of our future citizens with a little moustache, in a nice little sort of beige suede 
suit, or, say, for instance, silk evening-pyjamas - might, who knows, pick up this 
humble little book of ours and lie down with it on his chaise-longue. 
He'll lie down on a morocco leather chaise-longue, or, say, for instance, some 
kind of ottoman or soft pouffe, prop his perfumed head on his clean hands and, after 
meditating slightly on beautiful things, open the book. 
"I wonder," he'll go, partaking of a toffee, "how they used to live back then, in 
their day?" 
And his beautiful young spouse, or,let's say, his, for instance,lady wife, will be 
sitting right next to him in a sort of exceptional peignoir. 
"Andreus, or Theodore or whatever", she'll go, wrapping her peignoir tighter, 
"D'you really need," she'll go,"to read that sort of crap? You'U only get yourself all 
worked up," she'll go, "just before bedtime", 
And then maybe she'll go over to the bookcase and take down some little book 
in a coloured satin binding - poems by some sort of famous poet • and start reading 
aloud: 
A lily swayed on my window-sill 
I am all a-dither 
Ob Love! Oh Love! My sweet Idyll, 
I am going thither. 
No sooner does the author imagine for a moment this watercolour tableau than 
the pen drops from his hands - he just doesn't feel like writing, and that's that. 
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Of course, the author isn't claiming that scenes of this sort will definitely be 
witnessed in the future. No, in fact it's quite unlikely. This is just the imagining of a 
moment. You could only count on it about half a percent. And we're more likely to see 
something completely different, a really sort of healthy, juicy new race. You know, 
great big. bronzed. strapping fellows. dressed modestly, but simply, without any 
particular pretensions to lUXUry or finery. 
Besides. maybe they won't read poxy little lyric poems like that at all, or at least 
they will only read them in exceptional circumstances, preferring our honest, prosaic 
little books which they will take up with fully trembling hearts and with full esteem for 
their authors. 
However, no sooner does the author start to imagine these genuine future 
readers than he once again runs into difficulties. and once more the pen drops out of 
bis hands. 
Well, what can the author hope to give such wonderful readers? 
While offering heartfelt acknowledgements for the full magnificence of our 
day and age, the author is nevertheless unable to provide an appropriate literary work 
depicting our epoch in its entirety. Maybe the author has wasted his brains on petty, 
everyday, bourgeois matters4 and various personal troubles and cares, but he is just 
not equal to the sort of vast work that might even slightly interest the esteemed readers 
of the future. 
No, it's better to close our eyes to the future and stop thinking about new, 
coming generations. We had better write for our own tried and tested readers. 
But here, once again, doubts come forth and once again the pen drops from the 
author's hands. At the present time. when the most burning, necessary and even vital 
theme is the collective farm or, say, for instance. the packaging shortage, or sileage 
methods - it might be just plain tactless to write just some old stuff, you know, about 
the emotions of people, which, essentially speaking, do not even playa role in the 
complex mechanism of our age. 
The reader may just call the author a swine. 
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"Oil", he'll say. "We've got another one here," he'll say. "Describing, emotions. 
the bastard. Just wait," he'll say, "Next minute he'll be churning out poems about 
daisies". 
But no, the author is not going to start writing about daisies. The author is 
going to write a story, in his opinion, a highly necessary story, which, so to speak, 
takes stock of the past, a story about a certain insignificant poet who happened to live 
in our day and age. 
Of course, the author expects to receive some harsh criticism in this respect on 
the part of young and frivolous critics who take a superficial view of literary facts such 
as these. 
However, the author's conscience is clear. The author has not neglected the 
other literary front and is not above writing about absenteeism, about sileage and about 
the abolition of illiteracy. And, in fact, humble work of this sort is just cut out for the 
author. 
And yet, having said this, the author nevertheless possesses the most 
extraordinary desire to write down as quick as possibly his reminiscences about this 
man, for, in years to come, life will stride on past him, everything will be forgotten and 
grass will grow over the paths along which he strayed - our modest hero, our friend 
and, let's admit it, our relative, M. Siniagin. 
And this last circumstance has made it possible for the author to observe all 
our hero's life, all the little things in that life and all the events that unfolded in the last 
few years. 
All his personal life played itself out before the author's eyes like a drama on 
the stage. 
At this point, our friend with the little moustache in the nice suede suit· if, god 
forbid. he makes it into the next century. will probably raise his eyebrows and shoog)e 
about a bit on his leather sofa. 
"I say, poppet," he'll go, stroking his little moustache, "That's interesting", he'll 
go. "It seems they had some sort of a personal life back then". 
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"Oh, Andreus," she'll go in a deep, thrilling voice. "Stop bothering me, for 
goodness' sake, I'm reading poetry ... " 
But you know, reader, in fact some character like that, with his little moustache, 
in the comfort of his untroubled age won't have the faintest clue about our lives. He'll 
probably think we sat around in caves all day, nibbled on sparrows and led a mad, 
barbaric existence full of daily catastrophes and horrors. 
Of course, it must be said that many people had no so-called personal lives to 
speak of, but gave all their strength and will towards the sake of their ideas and the 
desire to achieve their goals. 
But the smaller ones among us did their best to adapt, to adjust themselves and 
to fall into step with the times, in order to live a little more comfortably and eat a little 
better. 
And life went on. There was love and jealousy, and there was child-birth, and 
various great maternal feelings and various other wonderful emotions of that type. 
And we went out with girls to the pictures. And rowed about in boats. And sang to the 
guitar. And ate wafers with cream filling. And wore fashionable socks with ribbing. 
And danced the foxtrot to the old grand piano at home ... 
Yes, life went on in its own quiet way,just as it always does in all 
circumstances. 
And those who loved that life adapted to it and settled into it as well as they 
could. 
You see, every age, so to speak, has its own psychology. And in every age, so 
far, life has been equally easy and equally difficult. 
For instance, take some really troubled century like. say, the 16th. For us, 
looking at it from a distance - it's downright unthinkable. Back then, they fought duels 
almost every day. They threw visitors off towers, for no reason. And it was nothing. 
All in a day's work. 
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For us now, with our psychology, it's downright scary even thinking about 
their life back then. For instance, imagine some feudal bastard, some old viscount, say, 
or some bygone count, going off, for instance, for a stroll. 
Well, he's going off for a stroll, and so, of course, he pins on his sword. Any 
minute, god forbid,s someone might shove into him in the street or call him an 
interesting name - he'll have to fight right there on the spot. And it's nothing to him. 
Off he goes, without a trace of sadness or panic written on his fat face. Far 
from it, maybe he even goes off smiling and whistling a little tune. 
Well maybe he gives his wife a careless peck goodbye. Well, he goes, rna 
cheree, I'm off, like, for a stroll. 
And she doesn't bat an eyelid. 
"All right", she goes, "Mind", she goes, don't be late for your dinner". 
In our day and age a wife would sob and cling to her husband's legs and beg 
him not to go out, or at least to guarantee her a decent livelihood. But back then things 
were calmer and simpler. You took your little old sword, sharpened it if it was blunt 
from your last skirmish, and off you went for a stroll before dinner, with every chance 
of a duel or a confrontation. 
It has to be said that if the author had lived in that era you could not have 
smoked him out of the house by force. He would have just sat at home all his life, 
right up until the present day. 
Yes, from our point of view, life back then was not so attractive. But back then 
they didn't even notice and just laughed it off. And even went out visiting. to people 
with towers. 
So in this sense, human beings are very wonderfully designed. They live 
beautifully whatever life is on offer. And those who can't, of course, move over and get 
out from under everybody's feet. In this sense, life has very strict laws and we can't all 
lie down in its path and beg to differ. 
So anyway let us now turn to the main account, which, let's face it, is the reason 
why this book began in the first place. The author excuses himself if he has said 
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something he shouldn't or gone wandering off beside the point. You see, these are all 
really very vital issues and questions requiring immediate solutions. 
And as for psychology, this is very true indeed. And history has fulJy verified 
that fact. 
So anyway, now, with a clear conscience, we begin our reminiscences of a man 
who lived at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
In the course of his narrative the author will be obliged to write about a variety 
of painful things, sad emotions, hardship and poverty. 
But the author begs the reader not to come to any hasty conclusions in view of 
this. 
Some sniveUers are liable to blame every ill purely on the revolution that 
occurred at the time. 
You know, it's a funny thing. but it's not just a question of the revolution. True, 
the revolution swept this particular man from his perch. And yet, in a way, such a life 
would have been possible and conceivable in any day and age. 
The author suspects that reminiscences like these could quite easily have been 
written about some other man who lived in some other epoch. 
The author would like to draw attention to this fact. 
You know, the author once had a room-mate. A former drawing teacher. He 
took to drink. And led a sad and unbecoming life. And this teacher was fond of 
saying: "It wasn't the revolution that did for me". "Even without the revolution:' he'd 
say, "I'd still have become a drunkard or a thief, or got shot in the war, or had my face 
rearranged in a prisoner of war camp. I knew from the start", he'd say, "just where I 
was heading and what life held in store for me." 
And these were precious words. 
The author does not mean to make a melodrama out of all this. No. The author 
is confident that life's triumphant march forward will make it possible for us to live a 
life of ease. A great many people, after all, are busy thinking about this, racking their 
brains in an effort to satisfy the needs of mankind in this sense. 
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Of course, this is still just a sort of prologue to the story, so to speak. Life has 
not sorted itself out properly yet. After all. they say it was two hundred years ago that 
people first started to wear stockings. 
So everything is all right. The good life is getting closer. 
2. 
Our Hero is Born. Youth. A Contemplative Mood. Love of Beauty. About Tender 
Hearts. About a Visit to the Hermitage and a Remarkable Scythian Vase. 
Mikhail Polikarpovich Siniagin was born in 18876 on the estate of Pan 'kovo in 
the Smolensk District. 7 
His mother was of noble birth and his father was an honourable citizen.8 
However, the author - being some ten years younger than M. P. Siniagin - is 
unable to say anything particularly sensible about our hero's younger years right up 
until 1916. 
Nevertheless, as our hero was always called "Michel", even when he was forty 
years old, we can well imagine that he received a gentle childhood. care, love and 
tender affection. 
He was called Michel - and probably it would have been impossibJe to have 
called him by any other name. Other, cruder appellations would not have suited his 
face, his slender figure and his exquisite movements, full of grace, dignity and a sense 
of rhythm. 
Apparently he graduated from grammar school and then apparently studied 
somewhere else for another two or three years. At any rate, his schooling was quite 
exceptional. 
In 1916 the author - with 18 years of experience behind him was living in the 
same town as Michel Siniagin and thus happened, quite unintentionally, to observe the 
latter's life, becoming, so to speak, an eyewitness to many significant changes and 
events. 
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M.P. Siniagin clid not fight at the front on account of a strangulated hernia. 
And at the end of the European War he could be seen mooching about town in his 
civilian mackintosh, carrying a flower in his button hole and an elegant, ivory-handled 
riding-crop in his hands. 
He would walk the streets, always somewhat melancholy and languid, in utter 
solitude, muttering little verses to himself, which he composed in profusion, having. as 
a matter of fact, quite a passable talent, good taste and a delicate feel for everything 
beautiful and elegant. 
He was enchanted by the melancholy and monotonous Pskov scenery. the 
birches. the brooks and the various gnats dancing above the flower beds. 
He would walk out of town, take off his hat and. with a delicate. knowing smile. 
observe the little birds and mosquitoes at play . 
Or watch the fat clouds moving by and, flinging back his head, compose 
appropriate rhymes and poems on them right there on the spot. 
In those days there was still a fair amount of highly educated. intellectual 
people who had delicate emotional constitutions and a tender love of beauty and 
various pictorial arts. 
It has to be said that our country has always had an exceptional intellectual 
class which was eagerly listened to by Europe and even the rest of the world. 
And it's true, these people really were very delicate connoisseurs of art and 
ballet. the authors of lots of outstanding works of literature. and the originators of lots 
of excellent things and great teachings. 
These people were not bourgeois-specialists9 from the point of view of our 
understancling of the term. 
No. they were just lofty, intellectual souls. Many of them had tender hearts. 
And some of them would even start crying at the sight of an extra flower in a flower 
bed or a sparrow hopping about on a dunghill. 
It is all in the past now. of course, but it must be said that actually, in away, 
there was even something. well, sort of not quite normal about all this. And without a 
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doubt, this magnificent flowering took place kind of at the expense of something else 
of some sort. 
The author is not fluent in the art of dialectics and unacquainted with various 
learned theories and tendencies, and so he is not about to start looking for causes and 
effects in this sense. Nevertheless, roughly reckoning, it is. of course, possible to work 
a thing or two out for yourself. 
Say that in a certain family we have three sons. And say we take one of these 
sons and teach him things out of books. and feed him on bread and butter. and give 
him cocoa. and wash him in a bath every day and comb his hair with brilliantine. and 
meanwhile we give the other sons next to nothing and deny them their basic 
requirements - then our first son might very well go a long way both in his education 
and in his spiritual capacities. He'll start thinking up little poems and getting 
sentimental over sparrows and talking about various lofty things. 
You know. not long ago the author was in the Hermitage. Taking a look at the 
Scythian section.!O And they have this really remarkable. durable Scythian vase there. 
And this vase is supposed to be something in the region of. if they are not having us 
on. more than two thousand years old. A very classy. gold vase. Very exceptional, fine 
Scythian handiwork. Actually. nobody knows why the Scythians produced it. For 
milk, maybe. or to put wild flowers in it for the Scythian king to smell. Nobody 
knows, the experts haven't been able to find out. And they found this vase in a burial 
mound. 
So anyway. the author is looking at this vase when suddenly he sees this 
picture on it - a bunch of Scythian peasants sitting around. One old middle-category 
peasant!1 is sitting there while another one tries to pull his tooth out with his fingers, 
and a third guy is sitting there mending his bast sandals. 
The author looked a bit closer - good god! But they were just the spit of our 
pre-revolutionary peasants. From 1913. say. Even their clothes were just the same -
the same baggy smocks. cord belts. Long. tangled beards. 
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The author even began to feel a bit strange. What the devil. Take a look in the 
catalogue - 2,000 years old, it says. Take a look at the picture - one and a half 
thousand years less. Either the academic staff at the Hermitage are playing a dirty trick 
on us, or those smocks and sandals stayed exactly the same right up to the revolution. 
With all this talk the author, of course, has no wish to denigrate the now extinct 
intellectual class he mentioned earlier. No, he simply wishes to make it clear what's 
what, and which of us has a weight on his conscience. 
And it must be confessed, that class was really a very fine one, no offence and 
all credit to it. 
As for M. P. Siniagin, the author, of course, has no wish to class him together 
with those people we have been discussing. But all the same he was himself, to a 
sufficient degree, an intellectual and lofty person. He understood many things, loved 
beautiful knick-knacks and took a constant delight in the poetic language. He deeply 
loved such wonderful, excellent writers of poetry and prose as Fet,l2 Blok,\) Nadson'4 
and Esenin.' S 
And his own work, which was not distinguished by exceptional originality, was 
also heavily influenced by these splendid poets. 
And particularly, of course, by that exceptionally brilliant poet of the day -
A.ABlok. 
3. 
M.P. Siniagin's Mother and Auntie. Their Past and Stuff. They Purchase an Estate. 
Ufe in Pskov. Storm Clouds Gather. Aunt M.A. Ar - va- Her Character and 
Inclinations. A Meeting with L. Tolstoi. The Poet's Poems. His Emotional State of 
Mind. An Infatuation. 
Michel Siniagin lived with his mum, Anna Arkadievna Siniagina and her sister, 
Maria Arkadievna, about whom we shall hear in more detail presently. and who will 
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form the subject of a detailed characterisation and profile, as that worthy lady and 
widow of General Ar -v, will play no small part in our narrative. 
Anyway, in 1917 all three of them were resident in Pskov, accidental guests of 
that splendid little town, stuck there for reasons not dependent on themselves. 
They had come to Pskov during the war in order to move in with their 
respective sister and aunt Maria Arkadievna, who had acquired a small estate not far 
from Pskov at a knock-down price. 
Both the old ladies hoped to live out their years on this estate, close to nature, 
in absolute peace and quiet after their rather wildly and gaily spent lives. 
The ill-fated estate was even named in an appropriate fashion "The Haven".16 
And Michel, that somewhat saddish young man. given to vague melancholy 
and rather exhausted by his work as a poet, and by the hustle and bustle of life in the 
capital with its restaurants, singers and punches in the gob. also wished to spend some 
time in seclusion in order to get his strength back before once again letting his hair 
down. 
Everything, however. did not work out as planned 
liThe Haven" was purchased just before the revolution - about two months 
beforehand or thereabouts· so the family did not even have time to move in with their 
luggage and trunks. And so all their trunks. bolsters, sofas and beds were hastily and 
for the time being packed away into an apartment in Pskov belonging to some friends. 
And it was in this apartment that Michel and his ageing mum and auntie were 
subsequently to live for several years to come. 
The two old ladies. being free-thinkers and having something of a propensity 
and a fondness for revolutions. did not become too hysterical at the revolutionary coup 
and the confiscation of the landed estates off the gentry. However, Maria Arkadievna, 
the younger of the two sisters. having sunk almost 60 thousand roubJes into the 
business would sometimes groan and squat down and say the devil only knew what 
was going on as you could not even move onto the estate you had bought with your 
own hard-eamed money. 
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Anna Arkadievna, Michel's mother, was a rather inconspicuous lady. She had 
done nothing to distinguish herself in her life besides giving birth to the poet. 
She was a rather quiet, unargumentative old lady who liked to sit by the 
samovar partaking of coffee and cream. 
As for Maria Arkadievna, she was a different category of lady altogether. 
The author did not have the pleasure of seeing her in her youth. However, she 
was said to have been an inordinately sweet and pretty young girl, full of life, fire and 
spirit 
But at the time to which our story relates she was already a shapeless old 
woman, ugly rather than beautiful, but still very lively and energetic. 
In this sense, her former profession had left its mark on her. She had been a 
ballerina and had worked in the corps de ballet of the Mariinskii Theatre. 
She was even something of a celebrity, having attracted the attention of the 
fonner Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich.17 True, he had abandoned her soon after, 
having made her a present of some special sort of moleskin tippet, some beads and 
something else of some sort. But her budding career was already established. 
Both these ladies will, in the years to come, playa fairly prominent role in the 
life of Michel Siniagin, so the reader is please asked not to take it to heart or to get 
annoyed with the author for pausing for a moment on the description of these perhaps 
rather, well, decrepit and faded old heroines. 
Our two old ladies also felt the effect of the poetic atmosphere in the house 
owing to Michel. And Maria Arkadievna was fond of saying that one day soon she 
would start on her memoirs. 
Her stormy youth and her encounters with numerous famous people was well 
worth the telling. 
She had apparently twice seen with ,her own eyes L. N.Tolstoi, Nadson, 
Koni,'S Perevenevl9 and other famous people, and she was eager to share her 
opinions on them with the rest of the world. 
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So, anyway, the family had come to Pskov before the beginning of the 
revolution and remained stuck there for three years. 
M.P. Siniagin would say each day that he had absolutely no intention of 
hanging around in Pskov and that he would leave for Moscow or Leningrad at the first 
opportunity. However, subsequent events and changes in life were to postpone that 
departure for a considerable period of time. 
And so our Michel Siniagin continued to dwell beneath a Pskov sky, 
occupying himself for the time being with his poetry and with a temporary infatuation 
with a local girl, to whom he dedicated his poems in abundance. 
Of course, these poems were not remarkable for their brilliance, they were not 
even original to a sufficient degree, but the freshness of their sentiments and their 
artless, uncomplicated style marked them out from the general run of the poetic mill at 
the time. 
The author does not remember these poems. Life. cares and troubles have 
driven the exquisite lines and poetic rhymes clean out of his head. but some excerpts 
and separate stanzas do remain in his memory due to the genuine sincerity of their 
sentiments: 
"Petals and forget-me-nots 
Scattered neath my window lie ... " 
The author cannot remember all of this poem, 1/ Autumn", but he does 
remember that the concluding lines were full of civic sadness: 
"Ab, tell me why. why should it be, 
That everything in nature is 
The way it is? And why we see 
Nothing but sadness and misery ... " 
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Another poem by Michel reveals his love of nature and the tempestuous displays of 
her elements: 
Storm 
The storm has passed -
The white rose unfurls 
Breathing in at my window 
A fresh scent of wonder. 
Tears in the grass, 
Ue scattered like pearls 
And away in the distance a rumble 
Of thunder ... 20 
The whole family learned this poem off by heart and the old ladies would 
repeat it daily in sing-song voices, thus affording its author the keenest pleasure. 
When the family had visitors, Anna Arkadievna would drag them into Michel's 
room and, showing them his writing desk of fine Karelian birch, she would say, her 
eyes wet with tears, 
"It was at this desk that Michel wrote his very finest works: "Storm", "Petals 
and Forget-me-nots" and "Ladies, Ladies". 
"Mum", Michel would say, blushing. "Stop it!" 
The visitors would shake their heads and, possibly impressed, possibly 
annoyed, they would run their fingers over the desk and mutter - "h'm, not bad", 
Some mercantile souls would even ask then and there how much the desk had 
cost, thereby giving the conversation a new turn, less pleasing to Michel and his 
mother. 
The poet also gave his attention to women. However, being heavily under the 
influence of the popular poets of the day, he did not just toss his feelings at one 
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particular woman. Instead he fantastically loved some kind of unknown woman. 
dazzling in her beauty and mysteriousness. 
One delightful poem. "Ladies. Ladies. Why are You So Nice to Look at?" 
beautifully illustrates the poet's attitude. This poem concludes with the following lines: 
"So that's why I admire a stranger. But when 
This stranger's no longer a stranger to me. 
I shan't want to look at her familiar face. 
Or on her familiar hand an engagement ring to place ... " 
Nevertheless, the poet did take a fancy to a certain concrete girl and in this 
sense his poetic genius was somewhat at odds with his day-to-day requirements. 
However, in all fairness it must be said that this worldly infatuation was 
something of an encumbrance to Michel. who felt it to be rather vulgar and trivial. 
Uppermost in his mind was the fear that he might be trapped and forced into marriage. 
and thus reduced to ordinary, everyday behaviour. 
Michel was counting on an altogether different. more exceptional fate. And 
when he dreamed about his future wife he imagined her as some sort of extraordinary 
lady, not at all like the girls from Pskov. 
He had never pictured his future wife precisely. but when he thought of her he 
would imagine various lapdogs and various furs. harnesses and carriages. He pictured 
her stepping from a carriage as a footman held the doors open for her, bowing 
respectfully. 
However. the girl Michel had taken a fancy to was a more ordinary sort of girl 
than this: Her name was Simochka M. and she had graduated from the Pskov 
grammar school earlier that year. 
4. 
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An Infatuation. Short-lived Happiness. The Poet is Passionately Loved. Widow M. 
and her Characteristic Features. An Unexpected Visit. An Ugly Scene. Consent is 
Given to a Marriage. 
Although he may have been somewhat off-hand in his relations with 
Simochka, Michel was still fairly stuck on her, not, however, entertaining the thought 
for a moment that he might marry her. 
No, this was only a simple infatuation, a love affair of no consequence, a Jove 
in rough draft, if you like - not something it would do to bother one's heart over. 
Simochka was a sweet and even lovely little thing whose face, unfortunately, 
was excessively covered with freckles. 
But as Simochka did not go too deeply into his life, Michel had no complaints 
about this and even found it very sweet and not out of place. 
Together they would walk off into the forest or into the fields where they could 
recite poems together in sing-song voices, or chase after one another like children, 
frolicking and delighting in the sun and fragrance. 
Nevertheless, one fine day Simochka felt that she was soon to be a mother. 
and duly reJayed the news to her boy-friend. She Joved him with a youthful, girlish 
passion and could even gaze at his face for hours without tearing herself away. 
She loved him passionately and touchingly. while she understood perfectly that 
he was no match for her - a simple, provincial girl. 
The news communicated by Simochka devastated and even scared Michel. He 
was not so much afraid of Simochka as he was of her mother, Mrs. M., a very 
energetic and lively widow burdened with a large family and notorious throughout the 
town. Mrs. M. had something in the region of six daughters and spent her time quite 
successfully and energetically organising husbands for them, stooping to all manner 
of tricks, threats and even assault and battery to achieve her goal. 
She was this very dark, swarthy sort of lady with a somewhat pockmarked 
complexion. Despite this, all her daughters had flaxen - or even, to be more precise. 
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white-blonde hair, probably taking after their father, who had died two years 
previously of glanders. 
In those days, there was no alimony or marriage benefits and Michel imagined 
with horror what the possible outcome might be. 
He could never marry her, that was for sure. This was not the life he had 
dreamed of and this provincial life was not what he had reckoned on. 
It seemed to him that all this was temporary, incidental and transitional. And 
that soon he would embark on a new life, full of splendid joys and excitements, 
triumphs and achievements. 
And as he looked at his girlfriend, he thought to himself that under no 
circumstances could he marry this white-headed, freckle-faced girl. Besides, he knew 
her older sisters: all of them had aged and faded very soon after marrying and this was 
not to the poet's liking either. 
He was thinking of upping sticks and running off to Leningrad but subsequent 
events were to force him to stay in Pskov. 
Widow M., that swarthy, pockmarked lady, came to Michel's house and 
demanded that he marry her daughter. 
She came on a day and at an hour when nobody else was at home and, like it 
or not, Michel was forced to bear the brunt of her visit singlehandedly. 
She entered the room and - somewhat timidly and bashfully at first -
communicated to him the purpose of her visit. 
lust as politely at first, the modest, delicate and dreamy poet tried to protest, 
but his words were unconvincing and failed to make an impression on his energetic 
visitor. 
Soon the polite tone of the conversation became more energetic. Gestures 
ensued, and even ugly words and yells. Both Michel and the widow shouted ~t once. 
each trying to drown each other out and thus morally crush each other's spirit and 
energy. 
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Widow M. had been seated in an annchair, but on becoming agitated she 
began to take large strides around the room. moving chairs. bookstands and even 
heavy trunks about for greater conviction. Like a drowning man, Michel attempted to 
extricate himself from the depths, and refusing to surrender, he continued to yell and 
even attempted to force the widow physically out into the neighbouring room and into 
the corridor. 
But the widow and loving, energetic mother suddenly without warning leapt 
onto the window-sill, declaring in a solemn voice that if he did not give his consent to 
the marriage she would, right this very minute, jump out of the window onto Cathedral 
Street and die like a dog. 
And opening the window, she flapped hither and thither on the window sill. at 
risk of plunging to the ground at any minute. 
Michel stood aghast and unable to think what to do, he ran to and fro, now to 
the window, now to the table, now, clutching at his head. into the corridor to fetch help. 
Already a crowd of people had begun to gather in the street below. pointing 
and making all manner of daring speculations on the subject of the screaming, 
hopping lady in the window. 
Transfixed by anger. outrage, horror and fear of a scene, Michel now simply 
stood, crushed by widow M.'s energetic character. 
He stood at his desk and looked on horrifed at his visitor, who was squawking 
shrilly like a fishwife and demanding a positive answer. 
Her feet slithered about on the window-sill and the slightest careless movement 
threatened to bring about her fall from the first-floor window. 
It was a beautiful August day. The sun sparkled down from the blue sky. A 
spot of Jight from the open window danced on the wall. Everything about the scene 
was familiar and sweet in its delightful normality, and only the screaming, squawking 
lady disturbed the usual order of things. 
And greatly disturbed, begging the old lady to stop her yells, Michel gave his 
consent to the marriage. 
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At this, her ladyship promptly and readily stepped down from the window and, 
in a soft voice, begged forgiveness for her perhaps somewhat rowdy behaviour, adding 
a few words about her maternal feelings and sensations. 
She kissed Michel on the cheek, called him her son and began to sob so as to 
demonstrate the genuine sincerity of her feelings towards him. 
Michel stood crushed, unable to think what to say or do or how to get out of 
this new predicament. 
He showed the widow to the door. Overwhelmed by the force of her character, 
he even surprised himself by kissing her hand and, already in complete confusion. bid 
her goodbye until they met again, blurting out a few disconnected words which had 
little to do with anything. 
Solemn, silent and radiant, the widow took her leave, after initially powdering 
her face and redoing her eyebrows, which had been knocked to one side during the 
course of events. 
S. 
A Nervous Breakdown. The Poet's Literary Legacy. A Rendezvous. The Wedding. 
Aunt Maria's Departure. The Demise of the Poet's Mother. The Birth of the Poet's 
Child. Michel's Departure. 
On the evening of that fateful day, after the departure of his unbidden guest, 
Michel wrote his famous poem, later set to music, "Pine Trees, Pine Trees, Answer 
Me ... " 
This helped to calm him down somewhat, but the shock to his system had been 
so serious and so considerable that that evening he began to experience palpitat.ions, 
uncontrollable fear, nausea and dizziness. 
Thinking that he was dying, the poet jumped out of bed with trembling hands, 
i.n nothing but his drawers, and in fear and anguish, clutching at his heart, he woke his 
mum and aunt who were as yet uninitiated into events. And without explaining 
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anything he began to babble something about death and about how he intended to give 
out his final instructions regarding his manuscripts. 
Staggering to his desk, Michel began to pull out piles of manuscripts, leafing 
through them, sorting them into piles and indicating which he thought should be 
published and which should be set aside for a later date. 
Long since unaccustomed to nocturnal adventures, the two elderly ladies 
bustled about the room in anguish, clad only in their petticoats, their hair loose, 
wringing their hands and attempting to persuade and even force Michel back into bed, 
thinking it necessary to apply a compress to his heart and to rub his side with iodine 
and thus draw off the blood that had rushed to his head. 
But Michel, asking them not to bother themselves over his essentially 
worthless life, bade them consider instead what he was saying as regards his literary 
legacy. 
After sorting out his manuscripts, Michel, running about the room in his 
drawers, began to dictate aloud to his aunt a new version of "Petals and Forget-me-
nots" that he had not had time to put to paper. 
Aunt Maria, weeping and choking on her tears, scrawled away by candlelight, 
muddling and garbling the stanzas and rhymes. 
This feverish activity distracted Michel somewhat from his malady. The 
palpitations continued but became milder, and the poet's dizziness subsided, giving 
way to complete drowsiness and apathy. And to everyone's surprise. Michel fell 
quietly asleep, curling up in an armchair. 
Covering him with a tartan blanket and making the sign of the cross over him. 
the two ladies retired, fearful for the poet's excessively nervous organism and his 
unbalanced psyche. 
The following day Michel rose, refreshed and cheerful. But the fear of the 
previous day had not left him and he communicated the story of yesterday's upheavals 
to his relatives. 
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The dramas and tears were at their height when a note arrived from Simochka. 
begging Michel for a rendezvous. 
Cool and haughty, Michel went to keep this appointment, not dreaming. 
incidentally. of bunking off or wriggling out of his promise. due to a measure of 
decency on his part. 
The doting girl begged him to forgive her mother's undignified behaviour. 
saying that, although she dreamed of travelling through life at his side. she would 
never have stooped to such impudent demands. 
Michel answered coolly that he would do as he had promised. but that he could 
not provide her with any guarantee concerning their future conjugal life together. He 
might stay in Pskov for a year or two. but eventually. in all likelihood, he would leave 
for Moscow or Leningrad. where it was his intention to continue his career, or at any 
rate to seek out a more appropriate way of life, adequate to his needs. 
While he did not verbally abuse the girl, Michel nevertheless made her 
appreciate what a difference there was in - if not their social standing, which the 
revolution had made equal - then at least their appointed destinies. 
The doting young lady, agreeing to everything. looked ardently at his face and 
said that she did not wish to tie him down in any way and that he was at liberty to act 
as he saw fit. 
Somewhat relieved in this sense, Michel even began to say himself that the 
wedding was a sure thing, although he could not say yet when it would happen. 
They parted as of old - on friendly rather than hostile terms· and Michel 
wandered home at a quiet pace. although the wound in his heart could never have 
healed so quickly. 
Michel married Simochka M. approximately six months later. in winter. in 
January. 
The impending marriage had a profound effect on Michel's mother's health. 
She began to complain of boredom with life and emptiness and sank and faded by the 
hour. all but confined to her samovar. 
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People had rather different ideas about marriage in those days ,2 I and as far as 
the two old ladies were concerned, it was a single and final step, hallowed by 
sacrament. 
Aunt Maria was also shaken. In fact she even seemed somehow offended in 
consequence of such a turn of events and began saying more and more frequently that 
this was no place for her and that she would leave for Leningrad in the near future and 
begin her memoirs and accounts of her various encounters. 
Somewhat disconcerted by all these goings-on, Michel paced grimly about the 
apartment, saying that if only he hadn't given his word he would just forget the whole 
thing and take off wherever he fancied. But in any case, he wanted everybody to know 
that this marriage was not binding, that he was the master of his fate, that he would not 
give up his plans, and that, in a year or so, he would probably follow his aunt to 
Leningrad. 
The wedding was a quiet, modest affair. 
They registered the marriage at the Commissariat after which a modest service 
was held at the Church of the Transfiguration. 
All the relatives on both sides behaved coolly towards one another, each side 
apparently offended for reasons of its own. Only Widow M., all powdered and 
painted, swanked about in her veil around the church and Michel's apartment, where 
the reception was held. 
She alone spoke on behalf of everyone at the table, proclaiming toasts and 
speeches, heaping compliments on the old ladies and sustaining the cheerful 
disposition and polite tone of the wedding in every way possible. 
The young bride sat at her place at the table with her head bowed, blushing for 
her mother, her pockmarked complexion and her shrill, relentless voice. 
Michel maintained his cool exterior all evening. But deep down inside he was 
tormented by misery and by the thought that whatever anyone said, he had been 
trapped like a son of a bitch. And that this old gypsy of a widow had frightened him 
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into it , especially as she would probably never have jumped out of the window 
anyway. 
And as the reception drew to an end, with a wry little grin, Michelleant towards 
the widow and, after the usual congratulations and pleasantries, asked her about it: 
"You wouldn't really have jumped out of the window at all, would you, Elena 
Borisovna 1", he asked. 
The widow did what she could to put his mind at rest, telling him and even 
giving him her solemn word that without a doubt and quite probably she would have 
jumped, had he not given his consent to the marriage. But eventually, exasperated by 
his wry little smiles, she said angrily that she had six daughters, and there weren't even 
enough windows on the premises for her to go jumping out of the window for every 
one of them. 
Michel looked fearfully at her angry, indignant face and moved away in 
confusion. 
"It's all a pack of lies, pure selfishness and deceit," he muttered. colour rising 
in his face as he remembered various details. 
However, the evening went off pleasantly and inoffensively for the guests. and 
then normal life resumed again, with all the usual talk of leaving town and finding a 
better life and of how it was absolutely impossible to build a decent future for oneself 
in Pskov, in view of the revolutionary whirlwind, which was now burning more 
furiously every day. 
That spring, after packing her bags, Maria Arkadievna finally left for 
Leningrad, not long afterwards sending her family a desperately unhappy letter. in 
which she notified them that she had been robbed during the journey - her sac-de-
voyage had been taken with some of her jewellery. 
The letter was muddled and incoherent - clearly the shock had had a profound 
effect on the elderly lady. 
By this time, Michel's mother had passed away quietly and suddenly. without 
time to say her last goodbyes or to give out her final instructions. 
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All this had a profound effect on Michel, who became a bit quiet. shy and even 
fearful. 
Tears were shed, but this event was quickly eclipsed by another: Simochka 
gave birth to a feeble but sweet little child and Michel was somewhat overwhelmed by 
new and unfamiliar paternal feelings. 
However, this did not last long and soon Michel began to talk once again of 
leaving. this time more realistically and decisively. 
And that autumn, after receiving another letter from Aunt Maria. which he did 
not show to anyone. Michel quickly began packing his bags, saying that he would 
guarantee his wife and child possession of all his movables.22 which would henceforth 
be entirely at their disposal. 
The young lady. still as enamoured as previously with her husband. if not more 
so. listened to these words in horror but did not dare to oppose him. saying that he 
was at liberty to do as he wished. 
She loved him as she had before and in spite of everything. and she wanted 
him to know that here in Pskov there was somebody who would always be faithful to 
him and who would willingly follow on his heels wherever he went - be it to 
Leningrad or into exile. 
Afraid that she might try to tag along with him to Leningrad, Michel hurriedly 
changed the subject of the conversation but, sobbing, the young lady continued to 
speak of her love and self-sacrifice. 
Yes, she was no match for him, she had always known it, but if some day he 
was ever old or lost his legs or went blind or was exiled to Siberia. then he could 
always turn to her and she would joyfully come running at his invitation. 
She even wished trouble and misfortune on him, as that would make them 
equal in life. 
Racked by pity for her, cursing himself for his faint-heartedness and for 
conversations like this one, Michel began to make haste to be gone. 
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During this time of explanations and tears Michel wrote a new poem, "Pray do 
not keep me, young maid", and began quickly and hastily packing his suitcases. 
Michel had had only a brief taste of domestic bliss, and one fine morning, 
having obtained a permit to leave Pskov, he departed for Leningrad, taking with him 
two small suitcases and a basket. 
6. 
New Plans. Aunt Maria's Troubles. Michel Finds Employment. A New Room. 
A New Love. An Unexpected Catastrophe. Aunt Maria's Illness. 
Michel arrived in Leningrad and moved into his aunt's apartment beside the 
Fontanka river on the comer of Nevskii Prospect. 
For the time being he moved into his aunt's room, behind a screen. However, 
be was promised a separate room just as soon as one of the other tenants died. 
But Michel was in no particular hurry over this. His head swanned with other 
plans and ideas. 
He arrived in Leningrad about a year or two before the beginning of the N.E.P. 
The revolution was at its height. Hunger and devastation gripped the city in a deadly 
embrace, so to Speak.23 It seemed a strange time to come to the city and seek out a 
better life and a career for oneself. But Michel had his reasons. 
In the letter she had written, Aunt Maria had notified Michel in her careless 
way that some time in the next few months Leningrad would most probably pass over 
to Finland or England and be declared a free city. At that time, rumours of this sort 
were rife among the population and Michel, excited by this communication, had made 
baste to go to Leningrad. 
Aunt Maria had, moreover, notified Michel that she had by no means 
renounced her liberal views and was not opposed to the revolution. But seeing as the 
revolution seemed to be going on for such a long time, and she had been waiting three 
years now to get her estate back, well it was just an absolute disgrace and it was high 
time they took decisive action themselves. 
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And so on these grounds, Michel came to Leningrad and moved into the 
apartment on the Fontanka. 
He found his aunt terribly altered. She was simply unrecognisable. He saw 
before him a much wizened old lady with a slackjaw and a wandering gaze. 
His aunt informed him that she had been cleaned out twice since she had seen 
him last - first on the train and then here, in the apartment. Some out-and-out 
hoodlums had come with a fake warrant and pretended to conduct a search, carrying 
off almost all her remaining valuables. 
The once lively lady had become a quiet, somewhat decrepit and apathetic old 
woman. She now lay around in bed almost all the time, reluctant to make conversation 
even with Michel. When she did begin talking, she would generally bring the 
conversation round to her robberies, becoming agitated and talking a load of absolute 
guff. 
Nevertheless, Aunt Maria was not hard up. Around her neck she wore a 
beautiful heavy chain with a gold pince-nez. She had rings and carats of all sorts 
strung on her fingers and more possessions than she could spare in her room. 
From time to time Aunt Maria would flog some item at the market and live 
rather splendidly for a while, helping Michel out into the bargain, as he neither had 
nor intended to have anything of his own. 
The rumours about Leningrad becoming a free city remained unsubstantiated 
by anything whatsoever and in view of this, Michel was forced to think about a more 
settled lifestyle and about his future, And after registering at the labour exchange, he 
received an appointment. 
He was appointed to a position in the Palace of Labour. And in view of the fact 
that he had no profession to his name and basically did not know how to do anything, 
he was given a pointless little job at the information desk. NeedJess to say, ajob of 
this sort could not satisfy Michel's emotional and poetic needs. He was even 
somewhat abashed and even insulted by the job, which would have been more suitable 
for a carefree young girl. It was simply ridiculous for him to sit giving directions 
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about what room was where and where such and such a comrade might be found. It 
was a joke and a downright insult to his masculine pride. 
Still, in those days it was impossible to be too choosy and so Michel 
shouldered his duties, vaguely hoping for some changes and improvements to come 
along. 
By this time Michel had been given a separate room in the apartment which 
had been unexpectedly vacated when a certain famous poet Kh. had emigrated 
abroad. 24 
It was a delightful little room, also with a view out over the Fontanka and 
Nevskii Prospect. 
This circumstance gave Michel fresh inspiration, breathing the ebbing 
creativity back into his veins. 
After receiving his food ration from work2S and a little extra help from his 
aunt, he felt in reasonable spirits and began to go visiting, looking up old friends and 
comrades in town. 
That winter Michel was the recipient of two letters from Simochka. 
Michel was disturbed by these letters but, while racked by pity for Simochka, 
be decided not to answer them, considering it better not to harrass the girl or to 
encourage any vague hopes on her part. 
And so he went on with his life, seeking out new delights in it. 
At about this time Michel formed an attachment to a really extraordinary, 
beautiful lady - admittedly somewhat vulgar in her movements and her behaviour. 
This lady was Isabella Efremovna Kriukova - a very beautiful, even elegant 
woman of absolutely indeterminate profession and apparently not even a member of 
any trade union. 
This liaison was to be the source of many new anxieties and tribulations for 
Michel. 
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Not having the means to afford a decent lifestyle, Michel now squeezed as 
much as he could out of his aunt, who was becoming more sullen and brusque every 
day and was now reluctant to let Michel into her room. 
And during each visit from her nephew she would nervously follow his every 
movement, evidently worried in case he pinched something. She would give Michel 
only trifling pittances, and he would be forced to argue, shout and even swear at her, 
calling her a skinflint, a flatfoot26 and a bastard. 
This unsettled time continued for about a year. 
Michel's beautiful sweetheart would come to see him on her French heels and 
demand greater and greater expenditure. And the poet was forced to rack his brains 
and stoop to all manner of schemes and ruses in search of the necessary income. 
Michel continued to carry out his job, though his attitude was growing more 
and more careless and sloppy. Now he gave out information grudgingly, shouting at 
visitors and even stamping his feet angrily at them, telling particularly tiresome 
customers to go to hell and boil their heads. 
He particularly hated the dirty, clumsy peasants who came asking for 
infonnation, confusing and muddling everything and failing to make their meaning 
clear. 
Michel would shout at them rudely, calling them bluefooted boobies and 
screwing up his face at their smell of poverty, their ugly faces and their crude clothes. 
Needless to say, this state of affairs could not last long, and after a series of 
complaints Michel lost his job and, with it, his food ration. 
In actual fact this was a serious blow and an absolute catastrophe, but the 
enamoured poet failed to see the stonn clouds gathering on the horizon. 
Isabella Efremovna would come to visit him almost every day and sing him 
various gypsy romances in a deep, thrilling voice, accompanying herself on the guitar 
and giving little stamps of her feet while doing so. 
She was a delightful young lady, born for better things and a carefree 
existence. She detested poverty and hardship and dreamed of going abroad, something 
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she tried to talk Michel into too, as she dreamed of crossing the Persian border with 
him. 
And on the strength of this, Michel did not bother looking for work but went 
on living in the hope of some unexpected eventuality. 
And such an eventuality was indeed to follow soon after. 
One cold, inclement morning, as Michel, prepared for battle, went to his aunt's 
room to ask her for money which he desperately needed, he was shocked to find the 
room in disarray, with everything moved from from its usual position. Aunt Maria was 
sitting in an armchair, fiddling with some tiny bottles, vials and boxes. On Michel's 
entrance, she became agitated and, hiding her bottles under a handkerchief. she began 
squawking and throwing whatever she was able to find at Michel. 
Michel stood aghast in the doorway, afraid to go any nearer and unable to 
grasp what, in actual fact, was going on. A few seconds later, Aunt Maria appeared to 
forget about Michel and began to whirl about the room. humming snatches of ballads 
and flinging her legs about. 
Then Michel realised that his Aunt Maria had gone quite batty in the head. 
And shocked. agitated and fearful of what she might do, he puUed the door to 
and watched the mindless old lady through a chink. 
She had suddenly begun making quite extraordinary, youthful movements. 
The habitual immobility of the last year had been replaced by a sort of mad gaiety, 
bustle and movement. Michel's aunt was literally flitting about the room. Tripping up 
to the looking glass, she began pulling faces and striking various attitudes, blowing 
kisses to some invisible person. 
Michel stood amazed behind the door, mentally calculating what he should do, 
what action he should take and how, in actual fact, he might be abJe to profit from the 
situation. 
Then, closing the door firmly behind him, Michel ran off to find the tenants' 
representative and infonn him of the misfortune. 
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7. 
Aunt Maria is Sent Away for Treatment. The Mad House. Happy Days. A Visit to 
Aunt Maria. The Definitive Disposal of Aunt Maria's Belongings. 
The apartment in which Michel resided was a communal apartment with ten 
rooms and thirty or more tenants. 
Michel did not have any relationship with these people. He even avoided them 
and did not attempt to strike up an acquaintance with any of them. 
By the way, among the apartment's tenants were Mr. Elkin, a tailor, and his 
wife and child; R ... a factory accountant and employee of GOSTSVETMET27 and N. 
S., a post-office employee, who was also the tenants' representative. 
It was a Sunday, and all the tenants were at home in their rooms. 
Trying not to make a noise and speaking in an agitated whisper, Michel 
warned the tenants' representative about his aunt's violent madness. 
It was decided to call for an ambulance and pack Michel's aunt off to a 
madhouse as quickly as possible, as she posed a considerable danger to the other 
tenants. 
Gasping, Michel rushed downstairs to a neighbouring apartment to telephone 
for an ambulance, which arrived with all due haste. 
Two men in white overalls, accompanied by Michel, entered the old lady's 
room. 
Aunt Maria, backed into a comer, refused to let them come near her, hurling 
things at them and swearing like a man. 
The neighbours crowded behind the open door, volunteering advice and plans 
for the capture of the old lady. 
Everybody talked in whispers, following the deranged old woman's movements 
with intense, undisguised curiosity . 
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The Brothers of Mercy in their white overalls, more experienced in such 
matters, both stepped towards the old woman simultaneously and, grabbing her by the 
wrists, clasped her in a fIrm embrace. 
The old lady tried to bite their hands, but then, as is often the case, her violent 
energy subsided, to be replaced by a calm, even lifeless state of apathy. She allowed 
them to put her into a waterproof. A headscarf was tied about her head and, led by the 
hand, with Michel pushing from behind, she was successfully lowered downstairs and 
put into the ambulance, into which Michel, glancing ferufuUy at his crazed relative. also 
found a space for himself. 
During the journey, Aunt Maria barely showed any signs of life and it was 
only when the ambulance arrived at the Priazhka rivers and drew up beside a yellow 
building that she began to exhibit rampant behaviour. struggling and refusing to leave 
the ambulance for some time, swearing and shouting ugly words. 
However, she was fInally successfully brought out and led by the hand 
through a garden as far as the entrance to the building. 
The guard at the gate, used to such goings-on. observed the scene impassively. 
Rising from his bench he silently pointed out which way to go. 
They led the old lady along a dark passage and handed her in at reception. 
Michel filled out a form and left the building in a state of some agitation, having being 
handed his aunt's jewellery - her golden chain and pince-nez, rings and brooch. 
He walked out through the garden. Once out on the street. he hesitated. Then 
he walked up and down the street for some time, looking up at the madhouse with fear 
and even horror, listening to the screams and yells issuing from the open windows. 
He was about to set off homewards but stopping on the wooden bridge over 
the Prlazhka. he turned back again. 
Now the entire building, with its peeling dirty plaster, was in full view. Now 
and again white figures could be glimpsed behind the barred windows. Some stood 
motionless at the windows staring down at the street below. Others clutched at the 
bars, trying to shift them from their position. 
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In the street below, along the banks of the Priazhka, ordinary people stood 
craning their necks and peered up at the mad people with undisguised curiosity. 
Michel hastily set off homewards without a backward glance, clutching his 
aunt's valuables in his hands. 
The first few days of the upheaval passed, things settled down again, and life, 
as it usually does in the circumstances, went on. 
Now unemployed and not bothering to look for work, Michel continued to 
lead a carefree existence. Still meeting with his sweetheart, he lived off his aunt's 
possessions which he had so unexpectedly inherited. 
At that time, the N.E.P. was at its full height.29 Shops, theatres and cinemas 
were open again. Fancy cabs had appeared on the streets. And Michel and his young 
lady were swept up in the mad whirl. They would appear together arm in ann in every 
restaurant and bar in town. They would dance the foxtrot and then, exhausted and 
almost happy, take a cab home in order to fall fast asleep, only to resume their gay, 
carefree existence allover again the next morning. 
But sometimes, remembering his aunt as he frittered away her belongings, 
Michel would feel a pang of conscience. And each time he would promise himself to 
pay a visit to the invalid in order to take her some sweets and other goodies and 
thereby implicate her in his expenditure. 
But the days passed, and Michel kept putting off his visit. 
During that winter of dancing and merriment Michel received a communication 
from Pskov from the former owner of his apartment, now its tenant, informing him 
that his wife, after losing her child and remarrying, had moved out of the apartment 
leaving considerable debts behind her. She had left some items of furniture behind 
which the landlord would appropriate as his own if Michel did not send him the 
money owed within a month. 
On reading this letter the morning after a drinking bout, Michel screwed it up 
angrily and threw it under the bed, in order not to be reminded of his past life. 
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And so winter went on, and one day in February, having flogged the last of the 
remaining valuables, Michel set off to pay a visit to his aunt. 
He bought various comestibles and set off for the Priazhka with a heavy heart 
and a vague feeling of anxiety. 
His aunt was led into the reception room and the two of them were left 
together. 
Aunt Maria's violent madness had now subsided, giving way to a state of 
subdued melancholy. And she stood before Michel in her white linen smock stealing 
strange, crafty glances at her nephew and failing to recognise him. 
After saying a few vague words, making a few energetic gestures of the sort 
mad people understand, Michel bowed silently and left the building with no intention 
of returning. 
Michel went home with a light heart. And now he began to dispose of his 
inheritance with a clear conscience. 
He was enthusiastically helped in this by Isabella Efremovna. who persuaded 
him to be less prudish and scrupulous over the definitive disposal of Aunt Maria's 
belongings 
8. 
An Unexpected Disaster. A Terrible Scandal. Michel's Nervous IUness. A Lover's 
Quarrel. Decline. 
In April 1925 there was a spell of remarkably fine, clear weather. Michel, in 
his light overcoat, arm in arm with Isabella Efremovna. was leaving his room to go for 
a walk along the banks of the Neva and watch the ice floating down the river. 
As he locked the door of his room. humming "Bananas, Bananas" to himself, 
he glanced at his young lady. 
She was monkeying about there in the corridor, performing little dance sleps 
with her shapely legs and doing the Charleston. 
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She was gloriously pretty in her light. spring suit. with her delightful profile 
and the tendrils of hair curling out from under her hat. 
Michel looked at her lovingly, delighted by her beauty, youth and joie de vivre. 
Of course, she was not the sort of educated lass who could talk freely on the 
subject of Kant or 8abe1'30 or the theory of probability and relativity. Needless to say 
she knew nothing about all that and had no particular talent for cognitive pursuits, 
preferring the simple, easy life. Her brow was clear and unfurrowed by the lines of 
thought. 
Michel loved her with a passion and, comparing her to his old Simochka. was 
horrified to think how low he had sunk in marrying such a little hick from the 
provinces. 
So, doing the Charleston and fooling about. they set off down the corridor and 
out into the hall, holding hands .Here they stopped to let by a couple who had just 
entered the apartment. 
The first of these was a messenger with a book. Beside him stood a woman 
wrapped in a winter waterproof with a woolJen headscarf tied around her head. 
It was none other than Aunt Maria. 
The messenger asked in a crude, boisterous manner if this was the fonner 
residence of the now fully recovered Mrs. A. and if so, would those concerned like to 
take the lady back, please. 
Everything swam before Michel'S eyes. He stood rooted to the spot, speechless 
with fear. 
After somehow managing to scrawl a little squiggle in the messenger's book, 
Michel turned to look at his aunt, who, giving a bashful smile, gestured to her nephew 
in greeting. 
Michel began to babble incomprehensibly and, backing towards the door, he 
tried to block the way, not wishing to let his aunt go any further. 
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Aunt Maria took a step towards him and began to make herself fairly clear. 
saying that although she had been seriously off colour for a while she was now almost 
fully recovered and that all she required now was absolute peace and quiet. 
Realising the full gravity of the situation and not wishing to get in the way of 
the relatives' little talk, Isabella Efremovna, promising to call the next day. flitted. 
birdlike, out onto the stairs and was gone. 
Michel, taking his aunt by the arm and attempting to stop her from entering the 
room. where nothing now remained except for some pitiful junk. puUed her towards 
his room saying. well wasn't this a lovely surprise and how marvellous and now they 
would sit in Michel's room and have a nice cup of tea. 
His aunt, however. declining the offer of tea, kept persistently on in the 
direction of her room, retaining a clear memory of the layout of the rooms in her 
unsteady mind. 
She entered her room and stopped. amazed and brimming with rage. 
However, the author. sparing his readers' nerves. finds it impossible to go on 
with this account of the ensuing scandal and the dramatic scenes that followed for the 
next half hour. 
The bare room gaped emptily. In one corner stood a marble washstand - n.~ yet 
untouched - and a few chairs which had not been sold owing to their considerable 
dilapidation. 
For the duration of half an hour Aunt Maria laid into Michel once more, 
swearing like a man and shouting words at which the other tenants. who had seen a 
thing or two in their time, shied away in horror. 
Aunt Maria's nervous abandon soon subsided. to give way to quiet sobs. 
Michel took advantage of this circumstance to sJip off to his room and collapse, 
exhausted, onto his bed. 
By evening it became evident that Aunt Maria had gone quite batty in the head 
once again, and was once again making some sort of jumps and movements about her 
room. 
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On his last legs, Michel confirmed that this was indeed the case and, after 
issuing the appropriate instructions, returned to his room. 
That evening Aunt Maria was once again taken off to the psychiatric hospital. 
The neighbours talked among themselves of the vagaries of fortune and of the 
need to instigate criminal proceedings against Michel, as he had sent his aunt back 
round the bend by availing himself of her last remaining armchairs. 
However, on the following day Michel took to his bed with a nervous fever and 
this put an end to the gossip. 
For three weeks he lay in bed, thinking that his end and his final reckoning 
was upon him. But his life was preserved due to his youth and blooming health. 
Isabella Efremovna still came to see him once in a while. A tenseness and 
stiffness had taken the place of her former high spirits and now she would sit barely 
making conversation with the invalid, carping and playing up. 
Michel's illness wrought a considerable change in him. All his joie de vivre left 
him and once more he became the melancholy, contemplative character of his Pskov 
days. 
He was forced again to think about his own survival and his daily bread and 
butter. 
M. P. Siniagin began to take action, going several times to the Jabour exchange 
to register and to sign on. 
Needless to say, as he did not know how to do anything and had no profession 
to his name, he had little chance of getting any decent work. 
Admittedly, he was immediately offered work digging peat and told that he 
would be lucky to get anything better without a profession to his name. 
This proposition shocked and even scared Michel. What, was he supposed to 
go off somewhere, something like 60 versts away, and dig up muck and clay and stuff 
with a shovel? He could not believe his ears and, after angrily calling the young lady at 
the desk a pig, he went home. 
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He began to sell off his belongings - acquired during his period of prosperity 
- and lived reasonably well for six months or so without seriously wanting for 
anything. 
However, this could not go on for ever, of course, and something more 
substantial was called for. 
And realising that things were going downhill, Michel tried not to think about 
it and to put off the moment of truth for as long as possible. 
By this time he had fallen out with Isabella Efremovna, who was still calling on 
him from time to time and asking, with a frown of her little nose, just what he was 
intending to do. 
He had quarrelled with her, calling her a snake and a nasty, greedy piece of 
work, and this rift actually alleviated his existence somewhat. 
Isabella Efremovna had happily risen to the quarrel and, slamming the door 
behind her, she had flitted out of the room after first, of course, shouting and bickering 
for a while on the subject of various things. 
Michel realised now that his situation was critical, and sometimes he felt that 
life was all around and that maybe he really should go off and dig peat. But having 
made a scene at the labour exchange and tom up his card, he did not have the courage 
to go back there again. 
9. 
A Pleasant Encounter. A New Job. Bleak Thoughts. Destitution. Peace of Mind. 
Nature the Benefactor. The Author Helps Out. Theft of a Coat with a Monkey CoUar. 
Without regret, Michel now parted with almost all his lX'ssessions, keeping 
only a grey jacket and a light overcoat. 
His remaining clothes rapidly wore themselves to shreds, however, which only 
hastened his decline. 
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Realising that there was no way out of his present situation, Michel suddenly 
stopped worrying and began to drift, with little thought for the future. 
One day, running into a friend of his who had made good during the N.E.P .• 
the owner of a small factory producing soft drinks, Michel jokingly asked if he could 
help him out in some way. 
Michel's friend promised to get him a job in his factory, but warned him that 
the work would not be too suitable for a poet and Michel was hardly likely to agree to 
it. He would have to wash out the empty bottles that were brought into the factory 
from allover the place, even out of rubbish bins, and which were then restored to 
decency by rinsing and washing them with sand and some other muck. 
Michel took up the job and for a few months he went off to work at the 
Apraksin Market until his reckless businessman friend went bust. 
Michel did not lose his calm and untroubled state of mind. It was as if he no 
longer thought of himself as he once had. And on arriving home he would go to bed. 
untroubled by any thoughts or memories of the past. 
Even when his friend the businessman went bust and he lost his wage. Michel 
did not feel that this was a great misfortune. 
Admittedly, from time to time. very rarely, a thoughtful mood would come 
upon Michel, and then he would run about his room like a wolf, chewing and biting 
his nails, something he had got into the habit of doing over the past year. 
But these were actually the last ripples of disturbance, and afterwards life 
flowed on again, as steadily, easily and carelessly as it had before. 
All Michel's neighbours could already see for themselves how his affairs SCOtxJ 
and avoided him, afraid that he might start sponging off them. 
And before he knew it, Michel found himself confined to a comer of what had 
been his own room by a new tenant, an unemployed man who went out to sell 
sunflower seeds on the street now and again. 
Thus almost a year passed and life dragged Michel down still deeper and 
deeper. 
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By now, Egor Elkin, the tailor, had taken to calling in on Michel and a-;king in 
a drunken voice if Michel would mind looking after his baby as he had to pop out for 
a minute and his wife was gadding about god knows where, on account of her youth 
and good looks. 
And Michel would go to the tailor's room and look on without interest as the 
little nipper slid about the floor half naked. romping. playing and eating cockroaches. 
The days passed and still Michel did nothing. 
From time to time he began to beg. Leaving his house he would stop on the 
comer of Nevskii Prospect and the Fontanka and stand there quietly waiting for 
charity. 
And when they saw his face and his once decent suit. passers-by would quite 
readily drop him the odd five or even ten copeck piece. 
At this Michel would bow low and his features would twist into an affable 
grin. And as he bowed he would peer after the coin. trying then and there to detennine 
its value. 
He did not notice any change in himself. He felt at peace. as before and he no 
longer sensed any pain inside. 
The author thinks that it is pure stuff and nonsense when many authors. even 
famous ones. describe the touching ordeals and emotions of certain citizens who have 
fallen on hard times. or, for instance, laying it on a~ thick as possible, describe in bold 
brushstrokes the innermost feelings of a woman of the streets, dressing her up in the 
devil only knows what and even surprising themselves with what they end up with. 
The author thinks that as a rule, this is not the way of things at all.~1 
Life, as it were, is arranged much better. much more simply and much more 
suitably than this. And there is actually not much in it for novelists. 
A beggar stops worrying as soon as he becomes a beggar. A millionaire 
accustomed to his millions also doesn't think about being a millionaire. And a rat, in 
the opinion of the author. doesn't suffer too much from being a rat. 
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Well, perhaps the author got a bit carried away with the millionaire there. The 
author is not making any claims where the millionaire is concerned. E.'ipecinlly as the 
lives of millionaires are sort of shrouded in mist from where the author is slJInding. 
But this does not change matters. And this magnificent portrait of our lives still 
boJdsgood. 
And at this point there comes to mind the circumstance that the author ha.'i 
already had the pleac;ure of mentioning in his preface. Human beings rewly are quite 
wonderfully designed organisms and happily live whatever life is going. And. of 
course, those who are not satisfied take up arms, and the courage and bravery of these 
latter people has always inspired in the author feelings of amazement and genuine 
admiration. 
Of course, the author does not wish to say that someone· M. P. Siniagin, in 
this case • just turned into wood and lost his feelings. desires. lo\>'C of 8l1lxi (lxxi. and 
lOon. 
No, all these things remained, but in a different form and. so 10 speak. on a 
different scale. in keeping with his situation. 
ReaUy. the author has no words to describe his wonder at the maJnirk"enc."C of 
nature! 
The author should also add that he. too. wa.'i very hard up in lho,,*,, days and 
WI." unable to offer his relative any very substlmtinl help. Hmve\'Cf. on many tlt'CMklCll 
the author gave Michel as much a.ct he could. 
But one day, in the author's absence, Michel lex" It Ctl8t that did not hckm, It) 
him from the coat-rack. a coat with a monkey collar· Wld fiogcd it (or HteruUy MAt to 
nothing. After which he stopped calling and even Slllpped acknowtcd,in, the .. uthor in 
the street. 
Of course, the author appreciated Michel's mcher sorry pH,he llnd flC\'er 
breathed a word about the theft, but Michel. conscious o( his guilt, would just tum 
away from the author. not wishing to enter into Wly conveNti()1\ with hlm. 
2S6 
The author touches on this episode with a quite extraordinary feeling of 
embarrassment and even, so to speak, some consciousness of gUilt on his part, 
whereas in actual fact there is no reason for him to feel gUilty whatsoever. 
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10. 
Life Begins Tomorrow. A Day's Earnings. The Dosshouse. Forty. Unexpected 
Thoughts. A New Decision. 
The author feels it necessary to warn readers that our tale has a happy ending 
and that fortune will once again smile on our friend Michel Siniagin. 
But for the time being we are forced to talk of various unpleasant experiences 
and emotions for a little while longer. 
The months and years passed. Michel Siniagin lived by begging and set off 
every day to the Gostinyi Dvor or the Passazh shopping arcades to work. He would 
take up his position next to the wall and stand there. straight and motionless, not 
holding out his hand but bowing on the appearance of suitable passers-by. 
He would collect about three roubles a day - sometimes even more - and this 
sum enabled him to live tolerably and even comfortably. occasionally partaking of 
sausage, brawn and other merchandise. 
He was behind with the rent. however. which he had not paid for almost 2 
years. and now this debt hung over him like the sword of Damocles. 
People had already begun calling into his room and asking when he was 
planning on vacating the premises. 
Michel would say various vague things in reply, and give them various vague 
promises and dates. 
But one day. in order to avoid facing yet more explanations and yet more 
pressure, he did not go home but went to stay at a dosshouse - or a "flophouse", as it 
is also sometimes otherwise known - on Liteinyi Prospect. 
At that time there was a dosshouse on Liteinyi Prospect not far from 
Kirochnaia Street. where for the price of 25 kopecks one could get a bed for the night, 
a mug of tea and a piece of soap for washing. 
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Michel stayed there several times and eventually moved in there with his few 
remaining possessions. 
And then there began a measured, peaceful period of existence for Michel. 
without hope of any miracles or opportunities. 
Of course, collecting money on the street was not the easiest of occupations. It 
meant standing outside and taking off one's hat in all weathers, thereby exposing one's 
head to the cold and catching chills. 
But for the time being there was no alternative and Michel did not look for any 
other solution. 
However, the dosshouse, with its rather vulgar inhabitants and its harsh ways. 
wrought a considerable change in Michel's modest character. 
Modesty and a quiet, retiring nature were of no value whatsoever here and 
even, so to speak, completely beside the point. 
The rough, raucous voices, the swearing, thieving and punches in the gob - aU 
these either drove quiet people away or forced them to change their behaviour 
accordingly. 
And so Michel began to utter crude expressions in his hoarse voice and, 
defending himself against jibes and sneers. he attacked others in his tum, swearing 
horribly and even participating in brawls. 
In the morning Michel would make his bed, drink his tea and, often without 
stopping to wash, he would hurry off to work, sometimes taking a mangy old 
briefcase with him which marked him out clearly as an intellectual and hinted at his 
former background and potential. 
The bad habit of biting his nails, recently acquired, had by now become quite 
obsessive, and Michel nibbled his nails down to the quick. unaware that he was doing 
so and making no attempt to shake off the habit. 
Thus another year passed, almost nine years in total since Michel had first 
come to Leningrad. Michel was 42 years old. but his long, greying locks made him 
look older and seedier. 
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In May. 1929. as he was sitting on a bench in the Summer Gardens enjoying 
the spring sunshine, suddenly and quite unexpectedly, with a sort of feverish, even 
fearful haste, Michel began to think about his past life in Pskov, about his wife 
Simochka and about those bygone days, which now seemed quite incredible and even 
like something from a fairytale. 
He began to think about all this for the first time in several years. And, 
thinking about it, he felt that same old nervous shiver of excitement that he had Jong 
forgotten and that he used to feel when he wrote poetry or thought about lofty 
subjects. 
And that past life - which had once appeared beneath his dignity - now 
seemed to shine with heavenly purity. That life on which he had turned his back 
seemed to him now the best that he had known throughout his existence. 
Terribly agitated, Michel began to run about the park, waving his anns about 
and dashing up and down the paths. 
And suddenly a clear and lucid thought made him tremble allover. 
Of course, right now, this minute, he would go to Pskov, and there he would 
see his former wife again. his beloved Simochka with her dear freckles. He would go 
to his wife and spend the rest of his days with her in perfect hannony. Jove and fond 
companionship. 
And as he thought of this he suddenly burst into tears, overcome by a 
thousand emotions and by the intense joy that overwhelmed him. 
And remembering those pitiful and fortunate words of Simochka's of 9 years 
ago. Michel was stunned to think how he could have been so downright bastardly as 
to abandon such an exceptional and deserving young lady. 
Now he remembered every word she had said. Yes, she realJy had said all 
those things to him and she had prayed that one day he would be old. sick and lame, 
assuming that he would come back to her in the circumstances. 
And. still more excited by these thoughts, Michel began to nm, without any 
idea where he was heading. 
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The brisk walk calmed him down somewhat and then. in a feverish haste. not 
wishing to lose a minute, Michel set off in the direction of the station to ask what time 
and from what platfonn the train left. 
But remembering suddenly that he had no more money than a rouble on him, 
Michel began to shiver again and asked how much a ticket to Pskov cost. 
The fare to Pskov was more than he could afford. so Michel brought a ticket to 
Luga. deciding to make his way onward from there to his fairy tale city. 
He arrived in Luga during the night and fell fast asleep on a pile of sleepers 
beside the railway line. 
And. at fIrst light, trembling allover from excitement and the morning chill. 
Michel. after a bite of bread, set off in the direction ofPskov. 
11. 
Homecoming to Pskov. Familiar Places. Reunion with Simochka. New Friends. 
Employment. New Dreams. An Unexpected Illness. 
Michel set off along the path that ran alongside the railway Hne. proceeding at 
fll'St rather tentatively and hesitantly. Then. setting himself a brisker pace. he walked 
for several hours without stopping and without thinking about anything. 
His excitement and joy of the day before had now subsided. giving way to a 
feeling of dull indifference and even apathy. And now as he walked on he moved out 
of inertia. having neither the will nor any particular desire to do so. 
It was a beautiful May morning. All around. birds chirruped. flying noisily out 
of the bushes adjacent to Michel's path. 
The sun beat down more and more fiercely on his shoulders. and his feet. clad 
in galoshes. grew sore and blistered from the unaccustomed exercise. 
At midday. exhausted. Michel sat down beside a ditch. clasped his ann.~ about 
his knees and sat thus for a long while. neither moving nor changing his position. 
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The white motionless clouds on the horizon, the tiny new leaves on the trees 
and the first yellow flowers of the dandelion all reminded Michel of the best days of 
his life and once again made him feel a pang of excitement at the thought of the 
opportunities that lay waiting for him. 
Michel stretched out on the grass and, gazing up at the blue sky above. he felt 
once more a sort of joyful tranquillity. 
However, the joy he felt now was a moderate joy. It was not that joy and 
delight that he had used to feel in his youth. 
No, Michel was now a changed man with a changed heart and a changed mind. 
There may not be much truth in it, but the author was told by a girl who 
finished a college course in shorthand last year that apparently, in Africa, there is a 
sort of animal of the lizard type which, in the event of being attacked by a larger 
creature, throws out part of its insides and runs off in order to collapse in some 
secure location in a state of unconsciousness and lie there in the sun untiJ it grows 
back some new organs. And the attacking animal abandons the chase. quite happy 
with what it has already got. 
If this is really true, then the author's wonder at nature's phenomena fiUs him 
with a new tremble of excitement and lust for life. 
Michel was not like one of these lizards, he himself had been known to attack 
others and to grab his enemies by the throat, and yet in the struggle he. too, had 
evidently lost part of his paraphernalia and now he lay, empty and almost indifferent, 
without any idea, in fact, why he had set out in the first place and whether or not he 
had done the right thing. 
The following day, taking a rest every hour and sleeping in the bushes at night. 
Michel reached Pskov, the sight of which made his heart beat faster. 
He walked along the familiar streets and suddenly found himself outside his 
old house, gazing at the windows with misery and longing. and wringing his hands 
until they hurt. 
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Shouldering open the wicket gate he went into the garden, that small, shady 
garden where once upon a time he had written his poems and once upon a time his 
mum, Aunt Maria and Simochka had all sat together. 
Everything was just as it had been 9 years ago - save only that the garden paths 
were neglected and overgrown with grass. 
The same two tall fIr trees stood at the back porch. and there was the same old 
kennel without a dog next to the shed. 
Michel stood motionless for a few minutes contemplating all these dear. 
familiar things. Then suddenly a voice startled him from his thoughts • 
An elderly old lady swathed in a white headscarf. eyeing him nervously. asked 
him what he was doing there and what he wanted. 
Muddling his words and fearfully naming one or two surnames, Michel began 
to enquire after the house's former occupants, the landlord and Serafima Pavlovna. his 
ex-wife. 
The old lady, who was new to the neighbourhood. could not satisfy Michel's 
curiosity. However, she supplied him with the address of the house where Simochka 
now lived. 
Half an hour later Michel stood before a house on Basmannaya Street, trying 
to calm the beating of his heart. 
He knocked and, without waiting for an answer. opened the door and stepped 
into the kitchen. 
At the stove stood a young woman in an apron. She held a plate in one hand 
and with the other hand, armed with a fork. she was in the the act of taking a Jump of 
meat out of a steaming pan. 
The woman looked up at him angrily and. frowning. she prepared to ShoUl at 
the intruder, when suddenly the words died on her lips. 
It was Serafima Pavlovna, it was Simochka. much aged and much altered. But 
oh, how thin she had grown! Her once plump little figure and round little face were 
strange and unrecognisable now. 
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Her face was sallow and lined and her hair was short and closely cropped. 
"Serafima Pavlovna," said Michel quietly, taking a step towards her. 
She gave a horrible shriek, the metal plate fell out of her hands and rolled, 
clattering and crashing, across the floor. And the boiled meat fell back into the 
saucepan, splashing boiling broth in all directions. 
"Oh lord," she said, unable to think what to do and what to say. 
She picked up the plate, and muttering, "Just a minute". disappeared through a 
door. 
A moment later she came back into the kitchen and, with a tinud gesture of her 
hand, asked Michel to sit down. 
Not daring to approach her, ashamed of his appearance, Michel sat down on a 
stool and said, that, well, here he was and this was the sorry state he was in. 
He spoke in a quiet voice, and giving a hopeless shrug, sighed and became 
embarrassed. 
"Oh lord, oh lord," muttered the young woman, wringing her hands. 
She looked at Michel's puffy features and the grimy rags of his suit and wept 
noiselessly, unable to think what to do. 
But at that moment Serafima Pavlovna's husband came out of the other room 
and, clearly already aware of the situation, he shook Michel silently by the hand and 
then went to sit down on another stool beside the window. 
This was a certain N., the director of a cooperative, a gentleman already in 
middle-age, not to say advanced in years, rather stout and rather paJe. 
Quickly grasping what was happening and immediately taking stock of the 
situation and of his unexpected rival, he began to speak in a solid, persua.~ive manner, 
advising Serafima Pavlovna to help Michel out and to do what she could for him. 
He offered to let Michel use their summer room upstairs for the time being, 
given that it was already wann to a sufficient degree. 
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The three of them dined together at table, partaking of boiled meat and 
horseradish, exchanging the odd word from time to time concerning what steps they 
should take in the future. 
Serafima Pavlovna's husband said that these days it was extremely easy to find 
work, that there were fewer and fewer unemployed at the labour exchange every day 
and that he did not foresee any difficulty in that respect. And, given the present 
situation, Michel might even be able to chose one out of several positions offered. In 
any case there was no cause for concern; Michel would stay with them for the time 
being and as for the future, time would tell. 
Michel, not daring to look up at Simochka, thanked her husband and greedily 
attacked his bread and meat, stuffing great chunks into his mouth. 
Simochka did not look at Michel either, only daring to shoot him the 
occasional glance. muttering from time to time "Oh lord. Oh lord", 
They organised the upstairs room for Michel, installing a canvas-covered 
couch and a small dressing table. 
Michel was given some underwear and an old lustrine suitl2and after washing 
and shaving his cheeks, he decked himself out in his new things and, feeling somehow 
joyful, examined his reflection joyfully in the mirror, offering up constant thanks to 
his benefactor. 
His recent tribulations and walk had exhausted him terribly and he fell fast 
asleep like a stone upstairs in his room. 
At about eleven o'clock that night, without any idea where he was, Michel woke 
up and leapt from his place of slumber. 
Then, remembering what had happened, he sat down at the window and began 
to recollect all that had been said in the course of the day, 
And after sitting thus for about half an hour, he suddenly felt hungry, 
Recalling the filling. nutritious meal that he had so greedily and 
indiscriminately wolfed down that evening, Michel stole furtively downstairs to the 
kitchen in order to have a poke around and to fortify himself once more. 
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He entered the kitchen, treading cautiously over the creaking floorboards and, 
without turning on the light, he began to fumble around on the stove. searching for any 
sort of food. 
At this point, Serafima Pavlovna came into the kitchen trembling all over. 
Imagining that Michel had come down in order to talk to her and say all the things that 
had been left unsaid, she went up to him, took his hand and began to babble away in 
an agitated whisper. 
Horribly startled at first, Michel soon realised what was happening and 
listened wordlessly to his former sweetheart, clutching a piece of bread in his hand. 
Simochka was saying that now everything was different, and everything was 
over; that she had continued to think about him and to love him. but that now she did 
not see any point or sense in making any new decisions or changes. She had found 
her own quiet haven and did not wish for anything more. 
Michel, in his innocence. answered promptly that he was not expecting any 
such changes but that he would be glad and happy if she would allow him to reside 
temporarily in their home. And, chewing his bread, he clasped her hand gratefully. 
telling her not to worry too much about him and not to be too anxious on his behalf. 
A few days later, once he had eaten himself back into health and tidied him!\Clf 
up, Michel was given a job on a directorate in charge of cooperatives. 
Michel regained his flagging spirits and at the supper table he would recount 
the day's experiences and make various plans concerning future opportunities, saying 
that now he had begun a new life, and that now he understood all his mistakes and all 
his naive fantasies and that he wanted to work and toil and build a new life for himseU. 
Serafima Pavlovna and her husband would chat affectionately with Michel. 
sincerely delighted at his progress and his renaissance. 
And so the days and months passed and no cloud appeared in Michel's lifc. 
But in February 1930, following an unexpected bout of flu which became 
complicated by pneumonia, Michel died, almost in the arms of his friends and 
benefactors. 
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Simochka wept awfully and felt utterly lost for some time, cursing herself for 
not having said to Michel all she had wanted to say and all she had thought. 
Michel was buried in the graveyard of the former monastery. His grave is 
adorned with fresh flowers to this day. 
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' ... even more mystifying and even more worthy of ast(}l,isl"'fent ... 
The translation here retains an inconsistency in the 1930 version of the text. The 
narrator says that the lives of ordinary people may be "even more mysterious" ("8U4e 
6oJ1ee HenOWITHO It) than those of the famous. yet below in the next purugraph he 
contrudicts himself. saying that the lives of simple people are "even less difficult to 
fathom" ("ell4e 6oJ1ee ~oCTyIIHo nOHHMaHHlO"). In the 1936 version. "eUle 6oJ1ee 
HenOH.SlTHO" - (even harder to understand) was changed to "ell4e 60nee nOWlTBo" 
("even easier to understand"). which makes the text more coherent. It is quite probable 
that this is a mistake. but given the many deliberate mistakes in the lext I have left it. 
2 .... lhe author will probably publish these memoirs as a sepClrate book. illustrated 
with photographs of Ihe main characters ... 
The first separate edition of "Michel Siniagin" (M. P. SiniClgin. Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo 
pisateJei v Leningrade. 1931) did indeed contain photographs of the main characters: 
Michel. his mother. Simochka and Isabella Kriukova (See Appendix 2). 
) Prologue to the Story. 
The Russian here ("nponor BCTOpHH") means both "prologue to the story" and 
"prologue to history ". Initially. "prologue to the story" seems the most likely 
interpretation. However. bearing in mind the context in which the expression llppears, it 
seems that Zoshchenko's narrator is talking about the prologue to history, in the sense 
of an early stage in the march of historical progress ("KoHe'IHO eU(e, rar crl3a n, 
nponor BcropHH. ill4e )l(H3HL He yrpJlcnlc. "), This meaning bec()lllCS even clcurer 
in the deleted section from the following chapter which begins ("A MO)l(er. 
AeAcTBBTenbHo Ilponor BCTOpBB. Mo*eT 6wn qepe3 700 net npo HaWB '.11 
cKa*YT - neU(epBLIA 6WT KJIH c:nOHOBIJI 3noxa "), However, "prolt')gue to the 
story" seemed to me a better translation as it can be understood both Ii te raJly , in 
relation to the story of Michel Siniagin. and figuratively. in relation to the "!>tory" l')f 
human civilisation . 
.. ... petty, everyday, btmrgeo;s matters ... 
The translation of the word "MeU(aHcrd" as "bourgeois" perhups needs some 
justification. given that it is common practice to translate it as ehher "philistine" or 
"petty bourgeois". As discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis, the Russian C\lnl~pt of 
"meshchallstvo" took on new overtones in the Soviet era: whereas curlier it hud 
referred to vulgarity and lack of true gentility, it was later used to criticise elitism and 
political apathy. and its application extended until it became nlmtlst meaningless. It 
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seemed to me that "bourgeois" is the word in current English usage that best reflects 
the range of meaning and the derogatory tone of "MelLlaHcICd". Left-wing poJiticuJ 
discourse has never been the voice of the mainstream in the English speaking world as 
it has in Russia, but it exists nonetheless. Within this discourse "bourgeois" is the 
only widely used term of its sort. "Philistine" seems quite an inappropriate trdllslalion 
for "MelLlaHcxd" in the post-revolutionary sense, when one takes into account the fact 
that in contemporary English "philistine" is generally a term of abuse directed at the 
"ignorant masses" by the elitist. 
' ... god forbid ... 
It was conventional to spell the Russian "50r" ("God") with a smaJi Jetter rather than a 
capital during the Soviet period, as a mark of the fact that religion was considered an 
outdated superstition. 
6 ... was born in J 887 ... 
Michel's date of birth is significant: born in the late 1880s, he would be one of those 
writers who reached maturity well before the revolution, like Aleksandr Tiniakov, who was 
born in 1886. Zoshchenko himself. who was born in 1895. belonged to a slightly later 
generation who were to become the first generation of Soviet writers. The fictional author 
of "Michel Siniagin" is ten years younger than Michel, and thus a member of 
Zoshchenko's generation. 
7 ... on the estate of Pan 'kovo ";n the Smalensk District. 
Zoshchenko spent December 1918 -January 1919 working as an instructor in poUltry 
and rabbit breeding on a farm on the former estate of Man'kovo in the Smolensk 
district (Iu. Tomashevskii (ed.). Ursa; maska Mikhaila Znshclaenko, Mt,s('(}w: Oliml', 
1994, p. 342). While he was there, an episode took pillce which he later described in 
Before Sunrise: and which may have been on his mind while he wus writing "Michel 
Siniagin" (see below, note 15). 
• .. his father was an honourable citizen 
The term used in the original. "nol.leTHWA rpa)K~aHHH"t was a pre-revolutiunary mark 
of distinction that could be conferred on somebody for their services to society. 
9 b . . /. 
... ourgeols specla IstS ... 
The original here uses the Soviet term "CIIellW'" S/>etsy ("(echnological intelligentsiu" 
or "bourgeois specialists") were members of the fonner nobility and intelligentsia who 
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were employed in industry and in the army after the revolution. providing technical 
skills and expertise. 
10 S h' . •.. eyt zan seetlOn. 
The Scythians were a people who inhabited the southern steppe of Russia along the Black 
Sea coast from 500BC onwards. In the period just after the revolution. the image of the 
Scythians had specific literary associations: Blok's poem of 1918 "Scythians" ("Skify") 
invokes the image as a symbol of Russia's latent barbarism - its Asiatic nature - that may 
awaken and crush the complacent West. Certain writers of the period who were attracted 
to the notion of Russia's spontaneous but savage Asiatic side identified themselves as 
"Scythians". They included R. Ivanov-Razumnik. A. Bely. S. a'>enin and N. Kliuev. 
Zoshchenko's digression on the Scythians in "Michel Siniagin" contrasts sharply with 
these literary associations. Zoshchenko's narrator not only "Sovietises" them ("OAHH 
MY:>KHtlOHICO cepe,lfHJIK CH.l{HT"; "TpeThd JIal1THWKH ce6e nonpaBJUleT") but 
emphasises their material standard of living. rather than their spiritual capacities. 
J I ... middle-category peasant ... 
The original here is "MY:>KHIIOHICO-CepeAH'uc".- another Sovietism."Seredniak" wu.~ a 
term coined by the Bolsheviks after the revolution to describe those peD.'iWlts who 
could neither be defined as kulaks (the rich class of peasants regarded as exploiters) or 
"poor peasants" (regarded as class sympathisers because of their oppression). 
12Fel 
Afanasii Afanas'evich Fet (1820-1892). Fet was one of the foremost lyric p<.lets of the 
19th century and he had a strong influence on poets of the Silver Age, particularly 
Aleksandr Blok. For a further discussion of Fet and literary p,lI'Ody in "Michel 
Siniagin" see part 3 of Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
DBlok 
Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Blok (1880-1921). Blok is the most celebruted JXlet of the 
Silver Age in Russian literature and attained an almost mythic status in the eyes of the 
Russian public. Blok was an important figure for Zoshchenko: there is evidence that 
Zoshchenko both identified with and sought to distance himself from Blok, 
recognising in the great poet the same world-weariness that he sensed in himself. This 
is particularly clear from a passage in Before Sunri.\'e , where Zoshchenko describes 
meeting Blok at the House of Arts shortly before Blok's death and notes the poet's 
"dead. empty eyes" and his terrible melancholy and indifference. Zoshchenko recaJls: 
"MeWl AYWHT I<u:oe-TO BOJIHeHHe. Teneph JI nO"TH BIOKY CBOIO CYAJ.6y. j( 
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BIDKY cpHHaJI cBoeii )f(H3HH. Sf BIDKY TOCKY. KOTOpaJi Mea HeIIpeMeHHO 
3aAYWHT" (M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa. in Sobranie sochinenii v 3 
tomakh. v. 3, p. 503).Blok is the most important figure in the literary sub-text to 
"Michel Siniagin", and Michel himself is a sort of debased version of Blok.(See part 3 
of Chapter 2 of this thesis). 
14 Nadson 
Semen Iakovlevich Nadson (1862-1887) was a lyric poet who was famous in Russia 
in the 1880s. Nadson enjoyed huge popularity during his lifetime and after his early 
death from tuberculosis, appealing mainly to a youthful audience. and especially to 
women. Some critics attribute his popularity. at least in part, to his early death. In 
retrospect, Nadson appears almost a parody of the figure of the romantic poet. He is 
also strongly associated with a particularly "willless" spirit that permeated 19th-
century poetry. Writing soon after his death, one critic wrote of Nadson as "a typical 
man of the 1880s": " a dreamer and idealist turned pessimist after the collapse of his 
youthful ideals: "Nadson "never lifted a finger", he "only talked" ... By the 1870s he 
had already become "a-weary, a-weary", "a corpse long since" ... To read all of 
Nadson's work together is unbelievably tedious and, by virtue of its sparse subject 
matter, uninteresting. His lamentations appear as systematic whining" (N. N. 
Trubitsyn, Odin iz vos'midesiatnikov: Nadson, Warsaw, 1908. pp. 22. 26). Nadson's 
poetry exerted an influence on some of the poets of the Silver Age. such a.~ Zinaida 
Gippius and Dmitrii Merezhkovskii. 
1$. Esenin 
Sergei Esenin (1895-1925) is the youngest of the poets mentioned among Michel's 
literary influences. Like Blok before him, Esenin is a good example of a poet around 
whom there grew a "cult of personality". His life often overshadowed his wtlrk. 
Ziniada Gippius gives a fairly representative account of the image that grew up around 
the poet in his later years "in a red fog. in a particular, Russian sort of drunkenness he 
writes, yells, marries a "famous" foreigner" old Duncan.[Isadora Duncan] runs riot in 
Paris, runs riot in America, everywhere the same fog, the same riotousness. the 
obligatory fighting, with whomsoever happens to cross his path" (quoted from Z. 
Gippius "Sud'ba Eseninykh", in T. A. Bek (ed.), SereIJritlnyi vek: POt'l.iill • Moscow: 
Olimp, 1996. p. 103). Zoshchenko was acquainted with Esenin and included two 
accounts of his meetings with the poet in Before Sunri<~e. In "In the "Twelve" Cafe" 
("V Kafe Dvenadsat"') Esenin cuts a rather tragic figure with his painted face and his 
querulous behaviour. The other reference to Esenin in Zoshchenko's autobiogruphy, 
"In the Bar" (ltV kabakelt) is an account of the poet reading his poem liThe Black 
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Man" ("Chernyi Chelovek") in a bar shortly before his suicide in 1925. The main 
impression left by these sketches is one of pity at the doomed poet (at one point in "In 
the "Twelve Cafe"", Zoshchenko describes stroking Esenin's hand to calm him down) 
and of admiration of him as an artist (Zoshchenko describes Esenin reading "with 
such feeling and such pain that everybody is impressed", and declares that Esenin 
inspires feelings of warmth from his audience such as he has never seen before 
towards a poet.). Esenin provides a vivid example of the type of self-destructive 
romantic artist whose life is inseparable from his art: a peculiarly Russian tradition and 
an important literary sub-text in "Michel Siniagin" (See Chapter 2, section 5). 
16 "The Haven" 
The name of Aunt Maria's estate, "Zatish'e".links her with a character described in BefiJTe 
Sunrise in the sketch entitled "A Game of Cards" ("My igraem v kalty"). The incident 
described dates back to Zoshchenko's time in the winter of 1918-9 as an instructor in 
poultry and rabbit breeding on a farm in the Smolensk district. It describes a card game 
with former landowners from neighbouring regions."a fat lady". Ol'ga Pav)ovna, "a man 
with rotten teeth" and his daughter Veronika. 01'ga Pavlovna, who is winning. exclaims 
that she has always been lucky in everything and that in a few months she is sure to get 
her estate - also called "Zatish 'e" - back again. She and the man with the rotten teeth then 
discuss how they will punish the peasants for the revolution: Ol'ga Pavlovna says that she 
will just "give them a thrashing" ("HeMHoro nonoplO CIOHX M1)1(JlXOI") while the man 
with the rotten teeth says that he will hang a couple. At this point. Zoshchenko stands up, 
scattering his cards, and says to them "You scoundrels. you criminals ... AH the troubles, the 
darkness. the terrible ignorance in the countryside - it's all thanks to your lot" .("_roA" •• 
npecTYIIHHXH ... 9TO H3-3a Bac TaICaJi 6e~a. TalCa .. TeMHOTI I Aepel_, talO. 
MpalC" (M. Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom soinlsa, in Sobranie .fochinetaii v.3 lomllklJ. v. 
3. p. 496). Aunt Maria, though a free thinker, shows much the same attitude to the 
revolution as Olga Pavlovna, seeing it as a temporary aberration that will nOI affect her in 
the long term. ("TeTlCa ••• B3Be~aJIa. 'qTO OBB OTmoA~ _ nepeMeH1fJIa ClOD 
nH6epanLHWX 16e>K~eHHi H He HAeT npOTO peIOJIIOl{KH, HO nOCIOJI~ly 
peIOJIlO~WI IIpoAOJI>KaerCJl TalC AonfO, H BOT 1)1(e TperHl rOA lal e. _ 
oTAalOT HMeHHJl, TO :no npocro HH Ha 'qTO _ noxo)Ke") (M.S. p. 126). 
I 7 .... the jormer Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich 
Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich the elder (1831·1891) - the son of Nicholas I. or his 
son, Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich the younger (1856-1929). The manuscript 
version originally had the non-existent "Grand Duke Boris Nikolaevich" here. 
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18. Koni 
Anatolii Fedorovich Koni (1844-1927) a lawyer, senator and member of the State 
Council. He became famous for his part in the trial of the terrorist Vera ZasuIich, 
which earned him a reputation as a liberal among the pre-revolutionary intelligentsia. 
Koni was a prominent figure in literary circles, a friend of Toistoi, Turgenev, 
Goncharov and Chekhov. 
19Pereverzev 
Valerian Fedorovich Pereverzev (1882 - 7). A literary critic who became the subject of 
a concerted attack by the Soviet literary establishment in 1929, just before "Michel 
Siniagin" was written. Pereverzev's defeat at the hands of critics and press was seen as 
a victory over the Menshevik tendency in literary criticism and heralded the beginning 
of an era in which the Communist Party began to take a much more interventionist role 
in literature and art than hitherto. From the point of view of Pereverzev's detractors, the 
most pernicious aspects of Pereverzev's teachings were his beliefs that the conscious 
adoption of a political line in literature was harmful to creativity, and that a writer's 
ideological stance was determined by the social class to which he belonged, so that it 
was not possible for a non-proletarian writer to remake himself as a proletarian writer. 
(Literatumaia entsiklopediia, Moscow: OGIZ RSFSR, 1934, v. 8, pp. 506-7). This 
passing reference to Pereverzev is perhaps a deliberate attempt to draw attention to the 
implicit warning in "Michel Siniagin" about the future of art and culture in the Soviet 
Union. 
20 Storm 
"Storm" is a slightly altered version of a Blok poem dated 20 May 1899. The original 
reads as follows: "rp 03a np 0 WJIa, H Be TICa 6eJILIX p 03/ B OlCHO MHe AAtWHT 
apOMaTOM.IELI4e TpaBa nOJIHa np03pa'DiLDC CJIe3,/H rpOM BAaJIH rpeMHT 
paclCaToM" (A Blok, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v dvatsati tomakh, Moscow, 
St Petersburg: Nauka, 1994, v. 4, p. 78). In the 1936 edition of "Michel Siniagin" and 
other later editions, the following passage was added after the poem "Storm": 
"BnpOlleM, 3TO CTHXoTBopeHHe RaCTOJIhlCO xopowo RaIIHCaHO. 
liTO eCTh nOA03peHHe, 1)1( He CIIHcaHO JIH OHO OTI<YAa-HH6YAh 
Ha'tlHHalOLI4HM n03 TOM. 
Bo BC.sIlCOM CJIYlIae, MHweJIh CHWlrHH BAtAaBaJI ero 3a caoe, H 
MbI He C'tDITaeM ce6.sI BnpaBe HaB.sI3J.lBa Th 'lHTaTeJIIO RaWH Ra 3TOT 
CqeT C006pa)l(eHIDI. 
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Bo BC.SIXOM CJly-qae, 3TO CTmcoTBopeHHe 6LTJIO pa3yqeHO Bcei 
CeM1>eH ..• " (etc.) 
"Actually, this poem is so well written that we have a suspicion that the 
budding poet may have copied it from somewhere else. 
In any case, Michel Siniagin passed it off as his own, and we do not 
feel justified in foisting our opinions on the matter on the reader. 
In any case, the whole family learnt the poem off by heart ... " (etc.) 
21 People had rather different ideas about marriage in those days ... 
The social change of revolution and civil war and the Bolsheviks' policy on marriage 
and divorce resulted in a sharp shift in behaviour and attitudes in Russia in the 1920s. 
Marriage laws were revolutionised in 1918 and it became much easier to obtain 
divorces. This encouraged a less serious attitude towards marriage. Party 
spokeswoman Aleksandra Kollantai declared in 1918 that"the old kind of famiJy -
closed, strong, recognising that the marriage which the priest had blessed was 
indissoluble forever - was once necessary ... But since the last century ... the traditional 
family is being destroyed" (W. Rosenberg (ed.) Bolshevik Visions: First Phase of the 
Cultural Revolution in Soviet Russia. 2nd edn. Ann Arbor. Michigan: 1990.p. 67). The 
transformation of marriage from a sacrament to a bureacratic "act of civic status" is 
satirised in lI'f and Petrov's The Twelve Chairs (Dvenadstat' stu/'ev) (1927). The 
hero, Ippolit Matveevich, works in the registry office. where a notice reads "CAenaA 
CBoe ,zteno, H YXO,ztH" (liDo your business and go"). 
22 ... possession of all his movables ... 
The original here, "ABIDKHMoe HMy~ecTBof/ ("moveable property") is rarer than 
"He,ztBIDKHMoe HMy~ecTBo": literally: "immoveable property". Le. real estute. In 
Zoshchenko's "Story of how Semen Semenych Kurochkin Lost a Spoon" ("Rasskaz 0 
tom, kak u Semen Semenycha Kurochkina lozhka propaJa") (1923), the narrator uses 
the terms literally to refer to light and heavy objects ("HeABIDKHMoro HMy~ecTBa y 
MeH.SI Bery. It 'ITO ICOMO,lt CTOHT B MoeH XOMHaTe, TO, npJlMO CKa)l(Y, He Moi 
3TOT XOMO,zt, a X03.SIHCxHii. KpOBan TO>l<e x03.dicKaJl. It H3 ABIDKHMoro 
HMy~ecTBa TOJl1>KO y MeH.SI y eCT1>. 'ITO cepe6p.SIHa.SI JIO>l<Ka" (M. Zoshchenko, 
"Rasskaz 0 tom, kak u Semen Semenycha kurochkina lozhka propuJa", in 
Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii. rasskazy. fel'etony. satiricheskie zametki. Pis'ma Ie 
pisateliu, odnoaktnye komedii. ed. M. Dolinskii, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata. 1991, p. 
177) 
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23 Hunger and devastation gripped the city in a deadly embrace, so to speak 
A reference to the lean years of War Communism: inflation was soaring and there 
were severe food and fuel shortages. 
24 ... a certain famous poet Kh ... 
As it is usual in Russian in confidential references of this sort to use an initial letter, it 
is probable that this is a reference to V. Khodasevich, who left Petersburg for Paris in 
1922. 
2' ... his food ration from work ... 
During the period of War Communism, due to hyper-inflation, wages were less important 
than the ration of food and other goods issued at the workplace. The "naex" or food 
ration was described by a visiting foreigner in 1920 as "the symbol of Soviet existence" 
(R. Pipes, Russia Under the Bolshevik Regime. 1919-1924. London: Harvill, 1994. p.447). 
Chukovskii, writing in 1920, describes how in order to get the ingredients for a pie, it was 
"necessary to work in five institutions" (" ... raisins from the Studio. the cinnamon from 
Oorokhra, the syrup from Baltflot") (K. Chukovskii. Dnevnik, 1901-1929. 2nd edn. 
Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel'. 1997, p. 143). 
26 •• J1at/oot ... 
In the orginal. "Aep>KHMOPAa" - "mug-grabber", the name of one of the policemen in 
Oogol"s The Government Inspector (Revizor). 
27 GOSTSVETMET 
One of the many ugly so-called "stump compounds" that appeared in the Soviet 
period. "Gostsevtmet" was the name of the State non-ferrous metallurgical industry. 
28The Priazhka River 
The hospital referred to here still exists: the Hospital of Nikolai the Miracle-Worker 
on the hanks of the Priazhka. Psychiatric hospitals in Russia are traditionally painted 
yellow. and ")I(eJIum AOM" means both "yellow building" and "madhouse", 
29The NEP was at itsfull height. 
The era of the New Economic Policy, (NEP), is the period with which Zoshchenko's 
stories have become inextricably associated. The NEP reinstated private trade on a 
smaIl scale, which resulted in a small explosion of consumer culture and a new class of 
businessmen - the "Nepmen", who frequented the newly opened bars and restaurants. 
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The description of Michel and Izabella's gay, carefree existence is a typical picture of 
life during the NEP. Chukovskii describes the new spirit of materialism thus: 
"Men are happy that there are cards, races, wine and women; women with drunk, 
voluptuous faces press their breasts up against the shop windows in Kuznetskii Street 
where silk and diamonds are sold. There are truckloadsful of handsome female flesh 
wherever one turns - a desire for things and a terrible complacency - dances are so 
popular that I know families where people gather from seven in the evening until two at 
night without even finding time to drink their fill of tea, their feet are working non-
stop. The Dixie, the foxtrot, the onestep ... everyone's lives are dominated by the 
zoological and the physiological" (K. Chukovskii, Dnevnik, 190 1-1929, 2nd edn. 
Moscow: Sovremennyi pisater, 1997, p. 218) 
30Babel" 
Isaak Babel' (1894-1939) keeps strange company with Kant here. A Soviet writer most 
famous for his brutal but romantic depiction of Cossack soldiers in the Red Army in 
The Red Cavalry (Konarmiia.). Babel' was arrested in 1939 and sentenced to death on 
a charge of spying. For many years after his death his name was officiaJJy taboo in the 
Soviet Union. 
3 J The author thinks that as a rule, this is not the way of things at all. 
Perhaps the most obvious literary target here is Dostoevskii, and those of his works, 
such as Poor Folk (Bednye liudi), Notes/rom Underground (Zapiski iz podpol'ia) or 
Crime and Punishment (Prestuplenie; nakazanie) which portray the pJight of people 
who have fallen on hard times. The character of Sonia Marmeladova in Crime and 
Punishment, the saintly prostitute who sells her body to save her family, is a good 
example of what Zoshchenko's narrator here calls "stuff and nonsense", A story by 
Zoshchenko called "A Strong Woman".("Krepkaia zhenshchina") (1924) offers a very 
different treatment of the theme of prostitution - one that matches the hard-boiled 
attitude of the narrator here. The heroine of "A Strong Woman" loses her job and 
decides to become a prostitute, but finds that whenever a man approaches her she 
cannot help instinctively protecting herself and repulsing his advances. Finally, 
deciding that she is simply not able to debase herself in this way, she sets up a small 
business on her own. (M. Zoshchenko, "Krepkaia zhenshchina'\ in Uvazhaemye 
grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, fe/'etony, satiricheskie zametki, Pis'rna k pisateliu, 
odnoaktnye komedii, pp. 214-5). However, notwithstanding the message of "A Strong 
Woman", Zoshchenko himself was far from espousing the ruthless attitude to 
suffering shown in the comments by the narrator of "Michel Siniagin" here. This is 
shown by the story behind The Blue Book, which is said to have been a response to an 
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idea from Gor'kii for a satire on human suffering. Gor'kii wrote to Zoshchenko: "it 
would be a good thing to make a laughing stock of professional sufferers, dear 
Mikhail Mikhailovich ... to laugh at all those who become hostile to the world as a 
result of idiotic trifles and inconveniences ... Suffering is the disgrace of the world, and 
it is enough to hate it to destroy it". G. Munblit. who met Zoshchenko around 1930, 
recalls how he told Zoshchenko of a project he had in mind - an article on "the 
aesthetisation of suffering as a motif in pre-revolutionary Russian literature ". 
Zoshchenko was very interested in the project and later sent Munblit a copy of 
Gor'kii's letter, together with his own thoughts on the subject. In his letter to Mundblit. 
Zoshchenko expressed the thought that in the fight against suffering "it is not enough 
to change one's philosophy, because the root of evil here is not in the attitude to 
suffering of philosophers or writers, but in the conditions that engender suffering". He 
also told Munblit that he intended to respond to Gor'kii's letter in the book which he 
was now working. (G. Munblit, "Slezy skvoz' smekh", in Iu. Tomashevskii, (ed.), 
Vospominaniia 0 Mikhaile Zoshchenko, St Petersburg: Khudozhestvennaia Iiteratura, 
1995, pp. 225-6.). The Blue Book may be an "answer" to Gor'kii but it is far from an 
affinnation of Gor'kii"s views on suffering: rather it is a catalogue of cruelty and 
injustice, portraying a world in which it is impossible not to suffer. In Zoshchenko's 
world, "idiotic trifles and inconveniences" are far from insignificant - as Cathy Popkin 
convinCingly shows in her recent study of Zoshchenko (C. Popkin, The Pragmatics of 
Insignificance: Chekhov, Zoshchenko, Gogol". Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1993). On the contrary, these shortcomings - both material and moral. make up the 
very fabric of his world. For instance, in "The Suffering of Young Werther" 
("Stradanie molodogo Vertera") (1932) the narrator's joyous feelings and dreams of a 
bright future ("PHcyeTcJI 3aMeqa TeJILHaJl >KmHl>. MRnwe, nOImMalO~He JIIOAH. 
YBa>KeHHe x JIlAHOCTH. H M.strXOCTL HpaBoB ... H OTCYTcTBHe 6paHH H 
rpy6ocTH") are immediately shattered by the ubiquitous "neku/'tumosl"' of the 
aggressive crowd around him. The story ends with the heartfelt plea: ",naaaiiTe Bce-
!aXH I<ax-HH6YAL YBa>KaTL APyr APyra" (M. Zoshchenko, "Stradanie molodovo 
Vertera", in Sotsia/'naia grust', ed. B.S. Ruben, Moscow: Shko]a Press, 1996, p.284). 
To return to "Michel Siniagin", the manuscript version of the story shows that the 
narrator's words at this point initially read differently. Zoshchenko deleted a line or 
two that would have made the whole passage more ironic in tone (See Chapter 4 of this 
thesis, p. 204). 
32 l'.Jl' . 
. ...an 0 u ustrme SUit ... 
Lustrine is a shiny, stiff woollen material which enjoyed popularity in the 1920s and 
1930s. In the 1920s and 30s "the man's lustrine jacket became a particular type of 
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status symbol - distinguishing minor bureaucrats with petty bourgeois aspirations 
towards sophistication: the uniform of an entire social class described by Zoshchenko" 
(R. M. Kirsanova, Kostium v russkoi khudozhestvennoi kul'ture. Moscow: Bol'shaia 
Rossiiskaia entsiklopediia, 1995, p 161). 
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Conclusion 
This thesis has adopted a multi-disciplinary approach, drawing on literary criticism, translation 
theory and translation practice. I chose to concentrate this study on a single text because I am 
convinced that the study of translation is of greater value when it is related to a specific 
example. The thesis includes a large literary component, which reflects my belief that in-depth 
literary analysis and background research form a vital part of literary translation. 
The first two chapters are devoted to style and theme in Zoshchenko's work. They are intended 
to serve as a supplement to the translation by establishing the literary, historical and 
biographical context to the story "Michel Siniagin". These chapters also feed into the 
discussion of translation in the third chapter, as they elucidate the problems posed for the 
translator by Zoshchenko's work and set out the interpretive position on which my translation 
is based. 
The first chapter concludes that Zoshchenko's narrative style in the "Sentimental Tales" is a 
halfway stage between the informal skaz of his short stories and the creation of a populist 
author figure in his later works. The style of the "Sentimental Tales" combines elements of 
literary parody with elements of skaz in a deliberately clumsy manner intended to parody the 
style of the "Red Lev Tolstoi" - the inexperienced Soviet imitating classical literary models. 
This chapter explains the historical significance of the "Red Lev Tolstoi" by giving an account 
of the growing pressure on Soviet writers to produce appropriately grandiose works of 
proletarian literature for the new reading public - a situation that was to end with the 
prescription of Socialist Realism in the early 1930s. The chapter also underlines Zoshchenko's 
ambiguous and often contradictory views regarding proletarian ("barbarian") literature, with 
reference to his work Letters to a Writer. This ambiguity is an important element in the 
"Sentimental Tales" and "Michel Siniagin". 
The second chapter is devoted to thematic concerns. "Michel Siniagin" is placed in the context 
of other works by Zoshchenko and against the background of the age of NEP and the "Silver 
Age" of Russian literature. Throughout this chapter, reference is made to Aleksandr Tiniakov, 
the real-life poet and beggar who served as the model for Zoshchenko's Siniagin. The chapter 
discusses Zoshchenko's critical position with regard to the literature of the past and relates it to 
the increasingly stifling cultural climate of the NEP period. It goes on to discuss the author's 
fascination with the ideas of Nietzsche and his use of two contrasting fictional types, described 
by T. Kadash as the "beast" and the "lifeless man". The "Sentimental Tales" are compared to 
Mikhail Artsybashev's Sanin, a work which centres on the conflict between Christian morality 
and the ethical egoist who seeks to satisfy his own immediate desires. This section of the thesis 
also includes an account of Zoshchenko's battle with his own depression and nervous illness, 
described in the autobiographical tale Before Sunrise. 
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This chapter is an essential supplement to the translation, given that the barrier between source 
and target audience is not simply a matter of language but of cultural heritage and historical 
perspective. It may not be immediately obvious to a contemporary Western reader that the 
apparently flimsy tale of "Michel Siniagin" actually poses serious questions about the future of 
art and the existence of a higher nature in man. In his youth, Zoshchenko had been drawn to the 
idea of the poet as a contemplative soul and man apart from the common herd- the ideal of 
which for Russians of his generation was undoubtedly Aleksandr Blok. He forced himself to 
detach himself from this ideal when he began to see it not only as a source of embarrassment 
but as a contributory factor to his own depression. However, by 1930, when Zoshchenko wrote 
"Michel Siniagin", the age of Blok and his imitators was over: the notion of the poet as seer or 
visionary had been replaced by that of the writer as state-sponsored propoganda machine. 
Given the context in which it was written, it is hard to accept that Zoshchenko's story is a social 
satire on the sort of idle dilettante who could no longer be seen as culturally important, still less 
a threat. More threatening by far was the idea of the artist reduced both literally and spiritually 
to the level of a beggar - something which Zoshchenko felt he had encountered in the flesh in 
the person of Aleksandr Tiniakov. I concluded this chapter by arguing that "Michel Siniagin" is 
both a gloomy prophecy about the future of Russian art in the 1930s and an uneasy expression 
of Zoshchenko's own spiritUal malaise. Zoshchenko himself saw Tiniakov as living proof that 
"art for art's sake" was a "beautiful lie", but his portrayal of the unvarnished truth portrays a 
world in which existence is almost unbearable. 
The next part of the thesis is devoted to problems of translation. A study of recent work in 
translation studies convinced me that when translation theory becomes divorced from practice, it 
encourages modes of thinking that falsely represent the activity of translation as it actually 
happens. It is not unusual to find descriptions of literary translation as ideological "rewriting". I 
prefer to see it as an individual perfonnance strictly circumscribed by the nature of the text in 
question and by the relationship between the two languages and cultures involved. My decision 
to give a detailed account of a specific example of translation was a response to my own 
frustration at the abstract discourse engendered by translation theory. 
I based my discussion of translation theory on Friedrich Schleiermacher's formula of "bringing 
the reader to the writer" or "bringing the writer to the reader". From a general overview of the 
arguments concerning fonnal and dynamic equivalence I argued that dynamic equivalence is 
appropriate for many translation tasks, but that in some cases the translator may be justified in 
bending the target language in order to reflect the expressive capacity of the original. Whether 
or not the translator decides to use "foreignising" translation depends on the nature of the task 
in hand. In the case of Zoshchenko the "opaque" nature of his style pulls in the direction of 
literal translation, while the mimicry inherent in skaz suggests the need for a more dynamic 
approach. After comparing existing translations of Zoshchenko's short stories I concluded that 
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the most successful translations were those that did no place too much importance on "natural-
sounding" English usage but let the verbal humour of the original speak for itself. I went on to 
argue that the style of the "Sentimental Tales" deliberately violates rules of fluency which 
translators are normally expected to observe. The translator must be careful to avoid smoothing 
out the inconsistencies in the original, as these are an essential part of Zoshchenko's style. On 
the other hand, it is important to bear in mind that all the "deviant" features of the text are 
intended to reflect a specific persona - the struggling author poised between two ages. I showed 
how my own translation used both literal and dynamic strategies as a response to this. I also 
included a discussion of two representative passages in the text to show how the literary 
analysis set out in the first two chapters of this thesis was brought to bear on the process of 
translation. 
Before moving on to the text of the translation itself, I discussed the different published 
versions of the text of "Michel Siniagin" and compared them with the surviving manuscript 
version. My main conclusion here is that the text was changed - possibly by Zoshchenko 
himself - following the publication of the first version in 1930, and that these changes 
compromised the integrity of the original text. Analysis of Zoshchenko's own corrections to the 
manuscript show that he intended to increase the awkwardness of the original and detract from 
any pathos. Later amendments show the opposite tendency, with sentimental passages added 
and awkward or crude words erased or softened. My decision to use the first published version 
of the text was based on the fact that it is the closest to the corrected manuscript version. In this 
chapter, I also discussed a number of passages excised during revision of the manuscript. The 
most important of these is a lengthy digression by the "author" on the Golden Age which 
contains the kernel of a future major work by Zoshchenko. The deleted passage reveals that the 
idea of history as an endless, violent struggle shaped not by destiny or progress but by basic 
human instincts - a view expounded at length in The Blue Book - was already in Zoshchenko's 
mind when he wrote "Michel Siniagin". It also suggests that this view of history was closely 
linked to the age in which Zoshchenko lived and worked and that this view was, at least in part, 
an attempt to make sense of the misfortunes suffered by the author and by his own generation. 
The thesis concludes with the translation of "Michel Siniagin" into English. The translation 
represents both the result of and the starting point for the research contained in the previous 
chapters. I recorded the process of reading and discussing the text with native speakers in detail 
in a translation diary. Some of the resulting material has been included in the form of 
annotations to the translation, but the vast bulk of this material fed back into the earlier chapters 
on literary criticism and translation. The translation attempts to strike a balance between the 
polarities of "bringing the writer to the reader" and "bringing the reader to the writer". I 
attempted to convey the humour of the original and to get across the flavour of "author's" 
narrative manner, while retaining features of the original, such as rhythm and repetition, which 
raise it above mere parody. 
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APPENDIX·! 
Russian Text of "Michel Siniagin". 
Reproduced from Novyi mir, December 1930, pp. 112-40. 
M. D. (HURraH 
(80CDOIIHH8HHSI 0 MHweJle CHHHrHHe) 
MHX. 30UlEHKO 
npe.llHCJlOBHe 
3 ra KHHra eCTb BocnOMHHaHHe 06 O.lUIOM lIeJlOBeKe, 06 O.ll.-HOM, liTO JlH, MaJlOH3aeCTHOM Hc60JlbWOM n03Te, C KOTOPblM ar,· TOp CTaJlKHa3J1CH B relleHHe ueJloro pSUla JleT. CV)lb6a 3Toro tIeJlOBeKa aBTopa 'lpeaBbllJaHHO nOpa3l1JIa, I-f 
B CHJIY 3Toro 3BTOP peWHJI HanlicaTb TaKHe, liTO JlH, 0 HeM nOCnOMHW)· 
HHH, TaKylo, tITO JlH, 6Horpa<pHlIeCKYIO nOBeCTb, He a Ha3H.lI.3HHC nOTOM· 
eTay, a npOCTO TaK. 
He Bce )Ke nHcarb 6HorpaQ>HH H MeMyapbl 0 aaMelJaTCJIbllblX 11 
BeJlHKHX JII0.ll.HX, 06 HX noytIHTeJlbHoA iKH3HH H 06 HX reHHaJlbllblX Ptlhl-
C.'1RX H .lI.OCTlfiKeHHHX. 
KOMY-HH6Y.lI.b Ha.ll.O OTKJIHKHYTbCR H Ha nepeiKHaaHHH il.pyrHx, CI\OJ-
)i{eM, 60Jlee Cpe.ll.HHX JIIo.a.eA. TaK CKa3a1 b, He 3anHcaHHblX B 6apX<lTIlYIO 
KHHry JKH3HH. 
npH lIeM >KH311b TaKHX JlfO.lI.eA, no MHeHHIO aaTopa, Tome B .!lOCTa · 
TOllHOH Mepe 6bIBaeT noytIHTeJlbHa H Jlf060nblTHa. Bce OWH6KH, npOM.IXII, 
Crpa.ll.3HHH H pa;iOCTH HHlIyTb He YMeHbWaIOTCH a, caoeM pa3Mcpe OT1'oro, 
.. TO 1I.eJloaeK, HY, CKaiKeM, He HapHCOllaJI l-I3 nOJlOTlle KalwA-IIHOYJlil II pl? 
JIeCTHblA we.lleap-«.lleaywKa C KyawHHOM», HJIH I-Ie HaYllHJlCH 6hlcrpo 
Y.llapHTb no PORJlbHblM KJlaBHWaM, HJIH, CKaiKeM, He OTblCKaJJ J~JlR 6J1ar:l 
H cnOKOHCTBHH lIeJJOBelleCTaa KaKYIO-I-IH6y.lJ.b JJHUHJIOIO 3UC3.l~ HJlII 
KOMeTY Ha He60cao.ll.e. 
HanpOTHa, JKH3l-1b TaKIfX 06blKIiOuellHblX JIlO.lleH eme 60JIec IICrJo· 
HHTHa, ellle 60Jlee .lI.OCTOHHa Y.llHBJleHHH, lfCM, CIWIf{CM, K~II{HC-IIH6y i l" 
HCKJJlOlIHTeJlbHble H He06bIKHOBCI-Hlble nOCTynKH H lIY.lI.<llICCTUa relHla:II,· 
lioro XY.llO)f{HHKa, nH3HHCTa HJlH HacTpoHulHKa. 
}f{H3:-Ib TaKHX npocTblX JIID.lI.el1 elLl~ 60Jlee III1Tcpcclla H eillC on,lll"· 
~ocTynHa nOHHMaHHIO. 
ABTOP He XOlleT 3THM CI{a3aTb, liTO BOT ceii'lac Rbi ynH JlHTC 'llTI)· I'll 
T3Koe HCKJllOlll-lTeJlbHO HHTepeCI-IOe, nopa31lTeJlhllOC 110 CIIJlC IICIH~ )I(ltil;l . 
1-11111 H CTpaCTHM. 
HeT, 3TO 6Y:.leT CI<POMIIO npO}J{HT;tH IIUI3I1b. OIIlICIIIIWH I( T()MY )hl' 
I-ICCKOJlbKO TOpOflJIHBO, He6peiKHO H co MllonlMH nOrpCI.IIII()CTmlll. ""I) . 
HellHO, CKOJJbhO B03MO)J(HO, aBTOp CTapaJJC5J, 110 :lJlfl II lMliorD OJJCL'h;J 
onHC3HHH He 6blJlO y Hero TaKoro, liTO JlH, "Y"{JIOrO CIIOIWiicTllltH ; l\""\ ; I. 
Yl:lepeHHOCTH H JJI06BH K pa3HbiM M~JJI(HM npC .l(~ICTaM II nClll~ il\lIl1 ; lIllllDt. 
TYT He 6y.a.eT cnOKO(lHoro .llbIXiHIH5J l[C oIlO 11 e 1<:1 , y"cpClIlIoro II paJ1H13110("1t 
;.i,bIXaHHH <lBTOpa, CY .c1b6a KOToporo o6eperaerC5J II JICJJeCTCH ~WJJOT"I~I 
neKOM. 
II. n. CHHflrHH 118 
TYT He 6Y.J.eT KpaCOTbI <J>P~3, CMeJlOCTH 060pOTOO H OOCXHLU.etIHH 
nepe~ BeJlHlJHeM npHpO~bI. 
TYT 6Y.lJ.eT npOCTO npaO.lJ.HBO H3J10>KeHHaR >KHSHb. K TOMY )f(e lie· 
CKOJlbKO cyeTJlHBblH xapaKTep aBTopa, ero 6ecnOKoRcTBO It OIlHM81IHt! 
I( .lJ.pyrHM MeJlOlJ3M a3CT3BJlHIOT ero HHOA pa3 npeHe6pe4b nJlUDllbiM no. 
BeCTBOBaHHeM .lJ.JlH Toro, lJTo6b1 p3apeWHTb TOT ItJlH HHoA aJlo60AIICB. 
HbU1 aonpoc HJlH TO HJlH HHoe COMHeHHe. 
4TO KacaeTCH aarJlaBHH KHHrH, TO 3BTOP COrJl8CeH npHSI18Tb, 'ITO 
a3rJl3BHe, cyxoe H 3K3.lJ.eMH'JeCKoe, MaJlO lJerO.HH6YAb AaeT yMy H cepA' 
uy. Ho aDTOp OCTaBJlSleT 9TO aarJlaOHe opeMeHHO. ABTOP XOTeJl H830UTb 
9Ty KHHry HHalJe, K8K.HH6Y.lJ.b, H3npHMep: cY >KH3HH D Jlanux:. HJlH 
c)KH3HL H3'JHHaeTCR nOCo/1e33BTpa:.. Ho H .AJlR SToro Y Hero ucxnantJIo 
yaepeHliOCTH H HaXaJlbCT03. K TOMY >Ke. 9TH snrJl8BHR, oepOSlTIIO, Y>Ke 
OblJlH If JlHTep3TypHOM 06HXO.lJ.e,. a JMSI HOBoro surJlUBHR Y aBTOp8 IIC 
H£lUJJlOCb oco6oro OCTp'.lYMHH H H306peTaTeJlbHOCTH. 
lieo6'<OAHMO eme OTMeTHTb, 'ITO aBTOp, OCPOSITHO, 0 )lllJlblleAuJCM 
H3.lJ.aCT STH 60Cn()MHHUHHSI OT .lJ.CJlbHoR KHH>KKOA, 0 l<oTopoA 6y A.yT Ii;!· 
nelJaT.lhbl Q:>OTorpa<J>HH rJl3BHblX .lJ.CACTBYlOmHX .!HU, a HMCIUIO: M. n. C II. 
HSlrIiH3, ern il\eHbl, MaTcpH H TCTKH. 
3 ceHTSl6pSl 1930 r. 
Qepe3 CTO JleT. 0 U3weM apeMeHH. 0 npHCnOCOOJlReMocTH. 0 AY9J1IlX. 
o lJYJlKax. nponor HCTOPHH 
BOT 0 .l{aJlbHeAweM, JleT 9TaK, CKail<eM, IICpCS CTO IIJlII TUM IICMllo r o 
MeHbwe, I<or ll.a Bce OKOlittaTCJlbHO YTPHCCTCR, y cnlllO(HfTCn, Ko r JH1 >lOI :UII . 
3aCHSIeT HeCKa3aHHbIM 6J1eCI<OM, l<a KoA-HH6VJ1.b rpn >l<ll.U II II II, I< tl l<o n'"116y:u . 
9T3KIH1 rpail<.lJ.aHHH C YCHKaMH, B 9TUKOM, liTO Jill, 311 MUICUOM IICCO 'IIIO", 
I<OCTIOMlJHKC, HJlH TaM, CKa>l<eM, B BCIICPIICR UlCJlI<OOOn IIIHIHlMe, UO :lI ' M ~'· . 
npC.lJ.nOJlOil<HM, Hawy CKPOMIlYIO I<UH>I<I<Y It npltJlRiI<CT ellen IIU l<yllleTKy . 
Ou npHJlRiI<eT ua CUtl)bHHODYIO KYWCTI<Y IIJlII TIIM, CI<U>I, CM, 11 11 1<11 · 
KOH-UH6YJlb MHrl<HH ny<J>HI< HJlH I<03CTI<Y, 060 npeT cn o lo Jt)' IUII CTY IO ro· 
JlOBY Ha llHCTble pyKH H, cJlcrl<u sa.ll.Y.WBWIICb 0 npCl<pa CllhlX II ClI lI IX. 
paCKpoeT KHHry. 
- I1HTepecHo,-Cl<3i1<eT Oil, KymaSi KOIHI)Cl'I<I1,- K,11< 91'0 01111 1 a M 
.lKHJlH B CBoe BpeMH. 
Aero I<p3CHBaR, MOJlOll.3H cynpyra HJlI' Til M, CI<H>I<C M, Ito)lPYr'1I ('1'0 
il<H3HH, TyT )l{e PSl.lJ.OM CH.ll.HT B eLlOCM 1<3 I<O M·1I116YJu , II CI(JIIO'III T '.111 , 110\1 
IIC 1-110 a pe. 
- AH.ll.peyc, HJlIi' TaM TCOll.Op,- CI<3>1<CT 0 113 , 3a naXlfIIIln t: 1l0 n lIe lllO· 
a p,-OXOTa Tc6c, CI<3i1<CT, tJlIT3Tb p<l3I1YIO .'yp y. T OJl hlW, ' 1(u>t<CT, lIep""1 
ec6c TpenJlellIb Ha HOlib rJlSl)lH. 
H C3M3, PrlOil<eT, B03 bMCT C nO.1lI(H 1< ::l IW I1.11I,6y Jl b 1'O.IIIK II lI eCT p()~t 
aTJI<lCf-IOM ncpenJlere-CTHXH l<al<o r o .IIH6 YJu> ra ., 3 I1U"I'IIII TOr n 11 0 ra 
H lIal ll-leT 4HTUTb: 
B )100 M OItIl O Je l\ '11Ul1lCb JlII J1l IJl . 
. H nec" n ~ p rJt y ... 
J1106oOlJ, JlIO(\OIl'" Mml, IIAII :1JlI UI . 
H It n aM IIPII:W. 
B OT 1<3K npCll.CTaBHT ccu c :IIJTOP lin ""IIIYl'I<Y T:tI<Y IO IIIw a p l ' .II hlly h l 
" apnlllY, TaK H ncpo y Hero lIaJlIfTCR 11 3 p y l< - IICOXOT a IIII CIITI, Aa II 
TOJlb l(Q . 
l(o lie lJ 1-10 , aBTOp He yTDep>K/~.1 e T, liTO inlCIIJIO Ta"IIC CIl'III<II 6y ~r 
lfa6mo/13TbCSI B 6y JlYllte~ }KII 3 1111. H eT, 9TO I<;lI( p llJ "' :lJlO lJCp OHmo . :''h II 
TOJIbl<O MHIlYTlwe npC.lJ.nOJIO>KCIIIIC. Ha 9TO TOJII,KO n o nnpOilCIIT3 ~' O)J( II " 
114 MHX. 30utEHHO 
nOJIOiKHT!? , A ,CK~~~t~s.c,eroJ '.HanpoTH,B ,, ~~roJ ,6YAeT O'leHb T8KOe, 'ITO .'Hf, 
S,7l.CpOBO~" .,.~,~,~~~p'e;,:~~o!<9.J1e~n:!e. ' 3T8KHe'\ ' 6Y~T SarOpeJibie S.AOPOBRKH. 
, 0.!{eBalOU~~~S.~,:,~~,~g~,~~?t. '\.~?:(;?~19:.'J~~i\ ~el~oc~oOA npereH31iH , li3 POCKOlllh 
, H ' Ul.CrOJl~CTD9'f,{tC/;<,.~ \!<\'~'~.r .. p"),,, ' ,:, . '\"~:\ \.. ,\. , 
, ' ' ' K::~,t~~y!'{~:~~l;~ilri~jfi,eT,~ ~ ~~,J;I<e', ~~pi#~B>~e~l JlHpHlIeCKHe · CTHWKH OIiH It 
, 'IHTarb~rq.,, ; BO~~~:; 1:J~ 'l<; ~r.zt~:r".~;'~JlH f ,6y .Lt.Y:r ~; HX}"tllHraTb B HCKJltOlIUTeJlblH,aX 
CJIY'laHX, , npe.a.I,1C;>'I,~T~H~~, HaWH " np038HlIeCKHe KHHiKKlt, KOTOPblC 6YJiYT 
6paTb B pyKif c :.nOJIHblM , JlYWeBHblM ;oTpeneTOM H C nOJlHblM ' nO'lTCmII;' M 
K HX aBTopaM :" • " "',' ,,',,',' ,,;:, ,"'" '; t;', r.~ ~:, · . . 
.. : ... ·~:',.'t. ~. \~~'~~,:IJ i .~.; P, t.,.-</. . f ~f\ "';' ~~ .... ~, 4'.~ l' 
, O.a.tIaK,?, NKaK , n9.ll.YM8eT . ..,~~TOp ;01 T8KHX'r HaCTOSIlUHX lIHT3Te.1lRX/ T{m 
onHTb nOHBJISnOrCR3aTpY.ll.H~HHRiH , C~OBa 'nepo Obl08J1HOaeTCR HS pyK. 
Hy, liTO: ,ao'fOp : MOil\eT JiaTb ' T8KHM ' ripe'KpaCHbiM lIHTaTeJlRM? 
Cep.lleimo npH3HaoaH, Bce B~JIH'IHe '- HaWerO . BpeMCHH, 30rop, TeM 
He MeHee" He, B CHJIaX ' .ll.aTb ' COOTBercto~lOlUee npOHSOe.llCHHe, nOJIllOCT"IU 
pHcylOl~ee Hawy 3noxy. MOiKeT 6b1Tb, aBTOp paCTparHJI CBOH .. 103ru 1111 
MeJIKHC nOBce.a.HeOHble MtlUaHCKHe .a.eJIa, H3 paSHIlie JlU'Itlble orOplICIII'$: 
H sa60TbI, HO TOJIbKO eMY He n<? ,CHJlaM TaKoe 06WHpHoe npOHSOeitCllIfl" 
KOTopoe CKOJIbKO-HH6y.a.b 3aHHTepecyeT 6y.a.yUHIX yomKucMhlX 411TUTCJleiL 
Her, yiK JIy'lwe aaKpbITb rnasa Ha 6y.a.ymee H HC .a.yM3rb 0 1I0lll>lX 
rpSl.llymHx nOKOJIeHHSlX. JIYLJwe ym nHcaTb .Ann lIaUJItX IICnI:.lT:.1IIIII ,1 '\ 
LJHTaTeJIeH. 
Ho TyT onHTb HOJISlIOTCR COMHeHHn, It nepo BaJJIITCn 11 3 PYI( , n 11 :1, 
CTOH~ee opeMH, Kor.n.a caMaSl OCTpaH, tlY>Ktlan H il~)}I\C IIC()OXOJlIl~I ;J' 
TeMa - 3TO KOJJX03 HJJH TaM, CK3iKeM, OTCYTCTBlie rapbl 1IJ111 YCTPOl1cTIIO 
CHJJOCOa, 003MO>KHO, LJTO npOCTO HeT31(THlHlO nHcaTb Hll< cc6e, uoo IIll' , 
o nepc)t((10aHI1HX JJlo.n.eH, KOTopbIe, B CYlUHOCTH rouopn, AU>KC II "e III p :l-
,lOT POJIH 0 CJIO>KHOM MCX3HH3Me HaWHX .lll/~A. 
th'iTaTeJJb MOiKeT npOCTO onpyraTb 31lTOpn crun/beA. 
- 3B3,-CI<a}f{eT,-rJJH,llllTe, liero eUle O)UI" flllIUCT, OIllICloItI:ll'l, 
XOJJcpa, nepemHB3HHH. I'J1H,llHTe, CKameT, ceAI/ac lIa l illCT "po IlLJCTIOI II" · 
3MbI l:aBOpaLJHB3Tb. 
HeT, npo UBeTKH aBl'Op nHcaTb He CTuueT, AUTOp 1I1111I1II1CT II01ll'n I,. 
no ero MHeHHlO, ,l{3iKe BeCbMa He06xo.lJ.HMYIO IIO£lCe1'h, TUI( (1(Il:Jil1'h, lin ,!! , 
BO,Tl,lIIllYIO HTorH npOWJJOH >I<H3I1H, 1l0UeCTh I1pO O)1I10ro IIC3 I1a'III'1'l' .'1I.1I0J'( 1 
[l031'a, KOTOPblH mHJI B I-laUJe BpeMR. 
KOHelJHO, aBTOp npeilBH.lJ.HT meCTI<YIO Iq)HTlII<Y 1.1 9TOM , .. tloI (~ Jh' (I' 
t'TOPOHbI MO,lIO,llblX H JJCrl<OMblCJlelUlhlX I<PIITIIIWII. 1I0llCPXIIOCl'II0 t'Jhl : lll · 
IItHX iJa TaKHe JIHTepaTypHblC q);.tI<Thl. 
O,llHaKO, coueeTb Y aB'fOpa '1IIeTa. AllTOP '" ~",(jI,lIIal'T 1\ :lJl~ rofl 
(PPOHT H He rHYllfaeTCH nHC<.ITh 0 np0I'YJlaX, () CII JIOCOIIIIIIIIII 1\ () JIIII'IIII · 
JJ.aUHU HerpaMOTIiOCTH. J.1 Jl<UHC, !laJlpOnlll, TlIIWII CI<POMII:III p:I HI I'll I- :Ih 
p.13 no ero nJlellY, 
Ho Ha PH)(Y C 3THM Y aUTopa 11M 'CTOI IIp ' :illt.l'llIiiIJOt,' crpl'M ,1l' i lill 
!{3J{ HH MO)f{HO cJ{opeii llalll1eal'b ennll 1I()C IIOMllllatJlUl 06 ~ TlHI '1l· ,10IH' h!'. 
1160 n JI.<lJJbHeAIllCM }I{H3111> nepclII;II'IICT ern, II Ct.' :i:l0Y; lC IT II , It TP:1I11l 11 
3apacreT Ta TponHIII<:t, no I<OTopoii "1>0111 ' JI 11:1111 (I\PIBIIIJ,IO t'l'PIHI, 11 ,111 1 
:maI<OMbIH 11, npnMO CJ(i\}I\CM, II a III pOJlCTIIl!IIIIIII{ M, II. (1111111 ' 1111. 
11 ~TO nOCJle!lJlCe 06nOHTCJlhl'TIlO 1I0:ill(lJIII JIO ;1I .. ropy IIII Jll" 't. 111 ' 10 
ero ~I(I13Hb, [Ice MellDl1H cro )I{II 3 1111 II IIL'l' CO()I,ITIIII, p .l.lItl' PIt~' lItll l\l'\ \ 1 
n llOCJle,llllHe rO.llbl. 
Ben JIHLJHall ero 1I<H31-lb "pOlll JI:I, I<at< 11 : \ (IlCII', IIl'Pl' : ll' ,t' :I: I:\MII :l\IIIIP,1. 
BOT TyT I<OTOPblfl C YCIlI<aMII II II :i;lMIII{'IItlM IWCl'IlIM'II\1\\', t'l'.''', III' 
,'WH 6or, 01-1 npocI<OJJb311CT n 6YJlY IIlCC ('TO)I ''I'll '' 11;1 Ill: P"Ul.', (.11 C 1'1 ,I Yfl'" 
BHTUI H 3anOJJOll.{Cl'CfI lIa c/lodi C;'H!)I.1UIIOIlOi\ 1<03 'me, 
MiI.ilYllla,-- CI<aiKeT 011, nor,1,;JIJOII,ml Ct. ) 11 Y{,IIIIII\Jt, - III1H'lh " ' llIl, 
('Kamer. Y I-IHX, CI<a}KeT, KaI<:HI-TO JHI'II:an ilW3"" 6,.rJHI. 
M. n. CHHRrHH i15 
_. AH.1lpeyc,-CKa>KeT OHa rpYJl.HblM ronOCOM,-He MewaA. Ck8lKeT. 
33 pa.ll.H 60ra, H CTHXH lIHT31O ••• 
A B CUMOM JteJIe, lIHTUTeJIb, KaKoA-HH6y,ru, 9T3KHA c YCHK8MH B 'ero 
cnoKoHHoe BpeMH npHMo HHnOlleM np3BHJIbHO He npeACTUOHT HaweA 
>KH3HH. Oil, HunepHoe, 6Y.lI.eT tlYMaTb, liTO Jdbl Bce ope .. R B se .. J1RIIKU'I( 
CHlleJIlf, Bopo6beB KywaJlH H BeJlH KaKYIO-HJt6YJlb HeWblC.IIHMYIO AHKYJO 
iKH3Hb, nOJIHYLO e>KetlHeBHblX KaTaCTpo<p H Y>K8COB. 
npaBJla, HU,!.lO npmlO CKa3aTb, liTO MHorHe H He HMe .. H TOK HU3tol- , 
BaeMOH Jlli4HOH 1I<H3I1H-OHH OT ,llUOanH Bce CHJlbI H BCIO BO.llIO )VIR PU.l'" 
CBOHX H,lI,eH H Ami CTpeM.'IeHHR K uenH. 
Hy, a K01\.,pble nO!.1eJlblle, Te, 6e3ycnoBHo, nOBlIHJlHCb, npHcnoc8-
6J1HR3JIHCb H CT::Jpa.lIiCh nO.13CTb B Hory CO BpeMeHew AJIR Toro, lIT06b1 
npHJIH4HO npOlKHTh H nOllJlOTHee nOKyw3Tb. 
YI IIm3Hb III.If,! CB0HM 4epeJlOM. npOHCXO.1lHJl3 JII060Bb H peOHOCTI-.• 
H JlCTOPOIKLlcHHe, If pa ,'iHl,le BeJlHKHe M3TepHHCKHe "YOCToa, H pOJflble 
TOMY 1I0,llOOHble nlleKpaCli~e nepe}KHBaHHR. J1 Mbi XOJlIIJlH C JleOYWKUMII 
BI<HHO. H KaTu.rmCb lIa .'IU,'lKax. J1 neJlH nOJl rHTapy. 11 KywaJUt nu(I:Jlt' 
C KpeMOM. H HOCHJlH MO,llHble HUC04KH C np0>KHJlKat.tH. J1 T3tlllOOUJUI 
ct)OKC fpor nOJ~ /lOM<lWHHH PORJlb ... 
Her, >KH3Hb lllJla nOHeMHO>KKY, KaK OH3 H BCerJla H npH ocex .11106b1x 
06CTOSlTeJlbCTBUX utleT. • 
H .1106HTeJlH T:1I..o11 }lm3HH no Mepe COOHX CHJI npHCnOC36J1uoa.'Ht~bo 
H npBHCpaBJlHB:l.lHCb. 
TalC CKa33Tb, H:l>KJlan ~moxa HMeeT COOIO nCltXHKy. H B K3>KA"VtO 
:moxy, nOKa liTO, 6blJlO OJlHHaKOOO J1erKO H OJlHU3KOUO TPYJlIlO >KKrb. 
JJ.JlSI npHMepa, Ha liTO Y}K 6blJl 6ecnOKoAHblA oeK, IIY, CKa>Kct.., 16. 
HaM 113.£laJlH nOrJlRJleTb, TaK npRMo HeMblCJlHMblM KII>KeTCR. 4YTb " .. 
Ka>KJlbIH .1lCHb B TO BpeMSl Ha .1lY9J1RX .1lpam.fCb. rocTeA C OUUICII c6pnCbl-
BaJlH 1l01leM 3pH. H HH4cro. Bce 8 nOpSl.ltKe BemcA 6L1J10. 
HaM-TO, C HameA nCHxHKoA, npSlMO 60Sl3110 npC)tcTatlllTb eeOc 11 -
,llOUI-JYIO HXIlIOIO }KH3HI:i. nJlSl npHMepy, KaKoA.,1H6YJlb TUM 11:<111111 '.)" 
O,ilaJlbHbU1 CyKHH eblH, KaI\,oA.liHUY.llb TUM BHKOIiT ISJlIS Taw OlllOUJltI1 rp:ll!» 
H).I.eT, tlJIfl npHMCpy, norYJlRTb. 
DOT H)leT OH norymlTb H, 3HalluT, LUnary C60KY npIlUJmIJlllna~T . 
MaJIo JIH KTO.HH6ytlb ero ceAllac, 60me COXPIlIIH, nJle40~t rmXlleT IIJln 
o6pyran TpeX3Ta>KHO-cpIl3Y lIaJlO JlpaTbCfI. H IIUlicro. 
HAcr Ha nporyJlI<y H tlalt<e till 1IOP.lte IIHKuKOi\ 1 PYCTII lIJ1n rtllllllt<1t 
/le HanHc'lHO. HanpOTHB Toro, u)(eT H ,'.lame, MO>KCr 61.a1Tb, YJlhl6nCTCII II 
nOCBHCTbIBaeT. 
Hy, >KeHY He6pe>KHO Ha npOLuaJlbC nOllCJlYCT. By, (,KIUKeT, l' Il/lJt~1 _ 
SI Toro ••• noweJl nporYJlflTbcR. 
J.1 Ta-XOTb 6bl XHbl. JIa JUI 0, CKa>KeT, IIC On03JUll1, Ct<U)I(CT, K c.)O~ ,'t I .. 
Lla B Hawe opeMS. }Kell;) OUi Pbl)U1JlU U 3 11 1I0 fU 0'01 Ill!lIJ1I1J1l.' ' h. 
YMomm HC BbIXO.ltHTb 1111 YJJlHlY UJlU, 8 KPi1l1/1CM CJlY'/IIC, IIpO' II.II:I <i ", 
06eCIIC l lHTb eH 6C36e)llloe cyulecToooallHc. A Tyr npoCTo U 0 ' ::H.UI'l' '11(110 . 
B3HJI umall,;oHl<y, nOT04HJI ee, eCJlu olla ':HlTY"IIJlilCt. or IIPC)I(IICi\ crloJlII'II. II 
nOUle .. , lIo6po)lHTb .ltO Ooe,ll3 , IUICR 1I0'ITII occ 1IJ:IIICt., 1111 JI,y JIb 11m. 
CTOJl/{1I0BeIH1C. 
HaJlo C/{<l3aTb, eCJlH 6 LlOTOP )KIIJ1 n Ty 9110XY, ero 01>, (IIJlOI1 II:J 
){OMY He Rbll<ypUJlH. TaJ( 6bl BelO >KII311b H "I>O>KIIJI 6," BlaIlC!>TII UIIJ1()TI. 
J(O muucro npCMeliH. 
JJ.:.l, C Hawel1 T041<H 3PClllifi IICIIIITCpCCII:ln GUlJlIl m1l3111.1 A Te.\, 
3Toro lie 3aMe l laJlH H }!(HJlH nOIlJleBblU:lfl. H .ll..HKC C3/1.I1J111 0 rocHt, K ItM' · 
IOUlHM 6aUlHH. • 
TaK 4TO B 9TOM CMblCJle lleJlOnCK OtlCllb IICJlIlt<OJlCnllO YCTPOCII. I<n-
KaH iKH3Hb H)lCT-B TOH OH H npeJiCCTHO }fOlDeT. A KOTOPblC lie worYT ~ 
... 
~~~'~~'" 
,. ' 
" .I 
! • 
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Te, 6e3YCJIOBHO, OTXO,ll.HT B ,~OP9,~Y " . He ny,TaIOTCR no)1. l-tOrU'H. B 9TO~' 
CMblCJIe JKH3Hb HM~eT Ol{eHb CTporHe 3aKOHbI, H He BCHKHA WOlKeT none· 
peK nyTH :. JlO~lrrbC;~.:!,H ;f H~~T~ _: pa3~OrJlaCHH • . , 
,; . TaK .:,: B,~r~};·ceA.l{~,~ ;. ~.epeA)1.eM K rJl80HOMy' onHC8HHIO, H3-S1 l{ero, c06cToeHHO~ t~Hr H.~l{8~~C~ : 9T,8 .KHHra: AOTOP '.H38HHReTcrt, eCJlH OH l{ero-
HH6y)1.b.;JlHU,J~~~lr C9,9..JI,,;r~y~;~~~ ;-~~yut~e ' ~ I Aelly. Y>K Ol{eHb , Bce raKHe 
HYJKHble MOM~~T~'~;~1~80npOCbi! l: rpeOYlOutHe ' HeMeAJleHHoro ' plspeweHHR. 
A lITO ' )1.0 nC'I?<HKH, TaK 9TO Ol{ellb BepHO. ~h'o anOJIHe HcropHeA 
,. '/J' • • 
npOBepeHO. -. . . '. .' • . . • \ (II' • • , 
TaK BOT, ceH~~c<. ~O . cnoKoAHoA',: COBeCTblO Ubi nepcA)1.ew · K t ~ocno. 
MHHaHHRM 0 lIeJlOBeKe; KOTOPblA >KHJI B H8l{Me )1.08ALtUTOrO aeKI. • 
110 XOlJ.Y nooeCTBo~aHHR ",arBTOp 'npHHyil\Aeu OYJ1.I!T K8C8TbCJI MHO· 
rHX TSJ)t\e,llbiX BemeA, rpycTHbiX nepe>KH08I1HA, mtwellHA II HY*AbI. 
lIo aBTOp npOCHT : He OblHOCHTb 06 ' 9TOM nocneWII(\ro 3aKJllOl leHtlA. 
Hel<OTopble HblTHKH cnoc06ubI 6Y~T : Bee He03ro,:u,a npHnucaTb 
TO.llbKO PCBOJIIOUHH, KOTOPSR npOHCXO,AHJl8 U TO Bpe~UI. 
Ol{eHb, 3HaeTe, CTPSHIIO, HO TyT AeJlO He TOJlbl\O II peaOIlIOLH' .... 
npaB,Aa, peBOJIlOlJ,HR cGHJla 9Toro l{eJlOOek8 C n031ilJ,mt. lio TYT, KUK {)I-I 
CKaaaTb, DO Bce BpeMeHa B03MO}KHa H OCpORTJla TUKflR >KH3' .... 
ABTOP riOJt03peBaeT, liTO TaKHe HMeHHO oocn01UflWtlliR MOrJlII 01)/1'10 
flanHCaHbJ 0 KaKOM-HH6Y.llb .llpyr<. ... l{eJlOOCKe, >KHBweM 0 ;,WyrylO 9IJOXY. 
ABTop npOCHT OTMeTHTb 9TQ 06CTOHTeJlbCTBO. 
BOT y aBTopa 6blJl coce,lJ. no KOMHUTe. 6b1BWIlA Y'IIiTCJlb pltCOlllllllln, 
On cnHJlCR. 11 BJI34HJI }K3JIKYIO H HenO;J.oGalo~1O >K1I311b. Ta" .HOT 
Vl{HTeJlb BCer,Aa JII06HJI rODopHTb: 
~ - MeltSl, rODopHT, He peBOJlIOlJ,HR nO,AnliJIIiJiU. ECJIII 6 H tie OI~JIO 
peBOJIIOJ~HH, ' R GbI oce paollo cnHJlCR Gbi HJlH Gbi npOUopOUUJlcn, 1IJ111 611. 
MCHR Ha BoAHe nO,ACTpeJlHJlH, HJlH Gbi B IlJIellY MOPAY cUCP"YJlli lIa no. 
pOny. }I, rOBopHT, 33p3Hee 3HaJI, ua 'HO HJlY H ,,:ul<un Mile )t(" ~"lh 
npe,u.CTOHT. 
H 3TO 6b1JIH 30JlOTbJe CJlOBa. 
AOTOp He .lleJIaeT H3 9Toro MeJlO.llpaMbi. H.~T. AIll'Op yuepell II lin . 
6e.llUOM weCTOHH >KH3HH, BnOJIHe rO,AlloA .AJlR Toro, 'IT061>' "POIt<IITb "llIt · 
neBalO41i. Y>K Ol{eHb Mlloro Jllo.lleA 06 31'OM n.yMUCT " JlO .. UleT ceOe I'll · 
JIOBbl, CTapaftCb nOTpacllHTb 'ICJlOBCI<Y B 3TOM CMblCJlC, 
KOHe'IHO, eme, T3K CKa3aTb, npoJlor IICTOp"l. ElIle )IOI :Ulb tie YTpll · 
cnaCb. rOBOpftT mO,AH, ,AneCTH JleT IIU3U.ll "YJlI<II·TO IIIH!PUhIC CT IJlII III} ' 111'1 •. 
TaK 41'0 Bce 0 nopn,u.l<c. XOPOUJ<lR )t\1I 3 11b npIIOJlIIH\ j'l!TOI. 
2 
POH<JleHRe repOR. MOnO.AOCTb. C03CpUllTeJlbtlOe tlnCTpOelltie. JlKl6m, .. 
I( Kpacore. 0 He)l\HblX .lI.ywax. 06 3pMtnaH<C II 0 3n~"~'ljlTeJlbliol (waul', 
cleoR Ba3e 
MHXUHJI nOJIHI<apnOIHtI.J CUllnrlltl PO)lIIJI ' 1\ \I 1887 rOJ~'y Ii ""'WIIII 
«naHbI<Ooo:t, CMOJICIICI<O A ryGeplI1I II. 
MaTb ero GblJla .lluOpSIIll<a, a OTCll IHPI 'Till.! n I'p:! )I(" l :1 II II II. 
Ho nocKoJlbl<Y UOTOP (jUl .. , MOJlOII,l! M. II. (1I1I1I1'11i1a JI ~ 'f 1111 Ill, '1 11 
HH4ero Tal<OrO ny1'lIoro allTOp H lie MOII< 'r (1\11 :,:11'1, o() ero "OJ1Il )tlol \; 
ro,u.ax DflJlOTb .AO 1916 ro JUl. 
Ho, nOCI<OJlbl<y cro BCCrJW II )l:t)l{l! n C()PUI{ ,n'r 11;1:".11111.1111 M'lIllI' , 
JICM, 6blJlO BIf.lIJIO, 'ITO 011 Ht.tCJI IIC>t<1I0C J~l!T~ 1' IlDI IIIIIUtaIIIlC, .lilt) )d Ill. II 
.llyweDHYIO Jlacl<y. 
Ero Ha3blBUJIH MUI.UCJICM- II neplIO, cr lIeJlh ;) .' OhlJ1U 1I.1 : \II ;t ~ 1o 
HHalJe. hce :l.PyrHe rpy6b1e IIiHIMCIIOIJ,III1HI .. ':1J10 IIIJlII Ii crn JlllllY, I( rro 
M. n. CHHRrHH 111 
TOHKOA cpHrype H K ero H3RlU.Hblld ABHiKeHHRM, HcnOJUleHIiLiM rpa14HH, 
.llOCTOHHCTBa H tJYBCTBa pHTMa. 
I\aii\eTCSI, tJTO OH OKOHtJHJI rHMHaSHtO H, K8>KeTCR, ,ADO HJUt Tpn 
rO.lla OH eme r .lle-TO T3Koe npoytJHJJCR. OOpaSOB8HHe y lIero 6b1JJO 80 
BCRKOM CJJYtJae caMoe He3aypR.lllIoe. 
B 1916 ro.llY aOTop C UblCOTbI CBOHX 18 .'leT, HaXO.llRCb C HlfM 
B O.llHOM H TOM }f{e ropO.ll.e, HeOOJlbHO Ha6J1IO.ll3J1 ero iKH3Hb II 6b1./J, T8K 
CKaaaTb, OtJeOH.llLteMMHOrHX BaiKHblX H 3Ha4HTeJJbHblX nepe.,eu II CO'. 
6bITHIf. 
M. n. CHHSlrHH He 6b1J1 Ita 4>poHTe no CJlYtJ8tO ymeMJlt:IIIIR rpbl'KII. 
11 0 KOHLte eoponer1cKoA BoAHbI OH CJlOHRJlCR no ropo.n.y 0 cooe.. WTDT. 
CKOM Mal<HHTowe, HMeR LtBerOK B neTJlHue H H3RlLlllh1A, CO CJlOIIOoor. 
PY4KOA, creK B pyl\3X. 
Ou XO.llHJI no yJlHI~aM Bcer.'la He-:KOJlbKO netJaJlbH~ln II TOiWbln. 
B nOJII-lOM 0.ll.HH04eCToe, 60PM043 npo ce6R CTHWKff, KOTopble on 0 1130· 
6~ JIHH (,)4 iIHRJI, HMeR fi/; ~ ;he nOpSI.ll.Ot;II'It> .llUPOOUtul\!, UI<YC H TOIIKOC 
I:yTbe KO BCCMY KpaCHB'lp. 'y II 113SllLtIlOMJ. 
Ero eOCXHmllJlII KSpTliHbI ne4aJlbHOA H 01l1f00tiP&l3ttOIl nCKLlllC'I«'A 
npHpO.ll.bl, 6epe3KH, pe41<H H p3311b1e MOIUKH, h:PY>K31LtIi(~CSI IIaA Ltn(~TOtl ­
HbIMH KJlYM6aMH. 
Ott yXOJlHJI a3 ropo.ll. H, CUSIO wJlSlny, C TOIIKOA H nOI"UU1,OUlcil 
YJIbI6K0r1 CJIe)lHJI 33 urpOr1 nnflleK II KOMapHI<OIl. 
I1J1H r JlSlJleJI 113 .ll.OUII<YlllHecSi TYtJlfllIe 06J1&lKa H, SOKH..,YO r0.l10oy, 
Tyr >Ke C04HI-IRJJ HS IfHX coorueTcTByloll~He PIH~MbI II CTIIXII, 
B Te rO.llbl 6blJlO eme nOpRJl04110e I<OJlII'ICCT00 JIIOJlen IJ I.-I COl<O· 
06pa30uaHHbiX H HIITeJlJlHreIlTllbIX, C TOIIKOA JlYlUcolloA oprall1l 3 :lIlIlCA II 
He>KHotl JlI0600bl0 K KpaCOTe II K pa3l1bl~t H306pa3ltTCJlbllblM IICt<YC:CTIHlM. 
liaJlo npHMO CI<J3urb, tJTO B lI<lwe~ CTpallC Bcer; lU 601.11:1 II CI"'" 0 '1I1 · 
leJIbHaR HHTeJl.'1HreIlTCIHISI npocJJoAI<a, K KOTOpoA OX()TIIO IlPIlCJlYlIlIlIlIl 
JlaCb BCH EBpona H ,A3>I{C OCCb MBp. 
VI 8ep1l0, 3TO 6blJlH O'ICllb TUKHe TOlllme . IlCIIHTCJlIt IICKYCClII :l It 
6aJleTa H aBTopbI MllorllX 3JMC l l:lTCJlbllblX npOIl3I1C)lCIIIIA, II UJlOXIIOIIII · 
reJlli MHOfliX OTJlHtlllblX JlCJI H BeJIHIOIX Y'ICIII1I1. 
3TO lie GblJlB CnCLtbl C TO'IKII 3PCllllfI IIUlI/CrO nOIlItMllIIIHt. 
3TO 6LIJlI1 "POCTO 11IITCJlJlllrCIITllbiC nOJllhlIlICllllh'C J!;1I . 1I1. ."" Wilt' 
113 I-IHX HMeJlH He/KllbiC )lYWIl. A IICKOTOPblC IIpOCl'O Jl;w<e lI.11t1l<llJll1 IIpll III1 Jlt 
J11I1UllerO Ll.uemu Hll KJlYMoe HJlII npblrUIOlllcro 11.1 IIUU{) J IIOI'\ t\Y'I' 
1l0po6Y1U1<3. 
!leJlC' npOWJloe, 110, IWlletiIlO, II;I) lO CI<:1 3 tlTb, tHO n 1'lHt 1)1 ,1.11 " 
J!ail{e 1I~I<OTOpiHl K<ll<PH-TO T.II\JfJ IICIIUIHI:l.'lhIlOCTh, H T;II(011 1I1./1Il'II •• n 
paCLtuer 6e3YCJlOBII0 UblJl 3n C4eT tlerO-TO 1';\IWI'O JlPyr 1'0. 
AOTOP lie BJlJllCCT IICKYCCTIIOM llll:lJlCI<1'III01 II II' :m:U,OM c pa.t . 
IIblMIl I-IUY11llblMH TCOPIISlMIt " TCllCllllflMlI, Tal( t/1'O Ill! 6l~lh~ " ' II /I ,'H CI~' 
CM"ICJle OTbICIUIUi.1Tb II plltlII II l>1 II CJlCllCTnllst. Ho, I'pyuo pn crY)I( Jl :Hl, !.to ) \( . 
110, 'WlleIIIlO, 'WC llO 'ICI'O llO'Wlli.lTbcn. 
ECJlII, npC.LI.1l0JI0>IOIM, U 0 ) l1l011 CCMIlC Tpll elJllla. yt cr.III1, I1IH~ JlI10Jl(l . 
)1\H~1, 0..'1.110rO Cblll:.l OUY11i.lTb, IWPMIITh UYTcp GpO: lamt t' " :I l',10M, , l ,lIl. l1 ' , 
K:II(aO, MblTb e)l(CJlIIClllIO U BallllC It GplI:lJllIlIOM I'OJl OIIY IIP"'I ' Chlll .tTI" .1 
.D.pynl~I 6paTbSlM ;WllaTb lIyeT!II\11 II YPC :J I,III;ln, ItX tlO lI l' l'X 11\;1111:\ 11\\ , 
TPCOIIOCTHX. TO IIcpubII1 Colli O'lCllb CLlo60 11ll M )I\·,. :l:lJt\!I O 1l1:1l'''yn. " 
1\ elloeM oUpa30U<lIlIlIl. II 0 enoll:\: llYllICUllblX ICI'I' ''1'11;\:<, II II ('flit I 11, 11 
It:l'1I1CT 3UrHOaTl), " IICPC) l 130pOGYWJ<LlMIl yr.tll .HlThOI, " rOIlOptll'h C) p.\'! , 
111>1:-' IW3UblWeHllbl,I( npCl tMeTJX. 
130T aU'rop IIC:WBIIO UblJl n 3pr.tIIT:l)/(C. r JlH l l 'JI CIOIII) I Itl' or,'c.'t , II 
T:UI. eCTb O.iJJI<.l Tal<an 3itMC l laTCJlblt .. HI npO'III<1U Ili.lJiI. I' .IIeT CI', r'OtlOf"Il', 
31'01: UJ3e, llerO-TO T;)JWe, CCJIII IIC UPYT, UO,lloliJe KIJI( , 1I1e Thl ' ll'lII. r u ,, ' n 
" . 
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MHX. 3011lEHKO 
mHK3pHaR 30Jl()T3R Ba3a •• OlJeHb HCKJllOlJHTeJlbHOR 'rOHKOA CKH'~CKOn 
pa60TbI. HeH3BeCTHO, 'C06CTOeHHO, ~nR '!ero ee CKHct>bI H3rOTOBHnll. Mo· 
lKCT, ' TaM JUlR MOJlOKa· HJlH nOJleo~e ~BeTbi TYJJ.a CTaBHTb, lJ1'OO CKH(~. 
CKHA KOPOJIb HIOXaJl. HeHaoeCTHO, y,eHble He BblHCHHnH. A HawnH 3TY 
Ba3Y B KyprtiHe. , . 
TaK BOT, H3 3ToR Baae aBTOp BJJ.pyr yB~JJ.eJl PHCYHKH--CH~T CKH$. 
CI<He MymHKH. OJJ.HH MY)KHlJOHKo.eepeJJ.H5IK eHJJ.HT, JJ.pyroR eMY 3y6 naJlb· 
l\3MH HlJIKOBblpHBaeT,TpeTHA JlanTHWKH ee6e nOnpaUJIHeT. 
ABTOP nOrJlHJJ.eJl n06J1H)Ke--6aTIOWKH~eBeTbi. Hy, npRMO HlIUH: 11..0-
peBOJlIOUHOHHble MY)KHKH. Hy, .CKa>KeM, 1913 rOAa. Jl,a>Ke KOC1'IOMhI Tt" 
)Ke--TaKHe wHpoKHe py6axH, nOJJ.nOHeKH • .llJlHHHble cnYTaHHble 60p0JJ.bI. 
ABTOPY JJ.a)Ke KaK-TO He no ce6e CTaJlO. 4TO aa lJOpT. CMOTPHT 
B KaTaJlor -- Baae 2000 JleT. Ha pHeYHKH nOrJlHJJ.HWb -- JleT HI nOJITOpbI 
TblCRlJH nOMeHbwe. JIH6Q, aHa'!HT, CnJlOWHOe >KYJlbHH'ICCTBO co CTOPOl-lbi 
HaYlJHblX pa60THHKOB 3pMHTa>Ka, JlH60 TaKHe KOCTIOMlJHKH H JlanTH TaK 
If , COXpaHHJlHCb DnJlOTb JJ.O HaweA peBOJIlOUHH. 
BceMH 3THMH paarOBopaMH ' aBTOp, KOHelJHO, HHCKOJlbKO He . XO'leT 
YHHaHTb 6b1BllJYIO HH:reJlJlHreHTCKYIO npOCJlOAKY, 0 KOTopoA llJAa pelJb. 
HeT, TYT npOCTO BblHCHHTb X04~TCH, KaK H lJero, H Ha lJbeA COBeCTH KCl· 
MeHb ne)KHT. 
A 'IIPOCJloAK3, HaAO c<>aHaTbCR, 6b1na frpocTo xopollJa, HH'IerO npo-
THB He CKa>KeWb. 
4TO KaeaeTCH M. n. CHHRrHHa, TO aBTOp, KOHelJHO, H He XOlU~T ero 
paOHRTb C TeMH, 0 KOM rOBpHJlOCb. Ho Bce-TaKH, 3TO 6blJl lleJlOneK TOiKe 
B JJ.oCTaTOlJHOA CTeneHH HHTeJlJtHreHTHbiR H lJOaDblllJeHHblA. ali .moroe 
nOHHMaJl, JlI06HJI KpaCHBbIe 6ea.n.eJlYWKH H nOMHIIYTHO BOCTOpraJlCR xy-
..n.O>KeCTBeHHbIM CJlOBOM. OH CHJlbliO JlI06HJI TaKHX npel<paCHIlIX, OTJlH4HhlX 
n03T08 A npoa3HKoB, KaK <I>eT • .EJlOK. Ha.n.cOl-I H EceuHH. 
Ii 0 cooeM c06cTBeHHoM TBOplJeCTOe, He OT JlHllanCb HCKJltolIHTeJIJ,· 
80A opHrHHaJlbHOcTbto, OH 6blJl noJJ. CHJlbHbIM 8J1HSIIIHeM 9THX CJlanlihIX 
003T08. H B oc06eHHoeTH, KOHelJIiO, nOA BJlHSItmeM HCKJIl04HTeJlbli0 reo 
flHaJlbHOrO n03Ta Tex JleT A. A. fiJlOKa. 
3 
MaTb H TeTKa M. n. CHHHrHHa. HXHee. npowJloe. nOl<ynl<a HMeflHH. 
>K!l3Hb B nCI<Ooe. TyqJ co6HpalOTcR. XapaKTep H HaKJlOHIfOCTH TeTKH 
M. A. Apa-BoA. BCTpeqa C JI. H. TOJlCTblM. CTHXH nona. Ero AYUleo-
Hoe HaCTpoeHHe. YOJleqellHe. 
MHWeJlb CHHRrHH >KHJI co cooeA M3M3weA AHlioA ApKa.n,beUIIOv. 
CHHRrHHoA H C ee ceCTpHueA MapbeA ApK3.n.beoHoA, 0 KOTOpoA n .lH1JlbllCi\. 
weM 6Y.AeT oc06aR pelJb, oc060e onHC311He H X3paJ<TepHCTHK3 n CHJlY 
Toro, 4TO 9Ta nOlJTeHHaH JJ.aMa H B.n.OD3 reHepaJia Ap-na HrpaeT lIeM::lJIO· 
saa:HYIO pOJIb B HaweM nOBeCTBOBaIlHH. 
HTaK, 0 1917 ro.n.y OHH oTpoeM npO>KHBanH 0 nCKoBe ..:aK (JlY· 
qaAHble rOCTH, 3aCTpRBWHe 8 3TOM He60JlbWOM cJlanuot.! ropOAHI1JJ<C II!I 
"pH4HHaM, He OT ce6R a38HCR~HM. 
Bo opeMR BoAubI OHH npHeXaJlH clO.n.a . .n.JlR Toro, IIT0GI>I noce.1HThC)J 
y cBoeA_ cecTpbl H TeTKH MapbH APK3.llbt'Dllbl, KOTopaR no CJlY4U10 nl>"· 
o6ptJla Heno.n.alleKY OT nCKOB3 HeGOJlbWOe HMeHblJue. 
B 3TOM HMeHbHue oGe CTapywl<H H XOTeJlIf cl<opOr:.1Tb euoH ne l{ 
o6nH3H c npupo.n.oA, B nOJiHoA THWHue H nOl<oe noeJle .n.OBOJlbIiO 6YP!lo 
H oeccJlo np~)8e.n.eHHoA n<HaHH. 
3TO aJlonOJlYlJHOe HMeHbe H 6b1J1o Ha30aHO COOTlJCTCTUYIOU(HM oG· 
paaou: c3aTHWbe:.. 
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A MHWeJlb, 9TOT ,AOBOJlbHO rpycTHoOBTblA MOJlo.lloA lICJlOOeK, 
CKJlOHHblA K Heonpe.lleJleHHoA . MeJlaHXOJll1H H HeCKOJlbl\o YTOMJlellHlJ!A 
cBoeA n09THllecKoA pa60ToA H WYMOM CTOJlHllHOA >KH3I1H C ee PCC'TOpa-
HaMH H neBHllaMH, H Mop.ll060eM, 'JaK>Ke XOTCJI HeKOTopoe BpeMn cno· 
J(OAHO nOiKHTb ·B THWH NUl Toro, 'IT06 Ha6paT~CH CHJI H CHooa ny-
CTHTbCR BO Bce .TRiKKHe. 
Bce, O.L{HaKO, CJlOiKHJlOCb HHa'le, lIeM GbU S311YMaIJ0. 
c3aTHwbe:. 6b1J1o KYJLlJeHO nepe,A cllAmA peBOJIIOLlHeA, liTO-TO Me-
CHlla 33 )J.Ba, TaK 'ITO ceMeAcTBo lie ycncJlo .lla>Ke TY ~a nepe6pnThcSI co 
CBOHMH B6maMH H cYH~KaMH. 11 9TH CYH.llYICH, nepHHbI, AHBaflbl H Kpo-
BaTH BpeMeHHO H Hacnex 6b1J1H CJlO>KeHbI Ha ropo)J.cKoR KBJPTHPf. Y 
IJCKOBCKHX 3HaKOMblX. 11 HMeHHO B 9TOR l<uapTHpe B JUlJIJ..fleAweM . H 
nUHUlJlOCb npOIKHTb HeCKOJlbKCI JleT Mllw~JIIO co cBoed npeCTapeJloA JIB· 
MaweA H TCTKOA. 
OTJlII'iaHCb CB060.ll0MblCJlHeM H HMen HeKOTOpylO, 'ITO JlH, TCII./lel-l· 
I{Hto Ii Jlto60Bb K peBOJItOUHRM, 06e CTapYWKH He 04eHb 06e3YMCJIlf no 
CJIYlJato peBOJItoUHOI-iHOrO nepeBopOTa H H3'RTHlJ HloteUHA OT nOMelll,HKOB· 
O..lH3KO, IrIJla./lWaR CCCTpHua, MapbR APKB)lbCOUa, BCB;l.HUWaSi D 3TO J{t'JlO 
OKOJlO' 60 TblCRlJ KanHTaJJa, Bce iKe HIIOA pa3 oxaJla H npHCeJl:1J13, If roo 
DOpHJla, liTO 9TO lJOpT 311aeT liTO TaKoe, nOCKOJlbl(Y HCJlb3S1 u'exaTb 
8 HMeHHe, KynJIeHHOe Ha c06CTBeHHble ' KpOBllble .lleHLrH 
AHHa ApKaJ{betJHa, MaTb MHweJlR, 6L1J1a J{ODOJlbHO He3BMcTHCHI 
.AaMa. QHa HH4eM TaKHM OC06CHHbJM He npOSlOHJla ce6S1 D cBoetl iKH3HH, 
HCKJII04aH pOiK.lleHHH n09Ta. 
3TO 6b1J1a .llOBOJlbHO THxaH. MaJlO COapJlHOaR CTapywKa. AI06H1.1UIH 
CH.lleTb y C8Mooapa H KywaTb Kocf>e CO CJlHOK<lMH. 
4TO KacaCTCH MapbH ApKaJ{beOllbl. TO 9Ta .llaMa 6b1J1a V>Ke n .llPY· 
rOM pOllee 
AOTop He HMeJl Y.llOBOJlbCTOHH OH./leTb ee 0 MOJlO./lble rrOJ{bl. 0.'UI3KO, 
6blJIO HlBeCTHO. 4TO OHa 6b1JIa .llO lIpelObl4aAliocTH MHJJCllbKUSI H CIIMf13· 
THllHaH J{eOHl{a, nOJlHaR iKH3HH. orHSI H TCMncpaMclITa. 
Ho B Te rO)lbl, 0 KOTOPblX H)leT pe'lb. ~HO 6bJJIIl ymc 6eC(~op"ICII ' 
HaR CTapywKa, cKopeA 6el06palHaH, 4CM KpacHoaH, OJUIUKO, eme OtlCllh 
nO)lBHiKl-faH H 9l-feprHlJl-f3R. 
8 9TOM CMblCJIe Ha HeA CKalaJlaCb ee 6L1BWaH npo~)ecc'H1. B 1of0.10· 
,Able rO)lbl OHa 6b1JIa 6anepHHoA H pa60Tunn 0 KOp.lcC)aJJCTC MaVJHm. 
<'Koro TeaTpa. 
aHa 6blJIa B HCKOTOPOM 'pOlle ll3}Ke lllalofemHOCTblO, nOCI\C}JlbKy 
elo YOJ'CK3JICH 6blBWHA OeJIHKHA KI-IHlb I-iHKOJlaA l -liIlWJlUCOH4. nVunJta. 
(HI BCI<ope ee OCTaBHJI, nO)lUpHO eA K8KOA·TO oc06b1n KPOTOfH>lA 
naJiaHTHH, 6ycbI Heme 4crO·TO TUKoe. Ho JlU l lllT3H KUPbCpU ee 61>1.1111 
c)tCJIaHa. 
06e 3TH CTapYWKH B .naJlbHCRuleM 6YJlYT HrpOTb ;lQOOJlbIiO OH;'lIlYIO 
pOJIb B )KHlHH MllilleJlH CHllHrHUU, TilK tlTO nYlllan tllHUTeJJlJ lie IIIHII1II. 
IoweT 6J1HlKO K cep.llUY H tie CepllJiTCn, liTO 30TOP OCT:lIIUIl.lIIDUCTCR 110 
orIHC3HHH TaKHX, liTO JIM, JlPSlXJIOOaTblX H OTlll3CTllIlIX rcpOllllb. 
n03TH4eCI<aH aTMoctI>epa 0 .llOMe 6J1aroJlnpfi MJIl!JCJJIO lIeCKOJ1hl(O 
OT03UaJlnCb H lin lIaWHX J.WMax. H MapbSl ApIWJJ.bCOJlU JIIu6uJlU rOllopUTb, 
'ITO oua IlCKope npl1CTynHT K CBOHM Mer.tyup1M. 
Ee 6YPll3H }1<U3I1b H BCTpC4n CO MlIorUM... Ji30CCTllhllotJI JlIOll.hMJI 
CTOHJl3 Toro. ' 
amI C<lMOJlHlIIIO 6Y)lTO 61>1 .lloa . pa3a 0I1Jtcn3 J1. H. TOJlcroro. HUJ{. 
rOlla, KOHH, nepeOep3CO:l H )lpyrJiX llltlMCIIH rlJlX JIIOJlcA, 0 h:OTuPLlX olm 
II XOTeJlU nOOe)l3Tb MHpy COOH co06pn_el-fHR. 
HTaK. nepe.n n3 l '3J10M PCOOJIIOUHH CCMbR npHeXaJl3 IJ nCKOB II TIUC 
33CTpHJ1a Hn TpH ro.na. 
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MMlt aO~EHHO 
ABTop He sanOMHHJI Bcero SToro CTHXOTBopeHHR COCCllb:t, 110 no-
MHHTCR, 'ITO KOHeu ero 6b1J1 nOJlOH rpa)l(,ltaHCKOA rpyCTH: 
, 
Ax, mtUtBTo litO A&'10Y, 
OT'IOrO D OPHPOJ10 
TalC YCTpoouo'1 H TOM 
C'IaCTbSl 0 lKH31H1 nOT COBCOY ••• 
tlpyroe CTlfXOTBopeHHe MHWeJlR rOBOpHJlO 0 ero JlI06D1f K npu-
pO,lte H ee 6YPHblM CTHXHAHblM npOHBJleHHHM: 
rpoaa 
rp038 0powJla 
H OOTKH 60Jlblx p03 
B OKIlO Mill' Jlhl1ll8T 
llHnm.lM IlpOMaTOM, 
RIilO TpaOIl Donna 
np03pa'IIIhiX CJlO:l. 
A rpoM I'pOMlI'r nJlIlJlJt 
PacKaToM .. , 
3TO CTHxoTBopeHHe 6b1J1o pa3YlJeHO Dcei1 ceMbcA, H cTnpLic JlII~'hl 
e)l(CJlHCBHO Hapacncu nOBTOpHJlI1 ero, 'leM JWCTnUJHIJJII >KHnc~hllYJO pa . 
.ll.OCTb aBTopy. 
A KOr.ll.n npHXOJl,HJlH rOCTH, AllIIn ApK:li lbel1ll8 CHI SlrHIILl nOJlOI(.lIa 
HX D KOMH3TY MHWeJHI II TaM, nOK33b1IHUl Ita IIItCbMClIlILlA CTOJI I<:JPl'.'II'. · 
cl<ol1 6epC3b1, B3J1,blXUJla H C YUJla>KliellllhlMH r JJ:l3UMH rouopltJlII: 
- BOT 3a STHM CTOJlOM MnWeJlb Iii nHCaJl CBOH nY'lllluc nClIllt 
«i'P03U:', «JIenecTKH H He3a6YJlI<H:t u «LlaMhl, )l:lMbl». 
- MnMawa, - rOBOpHJJ, ncnblxHuan, MIiUICJlh, - 6pOChTC. 
rOCTH nOI<aliHU3J1H rOJlOn:l~tH It, He TO o)lo6pnSl. lie TO orop'!:!)! '10. 
TpOraJlH n3J1h'HIMH CTOJI H HCOnpC.ll.CJlCIIIIO rOnOpIIJlII: «) 'I')l:!, 1""Il'I'O 
ce6e:.. 
Hel<OTOpblC iKe MepK311ntJlIJllblC JlYIUIt TYT )I(C cnpalll II 'W 1111. ,1.1 
CKOJlhKO KynJleli 9TOT CTOJl, II TCM caML'M ncpcllo)lIlJllt pa:u'ollop III: .rlP~' · 
rue peJlbCbl, MCtlee npHflTllulC JlJJSI MaTCpH II MIIIIIl'JUI 
n09T OT )laBaJl BIIHMnliHe H >KellllllIlIJM, O)lIl:lh:O, II:1XO 'Ule" Illl , l 
<:HJlbHbIM BJlHRllHeM 311aMCHHTUIX nO~TOD Toro npCMCIlIt, 011 IIC 6pOC;JJI 
(BOH lJYBCTlla K3K0I1-HH6y Jl,b or .a.CJlbuoA i"eHWlllle. 011 mo6HJI IICI)l'II.'J1·IIo 
KaKYIO-TO HeH3BeCTHYlO )l(elllJ~Htly, 6J1eCTSJulYI0 B cnoei' I<pU~01 C II ,'11111'· 
~lBeHUOCTH. 
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O,AHO npeJIeCTHOe .CTHXOTBOpeHHe cllaMbI, A8MbI, pTqerO Mile Ha 
eac rJIH,AeTb npJlHTH~» ,: QTJIli'lHO:" pacKpblDaJlO ~ 9TO JOTHODJCl\He. 3TO ClH· 
, ... \...,. '. .... .' 1-, " 
XOTBopeUHe saKaHIIHBaJIClCIJ" 1'8K:"', .", " ~". :'<lt~<I " 
,~ . . .. , 
,~, ...... '~'::~- '1':'" 1" \i"" . /~'I' ~~. 'lA.l. ". ··_\,t l",.. ~ } .,';~ I·; 
.. OTT~roi:r9 , ... J.le~BaK~"It(?a." ,$I ~lIo,6Y~cl~ . .. A , 1tOr~a " 
.' 3Ta,', ,Hama:,: ) I03HaKOMKa . n03B&KO~~~{. ~O . WDOft-
'. , HeOXOT& :,' )IDOl, rnR~eTb" 'B&'''' 3D8KOJl08' nHllO 
H· npOTnBBO' eft·· ~asaTb . 06pY'lMbBOe,'Xo,IIbllO ••• 
, " 
• • \ ( • • ~ll"1. 11·it~·l~.~{ I ·1' 
TeM He MCHee, nOST YBJI.eKCH o.lmoA ~ onpeAeJlelmoA ,ACBYWKOA H 
B STOM CJ.iblCJIe ern · 1~·J::1THqeCKHA reHHA ". we~ HecKqJlbKO' Dp:t:lpeS c . ero I 
il(HTeAcKHMH nOTJ)eOIlOC·l·~llrtH. ,,",,' ': ,,·,· ... 1.· "II' ',\' 
O)tHaKO, CnpaBe,AJlHBOCrb Tpe6yeT - OTMe1'uTb, j, ~TO: MHuieJl~ THro-
THJI(,H CBOHM SeMHbI)f Yl:ineqeHHeM, Haxo../UI , erO :~ HeCKOJlbKO BYJlbraO)fblM 
It., MeJlKHM. Ero r JlaBHhlM .. 06paSOM nyran()," KSK 6b1" ~ro. Hl! OKPYTHJlli H 
KaK Obi ero He saCTaBHJlH lKeHHTbCR H TeM CSM6IM ' He CHHSHJlH 6bi el'Q 
1\0 I'pOCTblX nooce,llIlCBHblX nOCTynKOD. I ' " 
MHWeJlb paCC'lHTblBaJl ' Ha ,ApyrylO, 6o,1Jee HeKJll(\qHTe~'IbHYIO cYAb6y. 
11 0 cBoeA t=YAYllteA lKeHe OH . MC'll'aJl . KUK 0 KSKOA'TO y,AHBHTeJlbIfO~ 
,llaMt, BOBce He nOXO>KeA Ha nCKOBCKHX ;teoyweK. 
OH He npe,llCTaOJlRJI B TOlJHOCTH. 1\:8KSR Y H~ro 6YAeT >KellS, HO, 
,AyMaH '06 STOM, OH MblCJleHHO BH)J.eJl KaKHX·TO co6alJe~. 1(3KHe·ro "e'Ca, 
C6pYH H 3KHna>KH. OHa BblXO,AIIT HS 5KHnalK3, H JlaK\!A, nO'lf/n CJlh80 
K.lJaHHHCb, OTKpblBaeT )J.BCp~lJI • 
.l1.cBYWKa >Ke, KOTOpoA OH YBJleKaJlCS\, 6b1J1a 60nee npOCTeHbKaR ,lle-
HywKa. 3TO 6b1J1a CHMO'IKa M., OKOHllHBW&R B T01' rOA nCKoocKYI(: fHM· 
II«SHfO. 
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YBJle'leHHe. KopOTKoe C'taCTbe. CTpaCTHaR JlJ060Bb K nOSTY. BAOBO M. 
H ee XapaKTepHCTHKa. HeOlKH,AaHHblA BH3IlT. HeKpSCHBaH elleHB. Cor.,:!-
. eHe Ha 6paK 
OTHOCRCb HeCKOJlbKO He6pe>KHO K CHM04Ke, MHWeJlb Bce >t<{' napJl-
.'J.O'lHO 6b1J1 YBJle'leH elO, HH Ha MHHyry, UnpO'leM, He ;l.OnYCKan MhlC,'1H, 
'ITO OH MO>t<eT >KeHHTbCR H8 HeA. 
3TO 6b1J1o npOCToe YBJle'leHHe, 3TO OblJl3 Hecepb~3H3J1 H, Tat< CKa-
3aTb, 'lepH008R Jlf060Bb, KOTopoA H He CJle.ll.OB8J10 6b1 380HOUTh cnoero 
cep,A~a. 
CHMOlJK3 6b1J1a MHJleHbKaR H ,Aa>Ke C.1aBHeHbKaR ,llCBYWK<l, .1H'HtKO 
KOTOpoA, K ' CO>K8J1eHHfO, 'lpeSMepHO' 6b1J1o OCblnaHO BCCHYWKaMH. 
Ho nOCKOJlbKY OHa He BXO,llHJl8 rJly6oKo B >t<H3Hb MHUJeJlf1, 011 H tie 
npOTCCTOBaJ1 npOTHB ~noro H )J.a>Ke HaXO,AHJI 3TO BCCbMU MHJlblM II He 
JlHWIIHM. 
OIlH 06a YXO.!l.HJlH B Jlec HJlH B nt'JlC H TaM Hapacncn 'liiTaJlH CTI1'<H 
IIJlH 6eraml B3anYCKH, KaK ,llCTH, peSkiRCb H BOCToprdRCb COJlUl~CM H 
apOMaTOM. 
TeM He Mcnee, B O.ll.HO npeKpaCHoe npCMR CHMOI/KU IJ0 1'YUCTIlOI,;a .'Hl 
ce6R MaTepblO, 0 'leM H C006lltHJla CBoeMY ,llpyry. aHa JIIOOHJlU ero ncp· 
8hlM .ll.eOHllbHM 'lYBCTBOM H ' .ll.a>Ke Morna nO.ll.OJlry rJl)JJl,t:!Tb lIa ero JlHUO 
HC OTPblU3J1Cb. 
OHa crpaCTHO H TpOraTCJlbliO Jlf06H.1a ero, OTJlU'1I10 1l01l1lM8J1, 'ITO 
011 eA, npoBHH~HaJlbHOH .ll.eBywKe, lie, napa. 
H3DcCTHe, C006lltellHOe CHMOlJKOH, rJly6oKo OUlCJlOMHJlO H ,llo'/ee 
lIanyraJlO MHWCJlR. OH He CTOJlbKO 60HJlCH CHMO'lKH, CKOJlbKO 011 60RJI-
cn ee MaTepH, H30eCTHoH B rop0,lle rp. M., O'leHb 5Ht:!PrlllJHOA, ~\l!noA 
RIIOBbI. OTRr'leHHOA 60JlbwoA ceMbeA. Y /-lee 6 LI,IJO '{TO·TO 01(0-'10 meCT~ 
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.' )l;oqepeAJ): ': Koiop'blx;E9HEf~' A9 ij'iibHO" , YcneuiHo.t~H ~ 9HeprHqHO yCTp3HB8J18 
• s.aMy>K;'~, H)I;st,~p;~iiH~i9t9r.O:~Has."BCeB03MO)i(Hy~ ~HTPOCTH, yrp03b1. H AB)Ke 
oCKop6JreHH~,~:.I:t~Ac'rtiHeM. f~:~ .. '~~~:';,.'t;:"" '::',,';',:' ::~. ,~J"'{.;,1' \ : ":: . ' ,:"' , , 
, , . an> ~¥A'a ,O!-l,eYHbj'8K 3R ,CMvrn3R" :HecKojjf)KO PRti3R .aaM8. HeCMOTpR Ha · 
. .?i)TO, Bc.~ :;ne~~"~~;'f~~~~~>~~'i:~~,~9/~re~:~,r~}iii~~ .~K~i>e~ 6eJl06pblceHbl,Cl1e, 
nOXO>KHe, Bep~RTHgi : H8 pJ:!la,.', YMepwerpf~'fia~\roJla \.H~3aJl OT cana, " " 
B TO BpeMR He ,6b1J10 .,e·w.e aJniMeH'fOB~ H( 6pallHblx JlbrQT, H MHWeAb 
<: Y>KaCOM JlYMaJi 0> B03MO>KHhlX nocneJicloi:tSIXS' • ,,', . i 
OH.' peWHTeJlbHo' : 'He·I Mor···)KeHHTb~Jl/iia~;ljeJl'~ fOj.", He 0 TSKoA; .. e~Ta .. 
?fiH3HH, .H He ~.a\, T8KYlO IJPOBH~~H':lnbH>,!O::~.~~Jj~r ~H,~ paCCqHTbloa ... t,/.: : ', ' , 
'. EMY KasanOCb oce 9TO opeMeHHblM: .\.C./IyqsAHblM H npOXO"Ru['Ut. 
Ii ' 'ITO ' UCKope ,HSilHeTCR .zq>yr3R· " )KHSHb;~.?4~~~ ' C~3BHblX pa.ll.ocreA, hO· 
CToprOB, ' nO.ll.BHrOB H a8qHH8hHA.':I"·' ;':"'l,H?U, ;,~ t 'L, : , ", . 
, . H, rnRJl,R' U8' 'CBOIO ' nOJlpyry,' 0H'J1YMan~ f~!O OHa HU B K8KOM cnyqae 
He Jlon>KHa ' 6b1Tb ., ero >KeHoA-aTa 6en06pblceHbK8R .lI.eoywKa C oecHym. 
KaMH.' KpOMe Toro, OH 3Han· ee CTapwHx ,ceCTep-Bce OHH, BblXOJlR ~a· 
My>K, 6b1CTPO YORJI.anH H , cTapenH, " H 9TO T'8K>Ke 6b1no He no AYwe , n09TY. 
OH Y>Ke XOTeJJ CMOTaTb YJlOlJKH H BblexaTb B JIeHHHrpaA, HO nocne· 
' .lI.YlOUl.He C06bJTHH saJI.ep>l(aJlH <:ro B nCKOBC. 
CMyrnaH H pR6aR .n.aMa, BJI.Ooa M., npHwna K nCMY Ha KBapTHpy H 
nOTpe6oBana, qT06 OH >KeHHnCR Ha ee JlOilepH. 
OHa npHwna B TOT JleHb H 0 TOT 'lac., Kor Jla 0 KBapTHpe IIHKoro 
He 6blJlO, H MHWeJlb BoneA'HeBOJleA JI.OJliKeH 6b1J1 eJI.HIIOJlHilHO IIpHHSlTb 
Ha ce6R Bec.b Y)lap. 
OHa npHWJla K HeMY B KOMHaTY H CHa'lana )la>Ke HCCKonbKO CKOH· 
<l>YiKeHHO H P06KO nooeJI.ana 0 ueJiH cooero nOCeUl.eHHR. 
CKPOMHbIA, MelJTaTenbHblA H JleJJHKaTHbiA n09T Cllalf3J18 TaK >Ke 
Be>KJlHBO nblTaJiCR BOSpa>KaTb eA, HO Bce c.nOB3 ero 6b1nH tdaJloy6eJI.lI-
TeJJbHbl H He JlOXO)lHnH ' JI.O C03113HHR 9HeprHilHoA .lI.atdbl. 
BCKope Be>KJlHBblA TOH CMellHJJCH Ha 60nee 9Heprl1lfllbiA. nOcneJI.o. 
BaJlH >KeCTbI H .lI.a>Ke 6es06pasHbie CJJOBa H KpHKH. 06a KPHIWJlJi OJlIIO-
BpeMc,.rHo, CTapaHc.b SarJJywHTb .lI.pyr .n.pyra H TeM C3MblW MOpaJJbllO no· 
ltaOHTb BOJJIO H 9HeprHIO. 
BJI.oBa M. CH,lleJJa 0 Kpec.ne, HO, pa3ropHlfHBIlIHC.b, 113l /3J13 KpymlO 
llJaraTb no KOMHaTe, ,llOHraH JI.JJH 60JJblllcA y6C,llHTt!JJbIlOCHt CTYJJbH, ,}Ta· 
}f~t!PKH H Jla)Ke TR>Kenble CYHJI.YKH. MHwenb, l{aK YTOnJloU{HA, cTapu.lcR 
Bbl6paTbcR HS nylfHHbI H, He C./tUB3f1Cb, Op3JJ Ii C.T ::1 P::1JJCR Jl3>1{e ctHl3H lle. 
CKH oneCHHTb B,llOny 0 JI.pyrYlo KOMHaTY H B nplixomylo. 
Ho B,llOoa H JJI06R maH 911eprli l1l-l3S1 MaTb IICO>KH,llnl iliO DJlpyr 8CI<O · 
lfHJJa Ha nO)lOKOHHHK H TOp>l{eCTBe'l\IlblM rOJJOCOM CK::13aJl<l, lITO DOT ccA-
lfnc OHa BbmpblrJIeT H3 OKlla Ha C060PIIYI0 yJJliUY H norH611CT, KaK CO· 
6aKa, eCJlH OH He .lI.aCT cooero corJJaCHR Ha 9TOT 6pa/{. 
H, paCKpWB OKIIO, olla tdOTaJJUCb 'H3 1I0.ll.0KOHt-IHI(C, PIICKYR KamJI.YJO 
MHU)'Ty c.BaJJHTbCSI DHHS. 
MHWeJJb CTOSin owenOMneHllblA H, He 3~WR, lfTO )l.eJl3Th, TO no.n6c· 
ran K t-Ieil, TO K CTOJJY, TO 6pocaJlcSJ, cxnaTHBLlIHCb sa rOJlouy, II KOpHJ.I.l>P, 
lITOG n03B3Tb Ha nOMOUl.b. 
YiKe BHH3Y, Ha YJJHue, CTaJiH co6HpaTbcR JJ10JlH, nOI<:13bIBUR 11 :1 .'11. · 
uaMH H BblCK33hID3R caMble CMeJJble npe,iUIOJJO>KCIIHSJ llu lIonoAY KpH'W . 
meA H npblr31OU{eH H3 OKHe .113MW. 
rHCO, cCKop6J1eHHe, cTpax CKaUJWJla H Y>I<Uc clw.naJiH MJlIIICJlII, JI 
OH CTORJI 1 enepb, nO.ll.aO.'IeHHblH CTOJIh :HlcprlllICCI"''' xapUKTcpOM 
noR JI.aMhl. 
OH CTOSlJJ Y CTona H C Y>KaCOM Ha6J110JtaJl S3 CBOC,' rOCThcA, Koropa\! 
npOH3HTeJlbllO, KaK ToprOBKa, BHS>KaJla H Tpe60B3JJJ nUJlO)i\HTeJlbt-lOrO 
OTBeTa. 
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~r:.,.;!~ . Ee· HorR CKO~bSR;i~ , · ~.~'!{.np~<?KOHii"'KYi ':':~ i{~a~JI.oe 'HCOCTopO>f\HOe 
~~;~ABR>KeHHe Mor JlO Bbi'3BaTb"q~e;;;naJ:(eHH~ ~'C ~!. Bi oporO' " 'Tama. : 
.. :f~ :"'~'~~f~ Bbina'~'''"Y·.ztHaR~¥~~~~rYCTOBCKaR .~n(j'F~Aa · 1CoJia ee~'(SneCTeJJO C CHHero l.~~~a. , 3aA lIH~:~ "'~{9'~~~r riPGlf~~~~~rln~,~~g~,~~~~~o,¥II~~ .i.I~ce (SblJlO 3H3KOMO ~~).<~~:: npeKp,acHo l ~ :' cBge~,~. '1I!JloA::;, ~p~ce~U~~B:80~ . ' • 4jJ,b~~ 'KpHlIa~aR H BHS-~it.~.~.~aR.:' ~aMa: Hap~w~~a~ O(SbPU~~ Il ;{~~o'il~~e.~~~ ~~i~ ~~?~ft' . , ~~:l2\~'~ '.' ', 11 BOJlHYRCb," H ·"yMOJIRR~'· npeKpaTHT!:f' BIilKPHKk,f:\ MHWeJIb ,naJl CBoe 
(:'f,\"c OrJlaCHe Ha 6paK C CH'MO'lKoA. :·;~;· ,:." .. ~ ~i' .. r!~·~·u·, A:;'?!~(i ,; ". , ~S~~" ;';-{;':" Ma)laM HeMe)lJreHHo '- H OX'OTHO ' couina '(TOrila,' c !\'dKHa H'THXHM rOJIo· 
~:;::':CDM npOCHJIa ero H3BHHHTb ' sa:' ee HecKDnbKD, IMD>Ke,T~ ' ()blTb, · wyr,Uloe no-
'~?:'J Be)leHHe, rOBopR npH STOM D', CBOHX M;.lTepHHCKHX',;. lIyacTB8x H 0UU'~ 
t'·~':"!li.teHHRX. '. , '. ; .. t'" •••• ,.~;: ;~. .,I"'!';~ ,';" ' \ 
i:f.1'·:Q";j.f· OHa nOL(eJlOBaJIa MHJUeJIR B ' ~eKyl \H, ' ' HaSBaB: ' ero CBOHM CblHOM, 
w':'.'- BCXJIHnHYJla npH STOM OT HenOJlJleJIbHOCTH'CBOHX '1YBCTB. 
~<li\'" ., MHWeJIb ' CTORJI,KaK B ' BOIlY ony~eHHblA, He ' 3HaR, 'ITO CK33aTb If 
" liTO C)leJIaTb H KaK BbmYTaTbCR H3 ' 6C)lbl. 
" OH npOBO)lHJI BJlOBY )l0 )lBepeA H, nO)laBJIeHHblA ·ee BOJleA, noLteJIO-
aaJl )la>Ke HeOlKHJlaHHO )lJlSl ce6R ee pyKy 'H, OKOHlIaTeJIbHO CMeW3BLUHCb, 
nonpOmaJICR )l0 cKoporo CBHJlaHHR, JIene'la KaKHe-TO DT)leJlbHblC C~lOBa, 
MaJlO H)lymHe K )leJIy. 
BAoaa MOJl4a, TOpJKeCTBeHHo H CHRR nOKHHYJI3 )lOM, npe1(uapH-
TeJIbHO nonY.APHBwHCb H nOJlpHCOBaB c6HTble Ha CTOPOHY 6pOBH. 
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HepBHoe nOTpRceHHe. ' JIlfreparYPHoe uac.ne)lCTBO. CBH)laHHe. CO.1Dbtia. 
OT'~)Jl reTKH MapbH. hOH'IHHa MaTepH. Po)K)leHHe pe()eHJ(a. Ot'e3Jl 
MHweJln 
B TOT 3JIoc'IaCTHblA )leHb Oe'lepOM nocJle yxo)la He3Bal-IOA rOCTbH 
MHWeJIb HanHCaJI cooe H3BccTHoe CTHxoTBopeHHe, BnOCJIe,l{CTBliH neneJlo-
)f(eHHOe Ha My3blKy: «COCHbl, COCHbl, OTBeTbTe MHe ... :' 
3TO ero HeCKOJIbKO ycnoKOHJIO, O)l.raKO, nOTpSlcellHe 6b1J1o ua-
CTOJlbKO 3Ha4HTeJIbHOe H cepbe3Hoe, 'ITO HOt{blO MHweJIb nO'iyocTOOB;)Jl 
CJfJIbHOe cep.LI.Lte6HeuHe, be30T'IeTHblH CTpax, TOWHOTY Ii rOJlOBO-
KpymeHHe. 
tlYMaSl, 'ITO nOMHpaeT, c TpRcymHMHCR PYK3MH, B OJtHHX nOJtlUT311-
HHKax, n03T BCK04HJl C KpooaTH H, XB3T:lSlCb 3a cep)lLtC, C TOCKoA " CTp3-
XOM pa36Y.llHJI CBOIO MaMaUlY H TeTKY, KOTOpbJe tie 6b1J1H eme nocoSl-
mCHbi B STY HCTOplilO. 11, HH'lero He 06'RCHSlR, OH HaltaJl JlcnCT3Tb (' 
CMepTH Ii 0 TOM, 'ITO OH xO'ler OT )laTb COOH nOCJle)lHHe p3CnOpn}f(CIIH) 
no nOOO)1.y ero pYKonHceA. 
OH, KallaSlCb, nOJloweJl K crOJIY H H3113J1 BblTaCKHoaTb rpyJtbJ PYKO· 
.IlHceA, nepe6HpaSl IIX, COpTHpyR H YKCl3bl8aSl, 4TO, no ero MlleUHIO, CJlC-
J(OB3J10 6h1 H3JtaTb H 'ITO CJle.llyeT OTJlO>KHTb Ha 6Y.llYU(He 0pCMCII3. 
06e HeMOJlOJIble JtaMbl, OTBbll<WHe OT H04UblX noxo>KDelHlA, B IIHII<-
HHX 106K:lX H C pacnymeHHblMH BOJlOCa~H, C TOCKOA MeT3J1I1Cb no KOM· 
HaTe H, 3aJlaMblB3Sl pyKH, nbIT:lJlHCb yroBopHTb Ii )laiKe CHJloA YJlu)I<IITh 
MHWeJlSl B nOCTeJlb, ClIHTaR HyiKHblM nOCT3BHTb eMY KOMnpecc tlJ CCP.llltC 
HJIH CM33aTb HO.LI.OM 60K H TeM C3MblM OTTRHYTb KPOBb, 6ponmwYlocn 
H rOJloBy. 
Ho MHWeJlb, npocSl HC TpeBOJKHTbCR 3a ero, 0 CYUUIOCTH, IfHIIT0)f(· 
HylO iKH3Hb, BeJleJI Jl)'4we 3anOMHHTb TO, 4TO OH rOBopHT no 11000)l,Y 
CBoero JIHTep~lTyplmro IHICJIeJICTBa. 
Pa306p3B pYKonHCH, MHIUCJlb, 6eraSl no KOMU3Te 0 CBOHX nO)l-
wTaHHHKax, Ha'laJI )lHKTOBaTb TeTKe Mapbe ApKa)lbeBHe HOOblA oapH:lHT 
;,' 
{)"" 
-,-).' 
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«JleneCTKQ~,J n\ H,e~Jl~Y ~Olf", 'f KOTOp~A , QH ~, He ~ ycoeJl e~e nepeJIO>KHTb \. 
6 y. ',. t .... :--!~ ~ ·"",j./ 1 '}' ... J', ~.". • 1 . ',' \ " ' Ha YMarY~\t~:d.t, ,:~~, ~',.{-\$1~;,:)' t,,:'f :¢'; ',:,' 'i - >jY)~~~";lt~" ' '~"'" ' ' ',' ' 
, '!' .l1JJallaIiHfJ}~~~n.~I~IiIB~CQ~'J~JI~3,~~~~' ~~r~TI5,~ ·MapbR npH, cJlere, coeliH 
Mapua·,,' 6y~ary;~inYraR lB'l"ep¢OHp~.A~'~rPQm~," H~lPHcfJMbI. .", : ,r. 
, ;,~JIH~op'a~OqH~RJi l),a60T8 ( .He~{(O"bKq.' ·o.11B.1JeJ(Jl8>, MHWeJIR or. ero .3a-
60JleBaH.H~I •• ::.C,epm.te6HeHHe\ npQIlOJPlc'iin9.~fi,~.,fl\o'0C5litJlo 60Jlee ~ y",~peHHo, . H 
rOJlOBoKpY)f(eHHe , CMeHHJlQcb~;,~ no.~~o;~t· CO~iiJfBQcr.blO H aoaTHeR. 11 MH-
meJlb, Heo~I;f~3IIHO Mft" Bcex, .... Tii?Cq~ sa~.HYJI~ ~"'p'"KYPHYB 8 l(p~~Jle.~ 'I, .. !~ 
'; . , npHKpl~~ ,"!er.o :,:n~e~o .. • ~~J1.ep,e~p~eTi!.~;j.~~v,ble , ,n3Mhl " y~aJl~,J1HCb~ 
~TpawaCbL ,3a~T,OJlb i':lIepBH~~49.pr.a~ij~~t, ~.I ~ )~~Y.R~~HooeweHHYIO>'. "9"XHKY 
nO""Ta ...., ." i'" ".:, ~\" "'I." ." .Y" 'i l - ',tt< '/" .J' ' ,l; ~t,. .,~:: • I 'I. ". WI • . ',.~ • ' , ~ ~ !'~ .. ~ '..,1\ .... 'If '"Ft!. (\,,1'.1-' '" , po. , , , " .. ' 
Ha !,~pYJ'oA ~eHb MHWeJlb~l BcTan,,\.ocBeiKeHHblR . H 60~phlA. Ho Dlle-
• .- t, .• t " ,. ~ 
pawH .. R ... CTpa~,).\.He n~KHJI,a~1i\~O,;,: H!',O~ '1"9~Jt~ .\Q COOHX nOTpHCeHHftX 
. C80HM POACT_8eH~Hl(aM. ~.'<, '{~' 'It):}. '~J.l,i:i\I'~~ll:;' ~ ~ "n . , 
.' J!paMbI •• w ('",e3b1 ; fiblJlH " B', Q~,II.HPM,: p~S~~P~t · Kor~a npHWJla 3anHCK3 
OT CHMOIIKH, Y1I10JlftBWeA ero o . COH)l.aHHJf,ot/:. ' 
OH nowe,JI : ua 9TO CBHJI,aHHe ' H8J1,MeHHblR H ' ~JI,ep>KaHHblR, He ~MaR, 
DnpOlleM, 0 . cuny , ,HeKOTopoR cBoeR nopsrp"QlIHQC1:H, J10B'IHTbCR H OT mJlUH· 
8aTb OT oOemaHHR. , \.', 
BJlIOOJleHHaR >KeH~HHa YMOJlftJla ero npOCTHTb He.n.OCToRHoe none· 
,!leHHe ee MaTepH, rOi:~opft, liTO OHa J1HlIHO XOTft H MellTaJla C8ft3aTb CBOIO 
iKHaHb C HHM, HO HHKOrJl,a He PHCKHYJla Obi noATH Ha TaKHe H8XaJfbllhl t! 
TpcooBaHHR. 
MHllJeJIb cJI,ep>KaHHO CKa3an, liTO OH C.l1.eJlaeT TO, 4TO OOCll.l;)1I0, 110 
liTO Ha ~C\nbHeAwylO c08MeCTHYIO >KH3Hb OH He .11.aeT rapaHTHH. MOIf<eT, 
OH npO>KH8eT 8 nCKose ro.l1. HJlH .l1.Ba, HO 0 KOHl{e h:01l1.(08 Oil, cKopeA 
Deero, ye.l1.eT 8 MOCK8Y "JiH JIeIlHllrpa.l1., r.l1.e OH " HaMcpeH npOJ\OJl>KUTI> 
l'BOIO Kapbepy HJlH, DO 8CRKOM CJly"ae, oYJl.eT T3M HCK<lTb CO()TBeTCTUY· 
IOmeA >KH3HH, YAOBJleT80pftlOUleA ero nOTpeoHocTRM. 
He OCKop6J1RR Jl.e8ywKy CJlOBaMH, MHWeJlb Bce >Ke Jl3J1 eA 1I01lflT!. 
pa3HHUY 8 HX, eCJlH H He nOJIO>l(eHHH, KOTopoe ypaBHflJlOCb penOJlIOLlHcA. 
TO, 80 BCHKOM cJlYlJae, Ha311aliellHH B }KH3HH. 
BnlOOJleHflaft MOJlo)),aft )),aMu, COrJlamaSlCb 80 IIceM, nOCTOp>I<ClfIlO 
rJlR,lJ;eJla Ha ero JlHUO " r080pHJl3, 'ITO olla IIH4CM HO XOlleT CBR3hrnaTh t~ro 
>KH3HH, 'ITO 011 80JleH nocTynaTb TaK, KaK eMY 336J1aropacey J~HTCSI, 
HecKoJlbKO ycnoKoeHHblA n 3TOM CMhICJlC, MHIIJCJlb caM /ta)KC CTaJl 
rOBopHTb, liTO opaK 9TOT peweHHoe /teJIO, no liTO KOJ'JUI 011 npml30AJ\cl', 
OH eUle He MO>KCT CKa3aTb. 
OHH paCC'raJlHCb, KaK W npe>K.l1.e, clwpec )),py>t<eCIUI, lleM IlPU>KJ\C()IIO, 
H MHweJlb cnOKOrlHblM warOM noopeJl -'lOMOR, IIceMOTpSl lIa TO, IITII 
p&Ha 8 ero .l1.ywe He MOrJla 3a>KHTb TaJ{ CKOpo. 
MHWeJlb >KeHHJlCR tla CJfMOl/Ke M. npHMCpuO I/cpea 110JlrOJl.:l, :11' -
MoA, 8 HHoape. 
npe,nCTOHlllHA 6paK llPC3Bbl lWlhl0 no)),cAcTnonaJl lIa 311oponhc 1" :1-
TepH MHWeJlH. OHa HallaJIa >t<3J10n3TbCR tla CKyKy >KH311H H "YCTory, \I 
Ha rJIC!3ax lIaXJla H X"PCJl3, nOtlTH IIC I1CTanaR H3-:1:J C:lMOBapa. 
nOHRTHe 0 6p:u<e 6blJlO U TO upeMSI flCCKOJlbKO HIIOC, '/ eM TCIH,'P", 
H 3TO ObfJI war, no MHCHHIO CTaphiX )1{ell~HIf, e.l1.HIICTIIClll/hfA, PCIIIIITC III. · 
I1bfA H OC8S1Il.{eHHblR TaHHCTBOM. 
Te fKa Mapbfl TUK>Ke 6blJIU 1l0Tpnce ll:t. nplI I/eM 01/<1 I<:II<.TO ll:J i f(I' 
OCKop6HJl3Cb nOil06HblM XOJ(OM Jl.c,.a H Y>I<C lice 6 0 JICC '!aCTO /,O/lOPIIJlil. 
liTO eA 3))'eCb He MeeTO. liTO OHa II OJIH>t(aI1I1JCC npCMn "<JellCT II JIeIlI" I. 
rpa,n, r,ne H npHcTynHT K CIlOHM MCMyapaM H OIlHC:IIIIIHM nCTpC'I. 
MHfUeJlb, HeeKOJlbKO CKOII(PY>KCIlIII.oIA BCCMH JleJHIMH, yrploMl>lA xo -
~HJI no KOMHaTaM, r080pH, lITO eeJIH 0 lie )l.alllloe CJIono, 011 IIUnJlCn3J1 61" 
tla Rce Ii yexaJI 6bl, KYJl.a rJl333 rJlSlJ\flT, 1-10, uo nCSII(or., CJIV1HIC, IIvn .. 
;I. 
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~ .uce S~aIOT. IITO ~, 9T~1;.'.~k'~,)i~ ~~c8.sis~~~eT·~ er~:~·O¥~6~R~H cBoeA JKHSHH, 
.. ".' . OH He oTCTyn3e·t ~!~;~~p~~··r~Jl3HOa H; ' aepORTHO; ' qepes nOJlrO,lta HJJH rOA 
.;' • .' noe,lteT Bc.11'e.lt Sa\,TeTKoA!~~"·'J' .... ,' , 1;.~;", •.• .1'{ "1,!" !,', ;,1 II 'k,:./. 
;. \> • .'. ." • , • t ,.-t. 1.,.' , r,,·;~· . Ca3.ltb6f1 ',OJ,JJJ3·' CblrpaHa ' CKPO'MHO ·It n po·cTo l.;l '1.,,,~ . ~~i<},.:·.~' -,,' j)~H,~ ·~~~I~¢·~JlH~~'·~.~> ~p'M.Hccap~~Te~:;, n,ociie~~~.~fo ' t a" '.i{epKBH npeoOpa-t';'~;<" }KeHHS" '6bIJlO ' YCTpoeHO ~ CKpOMHoe BeHlIaHHe.:'! :,~' .. ' , 
~? . . ~. Bee po~cTBeHHHKH~.~ .J)6eH~ CTOPOH-:'XO~HJiHt C~ePJKa'HHble H K3K Obi ' 
,~~;~~ no-pasHo"y oCKop6neHHwe ;'a '7cBoHX r llYBCTBQX: H" 't01JbKO" B,ltOBa M., Ha· ;' ~:~. nY,llpeHihiSi . ~ . nO)tKp3iD.~HHaR,1.;:~OJlt?~c~n~cb' ' 5:':~~P~~~l itya~H ' no uepKBH H fir.;;' ,Il() KBapTHp~. MHWeJIR;: B~~ ~,OT!lpoA H,:'~bI'Jr' YCTpO~~ ': ~~a,lte6HblA Y>KHH. 
~r;' ," ' BAoBa O,llHa sa Bcex rOBOpHJla ' 'sa' 'CTOJlOM; ) np'bBosr JlaW3J1a TOCTbI 
~" . . .. """ ' .. ~... H cnHlIH ' H OCblnaJl3 ' CTap:yx ~ ,KOMnJlHM~~raM~" BCRlIeCKH nO,ll.ltep>KHB8H 
~~~';' 3THM BeCeJlOe pacnOJlO>KeHHe JIYxa I H npHJlHlIHblA,> ,T9H CBa,llb6b1. 
4;-: . " MOJlO,llaR KpaCHeJla sa CBOIO MaTb H sa ee pH60saToe JlHUO, H S8 ee 
r'·. npOH3HTeJlbHblA, He ,llaS8SWHA HHKOMY C'nYCKY " rOJloc H, OIlYCTHB ru· 
~'t: JlOBY, CH,lleJia 3a CBOHM npHOopOM. . " 
t( '. MHweJlb 3a seCb Ee'lep He TepHJI cBoeA C,ltep>K8HHOCTH, OAH3KO, ero 
TOllHJla ToeKa H MblCJlH 0 TOM, liTO ero Bce >Ke, lIero 6b1 T3M HH rODO· 
PHJlH, .0IlYTaJlH, KaK CYKHHOBa CblHa. 11 'lTO 3Ta 8panCK3R >KeHutHH3 
S3RJla ero" Ha Hcnyr, TeM 60Jlee, liTO HaBpH,lt JlH OHa KHHYJlaCb 61,j 
H3 OKHa. 
11 B KOHue Y>KHHa, KPlfDO YCMex3Heb, OH nocJle nos)lp8BJleHHA H JlIO· 
6eSHOCTeA CnpOCHJI B,ltOBY 06 3TOM, H3KJlOHHBWHCb K ee yxy: 
- A BeJl,b Bbi 6b1 He npblrHYJlH HS OKH8, EJleHa BdpHCOBH3, - eKa· 
a3J1 OH. 
B,ltOBa ycnoKaHBaJia ero, KaK MOrJla, rOBopH H AUBaR TOP}f{CCTDCII. 
Hble KJlRTBbI B TOM, lITO OHa" HeCOMHCIIHO, H cKopeA Beero npblrt-fyJla 6b1. 
eCJlH 6 OH He ,!{aJI CBoero COrJl3eHH. Ho nOA KOHeu, PU303J1CIIII<HI ero 
lipHBblMH YJlbl604KaMH, cepAHTO CKa3aJla, 4TO y HeA weCTb JlO'h!PcA II 
eeJiH IIS-3a K3IKAOA OHa HallHeT ' HS OKOH npblraTb, TO H OKOH AJIR 3Toro 
ueXBaTH1 B nOMemeHHH. 
MHwe.'Ib nyrJlHBo eMOTpeJi Ha ee 3J10e, oeKop6J1CIlIlOe JllIllO H, CMe· 
waBWHCb, OTOWt!JI B CTOpOHy. 
- Bee JlO)f{b, 'Q>0pMeuHblH 9rOHSM H OOM[lH, - 60pMoTaJl MHUJCJlL 
c KP3CKOA ~ JlHu.e, BenOMHHaH nOApooIiOCTH. 
Bellep Bce >Ke npoweJl npHJlHl/110 H lie oCKop6HTeJlbil0 JlJlR rocTcfi. 
Ii Hall3J13Cb nOBeellHeBHaR >KH3Hb C pa3roBopaMH 06 OT'e3JlC, 0 JlY'lwcA 
>KHSHH H 0 TOM, liTO B 3TOM ropOAe HeB03MO>KIIO CKOJlbKo.mI6y Jlb IIpU. 
JlHlIHO YCTPOHTb CDOIO cY.lU>6y, npHifHMUR DO UHHMUIlHe PCDOJIIOLlHOIIIIY'O 
rposy, KOTopaH Bce 60Jlee H 60Jlee pasrOpaJlUeb. 
B Ty BecHy, HaKOlfeu, coopaowHcb, ycxaJlJ 0 .nellllltrpaJ1. T"i-K:I 
MapbH ApK3AbeBHu H BCKope oTTYJl,a npHCJI:JJlll OT1r:UJlIIIOC nHCbMO, 
B KOTOPOM H3neutUJl3, liTO 8 ,llopore ee 060KpaJlH, y"CCH c.e C:JKDOSl}t\ 
C 113CTbIO Jlparou.CHHOCTCA. 
nHCbMO 6b1J1o HCCOH3Hoe H 3unynllllloC- IIHJlIIMO, 9TD 1I0rpnCCIIIIC 
CHJlbHO nOJleHCTBOn3J10 Ha HeMOJlOJlYIO JJ,3My. 
K 3TOMY opeMCHH THXO H IICO}f{H)l3I1HO CKOIIlIUJl3Cb MaTh MIIIIICJlfI. 
I!e ycneo A3>Ke HII C KCM npOCTHTbCR H OT )laTh enOH IJOCJlC)UIHC P ;'J(' · 
flOpH)/{eIlHSI. 
Bcc 3TO CHJlbHO nOJlcAcTBOOaJlO H<.I MHUlCJlSl, IWTOPbll1 CTaJi KaKm1· 
TO THXHH, POOKHA H Jl,3)Ke nyrmlOblA. 
5blJlH npOJIliTbi CJle3bl, 110 3TO C06b1THC DCKope 3:lCJlOHHJlOCb APY' 
rHM. Y (HMOlIK" PO)lHJlCH utynJlellbKHA, 110 MHJlblA pe6ellOK, 'i 1I0ooe. 
HCHcnblTaHlIoe OTUOBCJ<oe "YDCTOO HeCKOJlbKO 3aXn3THJlO M~IUICJlR. 
OAliaKO, 3TO He JlOJlro npOJlOJl>KaJlOeb, H 01-1 CHOBa HallaJi noroua· 
PHB3Tb 06 OT'eSJlc. V}f{p nO.npf' OCaJlbHO Ii peWHTeJlbHo. 
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_ 11 Q~~e~b~; ' no.ny'lI1~ _O:T! TeT~H ' ~apbW Hi>BO'e:: nHC~MO, KOTopoe OH HH. 
KOMY;; He .• 00?KaaaJl, . ~~w~~ 6b1fCTP~ , CT~: 'i9,~~l?aTbCH, rOBopH, 'lTO OH 
06e~ne~H~!l~T CBOIO · ?K~HY~:,. H pe6e,m.(a·, ':Jce~~'~"~B~lKHMI;JIM ~Myw.eCTBOM, 
OCTaBJlHH ero B HX , nOJlHYIO c06CTBeHHo,CTb':;1tt~ .. ':i.,\,l ." . 
,IMOJlO.llaH .llaMa, ?O,npe>KHeldY, .. a, .MO)Ke.r,~:: ~a>Ke H 60Aee BJlIOOJleH-
HaH, B CBoero cynpyra,' C Y>KaCOM ~c~wa~,a.} ~f'.~.:; CJlPB~, HO He CMeJla fro 
y,ztep>KHB3Tb, rOBopH, 'ITO OH BOJle~ ; nQr,'1 y,patk, J~~,~\J~irly XO'leTCH. , , 
.,.OHa ero JIJOOHr . nOnpe>KH~MY, :H , HeCMOr~R~H Ha 'ITO, H nyCT~' OH 
3lIaeT, 'ITO TyT, B nC~OBe, OCTaeT,C~~" B.ep~~(1i~IiY'i.,.~e,rlOBeK, rOTOBbul .cJJe-
,ztOBaTb aa HHM no nHTaM H B JIeHHHrpa,zt, If, B · CCblJlKy. 
nyraHcb, KJK 6b1 OHa He YBHsa~aCb sa .,'H~M 8 JIeHHHrpU.ll" MHWeJlb 
nepeBO.llHJI pasrODOp Ha ,ztpyrHe TeMbI, HO , MOJlO,!laH ' .llaMa, pbl.llaH, npo-
,nOJlII,3JJa. rouopHTb 0 cBoeA JJI06BH H caMonomepTBOBaHHH • 
. ' .!la,. OHa eMY He napa, OHa Ocer.lla 9TO 3HaJJa l HO eeJlH Kor ,zta-Htl6y,ztb 
OH 6y,zteT CTapbll1, 6e3HorHA, eCJlH KOr.lla-HH6y,ztb OH OeJlenHeT HJlH 6Y.lleT 
COCJlaH B CH6Hpb,-TOr.lla OH MO>KeT n03BaTb ee, H OHa C pa,ztOCTbIO OT-
3C10eTCH Ha ero npUrJJUWeHHe. 
Ua, OHa ,ztaA<e XOTCJl3 6b1 JVIH Hero 6e,ztbl H HCCl laCTbR-9TO HX 
ypaBHHJJO 6(,1 B >KH3HH. 
MyllaH~h OT n<aJJOCTH H npOKJJHHaH ceOH sa MaJlo,llywHe H TaKlie 
paaroBopbl, MHWeJlb CTaJJ nOTOpanJJHOaTbCR C 'OT'eS.llOM, 
B , 3Ty nopy 06 'RcHeHHA H CJJe3 MHWeJJb HanHCaJJ lIono~ CTHXO-
TBopeHHe: «NeT, He y)l.ep>KHBaA MeHH, MJJa,ztaH Aeoa:. H craJi 6b1CTPO Ii 
TOpOnJJHBO y~Jla.ll~BaTb COCH 'IeMO.llaHW. 
OH He)l.OJlrO BKywaJl ceMeAHOt! C'IaCTbe II B O,lUW npeKpaeHOC 
yTpO, )l.OCTaB pa3peweHHe Ha Bble3)1., OT6b1JJ B JIellHHrpaA C .lI.OyMR lie-
60JlbWHMH lJeMO.llaHaMH H KOP3HHKOA. 
6 
HOBbie nnaHbI. Hec'IacTbe TeTKH MapbH. MHWeJlb nocTynaeT Ha cJly>t<6y. 
HODaR IiOMHaTa. HODaR nlO6oBb. Heo>t<HJlaHHaH liaracl'po4Ja. Cepbe3f1ag 
6one3Hb TeTIiH 
MHWeJJb npHeXaJl B JIeHHl-lrpa)l. H nOcc .... IJJeS) 113 cI>OIIT:tIIKe, yrOJl 
HeBCKoro. 
OH BpeMeHHO ifOCCJlHJJCR B TCTKHUOH KOMII3TC 33 L1I11PMOI1. OJ1.If:.IIW, 
eMY Tnep.LlO 6blJJ3 06emaHa OT.llCJlbllaH KOMIIUTa, KaJ( TO.1ul<O KTO-1U16y Jlh 
113 >KHJJbU,OB nOMpeT. 
Ho MHWeJlb lie OlleHb TopOnl1J1CR C 9THM. Jlpyrllc IIJlell Ii nJl:l II J.I 
TeCHI1JJHCb B -ero rOJJooe. 
OH npHeXaJl n JIeJ-lHl-lrpa.il npHMcpno 3U rOJ{ HJJIi 311 ).1,11<1 AO lI~lIa. 
PeUOJlIOL(liH 6blJla n nOJIHOM pa3rapc. /'OJlO/l Ii pa3pyX:I, Tal( (1\;\ :1:1'1'1>, 
C>KHMaJJH ropo)l. D CBOJ.fX L(enKHX OU'UTmIX. H, IW3aJlUch. 6l>IJlO eTpallillolM 
npHe3>1<aTb B ~Ty nopy H HCKaTb JlYllweA >KH31111 U l<aphCIH.>1. Hu lIa :HO 
6~~H CBOH npH4Huw. 
t3 npHCJI:.tHlIOM nHCbMe TCTJ<a, Mapbn co CIIOCli OCCIICIIIIOCTI,IO 11 :1· 
BemaJJa MHWCJlfI 4TO, BepORTJ-IO, U 6JJH)I{j.lihmtc t,ICCfIIlbl ropoJl Jkllltll. 
, r.. ' 
rpa)l. oToA.LleT K <l>HUJlHH.llHH HJlH K Am JlHH H vYJlCT 06 S111J1CII 1I0JlhllhiM 
ropoJ!.oM. B Ty nopy TaJ<HC CJJyXH XO/lHJlH cpc /Ut IIi1CC .rI'III1f1, II MItIlIL'JIIo. 
B3BOJJHOnaHHbiA 3THM 1-t30eLUCIlIiCM, nOTOpOnHJlCn IIpHCXiI ... Io. 
TCTKa, KpOMe Toro, H3Bew.a.'13, liTO OHa OTIII01ll.> lie IICPCMCllIlJla 
CBOHX JlH6epaJJbHbiX y6e>K.llcmsA H lie li/leT npOT1I1l PCIJO,'1101l1l1l, flO 110 -
CKOJJbKY peBOJJlOu,I1H np0.ll.OJl>K3erCH T3K )l.OJlro, H BOT Y)I<C TPCT"11 1'0.'\ 
Kal< eA He CIT )1.3 lOT HMeHHH, TO 9TO npOCTO 11M tfn liTO IIC 1I0XO)f(C, " II Ta· 
I<OM CJJy'lae HM caMHM He06xo.ilHMO npe)l.npHllRl'b pCWIITCJJbllL,/C III:JrJI. 
HTaK, B CHJJY 3Toro MHWCJlb npH6b1JJ U JlcHHllrpaJ.l. H 1I0eeJiII JlOI 
Ha <l>oHTaHKe. 
;,-"",,,~ __ n. CMHRntH 
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BCKope nOJlY4HJI un· 
4fO 
IIU 
MHWeJISl H UJJ.OXIIYJIO U lIero 
!HIX, 
H fie 
)101IOJ11>110 
1\ r opu)lt' 
COOIO >KH3I1b, OTblCKHuaSl 0 lie" 1I0UblC pa.ll.OCTll. 
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B Ty ,nopy 9H:- COWeJICH , C OlleHb TaKOR HCKJIJOllHTeJlbHOA, KpaCUBOA 
JKeHll(IfHOIl''':i UeCKOJIbKO,: npasJJ.a; paS8HSHOR U C80HX .lI.OH>KeHHHX If no· CTynKax.\?~'~·~\~i;!·;·;fl;l~:'~~~~l,~.:,. ':';I,"'i'~J .~, ~I .. ' .~ ' J [ ', ... 
.... -'~ ). '1' . • '!', " .. 1". ' . ,;; , ..... " t' 1 
, "3TO "1' 6b1JIaI H~KaR iI Hsa6eJlJIa E~peMOBH'a ' KpIOKosa-OlJeHb KpaCHs3H, 
,1~a>Kc' ~'9Jie~aH~HaR:l·>KeHl.iuiHa, t:.~cosepweIiHO p HeonpeJJ.enCHHoA npo<!>eCCHU 
H .lI.a>Ke" .'~·a*e1:c,H;~Helr.),lllieH'~!gpp<ucoiO~a~. t '~ 1,J: " \:.. .. ~ .• : 
,l.·.··\.;9Ta l·Ci)R3b:':.lI.oCTaB·H:na' .... Mffiu~ Jd~If ' 0 r HOBbrX 6ecnOKoACTB ~ TP~' 
BOJIHeHI1f.t ;.:>. 1).:).. .,'. ~~.' 11, \\ : '.;::;' ,.[~, " , . • 
, He . HMeR ': Cpe.ll.cTB , .lI.JIR ~~h~HJIHlI~oA ' >KHSHH, ' MHwenb CKOJlbKO , S03, 
, MOJKHO TRHY JI ' co · ~cBoeA ,' TeTK"; ~:KdTOp'i1Hl C K\i>K.lUlU. JJ.HeM JJ.eJlamicb oce 
60JIee yrpIOMoA; : IieJIt6()e3H6A ~ H'l H~oxoTJid ) nycK8J1'a' B KOMH8TY MHWeJIH, 
Vi BCRKHA i;lP'8S! ' 6ecnoKoAHo r';cJie,nSlJla" sa, :er()': JJ.s'H>KeH'HRMH 80 BpeMR ' OH· 
3HTa, BH.u.'HMO, ',n068H8aRCb, ' K8K . 6hl ' 'OIih ler,o He l ' cnep. 
QHa " JiaB8JIa . e14Y HeSHalJHTeJlbHble~ , nOAalJKH; . H MHwemo npHXO.ll.H. 
"lOCb y~e>t{JJ.3Tb}~ 'ki>·HlJaTt), · JJ.a'>im· py'r'aTb ~TeTKY; \ 06SblB3R ee cKynep.ll.RA, 
KOH, ' .u.epji\HMOPJJ.oA . H CBOJl04bJO. ·'" • J\ ~ I·, ., " I •. ' 
OKOJIO rOJJ.3 npO,AOJI>KaJI8Cb T8KaR 6ecnOKoAH3R >KH3Hb. 
KpaCHoaR . B03JII06JIeHHaR . npHXO)lHJIa K MHwemo Ha CBOHX <ppall. 
UYSCKHX l\a6J1YllKax H Tpe60BaJIa Bce HOBbiX H HOBbiX paCXO.ll.OB. n09TY 
JlPHXO.lI.HJIOCb HSBopallHBaTbCR H JlOMaTb ce6e rOJIOoy 0 nOHCKllX 
.1.0XO,nOB. 
MHWeJIb npOJJ.OJliKaJI HeCTH COotO cnY)f(6y, K KOTOpoA OH OTIIO, 
CHJICR nee 60JIee He6pe>KHO H XaJIaTHO. OH HeOXOTllO ,llaoaJl Tenepl> 
cnpamm, KpHlIaJI Ha nOCeTHTeJIeA H ,lla>Ke B pa3,Apa>KeHliH HIIOA pa3 TO· 
naJI Ha HHX HoraMH, nOCblJIaR 60JIee Ha30AJlHBblX K lIepTRM c06a l ibUftI 
H .llaJIbllIe" 
OH oc06eHHO He JIto6HJI rpR311b1X H HeYKJIIO>KHX MY>KHI<OO, KOTO, 
p~e IIPHXO,l.l.HJIH 3a cnpanKaMH, nYTaSJ, ncpcoHpUR H fleTO'HlO U3.1nrasr 
cnOH MblClIli. 
MUWt!JIb rpy60 opaJI Ha liHX, Ha3b1naR HX CHOOJlanblMH OJlYXllMH, 
If MOpl1~HJICR OT 3anaxa HHllleTbI, HeKpaCHBblX miU H rpy60A '<>Jl.e)f(Jlbl. 
KOHelJHO, TaK He MOrJIO JlOJIro npO/lOJl>K3TbCn, U nocJle IlCJlOro 
PH/!.a ilcaJI06 MHWeJIb nOTepRJI cJly>K6y, JlHIUHnlllHCh naffk:l H KOC·I<LIIHlX 
J{OXOJ{OB. 
3TO 6blJI, B CylllHOCTH ronopn, CCPhC3HblH YJlnp H (I)QPMClllJaR 1<:1 · 
TClCTpO(pa, HO BJII06J1eHHblH n09T He 3aMel13JJ, 'ITO TY'IU IIa';l ero rOJlOlloO 
crYlllaJOTCSJ. , 
vf3aoeJl.lla ECPPCMOBH3 npuxoJluJla K IICMY nOllTII liTO /lcmmA Jll'lIll 
H lleJia rpY.ll.Ilb1M HH3KHM rOJlOCOM pa3Hbic lll.>lraliCIOIC POM:IIIChl, IIIH1 . 
TonTbIU'H1 npH 3TOM HoraMH Ii aKKoMnallHpyn ceoc II:t rllTape. 
3'1'0 6blJla npeJleCTHan MOJIOJl..HI JlaMa, PO>l( JlCllllan JlJln JlY'IIIIl'11 
cY.lJ.b6bl H 6ecne
'
IlIOH )f(H3HIi. Qua npC3HpaJl<l 6c)l1lOCTh \I IHllilCTY " 
~e4T3JIa yexaTb 3a rpmlHUY, lIoJlUHnan 11:1 9TO II Mlllllt'J1H, C I<OTOPlolM 
OHn MC4TaJia ncpeHTu IICPCH)lCKYIO rpallUllY· 
1-1 n CHJJY 3Toro MHlUeJib lie HCK:tJl paooTbl ~t 1I<11J1. lIa/le~lCh 11 :\ 
l,aKHt'·TO HeO>KH.ll.UIHble OOCTOnTCJlbCTB<l, 
Vi 3TI1 06CT0S1TCJIbCTB3 nCl<Opc 1I0CJlC)lonClJlII. 
B O/lIlO HCHaCTlioe yTpO, nplf .'lfl II IWMIWTY T~TI<II ) lJIH Toro, 'ITO()I>I 
nonpOCHTh Y Hce HCOUXO/lHMbIX eMY ;'1.(,lIcr, H "IHU'OTOlIllIlllIIICh K CTI.III · 
Ke, MHUleJlh nopa>h:ell 6blJl ueCIIOpSl)lI{OM II CJlIlIlIlVThlMH C Ml'C (' :1 
1I~lItaMH, 
T ~n;:a MapoH CH/le.'1a II KpCCJIC. ncpcollpan \I PYI<:IX l<:lI<1f1' ,TO 0\1 , 
TI\(.H~~i. IIY3blpl.l<H H I<OPOOO'lI<lI. 
QHa B3BOJlIIOBaJlaCb, KOr,ll3 MlfUlCJJb DOlUeJl 11 KOMIIUTY, It, 11 IHI' 1.1 
1I0A nJ13TOI{ CDOH CI\JlSlIII<H, Hallam.! (lH311{3Tb U 6pocaTo B MItUJCJlJl 'ITO 
nona)}.CT no)}. DVI<V, 
M. n. CHHRrHH 
MHWCJlb CTOHJJ : oCTOJI6eHeBWHA ,;; OKOJIO ':-<'.zlBeplf, , He CMCH warHYTh 
Jla.r.bwe H HC· nOH~,~'aB';'.iiJI~; 506'CT~~HHO~'! .TYT~ ·''OPOHCXOJlHT. 
lJepe3 ,HeCKonbKo:.ceKYHr'l. TeTK3, tT03a6b1B' 0 MHweJle, HaljaJl3 I\py. 
iKHTbCsI no 'KOMI;I3Te;l>," Ha~eBaH::"';npw " 3TOM ;'waHCOHCTKH H BCKHJ,(blB3Sf 
HoraMH ,,' ", ,", .;. ·,,-,··df, :;. .. ", . ,.I.,.' .... '. '.. • lA' >. • '.yo- ·,~.l~~.~,f. '"'. iI!~~r!l~l'/'''r ~ .. WtT·- ,1"" , ..... \,~1 "",I."'f '~'r"'''' t ' • • ;. 
Tor.a.a MHWeJl6:' nOHJlJI; : lI1'O " TeTKa MaphH',tCBH:: HYJJaCb B CBoeM yM~. 
" 11, nyraHcb ' ee~;; B3BOllHOB3IiHblA'; H nOTpHceHHblA, OH · IIpHKphlJl .a.oepb 
H R HJ.CJlKY HaqaJI CJleJlHTb 3a 6e3YMHoA cTapyxoA. 
Y Hee nOH'BHJIHCb COBepweHIlO : Heo6b1qaAHble, 'MOJlO'J,tble J.(BH>Kt:IIHH. 1: ' 
~ 06b1QHtlH 3a nOCJIe .. 'l.HHA ro,l( HenOJlBH>KHOCTb , 'CM€,HHJ13CI> K8KHM-TO ' · 
6YPHblM BeceJlbeM, ,l(BH>KeHHHMH ' H " cyeToA, ,; :/~fl '.,W~' It /' • . 
, TeTl(a 6YKBaJlbHO nopxaJla ' nO}I'KOMHaTc1• H; lJOOJl6eraH K 3epKany, 
l'pHMaCHHqaJla H KpHBJlHJlaCb, nOCblJlaH HeH38eCTHO KOMY 003A,YUlHble 
nou.enYH. ,: rJ, ' il.;:,,-·J ' .. , ' ,; .. 1', :."~, ' 
MHWeJlb nOpa>KeHHbu'i ' CTOHJI 33 .ABephlO, npHKH,l(blBaH B YMe, K81\ 
eMY nocTynHTb H ' liTO ,JleJIaTh H K3KHe, co6CToeHHO rOBOpS1. RhlrO,llh( OH 
,\fO>f<eT CIUlTb C 3Toro '.a.eJIa, ' " , 
3aTeM, I1pHKpblB nJIOTHO ).(BCPb, MH'WeJlb KH1HYJlCR K ynoml()MOllelHfOM~' 
ImapTHpOH, I'T06 C006U1HTb 0 HeCQaCTl>e. 
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TeTKY OTnpaBJIHIOT B JleQe6HHUY. }l{enTbilt .!lOM. BecenaH lKH3Hb. CBlIlta-
HHe C TeTKoA. OKOHlIaTeJlbHaH paCnpO.!lalKa HMymecTBa 
KRapnlp::, Ii KOTOPO" npO>f<HBaJJ MHIUCJJb, 6blJla KOMMYIWJlhlHUI. 
B Helf 6blJIO .llCCSlTb KOMHaT C TPH.A1l3TbIO CJUfIllKOM IKHJlbUUMH. 
MHllIeJib He 'UH'JI OTHomeHHS1 K 3THM nlO)lRM. on .llilll(t' IIV>t<Jl:IJlCH 
HX H HC 3aROjU1J1 3HaKOMCTBa. 
TYT, Me}K~ npo4HM, >KHJI nopTHOM EJlKHH co eRO~M ~YllpyroA .1 
pC6eHl(OM, cpa6pHQHaSl pa60TnHUU. 6yxraJlTep rOCIlBen.1 era P. H n(PITO· 
II!>IH CJIYJKaUJ.HH H. C, KOTOPblH H HBJUIJICR ynoJiHoMOllellllblM KUilpTHpbl. 
DWJlO BOCKpeceHbe, H Bce iKIIJlbllbl 1f3XOJlHJlIICh JlOM :1 1\ CBOW": I\oM · 
IlaTa.x , 
CTapaHCb He WYMeTb 11 rOBofHl B3BOJlIIOll1l1lllhiM 1II0 ll0TOM, MlIlIll' . II. 
"pe.llynpell.HJI ynoJiHoM04eHHoro 0 6YHHOM (YM~ICIIICCTnl-ll-l enOL'I! '!'l'TIO!. 
bblJlO peUJeHO Bbl31HlTb KupeTY CI<OPOH II0MOIUH H nocl<opc il (IIJI :I · 
11I-I1'b cTapyxy B cYJ.IIUCUJe.llUJHH )lOM, nOl'KOJlhl<Y 3TO "PC)lCT:lIIJIHJIO :iII:t · 
IIHTCJlbUYIO onaCHOCTb )lJlH IKHJlbIlOB. 
MHWeJlb, axaH, 6POCI1J1CH n liHiKt-IlOlO KuapTHpy H 110 TCJl U(l'()It\ 
Bh131J3J1 Kapcry CKOPOH nOMOlllH, KOTOpcHI JI "pH6"IJla IIC3:1M C)lJlIITCJlhIlO. 
JJ.Ba 4eJlOBCKa B 6eJlblX O:lJl:lxouax II (,OIlJ)onO)f( .'l('IIIUI MIIJlh'JlSI 
hOill,I1H B KOMt-IaT}, CTapYXH . 
TeTKa MUPbH, 3a6HHIlIHCh B yrOJI, Ill' nO/ (IIYl'l<ilJla K l'cue 1lI-II\Or!). 
OPOC<lHCb BellluMH H pyraRch, I< ~IK My}l\lllflIH, 
n03l.1J(H paCh:pblTblX / lBepe A TCCIII-IJlI-I~" )t<HJlbllld, II()l\wran (OIlI.' Tar.11I 
II rtJlallaMH 3aXB3TU CTapYXH. 
Rce rOIlOpHJIH llJOflOTOM H l' IICCI<Phll!;l CMhIM : 1I1101M Jl/OOOlihlTf TlIIHI 
( ,:Il' J~I1J1H 3il ) lRH)t<e IlHHMH 6C :iY~IIIOH CTapyxl-I , 
5paTbH MHJIOCCP:(HH U CBOHX X:I.':lT:lX, I<:lK 60Jlcr OlilolTllloll', Ol lll \) · 
BpeMeflHO lIIart-tY; IH I( 60JlbllOH H, t'xnanm l'1.~ :Ia PYI<lI, O f{a Jl II \.' l' II CIIOII\ 
()O'RTHHX. 
Crapyx:.l ('I apU JlaCh y K)'CHl'h HX 3:1 pyl<ll, 110, 1« 11, 3 '1'0 II 1ll'I.'r l l ;1 
t)bIBJCT, 6YPHaR 311cpnlS1 CMCIIH.1C1Ch cnOl(()i,f C TIIII C ~1 II : l:l>l,C Ol.' .~>I<lt:llIl'll ­
I,oll anaTHeH, 
Crapyxa 1I03UOJIHoila Ha/~eTh IIi.I C~6H BaTcpl1py~), rOJlUIIY di O ()IIII · 
3 a./IH IlJl31'KOt.{ H, 1l0ATl:l.1IKHB,ICMHSI C3 3JUf MHlIJeJl(, M, (lila 61olJl;l OJl ;lrll -
.1/1111', ' Ii MH(" .Ni 12 • 
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nOJI}''IHO · nOA' PYKH, cny~eHa ,·BHHS H nOCWKeH8 B aBTOM06HJlb, B KOTO-
pblil ~MeCTH.JlC~ ::4~~HW~JI!».v ~O '1.CTP8XOM" nOrJIJrAbiBaa H8 CBOIO 06eSYMeB-
. ruYIO . pOp.CTBe8HHL\Y;i~·~ .' ,,' ' .... I~ ' •• .' ;r.:. ·.~·1;·· •. ' 
. '.' I BCIO,." ~?p<?r.}', ~TeTKa,'lnOqtH , l;Ie ',tnp~RBJlRJla npH3HaKOS >KH3I1H, H 
TOJlbKO . kOrA~ 1 8~TOM06H~' .np,HeX8J1 Ha., np~.~l.<Y H OCTaHOBHJlCR y >KeJl-
Toro ~OMa, ,~TeTKa '-:~8PbR' 'cHo~a,,:~pORBHJla' 6yAcTBO H, conpOTHBJlRRCb. 
p'oJiro . He XOTeJla ·' BblJleS3Tb HS ' aBTOM06HJIR, 'T CHOBa pyraHcb 61!s06pa3-
HblMH c~10BaMH. . I •. ," .' • 'f. 
O,ll.HaKO, . ee 6J1aronOJlYlJHO ObloeJl.H I H ! nOA pyKH qepes ca,A nOBeJIH 
'no lI'es" . . .. . '. . . . R · M """. \1" • I, • !.,' ~I"~· I Ii I 
CropO>K " Y ' .BopoT, npHBblKWHA K TaKHM ~I,AeJlaM, 6ea JlI060nblTCT03 
H86J11O,A8J1 S8. SToA cLteHoA H, npHBCT8n CO.,.cBoeA CKSMeAKH, MOJI'I8 nSJlb-
LteM YKS38J1, . KY AS .ABHraTbcR. . .• ~ J,", \' 
CTapyxy . ,npOOeJlH qepes TeMHblA KOPH;ZtOP H C,AaJlH B pscnpe/le. 
JlHTeJlb,' ,.' .. ' ;:~ 
MIiWeJlb . 38nOJlHHJI aHKeTY H, nOJlY'IHB, HS PYKH TeTKIIHbI .ll.parOL\CH· 
HOCTH-ee SOJIOTYIO LtenOliKY C JIOpHeTOM, KOJIbLtS H 6POWb, BblWeJI 
8SBOJIHOBallHblA H3 npHeMHoA KOMH8TbI. 
OH npoweJl caA H, 04YTHBWHCb H8 YJIHLte, OCT8HOBHJlCH 0 HepewH-
TeJlbIiOCTH. nOTOM ,ll.OJlro XO~HJI no YJlHLte H co cTpaxoM H /.la>Ke C YIf(3· 
COM iIOrJIH.llblOaJI ,Ha >KeJITbJA ~OM, npHCJlYWHB3RCh K KpHK3M II BOIIJIHM, 
.llOHOCHBWHMCR HS' OTPblTblX OKOH. 
OH noweJJ 6bJJIO ~OMOH, HO, oeT8nOBHB:lJHeb Ha Jl.CPCUSJlIIIOM Mony 
4epe3 npH>KKY, 06epHYJleH Hasa~. 
}f{eJITbIH ,ll.OM c 06JIeaJIOH, rpR3HoA WTYKaTYPKoA 6blJI 'fCnCpb Bec t. 
Ha BH.ll.Y. B OKHax sa peweTK3MH MeJlbKaJlH 6eJIble clmrYPbl ... HCKOTOPhlC 
HenO~OH>KHO CTOHJIH y OKOH H eMOTpCJlH Ha y.'lHLty. .LlPyrHc, YXlJdTllII, 
WHCb 33 peweTKH, CTapaJIHCb C/.lBHllyTh HX C MeCTa. 
BHH3Y Ha YJlHue, Ha 6epery npR>lO<H, CTORJlH 1I0PMUJlhllblC JIIOJllI 1\ 
C HeCKpblBaeMbJM JII060nbJTCTBOM rJlR/.leJlH un CYMaCUlCJlIllHX, 3:.lJlpall 
KBepxy CDOH rOJlOBbJ. 
MHWeJlb 6blCTfW H He OrJlRJlhIBllRCb 1I0Ule,I) JlOMOA, IIccn " e!lOIl\ 
pYKax Te1KHHbl llparOUCHHOCTH. 
rIepBbfe '/.lHH 1l0TpflCeHHH npOlll.llIt, BCt' YJIl'rJIOCh. II >IOI :ill", h :1', 
06b14HO, nOUlJlu JlaJlbwe. 
He HMen CJlY)KObl H He lIlua ce, MHUleJlh "1)()JlOJlmllJl 6cCII "'110 r~', 
IUCCTBOBaTb H, BCTPClIaRCb co cBoeA U03J1106J1CIIIIOI1, )IWJI 1101 TCTI<IIIIII 
HMYLtteCTBo, KOTopoe 13K UeO)f(H.ll.all/lO .ll.OCT3J10Cb CMY. 
B TO BpeMH 6blJl YiKe t13n BO BeeM eDoeM pa3rapc. C/loua OhlJlU 
L'TKpblTbl Mara3HHbl, TeaTpbl H 10HIO. nORBI·IJlHCb H3U03 'IIIKIt " JlIIXU'JlI. 
VI MHWeJlb co eBoeH .ll.UMOH OI<YHy .lJen U 1l0JlOIIOpOT >lW:i lllt. 
O~IH no/.l PYKY nOR8J1S1J1I1Cb no Llce x pCCTO'pallax It Ka6 a'lI<ax . Tall , 
LtOB3J1H CPOKCTPOT H YTOMJlCllllbIC, no'l'ru C'WCTJIHIlhIC, Ilo:·wpaIlWJIIICh 11 , 1 
JlHXa4e Jl.OMOH C TCM, 4'1'0601 3UCIIYTb "PCIlJ<IIM (110M II YTPOM CIIOII.I 
HaqaTb BeCeJlOe, 6eCnelJHOe eymeCTll08lllllle. 
Ho HHOH pa3, DCIIOMHIIUSI IIpO enolo TCTI<Y II TP:ITU CC IUIYlllC CT Jlt I , 
MHUI(~JIb 4YHeTBOlJUJI yrpbl3cIIJl e COlleCTII II Tor JlU , IICIJIO 111 p : I ~'. J l ; \Ii;l .'1 
Le6e CJlORO H<lIlCCTHTb 60Jlbl-fYIO ){JUt '1'01'0, 'I'I'OU CIICeTlt '\1 IWll · I<: II<t1" 
KouQ:>eT H rOCTHllllen H TeM ca~lblM Cl leJl:lTh 'l' Y'I;fCTllllllCll It pac,oJW:-; . 
Ho iUIH WJIH 3d ,'l/lf/MH, H MI-IILlC.'II, OTt{JI:lJlhlll:I JI rllo{' II 0l'l' lllClIlI l' . 
B :ny 311MY UCC~.1bSl Ii T.IJIl.lCU MIIIIIN lh 1I0JIY 'IIIJI II :'" 'IIll'IIIll' It:t 
nCl<OBU OT CBoero !1JIa l leJlhlla : lOMll II TC\I('P" ;IPCII ) l:I'I'Opa 0 T()~I, '/I'll 
ero >Kella, no-repmJ p e6t' HKa H LlhIHJ(f1 3:IMY>I{, YC:-'::I Jla 11:\ 1<l1;lIlTIIP'''. ~I;J 
:l,OJIiKan CMY 311U I IHTCJlbIlYI0 CYMMY. 01la OCTilllliJla {'MY '<OC-I{: \I,Y IO !\Il' · 
OeJlb, KOTOPYIO Hpelll{HTOP H COC'1I1TaCT CIIOt'I':\. N'JlH MIIIIICJlh Ill! "I'" ' 
"'JleT eM)' /J,c/-Ier . B 6,IJHmHHUIHH MCCRll. 
M. n. CMHRrMH lS1 
npO'lTH 3TO ' nHC~~O YTP,OM.-' n,ocne -;, nOnOAKH; "MHWenb Cep,nHTO 
CKOMKan,. ero , H ' -~J?,9~~~llf<~~,Wh4fep,~~lbi;;-- C.::T~" ~I~Tqt6bl He BcnOMHH3Tb 0 
cBoeA , npo~nbA ' mifStlH.~;~?;·,~~;.<.:,~ _ ... :,\:-~",\,.i\:·'yt?t~1:t-·;.f", . 
, . .TaK ~poxo.n~~~f~H,M~,1~tI'~#~',~A~.H:~1!,.3JJJ~~~a.n~cKHx ,nHeA, nocne Toro, 
. ~~K . 6blJI;H ;.~\nI1O.l;t~HbI "i~~~f~~~HH~ .~~ ear() e . ~~!f~ V~1Hwenb OTnpaoHnCR 
1\ ·TeTKe H3\C:IUl,naHH~; .~¥ .i'{,c'!?~:"t··d~~~~~~~11_ ~~~.~~! .,,~ /; 
I OH KynHn pa3Hoit~He,nH ' H ' C'·.,TH.~eJrblM c~p)lr~~M H Heonpe,JJ,eneHHblM 
c1'paxoM OTnpaUHJlCH . H3 '/ fIpH,):KKY: ')'f'\·~1.:i ~~: > :,:·",;d~~·:·'t·-' 
~eTKY . npHoe~H ,: 0 .'i ~p~eMHYJO t>t~oMHaTy..1L. ;~OCTaBHnH , ee OMeCTe 
c MuweneM. · .;. '. - ,;1.', . ,'; ','.,' '.' ,.j. j ,,,,.~~'~ ' ft;, .. \1 ,\. 
6yAHoe cYMacwecToHe cMeHHnocb THxoR '\Men8HxonHeA, H Tenepb 
TeTKa MapbH B cBoeA 6enoA no.noT~~HOA .Ko<f}T.e ,)CTOHJla nepe,n MHwe-
JleM H, CTpaHHO H XHTpO nOrnH,AblBaH J Ha ;, Hero,':" He YSHaoana CBoero 
r :. ,\t " flneMHHHHKa. ' .. ," ,' . ' .', .,' -[,.' ·h· .. ··~:/ • 
CKaa30 HeCKOJlbKO HeOnpe,AeJleHHbIX cnoo ' H ,lteJlaR PYKaMH suep-
fHIUible meCTbl, nOHHTHbie CYM3CWeJupHM, MHwenb ' MOJllJa nOKJlOHHJlCfI 
H BblWeJl . Ha nOMell.{eHHH c TeM, 'ITo6b1 CIO,A3 HHKOr,Aa He B030palUaTbCR. 
C JlerKHM c~p,nl.{eM MHWeJlb oepHYJlCH JJ.oMoA H yme co cnoKoAHoA 
cooeCTbJO CTaJl paCflopRmaTbCR CBOHM HaCJle.D.CTBoM. 
Ha30eJlJl3 EcppeMOBHa peBHOCTHO nOMOraJl3 eMY B STOM, yr()OapHOan 
ero nOMeHbwe uepeMOHHTbCH H CTeCHRTbCR 0 CMbICJle OKOHlJ3TeJlbHOA 
pacnpo.n3mH Bcero HMYlU.eCTo3. 
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HeOlKH,naHHafi 6eda. Y>KaCHbdt CK3H,llan. HepBHaH OOJle3Hb MHWeJlR. 
Ccopa C' o03J1J06neHHo't na,lleHHe 
B anpeJle 1925 ro.n3 CTOHJla HCKJllOlJHTeJlbHO xopowaR H RCHaK 
norO,lJ.a. 
MHweJlb 0 J1erKOM cooeM n3J1bTO, no.ll. pyKy C J1aa6eJlJloA E(I)pCMOn-
HoA, BbIXO.l(HJI H3 cBoei% KOMHaTbI, )l{eJlaH noi%TH nory~HTb lIa Ha6epe}l(-
Hoi% H nOCMOTpeTb H3 Jle.noxo,A. 
H, aaKpbIBaR .D.Bepb Ha . KJllOl.l Ii H3neB3n «6allallbI, 6allallhJ», on 
nOrJlH.l(bIBaJl Ha CBOIO .l(aMy. 
QHa TyT )I{e KOJl6aCHJl3Cb B KOpHJ~Ope, .ll.eJlan CDOHMH CTPOlillblMH 
HO)l{K3MH p3aHbIe na H TaHuyn 43PJlbCTOH. 
QHa 6blJla lJY.l(HO xopowa B CBoeM CUeTJlOM uecelllleM KOC'fIOMC, co 
CBOHM npeJleCTHbIM npoqJIIJleM H 3aBIITywK3MII 1i3-nO.l( UI.'lSlnbl. 
MHwe,lb JII060DHO rJlHll.CJI Ha lIee, UOCXHmanCb ee KpaCOToA, MOJlO· 
)J,OCTblO H 6eCnelJHOCTbIO. 
JJ.a, KOHelJHO, OHa lie 6blJla C.'IIiWKOM Y4ell<lH .D.eUlfua, clloco611au 
C Jlerl<OCTblO norOBopUTb 0 KallTe HJlIi 5a6eJle IiJJl1 0 TCOpliH BcponT· 
HOCTH H OTHOCHTeJlbHOCTH. EeaYCJlOBHO, olla 9Toro lililiero lie 311:1JI:1 II 
He HMeJla CKJlOHl-fOCTH K YM03pHTeJlbHblM tlaYK3M, npC)lnOlliHan 11M Jlcr · 
KylO, npOt:TylO )l{H3Hb. MOPlUHtlbl pa3.llYMbSl lie GOp03)'HfJlIl CC .,6a, 
MHWeJlb JII06HJI ee co BC~H CTpaCTblO II, MblCJlCllllO CpaUlllfIJan CI ' 
co cBoeH 6bIBWCH (HMOl/KOH, npHXO.l(HJI B Y)I.:ar,- I\JI{ all MOl' 1':lI{ 1111 :1· 
KO naC1'L, )I{eHI-IBWHCb Ha T3KOi% npOI3HIIUHaJlbllOH KypOIII{e. 
I1nu{, TaHuyn lJapJII.>CTOIi 11 Jlypalwcb H B3S1UIUIfCh 3:1 pyKlf, 01111 
nOIUJlH no KOPH.ll.0PY H, BbIl1.l(SI B npHXO}/{YIO, OC1':lIIOBHJlHCb, I!TOG lip . 
~lyCTHTL BOWe.1l.WYlo napy. 
3TO OblJl P3CCbIJlbHbli% C KHH}I{KOH II pn.ll.OM C HHM CT:lP:ISI }Kell· 
lUHHa, aaBcpHYTaSl B 3HMHHi% BaTepnpycp, C rOJlonoH, IIOlHJ3311110il ulepCTSI· 
HWAI n.1l3TKOM. 
3TO 6'bIJla He KiO HHaH, K:.IK TCTK<l MaphSl. 
,. 
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·"\"i)~',.;~'£~~¥~~:M~"r~#TJIH~iJ~t / rOHOM . liC'Cti1n~HliIA ' CnpOCHJI, 3,lteCb JlH IlpO-
)kHBaJla;,1.~iJI~.lt9pOB'eBWaH' :~pa~~~~K~;"\A.<1t~deCJI",'3,lteCb, TO B~T, He ' yrO,ltHO 
JlH , npJ:lHH:rb'" Koro CJlP-JJ.Y,et; ,. 1<, ~ :.: ~: .... " :", ~,; • 
" ': Bee,: nO~YTHJJO~~ i Etr'~r~p~3ax:.I~'MH,W~JI~ : ','HorH npHpOCJlH K ' nOJlY, Ii 
cTpax" oTHq~'l y. t H\!rO i'AaprpeQHvS.~'I'-' ,ll 'I!~r-"~' ,l;~" I ", 
Koe,~aK' ' nocT3BHB ' He6,oJlbIUY~ ,.~apaKYJlIO B paCCblJlbHOA " KHHI'e, 
l~HUJeJlb' ' nepeseJl .!f Jla3aj,~' Ha ,':cTe'TKyj'\":KoTopaR, ': CKoHct>Y}f(eHHo' " YJlbl6snCh, 
PYlJKoA : np,HBeTCTHC1BsJla . cBoer({in~eMRHHHKa.'J', •.•. ~ I',' . 
. - ;.'MHQleJlb; r.Haqa·.Ir(\·'.1IC!neTnir~I, ~ ~lteliO"HJt,Kbre;~"cnoBa' H, nRTRCb l: ~ ABepH, 
CTapaJl·CSt :3aC.1t'OHHTb·'·lni>,oxtr;.G , He·~~>keJ.aR~I:.;TeM , C8MblM nponYCT~Tb "-reTKY 
)J;aJlbwe.' /\;' ;; ~~';~';I·M<W,k . .., ~~t.,~ \,1. . ~~'i!/l'~'.f..' 'H, . ··~(t.. ;~ { ( ".. ' 
.',. TeT~'aJ~\apbR ,,'w~rHY.iI81;.\K.\,:H'~My:,;,,:tliaqaJla i JJ.OBOJlbHO nOHRmo H~­
SlCHHTbCSI,r~~OBOpSI;' :q'rO:'OH81 CHJIbHO' ,'.npHxBbp'HYJl8,· HO Tenepb nOIiTH liTO 
OnpaBHJlaCb H H JJ.8J1bHeAwew HY}f(JJ.seTCH \ TOJlbKO B nOJiHoA THWHH{' H 
cnoKoAcTBHH: ' ~i'."': ~. ,\':':',! ':.:.~.:.l~ 1 :'<,.~.i 
. .. nOHHM3R OCIO cepbe3HOCTb. ,JJ.eJla : H ··Ht! iKeJlaH MewaTh o6'HCHelHIIO 
pOJJ.CTBeHHHKOB, . H3a6eJlJIs Ect>peMOBH8, CKS3SB, qTO OHa 3aAJJ.eT 33BTpa. 
K3K nTHlIKa, BblnopxHy.71a HS JI~CTHHny H r HClJe3J1a. 
A TeTKa MapbR B cOnpOBO>KJJ.eHHH MHWeJlR nowJI" no KOPH)I,OPY. 
HanpaBJlHHCb K,cBOe" ~BepH. . , 
MHWeJlb, H3HB TCTKY no)!. PYKy H crspancb He .ll.OnYCTHTb ec II KOM-
HaTY, B KOTOPOH OCT3BaJl8Cb JlHWb K8KaH-TO iK3J1K3R .ltpe6CJJ.eHb, TnlfYJI 
ee K ce6e, rOHopH, liTO, HY BOT, H OTJlHlJHO, H npCKpaCHO, BOT ccAllel(, 
OHH npHCH~T y MHweJlR Ha ~HBaHe H nOllblOT llaHKY. 
0JJ.H8KO, TeTK3, He nO>KeJlaa 11310, H3CTOH4HUO WJlU I( cuoeA I<OM-
II aTe, TBepAO coxpaHHH 0 cooeM HenpOIIHOM YMe paCflOJlO>KeIHH! KOMlla'/'. 
OHa oOWJla 0 KOMHJTY H OCT3HOBHJl3Cb, nOpa>l(elll13Sl H nOJllllUl rllell," 
ABTop, maJJ.R HepBbl lJHTaTeJleA, He ClIHT3eT B03MO>KHblM npo)!.OJl>KUTI. 
~80e onHcaHHe CK3H)!,aJl3 H l1.pa~aTH4eCKHX CL(CII, IIpOHCllI~)lII1HX n IICp -
Rble nOJlqaca. 
OrOJleHH3H KOMHa'f3 3HSI.'1Ll cnoeA nYCTOToA. B yrny CTOrlJl IIC-rpO-
HYTbUi MpaMopHblH YMblRHJlbllHK ./ IICCKOJlhK() CTYJlLen, Ill' IIpO)l,allll"l '\ 
H CHJlY 3HaQWreJlbHoA H3HOUlCHIiOCTH, 
no npOUleCTH~IH 1l0JlY4aca TCTK3 IUI6poCl-IJlUCh 11<1 MIiIllCJlU UIOlla, 
nO-MYiKCKH Pyrancb H BblKpHKIWHn TaJ<HC CJloua, OT I<OTOP"IX lIIapax .. -
,'JHCb Ii CTOPOHY BHl1.aBWHe OIfJ(bl )I(I1J1bUbI_ 
HepBHblH nOJ('eM CMellHJICSl THXHMH CJIC3:lMH, 'ICM U()(nOJlh ~iOIl:'Jlnt 
JV\HWeJlb. 011 npOCKo,rlh3HYJI B ('11010 I<OMII:lTY H. 1)(kCCIIJll'lIl1hrA, pyx -
nYJI Hn I,POH3TI" 
f{ Be4epy CT<lJIO H::illCCTIIO, llTU TCTI\C1 1111011 .. LllllxlIym'l'" 1\ l'1I()t' " , 
VMe H SHOilb i.i.em.leT no CBOerl I<OMII:JTC l<aI<H~-TO nphOl<l<lt It .'(III1)1{t"IIHt. 
EJIe nOJIOllU HorH, MHwe,IJb y6C)(HJlCfI 1\ 91'01\1 H. CJlCJJatl COOTlIt' .. · 
CTRYIOUUft:' paCnOpml(CHHH, BeplIYJlCH K ceuc , 
K HOllH TCTI<Y MaphlO IlHOHh OTIH';MI·, H nClrXII ;n pll'lI'n<yw .'11' -
'Ie6HH1lY· 
}l{HJIbl.lbl CYJ(:l4HJIH 0 BCHKHX npcupaTiIOCTn:-. LY;lI,Olor It rOlluptl Jltt 
o He06xO)(nMOCTH nOK333TeJlbliOrO cYJ(a lla / ( MIIIIICJll'l\t. I{oTOpl.1I1 0 ( ' , 
paTlIo CBl',;1 TeTK\' C YM3, peuHIB ROCII() Jlh ,H)II:tThl'U l'!' IIo(,JI(')lIfIlMtt 
KpeC.lJ;) M Ii. 
O:UI:lKU, Mil U.le,!lb II:! JlpyroH ,:lCllh ( .. IeI' II IIOnl'J.1o It IIcpltltoi_ I't, . 
DB'IKe H 3THM IIPCI<P:lTHJl nepeCY.'l.bl. 
TPH HC)l,CJlH 011 npOJIei";] : I. )~MaH, 'ITO np.III1CJI CMY 'WIIl'Il It p.I\ '. 
1I.'13TU, 110 MOJlO/lOCTh H I.lBCTYIIlCC 3)(OPOllbf~ COXpalfHJIII CMY 11013"'" 
H3a6eJlJl3 E<I)pCMOUn3 H3pe)!.K:l nOCCl1I:lJIa ero. Ec lIen'JlOCTh nil'· 
HHJlaCb HaTSlIIYTOCThIO, " OHa t' /Il' pa3ronapIIBCI,IJ:I ( ()OJII.f llbIM, IIHKltpr-
nCb H KanpH3HH4an. 
lSS 
r • ',' .... 1 •. ,:/., ~:;. .~'."'I .', ". '''. .,.:" • . ' 
, ",!.,;~ DOJle3Hh 3Hatt,HTeJl,b~9S1~3~eHHJla).? MHWeJlR. , 'BCR ' ero· 6eCnelJHOCTb 
,. •. HI-. OH OHOBa "':6,bl~"~.t,aK~M nKe,~~ K~~'f,B · ijC.~OBe .-MeJlaHXOJlHlJUblH H 
C03epu.aTeJIbp.bIMcy6 eKTOM.~ " - ". \ .j~'.';, i. i~~lt\ ~\,; J.i " -j,'!'" • 
·;';'J.~, ~t10Bb ' npHXO.lU~.1JP,Cb ., nO.l.YM::lTb. () ." CY~t·:CTBeO~HJi" "H,' 0 KYCKe Ifacym· 
, .. ~.x~e6a,\~_~ ... .1 ,,~~;,: l' ,,~'. t,· "; .. <;,r"~~ .. '\ '. ""~. \l'~~' .)If·, '! .~.~,!( t" ),' .'~ 
, M. n. CHHm'UH ' npHHHJlCH XJlOnO,Ta!b . ,H • HeCKOJJbKO paa , ~OJJ.liJI ml 
HPiKY·'·TPY,lI.Cl, perHClTpHpYHCb ': ~ · OTlfelJflHCb,'h ~.-,' ;"" :.. /. 
. He YMeR HHllero . P.~JI~Tb·;;" H : He'.t;3i,faH" . aH~aK9~ CI1~u.HaJlbHOC'1'H, OJ! 
M~JI, i. KoHelJHO, MaJIQ - W3HCQB )lO.YlYlJHTh'. npHJJH!-iHYIO ~,pa60TY. ': 
. npan}.{a, eMY cpa3y npe,L(JIO>KHJlH ' ' noexaTb .' Ba . -.T.Op<pHHble pU3pa-
~OTKH, rOBopR, lJTO, ! H~ HMeR . cneLlHa~fbHpcTH, ': OU ' n~mpHJ~ JIH rJOJIYlJHT 
. ~~A'Iac '1TO-JlH60 J,(py,roe.. ;;,;,."'" . ""': ,'1; • to .~~~)f .. ; " , 
. ;'. 3TO npeJ,(JIO>KeHHe. ~paWHO nOp33HJIO MHWeJJH . H - ,l(a>Kc . HanyruJlo. 
aK, OHJ,(OJI>KeH noexaTb KY,l(a-TO TaM 1'aKOe . 3~ 60 BepcT H TaM l<on3Th 
.10naTO" pa3HYIO .a.PHHb H rJIliHY! 31'0 uHKaK He YK.lUlJJ.bioaJlOCb 0 ero ro· 
-'JODe, H OH, Cep,L(HTO - 06pyrao 6apblwHIO cBHHbeA, yweJl ,u.ol\loit 
OH CTaJI npO,l(3BaTb CBOH BelllH, npH06pCTeHHbli! 3a BpeMfI COOt!I'O 
. 6:narOnOJlY'lHH, H nOJlro,!{a >KHJI ~OBOJlbHO npHJlHlJHO, He HMcn CHJIh-
Holi HY>KJ,(bI. 
Ho TaK, KOHelIHo, He MOrJlO BelJHO npOJ,(OJI>KaTbCH, H HaAo OhrJlO 
nO~MaTb 0 lJeM-TO CYllleCTBeUHOM. 
11, nOHHMaH, lITO OH KaTHTCH UO,I). ropy, MHUJeJIb crupaJlcn LJce me 
He J,(YMaTb 06 3TOM H CKOJIbKO B03MOiKHO OTTHrHoaTb peUUlTeJIbllblH 
MOMeHT. 
K 3TOMY BpcMeHH OH nopyraJIcSi C 113a6eJIJIo.:k E<ppeModIl011. KOTO· 
paR Dce HHorJ,(a 3aXOJ,(HJIa K HeMY H, XMypH HOCH.K, cnpaUIIHlaJIa, ·1'1'0 011 
HaMepeH J,(CJIaTb. 
OH 1I0CCOPHJICH C He.:k, Ha3BaB ee raAHHOH H KOPblCTHO.:k IwtlaJIbeA, 
H 3TOT pa3pbIB HeCKOJlbKO J,(a>Ke 06JIeflIHJI ero CYllleCTUOOUIIHe. 
113aoeJlJIa E<ppeMOBHa OXOTHO nOWJIa lIa ccopy H, XJIOnHYU JlBephlO, 
ynopXHYJIa, npeJ,(BapHTeJIbHO, kOHelJHO, nOCKaH,l(:lJIHO '" nopyraulUlicb Il;l 
pU3Hbie TeMbl. 
MHWeJIb nOHHMaJI CBoe KpHTHlleCKoe nOJIO>KeHlie, Ii CMY IIPCMl' -
HaMH l<a33J10Cb, 'ITO BCIOJ,(Y >KH3Hb, H, MO>KeT, Jl.eHCTlJHTeJIbHO CTOH'!' CMY 
1l0eXaTb Ha pa3pa60TKH. O.ll.HaKO, 1I0pyrauwHcb lIa 6HPII{C II 1I0PB~ll 
COOH JIHCTOK, MHWeJIb Y>Ke He HMC.7J MY}I{eCTB:l IIOH rH TY.llU /lIlOUb. 
9 
IIpHHTH3H BCTpelJa. HOBaR pa60Ta. MpalJHblC MblCJIH. HHUleTa • .llymcn-
1I0e cnOl{QIiCTOHe. bJIarO.ll.eTeJIbHaH npHpOlla. nOMomb aOTopa. I\pa)l{CI 
naJIbTO c 06e3bHHKOBbiM BOPOTHHKOM 
OCTaUHB ce6e cepblt'f nHJ,(>KatIOI\ H UCCIIIICC IIaJlhTO, MIIIII 'Jilt 6l' ;1 
>t:aJlOCTH paCCTaJlCn HOtI'm co BceM CnOI1M HMYUlCCTBO~1. 
Ho OCTaOJICHHble BelllH l{pe3BbllJaihl0 6hlCTPO IIpllXUJllIJllf II 11l!1 · 
\OCTb, H 3TO o6CTOSrrCJrbCTI10 TOJlhl<O YCIMIIBLlJIO IW)lCIIIIC, 
nOHHMan, liTO el\1Y Hl' BhlOp,lTbCn H ~i C03JlalllllCrUCH IIUJIO>I< '1l1ISI, 
MHWeJIb B.lI.pyr YCIlOI<OHJICn H 110n;lbrJ1 110 TCI/CIUIIO, M;l JIO :WOOTSICh (I 
TOM, lJTO 6Y.lI.CT. 
O.lI.Ha>K.lI.br, DCTpeTHB o,!J.Horo 3W1KOMoro 1I~I1Ma"a H UJlJ)lCJlbll:l Ma-
;ltHhKOH ¢>a6pHtll<H MHHepaJIhHblX H tt1pynTOBl>IX IIO;l, MHILICJlb IIIYTJlHUO 
nonpocH." KaKHM-HH6Yi~b 06pa30M rroMollb CMY. 
TOT o6eu~aJI YCTPOHTb ero lIa CBOIO tpa6pl·ftll<Y, u Ju/aKO, IIpeJlYllpt' . 
.:J.HJI, lJTO pa60Ta 6YJl.eT He CJlHLUI<OM 1I0JlxOJUIlllafi )lJIS1 1'10:)1';) " BpnJt JIU 
MHWeJlh Ha Bee COrJlaCHTcR. Ha.llo 6b1J1o MhlTh OYThlJlKlf, KOTOPh'(' no 
( 
I !. 
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.MHO>KeCTBe C p'aSHbIX CTOPOH, H ,lta>Ke HS nOMOeK, nocTynaJIH Ha <paG· 
pHKy, . r,lte HX H npHBO,ltHJIH B XpHCTRaHCKHA BH,lt, nOJIO~a H MOR C nec· 
l<OM ' H' e~e ~ . KaKoA.TO ,ltPRHblO. "" 
MHwenb: BSSln ' 9TY paOOTY ", H HeCKOJIbKo:! . ~eCRl.{eB XO.llHJI B AnpaK· 
,CHH', Pbl"OK Ha ~ npOHSBO.ll.CTBO, , nOKa He nporopeJI sapBllBWHAcSI H9nMaH. 
, :, \': CnOKoHqBHe , H ' pOBHoe ' .llYweBHoe Co'ctoRHHe ' He nOKH,ltaJlO MH-
weJlSl~ ·\ OH KaK 6b1 nOTepRJI crapoe npe,ltCTaB.neHHe 0 ce6e. 11 ' npHxO,ltR 
,ltOMOH, JlO>KHJICSI enaTb, He AYMaR HH 0 lJeM H jHH 0 tJeM He BcnOMHHaR . 
. Kor,lta H~nMaH nporopeJi Ii sapa60TO,K'::,6b1J1 norepRH, MHWeJlb.1 H 
TY1' He nOlJYBCTBOBaJI 60JIbWoA oe.llbl • . ·.:~/::~},'c " " ,i ' 
npaB,lta, BpeMeHaMH, 'otJeHb pe.llKO · HaXO.ll.~JI() .. Ha Hero paS.llYMbe', H 
TOr.lla MHWeJIb, KaK BOJlK, 6eraJI no ' cBoeA KOMHaTe, KycaR Ii rpbl3R 
CBOH EorTH, K lJeMY OH nOJIytJHJI npHBbltJKy 3a.liocJIe,ltHHH ro,lt. 
Ho 9TO, coocrBeHHO, 6blJIH nOCJIe,ltI'He 'BOJIHeHHSI, nocne tJero >KH3Hb 
nOTeKJla nonpe)f<HeMY POBHO, JlerKO H Oe3.llYMHO. 
YiKe Bce iKH.'1bl.{bl B KBapTHpe BH.lleJIH H ' 3HaJlH, KaK 06CTORT J{eJia 
MHnieJlR H CTOPOHHJlHCb ero, noGaHBaHcb, KaK (JbI OH He ceJl HM Ha welQ. 
11, ne3aMeTHO ,ltJIH ee6H, MHWeJIb H3 BJia,lteJIb~a KOMHaTbi CTaJi , 
yrJIOBblM iKHJlbl.{OM, nOCKOJlbKY Bero KOMH3ry BCeJIHJlCH O.llHH oe3pa-
60THbIH, H:OTOPbui no BpeMeHaM XO.llHJI ToprOBaTb ceMetJKaMH. 
TaK npoweJI nOtJTH ro)J., H iKH3Hb YBJIeKaJla MHWeJlH Bce rnYOiKe 
H rJlYOiKe. 
YiKe nopTHOH Erop EJlKHH, 3aXOJUI B KOMHaTY MHWeJlR, nbJlHblM 
rOJlOeOM HHOH pas npOCHJI ero npHCMOTpeTb 3a CBOHM MJla.ll.eHl.~eM, Tan 
KaK Ha)J.O 6blJIO nopTHoMY OT JlytJHTbCSI, a cynpyra Hv.BeCTb r.'l.e OPO)J.HT 
no CJIYtJalO CBoeH KpaCOTbl H MOJlO.ll.OCTH. 
11 MHWeJlb SaXO.llH.'1 B Km.m<1TY K nopTHOMY H 6es HHTepeca rJlR-
.n;eJl, KaK nOJlyroJlblH pe6eTeHOK CKOJlb3HT no nOJlY, WaJlR, 3a6aBJlRHCh " 
noe)J.aH TapaKaHoB. 
.uHH lllJlH sa ,ltHHMH, H MHWeJlb HH~lero He npe.llnpHHHMaJi. 
OH CTaJI Hlfor)J.a npOCHTb MHJlOCTbIHIO. H, BbIXO.ll.JI lia yJlH~y, HHoA 
pa3 OCTaHaBJlHBaJiCH Ha yrJlY HeBCKoro H <l>oHTaHKH H CTOJlJl TaM, cno· 
KO"HO nO.lliKH)J.aH nO)J.aJlHHH. 
H, rJlH.llH Ha ero JlH~O H He.l 6blHWHft npHJlHllllblH I<OCTIUM, npoxo· 
~He .ll.OBOJlbHO OXOTHO nO.ll.aBClJIH eMY rpHl3eHHHKH " .ll.H'l<e .ll.uyrpH· 
BeHHble. 
npH 9TOM MHWeJlb I-IH3KO KJI<.lIlSIJICR, H npHBeT JlHB :.m YJlhI6K<l pac-
l"HfHBaJia ero J1H~O. H, HH3KO KJl3HHHCb, 011 CJle.ll.HJI rJla33MH 3a MOHeToA. 
CTapaHcb nOCKopeH yra)J.aTb ee .ll.OCTOHIICTBO. 
OR He SaMe4aJl B ce6e nepeMeflbl, ero .llywa 6hlJl3 110npe>t<HCMY 
cnOKOHH3, H HI1I<UKoro ropH OH 60Jlee He OUlYUHIJl 8 ce6e. 
ABTOPY Ka/KeTCH, 4ro 3TO <popMeHliaJl 6pexIIJl H B3)tOP, KorJUI 
MHorlfe H .lla)Ke 3H3MeHI1Tble nHCareJll1 onllChwalOT pa311hle TpOrareJlh-
Hhle MytJeHI1J1 11 nepr}/{HBtlHI1J1 or;teJlbHhlX rpa}f<.ll~UI, 1I0naHIllHX 0 6c.llY, 
HJlH, CKa)KeM, He ma.lleH IIIIIG..lKIIX I<paCOI<, CHJlbHblMH M331<UMI1 OnHCblI1310T 
.ll..vweBHoe COCTOSlHl1e YJll1 l lHOH IKe/l~l1l1ul, 1li.1I<pY411Uan 11<.1 lIee llOpT 
3HaeT I(ero, H caMH Y.llHBJlSllOrCJI TOMy, 4erO y III1X nOJlY4aeTCH. 
ABTop .ll.YMaeT, 4TO HHlJerO ~Horo no 60JlbWei-i lJaCTI1 lie 6hHHleT. 
}f{H3Hb YCTpoeHa rOpa3.ll.0, K3" 6bl CKa33Tb, npOlUC, JlYllwe II npl1 · 
rOJ{HeH. H 6eJlJlerpHCraM OT Hee COBcpwemlO M:JJlO npoKy. 
HHutl1H nepeCTaeT 6ecnOKOHTbCH, I<aK TOJlbKO 011 cr~HIOBIITCH 1111· 
mHM. MI1J1J1IWHep, npHBblKHYB K ~80HM MI1J1J1110113M, T3KJI<e He .ll.YMueT 
o TOM, 4TO OH MHJlJlI10Hep. H Kpblca, no MHeHI-1I0 ilBTopa, He CJlHWKOM 
crpa)J.aeT OT Toro, 4TO OHa Kpblca. 
Hy, HaCtJeT MI1J1J1HOHepa aBTOp, B03MO>t<HO. liTO H npHXn3T1'JI 
M. n~ CMHArMH IS5 
, .. lHWHee. HaC'IeT . MHJlJlH~l.!~p'~,;~.~19~.v:'~~ ·'.:YI:oepJK,AaeT, ·, .TeM 6oJIee, 'ITO 
, , ~H3Hb MHJlJlHO~ep~~\:UP9.~~8HlJlk~ . 0l\PP." :.J~)~~;·01~ !YMaHe., . 
, ;.::. '.' Ho 9~0 :4e~!.~;H ~" ~CT.o~~J;I.aH ~~!l~lHHa , ~aweA, lKH3HH 
·OCTaeTCH 0 CHJle~~ )~r, .f.r;,; /,,' .• :~~:.,'.' ~f.~.: ~>... ." ' 
. ~,., BOT ·TYT~;~:~~·.'~., 'r,' ,. ~4 • ;"""r Q~,~ .991~~~~~~$I'B.O, ', 0 \ KOTOpO~ ~O~', , 
TOP y~e ' HMe~ ·:N:19~,9.~~9r.B,H~J~~R& , ~lf&.'ir o,}~~~~w~.~p~P.,H,CJlOBH~. : 4eJlO~eK ,; 
lJeHb • ,Aa>Ke . ' 1J,~H~~JI~nH.!l :·~ ~~Pt~$:,H\ ;1. ', 9~0T,H~ ,'}~~B~"Z TaKoR '>KH3ItbfO'" , 'Ka· 
, A JKHOeTCH. ' Hy,' ,. 3, .~~TOP'~,~ ~,.,e:.~, COrJIaCH~, '\1~;:f: ~~aYCJlOBHO, H~T Ha .' , ' ' 
60Pb6y, H HXHee :':MY;~ec:r~R\~~ ~: c!deJlOc:rb , B~ef.,~~:;~blabl,o~~~ , ,Y aoro~aJ'" / ") . 
HaYMJIeHHe H. 'IYBC!Bq.;:.!iell~.M~l~,~~~lJq\:rO~~ToR~;a~·~~,.:.\~  •. ", 'j, " • " \ " •• 1 't! .' •• , ..... 
..r KOHeJlHo,'!'aBTOp/: He l; ¥9.,'~~~~C~a~aTDp~ .'IT~$,~;~e~o.B~i~~,·· H .,0 : ,AaHHOM' cJly~.' ' ;,,1'.: 
t"I" l·~'J,;"·"-' 'M. n. CHHHrHH, : CT3J1 :.~eP~~tJ.~I!~~~J:I!{ri eR~CT.~Jt ~~l4.e"I:b ,'IyoCToa, >KeJIa· 
HHH, JI106oBb . Xopo,~~ . nOKYJIJ..jlJ"·~I~ ' /P!W~'.~aJl~~~ ·' , ~·\:~i,\)('~ ':: ".( , 
HeT, 9TO Bce \~ y;,~~ero ,;::~~~;(U~~ H.9. I::f):I'P :,,~blJJO .' Y>Ke, : o ~,~ pyroM BHJl,e, H 
:/ TaK CKaaaTb, 0 - JlpyrOM ', Macwra6e;\' opOoeHb i C ,. ero BOaMO>KHOCTRMH • 
... . ,' , lIYOCToa aSTopa:- nepeJl, ' ' ,~.eJlH.qHeM " 'npHpOJl.bI • He. nOMalOTCSI onH· 
.·caHHJO! , 
ABTOP Jl.OJI>KeH ellte CKaaaT!), 'ITO . ,OH caM HaX.OJl,HJICR B Te rO.lJ.bI 
·8 CHJIbHoA HY>KJl,e, ' H nOMOlltb" 'c ero CTOPOHbI CBoeMY p0Jl.CToeHHHKY 6bIJia 
HeaHa'l~TeJIbHaSl. OJl,H3KO, aBTOp MHoro pa3 ,AaBaJI eMY CKOJIbKO 6wJIO 
BOaMO>KHCJ. 
Ho OJl.Ha>K,l(bl, B OTCYTcTBHe aOTopa, MHWeJIb CHHJI C BeWaJIKH 'IY· 
iKoe naJIbTO C .06eabSlHKoBbIM BOPOTHHKOM H aarHaJI ero 6YlmaJlbHO a3 
fpOWH. nocJle 'Iero OH BOBce nepeCTaJi XOJl.HTb H Jl.a>Ke nepeCTaJi paCCKJIa. 
HHBaTbCSI C aBTopOM. 
KOHelJHO, aOTOp nOHHMaJi ero rpYCTHOBaToe nOJlO>KeHHe H .u.a>Ke 
HH OJl.HHM CJIOBOM He aaHKHYJlCSI 0 Kpa>Ke, HO MHWeJlb, lJYBCT8YH C8010 
BHHy, nonpOCTY OTBopa4HBaJiCR OT aBTopa H He XOTeJI BCTynaTb C IIHM 
HH B KaKHe pa3roBopbI. 
06 3TOM 38TOpy npHXOJl.HTCSI rOBopHTb C lJpeaBblllaJ1HO, TaK CKa· 
~arb, cTccHeHHbiM lIYBCTBOM H ;ia>Ke C C03~lalllieM K3KoA·TO CBocA 8HI-fbl, 
B TO OpCMfI KaK HHK3KOH IlHHbI. B CYIll.HOCTH. lie UW.'IO. 
10 
>KH3Hb U3'1HlfaeTCH aaBTpa. BbIpYlIKa 3a JleHb· HOlJJle)fmblA JlOM. Copo.,; 
JIeT. Heml<HJlaHHble MblCJlH. HOBoe pewelIHe 
ABTop ClIHTaeT HymHhlM npe.u.ynpe,llHTb IIHTtlTCJlfl 0 TOM, 'ITO IlaIll t' 
nOBeCTBOB3HHe OKOHlIHTCfl 6J1aronoJly t ll-f0 H B KOlllle 1<OIIuon ctraCTbe 
'HIIORb KOCHeTCSl KPblJlbflMH Hawero ,llpyr3 MHllJeMI CHlrnrUlla. 
1-10 nOKa liTO H3M npH,lleTCfI eme HeMllOro KOCIlYTbCfl IWC·KaJOfX lIe-
"pHflTHbJ,( nepe)l<HBa~iHH. 
TaK ilPOXO,llHJlH MeCflIlbl H rO,llbl. MHmeJlb ClIlIHrUIl noU"paJlCfl H 
nOllTH BCHKIIH .u.eHb OTnp3SJIflJlCfI lItl :Hy cnolo pa60ry JlH60 K rOCTlI-
HOMY .Llnopy, JlH60 I( naCC3>KY. 
OH CT3HOBHJlCSI K CTeHKe H CTOSlJl, npnMoii H IICIIO:WH}KllbIH, lie 
npoTflrH03f1 pYlm, HO KJlamlflCb no Mepe Toro, IWK npOXO)lIlJIH nO)lXO' 
;lfllllliC .u.Jlfl Hcro JIIOJl,H. 
OH c06HpaJi OKOJlO Tpex py6J1eA 3a )lellb, a I-fllor Jla U UOJlhIUC, H 
BeJI CHOCIlYIO H )J,ame CblTI-fYIO }KH3Hb, KyWHfl HIIOH pa3 KOJlUacy, ny-
aeHb II apyrHc TOB apw. 
O)lIlHKO, ou 33,llOJlmaJi 33 KBapTupy, He nJIClTSI 3n lice nOllTiI ,lUW 
rO.ll.3. 11 3TOT ,llo.'1r BIICCJI Tenepb Ha.ll. III1M, h:3K .ll.'IMOI{JlO[] Me'/. 
Y)I(e K HeMY B KOMHaTY 33XO.ll.HJlH JlIOAH H OTKpOBellllO cnpaUlHll3J1H 
06 ero OT'e3.ll.e, 
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lvhUUCJlL rOBOpHJI K3I<He-TO Heonpt::J.eJICHHbIC BelllH Ii Jl(JIj:lJJ IW-
h"!f'-TO II(~HCHbIe ouew.aHHH H CPOI<H. 
l-lo O)J.H<li((;,(.bl Be1lepOM, He )I{eJIaSl HODblX 06 ' HCiiCHHii H HOKblX 
IIClTHCI<OB, 011 He BepHYJICH :~v-,)v., a nomeJI H04CBaTb H HOI!.lIe>KKY, H.lJl1, 
I{::II< Cllte Hlia4e rOBOpSlT, H3 rony, \:a JIHTeliHblH npocneKT. 
B Ty nopy Ha JIHTdiHOM, HC),l.::t.'IeI<O OT KHPOtIHOH, 6blJI HOtlJIC)I{HblR' 
;~OM, r ].I.e 3a 25 KOnl'el{ .'(<lBa.i1H oTJ~e.'rhHYlo 1<0 HI<.\'. KPY)f{I<Y llalO H M11II_10 
: (.l]S1 YMLIB<1HHSI. 
MHmeJlh lIeCKUJlhKU pa3 Ol'T,lU;I,lCSI ::J:'(CCL 1I0LJCU:JTh H H KOIIIll' 
h:OHLt0B BOBee CIO;J.U IIcpc6p<.J,IICH co CBOHM He60,'lbUJIIM CI\;lp60M, 
VI Tor.n:a Ball;,waCb COBCCM pa3Mcpellll::tSl H CIIUKOlil-l<1S1 )l{H3I1b, 6c:-i 
O)!W u.aHHH l,aKHX-TO 4Y)J.ec H B03MO)f{H.OCTeH. 
KOI-le4Ho, c06HpaTb .llCHhfH He 6blJlO 3aHSlTHCM CJIHIllKOM JlerKIH>1. 
Hu)J.u Ubl.'IO CTOHTb HU YJlHLte H U mouYlo nOfO:1Y nmfHHYTHO CHHM:lTJ. 
manKY, 3<1CTY)KH8,Hl 3TIIM CBOIO rO.lORY If npOCTY)f{aHCb. 
Ho /lp}'fOrO HHlJerO nOK:l He Ohl.:10 " ).lp~T()r() BhIXO)~<J MHIIIl.'JIr. 
Ht' HCKaJl. 
HO'I.IICiKh:" c t:'l' rpy601:WTbl!llH UOIIT.ITCJHIMH II PC3101MH IIpalla~HI, 
.)JtH<lKO, 3I-1U4HTe.lbHO H3Mel-lHJla CKPOMHblH xapulnep MHllIeJlR, 
3;J.eCb THXHH xapaKTCp H p060CTb lie npC/l.CT .. lBJlRJlH HHI<3KOA I{l'I/ -
HOCTH H Ubl JIH :tail{e, I,(]I\ 6bl CI{;13<lTb, HH K lleMy. 
rpy6ble H I{PHK.1HBble rOJloca, pyraHb, Kpa)f{H H MUP)lOfioi'! Bblil<ll-
'3aJIH THXHX JII0;(CH UJlII ]nCT<1BJlH_'IH HX COOTBeTCTIIl'I/IIi>IM 06pa::m\f ;\H' · 
I-ISlTb (,Boe nUBe)l.CHHe. 
11 MHWC,llb CTUJI rUBupHTb rpy60BuTblC (l)pa3bl C/lUHM CHIIJlhlM rl) · 
,lOCOM H, 3:lU.lHlI.l;1HCb 0'1' pyrallH H II<1CMelllel<, lIana:.laJl II CB(1I0 OllCpe)lI, 
(aM, 6e306pa3HO pyraHcb H ) (,UI<C YIWCTBYR lJ )~pa/{ax. 
YTpOM MHWeJlb y6Hpa.'1 CHOIO IWHI<y, 111M Il<lH H, lJUCTO lie MhlB-
llIHCb, TOpOIIJUlBO meJI Ha pa60TY, HHorJl:J 6 e pn c c060H 3<1Mbl3rallllblH 
napYCHHOBblH nopnpeJlJ), KOTOPhIH, I{al< 6hl CKaJaT!>, "PH )~,-IIlUJI c~'y OC()-
6eHHO 4eTl{HH, HI-ITeJlJlHrel-lTllhlH BH).l H YI{a3hlB:JJI 11:1 ero 6hJJHIICl' IIpl) . 
HCXO)l{,lJ.eIlHe H HU3MOIKIIOCTH. 
LlYPII<lH "PUllblll/':;! nUCJle;UIII:\ ,'Jl'T - 'IIPI>13TI> (lI(lIt lIurnl~- l'T<lJla 1'11 -
HCplllelll!O lIeOTBH3 l /lfBOH, H Ml1lUCJlb OUI<YCbIRUJI ellOll lIonu ) (0 KpOlll!. 
He 3aMe t iaSl 3Turo H lit' erapaHCh OT :)"1'01'0 OTBhll{IIYTh. 
Tal{ nnomeJl CIUC ro:~, IHoro 1IOlITH ;~l'llSlTh Jll"/, co )UIH 
"pHe3)W B ./kHHlirp:1 Jl, MHL1H.~':1I0 61>1.110 42 rO l la, 110 )~Jllillllhll' It 
ce.!l.OLW·!'I>IC BO,,'WCbl "PH;l:lB:I.:J1I {'~Y CIIll' OOJll'l' cr: lpl,lii " Oil\, -
CTHI:IIIIP.ffCH Im;(. 
n Mae 1929 rO; l<l, CII;'lH 11:1 l'1<:IMCfiK(' .TleTIIL')'O calla It I' Pl'HCr. 11 ;1 
BccellllCM COJllIIle, MI1IUC; lh IIC3a~ICTII0 I( IICOil(HJl;JIIllO )lJlH ce611 C I~ ; I ­
KH~-TO :l;J)I(e npaXOM H TOpOllJlIllIOCThlO ('I';IJI llYM;JTI> 0 cllol'il IIpOIIIJIOii 
iI\I1311H, 0 nCh:O/le, () il(CIIC CHMOIII<C H 0 '('ex IIpOIIIJII>IX /~IIHX, IWTOJl,,/t' 
J(,naJIHCh CMY 'J'('nepb Y:UIIHlTe:lblll>IMH 1-1 ,' l ;J)I{e CI{;l3()llll"'MII. 
0" eraJI ) lYM;lTh OU 3TOM II IICplll>1 i1 pa3 3 a IICCl{oJlltlW JleT, H, ; l\ -
M:lSl 06 3TU:'II, JlOlJy BLTllnB ~l.rl TOT CTlIPl>Ifl 11 IICPIIIIl>lii o:mo(j 1\ /lOJllIClllh" 
I{OTOPOC ;~;1I1110 UCTilBHJIO ero II IWTOI)OC o I>IfI ilJI 0 , IWr)l;1 011 CO'II1IU/. '1 
CTHXH H.'II! :l\~I,I ;1 0 /lO:i/ll>IIU CIIIII>IX "PC.'lMCT;IX. 
H Ta )I":II J "", 1\()TUP:lH e~ly 1{;J 3 11 JJaCh Y"II :HITC.'''lloii }VIII ero /l()CTll -
HIIC 1'11;1, Ttll cPb (1If1.'" CBOerl llL'oeclloii IIlICTl)TOii. Ta il\lt:illh, OT IW1'op()ii 
(III YUle:r. 1\;l3;1; I<\CI, l'~ly 'I'L'IIL'PI> llal-I.'1Y lJllll'II i l{lt:lllh'O :1; 1 /In' /lIlL'MIi ('/'I I 
l'yll~cCTB()Ba 11/1 H . 
CTpaLUI;() Jl3BII,'1l10B;lllllblrl, MIHIIl'JlI> (T;M MOT;ITI.UI 110 cal'-Y. 14;1,\ ;1\1 
P.\,K<lMII If 6erilSi 110 ,'(OpO)f{KaM. 
Vi RApvr HCU,H1 H II 0 1I51T1-I:HI ~1hH'Jrh 3 aCTaRHJI<..I el'o : i~I]~p()J(aTh B('('~I 
rC.lJON. 
II. n. CHHRrHH ---------________ IBIlII. l.l7 
!la, BOT CeillfaC H CHlO MHHYTY OH I10CJ,.CT U r,CKon, TaM RC1'p~THT 
CBOlO 6 bIB Illy 10 iKeHY, CBOIO JIl06Snu.ylO CHMOlfKY, c ee ~ : H.7IeHbKI1MH . oee-
HYIlIKaMH. OH BCTpeTHT CBOlO )l{eHY H npOBelleT C HeH una'IOI{ CROCH 
}f{H3HH B nOJIHOM COrJIaCHH, JI106BH H He>KHOA llPY>K6e. 
11, .A)'MaH 06 aTOM, OH Bllpyr 3anJI3K3J1 OT BceB03MOIKHbiX 4YBCTB 
M BOCTopra, OXBaTHBllIero ero· 
11, BcnOMHHaSl TC )f{aJIKHC H CtlaCTJlHBblC CJlOUiJ. IWTOPblC OHa e M)' 
n .lBopHJla 9 JIeT Ha3a;{, MHUleJlb nOpa)I<<l.'ICSI Tenepb, KClK 011 MOl' CIO IIpe-
He6pe:tb H KaK OH Mor ylfHHHTb T3KOe HBHOe CYKHH-ChIHCTHO- 6poCIITb 
raKVIO HCI<JIlOlfHTeJlbHYIO )of ,!.lOCTOHHYIO .u.3MY. 
- OH BCI10MHH;:l.1I Tenepb Ka/K.!{oc CJlOBO, CK<l3aHfIOC eto, .l..I.a. 3TU lnl ;1 
CMY CK<l33J1a H OHa MOJlH.'1a CYllb6y, lfT06 OH OblJl 60JlbHOH, CTaphlH H 
XPOMOH, npel~nOJlaJ'aSl, 41'0 Tor /la OH oepHeTCH K HeA. 
11 eu~e 60Jlee B~iBOJlHOBaBIIHfCh OT 3THX MhICJleH, MHlUCJlh lIo6r il<<lJI. 
caM He 3H3H r:y /l3 
DLlC'ft>:lSl xO)(1)6a HCCKO.'lbIW YTHXoMHpHJla ero Bo.'meHHe, M Tor )ta. 
ToponSlCb H He ;.nc:r::m TepSlTb 1111 O,'1.HOI1 · MHHYThr, Mmue.l!b oTnpa!IIA.'Jcfl 
Ha BOK3aJl H TaM HalfaJl paccnpalUHB3Tb. Korn.a H C K<lKOH lIJ1aTClwpMhl 
ornpaBJJHeTCSl nOe3.ll.. 
Ho, kcnOMHHB, l.JTO Y Hero 6bl,TIO He 60.'lbllJt' o /.Uloro l>y6.111 .'lL'lIl'r, 
;\1HUleJlb CHOBa 3a.llpO)l{aJl H CTaJl cnpaWHuaTb 0 ~CHe 6UJleTa. 
Opoe3J( AO OCKOBa CTOHJI ,'lOpOII(e, 11 MHIIICJll>, B3S1B 611J1eT .w JlyrH . 
PCLIIHJI OT1YAa KHK-HH6YJI.b J{06parbcSl ,W CBoero CK1l304110ro rOpoJl:J. 
OH npHeXaJl B JIyry HOlfblO H KpenKO 3ClCHYJI H<l CJlO>HCIIHJ.IX tic );Wt' 
IIOJJOTH3 IlInaJIax. 
A lfYTb CBeT, APO}K3 BCt~M re.iIOM OT y-rpclIHeH npOXJlnj ll,1 II Homll'· 
liMn, MHWeJlh BCKOIIHJI H:l HOrJ1 H. nOKYIIHlll x .rre6a, nOlll('JI Il nopOII\ 
nCK003 . 
! J 
B030pallleHHe. POJlHble MeCT3. COHJl3HHe C IKeHol"f. 06cn.. HOBbie .l{PY3bH. 
CJlYIK63. Hooble MeliTbl. HeO)f{HJ{3HH3S1 60JJeJHb 
Ml!Ule,,'b nOWCJI no TponHHKe BAOJlb 110JlOTIIa )f{ C.llc :moH : loIHII'H, 
Illaran Clia43J1a B KaIwif-TO HcpeIllIlTCJI!>1I0l'TH H lIeYBcpe UIIOCTlf. 
1l0TOM OH npH6aBHJI 111 <lfy, H IICCI<OJlhl,O t!:lCOII lJ(q PSI.'l JlII.':I. lit ' 
'Inall:JBJlHB3HCb H HH 0 l.JeM He .llYMaSl. 
BtlepaWHee ero BOJlHeHUe H P:'l ;tOCTh CMel-!HJII!Ch TyllhlM OC 3p .13 JIII -
'HICM H ll3)l{e an3THeif. YI OH weJI Teneph, JlBHr:lSIcr. 110 HIICPIlIII', 11(' mH'SI 
lia 31'0 IIH HOJJH, HH OC060H OXOTbl. 
5hlJlO npeJJCCTHOC MaHCKoe yTpO. 11n1'II<II tIHplIKnJIH, l' Illy MOM 1I1l1 · 
It'Tall 113 KYCTOB, OKOJlO KOTOPl>IX npoxOl~HJI MHLUCJlh. 
(OJlllue Bce 60JlbUJC M 6n.'1bIUC neKJIO CMY f1J1C'IH, II Ilorll, OOVThll' 
r ,IJl OIIUI, CTCPJll1Cb H YCTaJiH OT IICnpHlIhl'II10if XO.llh61,1. 
B 1I0Jl}J.CHh MI1UJCJlb, YTOMHBIIIHCb, npHl'C .~1 lin I<pafl 1,,1 II;! II!>I II, ,11' 1. 
0111 ('IIOH KOJlCIII1, llOJlro cU l leJl lie ;UHlf.lflCb II lie MCIIHH 1I0) I,!. 
i>t'Jlble IIc no.J,BII)f\llbIC 06JI:tI( c) 11:1 r()pll ~H>llTe , MO.:II U hll' : UI(T(JIIiOi 
\ \·: " · lI h l' JI. IIl'Pllbl C )1{CJlTbl e IlBCThl O)lyn:tlltIHKlI JlaJlOMllIl ,HI MIIIIJ C.'IIO enl 
. ·, ' I :IIIIl' )lllil H CHOU.I 3 :1CT,IBHJlIi e ro IIa MllliYPv 1I :'1 I1 (} , ~ lIl1l1l.lTl , rH () r, '\ 
i., l MUi+<IfO CTHX, KOTOPblM 0 11 rrl e Jl lIilUCTpC4Y. 
M11I1Il'.H, P:1crfllIYJlC51 11:1 TpaBt.: }I, r .iIH JVI II CHIICIIY IIl' O: I, CIIOII:) " . , 
'. i\ , 'TI II)I!;I/! K.II'Y IO-TO pa J~OCTh YCIlO/\OCIIIIH. 
, _ ,, ~) Ha p ' l ) l OCTb 61>1 01 :1 YM epcHlla51. 3TO He 6blJla 'fa pa ;.l,Uc -rJ, H TOI 
'I, I up r, I\UTUPhlC OXU3ThIB :.IJlI1 MHlue.rts1 B ,rum ero MO.'O)~OCTH . 
II~T, IlII Ohl :1 .'lP,\TIHf lIe.iIOAcl<OM, r ilpvrHM (,(,P)IIl t' ~f H C JlpVrHML 
". (' AH"~ ' .. 
\ 
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HeH3BeCTHO, npaB~a JlH 31'0, HO aBTOpy O~Ha .n.eBYWKa, OKOHlIHB-
waH B nporuJlOM ro~ CTeHorpa(j>HlJeCKHe KYPCbI, paCCKa3aJla, liTO 6y ~TO 
BA<t>PHKe eCTb KaKHe-TO iKHBOTHble, B po.n.e HmepHl(, KOTopble npH Ha-
na.n.eHHH 60Jlee KpynHoro cymecTBa, Bbl6pacbIBalOT LlaCTb CBOHX BHy-
TpeHHocTeH H y6eralOT C TeM, lIT06bl B 6e30nacHoM MeCTe CBaJlHTbCH B 
6ecc03H3TeJlbHOM COCTOHHHH H JleiKaTb Ha COJlHue, nOKy.n.a He HapacTyT 
HOBbIe opraHbl. A Hana.n.alOmHH 3BepeK npeKpamaeT norOHIO, AOBOJlb-
CTBYHCb TeM, liTO eMY ,l{aJlH. 
ECJlH 3TO TaK, TO BOCXHmeHHe aBTopa nepe)l, HBJleHHSlMH npHpO.ll.bI 
HanOJlHHeT ero HOBblM TpeneTOM H )J{a)J{)l,OH )J{HTb. 
MHWeJlb He 6blJl nOXOiK Ha TaKYIO HmepHUY, OH caM Hana~aJl H 
caM XnaTaJl CBOHX BparOB 3a 3arpHBOK, HO B CXBaTKe OH, BH.l{HMO, Tome 
paCTepHJI lJaCTb CBoero ~06pa H CeHlJaC Jleil{aJl nycToH H nOlJTH 6e3pa3-
JlHlJHbIH, He 3HaH, c06CTBeHHO, 3alJeM OH nOllleJl H XopOWO JlH 31'0 OH 
c)l,eJlaJl. 
Ha l~pyroH ~eHb, OT.lI.bIXaSi nOlJTH KaiK~blH lIac H HOllYSI B KyCTax. 
MmlleJlb npHllleJl B £lcKOB, BH/.!. KOToporo 3ac raBHJI 3a6lfTbcSI ero 
cep.l{ue. 
MHWeJlb npowe"l no 3H3KOMblM YJlHU3M H B.lI.pyr OllYTHJlCSI y cno-
ero )l,OMa, C TOCKOH 33rJlH.n.bIB3S1 B ero OKH3 H .lI.0 60JlH Cn<HM3S1 CHOH PYKH . 
11, OTKpblB nJlelJOM KaJlHTKY BOPOT, OH BOllJeJl B C3.n., B TOT He60Jlb· 
WOH TeHHCTbIH ca.lI., B I<OTOPOM Kor .lI.a-TO nHC<lJlHCb CTHXH H B KOTOPOM 
kor )J,a-TO CHLleJla TeTI(a MapbH, MaMawa H CHMOllI{<l. 
Bce 6blJlO Tal< ;.Ke, KaK H 9 JleT Ha3a.l{, TOJlbKO .lI.OPOJf<KH ca.n.CJ 6blJIH 
3anymeHbl H 3<lPOCJlH TpaBoH. 
Te n<e ~BC BbICOI<He eJIH POCJlH y 33.l1.HerO KpbIJlbua H Ta i!<e co -
6SlIbH 6v~Ka 6e3 c06aKH CTOHJI3 B03JIe capaA4HKa. 
IkcKOJlbKO MHHYT CTOHJI MHllJeJlb HenO.lI.nH)KHO, KaK H3B<lSll-lHe, co· 
3epUHSI 3TH CTapbIe 11 MHJlble HeLUH. lio BllPyr ~leH-TO rOJIOC BepllyJl cru 
K .n.eHCTBHTCJlbHOCTH. 
CTapaSl, 3aI3epHYTaH B 6eJIYl0 KOCblJ-lKY CTapyxa, 6eCnOKQi\Ho fJIHJlSi 
H<I Hero, CnpOCHJIa, 3a4eM OB CIO.lI.a npllllJeJl II LITO e~1Y UY*II0. 
rlYT35ICb B C.1JOnax H CO CTP<lXOM H<l3blB<lH qlaMHJlHH, MHlUeJlb eTaJI 
paCCnpallJHBUTb 0 6bIBWHX )f{HJlbll<lX, 06 apell/J.:lTOpe )J,OMa H 0 Cepa(llHMl' 
rlaBJIOBHe, ero 6blBweH iKCHe. 
CTapYXa, npHCX3I3WaH CIOJla lIeLlaBHO, lie MOrJla Y JlOBJleTBOplITb tTll 
JlI060IlbITCTB:l, OllJ-laKO, YKa33JIa aJlpec. r I le 'renepb npOilUHl3J1a CmlOllI':'t. 
Yepe3 nOJllJaca MHWeJlb, ymlM<lH CepJlLleOHCIIHC. CTOnJI Y Jl.O~IJ 11:1 
6aCM3J11iO(1 y.1H1ue. 
OH nOCTYlla.iJ H, He .'l.OJI<HLl3HCb OTueT3, OTKPblJI Jl.BCPb u warllYJI 
H:J nopor KYXHH. 
MOJIOLta51 i/{eIlLl.lHHa B nepell!-lHl<e CT05lJJa Y IlJlIITbl, ~'lep)!{a n O)lIIOi'! 
pYKe Tape.IJKY, JlpyroH PYI<OH, DOOPY}f{eHHOii BIIJII<OH, olla ~OCTallaJIa lIa · 
peHoe MSiCO H3 l<HnflLUel~ K<lCTPIOJlbKH. 
)f{eJ-lLUHH<l Cep.l1liTO 1l001OTpeJl<l H, H:lXMYPHBI.I.IIfCb, npHrOTOBIIJJ:tCI 
3(II<PHlJaTb Ha BOlUe.lI.WerO, 1-10 BJlpyr CJlOU:l 3JMCPJlH lIa CC ryu;Jx. 
31'0 6bl..'l<l Cep:'HI>lBta rlanJlOUlla, 3TO 6J,IJIa CmlO'lI<a. CIIJIbllO II :J~Il · · 
mwwaSlC51 Ii nocT3peBlU3H. 
Ax, OHa 04ellb 1l0xY.lI.eJl3! KOr.lI.3-To 1I0Jlllellhl<HH ee CTali If Kpyr.lOc 
."lHlJHlW UbJ.lHl lIeY3J-1aBaeMble H lJYil<He. 
Y lIee 6blJlO >J(eJlTOBaTOe ynHJ1WCe .IIIiUO H I<OPOTKHC 06CTP\l}I{CII . 
lIb1e UO.10CbI. 
- Cepa<jJHMa naBJlOBlla,-THxo CI(<13<.1,,1 MmUeJlb H LU<lrIlYJI K IIdl 
alia crpawJ-Io 3<.l1<pH lJaJla , MeTaJlJllflieCKa51 TapeJlKa BblllaJla 113 ec PY'" 
H CO 3BOl-iOM H rpOXOTOM nOK3THJlaCb no nOJlY. H napeHoe MHCO y"aJlo 
A K<lCTPIOJIIO, pa36pbl3rHBaH KHnHLUHH cyn. 
.. 
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- EOiKe "MOA,-CKaSaJIa OHa; He · 3HaH, lJTO C,l{enaTb H liTO CKa3aTb. 
OHa nO,l{HHna TapenKY H, np060pMOTaB ·cceAllac:., CKpblnaCb 38 
.llBepblO • 
4epe3 MHHyTy OHa cHoBa BepHynacb B KyxHIO H, P06KO npoTHHytl 
pyKY, nOnpOCHJIa MHWeJIfi eeeTb. 
He CMeH K Heli nO.lI.OHTH H CTpawaCb CBoero BH.lI.a, MHWeJIb LeJi 
Ha Ta6ypeT H CKa3an, liTO BOT OH, HaKOHeu, npHwen H liTO BOT y ' Hero 
KaKoe nellaJIbHOe nOJIOmeHHe. 
OH rOBOpHJI THXHM rOJIOCOM H, pa3BO,l{H pYKaMH, B3.lI.bIXaJI H KOII· 
q,Y3HJICH. 
- Eome MOH, GOiKe MoA,-GppMOTaJIa MOJIO,l{aH iKeHIl.{HHa, C TO· 
CKoA JIOMaH CBOH pYlm. 
OHa CMOTpena Ha ero O.nYTJIOBaTOC nHUO Ii Ha rpH3Hoe TpHnbC cro 
KOCTIOMa H 6e33BYllHO nJIaKana, He coo6pamaH, liTO .lI.CJIaTb. 
Ho B.lI.pyr H3 KOMHaTbI BblWeJI MyiK Cepa<flHMbI naBJIOBHbl H, HH· 
.llHMO, yme 3HaH, B lleM .lI.eJIO, MOJIlla nomaJI MHWeJIIO pyKy H, OTOH)(Sl 
B CTOPOHY, npHcen Ha .lI.pyrylO Ta6ypcTKY, B03JIe OKHa. 
3TO 6blJI rp. H., 3aBeJ,lbIBalOIl.{HH KooncpaTHBOM, HCMOJIO;{OH YA,l' 
11 cKopcA nomHnoli llcnOB(>K, TOJICTOBClTbl1i H 6nC.lI.HbIH. 
Cpa3y nOHHB B lJCM .neno H cpa3y oueHHB nonomCHHC H CBO~I'O 
HCOmH.ll.aHHOro eoncpm'fKa, OH eTaJI rOBopHTb BCCKHM H upa3YMHTCJIbHblM 
'WHOM, COBCTYH Ccpacj>HMC naBJIOBHC n03a60THTbCH 0 MHWCJIC H npH · 
HHTb B HCM YllaCTHC. 
OH npC.lI.JIOmHn MHWCJIIO npCMCHHO nOCCJIHThCH Y HHX B l tOMe. 
S BepXHeH "leTHe" KOM1IaTKe, nOCKOJIbKY Y)KC B llOCT<1TO'-lHOH MCIW 
TenJIO. 
OHH 06C.lI.3JIJ.i BTpoeM 3a CTOJIOM H, KywaH napCHoe MS1CO C XPt'1I0M, 
H3pelu<a nCpeKHJI.bIBaJIHCb cnOBaMH OTHOCHTCJIbHO .lI.aJIbHCHWHX w a rOH . 
Mym Ccpa<flHMhl naBJIOBHhl CKa3aJI, '-ITO CJIY>I<6y CCHllac H:lIhH 
KpaAHC JICrKO H '-ITO 6C3pa60THblX CeHtIaC nce MCHhwe H MCllbWC Ha 
OHpmc TpY.lI.a, raK liTO B 3TOM OH He BH.lI.HT HHKaJ<oro 33TpY.lI.llelllUl . J1 
3TO 06CTOflTCJIbCTBO n03BOJIHT, BepOHTHO, MHWCJIlO ll;]}l<e Dbl6HpaTb ccGt' 
cJIym6y H3 HCCKOJIbKHX npeJ(JIQ)l{eHHH. Bo RCHKOM C.!IYlwe, 06 .9TOM TIW' 
BomHTbCSl He Ha,l{O. BpeMeHIiO OB 6YlleT npOiKHlWTb y IIHX, a TaM. n I l;I.'IIo · 
HCHweM, 6y l.l.CT HH.lI.BO. 
MHWCJIb, HC CMCSl nO,l.lIlSlTb I'Jla3 lIa CHMOl.fKY, 6JI:lI'O,l.lapHJI II ~1<a !(IICl 
nO>KHpaJI MSlCO H xJIe6, 3anHXHBaH B pOT 60JlbWHC I<YCI<H. 
CHM04Ka TaK}KC HC CMCJIa lin Hero CM OTPCTL II TOJIb/W II::lPL; ll\ ;1 
6pocaJia B3rJISI.lI.bl, no BpeMeH3M 60PMOll.a: «fiQ)l<c Moii, 60Il.;e MOH». 
MHWCJIIO YCTPOHJIH nepxlllolO I<OMllaTY, nOC-raBJln T),! l;\ rWPY CIII/Il · 
uylO KyweTl<y H He60JIbWOH TyaJICTI-IbIH CTOJI. 
MmUCJlb nOJIYLJHJI Koe·IGIKOC 6CJlbe II crapblll JII0npIIII<JUI>IH 1111 , ( 
M.aK H, YMblBWHCb 11 n06pHB cnol1 lUClm, C I<alwfl-TO pa ! WCTbIO OUJIJ -
'Uf.1}CH BO BCC CBC}f{Ce H c pa,l.lOCTbIO .lI.OJII'O pa3rJIu:thIIlJ.i1 ce6H II ;-iCPI,;J .'IO. 
I/OMIIHYTHO 6JIarO.LlapH cooero 6JIarO;{eTeJlH. 
CHJIbBble TpeBOJIUellHSl H XO/(b6a CTpaUJllO ero YTOMII.HI. II (Iff I\:lh 
KaMeHb 3aCllYJI Y ce6H lIaocpxy. 
HOtlblO, l.faCOB B 11, HHLJ erO He rIOIIU!'tWH 1·1 Ill' CO()Up ~J}I\ ;)H, L'll' ()If 
lIaXO}lHTCH, MHWeJIb npOCllyJIC5I H HCKOllHJI co CBorro .'1t))ICI. 
nOTOM, ncnOMHHB 0 CJIYlIHBweMCH, OB npHCeJI y Ol\lItl II Cr;I JI IICI/II -
MHHaTb () BC(;;X CJIonax, CI{J3<.1I1HbIX 3<1 ) (ellh. 
11, np'JCH.lI.eB OKOJIO LJacy, 01-1 UJlPy r 1I0'IYBCTlW/la .l ro .-lU; l. 
Bcno .. tHHaH CblTHblH nHT3rC.l1bl-lblH 06e/!, IWTOPl>lfl 01/ il'; ,lJlIIO II Ol :J 
pa360pa :lpOrJIOTH'JI, MHWCJlb TI1XOH H Hopon:aOH nO:'\O)(I<OH CIIYCTII JIOI 
I:lHH3, B KyXHIO C TeM, lIT06w nowapHTh TaM 11 CHOIJ:l 1l0JU<PC/IIITI , 
('OOH fdJIbI. 
J-4() 
.......... ~ ........................ ~. MHX. 30~EHHO 
OH OCTOPO)f{HO no cKpHnyllllM nOJlOBHu.aM Bowe.;! B KyXltlO H, 111..' 
3C:.lnmraH CBeTa, CTaJI mapHTh PYKOH rIO IIJrHTe, OTbICI'J.-maH 1<:lI<Yto. 
HHOY.llb e.lI.Y. 
CepaqlHMa naHJIOHHa BbIWJIa Ha KYXHlO, .:lpolI<a BCcM Te.lOM }1 )~~. 
M<HI, tlTO MHWeJlb npHwe:l C Hd'l noro80pHTb, 06 ' ~lcHHTbcn H CKa:JaTh 
TO, 'Iero He OblJlO CI<a3aHO, nO.lI.OWJla K HeMY H, B3S1B lTO :W PYKY. H:P 1ClJr: 1 
'ITO-TO JreneTaTh B3RUmiOBJHHbiM monorOM. 
CHalJClJrU CTpalUHO Hcnyr(1JIWHCb,.MmIH~Jlh IIUIIH.:J, H '!CM jtl'.;Il " 11, 
.It!IDKa B PYKe KYCOK XJleoa, Oe3Mo.nFHfO C.:IV III ,VI C.IIOII;I ClUl'.'I! (lI,liIllrl'fi 
B03,1JI06JleHHO Ii. . 
aHa rOBOpHJl3 eMY, liTO Bce H3MCHHJIUCb H Hce "POlLlJlU. liTO HellO· 
MI1Han 0 HeM, OHa, npaB.lI.a, npO~~OJr)f{a"Ia el'o Jrt06HTb, HU liTO ceHlIac eH 
Ka}f{YTCH HeHY)f{HbIMH H JlHIllHHMH KaKHC-JlHOO HORble lllarH H nepCMl'lIhl. 
aHa HaWJIa CBOIO TI1XYIO npI1CT3Hb 11 OOJrbllle HHlIero He 11 meT. 
Ml1llleJIb, no npOCTon: l lyweBHolf, TOTlIac OTBCTHJl, 4TO 3TI1X Ill'· 
pCMeH OH U He O)f{H)J,llCT, HO lITO OH 6YJ1eT pa)J. If ('1:aCT.:1 HFl, eCJrH 0"" 110· 
3ROJrHT CMY BpeMeHHO npO}fmnaTb B HXHeM .lI,OMe. 
VI )f{yn xJreo, MHWeJIb 6JWI'0.lI.apHO nE>)f{HMa.:J ec PYLJKH, IIpUOI IIC 
U4eHb 3a Hero oecnOKOHTbCH H He 04eHb ROJrHouaTbcn. 
Yepe3 HeCKOJlbKO )J,Hei1, OT'eBIllHCb H npHue;1n ee6S1 H 1I0pSlllol\. 
MHllleJIb nOJlY4HJI pa60TY B YnpaB.'1eHHH KoonepaTHBOB· 
YraC<lBlllan )f{U3Hb CHOBa RepHYJr<JCb K MlfllleJIIO, H, eH!~SI 3<1 OUl')(OM, 
OH iJ.eJlH.1CH CBOHMH Bne4aTJlemHlMH 3a .l.eHb If CTPOHJr pa3HWC IIJr;tllhl 
o 6Y.lI.YIl.{HX B03Mo)!{1I0CTHX, rOBopH, 41'0 Tenepb 011 ml4<1Jr HORY'O iKI-f ~m" 
" 41'0 Tcnepb OH nOHHJI Bce CBOH oUlH6KH H Hce CBOH .. aHBllblt' (I)elll'l'a. 
31f1f H liTO OH XOlleT pa60TaTb, OOPOTbCSl H .n.eJlaTh HOUYIO }f<H3Hh. 
Cepact>HMa n .. lR.l0BI-Ja C MYil<eM )J.pymecKH 6eCeJIOA;1.1H (' IIH~1. n'p . 
.'lClJHO paA)'HCb ero YCIICX<1M If B03pO)f{~eI-lH/o. 
TaK npOXOJlH.JIH ~I-IH H MeCflUbJ, Ii HH'/TO lie OMpalJ3Jr(l IfHf:UIII 
MHmeJIH. 
Ho B cpeBp'1..1e 1930 rO':1a MHmeJlb, IleO}I,II ){aIiIlO 3:16()JrCH rpHllllUM. 
1(0TOPblH OCJIOII\HIVICH ROCna,lJeI-IIH.'M .'JCrI\HX, YMCP, nl)l1T1f WI PVI<ax \. 
~'BOHX .'lPY3cii Ii 6J1arO,LI.eTcJreli. 
CUMolfKa cTpaulllo n.'1:.lKaJlCl Ii ;~oJrr() lie H<lXO)U1 JI<I cc6c Mec .-a, !lIlt)· 
I{Jrl1H3H ceon 3a TO, liTO OHa Ht' CI{:l3ClJlC1 MIiIllCJlIO Berro, liTO XOTl'JJa H 
'ITO .n.YM3JIa. 
MHlUeJlb 6blJl nOXopol-lell 11<1 6 . MOII(]CTbIPCI<()M KJI;t}lUHlIlt' ."-'lOnfJli·' 
t'ro n flOCeH'l3C y6HplJeTCH mHAhlMH IIB(,T:1MH . 
CetfTflUph 1930 rn:l:J . 
APPENDIX 2 
Illustrations from the first book publication of "Michel Siniagin" 
(Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo pisatelei v Leningrade. 1931) 
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.1aUTllH, OYCW 11 e !!!C '1CrO · TO TalWe . H o 1I1PlaTa!l 
I :apbep a ce 01>l.;la C;J.e.laHa. 
ODe ;3 T II cTapYllI h: lI B .J;3.1bu c ii u lt:.\1 Oy;:tYT lIrpa Tb ;;'11 · 
OO.1bHO BII.1.II)"1O pO.1L B )!;1!31!JI 'fllwe.1H CIIHHrIfHa. 
Tan ' ITO ny!!!all 'IliTaTe.l b li e 1I11l{JJ1 1 ~{aCT 0 .11131; 0 
I; CC P.ll.ll)" II He cep.J;IITCp., 'ITO ;wro p oc rall 3B:llI il 1leTCR 
Iia o nuca llllll T1II;1I\. 'ITO .Ilt. :I flIlX :10lla n .IX II OT U IlC T· 
IlIUX rcpOUlib . 
110;3TII 'I eCKaH an!O t: cjlt: pa 1; : lO \10 ' 0.1 a rO,la p li ~ l l-!' 
IlIC.lfO H CCKO.l bKO OTO;3Ba.l;h·... II 1I3 llil l llllX ;~a~la:'l.. 
H :\I a pbH ApKa.1.L CBaa .1!OOIl."Ia rOllop llr h. 'ITO O H ;: 
RCIWp C npIl CT )" DIIT Ii CBOIBI ~1~~lyapa~1. 
Ee 6ypHalf a;:1I;3Hb II BCT p C'l a CO ~llIorll"'lII 113· 
neCTHbnm mO.J.b)IU CTOlL'3 T o r o. 
OH a Ca)\ O.l [l~laO oy,lTO 6b1 ,J.sa pa3a BlqeJl a JI, H. 
To.1CToro, H a;z.coa3, KOHu. IIe p cBe p 3cBa If ;xpyrnx 
3 HalleH nTbiX mO.lc iJ: . 0 I;OTOP b IX OHa II XOTC ,1a no · 
Be.laTb :'tl!lpy CBOH co06pa;KCHI1!1. 
TITaK. n c p e ,]. aaq3.'101l p CBO.lI0gHII Ct:)l bl! npll c x3 n3 
B IIcKO B It TaH ;33CTplLla Ha Tpll rO.J.3. 
~1. II. CnHBrmI BCBlmo .lI.eHb rOBo pn.l. 'ITO OR HI-! 
33 'ITO He HallepCH TOpqaTb ;3J,eCb II 'ITO DpR n e p' 
BOH BO;3HoamOcTU OH ye,lJ.eT B 1\fOCliBY lUll JIeuRR' 
rpa);. O.J;B3liO D OC-lc.J;YJO!!!ne COOhlTII!I n nepC:'tfeRhi 
~Hn 3HaqHTe~bHO OT.l.anlf~g ;3TOT OrLe3~. 
If Haw Mnrnc.lb CWUlfllB. npo.l.0.1.1R3.1 CBO IO ilU13Hb 
no.l. nCKOSCIi1Df Be6o:'tf, ;3aHlf.:'tfaS Cb n Ol'a 'ITO CBonMU 
e THX311H If CBOlJ}~ BpeMCUllbill yB .le'lelflle~1 o.J.Hoii 
:H 
e R Mo q ,,! )f. 
B ro.l ORORQ , n H II r lf llHA3Hn 
1916 I . 
/ 
f 
B T)" BCCH), Har;OHC!! . coopallWIICh, y c xa .l:i B JIeHIIH -
rpa.D: TeTRa Maph11 ApRa.'lbeBRa II BCRope OTTYlJ.ll 
rrpuc:ru .la OT'laIlHBoe nIICb)IO . C ICOTOpo.\' 113BCma.18_ 
'ITO II AOjJOTe ec OOOlipU .lH. y HI'CII PI' calmOR~\ 
C Q8CILIU ,];paroyelillocTeil. 
IlIICI.:>IO Oh/ .10 lfeCBlliilloe " 3al1 YTaUHoe BlIil,II .\J0_ 
(! TO 1I0Tpllce ""e Cll:lbHO rro,]; c ifcTBOB3 JIO 1f8 He:lfO.'fO-
.-(yro ,];8~Jy. 
K ~IO)ly BpeMtRII THXO /I lJeO;t(1I)J.3HIfO CIiOH'I8 .1 a c L 
.\18Tb JIlIlueJi H. He ycnen .:ta me IIf! C 1;1"'1 rrf)()CTIITr.CH 
/I oT,];alb CBO~I rrOCJIe'];HIIC paCnO jHlif(CRI!II . 
Bce 310 ClI.'lbHO IIO,:J;e HCTBOB8,10 H it Mnwe.ll1, !;OTO-
ph/If Cla.l "a Roil-TO IIfXIIH_ p06RI1H /I .u.8n:e rrH.II1Bh/if. 
BLlnn np O.lHILl C.'reiihl_ HO 3TO C06h1TU e B('I(Ope 3a-
C_10RD.lOCb .l;pynlM. Y CRMO'lIOI p O"U.1Cli I!!YlI!lellb-
KJ.£ii, HO ){H.ilhlB pe6eHO", H 1I0Roe, He IICllbi . 
TaB.BOe OTgOBcKoe ''YBCTBO rreC/{OJIbKO 3aXB8THJIO 
MHwenll. 
O;:J;BaKO 3TO H e ;J;O.'lTO rrpO;J.O .lih:a .-IOCb, II OM CHOBa 
H8qa;t o oroBapHBaTb 06 0n.e3.1le, Y;t\e 60.1ee pealIbHO 
n p emRTe.lbBo. 
II oceBbro, UOJIyqUB OT rCTK" MapL" HOBoe IIlICLMO. 
BOTopoe OB HHROllfY Be rrORa3aJI , Mmne.1L iSblCTPO 
CT3.J."I cOOHpanCII, TOBOPII, 'ITO OB o6ecrretUiBaer CBOro 
;neBY u · pCOeHKa Bcellf ,lUIlUfUUlblM HlfymecTBOM. 
OCTaBJIHII ero B HX IIOllHYro C06cTBeHHocTb. 
J\Iollo.;taH .l.allfa 1I0npeamexy, a lIfo;nCT JJ;a;ne R oOJlee. 
B.'J}o6;leflHaR B CBOt"ro cynpyra. c · yn;aCOlo{ CllvmaJla 
w 
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COT ;J,B3.:l!!3Tt.. II I1 1'ul' O rO,ll3 
XOpOW3H II HCII3fl nOrO,:J.3. 
aIJI' Ci[C 
CTOll .,a 
Tt..IClf'la ,J.CBHTb· 
II CNi t I{)'J Ii TeJI b 11 0 
MUmC.1b B ;Ier/{O~t CBOe:-t UaJIbTtl , nOA llyN)' C I:;ia· 
ce.~ :lOil E¢PC)IOBHOii , DbIXOAII .' 113 eBoeH KO~IHaTbl. 
lKeJIaH noilTU norYJIlITb no HaOf'pemllOH II nOC.'IOTpeTh 
lIa ;}e,J.oxo.n:. 
1-1, ;3aKp bl 0 3n .1Bepb U 3 lelK)'l II HaneB3R .d:>aIl3HbI. 
6aRaHbl » , OH nOrJIH;J,bIH3 .1 H3 CBOlO :l.a}IY · 
0113 TyT aie N O,163en.l a Cb B KOpll,:J.Ope . ;l.e.1aH CBOIBIIi 
crPOilHbDIU HOiliKa'lII pa~HblC ua H Tall!!~ H '1ap ,lbCTOR. 
OHa 6b1..1a QYile CnO !,(OpOllla B CBOe:-l CBeT;10~1 BeCeH-
Jle:-l KOCTlO:-Ie , CO CBOlnl npe.1eCTRbDf npO¢HJle:-l II 
;3 aBJ\Tyul/{a~1K 11;3-no,J. W ,lSflbl • 
.\I.Hme.1b .110608110 rJlII,ll.eJI us lIee, BOCXHQlaRCb e e 
RpaeOToii, )(O.lO,:tOCTbl{) H 6eCDeQHOCTblO. 
,ns, Kosequo , OBa se 6b1.JIa CJ1HIDEOM YQellall ,ll.eBHya. 
cnoc06Ball C .1erKOCTblO norOBopllTb 0 KaHTe, HJlll 
ba6e.le, iL1H 0 TeopRH BepOHTBO<:TB B OTBOCBTeJlb-
HOCTH. oe;syc.10BBO, OBa ,noro HB"IerO Be llBaJla It 
Be H.lIe.1a CK.10BBOCTll K YMo;spBTenBblM say&aM, 
npe.l1l0qBTaH H)( .,e rxY 10 , npOCTYIO ntB3Sb. Mop· 
!QRHbl p a3.:l~bR s e 6 0 p 03.:l n .1H e e .,6a . 
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